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TAX REFORM ACT OF 1975

THURSDAY, APRIL 1, 1976

U.S. SENATE,
CO II'i=EE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Gaylord Nelson presiding.
Present: Senators Long, Byrd, Jr., of Virginia, Nelson, Bentsen,

Haskell, Curtis, Fannin, Hansen, and Packwood.
Senator NEiSoN. Mr. Robert Flint has not arrived yet, so we will

call upon Mr. John J. Douglas, executive vice president, General Tele-
phone and Electronics Corp., on behalf of the U.S. Independent Tele-
phone Association.

Mr. Douglas.

STATEMENT OF JOHN J. DOUGLAS, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
GENERAL TELEPHONE AND ELECTRONICS CORP., ON BEHALF OF
U.S. INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION

Mr. DouOLAs. My name is John .J. Douglas, executive vice president
of finance, General Telephone and Electronics Corp.

Senator NELsoN. If I may interrupt just a moment, Mr. Douglas,
I have not had a chance to read your statement nor to see how long it
is. Your statement will be printed in full in the record at the appro-
priate place. We have six witnesses, so in those paits at least where
you can summarize for the purpose of economy in time, we would
appreciate it.

Iam informed we have a 10-minute time rule.
Mr. Douwl,,s. My summary will be less than 10 minutes.
I appear here today on behalf of the member companies of the

U.S. Independent Telephone Association [USITA]. The 1,618 inde-
pendent-non-Bell-telephone companies serve over 26 million tele-
phones in 48 of the 50 States. A map showing independent-servedareas of the United States and a tabulation showing the number
of independent companies serving each State are included as exhibits
to my written testimony, which was filed yesterday.

At this point, Mr. Chairman, I ask that my written statement be
printed in full in the record so that we may devote our time here this
morning to highlighting some of the more crucial issues. In addition,
I ask leave to distribute at the conclusion of my remarks a booklet en-
titled, "Capital Formation * * * a Critical Problem for Utilities,"
which summarizes the capital problem and our proposed solutions in
a fairly concise fashion.,

'This document was made a part of the official Oles of the committee.
(1583)
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Secretary Simon's recent testimony before this committee reflects
the administration's concern with the serious plight of electric utili-
ties. The recommendations of the President's Labor-Management Ad-
visory Committee to alleviate the problems of electric utilities, which
have been endorsed by the administration, also deserve the support of
Congress. However, close examination shows that the basic financing
problems of the utilities are not unique to the electric utilities. In
fact, all utilities-including the telephone utilities-face similar
problems.

Demands for all utility services require large, growing and continu-
ous capital outlays. Specifically, utility expenditures for new plant and
equipment have grown substantially faster than other segments of-the
economy. [Chart 1.] Annual capital expenditures by the telephone
and electric utilities have grown at about the same rate and are ex-
pected to continue to row proportionately in the future. [Chart 2.]
Both telephone and electric utilities are seriously concerned about
the availability and price of funds to finance these large and necessary
expenditures.

In the past the utility industry has utilized a disproportionate
amount of debt to fund its rapidly growing construction expenditures.
The utilities are now to the point where they cannot or should not fi-
nance their construction budgets by further increasing the ratio of debt
to equity. The impact of high interest rates on the highly leveraged
financial structures has resulted in a dangerous decline in interest cov-
crage for both telephone and electric utilities. [Chart 6.]

This is particularly troublesome since interest coverage is a key
measure of financial strength. The decline in coverage has reduced the
credit worthiness of most utilities, thereby increasing the risk of in-
vestors and the cost to consumers.

In addition to being capital-intensive and highly leveraged, the util-
ity industry is one of the largest employers in the United States. With-
in the industry telephone utilities employ approximately twice as
many people as electric utilities and account for 56 percent of the
total employment in the industry. [Chart 9.] Any tax legislation for_
electric utiifies should be extended equally to all utilities in order to
maximize job opportunities in the entire utility industry.

A first stop toward alleviating the plight of all utilities is the prompt
and permanent removal of inequities in the tax system which bear par-
ticularly hard on the ability of telephone and electric utilities to at-
tract capital. USITA recommends three basic changes in the tax laws.

INVEfSTMINT TAX CREDIT (iT)

The first such inequity is the permanent investment tax credit [ITC]
rate of 4 percent for utilities as compared with 7 percent for nonutili-
ties. Congress has temporarily equalized these rates at 10 percent for
2 years, which was a step in the right direction. However, a 2-year Fe-
riod is not long enough for utilities to effectively and efficiently p an
and carry out large capital improvements and make up for past dis-
crimination, and it injects another uncertainty for the future.

We support a permanent ITC of at least 12 percent for all industries,
utility, and nonutility. This will immediately provide needed cash flow
to strengthen capital structures and improve interest coverage, thus
permitting increased expenditures for required construction programs.
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Senator NELSON. I don't recall. What was the stated reason for the
differential in the investment tax credit between utilities and other
businesses?

Mr. DOUGLAS. I believe there were two primarily. This goes back
quite a bit. My recollection is the first reason was that the utilities were
obligated by their franchises to provide service to their customers, to
the users of service. Therefore, because of this obligation it was as-
sumed that they would not need an incentive. They had to provide
the construction that was necessary.

Second, as a part of that, I believe the feeling was if it became
necessary because of high money costs or capital squeeze to help
the utilities finance their construction programs, the State regulators
would permit satisfactory rates of return to give the utilities the
flexibility to handle their construction programs.

I think those were the given reasons at the time. I think if we look
back on the history over the last 5, 6, 7 years, I think we will find
the reasons did not stand up.

Senator NELSON. Go ahead.

REINVESTMENT OF UTILITY DIVIDENDS

Mr. DOUGLAS. Second, the tax laws effectively foreclose the utilities
from selling stock to a large body of potential investors. Utility stocks
have been sold traditionally on the basis of high dividend payments,
which are taxed to the recipient at ordinary income rates. The tax
laws discriminate in favor of high-growth, low-dividend payout com-
panies.

The investor's return on investment in such "growth companies" is
achieved largely through reinvestment of earnings by the corporation.
The resulting capital appreciation is taxed to the investor at more
favorable rates. This discrimination against investors in high-divi-
dend-paying utility stocks results in a higher cost of capital to the
utility-a cost that is reflected in higher raites to consumers.

The ability of the utilities to attract capital would be materially
enhanced if the investors had the option of reinvesting dividends with-
out a tax penalty. Utility dividends reinvested under an automatic
dividend reinvestment plan should in equity be treated for tax put
poses as a stock dividend.

DEDUCTION OF DMDENDS ON NEW PREFERRED STOCK

Third, the ability of the utilities to improve, or at least maintain,
their debt-to-equity ratios by selling equity is severely hampered by
the tax law's discrimination which allows the deduction of interest on
debt, but does not allow a deduction for dividends paid on equity. Tho
difference in tax treatment is particularly indefensible with respect
to preferred stock, which has most of the characteristics of debt and
which is a commonly used vehicle for utility financing.

The discrimination should be removed by making dividends on
designated new issues of preferred stock tax deductible by the issuer.
This could be done with minimal loss of tax revenue, since new pre-
ferred would not have the 85 percent dividend preference and would
be used extensively as a substitute for debt, interest on which is already
deductible. The resulting net tax revenue loss would be less than
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the difference between the interest rate and the preferred stock divi-
dend rate, since both interest and dividends would be fully taxable
income to the recipients.

In conclusion, enactment of the changes in Federal tax laws recom-
mended by USITA. will help telephone and electric utilities to attract
needed capital at lower net cost, thereby allowing them to provide
required plant and equipment, stimulate employment, and operate
more efficiently for the benefit of the public.

The telephone utilities should be given parity with the electric
utilities in any new tax legislation. All utilities face similar financing
problems. The electric and telephone utilities compete directly with
one another for capital in the financial markets. The telephone industry
employs more than one-half of the workers in the entire utility in-
dustry. Thus, for maximum effectiveness, without detrimental impact
on any segment of the utility industry, the ITC and divident rein-
vestment provisions being considered for electric utilities should in
equity be extended to all utilities, including telephone utilities.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hansen.
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Douglas, why are your three proposals

uniquely suited to solving the utilities' finance problems?
Mr. Douca,ss. First of all, Senator Hansen, they can be implemented

quickly. ','i y have already been supported by many groups that have
appel, ed here. They would provide strong and immediate cash flow
which is needed in the utility industry. They would substantially im-
prove the present precarious debt-equity ratios in the utility com-
)anies and, finally, would provide in the case of a dividend reinvest-

ment program a very reliable and steady source of new equity infusion
in the utility industry.

Senator hANSE.N. Has the recent reduction in interest rates sub-
stantially solved your problem?

Mr. Doutym,.s. 'There has been, I guess I would call it, a cyclical
reduction we are delighted to see. On the other hand, if you look
back over the past six recessions, you see that after each recession
when interest rates had bottomed, they climbed to a new peak so we
have had five consecutive higher peaks. I would say the trend in the
foreseeable future over any period of time is going to be in the direc-
tion of higher interest rates.

I would also like to point out that at the present time-I would like
to use the General Telephone operating companies as an example. At
the end of last year the imbedded cost of debt for our telephone com-
panies was 7.25 percent. In order to turn the imbedded cost of debt
downward, we would have to be selling our bonds into today's markets
and in future markets at less than 7.25 percent [Charts 4 and 5.1

I might point out one of our better rated telephone companies
sold securities last week, long-term debt at 8.66 cost of money. Not
only is that substantially above the average and raising the average,
but we must also consider as time uoes on the older issues of debt are
coming up for refunding. Some of those issues are carrying 4 percent
and sometimes less, and they are being refunded at current interest
rates.

Senator HANSEN. How will the investment tax credit affect the
utilities' construction program?

Mr. DoITOis. The utility indilstrv had a construction program of
roughly $32 billion last year. I think a good estimate would be about
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85 percent of those expenditures would be eligible for the investment
tax credit. You can see then that this would provide very, very
significant cash flow to the utilities to help them meet their construc-
tion requirements and this, in turn, would give confidence to investors
and in the long run help tile equity improvement part of tile program.

Senator IANSEN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator iNelson.
Senator NELSON. I have no questions.
The Chairman. Senator Bentsen.
Senator BENTSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
On the use of the investment tax credit, (10 you run into any prob-

lems with some of the State regulatory commissions in how they try
to use the investment credit to bring about a lowering or reduction of
rates in effect and thereby preclude the full utilization.

Mr. DOUOLAS. That problem was recognized and very well handled
in the revision of the tax law, I believe, several years ago, so that now
the problem is reasonably relieved throughout the United States and
instead of immediately flowing through the benefits to the subscriber,
it has helped. Some problems still exist in the State of New York.

Senator BENTSEN. Do you have any recommendations as to further
implementation of legislation to try to stop that?

Mr. DouoLs. I believe that if it is not already clear in the legisla-
tion, which may be the case because I have mentioned one State that is
causing some difficulty in this area, it should be clear that the purpose
of the investment tax credit is to help the utilities solve their current
construction cost problems and the funding thereof, and therefore
to return those funds immediately to the subscribers is adverse to the
interest of those subscribers in the long run.

Senator BENTSEN. Do you think the changes made pretty well take
care of that?

Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, sir.
Senator BENTSEI. Accountingwise do you get some overlapping on

the chargeoff period, depreciation period, on pollution equipment that
you put in with your investment tax credit?

Mr. Douors. I am afraid I can't answer that. I am in the telephone
utility business and we don't have a pollution problem. Maybe one of
the electric utilities will be able to speak to that.

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much.
The Chairman. Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Senator Haskell.
Senator.HAfSKELi4 . No questions.
The Chairman. Senator Fannin.
Senator FANNIN. I have no questions.
The CHAIRMAN. I am sorry I was not able to be here at the begin-

ning of this session. I had to discuss with the Budget Committee our
recommendations with respect to how we will raise taxes. I think this
committee should make the recommendations as to how we should or
should not raise them.

Mr. DouOlAs. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman.
rThe prepared statement of Mr. Douglas follows. Oral testimony

continues on p. 1609.]
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TzsnuoNy or JoHN 3. DOUOLAS, ExzcuTxvz VICE PRsiDENT-FINANcO, GwNEi
TELEPHONz & ELEoTaoNxcs CoRp. oN BEHAL OF THE UNITED STATES INODZPEND-
ENT TzPox ASSOCIATION

SUMMARY

The long-term demand for communication and power services requires large
and growing capital expenditures. During the past decade the utility industry
has relied extensively upon the issuance of debt securities to finance these re-
quirements. However, utilities cannot do so as heavily in the future because they
have virtually reached the practical limit of their debt capacity. The overall
financial deterioration of both telephone and electric utilities is further evidenced
by sales of common stock below book value, the need to finance at high interest
rates, erosion in interest coverage and numerous downgradings of security rat-
ings. The recent economic recovery serves only temporarily to mask the long-
term financing problems that utilities face, which if not solved, will result in
higher costs to the consumer.

Because of the seriousness of the financial problems of telephone and electric
utilities and their importance to the health and growth of the economy, it is im-
portant that Congress take prompt action to redress certain basic inequities in
the tax laws which are particularly burdensome to utilities. Congress should:

Permanently increase the investment tax credit (ITC) to 12 percent for all
businesses, equalizing the utility and non-utility ITC rates, and remove the 50
percent limitation on the credit:

Defer taxation of automatically reinvested dividends of utilities treating
them as stock dividends (IRC § 805) ; and

Allow a corporate tax deduction by utilities for dividends paid on designated
new issues of preferred stock (IRC 1 247).

These measures will significantly help in:
(a) Removing inequities in the tax laws which encourage consumption over

investment and which favor debt over equity;
(b) Restoring the financial integrity of utilities, reducing their outside capital

requirements, and thereby helping to stabilize the financial markets generally;
and

(c) Encouraging construction and employment, reducing the cost of capital
and holding down the cost of services to the consumer.

The-telephone utilities should be given parity with the electric utilities in any
new tax legislation. All utilities face similar financing problems. The electric and
telephone utilities compete directly with one another for capital in the financial
markets. The telephone industry employs more than one-half of the workers in
the entire utility industry. Thus, for maximum effectiveness, without detrimental
impact on any segment of the utility industry, the ITC and dividend reinvest-
ment provisions being considered for electric utilities should in equity be ex-
tended to all utilities, including telephone utilities.

STATEMENT 1

Three changes in the tax laws are necessary to enable telephone and elec-
tric utilities to finance growing construction requirements and to strengthen their
capital structures which have become dangerously overburdened with debt

INTSODUOTION

The ability of the telephone and electric utilities to provide adequate services
to the U.S. public is being undermined by serious long-term financial problems,
while at the same time the demand for services continues to require extremely
large capital expenditures. Specifically, the telephone and electric utilities have
been financially weakened by a combination of factors, including record Inflation,
high interest rates, seriously strained debt capacity, and basic inequities in the
Federal tax laws. The recent economic recovery serves only temporarily to mask
the long-term problems utilities face In adequately funding construction pro-
grams required to meet future demands for communication and power services.

'The United States Independent Telephone Association (USITA) represents the Inde-
pendent (non-Bell) segment of the telephone industry in the United States. The Inde-

ndent telephone industry consists of f.618 telephone operating companies serving over
million telephones through 11 000 exchanges in over one-half of the served geographic

areas of the nation. A map showing Indepenaent-served areas of the United States and a
state-by-state tabulation of Independent company statistics are attached as Exhibits A
and B. These companies, together with the operating companies of the Bell System, pro-
vide exchange and inter-exchange telecommunications service through the Integrated
faclUtles of the telephone network.
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In considering tax legislation, Congress should not focus solely on the electric
utility half of the utility financing problem. Telephone and electric utilities
compete directly with each other in a common financial market for their large
external requirements. To strengthen only electric utilities through tax relief
would disadvantage telephone utilities as the other major competitor for funds
in the utility financing market, thereby driving up telephone utilities' cost of
capital and ultimately prices to consumers. The telephone utilities are by far
the largest employer among utilities. The electric utilities account for approxi-
mately 30 percent of the employment in the utility industry, and confining tax
relief to electric utilities would not only be detrimental to telephone utilities
but would materially limit the creation of new employment opportunities in
the entire utility industry.

Utilities have unique financial characteristics and long-term financing prob-
lems requiring solutions beyond those addressed to capital formation generally.
Prompt solutions are needed because of the large amounts of capital utilities
must continually raise, because their regulated prices have not been permitted
to keep pace with inflation, and because of the essential nature of the public
service they provide.

The urst step toward alleviating the plight of utilities should be the prompt
and permanent removal of basic Inequities in the tax laws which bear particu-
larly hard on the ability of telephone and electric utilities to attract capital.

Congress should:"
Permanently Increase the investment tax credit (ITC) to 12 percent for all

businesses, equalizing the utility and non-utility ITC rates, and remove the
50 percent limitation;

Defer taxation of automatically reinvested dividends of utilities, treating them
as stock dividends ; and

Allow a corporate tax deduction by utilities for dividends paid on designated
new issues of preferred stock.

These measures will significantly help in:
(a) Removing inequities in the tax laws which encourage consumption over

investment and which favor debt over equity;
(b) Restoring the financial integrity of utilities, reducing their outside capital

requirements, and thereby helping to stabilize the financial markets generally;
and

(o) Encourging construction and employment, reducing the cost of capital,
and holding down the cost of services to the consumer.

1. TELEPHONE AND ELECTRIC UTILITIES HAVE COMMON FINANCIAL PROBLEMS

(A) Large capital outlays are needed to meet demands for utility services
Demands for service require large, growing and continuous capital outlays by

the utility industry. The growing rate of these outlays far outstrips the rates
in other sectors of the economy. For example, during the period 1965 through
1975 expenditures for new plant and equipment for utilities increased by
195 percent whereas for manufacturing the increase was only 106 percent
(Chart 1). Annual capital expenditures of all utilities were approximately $22
billion in 1970, increased to $32 billion in 1975, and are estimated to reach $54
billion by 1980 (Chart 2). The utility industry is concerned about the availability
and price of funds to support these necessary expenditures. This concern will
intensify as the economy recovers and the competition for and cost of funds
increase.
(B) Increasing reliance on borrowing is no longer practical

Largely because of the bias in the tax laws favoring the issuance of debt
-rather than equity, the utility industry utilized a disproportionate amount of
debt to fund its rapidly growing construction expenditures from 1966 through
1975. Key indicators of financial strength now show that telephone and electric
utilities are virtually precluded from financing their future construction re-
quirements by further increasing the proportion of debt in their capital struc-
tures. The level of debt of independent telephone utilities at year end 1975 was
56% of total capitalization, slightly greater than that of electric utilities (Chart
8). The important fact is that both telephone and electric utilities have about
reached the practical limit of their ability to increase leverage because of inden-
ture restrictions, the need to protect bond ratings, or the reasonableness of risk
that security holds can be expected to assume. Because of the acute nature
of the overall debt problem, many utilities, both telephone and electric, have
been forced to sell large amounts of new common stock below book value.
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The adverse consequences of the extensive use of debt have been magnified
by the rapid increase in Interest rates during the period 1960 through 19i5.
Interest rates on "A" rated utility bonds increased from 4.8 percent into 1960
to 10.1 percent in 1975. Although there has been a modest cyclical decline in
interest rates recently, the secular trend of long-term interest rates remains
upward (Chart 4). Because of anticipated future inflation, long-term interest
rates are expected to remain far above historical norms. As a result, the utili-
ties will have to refinance the debt sold prior to the mid-sixties at two-to-three
times the original Interest rates, while simultaneously financing new construc-
tion at the higher rates. The combined will be to significantly and inevitably
continue to increase the embedded cost of capital to utilities (Chart 5).

Extensive use of debt and the escalation of interest rates has caused a dramatic
erosion in the interest coverage of utilities. Average pre-tax interest coverage
for both independent telephone and electric utilities fell to approximately three
times in 1974-75, as compared to four to six times a decade ago (Chart 6). Some
individual utilities' interest coverage ratios have even dropped below two
times, the point at which most utilities are prohibited by indenture limitations
from issuing additional long-term debt. The decline In the utilities' interest
coverage has reduced the credit worthiness of most utilities and increased the
risk to investors. During the period 1971 througr 1975, Standard & Poor's
downgraded the bond ratings of 104 public utilities while upgrading only 37.
As a direct result, utilities have found it more difficult and more expensive to
raise needed capital.

The overall financial deterioration of telephone and electric utilities, as evi-
denced by (i) extensive use of debt, (ii) sales of common stock below book
value, (i1) need to finance at high interest rates, (iv) erosion in interest cov-
erage, and (v) downgradings of securities, can only lead to higher prices to
conumers.
(0) Capital intensity

The financial problems of utilities further magnified by their capital in-
tensive nature. Independent telephone and power utilities invest nearly 5
times as much as the average manufacturer for each dollar of annual sales
(Chart 7). Therefore, utilities must rely far more heavily on external financings
than industrials.
(D) Competition for external capital

Utilities account for a large and increasing share of the private external capital
financing4n the U.S. (Chart 8). Telephone and electric utilities compete directly
with each other, and with all others including the Federal government, for the
limited amount of available capital. Because of large capital needs, strained
debt/equity ratios, and reduced credit worthiness, utilities find themselves dis-
advantaged competitors in the, intensely competitive financial markets.
(E) Utility employment

In addition to being capital intensive, the utility industry is one of the largest
employers in the United States. Within this industry telephone utilities employ
approximately twice as many people as electric utilities and-account for 56%
of the total employment in the industry (Chart 9).

II. CONGRESS SHOULD INCLUDE IN THE CURRENT TAX BILL PROVISIONS TO STRENGTHEN
THE UTILITIES' ABILITY TO FINANCE THEIR CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS

To alleviate the financial problems facing telephone and electric utilities, to
remove basic inequities In existing tax laws, and to stimulate the economy and
employment, Congress should promptly adopt the following three tax proposals:

Permanently increase the investment tax credit (ITO) to 12 percent for all
businesses, equalizing the utility and non-utility ITC rates, and remove the 50
percent limitation on the credit;

Defer taxation of automatically reinvested dividends of utilities, treating them
as stock dividends (IRC 1 305) ; and

Allow a corporate tax deduction by utilities for dividends paid on designated
new issues of preferred stock (IRC 1 247).
(A) The investment tax credit (ITO) should be made permanent at 12 percent

for all businesses
There is little question that the ITC has proven to be an effective tool for

fighting recession, unemployment, and inflation. A permanent 12 percent ITC
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for all businesses, including telephone and electric utilities, will immediately
provide needed cash flow to strengthen capital structures and to improve interest
coverage, thus permitting increased construction programs. Private and govern-
mental studies indicate that the long-term effect of ITC on tax revenues is favor-
able, because an increased, permanent ITC will both directly and indirectly
stimulate tax revenues by providing Jobs and improved earnings.

Increasing the ITC clearly provides a strong stimulus to investment. Histori-
cally, there is a strong correlation between changes in new fixed investment and
changes in total employment (Chart 10).

The recent increase in the ITC for all industries to 10 percent from the prior
7 percent for industrial companies and from a discriminatory 4 percent for all
public utilities was a step in the right direction, but it was limited to two years.
The increased ITC must not be allowed to expire as scheduled at year end 1976
and all utilities returned to the discriminatory 4 percent level, nor should Con-
gress establish a lower rate for the telephone utilities than for other utilities.

Furthermore, the long-term benefit of the ITC is greatly reduced by an on-
again, off-again policy, particularly in the case of utilities, which require long
lead times in construction planning.

Similarly, the relaxation of the 50 percent limitation on the credit in Section
48 of the Internal Revenue Code should be continued. Otherwise, the benefits of
the increased rate will be denied to those less profitable businesses with the
highest capital needs.

The legislation should continue to require normalization for utility rate-making
purposes.

Because of serious technical impediments, most telephone utilities have been
precluded as a practical matter from availing themselves of the additional one
percent investment tax credit for contributions to Employee Stock Ownership
Plans (so-called ESOP). Five remedial amendments are needed in order to give
the Independent telephone companies a realistic option of establishing ESOP
for their employees. The five technical problems are discussed in detail in Ap-
pendix A to this testimony. Note particularly the fifth point dealing with the 80%
affiliation test, which problem among telephone companies is peculiar to the
Independents.

Extension of the present two-year life and an increase in the one percent
funding level provided in the 1975 Act would afford more adequate, long-term fi-
nancial incentives to establish such employee plans.
(B) Stockholder reinvestment of utility dividends should be taxoed in the same

way as stock dividends
Stock issued under automatic dividend reinvestment plans of utilities should

be treated for tax purposes under Section 305 of the Internal Revenue Code Just
as though it had been received as a stock dividend. Under this proposal, utility
stockholders would be permitted to reinvest their dividends in newly issued stock
of the dividend-paying corporation without being penalized by having to pay a
tax on dividends they never actually receive.

Investors in utility stocks traditionally seek a high dividend yield. As a result,
the dividend payout of most utilities ranges between 60 percent and 70 percent
of net income, a much higher rate than traditionally paid by industrial frms
(Chart 11). Because of the nature of their investors, utilities do not have the
same degree of flexibility in dividend payouts as do most industrial firms. The
importance of dividends to utility investors can be illustrated best by the trau-
matic experiences of Consolidated Edison when it omitted a dividend payment
in 1974 and General Public Utilities when it unsuccessfully attempted to switch
from cash to stock dividends.'

Since cash dividends are taxed to the recipient at ordinary income tax rates,
the tax laws in effect discriminate against high-dividend-paying companies (e.g.,
utilities) while favoring companies which retain more of their earnings for In-
ternal growth (Chart 12). This discrimination against investors in high-divi-
dend-paying utility stocks results in a higher cost of capital to the utility-a
cost that is reflected in higher rates to consumers.

If investors had the option of reinvesting dividends under automatic dividend
reinvestment plans without a tax penalty, the adverse effects of existing dis-
crimination would be significantly reduced because investors in utilities would
be treated more equitably with investors in industrial companies. Furthermore,
the ability of utilities to obtain much needed equity capital from a far broader
investor constituency would be enhanced.

1 "A Case For Dropping Dividends," Fortune, June 15, 1968, page 181.
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One particular advantage of this proposal is that it builds on existing dividend
reinvestment plans which have proven to be popular particularly among utility
investors. Consequently, many utility companies have already established these
plans. As an illustration of the success of these programs, participation in GTE's
Dividend Reinvestment Plan has increased from 11 percent of registered holders
in 1972 to nearly 20 percent in 1976. The amount of money invested annually by
participants has increased about threefold, from $5 million in 1972 to an esti-
mated annual rate of more than $15 million in 1976 (Chart 18). The increased
participation provides an Important source of new equity capital to the company.

These plans are particularly well suited to the needs of the small investor,
because they provide a convenient, systematic and inexpensive means of invest-
ing. For example, participants in GTE's Dividend Reinvestment Plan purchase
new shares without paying brokerage commissions or service charges. The pop-
ularity among small investors is illustrated in the case of GTE's plan wherein
74 percent of the participants owrn 100 shares or less. Conversely, participation
among investors with large shareholdings is modest (Chart 14).

The adoption of this tax proposal would significantly increase participation In
existing dividend reinvestment programs and induce other utilities to establish
similar programs for their shareholders. It would enhance the attractiveness of
high-dividend-paying utility stocks for prospective investors interested in capital
appreciation, while retaining traditonal investment appeal for shareholders
seeking cash dividends. The increased equity investment would help strengthen
the capital structure of the utility industry, reduce reliance on outside capital
markets and help provide funds required to increase capital expenditures and
employment.

The first order revenue loss of this proposal to the Treasury is not only small'
but would be quickly overcome by the resulting expanded economic base, includ-
ing Jobs created both directly and indirectly. Statutory language to implement
this proposal is suggested in Appendix B to this testimony.
(0) Utilities should have the option of offering designated new issues of pre-

ferred took with dividends tax deductible to the issuer
The ability of the utilities to at least maintain their debt/equity ratios by sell-

ing equity Is severely hampered by discrimination in the tax laws which allows
the deduction of interest ork debt but does not allow the deduction of dividends
on equity. The difference in tax treatment is particularly indefensible with re-
spect to preferred stock which has most of the characteristics of debt and which
is a commonly used vehicle for utility financing. The discrimination should be re-
moved by making dividends on designated new issues of preferred stock deduc-
tible by the utilities.

Enactment of this proposal would make an important and substantial contri-
bution to the ability of utilities to raise needed equity capital and to improve or at
least maintain their debt-to-equity ratios. The market for preferred stock would
be substantially broadened to attract new investors because the issuer could
economically pay a higher dividend rate than is currently available on most fixed
income securities of similar quality. Enactment of this proposal could enable
utilities to almost double the amount of preferred stock sold at approximately
the same cost, thus economically Increasing their equity bases. Utilities not
electing this new alternative could continue to sell, more advantageously, the
traditional preferred stock to institutional investors who would continue to
utilize the 85 percent dividend received deduction (IRO 1248). Indeed, some
utilities might offer both types of preferred stock.

This proposal would cause a minimal loss of tax revenue, since the new pre-
ferred would not have the 85 percent dividend preference of the old preferred and
could be used extensively as a substitute for debt, interest on which is already
deductible. Therefore the resulting tax revenue loss would be less than the dif-
ference between the interest rate and the preferred dividend -rate since both
interest and dividends would be fully taxable income to the recipients. Utilities
with adequate debt capacity would not find this proposal economically advan-
tageous to use, thus further minimizing the potential tax loss to the Treasury.

CONCLUSION
The long-term demand for utility services requires large and continous capi-

tal expenditures. In the past, utilities have depended heavily upon the Issuance

1 There would, of course, be no revenue loss with respect to dividends paid to thosesbareowners who do not participate in Dividend Reinvestment Plans.
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of debt securities to finance capital requirements. They can no longer depend as
heavily upon this source of capital in the future because they have virtually
reached the practical limit of debt capacity. The overall deterioration of the
financial strength of utilities is reflected in the erosion of Interest coverage,
sales of stock below book value and the numerous downgradings of utility se-
curities. These adverse factors must necessarily be reflected in higher costs to
the consumer.

Because of the importance of telephone and electric utilities to the health and
growth of the economy, their financial deterioration calls for prompt action by
Congress. Three changes in the tax laws are recommended which would help
remedy the financing problems of utilities and remove basic inequities in the tax
laws:

Permanently Increase the investment tax credit to 12 percent of all businesses;
Defer taxation of automatically reinvested dividends of utilities, treating

them as stock dividends; and
Allow a tax deduction by utilities for dividends paid on designated new issues

of preferred stock.
Enactment of these provisions will help telephone and electric utilities to

attract needed capital at lower net cost thereby allowing them to provide re-
quired plant and equipment, stimulate employment, and operate more efficiently
for the benefit of the public.

The telephone utilities should be given parity with the electric utilities In any
new tax legislation. All utilities face similar financing problems. The electric
and telephone utilities compete directly with one another for capital in the finan-
cial markets. The telephone industry employs more than one-half of the workers
in the entire utility industry. Thus, for maximum effectiveness, without detri-
mental impact on any segment of the utility industry, the ITC and dividend re-
investment provisions being considered for electric utilities should In equity be
extended to all utilities, including telephone utilities.

EaxrmIr A

UNITED STATES INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION
(USITA)

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE COMPANES
SERVE 51% OF THE LAND AREA
OF THE UNTED STATES
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Ezxrr B

INDEPENDENTS BY STATE
Year End 1975

STATE COMPANIES TELEPHONES STATE COMPANIES TELEPHONES

ALABAMA
ALASKA
ARIZONA
ARKANSAS
CALIFORNIA
COLORADO
CONNECTICUT
FLORIDA
GEORGIA
HAWAII
IDAHO
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
IOWA
KANSAS
KENTUCKY
LOUISIANA
MAINE
MARYLAND
MASSACHUSETTS
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI

32
23
6

33
27
29
2

17
39

1
13

62
66

1d
48

20
22
17
1

3
52
97
23
48

339.000
189.000
52,000

337,000
3.492,000

30000
16.000

2.111.000
42.000
568.000
106.000

1,490.000
1,23e,000

206.000

531.000
128.000

4,000

4,000

777.00o
541,000
61.000
639.000

MONTANA
NEBRASKA
NEVADA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
NORTH CAROLINA
NORTH DAKOTA
OHIO
OKLAHOMA
OREGON
PENNSYLVANIA
SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH DAKOTA
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
UTAH
VERMONT
VIRGINIA
WASHINGTON
WEST VIRGINIA
WISCONSIN
WYOMING

TOTAL 1,618 26,820,000

1
55

5

12
2

12
49
31
19
48
40
42
Se
29
37
23
88
11
7

24
38
12

114
11

81.000
466.000
352,000
28,000

120.000
89.000

1,166.000
1.520.000

123,000
1.753.000

239.000
391,000

1,577.000
453.000

79.000
41s.000

1,480,000
28.000
40.000

702.000
592.000
123.000
863,000

16.00
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EXPENDITURES FOR
NEW PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

1965-1975
% INCREASE

200 195

UTILITIES
150

MANUFACTURINC

100 /106

OTHER

50 10

.C ~A.... T NSPORTA

i i 6 7 I I I I 7 71.. I I ... ..1965 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75

(est.)
SOURCE: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

I

TION
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UTILITY INDUSTRY
Expenditures for New Plant & Equipment
$60- ($ BILLIONS) $54

$50-

$40 ALL UTILITIES

N-4'

*30 32$25
$22 ELECTRIC UTILITIES

$20 ** $16 $18
$11 =07!:. ,I,% ,

$10 $12
$9 TELEPHONE UTILITIES

$ O0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
IJU /1 12 1S 14 It) I0 II Iu I u ltUU-- (estimeted)---

SOURCES: U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, KIDDER PEABODY
DATA RESOURCES, INC., U.S.I.T.A. AND AT&T
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COMPARISON OF LEVERAGE
Telephone and Electric Utilities

(TOTAL DEBT AS % OF TOTAL CAPITAL)

U.S. INDEPENDENT

TELEPHONE COMPANIES

56%

ELECTRIC UTILITIES* 55%
52% 49%

_ I I I I AT&T

333%,, i I .... I ,I

1966 67 68
*As compiled by Pacific

Comoaative Financial

69
a &

Datto :

70 71 72 73 74 1975 Est.
Electric Company in
Fifty Larest Utility Companies

SOURCE: AS ABOVE. AT&T STATISTICAL REPORT, AND U.S.I.T.A. STATISTICS

LONG TERM "A"' UTILITY
INTEREST RATES

12%r

10.1%

TREND LINE

4.8%

1960 1965 1970 1975

SOURCE: MOODY'S INVESTORS SERVICE

69-460 0- 76 - Pt. 4 - 3

70

60

50

40

30

10

8

6

4

2

0 ,I , ~I i
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LONG-TERM DEBT INTEREST RATES
NEW ISSUES VS. EMBEDDED RATE

(an example)

inpo

Average Interest Rates 9.20
on Now Issues

7.2

m I-" -.. ,-.
M 5.5% ._ o w 0 a

4.68% Embedded Rate.600010

10%

5%

I I I I I I I I I I I

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

NOTE: The chart is based on actual interest rates experienced by GTE telephone
companies and is reasonably representative of USITA experience.

COMPARISON OF PRE-TAX
INTEREST COVERAGE

Telephone and Electric Utiliies

7.0 1-

UTILITIES

U.S. INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE COMPANIES
I I I I I I

_3.7x

'2.8x

I I

67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 1975Est.

11

9

8

7

6

6
A

8.0'u

I 6.0
5.0

4.0

3.0

20

1966

SOURCE: USITA. STATISTICS, AT&T,
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC'S 29 LARGEST STRAIGHT ELECTRICS IN
COMPARATIVE FANCIAL DATA. FIFTY LARGEST UTIUTY COMPANES

• ,, II I I"!

I

I

|V

I
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ASSETS REQUIRED TO GENERATE
ONE DOLLAR OF SALES REVENUE

$0.75
ALL MFG.

COMPANIES I

$3.50

SOURCES: FORTUNE 500 - MAY 1975
FORTUNE 50 - JULY 1975

U.S.I.T.A.

$3.52

I POWER
COMPANIES

U.S.
INDEPENDENT

TELEPHONE
COMPANIES

" -II - I I
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TOTAL NEW SECURITY ISSUES, 1966-1975
PUBLIC UTILITIES AS %OF TOTAL

($ BILLIONS)

$203.0

All
Corporations $130.5

II $85.6

Public
Utilities

1966-1970

*1975 ESTIMATED

1971-1975"

SOURCE: SALOMON BROTHERS
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EMPLOYEES
OOO2000-

UTILITY EMPLOYMENT
1975

1,696,000

1,.5001--

10001 - 948,000

506,000

242,000

TOTAL TELEPHONE ELECTRIC & OTHER
COMBINATION
ELECTRIC & GAS

SOURCE: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

500
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CORRELATION BETWEEN CHANGES IN
INVESTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT

1948-1975

CORRELATION z 69%
+3%

%CHANGEIN
TOTAL 0
EMPLOYMENT

0 0 e

-3%
-10%

0

0
el

S.

S

7 .. 00S
0000

0

0
% CHANGE IN NEW FIXED INVESTMENT

+10%

SOURCE: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

II
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PAYOU"

70-

65-

60-

55

50

45

DIVIDEND PAYOUT RATIOS
Utilities and IndustrialsT

1965 - 1975 S&P 60

UTILITIES

A S&P 425

51%

19
45%

65 - 1975

_ AVERAGE: UTILITIES 66%
INDUSTRIALS 49%

I - - I I 1 I I I I I -
1965 '66 '67 '68 '69 '70 '71 '72 '73 '74 1975..

SOURCE: STANDARD & POOR'S CORPORATION

t.

40

35
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TAX LAWS FAVOR HIGH GROWTH, LOW DIVIDEND INVESTMENTS
OVER LOW GROWTH, HIGH DIVIDEND INVESTMENTS

Assuming $100 Investment

Market
Type of Price Appre-
Company citation

%I)

Dividend

Pre-Tax
Total

Return

(2) (3)
(1)+(2)

Total
After-Tax Return
Dividend* 1st Year

(4) (5)
(1)+(4)

Non-Utility
High Growth
Low Dividend

Utility
Low Growth
High Dividend

$10.00

$ 4.00

$2.00 $12.00 $1.40 $11.40 $97.51

$8.00 $12.00 $5.60 $ 9.60 $83.43

Net tax advantage
afforded low dividend
paying stocks $ 1.80 $14.08

* Assumes a 30% tax bracket, and therefore a 15% capital gain tax
Assumes reinvestment of appreciation and after tax dividends

After-Tax
Return Upon
Sale After
7 Years*

(,)
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GTE DIVIDEND
REINVESTMENT PLAN

PARTICIPATION *

11%
12%

15% 15%

19%

il -i U 1 -

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
JAN.

INVESTMENT
($ Millions)

1972

$9
$10

1973 1974
*as a % of Registered
"Annual Rate

Shares

$12

$15

- 1975 1976
olders JAN.**

20%r

15%h

5%h

0

$20

$15

$10

$5

0

10%-

$5i
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SHAREHOLDERS PARTICIPATING IN
GTEUS DIVIDEND REINVESTMENT PLAN

Number of
Shareholders

(000)
250 r-

Total
Registered
Shareholders

, Participating
Shareholders

108,000

14.7%

51-100

63,000m

1 46,00023.2% 0150

101-200 201-500

8.5%

20,000

200

Ir.

100

50

Number of Shares Held

74% OF PARTICIPANTS OWN 100 SHARES OR LESS

OVER 500

213,000

0-50
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APPxNDix A
FiVn TzENoIoAL OBSTACLES TO UTILITIES ' IMPLEMENTATION or TI'z ESOP

PROVISIONS OF THE TAX REDUcTION ACT OF 1975
Aside from the question of adequate, long-term economic incentives, there are

five technical problems which effectively foreclose the possibility of telephone
utilities' instituting ITC-funded employee stock ownership plans (ESOP's) pur-
suant to the provisions of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975.

Remedial amendments are necessary to deal with these five obstacles.
1. Normalization for regulatory purpoae.-Specific statutory provisions relat-

ing to normalization are necessary to preserve any financial benefits to regulated
public utilities from the 1 percent-ITC contributions to ESOP's. If the 1 percent-
ITC contributions were treated the same way for regulatory purposes as the
regular 10 percent portion under Section 46(f) of the Code, a regulatory com-
mission could treat the 1 percent credit as a cost reduction to be flowed through
to utility customers, either immediately or over the life of the new plant. Such
flow-through treatment would not be appropriate for the 1 percent credit allowed
by Section 46(2) (1) (B), where the credit was used to acquire capital stock
for employees. If the credit were flowed through to the ratepayers, the utility
would have issued stock for which no permanent capital had been received. In
effect the regulated utility would have paid twice for the 1 percent credit-once
in stock to its employees and once in reduced rates to its customers. Not only
would such a result be an economic disincentive, it would counter Congress' desire
to strengthen the capital structures of the utilities.

Section 46 should be amended to provide specifically that the 1 percent tax
credit be treated as a contribution to equity on behalf of the employees, with
regulatory flow-through prohibited.

2. Recapture of 1 percent tax credit.-Although adjustments to the amount of
ITC claimed may be later made pursuant to Section 47 of the Code on account
of early retirement of plant, Section 301(d) of the 1975 Act appears to con-
template that no compensating adjustment be made in the amount contributed to
an employee plan. This result would again put the employer in the position of
having issued stock to its employees for which no permanent capital had been
received.

Section 47 should be amended to prohibit the recapture of any portion of the
ITC actually contributed to an ESOP, unless it could be shown that the original
claim of credit had been made in bad faith.

3. Redetermination of credit.-Similarly, if the Service should determine on
audit that the underlying property was Ineligible for tax credit, the amount
of the 1 pervent-ITC would thus become subject to assessment as a deficiency
liability. As with recapture, Section 801(d) of the 1975 Act does not appear to
permit any corresponding adjustment in the 1 percent-ITC contribution to the
employee plan. Again, the employer would be placed in the position of having
issued stock toAts employees for which no permanent capital had been received.

Section 301 should be amended tM allow subsequent adjustments to ESOP
contributions to reflect amounts subject to redetermination.

4. Expenses of trust administration.-The Service in T.I.R. 1413 has inter-
preted the 1975 Act to preclude charging the expenses of administering the em-
ployee trust to the trust. The effect of this prohibition is that expenses of the
employee trust become an operating expense of the employer and, in effect, reduce
the net benefit of the ESOP to the employer. Without remedial legislation, the
burden of the administrative expense could discourage corporations from in-
stituting such plans.

Section 301 should be amended to allow expenses attributable to trust admin.
istration of the 1 percent-ITC to be charged against the trust.

5. 80 percent affiliation requiremcnt.-Under the provisions of the 1975 Act,
an employee trust can receive stock only of the employees' direct employer-
corporation or of an affiliated corporation. The 1975 Act imposes the 80-percent-
affiliation test of Seclion 868(c) of the Code. Specifically, the Section 868(c)
test requires the parent to hold at least 80 percent of each class of stock in each
subsidiary, a requirement that cannot be met by operating subsidiaries of most
Independent telephone companies.

The consolidated return test, which is used in Section 407(d) (7) of the Em-
ployee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), P.L. 9-406, should
be substituted for the Section 88(c) test. This change will have the effect also
of alleviattag the potential problem created as to second- and lower-tier sub-
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sidiaries which is identified by Mr. Robert N. Flint, AT&T's Vice President
and Comptroller, in his letter to Chairman Long dated March 31, 1976, in the
second paragraph under the heading, "Amendments to Employee Stock Owner-
ship Plans (ESOP).

SUMMARY

If these five technical obstacles are not remedied by amendment, USITA does
not believe the Independent telephone companies can practicably establish em-
ployee stock ownership plans.

APPENDIX B

AMENDMENT TO SE4nON 805-ENCOURAGEMENT OF REINVESTMENT OF UTILITY
DIVIDENDS

SECTION -. ENCOURAGEMENT OF REINVESTMENT OF PUBLIC UTILITY JIVIDEWDS

(a) Amendment of Section 805.-Section 805 (relating to distributions of
stock and stock rights) is amended by redesignating stibsection (e) as subsection
(f) and by inserting after subsection (d) the following new subsection:

"(e) Dividend reinvestment in certain public utility common stock.-
"(1) In genetal.-Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, sub-

section (a) shall apply to any distribution of eligible stock by an eligible public
utility corporation pursuant to a qualified dividend reinvestment plan.

"(2) Ordinary income on certain dispo8itions.-If the amount of any distribu-
tion of stock was excluded from the gross income of any taxpayer under sub-
section (a) by reason of paragraph (1), and if the taxpayer disposes of such
stock within 12 months of its distribution to him, then notwithstanding any
provision of this subtitle other than section 116, an amount equal to the amount
excluded from gross income under subsection (a) in respect of the stock so
disposed of shall be included in the taxpayer's gross income for the taxable year
in which such disposition occurs. Such amount shall be treated as a dividend
for purposes of this title. The adjusted basis of such stock immediately before
such disposition shall be an amount equal to the amount includible in gross
income by reason of this paragraph. For purposes of this title any stock to
which this paragraph applies upon the disposition thereof shall be deemed to
be disposed of before any other stock of the same class.

"(3) Definition.-For purposes of this section-
(A) Qualified dividend reinvestment plan.-The term 'qualified dividend rein-

vestment plan' means a written plan adopted by a corporation which is a regulated
public utility or qualified parent corporation under which-

(i) its shareholders who so elect may receive any distribution otherwise pay-
able in property only in shares (including fractional shares) of eligible stock
equivalent in value (determined as of the record date of such distribution) to
the dividends waived;

(i) dividends waived in respect of any distribution must be used exclusively
for the construction, reconstruction, erection or acquisition of public utility
property; and

(iii) in the case of a qualified parent corporation, the value of eligible stock
distributed under the plan (determined as of the record date of each distribution)
during any taxable year of such corporation may not exceed the dividends
received during such year from regulated public utilities which are members
of the affiliated group of which such corporation is the common parent
corporation.

A written plan of a qualified parent corporation shall be deemed to satisfy
the requirements of subparagraph (ii) of this paragraph if the amount referred
to in such subparagraph must be used exclusively for the purposes referred to
in that subparagraph by such qualified parent corporation or by one or more
of the regulated public utilities described in subparagraph (iii).

"(B) Eligible public utility corporation.-A domestic corporation which is a
regulated public utility or qualified parent corporation shall qualify as an 'eligi.
ble public utility corporation' for any taxable year in which such corporation
has compiled with the requirements of its qualified dividend reinvestment
plan, and has satisfied the requirements of subparagraphs (i) and (ii) of this
paragraph.

(i) Such corporation's investment in public utility property at the end of the
taxable year shall exceed its investment in public utility property at the begin-
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ning of such year by at least an amount equal to the dividends waived during
such year under its qualified dividend reinvestment plan.

(it) Such corporation's investment in public utility property at the end of the
taxable year shall exceed the amount of its investment in public utility property
on January 1, 1976 by at least the amount of the dividends waived under its
qualified dividend reinvestment plan from January 1, 1976 to the end of the
taxable year.

The determination of amounts invested in public utility property shall be made
under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, provided that, in
determining whether a qualified parent corporation has satisfied the requirements
of subparagraphs (I) and (it) of this paragraph, there shall be taken into ac-
count the aggregate amount of the investment in public utility property made
by such qualified parent corporation and all regulated public utilities which are
members of the affiliated group of which such qualified parent corporation Is
the common parent corporation.

"(0) Ditvdends waived.-The term 'dividends waived' means, with redpect to
any distribution, the amount which would have been distributed to shareholders
electing to receive eligible stock pursuant to a qualified dividend reinvestment
plan if such shareholders had received the same amount of property per share
as shareholders of the same class not making such election.

"(D) Eligible stock.-The term 'eligible stock' means common stock of the
same class as the stock with respect to which such stock is distributed. -

"(H) Public utility property.-The term 'public utility property' means property
described in section 46(c) (3) (B).

"(F) Regulated public utility.-The term 'regulated public utility' means a
corporation engaged predominately in the trade or business of the furnishing or
sale of services described in the first sentence of section 46(c) (3) (B).

"(G) QuaUlfled parent corporation.---The term 'qualified parent corporation'
means a common parent corporation of an affiliated group which includes one or
more regulated public utilities.

"(H) Affiated group, etc.-The term 'affiliated group' and 'common parent
corporation' have the same meaning as when used in section 1504(a)."

Senator NELSON. The first witness was supposed to be Mr. Flint. He
had not yet arrived when we started.

The CHAIRMAN. If Mr. Flint is not here, we will call on Mr. Larry
Hobart, assistant general manager, American Public Power Associa-
tion.

STATEMENT OF LARRY HOBART, ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER,
AMERICAN PUBLIC POWER ASSOCIATION

Mr. HOBART. I have a prepared statement and I have a three-page
summary which, with your permission, I will read.

The American Public Power Association is a national service or-
ganization rRpiesenting some 1400 local public power systems-mainly
municipal r. ric utilities-in 48 States, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Is-
lawi -id G,-

. 1 , ;i -es t'iat in its consideration of possible changes in Federal
ta: laws v Fste Finance Committee (a) reject further tax sub-
sidizati- :ivate power companies as proposed by the Ford ad-
miniF I) support termination of the use of pollution control
b, o' .. .. -Imended by the Treasury Department; and (c) oppose
rT O.' coich adversely affect municipal bond financing by units of

State a. . local governments.

UTILITY TAX AMD

In testimony before this committee on March 17, Secretary of the
Treasury Simon renewed the administration's 1975 request for con.-
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gressional approval of an electric utility tax program which would
provide further benefits to private power companies. APPA has re-
viewed the administration's proposa and wishes to offer the following
comments:

1. There is not unanimity within the Ford administration that the
program is necessary. A recent ERDA analysis and statements by a
high Treasury Department official conclude that the current financial
condition of private power companies does not justify additional tax
relief.

2. Market analysts report significant improvement in utility financ-
ing. As one publication reported, "The bicentennial bull market that
has kicked off 1976 included healthy gains for most electric utility
stocks. And most Wall Street analysts and underwriters who follow
the industry believe that these increases, although benefiting from
overall market strength, also reflect stronger utility finances that
should lead to improved performance even beyond the current surge."

3. Private power company officials have given support to the belief
that additional Federal financial aid is not required. The Edison Elec-
tric Institute has determined that Federal funding for conventional
electric generating plants which might be available through the ad-
ministration's proposed energy independence authority is neither
wanted nor needed.

4. Any existing financing problems of utilities are not basically tax
problems. As Secretary Simon has stated, "* * * the most fundamental
problem with respect to electric utilities is the problem of adequate
rates." This is a problem which must be handled by regulatory com-
missions.

5. Postponements and delays in bringing utility plants on line are
frequently caused by factors other than financing, including siting,
regulatory requirements, environmental procedures and litigation,
jurisdictional conflicts of government agencies, equipment deliveries,
and less-than-anticipated load growth. Alteration of the tax code will
not change these factors.

6. The administration tax program would benefit those private
power companies which are already in reasonably good financial
health.

7. Benefits of the program would flow to only one segment of the
electric utility industry-private power companies. No comparable
assistance would be available for consumer-owned utilities.

8. The proposed tax benefits would be added to existing tax advan-
tages which in 1974 permitted 35 percent of the Nation's major pri-
vate power companies to pay no Federal income taxes at all.

9. Under the administration plan, State utility commissions would
be required to accept Federal decisions on handling of certain regula-
tory matters.

10. While minimizing importation of foreign oil is one of the aims of
the utility tax package, there already exist economic incentives to
utilize nuclear and coal-fired generating facilities.

If Congress determines that new Federal programs of financial sup-
port for some utilities are desirable, APPA believe they should (a)
use direct, open funding or backup help through a designated Federal
agency as opposed to tax breaks, and (b) assure availability of as-
sistance to all segments of the electric utility industry which demon-
strates need.
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POLLUTION CONTRtOL BONDS

APPA suggests that the market for tax-exempt bonds for financing
of public services would be significantly improved by the elimination
of so-called pollution control bonds. These bonds--issued for the bene-
fit of private parties--have tightened the municipal bond market and
pushed up interest costs. It is estimated that pollution control bond
financing may have reached $7 billion this year, and accounted for a
rise of about 80 to 85 basis points in municipal bond rates or two-fifths
of the total rise in rates since the beginning of 1974.

Secretary of the Treasury Simon told the House Ways and Means
Committee last year that the proliferation of pollution control issues
has been a prime factor in increasing "drastically" the interest costs on
municipal bonds and in causing cancellations and postponement of
new issues. He called for repeal or restriction of such financing, a posi-
tion shared by APPA.

OPTIONAL TAXABLE BOND

APPA believes that in its consideration of an optional taxable bond,
as proposed by Secretary Simon in his March 17 testimony, Congress
should not enact legislation which would (a) raise the cost of money to
State and local governments, (b) adversely affect the ability of those
units of government to market their bonds at the lowest possible cost,
(c) create a Federal subsidy or State or local bond marketing system
which would make the payment of such bonds dependent on Federal
appropriations, (d) provide for Federal review of State and local
projects and bond issues, or (e) alter the constitutionally-protected
right to issue tax-exempt bonds.

The CHArRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Hansen?
Senator HANSEN..I note that you oppose the use of pollution control

bonds as recommended by the Treasury Department.
I have talked with a number of representatives of power companies

private ones and a few public ones, and apparently the need to comply
with pollution control laws has placed a very heavy burden upon utili-
ties, but you do not feel that this device is any longer warranted as
far as the private power companies are concerned?

Mr. HOBART. The original legislation imposing pollution control re-
quirements was passed some time ago. We are today in an era when
we expect they will be required across the board. There seems to be lit-
tle justification for continuing a program whose major effect now
seems to be to push up the cost of legitimate municipal financing.

Senator HANSEN. It will cost it up that way or push up the power
rates. Is it your feeling power rates can be increased rather signifi-
cantly without any other problems developing ?

Mr. HOBART. The costs wil be reflected in rates, but we do not
believe that in itself is a problem.

Senator HANSEN. Charlie Luce said his experience with Con Ed in
New York 2 or 3 years ago was the regulatory agency in New
York State did not authorize the passthrough of some of the increased
fuel costs, which I think at that time were a real problem. As a con-
senuence, Con Ed has to forego one stock divided and it severely
affected the cost of its stock. I recognize that.
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Do you feel that utilities wouldn't hesitate to permit rate increases
to reflect the full cost to funding all of the pollution control that has
been put onI

Mr. HoBAr. You have covered a large number of points.
Senator HANS N. In Wyoming we have a $3.1 billion proposal.
Mr. HosART. The Laramie River plant.
Senator HANSEN. Yes. The State of Wyoming has a law which

is six times as restrictive in sulfur dioxide emissions. Our State law is
0.2 percent. You don't think that poses any-problem?

Mr. HoBArr. It poses a problem, but I don't think it is necessarily
a tax problem. I am familiar with the Laramie River project and the
stringent standards in the State of Wyoming. Project participants
consider the restrictions are more stringent than actually necessary
to protect the public health and welfare within the State. The State,
of course, has made a decision and the project. will live with that deci-
sion and install the equipment necessary to meet the standards.

Senator HANSEN. One of the concerns the people out there have is
whether this plant will pay taxes. Will it?

Mr. HoBArT. I can't speak for that particular project. I can say
the national experience in the aggregate is that the State and local
taxes or payments in lieu of taxes made by publicly owned electric
utilities are similar to what is paid by privately owned electric sys-
tems. Frequently, public agencies are not required to pay taxes but
make payments in lieu of taxes.

Senator HANSEN. This plan out there is going to serve more than
the area of southeastern Wyoming. It will serve several State areas
and the costs of providing the services of government for those people
who live there, who mine the coal to service the plant, I don't suppose,
are going to be shared by the States of Nebraska or Colorado. Can you
tell me how that $1.3 billion investment will be operated so as to make
an adequate payment to State and county governments in lieu of
taxesI

Mr. HOBAir. I am afraid I don't have detailed familiarity with it.
Senator HANSEN. We are interested in the details.
Mr. Hobart, you can submit this information for the record.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record :]

(Source : Basin Electric Report, In Platte County, January 19751

TASK FORCE PLANiS foR MBPP IMPACT

On June 7, 1974, the five sponsors of the Missouri Basin Power Project (MBPP),
announced a joint filling for a certificate of public convenience and necessity with
the Wyoning Public Service Commission to construct and operate a large 1500
megawatt generating station in the Wheatland, Wyoming area.

The generating station was being planned to meet the joint power requirements
of the small consumer-owned electric systems throughout the Missouri Basin
region, the announcement said, and the first stage of the generating complex was
scheduled for commercial operation in 1979.

Location of the power plant near Wheatland had been rumored for months
and citizen Interest and concern In the MBPP project in the area was running
high. Wheatland, a small community of 2,500 people, is located on the Laramie
River in southeast Wyoming and Is a trade center for a ranching and farming
area. A project of the magnitude of MBPP, requiring a large influx of workers
during the construction period would bring unnrecedented and andden growth
to Wheatland and would require essential public services beyond the commu-
nity's present capabilities.
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The MBPP power planners, in making their announcement, had said they
would exert every effort to plan coenprehensively for the social, economic and
environmental impacts which would be associated with the project.

The participants in the regional power project had also pledged to work co-
operatively with citizens in the area and Indicated that citizen input and
participation would be an esseiitial part of planning for the development impact
under an "open planning process."

The MBPP sponsors, sensitive to the concerns of the citizens, lost little time
in demonstrating their willingness to begin the "open planning process", and in
mid-July, more than 100 Wheatland area people packed Vimbo's Restaurant to
bear the MBPP sponsors describe the alms and scope of the project.

The MBPP sponsors told the citizens that they represented a large number
of small consumer-owned electric systems scattered over sparsely-populated areas
of eight states of the Missouri Basin region. A number of these small systems
were Wyoming rural electric systems. These small systems, located primarily in
rural areas, had organized federations in the late 1950's and early 1900's to collec-
tively meet their power requirement on an assured long-term basis. The MBPP
project was being developed to meet 197U-1984 needs. The people who directed
and operated these systems were from rural backgrounds, were familiar with the
needs and problems of people in rural areas, rural communities. They had gained
experience over the years In developing reasonably priced housing programs for
rural areas, in developing water and sewage systems for small communities. And
they were ready to begin immediately to work with at'ea citizens in planning for
the impact of the power plant construction . . .

The next day a meeting was held at the Wheatland Rural Electric Association
offices with Lloyd Ernst, Manager of MBPP Wyoming Operations. There, MBPP
representatives and several Platte County leaders decided that a working task
force would be organized which would begin to collect information, conduct
studies, establish needs and develop guidelines for orderly growth and develop.
ment of the area. A formal organization meeting was planned for early August.

At the August meeting, a large group of area business leaders, representatives
of citizens' groups and city, county, state and Federal government officials met
with MBPP representatives. John Allen, Chairman of the Wheatland Planning
Commission, was elected to head the Platte County Task Force and Russ Bovaird,
a representative of Tri-State G & T Association, Northglenn, Colorado, was elected
secretary. Tri-State is the power supplier for the majority of the rural electric
systems in Wyoming and a major Mj3PP participant. Bill Schott, a community
planner on the area development staff of Basin Electric Power Cooperative of
Bismark, N.D., the project manager of MBPP, was designated as task force co-
ordinator.

In late September, the MBPP sponsors announced that the exact location of the
MBPP power plant was to be five miles northeast of Wheatland and that the
plant was to be named the Laramie River Station. MBPP project planning was
accelerating, but the Platte County Task Force was moving ahead too, organiz-
ing itself Into seven working committees which would be concerned with specific
areas of community impact. The task force also brought In representatives from
state and federal agencies as well as other representatives from citizens' organi-
zations to act as advisers to the working committees.

The committee and their members are:
City Government: Chuck Parsons, Mayor of Wheatland, Lawrence Larson,

Mayor of Guernsey and Jack F ddlemen, a member of the Wheatland City Council.
County Government: Chet Frederick, Platte County Planning Commissioner

and Claire Lou Johnson, Platte County Extension Agent.
Schools: Ed Hunter, Superintendent, Wheatland School System, Blaine Camp-

bell, Superintendent, Guernsey School System and Bill Johnson, a member of the
Wheatland Board of Education.

Housing: Elliot Graves, President of the Wheatland Ministerial Association,
Dr. Gary Payne, Director of the Southeast Mental Health Center at Wheatland
and Task Force Chairman Allen.

Day Care Center: Jill Holloway of the Department of Public Assistance and
Social Services of Wheatlaid, Sue Payne, Wheatland civic leader and Chris
Rogers, Wheatland, a representative of the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity.

Transportation: State Senator Don Cundall, Don Purcell, Platte County Clerk
and Glen Gorman, a member of the Guernsey Board of Education.

Airport: Jim Dunham, Wheatland City Clerk, Margaret Brown, a former mem-
ber of the Wheatland City Council and Cecil Walthal, Wheatland auto dealer.

"-460 O-76----pt. 4-4
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Since the organization of the working committees, important strides have been
made in planning for the developmenL impact. The City of Wheatland is con-
ducting a study of the water and sewage systems in order to develop plans for
upgrading the capacity of the systems to meet the needs of an increased popula-
tion. Grant applications have been submitted to the Environmental Protection
Agency for upgrading the sewage system and letters of intent have been sent to
the Farmers Home Administration and the Economic Development Administra-
tion for loan and grant funds to increase the capacity of the water system.

The City of Wheatland is also developing a comprehensive plan for zoning and
traffic flow in cooperation with the Platte County Planning Commission. Another
planning area being investigated by the task force is the need for increased law
enforcement facilities and social services in Wheatland and Platte County.

Engineering studies are very nearly complete on a power study to establish
requirements for upgrading Wheatland's municipal electric system. The Wheat-
land Municipal Power Board has placed on order materials for installation of
a 69 KV line.

The Task Force Airport Committee is working with the Wheatland City
Council and the Platte County Commission to prepare information to apply for
funds from the Federal Aviation Administration to expand city airport facilities.

Meetings have also been held with federal agency officials to secure funding for
housing projects. A Platte County Housing Authority has been formed to provide
housing assistance for low-to-moderate income families and the elderly. Basin
Electric Community Development Cordinator Schott, who has provided technical
assistance in organizing numerous housing authorities throughout the Basin
Electric service area, worked with the county officials to set up the authority.

The Day Care Committee has begun discussions with U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare officials to obtain funds for construction of a
Day Care Center.

One of the concerns of the task force has been the matter of economic stability
in the community after MBPP construction activity has ceased. Plans are now
underway to develop an industrial park in Wheatland designed to attract small
industries to the area. An application has been submitted to the Farmers Home
Administration for a $25,000 grant to begin development of the park.

Of the progress made to date in MBPP impact planning, Wyoming MBPP
Operations Manager Lloyd Ernst says, "The strides that the task force has made
in the areas of housing, social services and many other areas thus far is most
encouraging. We are very fortunate to be working from such a broad base of
leaders in both the public and private sectors. The people of this area are vitally
concerned with their future quality of life and are working actively to develop
plans for orderly development. The task force and their advisers are to be com-
mended for their cooperative efforts."

Task Force Chairman John Allen, in assessing planning efforts thus far, says,
"I feel the task force is really working and is providing good local input into the
MBPP project. We are as far along as we can be at the present time with the
information and data available. We do appreciate all the help the MBPP spon-
sors are providing us in working to assure that we do not have any major prob-
lems with impact from the project. I feel we can maintain the quality of life in
the area even considering the impact of MBPP. The task force has good rapport
with both the city and county government agencies for they are as concerned as
we are about the need for orderly planning for the impact of the project."

Mr. HOBART. I would like to point out that the problem is ,-ecognized
by the proposers of the plant. They have worked with a group of citi-
zens within the Wheatland community to form an impact committee.
The utility, I understand, is going to make advance payments to help
take care of the increased service problems, and there is in the works
some mechanism to try to deal with the problem you are discussing.

Senator HANsEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bentsen I
Senator BwNTEN. I have noquestions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Nelson?
Senator NELSON. I have no questions.
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator PackwoodI
Senator PACKWOOD. In your summary, the very bottom paragraph,

you say the following:
"If Congress determines that new Federal programs and financial

support for some utilities are desirable, APPA believes they should
(a) use direct, open funding or backup help through a designated Fed-
eral agency as opposed to tax breaks, and (b) assure availability of
assistance to all segments of the electric utility industry which dem-
onstrated need."

Separating your part (b) and, I understand, your concern about the
public utilities, what is-the advantage from Congress standpoint of
going the direct funding route or setting up another agency to achieve
the same tax advantage?

Mr. HOBART. I think the major advantage is it puts the whole thing
up front where you can see it. Also, the administration has proposed
blanket solutions to problems that may be specific in character. Not all
privately owned private utility companies are in difficulty. Some are
quite healthy.

If we are to use an overall approach, I would say the benefit of hav-
ing a separate aigency.outside of the tax structure would be, No. 1, to
make clearly visible the amount of Federal financial support going into
the operation and, No. 2, to allow the Congress and the administration
to pinpoint those particular entities that are in trouble.

Senator PACKWOOD. I have no other questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Fannin?
Senator FANNIN. In your statement you refer to the administration

tax program extensively. It is my understanding the public power
systems and rural cooperatives own 15 percent of the electric systems
in the United States. Would these power companies receive the same
benefits under the administration proposal?

Mr. HOBART. We think that is one of the defects. If there is a public
interest in dealing with the difficulties public utilities have had in re-
cent years, it seems to us Federal help should be available across the
board, regardless of ownership, for any utility which can demonstrate
it needs that kind of help. That is why we recommend-as I was dis-
cussing with Senator Packwood-a. program which could be admin-
istered outside the tax code, and which could then be made available
easily to all utilities in need.

Senator FANNIN. I am trying to tie together the type of assistance to
be given by the Federal Government. Senator Hansen brought out orte
of the greatest problems we have today, which is the extent to which
the companies must go in building facilities, sometimes without the
need proven. Financing is a very serious problem.

Mr. HOBART. I think there are two points to make there, Senator
Fannin.

One is the effect of pollution control bonds, the proceeds of which are
made available to private parties. The bonds, of course, are issued by
public entities. The proceeds then go to a private party, which repays
that amount of money, through lease arrangements, plus the interest
associated with those bonds. The private party, of course, is not in-
volved in a public purpose. It is essentially a private operation. It is
benefiting, however, from a device approved by Congress for the
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financing of State and local government operations. It does not seem
equitable or reasonable to continue this arrangement beyond the time
it is actually needed, considering its adverse impact on governmental
interest rates.

Secondly, while it is true the cost of pollution control facilities rep-
resents a significant part of the cost of building electric facilities, that
is an accepted fact not only in the utility industry, but in other organi-
zations' activities where air and water quality has to be taken into ac-
count. If there were a transitional need for such help, we think that
transitional need has now disappeared, and the cost of this equipment
has to be factored into normal business expenses.

Senator FANNIN. I understand some utility companies have amassed
tax credits which they have been unable to use. Are you familiar with
that I Do you have any figures?

Mr. HOBART. The Federal Power Commission has put together fig-
ures showing unused utility investment tax credits. At the end of 1974,
the excess amounted to over $300 million. FPC experts, noting the in-
crease from 4 percent to 10 percent, say the amount of unused credits
will increase significantly in 1975. I can provide detailed figures for the
record.

Senator FANNIN. I think it is important to know what is involved,
so if you could provide the information, I would appreciate it.

[The following was subsequently received for the record:]
AMEIuCAN PUBLIC PowER AscocxAnOrrN,

WGhington D.7., April 2, 1976.
Hon. PAUL J. FAzNIN,
U.S. Senate,
Dirlcaen Senate Offloe Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR FAqNIxN: During my appearance before the Senate Finance Com-
mittee on April 1, you asked me for information on the amount of unused invest-
ment tax credits amassed by private power companies. I am enclosing for your
information a table prepared at the Federal Power Commission which shows that
at the end of 1974 the figure stood at $316 million. The table also provides a break-
down by year and company for the period 1970-1974.

As pointed out by Professor Jerome E. Hass of Cornell University, currently
serving as Acting Ohief of the Division of Economic Studies of the Office of Eco-
nomics of the Federal Power Commission, in, testimony before the Tax Expendi-
ture Task Force of the House Budget Committee on February 24, there are three
pertinent facts tc note with respect to unused Investment tax credits accumu-
lated by utilities:

1. The unused balance has increased dramatically over the past five years,
especially from 1978 to 1974.

2. While 1975 data is not yet available, the unused credits will surely be much
higher since the investment tax credit rate was increased from 4 to 10 percent
for utilities in early 1975.

8. Many of those firms with the deepest financial trouble have gained substan-
tial unused credits even at the end of 1974, and further investment tax credits will
be of no assistance to them.

I think you may also be interested in Professor Hass' finding that both the rate
of return earned on total assets by private power companies and their real cash
flow from operations increased dramatically in 1975. A table showing financial
ratios from 1969 through the first 10 months of 1975 is also enclosed. Professor
Haas attributed this Improvement to "positive regulatory action."

Sincerely,
LARnY HOBAT.

Enclosure.
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FINANCIAL RATIOS-CLASS A AND B PRIVATELY OWNED ELECTRIC UTILITIES

1969 1970 1971 172 1973 1974 11975

Times interest earned 3 ................ & 45 2.79 2.58 2.53 2.40 2.03 2.10
Rate of return of assets ()a ............ 5.87 6.45 6.53 6.71 6.77 6.73 47.03
Real cash flow from operations& ........ 6.79 6.80 7.00 7.43 7.90 7.50 8.64

'12 months ended October 1975.
1 Total utility operating income before Federal income taxes divided by Interest payments.
I Total utility operating income plus net other income and deductions divided by total assets.
4 Based on estimated total assets of $158,000,000,000 on Oct. 31, 1975.
4 Total utility operating income plus depreciation, amortization end deferred income taxes (net) deflated by Handy-

Whitman Index of Public Utility Construction Costs (July of each year with 1969-100). Billions of dollars.

UNUSED INVESTMENT TAX CREDITS AVAILABLE, DEC. 31, 1970-74

lIn millions of dollars]

Company 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

Alabama Power Co .............................. 0 0 0 0 9.46
Arizona Public Service Co ........................ 0 0 0 0. 19 4.33
Boston Edison..; ............................... 0 0 0 11.04 13.87
Carolina Power & Light .......................... 0 0 0 .66 9.82
Columbus & Southern Ohio Electric Co ............. 0 0 0 1.50 4.62
Consolidated Edison Co. (New York) ............... 0 4.19 43.10 60.40 46.56
Detroit Edison Co ............................... 0 0 4.68 8. 99 20.01
Duke Power Co ................................. 0 0 4.22 17.93 35.66
Georgia Power Corp ............................. 0 0 0 0 20.06
Hartford Electric Light ........................... 0 0 .70 3.50 4.04
Iowa Electric Light-& Power Co ................... 0 0 0 0 7.20
Maine Yankee Atomic Power ..................... 0 0 0 7.50 7. 37Niagara Mohawk Power Corp .................... 0 0 0 Neg 18. 00
Oranp & Rockland Utilities, Inc .................. 0 0 2.86 3. t 6.23
Public Service Electric & Gas Co .................. 0 0 0 7.50 27.29
South Carolina Electric & Gas Co .................. 0 0 0 4.33 4.10
Tucson Gas & Electric Co ......................... 0 0 0 .67 8. 32
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp .............. 0 0 4.96 5.82 6.00
Virginia Electric & Power Co ...................... 0 19.81 4. 38 15.65 29.86
All other class A & B utilities .................... 6.20 8. 08 6.77 18.18 58.65

Total unused ITC available ................. 6.20 32.08 71.67 167.82 316. 45
Total taxes paid ........................... 1,117.94 953.06 889.06 850.45 530. 51

Unused ITC as percent of taxes paid ............... 0.06 3.04 8.01 19.07 59. 07

Senator FANXN. You refer to the problem of adequate rates and
that has been brought out in many instances. I know in Tucson, Ariz.,
the Tucson Gas & Electric is practically bankrupt because they could
not get a rate increase. Since this is a problem that has to be handled by
regulatory commissions, I agree with that.

We pass through tax incentives that are utilized. Is there some way
we could provide some help to seeing that the regulatory agencies do
respond ?

Mr. HOBALr. In 1974, private power companies rates increased by
approximately $2.2 billion. In 1975, the figure jumped by $3.1 billion.
Analysts looking at the problem of regulatory lag have concluded in
numerous cases there is increasing recognition on the part of commis-
sions that they have to speed up the consideration of rate increases.
The nature of the problem and its magnitude both seem to be altering
with time.

I do not see that there is an opportunity through changes in the tax
code to really effectively deal with that problem.
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Senator FANNIN. I don't like interfering with the State actions, but
at the same time I think it is a serious problem.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Byrd?
Senator BYRD. No questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hobart follows:]

STATEMENT OF LARRY HOBART, ASSISTANT ExEcuTIvE DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN PUBLIC POWER ASSOCIATION

American Public Power Association is a national service organization repre-
senting some 1,400 local public power systems-mainly municipal electric utili-
ties-in 48 States, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam.

APPA urges that in its consideration of possible changes in Federal tax laws
the Senate Finance Committee (a) reject further tax subsidization of private
power companies as proposed by the Ford Admiinstration; (b) support termina-
tion of the use of pollution control bonds as recommended by the Treasury De-
partment; and (c) oppose proposals which adversely affect municipal bond fi-
nancing by units of state and local government.

UTILrrY TAX AID

On March 17, Secretary of the Treasury Simon renewed the Administration's
1975 request for Congressional approval of an electric utility tax program which
includes a permanent increase in the investment tax credit to 12 percent (except
for generating facilities fueled by petroleum products) and its immediate applica-
tion to progress payments for long-leadtime projects; extension of five-year fast
tax writeoffs for certain pollution control equipment and allowances of similar
rapid amortization for conversion or replacement of petroleum-fueled generation;
permission for use of depreciation for tax purposes on non-petroleum burning
plant construction expenditures as made; and opportunity for shareholders to
postpone and reduce tax on common stock dividends when paid in stock.

APPA has reviewed the Administrations utility tax proposals and wishes to
offer the following comments for the consideration of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee:
1. There is not unanimity within the Ford Administration that the program is

necessary
A paper on "Energy Requirements and Federal Policy Actions" presented by

Richard H. Williamson and Edward J. Hanrahan of the U.S. Energy Research
and Development Administration on November 19, 1975, at the winter meeting of
the American Nuclear Society in San Francisco, California, observed that: "It is
true that new plants are far more costly than previously experienced so that
continued pressure is exerted on the financing capabilities of the utilities. How-
ever, the financial and cash-flow positions of most utilities have improved sub-
stantially in recent months. Though much delayed, rate increases over and above
fuel escalation clauses are being regularly granted by state public utility com-
missions. Investor confidence is returning as evidenced by the regular marketing
of securities and the upward rise in stock prices. The reduced construction pro-
grams caused by the lower growth is assisting the management of cash-flow prob-
lems. Even if inflation continues to escalate plant costs. one must recognize that
rate increases will be granted to keep pace with the inflation although time lags
will occur."

After reviewing "a number of potential policy or legislative changes to improve
the financial health of electric utilities", including the Electric Power Facility
Construction Incentive Act of 1975, and considering their impact, the-authors
concluded that: ". . . it is not entirely clear that adoption of Federal proposals
will really have a great effect today. It appears that the financial health of
the utilities is steadily improving, even in the almost total absence of Federal
assistance. It also appears that the forces of the energy-economic system have
worked to remove a large part of the capital requirements problem in little more
than a year since the financial difficulties of the utilities became widely known."

More recently, in February of this year, Assistant Treasury Secretary Sidney
L. Jones reportedly told a conference sponsored by the University of Florida's
Public Utility Research Center in Gainesville, Florida, that electric utility earn-
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ings had "come back too fast" for utilities or investors to expect a tax break
for those re-investing their dividends in utility stocks. According to the trade
publication Electrical Week:

"He said that much of the concern that the Administration and Congress had
last year for financially strapped utilities 'has Leen dissipated' by the 'generally
improved financial showing' of the Industry. Asked later if the Administration
would push President Ford's six-point, $600-million tax-relief plan for utilities,
Jones said only: 'That remains a part of the program.'"
2. Market analysts report significant improvement in utility financing

"The profits of most of the nation's big electric utilities are healthier than
they have been in some time," the New York Times reported on November 12. Rate
increases were the principal factor in the Improved profit picture, the Times
stated. Earnings by electric utilities were described as "spectacular".

The February 9 issue of Electrical Week carried a headline reporting that
"Utility Stock Market Has the Bull by the Horns". The accompanying story
declared:"The bicentennial bull market that has kicked off 1976 has included healthy
gains for most lectric utility stocks. And most Wall Street analysts and under-
wrtiers who follow the Industry believe that these increases, although benefiting
from overall market strength, also reflect stronger utility finances that should
lead to improved performance even beyond the current surge. One result of the
higher common stock prices will likely be heavier sales of utility equity, especially
early in the year. This also may mean greater financing flexibility if a need is
seen to restore some construction cutbacks later in 1976.'
8. Private power company officials have given support to the belief that additional

Federal financial aid is not needed
The board of directors of the Edison Electric Institute, the national association

for privately-owned electric utilities, at a meeting in January in Phoenix, Ari-
zona, agreed that Federal funding for conventional electric generating plants
which might be available through the Administration's proposed Energy Inde-
pendence Authority is neither wanted nor needed. EEI asked for elimination from
the EIA proposal of any suggestion that Federal money would be used to finance
conventional nuclear or fossil facilities. "There's just no need for that." W. Don-
ham Crawford, EEI president, asserted. EEI reported in February that the elec-
tric utility industry raised $12 billion in capital-a financing record-in 1975,
and that state regulatory commissions approved a record-high of $3.1 billion in
rate increases last year (up from $2.2 billion in 1974).
4. Financing problems of utilities are not basically tam problems

Secretary of the Treasury William Simon told the Ways and Means Com-
mittee last year that: "We have said that the most fundamental problem with
respect to electric utilities Is the problem of adequate rates." He said that:
"So long as rate commissions refuse to approve rates sufficient to provide an
adequate return to capital, investors will be unwilling to invest in the industry,
regardless of the rate of capital formation or the aggregate amount of capital
available." He pointed out that certain utilities are experiencing problems of
cash flow, high interest rates, and debt-equity ratios, and reiterated: "Again,
these problems are not basically tax problems." If this is so, why attempt to
treat them by amending the Internal Revenue Code?
5. Postponements and delays of utility plants are caused by factors other than
finanotng

Secretary Simon did not discuss other major-and perhaps primary-reasons
for postponement or cancellation of generating plants, which include, according
to the National Electric Reliability Council, "the numerous problems associated
with siting, regulatory requirements, environmental procedures and litigations,
jurisdictional conflicts of governmental agencies, and equipment deliveries."
Furthermore, for m.tn- utilities, electrical load has not grown as swiftly as
anticipated. Alteration of the Federal tax code will not change these facts.
6. The administration program would benefit those in "reasonably fair health'

The program may not benefit those companies which are probably in the great-
est need of financial assistance. Aid would be supplied primarily in the form of
Federal tax relief, despite the tact that, according to the Federal Power Com-
mission, privately owned electric utilities in 1974, the most recent year for
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which' Federal Power Commission statistics are available, paid only 1.8 percent
of their total electric operating revenues in Federal income taxes, and 76 power
companies--35 percent of the Nation's major power companies--paid no Federal
income taxes at all. (In 1974, net after-tax profit of the 215 major private power
companies was 12.6 percent of revenue.)

Furthermore, it would appear that if financial assistance for private com-
panies is needed, It should be applied on a case-by-base basis, rather than
"blanket" relief which provides assistance for those who are not in need as
well as those in need.

The necessity of a case-by-case analysis is apparent in a comment by Gordon
Corey, Vice Chairman of Commonwealth Edison Co. and Chairman of the Fed-
eral Power Commission's Technical Advisory Committee on Finance.

Indicating "enthusiastic" support for tax relief for private power companies,
Mr. Corey observed to Energy Finance Week that the proposals advanced
by Secretary Simon will help only companies "in reasonably fair health." It
would seem questionable public policy to embark upon a long-range tax program
which awards unique advantages to a section within a selected industry which is
"in reasonably fair health."

Secretary Simon has said that: "The increase in the investment tax credit will
be a cash contribution by the Federal government for the construction of addi-
tional electric power plants." If such special transfer payments in the form of tax
relief are to be made, clearly each case should be examined to insure that
financial aid is justified. Federal welfare programs available to low-income
families impose means tests or qualification requirements. It would seem that
no-less scrutiny should be paid to utility clients of the government which seek
income maintenance programs.
7. The program ie discriminator$*

As previously indicated, some-but not all-privately and publicly owned
electric utilities have reported financial difficulties which have adversely affected
acquisition of new plant and equipment that may be important in supplying
future electric demand.

As a remedy to this situation, the Administration has recommended a number
of new tax breaks for all private power companies-regardless of need. No
comparable program has been proposed by the Administration to assist any
publicly-owned power systems, which serve 18.5 percent of the nation's electric
consumers, although similar problems may exist in this segment of the utility
industry. The Administration plan is therefore discriminatory.

Furthermore, the Secretary has proposed special tax benefits for one sector
of private business which enjoys unique protective devices. As then-Secretary
of the Treasury Douglas Dillon pointed out in 1962 in arguing against avail-
ability of the investment tax credit to utilities: "This recommendation was
made with full recognition of the great contribution that utilities make to the
American economy. It was based on the fact that public utilities are regulated
monopolies with substantial assurance of a given rate of return on investment
after tax. Moreover, investment in public utility facilities is based largely on
demand, government by public requirements." The Department of the Treasury
noted at that time that! "In return for their authorization to operate as regu-
lated service corporations, they are assured consumer rate charges which will
cover their costs of operation, including Federal income taxes, plus a just and
reasonable rate of return on investment. This rate of return is so set as to
attract the capital needed to serve the public conveniences and necessity. For
the vast majority of utilities the rate of return presently available, when
adjusted for the lack of risk on that investment, equals or exceeds the rate of
return presently available, when adjusted for the lack of risk Qn that invest-
ment, equals or exceeds the rate of return in other industries. Furthermore, the
rate of return is gauged to enable the utility to obtain adequate capital at what.
ever cost is required."

While private power companies may disagree with specific decisions of regu-
latory commissions, there is no question than they operate within a protective
framework which is not available to a host of other businesses-many of whom
would undoubtedly argue that they are more logical candidates for tax relief
than utilities.
8. Contributions to employment may be marginal

Another stated. goal of the utility tax package promoted by the Administration
Is creation of jobs. However, a 1972 subsidy study prepared for.theJoiAt Economic
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Committee to determine the usefulness of the 7 percent investment tax credit
in reducing high unemployment concluded that the credit does not correct
this market deficiency as proponents originally argued. The study estimated that
the credit would reduce unemployment by 0.1 percent in one year and 0.8
percent over a 2% year period.

Leonard Woodcock, President of the United Auto Workers Union, in testimony
last year before the Ways and Means Committee, pointed out with respect to
the investment tax credit that:

"As representatives of the UAW have stated before Congress many times,
while described as incentives, investment tax credits are in reality windfalls.
They are available for investment that would have been made in any event as
well as for any-inevitably relatively small-amount of additional investment
that might be attributable to it. (In fact, the credit is available even to a firm
that responds to the incentive by reducing the amounts of its investment below
previous levels.) Thus, in the unlikely event that the credit stimulates an in-
vestment increase of as much as 10 percent, more than 90 percent (100 divided
by 110) of the credit will represent tax revenues wasted in paying business
for investment made for reasons that have absolutely nothing to do with the
credit.

'"Tax breaks for business are usually sold as a spur to savings and investment,
which will ultimately provide more Jobs. It is obvious, however, that the effect of
the credit on the level of investment marginal, at best, Its contribution to employ-
ment must also be marginal."

Mr. Woodcock also told the committee that:
"Our recommendation to let the corporate tax cuts in the Tax Reduction Act

expire at the end of 1975 extends to those cuts favoring the private power
companies. Similarly, we do not support any of the other subsidies for the
Industry that the Administration is actively pursuing. These again are examples
of blanket solutions which fail to distinguish between utilities in need and those
which do not require aid. If enacted, these loopholes would continue to generate
tax privileges and lost revenues long after the need for them, If there ever
was one, has passed.

"As I stated above, the 'by case' approach is the only efficient and equitable way
of dealing with this problem."
9. Power companies could be eliminated as taxpayers

Adoption of the Administration's utility tax package would reportedly reduce
tax revenues by $1 billion by October, 1977 and by an increasing amount In
subsequent years. This amount of tax relief is nearly twice as much as the $521
million in Federal income taxes paid by all private power companies in 1974.

Congress has already increased the investment tax credit for private com-
panies by 250 percent for the years 1975 and 1976, and liberalized Its availability.
This subsidy Is in addition to other tax advantages previously made available to
private power companies, including use of municipal bond financing for pollution
control equipment and ability to issue tax-free dividends. The additional tax
favors requested by the Administration not only would discriminate against
other ownership segments of the electric utility industry and other kinds of busi-
ness organizations (which may have financial problems that are more pronounced
than utilities), but could eliminate private power companies as Federal income
taxpayers-even though they might continue to collect such taxes from their
consumers.
10. The program would mandate policies by State commissoa

Administration proposals for eliminating tax liabilities of private power com-
panies are conditional on regulatory agency "normalization" of the tax bene-
fits and inclusion of construction work In progress in rate base. This approach
seeks to use the Internal Revenue Code to stimulate so-called "mandated re-
forms" In utility regulation which the Administration has previously proposed.
Congress has thus far declined to approve these suggestions for Federal pre-
emption of regulation byv state commissions, which are responsible for scrutiny
of retail rates and certification of new plant. The Administration is proposing
that the Congress second-guess regulatory commissions on the merits of par-
ticular rate making policies. This would be done br attempting to prevent further
rate base deductions or flow-through of tax benefits and to compel consumers to
pay for plants which are not providing them with electricity.
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11. Tax incentives not essential to encourage nott-petroleum oonversione or
replacement

While minimizing importation of foreign oil is one of the alleged aims of the
utility tax program outlined by the Administration, it is not clear that tax in-
centives are essential, in most instances, to encourage non-petroleum generation
conversions or replacements. The high price of oil coupled with legislation passed
or pending in Congress to require coal conversion or capabLidty for generating
stations moves utilities in this direction without benefit of new tax breaks, al-
though some forms of aid may be needed in specific cases.

It is of interest to note a March 19, 1916 Atomic Inuustrial Forum report which
showed that the average total cost of a kilowatt-hour prQduced by nuclear energy
last year was 12.27 mills, the cost with coal was 17.54 mills, and the cost with oil
was 33.45 mills.

AIF found that the nuclear contribution In 1975 provided nearly nine percent
of all electricity generated in the United States and represented fossil fuel sav-
ings of over 10-biilion gallons of oil or more than 55-million tons of coal and re-
sulted in cost savings of over $2 billion.

Commonwealth Edison, a private power company with a strong commitment to
nuclear power (roughly one-third of its electrical generation was produced by nu-
clear energy In l9i), estimated in 'December that the bus-bar advantage of
nuclear over coal is 28 percent to 25 percent.
1. Improvement in utility operations also could improve financial picture

Frank Zarb, Administrator of the Federal Energy Administration, has em-
phasized that Improvement of utility operations could improve significantly the
utility financial picture.

The Federal Energy Administration has pointed out that the electric utility
industry could save capital-and fuel-by Improving availability of major gen-
erating units and increasing their capacity factor. FEA stated in a March, 1975
report on "Improving the Productivity of Electric Powerplants":

"On average, the Nation's nuclear and large fossil-fueled units are forced out
of service more than 15 percent of the time, are unavailable for service more
than 25 percent of the time, and operate at less than a 60 percent capacity factor.
Improvements in capacity and availability factors and reductions in forced out-
age would yield near-term and long-term benefits for ameliorating the effects of
such severe industry problems as financing, high fuel costs, siting and licensing.

"The potential financial benefits of improved productivity are large. By 1980,
an industrywide reduction in the average forced outage rate of Just 1 percentage
point could reduce the Nation's Installed capacity requirements by up to 6,800
MW and capital requirements by as much as $1.8 billion (1974 dollars). Over
this same period, a capacity factor increase of 8 percentage points for nuclear
units and several percentage points for 400 MW and larger coal-fired units would
permit an increase in output from these units equivalent to the electric energy
produced by burning more than 500,000 barrels of oil per day. At projected costs
for oil, coal, and nuclear fuel, this could reduce the utility industry's total fuel
costs in 1980 by approximately $3 million per day (1974 dollars)."

FEA's views on this subject were further expounded by Administrator Zarb at
a June load management conference in which he said his agency will seek to cut
power plant expansion one-third (70,000,000 kw) by 1985, at a capital saving of
$49 billion. A key to reaching the reduction Is to boost the utility industry's
average plant capacity factor from 49 percent to 57 percent.
13. Principles for any new financial aid program should be enunciated

If Congress determines that new Federal programs of financial support for
some utilities are desirable, APPA believes they should (a) use direct, open
funding or backup help through a designated Federal agency as opposed to tax
breaks, and (b) assure availability of assistance to all segments of the electric
utility industry - public and private - which demonstrate need.

As far as emergency situations are concerned, a Federal program of this type
alrekd.v exists in the Federal Reserve Act. The Federal Reserve System has a
general contingency plan which encompasses lending to electric utilities. Authori-
zation for the program was approved by Congress in the 1930s. Aid can be granted
in unusiial and exigent circumstances, as determined bv the FRS Board of Gov-
ernors. The plan is applicable to both public and private utilities.

Should Congres, determine that additional aid is needed for selected utilities
which can demonstrate a need for assistance. an agency with the power to make
or guarantee borrowings might perform this function. But creation of such an
agency Is not a tax matter.
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POLLUTION CONTROL BONDS

As you know, in 1968 Congress restricted the issuance of industrial develop-
ment bonds, where state and local governments issue tax-exempt bonds to be
utilized by private businesses. However, Congress did permit industrial develop-
ment bond financing for certain purposes, including pollution control.

In his testimony before the Ways and Means Committee last year, Secretary
Simon noted the rapid growth of tax-exempt financing for pollution control facili-
ties, and indicated that such revenue bonds may currently account for about
15 percent of the new issue exempt market. He pointed out that the impact of
these issues is to tighten the municipal bond market and push up interest costs,
and also observed that:

"The emphasis on environmental protection has caused major changes in
modern technology and the adoption of new manufacturing processes designed to
minimize pollution. The attempt to segregate the cost of such facilities as between
the cost of the basic technology and the cost of pollution control has become an
administrative nightmare and is, in fact, well nigh impossible."

Because of-their adverse market and administrative features, Secretary Simon
recommended that Indusrtial development bond financing be further limited by
permitting tax-exempt pollution control financing only for separate facilities
added to plants in operation before January 1, 1975. "This proposal would help
reduce the cost of upgrading existing properties but recognizes that in new
plantstutiorcontrol and production usually can't be separated," he said.

An analysis prepared by the Municipal Finance Officers Association suggests
that if Congress does not act, pollution control issues could grow through the
decade to $6 billion or more in annual sales, and that their volume will increase
relative to other tax-exempts. "As the volume of pollution bonds grows, their
added volume and higher yields drive up rates on all tax-exempt bonds, any-
where from 5 to 20 basis points (at a 20-year maturity) per billion of annual
pollution bond financings, depending on market conditions," the MFOA study.
states. "Pollution control bonds are most directly competitive with other long
maturity, term-structure and lower quality tax-exempt bonds and, therefore, they
force up rates on these bonds to an even greater extent-an estimated 25
basis points or more under tight credit conditions."

The problem posed by pollution control bonds was analyzed in a December,
1975, article in Fortune which reported:

"The pollution-control bond gives the corporations. a triple or, in some cases,
a quadruple subsidy. The company gets the benefit of the state's lower borrow-
Ina oost&-I can also treat the pollution facility as its own property, and so
depreciate it on an accelerated basis. And, under certain conditions, it may
even be able to deduct a part of the lease payments as business expenses. As if
that were not enough, in most states, pollution-control facilities are exempt
from local Property taxes.

"Pollution-control revenue bonds represent a discriminatory handout, in that
small companies usually cannot get states to authorize such bond issues, and
even if they could, investors might be reluctant to buy the bonds. Perhaps
most important, the ready availability of long-term subsidized borrowing for
pollution control tends to produce a bias in favor of highly capital-intensive
waste treatment as opposed to alternative methods, such as adjustments in
production processes, that might achieve the same results as lower capital costs.
Hence, the pollution-control bond leads to a profligate use of capital.

"The xolumeof pllution-control issues has increased phenomenally in the
past few years. According to the Securities Industry Associathl, pollution-
control bonds totaled slightly over $1 billion in the first half of 1975. But most
bonds of this kind are privately placed, and the S.I.A. data pick up only a
small proportion of private placements. Robert Gerard, a deputy assistant
secretary of the Treasury in charge of capital-market policy, thinks the amount
of pollution-control financing-public and private-has already reached some-
where between $4 billion and $7 billion this year.

"George Petersen, an economist with the Urban Institute, calculates that,
if the larger of these estimates is correct, the pollution-control bond probably
accounted for a rise of about 80 to 85 basis points in municipal-bond interest
rates. That would represent almost two-fifths of the total rise in rates since
the beginning of 1975.

"Anguished protests against pollution-control bonds have come from en-
lightened municipal finance officers as well as from many members of the
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underwriting community. Says Lennox Moak, the tart-tongued but highly
respected finance director of Philadelphia: "In 1974 Pennsylvania authorized
about $1.9 billion in pollution-control revenue bonds. That is only $200 million
less than the total amount of traditional municipal issues sold by both the
state and its local subdivisions throughout the year. I have told the advocates
of pollution-contronl bonds just one thing: 'Get the hell out of my market I You
are ruining it '" Recognizing the dislocations caused by pollution-control bonds,
the Municipal Finance Officers Association is now advocating an end to their
tax-exempt status ad the substitution of a system of tax credits for corpora-
tions undertaking cleanup campaigns."

In 1974, out of a total of $1.6 billion in pollution control bond sales reported
by the Daily Bond Buyer, $928 million were issued for the benefit of private
power companies. The paper reports that: "In 1974, electric utilities were the
most frequent and largest users of the IDBs. Of the 114 reported transactions,
47 were for electric utilities or 41.2 percent. They consumed 56.8 percent of the
total dollar amount." While the private power companies share of such financ-
ing was down In the first half of 1975 (17.3 percent of the financings and 24.2
percent of the dollar total), it still totaled $240 million. In addition, a list of
pending pollution control issues published by the Daily Bond Buyer showed
that private power companies would be the beneficiaries of nearly $2 billion in
additional tax-exempt pollution control bonds--a sum almost twice as large as
all the revenue bonds issued by the municipal electric utilities In 1974.

Secretary Simon has told the Ways and Means Committee that the Treasury
Department views the proliferation of pollution control Issues as a prime factor
In Increasing "drastically" the interest costs on municipal bonds and in caus-
ing cancellations and postponement of new issues. He has called for repeal or
restriction of such financing. APA commends the Secretary for his recognition
of this problem, and urges that the Congress take action to terminate use of
pollution control bonds.

OPTIONAL TAXABLE BOND

Municipal bonds will be employed to fund a large portion of the estimated
$4.5 billion in capital expenditures budgeted by non-Federal public power
systems for 1976. The marketability and price of these and subsequent munici-

pal bonds will have a significant effect on future power supply and rates for
consumers of such systems.

APPA wishes to make the following points regarding proposals for a taxable
bond for state and local governments.

1. APPA is opposed to any attempt to terminate the ability of state and
local governments to issue tax exempt bonds to finance essential public services,
Including electric power. This financing device is an accepted and workable
approach to funding of construction programs, provides community Independ-
ence in the raising of needed monies, and helps keep down consumer costs of
using the service supported by the bonds.

2. APPA does not support the substitution of a taxable municipal bond with
a Federal subsidy for tax exempt municipal bonds. Such an action would re-
place a financing technique of demonstrated viability with a new and untested
security of unknown value.

3. APPA believes that in its consideration of an optional taxable bond, as
proposed by Secretary Simon in his March 17 testimony, Congress should not
enact legislation which would (a) raise the cost of money to state and local
governments, (b) adversely affect the ability of those units of government to
market their bonds at the lowest possible cost, (c) create a Federal subsidy
or state or local bond marketing system which would make the payment of such
bonds dependent on Federal appropriations, (d) provide for Federal review of
state and local projects and bond issues, or (e) alter the Constitutionally-pro.
tested right to issue tax exempt bonds.

The CHAIRMAN. Next we will call on Mr. F. B. Leisenring, chair-
man of the Tax Committee of the National Coal Association, accom-
panied by Mr. Robert Stauffer, general counsel.

Senator PACKWOOD. Did I miss Mr. O'Connor or is he not hereI
The CHAIRMAN. I am very sorry, I missed Mr. O'Connor. I will call

him after this witness.
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STATEMENT OF E. B. LEISENRING, JR., CHAIRMAN, TAX COMMIT-
TEE, NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT
F. STAUFFER, GENERAL COUNSEL, AND LARRY ZALKIN, TREAS-
URER OF WESTMORELAND COAL CO.

Mr. LEISENUNO. Mr. Chairman and members of the Finance Com-
mittee, I am E. B. Leisenring, chairman of the National Coal Asso-
ciation's tax committee and a former chairman of its board of di-
rectors. I am also president of Westmoreland Coal Co. of Philadel-
phia, Pa. I am accompanied by Robert F. Stauffer, general counsel
of the National Coal Association, and by Larry Zalkin, treasurer of
Westmoreland Coal Co.

The membership of the National Coal Association consists pri-
marily of producing coal companies, the operations of which com-
p rise more than half of the commercial production in the United
States. We appreciate this opportunity to present our views.

THE NEED FOR CAPITAL FORMATION

By conservative estimate, the coal industry will require $18 to $22

billion between now and 1985 to meet capital investment requirements.
Some energy economists place the figure above $25 billion. Regardless
of what ultimate figure eventually develops, it is many times the cur-
rent total industry capitalization of about $5 billion. These require-
ments are based on 1975 dollars. If we project a low compounded 5-
percent inflation factor over that period, the dollar requirements
are increased by over 60 percent.

If the coal industry could draw on a blank check from the financial
community there would be no problem. However, coal is not the only
industry that will require a huge infusion of capital over the next
10 years

coal must compete for its investment funds. To do so successfully
it must be an attractive investment opportunity with a competitive
short- and long-range rate of return. Currently, in spite of profitable
years in 1973 through 1975 the industry simply does not have a proven
rate of return commensurate with the risk, and the risk is great. Thus
the potential for development remains only that-a potential.

Coal production in 1975 was 640 million tons. This represents a
6-percent increase over 603 million tons produced in 1974. Today we
are producing at an average annual rate of only 600 million tons,
which is 6 percent below last year. Tragically coal's productive capac-
ity has remained essentially stagnant for over 20 years. We can pro-.
duce little more coal today than we could shortly after World War II.
This static condition cannot be permitted to continue. The industry
must substantially increase production, and the cost will be high.

While capital costs may vary according to the terrain and the depth
of the seam, it is generally accepted in the coal industry that the
capital cost of installing a new deep mine is $35 to $40 per ton of
annual production. This does not include the substantial administra-
tive costs prior to startup, such as securing permits, surveys, feasibility
studies, and other related costs. Thus, a medium-large mine, with a
capacity of 1 million tons a year, represents $35 million to $40 million
investment by the time it begins commercial production. For a surface
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mine the costs vary widely, but on the average run from $15 to $20
per annual ton of production. Here, too, administrative costs such as
environmental impact statements and permits are not considered.

Actually our recent experience verified the cost of mine development.
My company, Westmoreland Coal, last year announced that we are
committed to open two new mines, costing $20 million and $35 million
respectively. If it were claimed that the industry's rate of profitability
is excessive, remember that a $35 million mine alone will consume
the equivalent of over half of all Westmoreland's 1975 earnings. The
coal industry is beginning to generate some of the capital needed to
increase production at the rate called for by the Federal Govern-
ment. But we are far from being in a position of financial self-reliance.

Since the industry must replace about 3 percent of its capacity every
year simply to replace mines that are worked out, it must open new
mines with about 15 million tons of capacity annually just to stay
even, much less make headway toward offsetting our Nation's suicidal
dependence on foreign oil.

With this background let me turn to specifics. The data set forth
below reflects. the best estimates of our economists if the coal industry
were to double production over the next 10 years.

CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS

Total capital
Annual production investment required

end of period durn iod
(million tons) ns)

1976 to 190 ........................................................ 890 $88410.7
1981 to 1985 ........................................................ 1,200 9. 4-11.4

Total ........................................................................... 18.2-22.1

For the 5 years from 1976 to 1980 in order to bring production up to
890 million tons, we will need between $8.8 -and $10.7 billion. In the
next 5 years, 1981-85, to double the current production and bring
it up to the 1.2 billion tons, we will need another $9 to $11.4 billion.

This illustrates the magnitude of financing facing the industry; $18
to $22 billions of new dollars will be required by 1985 to reach a pro-
duction rate of 1,200 million tons per year. Of this amount we estimate
that approximately 50 to 60 percent, or in the neighborhood of $12
billion, can be generated internally barring unforeseen negative
factors.

Fortunately for the coal industry the promise of the future was
recognized by a few farsighted corporate planners many years ago
when profitable companies bought into the industry. For the most part
the industry has not maintained production with coal profits. Rather,
it has been able to maintain the current rate of production primarily
with the infusion of capital from the profitable corporate parents of
some coal producing companies.

However, I doubt that even the parent companies, backed by rela-
tively strong internal financing, can meet the capital demands of the
future. It will be necesary to turn to the financial community for in-
vestment capital. To be favorably received, there must be the assur-
ance of an acceptable return on investments.
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TAX INCENTIVES

To be assured of the availability of capital, both that which is in-
ternally generated and that originating in the financial market, a fa-
vorable tax climate is absolutely necessary. Summarized below are our
views on tax legislation which would contribute to the expansion of
the coal industry over the near term, and ultimately to our countr 's
energy independence. While many tax incentives might be discussed, I
will focus on those which we believe would have a major influence on
the capital formation requirements of the coal industry.
A. investment tax, credit

To encourage the purchase and construction of business assets and
equipment, the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 raised the investment tax
credit rate to 10 percent for the years 1975 through 1976. The House
Ways and Means Committee had included in its Energy Conservation
and Conversion Act of 1975 the extension of this rate for coal mining
ecqUipment for 3 additional years, 1977 through 1979. Thus, that com-
mittee recognized the need for large capital expenditures in coal mines
and the desirability of encouraging suc expenditures.

The coal industry, like many other industries, cannot maximize the
use of an hivestment credit, the duration of which is speculative at
best. I know that nothing is permanent with respect to the tax code
except its continued existence. However, a greater measure of certainty
exists when a provision does not have a specific cutoff date, which must
be renewed periodically.

From the time a contract for its purchase is signed, it now takes 4
to 6 years before a major surface dragline is ready to go into opera-
tion, which costs $30 to $40 million. It is essential that we know for
proper corporate planning whether or not we can rely on the perma-
nency of those sections of the code that impact so heavily on our future
plans.

Therefore, to make the investment credit provision fully effective
in accomplishing the objectives desired we suggest the following:

1. The investment tax credit be made a permanent part of. our in-
come tax structure.

2. The rate be increased to at least 12 percent and that any portion
of the credit to be tied into employee stock ownership plans--
ESOP's--should be over and above the 12 percent figure.

NoTr.-An ESOP would be considered a negotiable benefit under the coal in-
dustry's contract with the United Mine Workers of America. It is improbable that
any coal producers covered by the contract could establish an ESOP without its
inclusion in contract renegotiation, the next of which occurs in 1977.
B. Black lung beneflt8 truet

No greater area of uncertainty exists in the coal industry than that
related to contingent black lung benefit payments. We know now
that the cost will probably total some $5 billion over the next 10
years alone. Precise future costs are impossible to compute at this
point in time.

This particular problem faced by the industry is an outgrowth of
the Federal black lung legislation which was enacted into law in 1969
and amended in 1972.

Under that law coal producers must now pay black lung benefits to
all coal miners that contract the disease. These obligations could con-
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tinue for 50 to 75 years after a mine is closed, because the benefits apply
to a miner's dependents. Estimates vary, but actuaries calculate it will
require about $1.35 to $5 per ton of coal mined, depending on the life
expectancy of the mine, and the age complement of the work force to
fund each claim.

Insurance to cover this liability is extremely difficult to obtain be-
cause the obligation is a new one, the liability is almost impossible to
evaluate, and cancellation by the insurer is a possibility if the risk
proves too great. Therefore, we propose that the operator be allowed
to establisL a tax-exempt irrevocable trust into which he makes
payments.

The payments into the trust would be deductible at the time the
payments are made to the trust. This would provide an incentive for
the creation of the trust fund and could result in a twofold increase in
current contributions to the trust because of the tax benefits derived
from the contribution. Any income earned by the trust would be ex-
empt from taxes, thereby maximizing the accumulation of funds, and
payments to the miner could be excluded from the miner's tax liability.

The corpus of the trust could never revert to the creator of the trust.
It could not be used as a tax shelter device by the mine owner with
the funds to be recaptured at a later date. Legislation to permit such
trusts has been introduced in the House of Representatives.

_ There are advantages to both the miner and the operator. First, the
miner working in the mine today, should he qualify for benefits in the
future would- know that his black lung disability compensation is
being funded on a current basis. Irrespective of the future, there would
be money in the fund. The employer, funding on a current basis, would
be in a better financial position to meet his future obligation, rather
than wait 20 years from now when a claim is registered, at which time
the money would hopefully be available.

Simply stated, we recognize the obligation to compensate the minerdisabled by black lung. What we seek is a legl vehicle to carry the
funds so that today's coal production pays for the obligations arising
as a result of current production.

There is another very real problem that could arise in the future if
these obligations are not current funded. State public service commis-
sions would have difficulty approving utility rate increases based on in-
creased coal costs resulting from obligations incurred in years past.

Never in the history of the country has an industry been singled out
in the manner of the coal industry with respect to black lung egisla-
tion, and faced with a, financial obligation of this magnitude. We ask
this committee to provide a vehicle to implement this requirement of
the law.
(7. Accelerated depreciation rate

The promulgation of the accelerated depreciation rate--ADR--eys-
tem by Treasury, as quoted from Treasury Department release of
June 22,1971, was intended to produce the following results:

a a . the uncertainty and complexity of the application of the depreciation
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code will he significantly reduced and sub-
stantial administrative benefits will be achieved;

The establishment of the Office of Industrial Economics in conjunction with the
ADR system will, for the first time, permit useful lives for each asset class to be
as current and as accurate a reflection of a "reasonable allowance" as possible,
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based upon a broad spectrum of up-to-date information reflecting both the trend
of past experience and what way be anticipated for the short run future;

Increased nv estment resulting from ADR will produce economic growth which
will increase our Gross National Product and reduce unemployment; -

Additional Investment in more modern productive equipment stimulated by
ADR will increase productivity and dampen inflation ; and

The competitive position of American prouueers in world markets will be
greatly strengthened.

The ADR system still far exceeds the depreciation periods of most
industrialized nations. U.S. businesses must compete with foreign
competitors for both limited natural resources and available markets.
Capital recovery is one of the significant factors which affects our
ability to maintain our share of the world market and also expand the
Nation's industrial base.

A stable and favorable depreciation policy is a vital ingredient in
justifying and encouraging current and future capital outlays in the
coal industry. Congress should consider liberalizing the existing ADR
allowances by at least twice the current rate.

The coal industry strongly supports an increase in allowances made
under the ADR system. To repeal ADR as advocated by some would-
prove a serious deterrent to the economy of this country, which is
only now emerging from a severe recession.

In addition the benefits of accelerated depreciation have a sub-
stantial negative effect on the computation of percentage depletion
under the 50 percent of net income limitation. While providing cash
flow for the replacement of plants and equipment, accelerate de-
preciation can eliminate cash flow necessary to replace depleted
mineral properties. Therefore, we suggest that section 613(a) of the
Internal Revenue Code should be amended to provide that tax depreci-
ation in excess of book depreciation attributable to individual prop-
erties or ag tons shall not be included as a deduction for the
purpose offdetermining the 50 percent of net income limitation for
percentage depletion.
D. Valuaticm p oint for coal proceeeed into low-pollutant fuel

Under present law if coal is processed to produce oil, gas, or solid,
low-sulfur fuel, such processing is considered beyond the valuation
point for percentage-depletion purposes. That is, for percentage-
depletion purposes the coal must be valued before it is converted to low-
sulfur fuel. Existing law, however, does permit the processing of oil
shale to the point where it is equivalent in value to crude petroleum.

S. 2109 introduced last year by Senator Hansen would permit, for
ercetagedepletion purposes, processing of coal into low-pollutant
fuel-synthetic gas, synthetic 0il, or low-sulfur, solid fuel. Thus, the
same depletion valuation would apply to natural gas, natural pe-
troleum, synthetic fuels from oil shale and synthetic fuels from coal.
If coal is processed to remove pollutants, the valuation for depletion
purposes would occur after such processing.

Coal and oil shale constitute such a huge part of our total energy
reserves that inevitably they must be used to satisfy future deficiencies
in supplies of natural gas and oil. Coal represents over 80 percent of
known total U.S. fuel reserves, including uranium, and 74 percent of
all of our ultimately recoverable fuel reserves.

The only question is, how soon before coal must meet its potential I
The conversion of coal to low-pollutant fuels should be encouraged to

M40 o--6---pt. 4
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the extent possible because only when such conversion becomes a com-
mercial reality will the United States be assured of an adequate energy
supply which can be used without damage to the quality of the ambient
air.

Congress has already provided, in section 613 (c) (4) (A) of the code,
that processes to convert oil shale to the equivalent of crude petro-
leum retorting shall be considered as taking place prior to the depletion
"cutoff point." Such treatment increases the incentive for investment
in oil shale conversion plants since it increases the possible future per-
centage depletion deduction. Similar treatment should be provided for
coal which is converted to low-sulfur fuel, not merely as a matter of
equity, but, far more important, because the Nation needs additional
sources of clean fuel, and synthetic fuel from coal appears closer to
reality than is true with respect to oil shale.

Senator Hansen's bill would also cover processing of coal to produce
a low-sulfur, solid fuel-a process currently in the research stage.
This should be encouraged cause many of the smaller industrial
plants have need for solid fuel but are not large enough to warrant
building a chemical plant to remove pollutants from the boiler stack.
With the increasing demand for a clean environment, such plants may
wind up with no source of energy unless industry is encouraged to
invest in these processes.
E. Interest eopense should not be included a a deduction when deter-

mining net income limitation
Section 613 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code should be amended

to provide that interest expense allowable to individual properties
or aggregations shall not be included as a deduction for the purpose
of determining the 50 percent of net income limitation for percentage
depletion. This would create a moderate incentive for coal develop-
ment, as well as provide a means of neutralizing the disincentive to
use debt, rather than equity capital, to finance new mine development
or expand existing mines.Relatively few coal producers have adequate internal capital to
finance a new mine without recourse to some considerable use of debt
capital. Unfortunately the interest expense thus incurred must then
be allocated to the cost of developing or operating the dining prop-
erties, and is added to other deductible items for the purpose of
determining the 50 percent of net income limitation for percentage
depletion. Thus, if an operator deferred development until he had
accumulated sufficient funds to pay for the new mine out of cash
resources, he has a distinct tax advantage, in allowance for depletion,
as opposed to another producer who goes into debt financing for a
new development.

The differential treatment serves as a deterrent to orderly and ex-
peditious development of coal reserves and is a factor in delaying new
development until substantial cash reserves have been retained out
of earnings.
F. Reclaimed mineral depletion

Literally millions and millions of tons of coal and other minerals
lie abandoned in gob piles, slag heaps, and settling basins throughout
the United States. With respect to coal this is a valuable fuel source,
a part of a finite reserve that should be utilized.
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In years past coal processing was a costly and tedious process. Be-
cause of its abundance only, the coal with the most desirable qualities
was used. Mountains of waste, or gob piles, are scattered throughout
coal mining areas.

Under existing law the mining company which originally mined the
coal is entitled to depletion allowance if it seeks to reclaim the coal
from the waste piles. No other party is permitted the allowance. This
restricts reclaiming for three reasons:

First: Many of the original coal producers are no longer in business.
The companies were simply dissolved when mining of the property
was no longer profitable.

Second: If one company purchased another coal company, the suc-
cessor company cannot take depletion if it reclaims.

Third: If the original mining company is still in business it may
be more concerned with mining coal and not getting involved with the
chemical and engineering processes necessary to retrieve the coal
from the slate an other refuse.

In many instances then, the financial incentive does not exist to
undertake the reclaiming process. If the normal depletion allowance
for coal-10 percent-were allowed all reclaimers, the added dollar
return could well be sufficient to encourage the undertaking of reclama-
tion efforts.

The benefits are twofold: First, a valuable natural resource now
abandoned, would be utilized; second, many of the unsightly piles of
waste would be eliminated or substantially reduced.

We ask that consideration be given to amending the Internal Rev-
enue Code to allow depletion to any party reclaiming coal--or any
other mineral for that matter-from waite deposits. The proposal is
based in logic and precedent: that a coal producer is entitled to per-
centage depletion when he engages in removing coal from the other
minerals in which it is found.

Coal comprises over 80 percent of our total recoverable energy re-
serves. The energy content of coal in the United States far exceeds
that of all the known oil reserves in the Mideast, a fact that is provable,
but so dramatic that it seems to be little recognized. Coal, even with its
recent increased costs, is much less expensive than oil and unregulated
natural gas.

Use of indigenous coal instead of foreign oil keeps our dollars at
home. Yet we are still the stepchild of the energy family.

Every recent energy-related study-and there must be dozens of
them--conclude that the Nation must turn to coal in the very near
future. And we will have to use coal until the promise of fusion and
the dream of solar power are realities.

If coal is to meet the challenge, the antagonistic attitude of some
agencies of the Government must be changed. Until the financial com-
munity feels that mining coal is something more than a high-risk
investment venture, we cannot approach our potential. While this
committee may not be able to amend all the restrictive legislation,
or change the attitude of the bureaucrat in many areas, it can- help
develop an attractive investment atmosphere by initiating changes
in the Tax Code of the nature set forth in this statement.

The CHAIMAN. Senator Hansen.
Senator HANSEN. If the coal industry was able to survive financial-

ly during the 1960's when profits were so low, why can't you generate
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all the capital you need now when coal prices are substantially higher I
Mr. LIsENRING. During the 1960's we survived, but only barely.

The return on investment for the industry was somewhere in the
range of 8 to 6 percent. It is true coal prices have increased substan-
tially. By the same token, the coal industry is a capital incentive in-
dustry, one of the most capital intensive, and the cost for putting in
new mines has accelerated at least as much as the price for coal.

As I have attempted to show in my testimony, if we are to-double the
production of the industry for the Nation's needs, we are going to need
to borrow a great deal more money on top of the internally generated
capital in order to do so.

Senator HANSEN. Would a higher depreciation allowance be helpful
toyour industry?

Mr. LzISENPINO. Yes, it would.
Senator HANSm. With reference to the Bureau of Mines and the

Bureau of Reclamation, can you give us an estimate of reclaimable coal
lying in waste heaps throughout the country I

Mr. LEISENRINO. The Bureau of Mines does not have an official fig-
ure for the entire industry, but the State of Illinois has some 100 mil-
lion tons of waste material on the ground from which it is estimated
a total of 27 million tons of coal could be extracted. For the entire
country and all the mining, anthracite and bituminous done over the
last 150 years, there are probably in excess of 1 billion tons minimum
that could be recovered from these piles.

Senator HANszN. One billion?
Mr. LEISENiNO. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Nelson.
Senator NzEsoN. No questions.
The CHArMAN. Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. How much was your coal production in 1975

over 1974? Did you say 6 percent?
Mr. LE IsENPNO. Yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. On an accumulated basis, you will come close

to doubling coal production at that rate.
Mr. LEISENRINo. Seven and one-half percent compounded annually

would bring us up, I think, to close to I billion.
Senator PACKWOOD. So assuming you can hold a minimum of 6 per-

cent and prices go up, you will not need much in the way of tax incen-
tives to double in 10 years.

Mr. IsENRNO. The 6 percent was an anomaly because in 1974,
there was a strike in the industry during contract negotiations which
lasted 6 to 7 weeks. A great deal of the increase in 1975 was compared to
an abnormally low 1974.

Senator PACKWOOD. There was no stockpiling prior to the strike?
Mr. LEISENRING. There had been some stockpiling prior to the strike,

yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. No further questions.
The CHArRMAN. Senator Fannin.
Senator FANN.IN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In your conclusion, Mr. Leisenring, you refer to the energy reserves

we hate on coal if we are going to have indigenous resources for our
energy program. I agree with your statement on the use of indigenous
coal. It says increased costs. Isn't it true that you have not been able
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-= to do more conversion because regulated natural gas prices have been
so low that conversion is not competitive I

Mr. LEISENRINO. Natural gas prices have been held down, but. coa
has not been given the use in the utility industry it might have due to
a number of factors, the most important of which is the enforcement
of the Clean Air Act which rules out a lot of coal that is 1 percent of
sulfur or higher.

Senator FANNIN. When we are talking about the doubling of pro-
duction of coal, will we need to double the production of coal if we
do not make some changes in our antipollution laws and make it pos-
sible for this coal to be utilized?

Mr. LEISENRINO. I believe that coal of higher sulfur will over the
next 10 years be usable under the law because of the technology that is
going forward with stack scrubbers and other methods and technolo-
gies of removing sulfur from the coal and removing sulfur compounds
from the effluents, but it is hoped that while these technologies are be-
ing perfected, that some easing of the enforcement of the Clean Air
Act by EPA will come about.

Senator FANNIN. Do you feel we are doinenoeugh in research and
technology? I notice we have powdered coal now and we are trying
to utilize it in burners. Is there sufficient technology going forward on
such alternatives as gas utilization ?

Mr. LzISENRINO. Yes, now there is more research in utilization go-
ing forward but it has only been in the last 2 or 3 years with the
formation of ERDA and the hundreds of millions of dollars that are
now being spent for coal utilization and coal technology. But in years
before that, coal was the stepchild in the fuel industry and had only
a small fraction spent in research as compared to atomic energy, for
instance.

Senator FANNIN. From your testimony, I assume you are still hav-
ig problems, serious problems on capital formation. Is that true in
the coal industry?

Mr. LmaNpaN O. That is true, sir. If we get some of the addi-
tional tax incentives we have put before you today, it will help devel-
op the tremendous increased capital needs that are facing us.

Senator FANNIN. You talk about depletion allowances and Senator
Hansen was mentioning that. What is your recommendation in that
regard as far as depletion allowance?

Mr. LEISENRING. We think the coal industry especially, with the
needs that are facing us, should have accelerated depreciation rates ap-
proximately double what they are.

Senator FANNIN. You know the problems we have had as far as de-
pletion is concerned in the oil industry. I just wondered what approach
could be made to give you the benefits that are needed for your for-
ward production that we can get through the Congress. That is one
of the great problems we face.

Mr. LEISE.NRING. I misunderstood you. I thought you said depreci-
ation. You are speaking of depletion allowance.

Senator FANNIN. Yes.
Mr. IEIsENRING. I believe coal should get a 15 percent depletion

rate which would be half again as much as we now have and it would
bring us up. equal with uranium, oil shale and some other energy-
producing minerals.
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Senator Fs Di. You need the combination of the increased deple-
tion, you say double the depreciation rate schedule.

Thank you very much.
The Chairman. Senator Byrd.
Senator ByD. Thanmk you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Leisenring, there are two aspects of your testimony I want to

comment on, first in regard to the investment tax credit and your
suggestion that it be made permanent. As to what the figures should
be; whether it should be 7, 10, or 12 percent or what have you, I think
that you make a mighty good point that the Congress ought to decide
whether-t is prepared to keep the investment tax credit as a permanent
part of the tax code or eliminate it. It keeps business up in the air, it
seems to me. A business has no way of knowing whether this is a
permanent part of the code or whether it will be taken off in 6 months
or a couple of months. I like that aspect of your testimony. I am not
prepared to say what the rate should be but I do think Congress ought
to make up its mind and get away from this off-again, on-again pro-
gram in regard to the tax cidit.

With respect now to the black lung benefits trust, do I understand
your proposal correctly that under this, the operators would be per-
mitted to establish a tax exempt irrevocable trust. I assume what you
mean by tax exempt is that the mine operators would be able to pay
into that trust each year to whatever extent they felt they would be
desirable and then that would be a tax deduction as a business expense
in the year it is paid?

Mr. LEISENRINO. That is correct, Senator.
Senator Bym. Would this trust be setup in connection with the new

legislation which is now before the Congress which has passed the
Efouse which is now in the Senate committee or would it apply to past
legislation as well as the obligations of the mine operators under the
black lung legislation I

Mr. LEISENRINO. We certainly hope it would be a part of the legisla-
tion now before the House and the Senate and that it would apply to
those trusts already constituted and any trusts constiuted by coal pro-
ducers prospectively. It should apply to both past and future obliga-
tions.

Senator BYm. Is it your idea that the trust would be administered by
the Government like the Social Security Trust Fund or would it be
administered by the coal industry as such ?

Mr. LEIsRvIo. It would be administered by an independent
trustee. In the case of Westmoreland Coal Co., we have already set up
a trust with the bank. It is an irrevocable trust. There are no'benefits
flowing to the company but only to the beneficiaries receiving black
lune benefits.

Senator BYnn. I gather from vour testimony there is no way it can.
be considered a tax shelter for the company because the money never
comes back to the company.

Mr. LEIsnNIUNo. That is correct. It, is irrevocable. The only benefit
to the company is the normal business deduction.

Senator BYD. Can't you do that now?
fr. LRTSENRIxO. There is no provision for it under the law. We are

doing it and it is now before the Internal Revenue Service. We are
seeking their avnroval of this but it is a very uncertain area unless it is
covered by legislation.
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senator BYRD. It seems to me it is clearly a business deductioA. It is
the same as paying wages to a miner. ' ou are paying benefits to a
miner who has been injured in the mines. Is there any questions that
being a deductible expense now I

Mr. uN w wo. it is my understanding the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice is holding hearings on these trusts-of which I believe there are
three or four in existimce-to find out just what tax status they have
as to the deductibility of the company on the one hand and the in-
come to the beneficiary on the other hand.

Senator ByRD. 1 guess it is also a question of how much you can
deduct in a particular year and how you determine the amount to be
deducted.

Mr. LEIezMNO. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. Under the legislation you have proposed, the com-

panies would determine how much they could or wished to pay into
the fund in a particular year.

Mr. LJSENRINO. That is correct. Although they cannot put an in-
ordinate amount into the fund or I am sure the IRS would not ap-
prove it.

Senator BYRD. Offhand, without knowing all the details of it, it
would seem to me that would be a proposal that would be helPful to
the miner and to the company and the disadvantage to the Govern-
ment would probably be very little from the point of view of tax
revenue.

Mr. LEISENRINO. I am glad you apparently agree with our position.
Senator BYRD. The staff is interested in knowing whether this is in

lieu of the House-passed bill now before the Senate Labor Committee.
As I understand, you want it to be a part of that bill, is that correctI

Mr. LzISENRINO. Itwould be in lieu of the House-passed legislation
on the subject.

Senator Brnw. It would take the place of the House-passedIegislation I
4 r. LasENRimNO. That is correct. The funding would take the place

of that area covered by the House-passed legislation.
Senator BYRD. It would not take the place of the entire bill but it

would take the place of one section of the House-passed bill; is that
correct?

Mr. LEISENRING. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. My time has expired but if the chairman would let

me ask another question to find out where the House proposal differs
with this proposal.

Mr. LEIsNmGo. May I defer to Mr. Stauffer for an answer.
Mr. STAuFFpR I am not expert on the Black Lung bill in the House

but I do believe the House-passed bill would have the Treasury De-
partment set up and administer the fund to pay the benefits to the
miner. Our proposal would be strictly a private endeavor operated by
the company and paid out to the miner.

Senator BYmD. What the witness is advocating would be a private
trust.

Mr. STAUFFP. Yes.
Senator BYRD. What the House approved is not a private trust?
Mr. STAupFR. I do not believe so.
Senator BYmnD. That is a trust established by the Government?

a ~
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Mr. STAvFE Yes.
Senator Bmwt. Your proposal is to take the place of that.
Mr. STAUFFL Yes, or on the assumption the House-passed bill did

not become law.
Senator BYRD. The coal industry, at one point, -approved the House-

passed bill, did they not?
Mr. STAuIrm I do not know the answer to that. Can we submit that

for the record?
Senator BnD. Yes, you may.
[The following was subsequently received for the record:]

We oppose the -bill in the form it passed the House. Basically the legislation
is a pension bill to be funded by a Federal severance tax. It is a pension bill
because there would be an Irrebuttable presumption that a miner has con.
tracted the disease, after he worked in the mines for a stipulated period. Medi-
cal dOcumentation would not be required. Further we oppose the nature of the
funding provided in the* bill A 'premium' based on tons produced would be
levied against the producer In an amount sufficient to pay for claims not found
to be the responsibility of individual coal operators. The Department of Treasury
would administer the fund. This is purely and simple a Federal severance tax
and should be a subject of hearings before the Senate Finance Committee since
in reality the bill imposes a Federal tax on coal to be administered by Treasury.

Senator NLaSoN. I notice in your statement you say that "it is gen-
erally accepted in the coal industry that the capital cost of installing
a new doep mine is $35 to $40 per ton of annual production."

I don't understand that. Coal is not selling for that, is it?
Mr. LEISENmNO. The mine would cost $30 to $40 million.
Senator NzrsoN. Is that $30 to $40 for every ton of coal producedI
Mr. Lzs wnio. You consider the size of the mine on the million tons

a year it produces. If it produces I million tons that figure means for
every ton we must expend $35 to $40, so you-multiply the 35 or 40
times a million tons and the mine costs you $35 to $40 million.

Senator NELSON. That is just for 1 year, not the life of the mine.
Mr. LEISuNNO. The cost of constructing the mine and then the

mine will last for 20 to 30 years. The mine will cost $35 to $40 million
and if you divide it by the number of tons produced annually, 1
million tons, you come to the $35 to $40 per arinual ton.

Senator NE LSON. You are not saving that the capital cost starting
a new mine adds $30 to $40 to each ton of coal produced during the
life of the mine?

Mr. LEzszNmnro. No, sir, it is a yardstick used by the coal industry to
measure how many dollars per annual ton a mine costs. If it is a
million tons a year, then it is $35 to $40 per annual tons totaling
$85 to $40 million for the mine.Senator NLsoz. Even though the mine is producing that amount
for the next 30 years n

Mr. LxEsiqENo. That is correct.
Senator NEzsON. On the question of depreciation or investment

tax credit depreciation, what would be your view of the Canadian
system, for example ? Supposing you eliminated all schedules on depre-
ciation, eliminate the investment tax credit, and then allow deprecia-
tion on capital investment as' the Canadians do of 50 percent of the
capital investment the first year and the balance the se ond ?

Mr. LwrsEwnxNo. In other words, you would depreciate the invest-
mentin2years? I - "

Senator NLSOr. That is right.
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Mr. T iSENrINo. I am not familiar with the Canadian tax law.
Senator NELSOn. Well, that is what it is.
Mr. LiEtrING. I don't think we have put our pencil to the results

which might flow from such an arrangement.
Senator NLSON. I think it is the national chamber of commerce

or the Coal Association jointly that has a proposal-I don't know if
anybody has introduced it-I assume they hav&--they have a .proposal
for a 5-year depreciation on capital investment. They also throw in
buildings. So, you don't have an opinion as to whether it would be
more beneficial for the purposes of accumulating capital if you could
write off in 2 years or 50 percent the first year and whatever option
you wanted for the second, third, fourth, fifth year as against other
provisions in the statute, schedules, investment tax credit, and the rest?

Mr. LESENPNO. I am not aware any calculations have been made
by the coal industry in that regard but I would like to have such cal-
culations made and enter them for the record.

Senator NELSON. I would appreciate seeing them.
Mr. LIsEzNRNo. We will submit that information.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
I am not familiar with the Canadian system. As you explain it, it would

simply involve a two-year write-off of depreciable assets. I am very tempted to
say that we would support such a change. However, I feel certain this would
not reflect the unanimous position of the coal industry. For instance, some com-
panies have signed long-term, cost-plus contracts. These arrangements provide
the coal producer with substantial security in exchange for which he realizes
a much smaller profit margin. In these instances there probably is not sufficient
profit generated to offset the large losses due to the two-year depreciation.

I believe a far better alternative would be to leave the credit and the ADR in
the system, add the two-year depreciation allowance, and make the choice optional
with the taxpayers. This would permit both the low profit producer and the higher
profit producer the chance to select those provisions which would best provide
the sorely needed investment capital for his company.

The CHAIRMAN. I Was late in getting here this morning because I
appeared on behalf of the committee to discuss what may develop into
a point of difference with the members of the Budget Comimittee.
Some of them seem to take the view that you owe a certain amount of
taxes to the Government whether the law says so or not. If the top tax
rate is 70 percent, then anything in the law that permits you to keep
more than 80 percent in a tax expenditure to an individual. They have
their own view of tax uniformity; which is not always consistent.
Basically it works out to the theory thatanything that fails to tax one
taxpayer on exactly the same basis as all other taxpayers departs from
tax uniformity. So the proposal that-you are advocating here would
fall in that category almost entirely.

I don't quite buy that theory. It seems to me that the taxes you own
are what the law says you owe. In raising revenue for this Government,
those of us who vote on taxes should take a look at what the situation
is with regard to the entire economy and ask ourselves the question:
How can we best raise the amount of money we need for the support
of this Government I We might decide that somebody in the coal busi-
ness can afford to pay more, or maybe he cannot afford to pay that
much if we expect him to do what the Nation's economy requires.
Maybbeit would be better to raise funds through an excise tax rather
than an income tax.

Do you buy this theory that it is a tax expenditure when the Govern-
ment permit you to plow some of your own money back into building
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your business, that the Government has in effect made you a gift by
letting you plow some of your earnings back into trying to earn more
and to put more people to work ?

Mr. Lxswmzo. No, I do not. I think the tax incentives which exist
for the coal industry give the coal industry a somewhat lower overall
tax rate than some other industries, espeically manufacturing where
I think the tax rate is 45 to 50 percent. Our tax rate is probably 30 to
40 percent. I can only say that in summarizing my whole testimony
that if -we are to generate the funds and have the rate of return to
borrow money to increase production as the Government has asked us
to do, we are going to need a tax rate which is more favorable in order
to achieve it.

I would say this,.Senator Long. My company is expending in new
production over 90 percent of our cash flow this year, last year and
next year. We are paying out in dividends; 6 or 7 or 8 percent of our
cash flow to the shareholders. I think the percentage of reinvestment
is very high and I think it should be high and we intend to keep it high
in order to put in new mines to the utmost extent that we can.

The CwimxI . Should we decide that in the national interest we
should only tax away half of your net earnings rather than all of
them, would you think that is a bounty or a gratuity from the Govern-
ment that you are permitted to plow back some of your earnings to earn
more for your workers, your company and for the benefit of societyI

Mr. L=sEF.NRNG. I would not characterize it as a bounty or gift. I
would characterize it as a policy. If you ask us to substantially increase
our production, we have to have the funds to do it.

Senator BYRD. I would like to get back to this black lung trust fund.
I must say in my earlier comments, I did not realize that you were ad-
-vocating that your program take the place of what the House passed.
I think that your program has some advantages over the House pro-
posal but I would not be prepared at this time to make a judgment be-
cause I am not familiar enough with the details of each.

May I ask you this. Could you submit for the record what might be
done in regard to your proposal in placing a requirement for a mini-
mum contribution to that trust.

You mentioned in your testimony that the cost would be from $1.35
to $5 a ton, I believe. Could legislation be written which would make it
a minimum of $1.35 a ton or some such minimum if you are going to
take this approach over the House approach?

Mr. LEzSEvi1NO. What we are doing now is covered by the existing
tax law. We are making contributions into our existing private trust
fund which is irrevocable to cover the present and past liabilities for
the beneficiaries who will receive the fund income. That comes under
the jurisdiction of the Internal Revenue Service as to whether or not
we are funding an adequate amount and to make certain that we are
not funding an excessive amount. We would like to study some exact
language further, if you will, and I will be glad to submit it to you for
the record.

[The following was subsequently received for the record:]
With essentially no actuarial experience to rely upon, the question is difficult

to answer. The total amount needed to fund all the valid claims from a given
mine would depend to some extent on the disease incidence of a particular com-
pany, the nature of the mine, the age complement of the work force, and other
factors. I would say that under-fundlg would not be a problem. Rather, if the
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incentive were present there might be a tendency to over-fund initially--at least
until a record was developed to give the grantor-producer some idea of the mag.
nitude of the liability. Right now, estimates-and they are only estimates-rplace
the cost 6f supporting the Black Lung benefits under the existing law at $1.85 to
$5.00 per ton of coal mined. With this kind of spread you can understand why I
hestitate to suggest a minimum figure based on tonnage.

Also, please bear in mind that these trusts would be individually funded by
each company. They would not be mandatory, and many companies would most
likely rely on buying insurance to cover their contingent liability. This legislation
would benefit those which are currently self-insuring or that are undecided as to
how to face this problem.

Senator Bmn. I think that would be helpful in trying to work out
a propose along the lines you are recommending. Yours is a voluntary
plan, as I understand it.

Mr. LzIsrmuNo. That is correct.
Senator BYm. And the House proposal is a compulsory plan.
Mr. LEus.1NRINo. Our plan is voluntary but it meets a compulsory

requirement of paying benefits which are clearly spelled out to our
employees and former employees.

Senator Bvm. So it is compulsory in that sense ?
Mr. LEIsENINmo. That is right.
Senator BYRD. In your testimony, you say "the miner workingin the

mines today, should he qualify for benefits in the future, would know
that his black lung disability compensation would be funded on a cur-
rent basis."

Do you not fund it on a current basis now?
Mr. L SENRINO. We do but it is not certain under the law-
Senator By=i. It gets back to the interpretation of the Internal

Revenue.
Mr. LEzisENpNG. That is correct.
Senator Bmn. What you want to do is write into law the assertion

that you can fund it on a current basis.
Mr. LEzsE~nuNo. That is correct.
Senator NELjON. May I ask one more question on this point?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator NFusoN. On the black lung bill that came over from the

House, the mark up is planned at an early date. I am not sure whether
the chairman will try to mark it up before April recess, but I think it
will be within a month or so.

Was the proposal you have made here for funding this obligation
presented yet at hearings by the coal association on either the House or
Senate side?

Mr. LEzISNRiNO. It is my understanding that this bill is before the
Labor Committee of the Senate right now, and I believe tomor-ow or
in the very near future, the National Coal Association will present its
views in some detail. I am not a specialist on the subject but the Labor
Committee will be hearing the National Coal Association's views on
this legislation.

Senator NLSON. I am on that committee. I did not know they were
scheduled.

Do you know if this proposal was presented on the House side dur-
ing hearings for consideration when the House drafted the bill?

Mr. LFaJENRiNO. It is my understanding Congressman Duncan of
Tennessee has proposed parts of the bill which are parallel to or the
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same as what we are proposing to this committee today for the House
side of that bill.

Senator NELSON. But this precise proposal is going to be presented to
the Labor Committee as a substitute for the Kouse bill. Is that what
you are telling me I

Mr. Lmszmxwko. It will certainly be discussed.
Senator BinD. Congressman Duncan's proposal was made after the

House committee handled the black lung bill, wasn't it, but not during
the hearings I

Mr. LEzisENiNo. That is correct. It was not timely enough.
The CHAntMAN. Are there further questions, gentlemen ? Thank you

very much.
I want to extend my apology to Mr. James O'Connor. I will call him

now. In shifting from one presiding officer to another this morning, we
overlooked his place on our list. I want to offer my apologies. I am
happy to see you have Mr. Reid Thompson with you.

STATEMENT OP JAME 1. O'CONNOR, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI-
DENT, COMMONWEALTH EDISON CO,, ACCOMPANIED BY REID
THOMPSON, CHAIRMAN O THE BOARD AND PRESIDENT, POTO-
MAC ELECTRIC POWER CO., AND AL NOLTZ, COMMONWEALTH
EDISON OF CHICAGO

Mr. O'ComNop. My name is Jim O'Connor. I am executive vice presi-
dent of Commonwealth Edison Co.

The CHAIRMAN. Please identify the others with you.
Mr. O'CoNNoR. On my left is Mr. W. Reid Thompson chairman

and chief executive officer of the Potomac Electric Power o. On my
right is Al Noltz, Commonwealth Edison, Chicago

Senator, gentlemen, we have prepared a rather lengthy statement
for the record. It has been presented to the staff of the committee.
Rather than read that on behalf of EEI, I would like to summarize
the statement.

First of all, the organization that I am representing today, the Edi-
son Electric Institute, represents about 99 percent of all the customers
of the investor-owned utilities in the country.

In adition to that, the privately owned sector of the electric industry
represented by EEl serves 77 percent of all the electric customers in
the country.

My comments today will center on two areas, first, the financial
problems of our industry and second, steps that we think that can be
taken and should be taken which would aid significantly in restoring
the financial integrity of the electric utility industry.

In 1975, the Edison Electric Institute completed a major study
which concluded that economic growth is desirable to improve the
standard of living. In the course of that study, they determined that
economic growth is absolutely commensurate with energy growth.

In projecting for the years ahead, they determined we would need
electricity growth on the order of 5.3 to 5.8 to sustain even moderate
economic growth in this Nation.

But to have a 5.5-percent growth in the amount of electricity will
require very substantial new capital resources. Our industry has been
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particularly hard hit by inflation. For example, the fuel that we buy
today, on the average, is four times more expensive than it was 10 years
ago. The plant we are building today is four times more expensive on a
per kilowatt installed capacity than it was 10 years ago.

Our interest rates for long-term debt, which were 4 percent in
1964, run upward of 10 percent in 1974-75.

The bond ratings of 35 of 50 of the largest electric power companies
in the Nation have been reduced in the last 36 months.

Twenty-five or one-half of the 50 largest electric utility companies
in the Nation have had to sell common stock at below book value in
the last couple of years.

I think part of this problem is reflected in the fact that 10 years ago,
in 1964-65, our industry was able to generate roughly 65 percent of the
tunds that they require for expanding generating capacity through
internally generated sources--depreci-ation, deferred taxes and re-
tained earnings. Today we are able to generate only one-third in-
ternally of ?ur needs for expansion.

We are the most capital-intensive industry in the country. It takes
us $4 of expenditures to produce roughly $1 of revenue. We compare
that aginot the industries traditionally thought of as capital intensive,
oil and gas, $1 of expenditures for every dollar of revenue; for the auto
industry it is 56 cents to achieve $1 of revenue. In our-case, $4 of plant
expenditure toget $1 of revenue.

To give you some idea of how large our capital requirements are
going to be in the years ahead the Technical Advisory Committee on
Finance to the Federal Power Commission last year completed a report
that estimated up to the year 1989, or during the next 15 years, our
industry, the privately owned sector alone would have to spend roughly
$500 billion, and that is in current dollars, to finance plant expansion.

The difficulty that we have experienced in raising capital for new
generating facilities has been responsible largely for the delay or the
cancellation of new plant construction by the electric utility industry.

During the lw-year period that extended from April 1, 1974, to
October 1 of last year, our industry either deferred or cancelled pro-
jected new generating capacity of 181,000 megawatts of new capacity.
Of that total roughly two-thirds or 125,000 megawatts was in nuclearcaaity

To give you some idea of what that represents, just the amount of
referrals and cancellations that took place during that period is equal
to a little over one-third the total capacity now in existence by the
electric utility industry in this country.-

Another perspective on that problem is in terms of jobs. The de-
ferrals and cancellations that we experienced during that 11/2-year
period equate to the loss of roughly 100,00 construction jobs. These
are only the jobs that are directly related to the construction of these
plants, not to the jobs related to the secondary activities conducted
offsite.

We feel that the principal solution to these problems is really two-
fold:
. First: As has been mentioned earlier today, is the need for rate relief
on the State level. Yet, we all know utilities have experienced delays
in getting the necessary relief to go forward.
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Second: A number of changes in the Internal Revenue Code could
be most helpful in solving our problems. These proposals were con-
tained in the President's labor-management proposals sent to Congress
last year and we support each and every one of them.

We support and urge that the investment tax credit for utilities
be raised to at least 12 percent and we urge also that it apply indefi-
nitely for the reasons stated earlier by Senator Byrd-the on-again, off-
again thing which makes it so difficult for our industry to contend
with when we need leadtime of 5 years for fossil fuel and coal and gas
and U p to 10 years or more for nuclear powerplants. This need creates
gyrations in our financial programs that are very difficult to contend
with.

We urge also there be removed the limitation on the amount of
investment credit that can be taken. As you know, there is a transitional
period that provides for the lessening of the amount of credit that
can be taken as it goes down from 100 percent. We urge the level be
restored to 100 percent.

Also, we urge any extension include permission to take credit on
qualified construction expenditures or progress exenditures. This is a
new aspect of the treatment on investment tax credit that we find to be
very, very important and we urge that extension.
-Finally, we think it advisable that the Finance Committee and

others consider the provisions adopted last year which provide for an
additional I percent for the employee stock-ownership program.

We urge that these provisions be extended so that we can go into
those programs and make them worthwhile for an industry as a means
of raising equity capital. In surveys conducted throughout our indus-
try, we know better than 90 percent of our companies would participate
and have indicated a desire to participate if the regulations to be
arrived at provide some degree of permanency:

Next, there is the tax deferred treatment of income that is reinvested
in the common stock in an electric utility company. This provides for
simply a tax deferral. This is not a loss in tax revenue. It will be
made up someday. It is particularly important in our case because in
the next 5 years we estimate we will have to be raising $3 billion in
new equity capital each year. The dividend investment program would
assist materially in aiding our industry in the formation of new capital.

In December of 1975, the average utility stock was selling at 47 per-
cent of its level 10 years prior to that. When somebody says our finan-
cial problems have eased, it is like a patient with a 105-degree tempera-
ture, gve him an aspirin and it goes to 104, then telling him he is in
good health. He is not in good health. We need this assistance.

The investment program would be a means to encourage this invest-
ment. This proposal is even less favorable than that which deals with
stock dividends. Our industry for the most part, because our stock-
holders buy our stock primarily on a yield basis, cannot take advantage
of the kind of treatment that is provided for stock dividends.

The third item in the President's program that we consider to be
very important and we urge the adoption of concerns tax depreciation
and that it be permitted on qualified progress expenditure&-

The CHARMMAN. I will have to ask you to end your oral statement
at this point. I have read your statement and I think most of the others
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have. I want to ask some questions about it. You will get a chance to
elaborate further on what you have to say as the questions go along.

Senator Nelson.
Senator NmsoN. I have no questions.
The Cm=x,&N. Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIERAN. It is my understanding your industry has not taken

advantage of the I-percent-tax-investment credit for employee stock
ownership, which would have brought more. capital to your industry,
because of some of the technical problems involved similar to those
that American Telephone & Telegraph Co. has pointed out. Is that
correctI

Mr. O'CONNOR. Yes.
The CR U AN. Let me tell you what you are asking us to consider.

I think I could go along with everything in your program with one
exception. If we are going to raise the investment tax credit above
10 percent, I think that the additional 2 percent should be for the
benefit of the employees. I think we ought to take the wraps off of it,
and I would be happy to have your suggestions along that line. You
have Mr. Reid Thon pson sitting beside you. As a matter of fact, he is
an old soldier in stock ownership. He put such plans into effect in his
company before. I discussed with him from time to time what some of
the technical problems would be.

It seems to me we could work together on a plan where you would
take that additional 2 percent. We will continue, I am confident, if I
have my way, the 1 percent that is there already, and you can borrow
against that to get more capital, as these Kelso plans do, where they
set up a trustee, borrow money, buy convertible debentures and convert
them as they can. We might need to change the law so that, if need be,
you can sell stock at book rather than at market value in some cases.

I would like to have your suggestions along that line. If we can work
out it package where we could make that one change, do you think you
could support that package if this committee recommends it?

Mr. O'CoNNoR. We certainly do. As I mentioned in my remarks, the
item you alluded to is in the change of regulations or clarifications of
the regulations so we know where we are headed. This is terribly
important.

The other item is the permanency aspect of it. Once we have adopted
a program, having to go out 2, 3, 5, years, we think it is important that
that be resolved.

The CHA3MAN. I was very disappointed that some companies such
as yours did not take full advantage of the option of 1 percent. They
explained to me the many problems involved which for the most part
were our fault, sines in some respects the provision was drawn too
tightly. It left you with some hazards that we should not expect you to
assume. Some of those were pointed out by American Telephone and
Telegraph. There are some others we should consider. But if we gave
you the flexibility it took so that your company could have what would
be one of the best employee stock ownership arrangements in America,
I would just like to know if you think your people would take full
advantage of it.

Mr. O'CONNOR. Let me speak for my company first, if I may, and
give you my ideas.
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We would adopt an employees stock ownership plan. We have until
September 15 of 1976 to make that decision. We have already prepared
the documentation necessary. We are waiting for clarification of the
regulations concerning that.

Mr. Thompson's company is going ahead and adopting it. Our only
concern is the clarification.

The Cnmm;. The public service commissioners in California told
me that there were companies coming in asking for a rate increase
to provide for more adequate service. They asked them the question
why they don't take full advantage of what is available to them now.
It was pointed out this 1 percent was available. I know it has some
technical shortcomings, and I know the regulations are too restrictive.
We will do what needs to be done to take care of that aspect of it. I
don't expect you just to go on conversation and promises.

One of those pollsters talked to a Democratic lady and said that one
reason Mr. Carter is running so well is he is not making any promises.
People are sick and tired of-promises from people running for public
office. If we actually take care of it so that your people can be protected
from the uncertainties that have plagued you up to this point, I hope
your people can assure us they wil I take full advantage of the em-
ployee stock Ownership plan.

Senator FanninI
Senator FANNIN. One of our most serious problems today is unem-

ployment, and this is especially true in industry.
How will the tax proposal as set forth alleviate the unemployment

problem in the construction industry?
Mr. O'CoNwo. We estimate-and this is a very conservative esti-

mate--about 104,000 jobs are lost because of cancellations. Of course,
we talk about the lead time in constructing a plant, 5 years for fossil
fuel and 10 years for a nuclear plant. Those are jobs lost for a long, long
time. So, it is a very serious impact on our industry.

I can tell-you that perhaps no greater priority is placed on the sub-
ject than by Bob Georgine president of the Building and Construction
Trades Department, AFL-CIO, who has spoken many times of getting
these plants back into construction. It is the top priority as far as their
union leadership is concerned. So, there is a real impact on the labor
market.

Senator FANNIN. YOU mentioned the construction of nuclear genera-
tor plants. We know there are problems today that face us. We do not
know what the vote is going to be in California and elsewhere,- but
does the construction of nuclear generating plants result in an ad-
vantage to rates charged the average consumer?

Mr. O'CoNNoR. May I preface my reply with a reference to a U.S.
News and World Report for 1975 which points out that we have
gone from 100 percent U.S. oil production back to 44 percent. Of the
utilities' oil for generation, 50 percent now comes from facilities
that are offshore. We see this trend continuing and if these projections
are correct, it is going to come primarily from the Middle East. We
regard nuclear power as extremely important and an economical source
of power also.

The Atomic Industrial Forum made a calculation, using 1975 fig-
ures, and they estimated the operation of nuclear powerplants in this
country were responsible for reducing the ultimate cost to consumers
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by about $8 to $10 billion contrasted to what it would have been
had they used fossil fuels.

We feel that while the cost of nuclear powerplant construction is
higher than traditional construction, the operating costs are signifi-
cantly lower.

The company that I work for, Commonwealth Edison, has the
largest commitment to nuclear power in the United States. We esti-
mate we can produce a kilowatt-hour from a nuclear plant 28 to 34.
percent less depending on the fuel.We feel there is a major advantage
from an economic standpoint.

Senator FANNIN. If we do not go forward with these programs,
are we going to have blackouts or brownouts, or problems of that
nature I

Mr. O'CoNNoR. Presently the industry has a good reserve margin,
possibly because of 1975 experience. Perhaps through the next 3 or 4
years, we will be all right but, beyond that point, there is a very
serious threat of problems providing energy throughout the Nation
if we do not get on with the construction of nuclear plants and other
types of plants because of the leadtime involved. The decisions we
make today will affect our customers throughout the 1980's and beyond.
We have to plan for tomorrow's needs. The turnaround time in our
industry is so long, we have to make these decisions at an earlier date.

Senator FANNIN. You have emphasized the dividend reinvestment
programs. How much would that be? Do you have any idea of
percentages?

Mr. O'C;ooR. If we assume roughly 15 percent of the stockholders
of our industry were to take advantage of this, and last year the
dividends on collective utility common stocks were about $3.75 billion,
we expect we can raise $500 million.

Senator Currs. I have no questions. I have followed your testimony.
The CHAIRMAw. Thank you very much for a very fine statement.
[The prepared statement of Mr. O'Connor follows:]

STATEMENT OF JAME J O'CONNoR ON BEr or EDIsON ELTrmo INSTrruT

My name is James J O'Connor. I am Executive Vice-President of the Common-
wealth Edison Company which provides electricity to Chicago and the northern
one-third of Illinois. Today I appear on behalf of the Edison Electric Institute.
The Institute is the principal national association of investor-owned electric
light and power companies in his country. Is member companies represent 99
percent of all customers of the investor-owned segment of the electric utility
industry, and 77.5 percent of the nation's electricity users. We appreciate the
opportunity of appearing here today to present our views on pending tax
legislation.

CAPrrAL NMEED TO MEEr ELECTRIC ZNERGY GXOWTH DEMANDS

In 1975 the Institute completed a major study which concludes that moderate,
continuing economic growth is desirable to improve the "quality of life" and
the standard of living of the American people and that growth can be sustained
by the United States for the foreseeable future. Improved productivity Is
essential to growth and this means capital Investment-buying more and better
tools to produce more per manhour, which effectively curtails Inflation, and
building new facilities to provide employment for the nation's growing work
force. While other factors are important, the key to increased productivity is
the formation of capital.

The Institute estimates that under conditions of moderate economic growth
electric energy consumption will grow at an average -ate of 5.3 to 5.8 percent
per year. (In 1975 growth was below the anticipated average due to the depressed

69-460 0-'----pt. 4-
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condition of the economy. Although residential and commercial sales increased,
6.2 percent and 7.0 percent respectively, industrial sales declined 4.5 percent,
resulting in an overall growth of only 2 percent.)

The electric utility industry has encountered difficult problems in raising
the capital necessary to finance the power plants and associated facilities
required to supply the anticipated growth in electric energy consumption.
The problems result from drastically increased costs-particuarly the cost of
fuel, the cost of new plant facilities, and the cost of capital required to finance
the facilities-together with an inability to obtain prompt authorization for
increased rates to cover these increased costs. For some companies this has led to
inadequate "coverage" of interest and dividends, which, under indenture coven-
ants, limits or prevents the sale of senior securities. Despite improvement during
the past year, market prices of many electric utility stocks are still below book
value. Accordingly, as it becomes necessary to sell additional common stock,
there is a dilution of the value of existing shares. Because such a dilution
shrinks their earning power, investors become increasingly reluctant to pur-
chase utility equity securities.

In 1964, electric utilities were able to provide about 64 percent of the funds
needed for new plant investment with internally generated funds, principally
retained earnings, depreciation, and deferred taxes. By 1974, declining earnings
and rising prices for the equipment needed to serve utility customers made it
possible to finance only 38 percent of capital expenditures in this way.

The electric utility industry is by far the most capital-intensive industry in the
country. For every $1 of revenue, about $4 must be invested in plant facilities.
In contrast, the steel and oil industries, generally considered to be capital-
intensive themselves, need only about $1 of investment for every $1 of revenue
and the automobile industry requires only about 50 cents of investment for each
$1 of revenue."

In a study concluded in 1975, the Technical Advisory Committee on Finance
to the Federal Power Commission estimated that construction expenditures of
the electric power industry will increase from an annual rate of $16% billion in
the first half of the 1970's to about $23 billion in the last half. From 1976 through
1989, construction expenditures of the investor-owned utilities are expected
to total in excess of $500 billion in current dollars; this Is four times the
expenditure during the preceding comparable period. (See attached chart
showing breakdown by year.) As a result, the need for financing from outside
sources will increase more than proportionately, and the investor-owned electric
industry will have to raise over $300 billion in the outside market during this time.

Difficulties experienced by most electric utility companies in raising capital
have been a maJor reason for deferrals and cancellations of new generating
facilities. Currently, our figures show that between April 1, 1974 and October 1,
1975, a total of 181.000 megawatts of capacity have been delayed or removed
from the schedule. Of this total, 125,000 megawatts were in nuclear units, most
of which were due to be completed in 1980 or later. This is equal to roughly 35
percent of the total present installed generating capacity. It is estimated that
the projects deferred or removed ilivolve approximately 100,000 construction
jobs annually. Of course, deferrals and removals have an immediate deterring
effect on employment and the current economy. Even more important are the
implications for the national economy in the future if there is then a significant
shortage of electric power. In all likelihood, there will be shortages of electricity
if action is not taken promptly to restore the deferred and cancelled projects.

The principal solution to this serious problem is adequate and expeditious
authorization for rates to cover increased costs and attract new capital. How-
ever, changes in the Internal Revenue Code are a necessary concomitant in the
overall capital picture because existing tax laws impose a severe burden on
capital investment.

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE PRESIDENT'S LABOR-MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

The President's Labor-Management Committee has recommended a number
of changes in the Internal Revenue Code that would help to solve our industry's
financial problems and thus stimulate construction of urgently needed electric
facilities.

We strongly endorse their recommendations and urge early and favorable
consideration by the Congress.
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Inveement tao credit
We support the recommendation of the President's Labor-Management Com-

mittee that the investment tax credit be increased to 12 percent for electric
utilities, that it apply indefinitely and that it be applicable in full to qualified
progress expenditures without the transitional adjustment. Also, we urge that
normalization accounting and rate treatment be required for additional invest-
ment credits under any new legislation.

Since 1962, the investment tax credit has been authorized, suspended, restored.
terminated, and then authorized again. Because of the long lead time necessary
for the construction of large generating plants and transmission lines, there
is a need for assurance that the credit will be allowed for an indefinite period.
On the average, it takes over five years to place a coal-fired generating unit in
operation and ten or more years for a nuclear facility. Large amounts of capital
are tied up during these extended periods, which serves to strain the financial
position of utility companies. Allowance of the investment credit at a lZpercent
rate would provide important capital funds and significantly ease the strain.

In order to receive full advantage of the increased cash flow resulting from the
additional investment credit, the limitation for electric utilities, which is sched-
uled to fall ten percent per year until it reaches 500 in 1981, should be main-
tained for an indefinite period at 100% of an electric utility company's pre...
credit income tax liability.

Also, allowing the Investment credit on the full amount of qualified progress
expenditures without regard to the transitional adjustment should reduce the
lag between incurring the expenditure and realizing the credit.

The increase in investment credit should apply to generating facilities in
-which petroleum products (including natural gas) are to be used where the
utilty was committed to the construction of the facilities prior to recognition
of the energy crisis. Denial of the investment tax credit on such facilities would
cause an undue burden on companies which have acted reasonably and in good
faith.
"Finally, it should be pointed out that provision of the current one percent in.
vestment tax credit to finance Employee Stock Ownership Plans (ESOP) should
be extended. The proposal of the Labor-Management Committee to increase the
present 10 percent investment tax credit to 12 percent does not appear to con-
template a loss of the ESOP credit but does not provide for its extension.
Dpitdend reinveetment

One of the principal recommendations of the President's Labor-Management
Committee concerns the deferral of current income taxes on dividends immedi-
ately reinvested by a shareholder of an electric utility company into stock of
the paying company under a qualified dividend reinvestment plan.

This proposal is of considerable importance to the industry. Our industry's
needs for new common equity financing are expected to be over $8 billion a year
during the next five years. These requirements are 50 percent higher than those
in each of the past five years.

The dividend reinvestment proposal would assist materially In encouraging
investment in utility common stock and aiding in there formation of capital for
utility investment. In December, 1975 the average utility stock was trading at
about 47 percent of its level ten years earlier. Even with overall market con-
ditions improving in recent months, many utility stocks are still valued below
book value and with the financing needs of the industry some means to encourage
investment in utility common stocks is essential. Wes trongly-urgetis proposal
because the primary effect of tax deferral on dividends reinvested would be to
provide needed equity capital.

This would merely provide a treatment similar to that now provided conven-
tional stock dividends. Many utility stockholders purchase their stock for the
cash yield and it is therefore not practical for utilities to change their dividend
policy to provide for lower cash dividends to be supplemented by stock dividends.
Under the language previously suggested by the Treasury Department, the pro-
posal results only in a deferral of ordinary income taxes which is even less favor-

- able than the treatment accorded stock dividends.
Taxes will be recouped by the Treasury at ordinary income rates when the

stock Is disposed of by the shareholder. Hence, there is no permanent loss of tax
revenues to the Treasury.
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It should be pointed out that the public service obligation of utilities distln.
guishes our fund-raising needs from those of other industries. Our industry m
raise capital on terms that are, at times, highly uneconomical because we mu
construct reqtiired plant to meet customer demand. Common stock is the founda-
tion of our capital structure and, to continue construction, stock must often be
sold even when market conditions make such issues uneconomical. Since utilities
do not have the investment discretion enjoyed by other industries, the dividend
Investment proposal offers an important and needed way to make electric utility
stock more attractive.

The-results of a survey made last spring of Institute members which presently
have a dividend reinvestment plan indicate that the deferral of taxation on rein-
vested dividends primarily would help the small stockholder. The results of the
survey are as follows:

Companies Comanies
using

she~i shares

Percent of tol common shareholdem participating .......................... S. 4 0.6
notob common shares held by those partApating ................... 1I 4.

Avorao common shares held by ose pricpating ............................... .. O 12&

Depreoiatio
In view of the long lead time necessary to bring usajor generation and trans-

mission facilities into operation, the Institute urges that qualified progress ex-
penditures Included in the base for ratemaking purposes be eligible for tax de-
preciation. Normalization accounting and rate treatment should be required in
order to obtain this tax benefit. The combined effects of additional tax deprecia-
tion and inclusion of qualified progress expenditures in rate base will add ma-
terially to the internal cash generation of an electric utility.

Many regulatory commissions have, already recognized that some or all con-
struction work in progress (CWIP) should be Included in rate base. By allowing
qualified progress expenditure property to be eligible for tax depreciation only
if the regulatory body allows the utility to include the same property in the rate
base and to normalize the tax effect of the depreciation, the Internal cash genera-
tion problems of electric utilities would be materially alleviated. With major
f enerating plants no# taking five to ten or more years to construct, the need
or additional internal generation of capital is obvious. With OWIP in the rate

base utilities will be replacing bookkeeping earnings with real earnings, and
normalization of rate treatment will assure that the cash remains available to the
utility for use in acquiring needed facilities. This results in a tax deferral not
a permanent loss in taxes to the Treasury.

For the reasons stated above under the investment credit heading and where
long standing commitments have already been made, qualified progress expendi-
tures relating to generating facilities in which petroleum products are to be
burned should be eligible for tax depreciation when incurred.
Amortizatkm of pollution control and fuel ooterelon berating faoiiUttee

The President's Labor-Management Committee recommends extension of the
provision for rapid amortization of pollution control facilities and also recom-
mends that rapid amortization of the cost of fuel conversion generating facilities

.10, use fuels other than oil or gas be permitted. Our econonibe studies show that
w'" this proposal would not achieve the goals intended unless the Investment tax

credit also is available with respect to such facilities. Loss of the investment
tax credit would nullify the advantage of rapid amortization because it would be
more advantageous for a taxpayer to elect an accelerated method of deprecia-
tion, the ADR system, and a 12 percent investment tax credit rather than rapid
amortization with no investment tax credit Of course, the 6-month amortisatiorl
period would limit the amount of the investment tax credit to two-thirds of the
amount otherwise available.
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The right to amortize fuel conversion costs should Include as eligible costs those
associated with conversion from gas-to oil. Boilers in plants which were designed
to burn natural gas could rarely, If ever, be converted to burn coal. Because
of the differences In the nature of the two fuels, essentially a new boiler with
storage and handling equipment would be required. Because natural gas-fired
plants are the least costly to construct, the cost of converting one to burn coal,
together with the cost of adding coal handling equipment, would probably be as
much as or more than the original cost of the entire gas-fired plant. Further,
many natural gas-fired plant sites do not have the physical space to stockpile
coal, making an adaptation to coal impossible.

A conversion to burn residual oil would be entirely consistent with the national
energy program for the best usage of natural resources. Residual oil (the product
existing after refining crude oil Into gasoline and distiliate oil) has only in-
dustrial uses, with the most common being used as industrial boiler fuel If
rapid amortization for the costs of converting a gas-fired plant to burn residual
oil In denied, many companies' conversion efforts will be impaired, which would
not be in furtherance of 'the national energy program of the most prudent usage
of natural resources.
Betimated tax revme impact

In recent testimony before the Budget Committee, Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury Charles Walker estimated that the enactment of these recommendations
would reduce electric utility Income tax liabilities in future years.

A breakdown for fiscal year 1977 indicates that a $800 million temporary loss
would result from the deferral of taxes under dividend reinvestment, and while
the proposal generates cash for the utilities, the tax deferral would be to the
benefit of utility company stockholders rather than reducing the electric com-
panies' income tax bill. Also, as previously mentioned, the tax deferral would not-
be a permanent loss to the Treasury.

Tax savings of $200 million to the electric utilities are attributed to deprecia-
tion of qualified progress expenditures. The savings again are only temporary
In nature because the total depreciation deductions applicable to such facilities
over the lives of those facilities would be the same as those allowed by current
law. The tax benefits are accelerated but not Increased.

Consequently, the Increase In the investment credit, estimated by Secretary
Walker to amount to $70 million In fiscal year 1977, would be the only permanent
tax benefit to the electric utilities, assuming that limitations relative to the credit
would currently or eventually allow use of the credit.

ADDITIONAL TAX PROPOSALS

Integration of the corporate and individual income tax
In recent statements, Treasury Secretary Simon, Ways and Means Chairman

Ullman, Securities and Exchange Commission Chairman Hills and others have
focused on the growing problem of capital formation in the United States. They
agree that our present tax system in biased against capital formation. By taxing
corporate profits twice-once at the corporate level and again at the shareholder
level-the system inhibits the flow of capital In the economy. Because the capital
needs of the electric utility Industry are so great, it Is particularly affected.

Double taxation obviously encourages the retention of earnings so as to avoid
the second tax. But traditionally many purchasers of utility stock have acquired
such stocks on the basis of yield and utilities which therefore have a high per-
centage of earnings are placed at a substantial disadvantage when compared to
those corporations which retain a much greater portion of their earnings. Elim-
ination of the second tax would greatly assist utilities in raising equity money.

Many plans have been suggested for alleviating these problems by integrating
corporate and individual income taxes. We fully support the underlying prin-
ciples and objectives of such proposals.
Oarvyover and carryback modifioations

S ectlon 172 of the Internal Revenue Code currently provides for net operating
loss carryover and carryback periods for taxpaying businesses of five and three
years, respectively. Because those electric utilities currently experiencing the
most severe financial problems have little or no taxable income, the granting
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of additional incentives which further reduce taxable income would have little
or no meaning because little or none of such Incentives could be utilized within the
current statutory carryover and carryback periods. However, these utilities have
paid substantial income taxes in the past and will undoubtedly find themselves
in this position once again in the future.

We recommend, therefore, that Section 172 of the Code be amended to provide
for electric utilities maximum periods of 7 years for carryover and 10 years
for carryback of net operating losses, with an increase in the carryback period
to be available only If the taxpayer reduces the carryover period by an equal
number of years.

Congress has in the past recognized the special needs of particular classes of
taxpayers and has provided several modifications to the general rule, such as
the 10 year carryback period applicable to "Financial Institutions" and the 7
year carryover period provided for "Regulated Transportation."

Analogous modifications of investment credit carryover and carryback pro-
visions would be similarly helpful to companies that would gain little or nothing
from the grant of additional current tax deductions and investment tax credits.

Jo0e#t of meeting nation environmental standards
The meeting of reasonable national environmental standards, a goal which the

electric utility industry fully supports, accounts for a substantial part of the
Industry's capital needs in coming years. Our latest estimates are that in the
years 1976 through 1980 the Investor-owned electric companies must invest over
$10 billion for this purpose. This is Intimately tied in with attainment of national
energy goals, since a substantial part of the environmental concerns result from
the switch to nuclear and coal from oil and gas as energy sources.

Two particular income tax provisions could be of immense value in helping
the industry meet its capital requirements in this area. First, 5-year amortization
of all pollution control facilities, not Just facilities retrofitted on existing plants,
should be permitted. Essential elements of such a provision would be that the
Investment credit be allowed and that fast amortization not be permitted
unless the resulting tax deferral is normalized for rate making purposes. As
previously pointed out allowance of the investment credit Is necessary because
little, if any, tax advantage results from use of 5-year amortization without
the credit instead of accelerated depreciation over asset depreciation range lives
with a ten percent or higher credit. Normalization is necessary both because it Is
sound economically and because If the tax deferrals are flowed through in rates
no capital is provided to help finance the required facilities.

Second, there should be incorporated In the tax law provisions which make
effective the existing provision of Section 103(c) (F) relating to industrial devel-
opment bond financing of air or water pollution control facilities. We believe that
the Internal Revenue Service and the Treasury Department have largely nullified
this provision by means of highly restrictive interpretation and unconscionable
delays in responding to requests for ruling. There should be included in the
statute a definition of "air or water pollution control facilities" that expresses
the intent of Congress specifically enough that Section 103(c) (4) (F) will become
truly effective as a means of helping in the financing of pollution control facil-
Ities. This is a vitally Important matter for at least two reasons. First, because
interests rates are lower on tax-exempt than on taxable borrowings, tax-exempt
financing exerts a lesser upward, inflationary pressure on electric rates. Second,
the market for tax-exempt obligations is In the main distinct from the market
In which most utility debt financing is done, and access to this other market
should significantly enhance the industry's ability to raise needed capital.

We suggest as an additional measure to assure that the intent of Congress in
enacting Section 103(c) (4) (F) is given effect that it be made possible to sue to
obtain a declaratory Judgment when IRS acts adversely or fails to act with
respect to a request for ruling on. a proposed financing. The provision should
closely parallel Section 7476, declaratory Judgment relating to qualifications
of retirement plans, which was enacted as a part of the Pension Reform Act
of 1974. Pollution control financings and qualifications of retirement plans have
the common attribute that when IRS acts adversely or fails to act the affected
parties are virtually helpless.
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ESTIMATES OF CONSTRUCTION EXPENDITURES
INVESTOR-OWNED ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRY of
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Derived from the National Power Survey Technical
Advisory Committee on Finance Report. December 1974.

The CHAmRMAN. Our next witness is Mr. Robert N. Flint, vice presi-
dent and comptroller, American Telephone & Telegraph Co.

Mr. Flint was to testify earlier but he was unavoidably delayed, so
we will hear from you now, Mr. Flint.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT N. FLINT, VICE PRESIDENT AND COMP.
TROLLER, AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO., NEW YORK
CITY, N.Y.

Mr. FLINT. Mr. Chairman let me apologize for being late. The
weather in New York is very bad, and we just went round and round.

I have a statement I *old like to file for the record.
I would also like to very briefly summarize the more important

points, some of which have been covered, so I will be brief.
I do appreciate the opportunity to be here. I am going to be speak-

ing on behalf of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. and the
operating telephone companies that constitute the Bell System.

My remarks will relate to primarily three areas.
One would be the investment tax credit. A second item will be the

taxation of dividends or the deferral dividends, and the third one has
been alluded to, and that is theamendments we feel are essential in
order to be able to remove the obstacles to adoption of the additional

- 1 percent investment tax credit.
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I would like to address these remarks in light of the massive difficul-
ties the telephone communications industry is experiencing.

In the las 10 years, we have gone from 76 million to 118 million
telephones. This meant we had to have some additional plants, from
$84.3 billion up to over $84.6 billion.

During this 10-year period, in order to do this, we had construction
programs which amounted to about $71 billion, and this put a tremen-
dous burden on our ability to be able to raise capital. About $29 to $80
billion for those construction programs during this 10-year period was
raised by the sale of new securities to investors. As a result over the
last 10 years, our debt has increased over threefold. Our debt ratio
has increased from 88 percent to almost 50 percent.

Our annual interest charges have increased 6old. We are now carry-
ing about a $2.3 billion amount of interest annually. I

Most significantly, post-tax interest coverage, which is the measure
of the quality of a security and the ability to be able to borrow as to
the terms and amounts, has plummeted from well over 6 times in the
last 10 years to now where it is only 2.5 times. We have had 2 of our
major operating telephone companies in fact, downgraded, and if we
do not show improvement, others wili be in risk. As a matter of fact,
A.T. & T. could be injeopardy.

In looking to the future, we see we could have an entirely different
situation than'we had 10 years ago. We had borrowing margins 10
years ago. With the 33 percent debt ratio there was a lot of cutting
room. We have now reached what I would consider to be above the
normally prudent level of debt. So we are going to have to do some-
thing about encouraging the equity investors to come back into them arketplace. . _ . ..

What I am suggesting here is the tax laws be as neutral as possible.
This would be the greatest possible benefit. At the present time, I
feel there is a bias against the equity investment. That is a subject all
unto itself, but let me comment on the 3 proposals which I wanted to
discuss.

The flrst, of course, is the investment tax credit. Stated very simply,
we also believe that the investment tax credit should be made perma-
nent. We think the rate should be at least 10 percent for the very rea-
sons earlier cited.

We also are very much in favor of having the tax deferral on
dividends reinvested in our stock. We already have a reinvestment plan
in which people do reinvest their dividends. It is particularly helpful
to the smaller investor because he is able to get his stock easily and
without transaction cost. Unfortunately, the tax has to come out of
other earnings or savings.

Therefore, we feel if they had the deferral, it would be an extremely
helpful thing, and it would be good to accumulate additional equity
dollars,

The final one relates to the obstacles we discussed before the com-
mittee when I appeared before it on December 9 and, Mr. Chairman,
I submitted a letter on December 5, a copy of which is attached to my
written statement.

The CHAMMwA. We voted for it, but, unfortunately, it got bogged
down with a]l of the other good things we wanted to pass before the
Congress adjourned. If you try to do too many good things at a time,
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they call it a Christmas tree bill and you have to wait until the next
year.

Mr. FiLT. I am acquainted with that ternL
We are anxious to have the issue settled. We have some 1 million

employees, and in order to go through the paperwork, and so forth,
for setting up appropriate accounts, it is a massive job. We do have a
6 months' extension for flying our consolidated returns, which is Sep-
tember 15. As you can well imagine, it takes quite awhile to put
together a consolidated return of some 6 volumes. We would like to
have the wheels put under the vehicle so that we can make our deci-
sion.

I would like to say one other thing which I have mentioned in my
prepared testimony, which I think is an inadvertence in the invest-
ment tax credit law. That is, as I read it, a second- or third-tier struc-
ture corporations' employees would be disqualified. I don't think this
was intended. It is not an impediment from AT&T's standpoint to
go ahead, but I doubt if, due to the circumstances, an employee not

ing in the right tier should be disqualified.
The CHAMMAN. We will try to take care of that.
Mr. Fuwr. We were not aware of it last time, Mr. Chairman. That

is all I have to say, and I thank you for the opportunity.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Nelson.
Senator inELSON. I have no question, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAMMAN. I will yield to Senator Fannin.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In the attachment to your statement, you refer to the employee

stock ownership plan. If the I percent ESOP were modified, how
many employees would be affected?

Mr. FLnw. We have 940,000 employees, Senator. There would be
some employees with very short service who would not be included.

For example, we would take a cutoff period of 8 years or something
like that, but it would be my view we would have all employees
whether union represented or otherwise absent there being something
in the labor-relations area that would be an impediment.

The CHAMMAN. I would hope that we could have it so that even
though it is negotiable-and I understand this was a ruling of the
National Labor Relations Board-you could offer to all employees
the opportunity to come in, whether the business agent is for it or
not. Any time one turns down some stock coming to an employee
at no cost to himself, I think that employee's decision would be he
would like to have the stock.

Mr. FLxNT. My reluctance here, Mr. Chairman, is not knowing the
-laws and regulations and requirements in the labor area; I feel I
would be unwise to make any kind of commitment. I can give you
the sense of that.

Senator FANNIN. Personally, I feel this has such great benefits
to the rank and file union member that they will tell their officials
to support the program-at least I would hope so-because I think
it is certainly essential for good labor-management relations.

Going on to another subject, you talk about the investment tax
credit should be made permanent. Certainly I agree. We have this
on-again-off-again thing which has been very detrimental as brought
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out by Senator Byrd today. But how is the investment tax credit to
be treated in the industryI

Mr. FLrwr. The way we do it in the communications business is
like this, Senator, andI think an example is the easiest way to do
it.

If we invested $1,000 in a plant that had a 10-year life, the 10 percent
investment tax credit would apply, and we would be entitled to $100
investment tax credit. That $100 would be set up in a reserve, and over
the 10-year life of that property, that $100 would be amortized at the
rate of $10 a year to your earnings so that the customer over the service
life of the plant will receive the money but, in the meantime, we have
the money in the reserve and earn on it, and it is a source of capital.
As I said, you get a double bang for your dollar. We get the use of the
money for our capital requirements, and the telephone customer gets
the final dollars' benefit over the life of the plant.

Senator FANmN. There has been substantial discussion regarding
dividend investment proposals. In your opinion, who would benefit
from the adoption of such provision

Mr. FLINT. I think a lot of people would benefit. First of all, Ithink the investor himself would have a benefit because, at the presenttime, he has the burden of-if he does care to reinvest his dividends--of coming up from external sources to pay the tax. If the company
declared a stock dividend, there would not be the same result. So,the investor could defer the tax until he had realized economic gains
through the sale of stock.

The corporation would benefit in that, as you would have thisencouragement for people who would want to invest in their commonstock, it would be a source of equity, and we need all the equity moneythat can be made available. think that if this happens, you aregetting peoplewto save money rather than using it for something else,and that is probably good for the economy. It is a winner all the
way around.

Senator FANNIN. The utilities have been talking about the regula-tory agencies of the States and the problems they have as far as theStates are concerned, and they could not get rates increased to make
investments, and so on.

Has that been a serious problem with the telephone company?Mr. FLINT. It has not been but the fact that we have not gottenas much rates as we need has depressed our earnings, and by depressingthe earnings, it has depressed the value of our stock. Therefore, it is
more difficult to do equity financing.

However, we feel we have met the customers' requirements. We seeto it that there is proper management of the business, and if the taxlaws would be detrimental to us, we might fall into that position, butwe are AAA, by and large, and we do have the ability to raise money
when money is available.

The CHAtRMAN. Senator Curtis.
Senator CuRm. Mr. Flint, will the House bill add to the com-

plexity of the tax laws ?
I was impressed by your illustration as to the size of your company'stax. If the House-passed bill were enacted, would that simplify or

complicate things I
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Mr. FLnr. I am trying to draw back into my mind, Senator, what
the provisions would be that would apply.

Senator Cuns. For example, the MAI rules.
Mr. FLINT. We would not have any problem. I think I can best

answer you this way: We have in my view a very competent staff of
people who know how to accommodate to the various kinds of com-
plications we have, with quite sophisticated computer programing,
and I would say we would be more concerned aUut the economic
consequences. If you do something about the overall paperwork
problem, that would be extremely helpful to us.

Senator Curris. How would the proposed dividend deferral work?
How long would the tax be deferred if the investor-owner of stock
used his dividends to buy more stocks

Mr. FLINT. In my view, you would not recognize the tax until such
time as he disposed of the stock which was paid for by the dividend.
As to whether that would be ordinary income or capital gain, I think,
would be a matter for the Congress to consider. If you wanted to
draw a very close parallel to what it would have been had it been
a stock dividend, it would be capital gains.

However, if, instead, you merely say it is a postponement of ordinary
income, then it would be taxed as ordinary income.

Senator CURTIS. In a sense, it would be treated somewhat like a
stock dividend.

Mr. FLINT. It would essentially if you taxed it as a capital gain.
Senator CurrIs. Would the effect on the investor be about the same

as if he received a stock dividend?
Mr. FLINT. That is right, sir.
Senator CURTis. You are now allowed, I guess, to retain the earn-

ings. In a sense, however, the individual is in the same position as
if the earnings were retained and the stock increased in value?

Mr. FLINT. That is correct, and then he would have capital gains.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to explore one matter with you.
I never thought about this when I first became a Member of the

Senate, but I have come to think that Secretary Simon was probably
right when he said that corporations do not pay taxes; people pay
taxes.

In the last analysis, insofar as we put more taxes on your company,
aren't you going to have to pass them on to the public if you are
going to continue to attract capital and to provide the service that
is expected of you?

Mr. FLINT. I would say theoretically that is certainly true. I think
as a practical matter that is true. That would mean we would have an
operating expense that would be larger than it would otherwise have
been, and it would-be reflected in the cost of service. Absent our ability
to do it, it comes out of the shareowner's hide because you have to
look elsewhere for expenses.

The CHAmRA1. If you take it out of the shareholder, he is going
to shift his money to something else.

You have to be able'to pay your people a dividend or interest for
the use of their money. If you don't do it, you cannot attract more,
and the money you hie is going to start getting away from you in
one way or the other, and they will get their money out of your com-
pany and go to some other endeavor.
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In the last analysis, your company has to earn a certain amount of
money in order to build new equipment, to stay modern, and you have
to be able to earn enough to attract capital in competition with other
people who have investments available to the public.

Zen we put a big tax on your company, while in the short run you
might be able to take it out of what you pay to the shareholders, in the
long run, if you are going to do what you have been doing and render
a modern service in the future, does it not mean you are going to have
to pass the taxes on to the consumer as a part of the cost of the service I

Mr. FiNT. I agree.
The CHAnUtAN. Thank you very much, sir. I appreciate your testi-

mony today.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Flint follows :J

STATZMENT or RoDEST N. FLNT

This statement is submitted on behalf of the Amreican Telephone and Tele-
graph Company for the Bell System Companies listed on Table I of this statement.

We appreciate the opportunity to appear before this Committee in connection
with Its hearings on tax reform. My remarks relate to the capital formation
requirements of the telecommunications industry, with particular reference di-
rected to three policy proposals before the Committee. These proposals are (1) the
investment tax credit, (2) certain amendments to Section 301 of the Tax Reduc-
tion Act of 1975 needed to remove obstacles to adoption of the additional 1 per.
cent investment tax credit provided by I.R.C. See. 46(a) (1) (B), and (8) the
proposal to defer the taxation of dividends reinvested In utility expansion
programs.

I wish to address these proposals in the light of, first, the massive require.
ments for, additional-apital facing the telecommunications Industry, and second,
the financial constraints within which the telecommunications Industry must
raise the required capital.

During the 10-year period ended December 81, 1975, the number of Bell System
telephones increased from 76 million to 118 million, and telephone plant in service
(consisting of central offices, switching centers, outside distribution facilities,
etc) increased from $34.3 billion to $84.6 billion, an increase of over $50 billion.
This pattern of sustained growth has been essential to meet the communications
requirements of the American economy.

During this 10-year period, the principal Bell System telephone companies
have met the communications requirements of their customers through construc-
tion programs totaling almost $71 billion (Table 1I, Col. A). These results have
been obtained at the cost of placing an enormous burden on the capital formation
capacity of the Bell System. Almost $30 billion of the $71 billion construction
programs have been raised through the sale of new securities to investors (Table
II, Col. B). As a consequence, since 1965:

Debt has increased over three-fold, to $31.8 billion.
Debt ratio has increased from 83 percent to almost 50 percent.
Annual interest charges have Increased six-fold, to $2.8 billion.
And most significantly, post-tax interest coverage, which Is a measure of the

quality of debt securities--and thus the measure of the ability to raise future
capital-has plummeted from well over 6 times in. 1965 to under 2% times
coverage today. The dangers of downgradings in credit standings are real. The
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company and the New England Telephone and
Telegraph Company have been downgraded and, absent Improvement, other
Bell System Companies including AT&T itself are In jeopardy.-

Thus, looking to the future, the Bell System must meet its capital needs under
conditions which are radically different from those prevailing 10 years ago.
The borrowing margins which existed in the 1960's. have been used, and com-
petition for capital in the financial markets is Intense. The ability of the Bell
System to compete, and compete effectively, for the formation of new capital will
determine whether we will have a communications system which will continue
to contribute to the Nation's economic growth. The penalty for failure must Im-
pede the Nation's overall productivity.

Against this background, it is essential that our tax laws be neutral with
respect to capital formation efforts, and provide the opportunity to undertake
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new construction commitments on equal terms for the entire business com-
munity. Also, it Is clear that the Bell System will require substantial infusions.
of new equity capital over the coming years.

The proposals which I wish to discuss are directed toward accomplishing these
goals:

INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

Last year, in the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, a general increase In the invest-
ment tax credit to a -uniform rate of 10 percent was provided. The uniform
10 percent rate under that Act is limited, however, to new construction under-
taken in 1975 and 1976. Thereafter, the investment tax credit is scheduled to
revert automatically to a two-tier structure of 4 percent for utilities and 7 percent
for other businesses, unless new legislation is provided.

The investment tax credit has proven itself a powerful and efficient tool. We
urge that H.R. 10612 as passed by the House, which would extend the 10 percent
investment tax credit to all taxpayers for an additional four years, be amended
to make the credit universally and permanently available at a rate of at least
10 percent. This Is consistent with the view expressed In this Committee's Report
No. 94-36 which accompanied the Tax Reduction Act of 1975.

AMENDMENTS TO EMPLOYEE STOCK OWNERSHIP PLANS (ESOP)

On December 9 of last year, I had the privilege of appearing before this
Committee to outline problem areas that require legislative attention before
AT&T can adopt the additional 1 percent ESOP investment tax credit provided
by I.R.C. See. 46(a) (1) (B). Those problems Involve the questions of regulatory
treatment of the ESOP credit, application of "recapture" and "redetermination"
of that credit, and the cost of ESOP administration. A copy of my statement,
dated December 5, 1975, which specifies these problems in greater detail, is
appended to this statement at Attachment A. Considering that we have an em-
ployee body of almost one million, we urge that these matters be considered as
quickly as possible to afford us the time needed to complete the work which would
be required if we are to establish a plan and set up separate accounts for eligible
employees.

An additional problem in this area has come to our attention since last Decem-
ber. Section 301(d) (9) (A) of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 defines "employer
securities" as common stock of a corporation in direct control of 80 percent of
the stock of the employer. This effectively precludes employees of second and
lower tier subsidiaries from participation in the investment credit ESOP. This
certainly would not appear to have been the intent of the Act and is contrary
to the Intent expressed by this Committee. (See S. Rep. No. 94-30, at p. 60.)
We urge that the definition of "employer securities" be changed by making
reference to I.R.C. See. 1563.

UTILITY DIVIDEND REINVESTMENT TAX INCENTIVE

Earlier in my testimony I mentioned that AT&T will require substantial
amounts of new equity capital over the next several years. This, of course, is
a problem facing all utilities. There is an obvious need to stimulate greater
investor interest in equity capital.

We urge that favorable consideration be given to the proposal to defer the
Federal income tax on dividends which shareowners reinvest In utility common
stock. The tax would be postponed until the shareholder disposes of that stock,
and at the time of such disposition the dividend amount would be subject to
tax.

This Is the same basic proposal recommended by the President's Labor-
Management Committee which was appointed to study the special problems
facing the electric utility industry,- and which was explained to the Committee
by Treasury Secretary Simon in his testimony given here on March 17. We are
confident that if such a proposal were enacted, it would be a powerful stimulant
to encourage equity investment. We urge that such a provision should be extended
equally to the telecommunications industry which, like the electric utilities,
must raise massive amounts of new equity capital, and which must compete in
the same marketplace for new capital.

In summary:
1. The Bell System urges that the investment tax credit be permanently and

uniformly extended for years after 1976 at a rate which is at least 10 percent.
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2. The Bell System urges that certain amendments to the Tax Reduction Act
of 1975 be adopted, to enable it (and other similarly situated taxpayers) to
establish investment credit ESOP's.

3. The Bell System urges that taxation of common dividends reinvested in
public utilities be deferred until the time that the common equity investors dis-
pose of their dividend stock. Such a provision should enhance common equity
accumulation, which is critically needed In the utility sector.

TABLE I-BELL SYSTEM COMPANIES

American Telephone and Telegraph Company.
The Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania.
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated.
The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Companies.
Cincinnati Bell, Inc.
Illinois Bell Telephone Company.
Indiana Bell Telephone Company, Incorporated.
Michigan Bell Telephone Company.
The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company.
New EngLand Telephone and Telegraph Company.
New Jersey Bell Telephone Company.
New York Telephone Company.
Northwestern Bell Telephone Company.
The Ohio Bell Telephone Company.
Pacific Northwest Bell Telephone Company.
The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company.
South Central Bell Telephone Company.
Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company.
The Southern New England Telephone Company.
Southwestern Bell Telephone Company.
Western Electric Company, Incorporated.
Wisconsin Telephone Company.

TABLE II.-BELL SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION AND FINANCING (1966-75)

[In millions of dolwlrsj

Construction External
expenditures finncini

(cal. A) (col. B)

1966 ........................................................................... 4,193 1,446
1967 ........................................................................... 4,310 1,624
1968 .......................................................................... 4,742 1,625
1969 ........................................................................... 5,731 2,459
1970 ........................................................................... 7,159 4 592
1971 ........................................................................... 7.,564 3,807
1972 ...................... .................................... 8306 3,862
1973 ........................................................................... 9, 322 3, 460
1974 ........................................................................... 10,074 4,153
1975 ........................................................................... 9,329 2,764

Total .................................................................... 70,730 29,792

ATTACHMENT A

Amu oAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH Co.,
New York, N.Y., December 5,1975.Hon. RussEma. B. LoNgo,

Ohairman, Committee on Fincmoe, U.S. Senate,
WaeMngton, D.C.

DEAR M& CHAIRMAN: This statement is submitted by American Telephone and
Telegraph Company In connection with the hearings of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee on H.R. 10612, the Tax Reform-Act of 1975, which was passed by the House
on December 4,1975.

My comments relate to four obstacles we have encountered In considering the
establishment of an employee stock ownership plan utilizing the additional 1%
investment tax credit, as provided by Section 46(a) (1) (B) of the Internal
Revenue Code. These obstacles, which are essentially teelmical in nature, are
enumerated below.
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1. Special problem for Utilities: Under present law (i.e., Section 46(f) of
the Internal Revenue Code) a regulatory commission may treat the investment
tax credit as a cost reduction to be flowed through to utility customers, in some
cases immediately and, in others, over the life of sew business plant associated
with the tax credit. This is a reasonable treatment for the 10% tax credit
(allowed by Section 46(a) (1) (A)), where the benefit is intended to be shared by
a utility's existing shareholders and its customers. But this would not be appro-
prlate treatment tor the ESOP credit allowed by 46(a) (1) (B) where the addi-
tional 1% tax credit is intended to be used to acquire capital stock for employees.
If a regulatory commission were to seek to flow through the additional 1% ESOP
tax credit in reduced rates to customers, the utility company would find itself
in the position of not having issued stock for which no permanent capital was re-
ceived. In other words, the utility company would be paying out the E6OP credit
twice, once to its employees and once to its customers. This situation would be
Injurious to existing shareholders whose Interest-would eventually be diluted by
the full amount of these new shares.

Legislation should be enacted to provide specifically that the portion of the
tax credit going to the ESOP.be treated as equity capital for the employees, with
regulatory flow-through prohibited.

2. "Recapture" of Additional 1% ESOP Tax Credit: Section 801(d) of the Tax
Reduction Act of 1975 sets out several conditions relative to eligibility for the
ESOP tax credit. One of these conditions appears to be that a corporation should
make its contribution to an ESOP at the time it files its return based on the
amount of qualified investment claimed at the time it files its return, but that no
adjustment may be thereafter made to ESOP contributions even though the
amount of the tax credit to which the corporation ultimately is determined to be
entitled may be lower than the amount claimed on its return if business plant
happens to be removed from service prior to its initially anticipated life. In such
a case, a portion of the tax credit would be subject to the "recapture" provisions
of Section 47 of the Internal Revenue Code, but the employer would not be allowed
to make a compensating adjustment in the amount contributed to an ESOP
plan. See paragraphs (6) and (8) of Section 301 (d) of the Tax Reduction Act
of 1975. This would put the company in the position of having issued stock to its
employees for which no equity capital was received, and would result in a corre-
sponding dilution of the interests of existing shareholders.

The law should be changed to prohibit the recapture of any portion of the in-
vestment tax credit actually contributed to the ESOP, unless bad faith on the
part of the taxpayer can be demonstrated.

3. Audit Redetermination of Additional 1% ESOP Tax Credit: A similar prob-
lem is created by the possibility that, on audit of the corporate return, the
Internal Revenue Service will determine that property is ineligible for the tax
credit which the taxpayer believed to be eligible when the return was initially
filed. The amount of the related 1% ESOP tax credit would thus be subject to
assessment as a deficiency liability. However, Section 801(d) of the Tax Reduc-
tion Act of 1975 fails to provide for any adjustment ain the treatment of ESOP
contributions in such a case. Here again, the company would be put in the position
of having issued stock without receiving equity capital for it.

The law should be changed to allow subsequent adjustments to ESOP contribu-
tions to reflect amounts subject to redetermtnation.

4. Costs of Administrating Tax Credit ESOP's: The Internal Revenue Service
has interpreted the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 to require, that the expenses of
managing the additional 1% ESOP tax credit, held in trust for employees, cannot
be charged to the trust. This means that such expenses must be absorbed by the
company, with the ultimate effect borne by existing non-employee shareowners.
Without remedial legislation, the burden of the administrative expense could
discourage corporations from adopting these plans.

The law should be changed to allow a recovery from the ESOP trust of those
expenses which are attributable to trust administration of this 1% tax credit.

If these four problem areas are not corrected by remedial legislation, American
Telephone and Telegraph Company does not believe it is practical to elect the
ESOP tax credit.

Respectfully submitted.
RI N. FLINT,

Vice President and Comptroller.
The CHAriMAN. Last but not least by any means, we would like to

hear from Mr. Charles Moeller, Jr., senior vice president and economist
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of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. We are pleased to have you
with us today.

STATEMENT OF DR. CHARLES MOELLER, 11., SENIOR VICE PRESI-
DENT AND ECONOMIST, METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE CO.

Mr. MomaxR. Thank you very much.
As you indicated , Mr. Chairman, my name is Charles Moeller, Jr.,

senior vice president and economist of the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Co.

I welcome this opportunity to summarize my observations on capital
formation as a problem and to make recommendations re~gding tax
changes that might help to alleviate this shortage.

I shall try to hold this summary down to the allotted time of 10
minutes; however, a full copy of my prepared remarks is available for
the record.

With regard to the need for capital formation, our detailed 5-year
forecast on the supply and demand for funds provides numerous indi-
cations that the demand for investment funds will be large. Reasons
for this expectation are:

1. Inflation causes a rapid rise in the price for new plant and equip-
ment and the proportion of funds financed externally.

2. Huge capital outlays are needed for expansionary and innova-
tional demands, to replace outmoded facilities, to improve our inter-
national competitiveness, to develop new less readily accessible raw
material sources, to ease the energy problem, to eliminate pollution, to
improve worker safety, and to provide for an expanding labor force.

3. Continued large outlays are needed to increase the quantity and
quality of housing, and to meet the pressures of rising land costs, and
to mitigate the whole complex of problems associated with urban
communities.

4. We expect continued rapid growth of spending and debt financing
by Government, swollen by current massive efforts to stimulate the
economy.

On the other hand, the supply of funds over the next 5 years is ex-
pected to remain relatively tight because of:

1. An easing in the rate of personal saving.
2. The continuation of large dollar gaps bewteen businew invest-

ment and internal cash flow.
3. A tax structure which shifts saving from the private sectors to

the Government sectors during period of rapid inflation.
4. A reluctance on the part of lenders to provide funds unless ade-

quately compensated for inflation.
5. Occasional flareups of disintermediation pressures.
Thus tjae Nation is in an era when investment demands will be

high relative to the supply of saving. This 5-year gap, over 1976-80,
may be in the range of $Ib0 to $200 billion-and will impact heavily
upon the private sector-s of the economy.

Given the need for stimulating capital formation, I urge you to
view all the recommendations being made, not segmentally, but in
the context of the total economy and the effects upon the entire capital
and money markets. Probably the most effective step would be to curb
inflation; This would reduce the investment-saving gap and eliminate
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ihe distorins of progressive tax structurein period of rapia inflation.Closely allied to bring inflation under better control is the need: to halt
the steady upward trend of Government outlays relative to the total
economy.

Among the tax actions that should be considered are the following:
1. Make the investment tax credit permanent at 12 percent.
2. Shorten depreciable lives of assets and accelerate depreciation for

pollution control, worker safety, and energy conservation outla ys.
8. Reduce the corporate tax rate per se rather than make dividend

payments deductible to either corporations or recipient").
4. Graduate the capital gains tax downward based upon holdingperiods, raise the allowable capital loss deduction, and allow full

offset against capital gains.
5. Increase the dividend income exemption and add a similar exemp-

tion for interest income.
6. Raise the $60,000 exemption on Federal estate taxes.
7. Make more frequent adjustments in the income tax schedules.8. Encourage individual initiative in saving for retirement very

similar to ESOP.
Although these recommendations would result in temporary erosion

of the tax base, in the longer run the advantage of greater economicgrowth would increase this base. The amount of erosion, of course,
would be dependent upon the number of changes finally adopted. Ingeneral, it is recommended that this temporarily reduced level of taxesshould be made up via a combination of slower growth in Government
spending and the resultant faster pace of expansion in the private
sector, and that offsets should not be sought among other tax bases.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Fannin.
Senator FANNIN. Mr. Moeller, on page 2, item 4, "A reluctance on thepart of lenders to provide funds unless adequately compensated for

inflation," and then you go ahead and cover the items that would help
as far as inflation is concerned.

One of the problems is the individual investor. What can be donethat is going to bring him back to the investment market IMr. MOELLER. I think the individual investor is ii the area of provid-
ing debt capital. He is buying debt instruments. •

One of the major concerns seems to be the individual investor inthe equity markets. There, I would say the elimination of double
taxation would be a tremendous help to bringing the little man back
in to buying common stock.

Senator FANIx. Of course, you are referring to the dividends andwhat can be done to make the investments more attractive.
Mr. MOELLER. Yes. I think one of the major problems at the presenttime, too, is that, as a result of inflation, we have many alternatives

for the individual investor in the debt side at 8 and 9 percent return.
If we look at the stock market over the last 10 years, the stock marketin terms of price has done absolutely, nothing. That is, it has peaked
out at 1,000 in all given instances since 1965. Thus, in common stocks,all the individual investor has received has been yield which has been
in the area of 3 to 4 percent.

Consequently, something must be done to encourage individuals tomake equity investments which I think are just as important as debt
investments.

69-460--78----pt. 4-T.
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Senator FANUN. That is one of our recommendations, to encourage
individuals to save for retirement.

As you were making your statement, you mentioned ESOP. Would
you want to elaborate on that I This is a program I give the chairman
credit for in bringing it to the attention of the American people.

The CHAMAN. The Senator from Arizona introduced the first bill.
Mr. Moviju. I would strongly encourage ESOP. I think my re-

marks come from the other side of the table; that is, as an employee of
a financial intermediary rather than the employee of a manufacturing
company. Where we see ESOP arrangements very often is in profit-
sharing, and in savings and investment plans which are becoming very
popular.

Invariably, there are a number of alternatives available to em-
ployees; that is, they may buy the stock of the individual company
itself, which is ESOP, and perhaps have two other alternatives of a
general, fixed fund, or a general equity fund.

I think this is a great way to add capital-investment capital--to
the stream, investment capital that we need so badly, and I would in
full circle come right back to the fact that I think this is a fine idea.

Senator FANN-IN. Do you not agree one of the great advantages with
ESOP is that it does give the worker, of course, like the Prudential
Insurance (Io. advertisement "piece of the rock," it does give them
a way of having a part of the business activity.

Mr. MOE LL r. I would endorse this very strongly. It is a great
incentive mechanism. It does give the individual employee an interest
in the management and ownership of the company.

I guess I would have to withdraw with respect to my competitor's
"piece of the rock."

Senator F A NN IX. I hesitated to bring that up.
Mr. MOmI ER. Nevertheless, the concept is a very valid one.
Senator FANNEN. I apologize for mentioning a competitive organi-

zation, but they have utilized that quite beneficially. Maybe you have
a better idea on that.

I do feel that the encouragement by people like you, Doctor, would
certainly be tremendously helpful.

The general opinion seems to exist, that among company officials,
ESOP is a program that should be looked into, but they have not
folJowed through as we had expected.

I think as far as the union officials are concerned, they need a great
den I of education in regard to this program.

Mfr. MOELLJER. If I might comment on this just a minute further,
since we are talking about the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., un-
fortunately as a mutual company we cannot buy stock in our own com-
pany. But we did develop in May of 1970 a savings and investment
plan that has in concept the same thought as ESOP.

It is just gratifying to see the number of employees and the amounts
flhat employes have been putting into the savings and investment
plan and the amounts that have been added to the capital stream
for investment in our economy.

Senator FAN Ni., Thank you, Doctor.
The CHATRMAS-. Doctor, when workers choose to take some of their

compensation as an interest in a company or as an investment, as you
have suggested, is that inflationary or deflationary, or neutral?
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Mr. MO : :R. I would say this is deflationary because it is a program
for encouraging savings. It adds to the savings stream and over the
long run this would very definitely be deflationary and good for the
economy.

The (UAInMAN.. It does tend to cause the employee to receive some
of his compensation in terms of investment in tools and machinery
and plants which can produce more. In doing that, it is a form of
conllpensation that. is probably less inflationary than others we might
consider in that if he goes oit and spends compensation on a better
quality of beefsteak, that is inflationary. But insofar as he saves for
tomorrow by having a piece of the action, then that is something that
will see hii through hard tinies and, at thr same time, it increases
lpro(ltiction and tenMs to hold (]own or shift expenditures into produc-
tive means rather than into means where more and more people are
simply bidding up the price of a product.

MI. Af0 ,1F. I agree with everything you have said.
As a life insurance executive, we are very aware of the demographics

of the future of our Nation. By that, I mean we see the older groups
and the younger groups accounting for a larger share of the total
population. Consetluently. the worker groups tend to be taking a lesser
share. I think this is very important as regards something like saving;
that is, to increase the productive capacity of the Nation so that we can
afford to provide livings for the older and younger people.

11i1 CHAIRMAN. Let me explore one thing I do not see in your
recommendations but I think we should consider in voting on this
bill.

Inflation is becoming more and more of a problem, which we see it
seems when a man buys a piece of real estate or even if he is buying
some stocks or equity investment. Say he buys something for $106,000
and you move down the road about. 20 years; at that time it would take
$300,000 to make good what he paid $100,000 for to begin with.

It seems to me it is most unfair to tax that $200,000 difference as
though it were a gain when in the last analysis it is not worth a bit
more than it was in the beginning in terms of constant dollars.

In other words, just to get back the same dollars in terms of what
they would buy, he has to pay a tax of 25 percent plus the 10 percent
that has been added on, which gets up to 35 percent and then, if we
take the view of some reformers, it would be pushed to 42 percent.
I think it is very unfair to tax a man in a way that tends to be a
penalty for the fact that the Government did not maintain the pur-
chasing power of his currency, something he was powerless to do
anything about.

Mr. MOELLF.R. This is precisely correct.
In the tables we have supporting the testimony, we have brought this

point out by adjusting corporate profits for inventory valuation and
plant and equipment for inflation that has taken place. The end result
is that the rate, that is, the tax load on corporations, more than doubles.

The CHAIRMAN. It also tends to keep that property from being de-
veloped. If he is on the outskirts of a large city, for example, by now
it is appropriate that the property should be developed into a housing
development or an office building or shopping center should go there.
The-tax tends to make that person feel that he cannot afford to separate
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himself from it. He must find some way to continue to hold on to it,
maybe to lease it rather than to sell it so as to avoid a very heavy
penalty of tax consequences.

I have been thinking of proposing that we simply have what we
might call an inflation basis adjustment for those who have held some-
thing for a period of years to ease the tax burden on people when you
really are just taxing them as a penalty for the Government failing to
maintain the purchasing power of their money.

I wonder if that concept would have some appeal to you IMr. MomEE I think this is very important, and I believe we are
addressing ourselves to capital gains taxes. I cannot see taxing, shall
we say, capital gains or profits that come just out of inflation. I think
this is unsound.

The CHAIRMAN. I wonder if you have given some thought to the
philosophical problem I have raised about this matter of regarding
it as a tax expenditure that the Government, looking at the needs of a
businessman or industry such as yours, sees fit to tax you on a some-
what different basis than it taxes someone else. Do you subscribe to
the theory that everybody owes x amount of taxes whether the law
says so or not?

Mr. MOEFTIR. No; I believe people owe taxes because of the tax laws.
The CHAIRMAN. It seems to me when we write a tax law, we should

look at. everybody's problems. That is how I learned to do it from the
State level on up. We take a look to see how we can raise money.
Maybe we should do it with an inheritance tax or income tax; but
however we want to do it, if we must raise taxes, it seems to me we
should do it in a way that tends to look to where we can best do it
in terms of justice, equity, fairness and, at the same time, do it to
where it won't slow down the economy and put people out of work,
but rather do it in ways that will move the economy. It is not a tax
expenditure just because one fellow is better able to pay taxes than
someone else, or we approve of someone making contributions to chari-
table organizations. It is not a bounty just because we write tax laws
to reward someone for doing something that we feel is very good for
the Nation and society and fail to do the same thing for somebody
else that we do not think that is engaging in that kind of conduct to
the same degree. Personally, I bristle a bit when someone suggests
the Government owns everything a man makes and anything he is
permitted to keep is a tax expenditure. That is the ultimate of that
philosophy, and I just cannot buy it.

When I look at what those people call a tax expenditure, they tend
to leave out of the pet tax advantages they have recommended down
over the years. It has seemed to me we should look upon those things
purely as a matter of relative merit--all things considered, what would
be the best way to raise cc amount of money, or would it be better to
cut spending instead of raising taxes?

I think we have to consider all that.
Mr. MoLTLr. I think that would be the alternative I would suggest

in my package. -

I tried to put this down philosophically as a package and, rather
than trying to shift the tax to someone else, pick up the slack by
either reducing the expenditures for the immediate slack or letting
the economy grow faster as a result of higher individual income and
corporate income and resultant higher taxes over the long run.
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The CHAI MAX.If I go along withthe suggestions you have made,
you won't need to come back and forever thank me for a gratuity'
at the expense of the Treasury. You should pay x amount rather
than y amount of taxes because I tI *k it is good for the country,
not because I am trying to make a gratuity to you or anyone else.

Mr. MOELLM. We are all out to serve the Nation's interests, and I
hope my contributions have helped along those lines.

The CHAIRMAN. I want you to know I feel whatever you earn is
yours, and it does not belong to the Government first. We will tax
away from you whatever we think is your fair share to pay th
expenses of Government.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Moeller follows:]

STATEMENT OF CHARLES MOELLER, Jr., PH. D., SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT AND
ECONOMIST, METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANcE Co.

THE NEED FOR CAPITAL FC4RMATION AND SAVING IN THE U.S. ECONOMY
AND SOME RECOMMENDED POLICIES TO STIMULATE THEIR GROWTH

The basio need
A detailed analysis of real investment requirements for the economy relative

to the saving that may be expected to take place over the next five years or so,
strongly suggests that the needs for capital will substantially exceed the volume
of saving generated. This gap between investment and saving has serious im-
plications for the economy with regard to future ability to grow, to provide Job
opportunities for an expanding workforce, and to provide rising standards of
living for the workin-g and nonworking populations.

The reasons for the short-fall in the volume of real saving, that is the fore-
going of current consumption by any group within the economy, can best be
described In terms of supplies and demands for funds. With regard to demands
for funds, these are expected to be very large for the following reasons:

1. The deleterious effect of inflation causes a rapid rise in real asset prices
and increases significantly the proportion of purchase prices for these assets
that must be financed externally. In the case of business corporations, it is esti-
mated that over the past five years their depreciation allowances as reported
for tax purposes based upon historical costs ran more than $150 billion below
actual replacement cost. Moreover. their Inventory profits totaled another $80
billion over the 1971-1975 period. Thus, due to Inflation, profits were overstated
by roughly $280-bilfThin or an average of $46 billion per year. This gap between
real and reported profits, however, is taxed at the full corporate income tax
rate which, for a viable corporation, results In the need for periodic injections
of external funds to-merely maintain existing business Investment. Similarly,
families accumulating funds for the purchase of a home suffer an erosion in
the purchasing power of their savings and require larger mortgages.

2. There Is a great need for a high level of business Investment to meet ex-
pansionary and innovational demands, to modernize and replace outmoded facili-
ties, and to Improve our competitiveness in international markets. While current
operating rates are still low due to the recent recession, as the economy moves
into the expansion phase of the cycle, the pressures of high operating rates above
optimum will be felt in a number of industries. More than a tenth of all business
fixed investment is considered to be technologically outmoded and about one-sixth
Is more than 20 years old. In many industries, comparable figures are substan-
tially higher.

3. Our enterprise system must generate about 1% million or so net new jobs
per year to assure good employment opportunities for the bright young people
coming out of our high schools, colleges, and graduate schools. Based upon the
experience of the past decade, the cost of adding one new job while maintaining
the existing workforce runs in the area of $70,000. In fact this can be viewed as t
conservative estimate. If an adjustment is made for Inflation, the required in-
vestment is more nearly $90,000 per worker or over $185 billion in total.



. In addition to the basic business investment requirements mentioned above,
'other relatively new forces have raised the dollar nee&' for capital investment-
-notably increased emphasis upon improved worker safety and upon the elimina.
tion of air, water, and waste pollution stemming from industrial activities. While

,essentially desirable goals, such investments do not directly contribute to in-
creased productivity and hence raise capital output requirements. The emergence
of the energy problem also has added to the growing needs for business capital
investment. New, less readily accessible and therefore more expensive, sources
of energy must be found, developed, and made available -for consumption. Stor-
age facilities must be greatly expanded. Thus energy industries will be heavy
demanders of investment capital Moreover, higher energy prices and lessened
availability of fuel supplies should encourage capital investment in new more
efficient equipment for space heating and Industrial processes.

5. Despite present difficulties, there is a need for continued large outlays to In.
crease the quantity and quality of housing and to meet the financing pressures
of rising land and building costs. In fact, the low level of housing activity in
1974 and 1975 merely added to the backlog of housing needs and will compound
the housing problems of later years.

6. There will be continued high levels of government spending and debt finance.
ing, rpfiecting among other thnigs massive outlays to stimulate the economy, as
well as efforts to mitigate the whole complex of problems associated with urban
communities such as transportation, police protection, water supply, sewerage,
waste disposal, and health facilities.

While investment needs will be very large, the supply of funds over the next
five years is expected to remain relatively tight. Some of the reasons for this
expectation are:

1. An easing in the rate of personal saving can be expected as the period
progresses, due to a population mix with high proportions among older and
younger people who tend to spend rather than save. This situation is ag-
gravated by the general workings of a progressive tax structure in a period
of rapid inflation which siphons an increasing proportion of income and poten-
tial saving from the private to the public sector.

2. As mentioned earlier, there wvill be a continuation of large dollar gaps be-
tween needs to finance long-term fixed Investment and internally generated cash
flow from depreciation charges.

3. Lenders and equity suppliers will be reluctant to provide funds unless"
adequately compensated for inflationary trends and risk in the rate of return.

4. Occasiorol flare-ups of disintermediation pressures will occur, accompanied
by the tended cy to invest funds directly rather than the more efficient method of
using financial intermediaries. These pressures will exist so long as market in-
terest rates remain above portfolio rates of return. While the real rate of
Interest way have increased slightly over the postwar period to reflect supply-
demand realtionshilps and changing risk factors associated with declining
liquidity, the inflation factor In the rate structure is the main reason for the
gap between market rates and averages portfolio yields.
Recommendations to improve growth of savings and capital formation

Given the validity of the need for high levels of capital formation in the years
ahead, an increase in the rate of saving would clearly be desirable rather than
lower levels of investment. However, in considering ways and means of improv-
ing capital formation, careful analyses should be made of all proposals in the
context of the total economy and the effects upon the entire money and capital
markets. Many recommendations that may increase capital formation and saving
in one area of the economy do so at the expense of other sectors and do not really
add to the total volume of gross saving and investment.

In addition to considering steps to raise the total amount of saving In the
economy, it is important to view the mix in terms of the private and government
sectors. The government sectors appear to be growing beyond their optimum
share of total economic activity. Table 1 highlights these trends, including five-
year averages to reduce cyclical influences. The excent of this phenomenon is
masked in the figures for gross national product based upon purchases of goods
and services. For example, using the five-year averages for 196-0 and 1971-75.
federal purchases of goods and services show a decline from 11.2 percent of
gross national product to 8.3 percent while state and local governments show a
rise from 8.8 percent to 13.2 percent. The total government sector during this time
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span shows a rise In purchases of goods and services from 19.9 percent to 21.5
percent of gross national product. However, when total government outlays,
rather than just purchases of goods and services are examined, -the magnitude of
change and share of economic activity are considerably larger. Total federal
outlays rose from 18.4 percent of GNP In 1956-60 to 21.5 percent in 1971-75 and
state and local outlays moved up from 9.4 percent to 14.2 percent. All government
outlays combined, after elimination of grants-in-aid to-avoid double counting,
Jumped from 26.7 percent of gross national product in 1956-60 to 82.6 percent In
the five-year period ending In 1975. Moreover, the rising trend In government
outlays is likely to continue In the current five-year period. The effect of these
trends has been a substantial increase in demand for funds In the money and
capital markets by the government sector and increased taxes on the private
sectors. The net result is a drain on the private sector's ability to generate at%
adequate volume of saving. Thus, in addition to considering ways to stimulfite
total saving, some serious consideration should be given to shifting the mix
of saving toward a higher proportion for the private sector.

Probably the most effective efforts toward achieving the joint goal of increas-
ing total capital formation and saving would be those aimed at bringing inflation
rates down to more tolerable levels. This is not so dramatic as some of the other
suggestions to increase saving. Yet in terms of over-all efforts toward reaching
the goal, it probably Is the most potent of all. Success in reducing the rate of
Inflation would In turn reduce Inventory profits and the gap between current
and historic depreciation costs that has been particularly troublesome to business
in recent years. Since corporations have had to resort increasingly to external
funds because of rapid Inflation, their balance sheet positions have become
heavily weighted with short- and long-term debt. This tendency has been reflected
in the deterioration in such financial standards as the current ratio, the quick
ratio, debt-equity mix, income coverage of fixed charges, and the size of corporate
debt relative to dollar volumes of business. In short, there is a strong need for
additional funds in the financial structure of many corporations, particularly
equity funds.

A reduction in the rate of inflation would also facilitate capital investment
In residential structures. It would make it easier for individuals accumulating
funds for the initial down payment on a home to reach their objective. A lower
inflation factor in the interest rate structure also would result in market Interest
rates moving back down to levels closer to investment portfolio yields of financial
institutions. The closing of this yield spread would reduce disintermediation
pressures-a force that has had particularly adverse effects upon the housing
Industry in the past decade.

A slower rate of Inflation would also reduce the bias that now exists in the
growth pattern of the economy due to the progrepsive income tax structure and
the lag with which standard deductions, exemptions, and rates are adjusted to
reflect shifts In the purchasing power of incomes. Even in less inflationary periods,
this results in a gradual transfer of funds from the private to the public sectors,
but the problem has been compounded by the extremely rapid pace of Inflation
over the past several years.

In addition to reducing the rate of inflation In the economy, there are other
specific actions that are recommended to improve the rate of capital formation.
Perhaps the most obvious would be to make the Investment tax credit a perma-
nent non-varying Incentive for capital spending at the 12 percent rather than
10 percent level. If the investment shortage Is a long-term problem, it does not
make sense to use a varying investment tax credit as an instrument of contra-
cyclical policy. Moreover, the short-run stimulus of a temporary investment tax
credit in the past probably has been offset by fluctuations In investment plans

....... uenced by expectations regarding size and availability of the tax credit.
Its merits seem-to be more geared to providing additional corporate savings for
Investment in productive facilities.

Another means of encouraging capital formation would be to accelerate de-
preclation by further shortening the depreciable lives of assets. This would
shorten the pay-back period of the investment time horizon, thereby reducing
uncertainty In decision making. It would be administratively easier than shifting
to a replacement cost concept, yet woud Improve corporate cash flow. In view
of the large volume of capital spending required for pollution control, worker
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safety', and energy exploration, development and conservation--all areas of special
national interest--emergengy accelerated amortization schedules might be in-
•stituted tor these types of oatlays iimilaz' to those used during war periods. Some
reduction in the corporate tax rate should also be considered as an effe'tIh-e
way of providing corporations with additional equity funds, improving debt-
equity ratios, and stimulating investment. In addition to raising retained earnings,
higher after-tax returns would facilitate new corporate equity flotations.

While the raw profit data reported by the Department of Commerce show a
decline in the corporate federal tax rate in recent years, these figures fail to
reflect two important points. First, corporations pay state and local income taxes "
as well as federal income taxes. These tax rates more than doubled between
1965 and 1975, Second, the quality of corporate profits deteriorated bad!y over
the 1965-1975 period of time. Inflation, as reflected by the 70 percent rise
in the implicit price deflator between 1965 and 1975, is the prime cause of
deterioration.

During 1973-75, Inventory profits accounted for one-sixth of the corporate
profit total. These inventory profits are not profits that accrue to the benefit of
any shareholder, but merely represents amounts that must be reinvested In new
inventories if a corporation is to remain viable. Yet such profits are subject to
taxation. Similarly, depreciation charges during periods of rapid inflation fail
to even come close to reflecting replacement costs to the corporation seeking to
remain viable. No allowance for this fact is made In computing corporate profits
subject to income tax.

The attached table 2 represents a simple approach to calculating what the true
effective tax rate on corporate profits would be when these two distortions are
corrected. Corporate inventory profits are eliminated and depreciation charges
are Increased to partially offset inflation. The adjustment for inadequate depre-
ciation allowances Is based upon the application of seven-year percent changes
in the Implicit price deflator for business fixed investment to capital consumption
allowances as used for tax purposes. The average age of plant and equipment
in the U.S. is about 10 years but only a seven year change in capital asset prices
was used in table 2 to reflect the fact that some corporations were calculating
depreciation charges on formulas providing for a faster write-off than under
a straight line basis. When these adjusted profit figures are related to the cor-
porate tax liability data, the effective federal tax rate shows an increase from
40 percent in 1965 to the 70-80 percent range in 1974 and 1975. The effective
rate for combined federal, state, and local corporate Income taxes moves up
from 43 percent to the 80-90 percent range. Incidentally, the capital consumption
adjustment for inflation used in table 2 is larger than the newly developed but
as yet unpublished inflation adjustment in the national income accounts. The
latter does not really reflect the impact of inflation on capital consumption al-
lowances taken for tax purposes, but is rather based upon a capital stock con-
cept using straight line depreciation. In any event, even if these numbers are
used, the effective or adjusted tax rate still shows a substantial rise in recent
years relative to the mid-sixties.

Alternative suggestions have been put forth to help corporations by either
making dividends tax deductible to the corporation or by exempting dividends
tax deductible to the corporations or by exempting dividend income from per-
sonal income taxes. Either approach would probably result in higher leveLs of
corporate saving and in higher equity prices, but the results would probably
have different impacts upon different companies, i.e., the tax effects would not
be neutral For example, growth companies and smaller companies that rely
heavily upon retained earnings for expansion purposes would probably be
penalized relative to more mature companies paying out a higher percentage
of their earnings in the form of dividends ratios between the two groups.

If dividends were made tax deductible it would also discriminate between
those companies with strong balance sheet positions and those with heavy debt
positions. Again, it is likely to cause a shift in the relative price-earnings ratlo
of different companies. A cut in the corporate tax rate would be more neutral
and provide companies with the option of either retaining or passing through
the tax saving, depending upon their corporate needs.

In terms of Increasing personal saving, a tax credit for net new saving Would
be ideal. However, from a practical point of view, this would be difficult to
measure and administer. Therefore, some indirect methods of attack should be
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considered that would at least reduce -the depletion of existing pools of saving
or not penalize savers from holding financial assets for extended periods of the.
For example, the capital gains tax on investments, Including homes and finan-
cial assets, might be graduated downward based upon the holding period to
Indirectly reflect price increments due to Inflation. In addition to a graduation of
the capital gains tax, the maximum allowable capital loss deduction on in-
dividual tax returns should be Increased from Its $1,000 limit and long-term
losses should be allowed to fully offset long-term gains. These changes are needed
to encourage greater participation in the equities markets generally and for
smaller companies In particular.

Mobility of capital also would be enhanced. The $100 exemption for dividend
Income should be increased. Similarly, an exception for the first several hin-
dred dollars of interest from all sources might be considered as a-means of com-
pensating savers for saving in fixed dollar commitments despite the inflationary
climate that exists. These tax exemptions should be broad in scope and not apply
to any specific financial asset. Otherwise, the primary effect is likely to be a
transfer of saving from one source to another rather than a net increase
in total saving. Since the 1975 tax cut made the Income tax structure more
progressive in nature, as have the effects of the rapid inflation experienced In
recent years, the introduction of some benefits to savers seems equitable as well
as Justifiable in terms of need.

Another area of federal taxation that depletes existing pools of saving is that
on estates. The -$60,000 exemption is grossly outdated because of inflation and
should be revised upward. Many relatively modest homes owned by families,
for example, can now account for all, or a large portion of, the $60,000 exemption.
Thus, federal estate taxes have a far more serious impact on wealth reedistribu-
tion than was originally intended and could discourage asset accumulation In
some instances.

With regard to the mix between the public and private sectors of the economy,
more frequent revision of the tax rate schedules to offset increases in incomes
due to inflation is clearly desirable. It Is recognized that, in some Instances,
this practice may impose restraints on government spending.

Another area where the mix between the government and private sectors has
shifted significantly is in the area of retirement Income. This trend ts expected to
Intensify as the social security tax base and benefits are geared to reflect infla-
tion in the economy and will probably also incorporate other periodic upgrad-
Ingq of payments. Iunds accumulated under the social security retirement pro-
gram are not Invested in the private sectors of the economy. Yet, It is the capital
formation processes in the private sectors of the economy that facilitate pro-
ductivity growth. Productivity in the private sector, In turn, enables the working
population to support the nonworking age groups while still generating sufficient
Income to permit improved living standards generally. One method of achieving
better balance in this area of need would be to encourage Individual initiative In
saving for retirement. Serious consideration should be directed toward further
liberalization of existing tax treatment concerning accumulation of retirement
funds for workers not covered by pension funds, as well as some extension of
these tax privileges to employees seeking to supplement their employer-sponsored
retirement plans. This would provide a disciplined form of saving for many
Individuals. Moreover, funds for this purpose can be earmarked, with many finan-
cial institutions already offering services geared to this type of market. Since in-
vestor preference for various investments can still be expressed through the
many outlets available to them. such a tax stimulus would not distort the flow
of saving to different sectors of the economy.
Stimmarj and concluaf m.

There are many Indications that the supply of saving in the U.S. economy will
fall short of the expected demand for Investment funds. Thus, efforts should be
concentrated on Increasing personal and business saving flows, which in turn
would have a favorable impact upon capital formation In the private sector.

One key policy step in reaching this goal Is a reduction In the rate of inflation.
Another step would be to make periodic changes in the tax laws to eliminate the
diversion of Income flows from the private to the public sector merely because of
Inflation. This Involves possible changes In tax rates for different income
brackets, a capital gains tax related to length of time an asset is held, and a
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for net new saving would be ideal, from a practical point of view measurement for
change in the exemption allowed for federal estate tax purposes. While a credit
this purpose would be extremely difficult. Some alternatives to be considered in.
clude a general tax credit of some sort for investment income from interest and
dividends, and a tax incentive for individual savings geared toward retirement
income. All attempts to stimulate saving should be focused toward providing
capital to the private sector and should avoid interfering with existing market
mechanisms for channeling these funds into various investment outlets.

These recommendations would result in erosion of the tax base, at least tem-
porarily. The amount, of course, would be dependent upon the number of changes
finally adopted. In general, this reduced level of taxes should be made up via a
combination of slower growth in government spending and faster growth of the
private sector. The multiplier impact of investment upon the economy would re-
sult in a larger tax base and, by facilitating employment, reduce the need for
government outlays in some areas of social concern. In addition, the productivity
gains needed to continue those outlays will be forthcoming as a result of higher
investment spending.

A RESTATEMENT OF SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TAX CHANCE TO STIMULATE
CAPITAL FORMATION

1. Make Investment tax credit a permanent non-varying incentive to capital in.
vestment and raise it to 12%.

2. Shorten depreciable live! of assets.
3. Accelerate depreciation schedules for capital spending required for pollu-

tion control, worker safety, and energy conservation.
4. Reduce the corporate tax rate per se rather than make dividend payments

deductible to either corporations or recipients.
5. Graduate capital gains tax downward based upon length of holding period.
6. Raise the maximum allowable capital loss deduction and allow full offset of

capital losses against capital gains.
7. Increase dividend income exemption from present $100 limit and add similar-

exemption for interest income.
8. Raise the $60,000 exemption for federal estate tax purposes.
9. Moke more frequent adjustments in the tax schedules.
10. Liberalize individual initiative in saving for retirement.
11. Loss of revenue because of recommended changes should be made up via a

combination of slower growth in government spending and faster growth of the
private sector tax base.



TABLE 1.-TRENDS OF GOVERNMENT PURCHASES AND EXPENDITURES RELATED TO GROSS NATIONAL PRODUC

[Dollar amounts in billions

Purchases of goods and services Total Government expenditures

Federal State and local All government Federal State and local All government I

Percent of Percent of Percent of Percent of Percent of Percept of
Calendar years GNP Amount GNP Amount GNP Amount GNP Amount GNP Amount GNP Amount GNP

1956 ..................... $420.7 $45.9 10.9 $33.5 8.0 $79.4 18.9 $71.9 17.1 $35.9 8.5 $104.5 24.8
1957 ------------------- 442.8 50.0 11.3 37.1 8.4 87.1 19.7 79.6 18.0 39.8 9.0 115.2 26.01958 -------------------- 448.9 53.9 12.0 41.1 9.2 95.0 21.2 88.9 19.8 44.3 9.9 127.6 28. 4
1959 -------------------- 486.5 53.9 11.1 43.7 9.0 97.6 20.1 91.0 18.7 46.9 9.6 131.1 26. 91960 -------------------- 506.0 53.7 10.6 46. 5 9.2 100.3 19.8 93.1 18. 4 49.8 9.8 136.4 27.01961 .................... 523.3 57.4 11.0 50.8 7 108.2 20.7 101.9 19.5 54.4 10.4 149.1 28 51962 -------------------- 563.8 63.7 11.3 54.3 9.6 118.0 20.9 110.4 19.6 58.0 10.3 160.4 28.41963 -------------------- 594.7 64.6 10.9 59.0 9.9 123.7 20.8 114.2 19.2 62.8 10.6 167.9 28.21964 -------------------- 635.7 65.2 10.3 64.6 10.2 129.8 20.4 11&2 18.6 68.5 10.8 176.3 27.71965 -------------------- 688.1 67.3 9.8 71.1 10.3 138.4 20.1 123.8 18.0 75.1 10.9 187.8 27.3
1966 ------------------- 753.0 78.8 10.5 79.8 10.6 158.7 21.1 143.6 19.1 84.3 11.2 213.5 28,41967 -------------------- 796.3 90.9 11.4 89.3 11.2 180.2 22.6 163.7 20.6 94.7 11.9 242.5 30.51968 -------------------- 868.5 98.0 11.3 100.7 11.6 198.7 22.9 180.6 20.8 106.9 12.3 268.9 31.01969 -------------------- 935.5 97.5 10.4 110.4 11.8 207.9 22.2 188.4 20.1 117.6 12.6 285.7 30.5
1970 -------------------- 982.4 95.6 9.7 123.2 12.5 218.9 22.3 204.2 20.8 132.2 13.5 312.0 31.81971 ------------------- 1,063.4 96.2 9.0 137.5 12.9 233.7 22.0 220.6 20.7 148.9 14.0 340.5 32.0
1972 ------------------- 1,171.1 102.1 8. 7 151.0 12.9 253.1 21.6 244.7 20.9 163.7 14.0 370.9 31.71973 ----------------- 1,306.3 102.0 7.8 168.0 12.9 269.9 20.7 264.8 20.3 180.9 13.8 405.1 31.0
1974 ------------------ 1,406.9 111.7 7.9 189.4 13.5 301.1 21.4 300.1 21.3 201.3 14.3 457.5 32.5
1975 -------------------- 1,498.9 123.2 8.2 208.0 13.9 331.2 22.1 356.9 23.8 222.6 14.9 525.2 35.0

Totals for:
1956-60 ------------ 2,304.9 257.4 11.2 201.9 8.8 459.4 19.9 424.5 18.4 216.7 9.4 614.8 26.7
1961-65 ............. 3,005.6 318. 2 10.6 299.8 10.0 618.1 20.6 568.5 18.9 318.8 10.6 84L 5 28. 01966-70 ------------- 4,335.7 460.8 10.6 503.4 11.6 964.4 22.2 880.5 20.3 535.7 12.4 1,3226 30.51971-75 ------------- 6,446.6 535.2 8.3 853.9 13.2 1,389.0 21.5 1,387.1 21.5 917.4 14.2 ' 2,099.2 32.6

I Excludes Federal grants-in-aid to State and local governments,

'U-'



TABLE 2.-ACTUAL AND ADJUSTED TAX RATE FOR CORPORATE PROFITS

"M amounts and -ecn
Deflator: Nonresiden-

t al investment Capital consumptionProfitsTax liability Tax rate (percent) (percent) allowances Inventory Adjusted Adjusted tax rate (prcet)valuation Profitsbefore State and State and 1972-100 7-year Adjust- adjust- before Statatax Total Federal local Total Federal local charge Actual meant met tax Total Federal lec

1950 ---------------- $42.6
1951 --------------- 43.9
L952 ---------------- 38.9
1953 ---------------- 40.5
1954 -------------- 38.1
1955 ---------------- 48.4
1956 ---------------- 4.6
1957 ---------------- 46.9
1958 --------------- 41.1
1959 ---------------- 51.6

1960 ----------------- 48.5
1961 -- _--_-------- 48.6
1962 ---- _----------- 53.6
1963 ---------------- 57.7
1964 ---------------- 64.7

1965 ---------------- 75.2
1966 ---------------- 80.7
1967 ---------------- 77.3
1968 ---------------- 85.6
1969 ---------------- 83.4

1970 -------------- 71.5
1971 ---------------- 82.0
1972 ---------------- 96.2
1973 ---------------- 117.0
1974 ---------------- 132.1
1975 ---------------- 117.1

$17.9
22.6
19.4
20.3
17.6
22.0
22.0
21.4
19.0
23.6

$17.2
21.7
18.6
19.5
16.9
21.1
20.9
20.4
18.0
22.5

$0.8
.9
.8
.8
.8

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.2

42.0
51.5
49.9
50.1
46.2
45.5
45.3
45.6
46.2
45.7

22.7 21.4 1.2 46.8
22.8 21.5 1.3 46.9
24.0 22.5 1.5 44.8
26.2 24.6 1.7 45.4
28.0 26.1 1.8 43.3

30.9 28.9 2.0 41.1
33.7 31.4 2.2 41.8
32.5 30.0 2.5 42.0
39.4 36.3 3.1 46.0
39.7 36.2 3.4 47.6

34.5
37.7
41.5
48.2
52.6
45.7

30.8
33.5
36.3
42.5
45.9
39.0

3.7
4.2
5.0
5.7
6.7
6.7

48.3
46.0
43.1
41.2
39.8
39.0

40.4
49.4
47.8
48.1
44.4
43.6
43.0
43.5
43.8
43.6

44.1
44.2
42.0
42.6
40.3

38.4
38.9
38.8
42.4
43.4

43.1
40.9
38.0
36.3
34.7
33.3

1.9
2.1
2.1
2.0
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.4
2.3

2.5
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.8

2.7
2.7
3.2
3.6
4.1

5.2
5.1
5.2
4.9
5.1
5.7

54.3
58.9
59.9
61.0
61.4
62.6
67.0
70.7
70.6
72.0

72.2
71.8
72.3
72.9
73.6

52.1
60.9
63.7
52.9
31.2
22.0
26.9
30.2
19.9
20.2

18.4
16.9
15.5
8.8
4.1

74.5 5.5
76.8 6.7
79.3 9.8
82.6 15.0
86.6 19.8

91.3
96.4

100.0
104.0
116.0
132.3

25.2
31.0
34.2
35.4
46.3
60.2

$.8 -$4.6 -$5.0 $33.0 54.2 52.1
10.3 -6.3 -1.2 36.4 62.1 59.6
11.5 -7.3 1.0 32.6 59.5 57.1
13.2 -7.0 -1.0 32.5 62.5 60.0
15.0 -4.7 -. 3 33.1 53.2 51.1
17.4 -3.8 -1.7 42.9 51.3 49.2
18.9 -5.1 -2.7 40.8 53.9 51.2
20.9 -6.3 -1.5 39.1 54.7 52.2
22.1 -4.4 -. 3 36.4 52.2 49.5
23.6 -4.8 -. 5 46.3 51.0 48.6
25.3 -4.7 .3
26.6 -4.5 .1
30.4 -4.7 .1
32.4 -2.9 -. 2
34.6 -1.4 -. 5

37.4 -1.3 -1.9
40.6 -2.7 -2.1
44.1 -4.3 -1.7
48 1. -7.2 -3.4
53. 0 -10.5 -5.5

44.1 51.5 48.5
44.2 51.6 48.6
49.0 49.0 45.9
54.6 48.0 45.1
62.8 44.6 41.6

72.0
75.9
71.3
75.0
67.4

42.9
44.4
45.6
52.5
58.9

56.6 -14.3 -5.1 52.1 66.2
60.9 -1&9 -5.0 58.1 64.9
67.9 -23.2 -6.6 66.4 62.5
73.5 -26.0 -18.4 72.6 66.4
79.7 -36.9 -38.5 56.7 92.8
87.8 -52.9 -10.8 53.4 85.6

40.1
41.4
42.1
48.4
53.7

59.1 7.1
57.7 7.2
55.1 7.5
58.5 7.9
81.0 11.873.0 12.5
73.0 12.5

2.4
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.4
2.3
2.5
2.6 V42.72.6 !E

2.7
2.9
3.1
3.1
2.9

2.82.9
3.5
4.1
5.0
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The CHAIRMAN. The committee is now adjourned until tomorrow
morning at 10 o'clock.

[Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the committee was adjourned, to recon-
vene at 10 a.m. Friday, April 2, 1976.]





TAX REFORM ACT OF 1975

FRIDAY, APRIL 2, 1970

U.S. SENATE,
CoMMirm ow FINANCE,

Waekngton, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long, (chairman
of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Talmadge, Byrd, Jr., of Virginia, Curtis,
Fannin, Hansen, Dole, and Packwood.

Senator TALMADOE. The committee will be in order.
The first witness this morning is Dr. Norman B. Ture, president,

Norman B. Ture, Inc.
. You may insert your full statement in the record and summarize
it. Because of the great number of witnesses, we have had to- limit
testimony in chief to 10 minutes.

STATEMENT OF NORMAN B. TURE, PRESIDENT, NORMAN B. TURE,
INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. TuRE. I am Norman Ture, president of Norman B. Ture, Inc.,
economic consultants in Washington, D.C.

My testimony today is presented as my own views on the proper
directions of tax policy; while I hope that others will subscribe to
these views, they are the product of my own analysis and conclusions
and should not necessarily be ascribed to any of my past or present
clients.

I much appreciate the opportunity to appear before the committee,
and I hope that my testimony may be of some assistance to you.
Your job is a difficult one and your responsibilities are heavy, indeed.
In making decisions about the future course of tax policy, you con-
front a strongly improving economy, still plagued, regrettably, by a
very high rate of unemployment and underutilization of physical pro-
duction capacity and still threatened by inflationary resurgence. The
( congress faces extremely strong pressures, accentuated by election-
year political requirements, to focus on the short run-to hind quick,
sure-fire remedies for lingering unemployment. In this context, you
are presented with a budgetary dilemma: the administration urges
you to be highly restrictive on Federal expenditure expansion le4t
you iileash the dogs of inflation, and thd Congressional Budget Office
urges you to up the anto by close to $20 billion lest you unduly depress
the pace of the recovery.

May I resj'ectfully urge the committee-to shift the focus ofits
deliberations f rom these short-run concerns to the longer run economic

(1675)
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prospects and tax policy requirements of the Nation. I offer no fore-
cast about the strength, speed, or duration-of the recovery, but I am
convinced that an expansionary expenditure policy will, at the least,
impede the private sector's growth and, over time, cast up increasingly
formidable obstacles, real and financial, to the steady, strong expansion
of private production, employment, productivity, and real wa rates.
It is time to shift ars, to attempt to determine how tax policy canbeat contribute to t solution of the long-term problems the Nation
faces.

The central economic problem facing the United States is whether
the rate of capital formation will be adequate to meet the economy'
capital requirements over the next decade and longer. Virtually all of
the other major Issues with which public policymakers are concerned
turn on this central problem of capital adequacy. Whether the foes
is on attainihig energy self-sufficiency, protection of the environment,
improving and expanding mass transit systems, raising the housing
standards of low- and middle-income individuals, providing safer
and healthier working conditions, and so on, a basic constraint on
achieving these goals is how much real capital will be available to
meet the growing and varied demands of the U.S. economy. The le-s
rapidly we add to our production capability, the more severely will
pursuit of any of these public policy objectives limit success in
achieving other public and private goals.

Mr. Chairman, I have attempted to estimate-in the next several
pages of my testimony the Nation's capital requirements based on the
fundamental relationship between capital and labor services and the
contribution of increases in capital to real wage rates and productivity.
When you add to the amount of capital that is needed to maintain
at least the trend rate of increase in capital per worker ovet tho next
10 years the amount of capital that public policy has mandated, not the
kind of capital business would ordinarily invest in but capital required
to meet capital mandates, you come up with an aggregate amount of
capital outlays between now and the end of 1985 which would require
an aggregate amount of saving of $3.82 trillion in constant 1975 dollars.

The aggregate saving requirements are substantially larger if, more
realistically, we take account of some continuing inflation. If the
price level rises on the average by 3 percent a year through 1985, the
total requirements aggregate not less than $4.55 trillion. At a 5-per-
cent inflation rate, this total increases to $5.13 trillion.

If gross private saving as a fraction of GNP continues over the next
decade at the postwar average rate of 15.51 percent, the total of such
saving through 1985 will fall $744 billion short of estimated require-
ments, measured in constant 1975 dollars At a 3-percent inflation rate,
conservatively estimated, the gap is $893 billion; with inflation at
5 percent, the gap increases to over $1 trillion.

The importance of this observation is that you cannot get one
single dollar's worth of capital formation without having an equal
dollar's worth of savings.

So, our problem as we look down to 1985 is not that we anticipate
a lack of adequate incentives or a lack of adequate demand by business
for capital, but the problem is we are not likely to come up with an
adequate amount of saving unless something is done in the public
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pOlicy area to increase inclinations to save out of current income.
There is no assurance that the total private saving will continue at
the postwar average rate, let alone that it will increase by the indicated
amount.

What will happen if actual saving falls short of these requirements?
The capital formation shortfall will be largely in the investment-in

machinery, equipment, plants, working capital-the kind of capital
which increases the real output of marketable good and services. If
the private saving rate were to continue only at the postwar average
rate the saving shortfall in 1985, assuming no increase in the price
level, would be $100 billion. This would be almost 22 percent of the
estimated amount of the capital formation needed to maintain the
trend rate of increase in the capital-labor ratio. If we do not come u,)
with that amount of saving, the adverse effect of that shortfall on
labor's productivity and, therefore, on its real wage rates and employ-
ment opportunities would be enormously adverse.

To repeat, the problem we face is not one of providing incentives
to business to add more rapidly to the stocks of their capital. The
problem, rather, is one of reducing the existing bias against saving.
The capital shortage facing the Nation is, in truth, a saving shortage.

The tax policy imperative, accordingly, is to reduce the bias against
private saving which is a major feature of the present tax laws. That
bias results from the fact that, with few exceptions, taxes are imposed
both on the amount of current saving and on the future returns to
such saving, whereas the tax falls only once on income used for
consumption.

The foremost challenge facing the Congress is to deal realistically
with the urgent requirement for a higher rate of private saving. if
this challenge cannot be met, one or more of the high-priority objec-
tives of economic policy will have to bear the brunt of the failure.

Mr. Chairman, it is highly encouraging that many Members of
Congress have become aware of the prospective capital shortfall,
have perceived the potential of changes in the tax structure to deal
with the problem, and have attempted to develop programs for con-
structive tax revisions to this end. Particularly promising, in my
judgment, are those tax programs which address the problem with
a variety of proposals aimed at expanding saving by individuals and
business alike.

This approach recognizes that no one form of saving is superior
to others, that all additional saving will find its way into the capital
market where it will be allocated to the myriad capital formation uses,
by and large on the basis of which of the market participants can
make the most productive use of additional capital. No one tax change
of limited scope is the best revision for purposes of reducing the exist-
ing tax bias against saving and investment. A variety of such measures
are called for if everyone is to be allowed to get in on the act of accel-
erating the expansion of the Nation's production capacity, its total
output, employment, and income.

In this connection, Chairman Long's vigorous espousal of tax provi-
sions to encourage employees to invest in the stock of their employers
reflects a recognition of the aspirations of people in a wide range of
economic circumstances to have a piece of the action. An appropriate
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complement to favorable tax treatment of employee stock ownership
plans would be a universally available tax credit for individual tax-
payers based on the amount of the net increase in their savings during
the taxable year. The credit might be allowed at a rate of, say, 10
percent, with an upper limit of, say, $1,000 per return, or $2,000 on
a joint return.

Relief of some form from the present incremental tax on capital
gains is also urgently needed. As this committee is well aware, the
deduction for one half of realized capital gains is widely identified by
tax reformers as one of the principal loopholes in the income tax.
In fact, however, any tax on capital gains is an additional tax on the
returns to saving; it is a negative loophole which should be elimi-
nated by excluding capital gains and losses entirely from the calcula-
tion of taxable income. Short of this drastic step, some measure, per-
haps fully excluding the first $1,000 of capital gains each year pro-
vided the proceeds from the disposition of capital assets are fully re-
invested in others, is highly desirable.

A long overdue tax revision is to replace our archaic depreciation
system with a capital recovery system, based on short, standard re-
covery periods for all machinery and equipment and business struc-
tures. Also highly desirable would be to make the investment tax credit
permanent and uniformly applicable to all classes of property and
taxpayers, preferably at a substantially higher rate than at present.

There is a growing consensus that the corporation income tax should
be eliminated. This tax is a differential and very heavy excise on saving
invested in corporate equity capital.

As such, it contributes significantly to distortion of corporate
capitalization. Far more important, its adverse effects are diffused,
through the operation of the capital market, to all capital, depressing
the overall private saving and investment rate. Useful initial steps
toward the elimination of this tax would be reduction in the normal
-and surtax rates and elimination of the present double tax on dis-
tributed corporate earnings.

Proposals of this sort are opposed by some on the basis that they
would result in excessively large revenue losses for the Treasury and
by others on the basis that they would not be effective. Neither view, in
my iudlgment, is well taken.

The kind of tax revision I very briefly alluded to would reduce the
cost of saving. For any of us, it. would take less pretax current income
than at present to acquire a given amount of after-tax future income.
This reduction in the cost of acquiring future income would certainly
result in an increase in the amount people would save out of their cur-
rent disposable incomes. This increase in saving would be matched by
an increase in capital formation. The expansion of capital formation
above the levels that would otherwise occur would add immediately to
total production activity, to the extent that existing production capa-
bility could be more intensively utilized or that more individuals would
be induced to enter the labor force; over the longer term, the expanded
stock of capital would increase aggregate production capability, total
output, hence total income. The tax base, therefore, would expand more
-ranidly than otherwise.

The net effect on Federal tax revenues, accordingly, would be far
different from the misleading initial impact revenue estimates
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customarily provided-estimates which unrealistically assume that
taxpayers are completely inert and unresponsive to changes in tax
provisions.

In conclusion, this committee I am sure, has noted the public policy
tendency to treat each new problem presented to public policymakers
as evidence of the failure of the private market system. I believe that
an objective examination of the evidence, however, urges that our un-
happy economic record of recent years is the outcome of excessive and
inept governmental intrusion in the operation of the economy, ac-
celerating over the-yea.

The decisions this Congress makes about the basic content of economic
policywill have a major bearing on whether the economy thrives,
whether individual freedom, responsibility, self-reliance, and initiative
will be encouraged and enhanced, on the one hand, or whether the
economy and all its participants will become increasingly wards of
the Federal, State, and local governments. In the field of public finance,
the first course of action calls for a tight rein on Government spending
and tax revisions aimed at making the tax system less repressive of
effort, of saving, and of investment.

Past Congresses have faced the same choice. In the past, on one or
another occasion, they have made a highly constructive and affirmative
decision to move toward encouraging private initiative. I fervently
hope this Congress and its successors will do the same.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Senator Talmadge?
Senator TALMADGE. What is your firm?
Mr. TurE. Norman B. Ture, Inc. We are economic consultants. Our

clients are primarily in the business sector.
Seantor TALMADGE. Some Members of Congress think any capital

formation proposal is a loophole. I take it you disagree with that
philosophy.

Mr. TURE. I do, indeed.
Senator TALMADOE. I have no further questions.
The CIAIRMIA. I believe you have created more imaginative think-

ing and you have pointed out more oversights in the traditional think-
ing of the Treasury and even our own joint committee and Finance
Committee staffs tlan any person who has come to discuss these prob-
lems with us while this tax bill has been pending.

We are having a careful study made of your estimates of the revenue
losses that simply do not meet the eye in the real estate area. Your
estimates indicate there are about $2:8 billion of revenue losses alone
that simply do not meet the eye, not to mention the fact that there
would be a loss to the economy, mainly in wages, I believe.

In other words, if you look at a house or shopping center someone
builds, you might say the expense is 70 percent material. But then if
you go back a step and look at who made those materials, the cost winds
up being about 80 percent labor. In a shopping center, how much do
you think is labor by the time it is all through ?

Mr. TunE. I think you have just about put your finger on the proper
proportion. I would have to check that out.
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The CHAr31AN. On the construction site, it might look like not more
than 30 percent, but when you get through looking at who built the
parts and who hauled them to the site and who dug the gravel out of the
ground, it ends up being nearer 80 percent than the 30 you started out
with.

If the housing provisions in this bill cost $11 billion to the gross na-
tional product as you have estimated, then that has to mean that they
willcost the American workers about $8 billion doesn't it I

Mr. TuskE. h Somewhere in that order of magnitude.
The CHAiRMAN. If you proceed to lose about $2.8 billion, as you have

estimated, or anything that approaches that, you wind up with some-
thing where the Government picks up over a period of years $500 or
$600 million a year, and it is costing $10 to pick up $1 in taxes. That is
a pretty ineffiient use of resources, is it not?Mr. TURE. It is in my judgment. Moreover, I don't think the Gov-
ernment will see the additional revenues. I think revenues will be less
than they otherwise would have been.

The CHAIRMAN. If you do what I have been trying to suggest, sim-
ply follow the ripple effects for a couple of steps down the road, you
find out something that starts down the road raising a ton of money
winds up costing you a fortune.

I wish that you would give us your thoughts with regard to the
repeal of the DISC which is being recommended by some. We are told
that will pick up $1.5 billion. But then we won't be doing anything to
help our manufacturers compete in the world market or even to help
our producers of rice compete in the world market, while these other
countries are giving a 15 percent subsidy by way of giving back value-
added taxes. Just looking a few steps down the road, we will be in the
position that these foreign nations will be subsidizing everytlhing en-
tering into our market while we deny ourselves the same right---whicli
)means that any job they want they can have, and they will have the
privilege of permitting us to keep the jobs they don't want, such as
picking up litter.

I would hope that you would consult with our joint committee staff
and with.Treasury to see what information you can contribute on this
ripple effect. They do not agree with all your figures, and I am sure you
do not agree with all theirs. But basically we are not quarreling about
the figures.

The question is, when you take those figures, you look at so much
being done in a certain way. Then you change the tax laws around so
that something that was very profitable is no longer profitable-in fact,
it is a marginal investment at best. Then you have to try to guess whatis going to-happen after that.

Mr. rn. Precisely.

The CHAMMAN. I compare it somewhat to what I am trying to get
the International Trade Commission to do now. We are not arguing
about how much is coming into the country or going out, or how much
we are collecting in taxes. We had all that information to start with.
But at least certain people in the administration have traditionally
wanted to add up figures where they tell us we are making a profit in
foreign trade by leaving out the freight on the imports, which very
few nations on earth would bd so foolish to do, and by including within
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their exports all the things that we are giving away, when we are not
going to be paid for any of that.

They should instead take the same figures and put them together in
the only way they make any sense. The Secretary of the Treasury
agreed with me about that. I think the members of the Trade Com-
mission have agreed with me about that. I have had the former Secre-
tary of Commerce and special trade representative agree with me on
that, and I have even had presidents agree with that.

The way they put the figures together now, it winds up that the point
they call the break-even point is the point where you are losing $10
bilon a year.

On these tax figures, I wish that you would work with our joint com-
mittee staff and with the experts in Treasury who are going to be
made available for this purpose. Give them your input as to what will
happen if we do something that would, on the face of it, appear to pick
upon some revenue, such as with regard to the real estate area. When
you look at the third and fourth steps of the ripple effect, the Govern-
ment winds up losing money instead of making it. I wish you would
work with them on that. They find some points of difference. It is kind
of hard to get somebody to think on a new basis, but my impression
is that basically they agree, just as Secretary Simon agrees, that we
don't have an accurate estimate if we are not looking at the ripple
effect.

Mr. TURE. Mr. Chairman, we are delighted, of course, to cooperate
with those groups, and that operation is now underway. We are helping
as best we can.

The CHAIRM1AN. I do not want to ask them if they agree with you,
but I think we are entitled to know at what point they take issue.

Mr. TURE. It is our hope at any rate that in that kind of confronta-
tion among us that we can redefine the estimating process and proce-
dures and to the benefit of all of us. Ire have no side at issue here.

I would be delighted to have any deficiencies in our mode of analysis
pointed out to us, and we will proceed as vigorously as we know how
to correct them. Our interest is in doing better work, and I am sure
that is true of the staff.

The CHAIRMAN. I think each of us should be willing to waive any
pride in his own tradition or in his own ideas, and we should decide
these things not on the basis of who is right but on the basis of what
is right. Any time that something has been overlooked, we ought
to take another look at it and take new facts into account.

I have overrun my time, but I think that this is something we should
very definitely explore.

senator Hansen.
Senator HANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Ture, I do not think I have any questions.
I am tremendously impressed with your presentation. I cannot help

relating a story I heard a long time ago about a young recruit who
was presumed not to be too intelligent. He had on a big hat. They
thought maybe he wasn't even intelligent enough to make the Army.
That is not intended as a reflection on that service. The recruiter said,
"What would happen if I cut off your right ear?"

The recruit said, "I couldn't hear on that side."
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Then the recruiter asked, "What would happen if I cut off your
left ear?"

The recruit said, "I couldn't see--my hat would fall down over my
eyes."

I would have to think that the trouble with some of the estimates
we are getting and the basis upon which a lot of these presumptions
are made are about that simplistic. All we do is look at the amount of
tax that presumably both Senator Talmadge and the chairman have
indicated may be lost through "loopholes." We do not stop to think
about how people are going to react. We thought we could tighten
up on some real loopholes in the energy business so we changed the
depletion allowance. I am one who thinks there is still some merit in
the oil industry. You know what happened? There soon got to be a
lot of oil rigs stacked in Wyoming for one very simple reason: people
who think the oil business is going to keep on working no matter what
you do to the tax laws are going to have their hat fall down over their
eyes because they don't see the whole picture.

The only reason people are in that business or any other business.
is the hope that they are going to make some money.

When you say how you are going to shut off all the loopholes, pretty
quickly we will find the investor or would-be investor or the business-
man is a lot more perceptive than some of the experts who say try to
get a billion and a half here and seven-tenths over here by lopping
off this one and this one. Soon we find a lot of people are out of work.
Instead of the income that could otherwise be generated that would
add to the Treasury receipts, we have the problem of the unemployed.

In the longrun, I think there is only one answer to the unemploy-
ment situation, and that is to bring objectivity, if we can, to the kind
of business and economic environment that will encourage people to
invest in the private sector. When we get jobs there, we have done
something.

You have made an excellent presentation. I hope a lot of people
will read it.

Mr. TuRE. Thank you, Senator. I obviously associate with the senti-
ments you have just expressed.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis.
Senator CURTIS. I arrived a bit late, but I have scanned your state-

ment. I appreciate what you have said.
You made the point that for every dollar of capital that we would"

hope to make available, somebody has to save a dollar. That is truer
varying perhaps in some degree, regardless of how that dollar is saved,.
i s i t not?

Mr. TunE. Precisely, Senator.
Senator CuRnTs. Is it a contribution to capital if they put it in the

bank?
Mr. Tues. Surely.
Senator CuRrIs. Or in Government bonds?
Mr. TuBE. Even Government bonds.
Senator CURTIS. And in stocks?
Mr. TuORE. Yes.
Senator Cuwris. Savings and loans?
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Mr. TuE. Yes.
Senator CuRTis. About the only time capital would not be formed

is when you hide it. That is when it would not be a contribution tocita[.ir. TuPx. Senator, I hate to get into something-

Senator CURTIS. I don't want to be argumentative.
Mr. TuRE. I don't want to get into something that is very esoteric,

but the equality of saving and investment and capital formation is
inherent in our national income accounting: It is a definitional equality
that always must be true. If you define saving as nonconsumption uses
of current income, the point is clearly made. It makes no difference
what you do with the saving.

Senator CuRns. When dollars are put into a bank or savings and
loan or used to buy a bond they are in somebody's hands who can
put them to work.

Mr. TURE. Precisely.
Senator CURTIS. And that capital formation results in more jobs.
My point in bringing this out is that sometimes the layman, in

talking about capital and risk capital, finds there are people who,
because of age or their particular circumstance, are not investors in
risk matters and should not be.

Mr. TuR, . That is right.
Senator CURTIS. Nevertheless, if they defer or decline to use all of

their income to spend for consumptive items and save some, it is
going to help the capital situation in the country.

Mr. TURE. That is precisely correct.
Senator CuRTIs. That is where a tax incentive cones in as a benefit

to encourage saving. Is that right?
Mr. TuRiE. I prefer not to use the word "incentive," Senator Curtis.
Senator CURTIS. We had a witness the other day who objected to

"preferences." I thought he had a good idea.
Mr. TunE. I thing our current tax laws has an enormous bias against

saving uses of income and favors consumption use of income.
The sort of proposal that has been very briefly described in my

testimony I would treat as modest reductions in that antisaving bias.
I think of incentive as something that goes beyond neutrality in taxa-
tion. It seems to me this program of tax revisions would somewhat
redress the balance.

Senator CURT s. About half of the working population are not
covered by company pension plans.

Mr. TURA. Just about half.
Senator Ctmsls. The Congress a little over a year ago enacted legisla-

tion to encourage individual retirement accounts. To the extent that
such accounts are utilized, that will be a very definite contribution to
the capital of the country, will it not?

Mr. TUPE. It certainly will. My only objection to the IRA provisions
is that they are-too restrictive. I would like to see IRA's liberalized.

Senator CUvnris. I think there is a political reason for it. If the
TRA is made very much more liberal, individuals who should use the
Keough lan, which requires that employees also be covered, might
use the IRA just to avoid that obligation which, after all, applies to,
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corporations. There has to be a just relation between employee pen-
sions and executive pensions.

How about the recommendation of the Treasury in regard to stock
purchases. It would cover a man with $20,000 of earned income and
enable him to get a deduction for investments up to $1,500. It is restric-
tive. If individuals avail themselves of it-

Mr. TupE. I would be astonished if they did not take advantage of
it. It is unduly restrictive but, nevertheless, it is a step in the right
direction.

I have suggested a kind of very broadly based, though limited,
credit for increases in net savings no matter what the form of the
saving is. Personally, I have a good deal of concern about recent
developments over the past several years in the stock market. It seems
to me we have lost it in large part where the individual stockowners
in the population are concerned, and I do hope they are coming back
into the market. I think it would be highly constructive to move in a
direction that would remove some of the impediments to their doing so.

Senator Cums. I notice the importance you attach to deprecia-
tion and I wholeheartedly agree with you.

If there is a reason for enacting a provision for accelerated depre-
ciation, should we then try to recapture it or part of it in a minimum
tax?

Mr. TuRE. Not in my judgment, sir. It seems to me that if we very
carefully and objectively and analytically examine the nature of the
income tax, particularly with respect to income generated by fixed
assets, that the appropriate neutral tax treatment would be to allow
taxpayers to expense fixed capital outlays in the year in which they
were made.

We do not allow them to do that. We set up extensive sets of
regulations pertaining to the period of time over which they may
write off these assets for tax purposes and restrictions on the formula
they may use for determining the annual write-off, and then we say
any time you move in the direction of liberalizing that even by a
small amount it is opening up a tax preference that should be treated
as an item for minimum tax. It seems to me that is really upside-down
reasoning.

Senator CURTIS. The movement to encourage the formation of capi-
tal, so you have more jobs in this country, has a great deal of support
on this committee. However, the big battle is going to be on the Senate
floor. Senator Kennedy of Massachusetts has recommended the repeal
of ADR, the repeal of DISC, and the repeal of the definition foreign
subsidiary income. There will be a drive on the Senate floor for these
proposals.

My question is: What would happen to our economy if we did repeal
ADR, DISC and deferral?

Mr. Tum.. I think the combined effort in the shortrun would be
enormously adverse. I do not-have any precise estimates as to what
the magnitude would be-with respect to capital outlays or employ-
ment or GNP, but the direction of the effect seems to me to be per.
fectly clear. I think you would see it in the equity markets and in
bond rates.

I have the most enormous faith in the capacity of the market system

S
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in this economy t6 adjust to very severe shocks. It has done so in the
.past and it will do So in the future if given a chance. This would be an
enormously severe shock. It would not collapse the economy, but it
would necessarily set it back, and severely.

Senator CuwRs. Agriculture is using DISC. Not all are using DISC,
but our agricultural exports amount to $23 billion. I think it is
pretty well established that, for every billion dollars of foreign exports
of agricultural products, we have to have 50,000 jobs in this country.

Mr. TR. I am not quite sure of the ratio, but I think that is not'
too far wrong.

Senator CURTIS. I think that includes the farmer, because he is a
heavy purchaser of rubber, steel products, fuel, et cetera.

I thank you very much.
Are there any other questions?
[The prepared statement of Dr. Ture follows:]

STATEMENT OF NORMAN B. TUBE, PRESIDENT, NORMAN B. Tua,, INO.,
WASHINoTON, D.C.

I am Norman Ture, President of Norman B. Ture, Inc., Economic Consultants
in Washington, D.C. fy testimony today is presented as my own views on the
proper directions of tax policy; while I hope that others will subscribe to these
views, they are the product of my own analysis and conclusions and should not
necessarily be ascribed to any of my past or present clients.

I very much appreciate the opportunity to appear before the Committee, and
I hope that my testimony may be of some assistance to you. Your Job is a difficult
one and your responsibilities are heavy, indeed. In making decisions about the
:future course of tax policy, you confront a strongly improving economy, still
plagued, regrettably, by a very high rate of unemployment and underutilization
of physical production capacity and still threatened by inflationary resurgence.
The Congress faces extremely strong pressures, accentuated by election year
political requirements, to focus on the short run-to find quick, sure-fire reme-
dies for lingering unemployment. In this context, you are presented with a budg-
etary dilemma: the Administration urges you to be highly restrictive on Federal
expenditure expansion lest you unleash the dogs of inflation, and the Congres-
sional Budget Office urges you to up the ante by close to $20 billion lest you un-
duly depress the pace of the recovery.

May I respectfully urge the Committee to shift the focus of its deliberations
from these short-run concerns to the longer-run economic prospects and tax
policy requirements of the Nation. I offer no forecast about the strength, speed,
or duration of the recovery, but I am convinced that an expansionary expendi-
ture policy will, at the least, impede the private sector's growth and, over time,
cast up increasingly formidable obstacles, real and financial, to the steady, strong
expansion of private production, employment, productivity, and real wage rates.
It is time to shift gears, to attempt to determine how tax policy can best con-
tribute to the solution of the long-run problems the Nation faces.

CAPITAL ADEQUACY ' THE BASIC CHALLENGE FOR TAX POLICY

The central economic problem for the long run facing the United States is
whether the rate of capital formation will be adequate to meet the economy's
capital requirements over the next decade and longer. Virtually all of the other
major issues with which public policy makers are concerned turn on this cen-
tral problem of capital adequacy. Whether the focus is on attaining energy self-
sufficiency, protection of the environment, improving and expanding mass transit
systems, raising the housing standards of low and middle-income individuals,
providing safer and healthier working conditions, and so on, a basic constraint
on achieving these goals is how much real capital will be available to meet the
growing and varied demands of the U.S. economy. The less rapidly we add to our
production capability, the more severely will pursuit of any of these public policy
objectives limit success In achieving other public and private goals.
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The Committee has heard much on the subject of the capital shortage, and
much of what the Committee has heard has illuminated the public policy issue.
The most serious impediment to effective legislative action to deal with this prob-
lem is that promising proposals to this end appear to oppose the interests of the
affluent against the poor, of business against labor, and of consumers against
producers and sellers. Such appearances are grossly deceiving. They arise from
a regrettable proclivity to look only at the initial impact of tax changes - at
the estimated initial changes in tax liabilities, rather than carefully examining
how taxpayers will respond to changes in taxes and determining what the ulti.
mate effects will be. For example, the Committee has before it in H.R. 10612 a
large number of proposed tax revisions which ostensibly would raise calendar
year tax liabilities by about $2.5 billion in 1976, ranging upwards thereafter
to about $4.25 billion in 1981. Yet common sense insists that, in the case of many
of those provisions, there will be no revenue gains at all but revenue losses, pos-
sibly substantial, as taxpayers change their activities to avoid the additional
tax liabilities, thereby reducing their investment or production and cutting back
on- employment in the affected activities. When the adjustments that will be
made in the market place are taken into account, the effects of changes in the
tax laws are often profound and far reaching and quite different in character
from those one might expect from examining only the initial change in the dis-
tribution of tax liabilities.

Tax changes to reduce the existing tax bias against saving and capital forma-
tion offer important cases in point. When one objectively examines the ultimate
effect of such tax changes, most if not all of the apparent opposition of interest
disappears. Tax changes to mitigate the capital shortage are not exactions from
the poor, from consumers, from labor. On the contrary, their prospects for a
better tomorrow depend critically on such constructive tax measures.

NATURE OF THE CAPITAL SHORTAGE

We should be sure, to begin with, about the meaning of the terms capital "re-
quirements" and capital "shortage."

The term capital "requirements" does not mean that there is some specific
amount of capital that must be on hand at some future time. As individual or
business decision-makers, we want additional capital in order to Increase our in-
comes; the amount of additional capital we seek to acquire depend. on how
much additional income we can obtain from the capital and how much it costs
us to get it. Since neither of these factors is fixed, neither is the amount of

-capital we want.
For the economy as a whole, capital "requirements" should be seen in a some-

what different light. As in the case of the individual or the business, there is no
unique amount of capital that the economy must have at any given time. There
should be no public policy concern with adding to the stock of capital for its own
sake. It makes sense to talk about capital additions and requirements only in
relation to other things, viz., the contribution of additional capital to greater
output, employment, productivity, and real wage rates.

The contribution of additions to the Nation's iAtock of real capital derives from
a law of economics, popularly known as the law of diminishing returns. Accord-
Ing to this law, an increase in the quantity of one production input used in com-
'bination with an unchanging quantity of other production resources increases
total output, although the rate of increase in output diminishes relative to the
rate of increase in the production input; at the same time, the productivity of the
other production inputs Increases. Thus, an increase in the amount of capital
used in production with a given amount of labor services total output and at the
same time increases the productivity of labor.

In a free market economy, this increase in the productivity of labor resulting
from an increase in the ratio of capital to labor in production has two major
consequences: (1) it increases the demand for labor services and (2) it increases
real wage rates. How much of the effect of an increase in the capital :labor ratio
will be increases in jobs and how much will be increases in wage rates depends on
the conditions of supply of labor services; in general, both employment and real
-wages increase.

It is instructive to examine the postwar record of the business sector of the
U.S. economy in this light. Our preliminary estimates based on the recently re-
-vised National Income and Product Accounts data show that from 1947 through
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1973, the number of full-time equivalent employees in the private business sector
of the economy Increased at an average annual rate of 1.5 percent a year. Adjust-
tig for changes in average hours of work per week and certain other fatcors, the
average annual rate of increase of labor services was 1.7 percent. Over the same
period, the net stock of capital in the business sector Increased at an average an-
nual rate of 3.5 percent. The capital:labor ratio, hence, increased at a trend
rate of 1.8 percent. This increase in the capital :labor ratio, in turn,contributed
to an average annual rate of Increase of 2.9 percent in labor's productivity and
real wage rates.

Further analysis of the postwar record also reveals that real output originating
In the business sector increased at an average annual rate of 3.6 percent from 1947
through 1973. Of this increase, 28 percent Is accounted for by the increase in capi.
tal, 33 percent by the increase in labor services, and 39 percent by technical prog-
ress-advances In the state of the industrial arts and their Implementation in
production processes.

The major conclusion, for purposes of public policy, which emerges from this
analysis is that retarding the rate of increase in the capital :labor ratio neces-
sarily means retarding the growth in employment and in real wage rates; ac-
celerating capital formation and the rate of increase in the capital :labor ratio
is the only certain means for increasing the rate of expansion of jobs and real
wage rates.

ESTIMATING CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS

With this in mind, we can begin to estimate the Nation's capital "requirements"
In a meaningful way. First, we begin with a projection of the growth in the labor
force. Given this projection, it is possible to estimate by how much the net stock
of capital must grow if the capital :labor ratio is to increase at least as fast as
the average rate of the post-war period. To repeat, if the rate of increase In this
ratio slows, so too will the rate of increase in employment and real wage rates.
Projecting the postwar trends in employment and In the capital:labor ratio
through 1985, we shall have to add $443.2 billion to the net stock of business
capital, measured In constant 1975 dollars. Assuming no change in the rate at
which business replaces fixed capital, this will require capital outlays totaling
$2.236 trillion dollars, again measured In constant 1975 dollars.

This does not exhaust required capital outlays, however. We must add the
amount of additional capital-and the capital outlays to acquire it-at least to
extend the postwar trend rate of increase in the Nation's stock of housing. We
must also add the capital that business will have to acquire not merely or even
principally to increase its capacity to produce goods and services people want to
buy, but to meet public safety mandates with respect to the environment, occu-
pational health and safety, a wide array of product quality standards, energy
self-sufficiency, and so on.

'Much of this government.mandated capital which a business must acquire gen-
erates no increase in its total income. As a consequence, the business making
these investments can obtain no return on such capital, hence cannot provide
rewards for the private saving which must be channeled into such capital for-
mation. The household or business customer doesn't go into the market to buy
cleaner air or water; it's not easy to persuade the customer that a given amount
of groceries are worth more because food processors and distributors produced
less air or water pollutants. In other words, much of this type of capital makes
only a negligible contribution to the market value of the products customers buy.
Aggregate sales proceeds for a given-amount of output, are not likely to increase
by an amount equal to the additional costs of the public-mandated capital. Such
capital, therefore, cannot be financed by business out of the Insignificant addi-
tional cash flow, if any, it generates. And since it reduces the rate of return
on the business' total capital, the business faces increasing difficulty In external
financing of its capital additions.

Unless the aggregate flow of saving, generated internally by business or avail-
able in the capital markets, increases substantially, we face a serious shortfall
in the capacity of business to finance the Increases in capital used to produce the
goods and services people buy-the capital that does contribute directly to in-
creases In output, employment and real wage rates. This drain must somehow
be offset by additional saving. This Is not to suggest that these government-man-

-dated capital outlays are not warranted or that the goals they seek are inap-
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propriate. But it must be recognized that such capital formation cannot be had
for free and that it adds substantially to the total requirements for capital.

The amount of the capital outlays business will have to make over the next
10 years Just to meet the environmental control and OSHA requirements, on the
on the business' total capital, the business faces increasing difficulty in external
1975 dollar&

PRIVATE SAVING REQUIREMENTS
For every dollar of these capital outlays, there must be a dollar of saving;

gross private Investment must be matched by gross national saving. Gross na-
tional saving is the sum of gross private saving plus government surpluses orminus government deficits. In most of the postwar years, the government sector
has been in deficit, hence has reduced rather than augmented gross national sav-
ing. The burden of financing the Nation's capital requirements, therefore, falls ongross private saving. If it assumed that government deficits average no more than
$10 billion per year over the next decade--an extremely conservative assumption
In view of recent experience and near-term pros4pects-the Nation's total private
saving will have to aggregate $3.82 trillion In constant 1975 dollars, through
1985.

The aggregate saving requirement.q are substantially larger if, more realls-tlcally, we take account of some continuing inflation. If the price level rises on
the average by 3 percent a year through 198. total requirements aggregate notless than $4.55 trillion. At a 5 percent inflation rate, this total increase to $5.13
trillion.

If gross private saving as a fraction of GNP continues over the next decade atthe postwar average rate of 15.51 percent. the total of such saving through 19K!
will fall $744 billion short of estimated requirements, measured in constant 1975
dollars. At a 3 percent inflation rate, the gap. conservatively estimated, is $893
billion; with Inflation at 5 percent, the gap Increases to $1008 billion.

Closing this gap between capital requirements and private saving will requirean increase in the total private sector saving rate from the 15.51 percent postwar
average to 19.26 percent. if we assume a zero inflation rate through 1985. At a 3percent inflation rate, total private sector saving would have to increase to 19.210
percent of GNP. And if inflation is at 5 percent, the private saving rate willhave to increase to 19.30 percent.' Thue estimates are summarized in Tables
8a, b, and c.

ESTIMATED CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND PRIVATE SAVING, 1976-85-a. ZERO INFLATION

[Billions of 1975 dolarsi

Capital requirements

Nonresi.
dential fixed Other capital

investment outays,
plus including Gross

inventory Government privateYear accumulation deficits Total saving Saving gap

1976 .............................. 205.7 110.6 316.3 261.3 55.01977 .............................. 213.0 115.8 328.8 270.6 58.21978 .............................. 220.5 121.4 341.9 280.3 61.61979 .............................. 228.1 127.5 355.6 290.3 65.31980 .............................. 236.3 134.2 370.5 300.7 69.8981 ........................... 244.5 141.4 385.9 311.5 74.41982 ........................... 253.0 149.5 402.5 322.7 79.81983 .............................. 261.9 158.3 420.2 334.2 86.0194 271.1 168.0 439.1 346.2 92.91985 ........................... 280.6 178.6 459.2 358.6 100.6
Total .......................... 2,414.7 1,405.3 3,820.0 3,076.4 743.6

'The estimated required saving rates in the Inflation cases err significantly on the low
side. The estimated amount of private saving does not include downward inventory valu-ation adjustments which would reduce business saving under the 3 percent and 5 percentInflation cases. Moreover, the estimated saving Implicitly assumes that capital recoveryallowances would incre se above the annual zero innation amounts In the same proportionas the Inflation rate. Since capital recovery allowances are based on historical rather thanreplacement costs, this assumption overstates the amount of this component of privatesaving under the 8 percent and 5 percent inflation cases.
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ESTIMATED CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND PRIVATE SAVING, 1976-5

(Billions.Qf dollars

GrossCapital private
Year requirements saving Saving gap

B. 1 PERCENT INFLATION
1976 ......................................................... 325.8 269.1 56.7
1977 ............................................................. 348 8 287.1 61.7
1978 ............................................................. 373.6 306.3 67.3
1979 ............................................................. 400.2 326.8 73.4
1980 ............................................................. 429.5 348.6 80.9
1981 ............................................................. 460.8 371.9 88.9
1982 ............................................................. 495.0 396.8 98.2
1983 ............................................................. 532.3 423.3 109.0
1984 ............................................................. 572.9 451.7 121.2
1985 ............................................................ 617.1 481.9 135.2

Total ...................................................... 4,556.0 3,663.5 892.5

C. 5 PERCENT INFLATION
1976 ............................................................. 332.1 274.4 57.7
1977 ............. ................................... 362.5 298.4 64.1
1978 ............................................................. 395.8 324.5 71.3
1979 ............................................................. 432.2 353.0 79.2
1980 ............................................................. 472.9 383.9 39.0
1981 ............................................................. 517.1 417.5 99.6
1982 ............................................................. 566.4 454.1 112.3
1983 ............................................................. 620.8 493.8 127.0
1984 ............................................................. 681.2 537.1 144.1
1985 ............................................................. 748.0 584.1 163.9

Total ..................................................... 51,29.0 4,120.8 1,008.2

There is no assurance that total private saving will continue at the postwar
average rate, let alone that it will increase by the indicated amount. Some
economists dismiss this problem by asserting that if the private saving rate were
inadequate, the market rate of interest rise and private saving would, therefore,
increase. But this answer confuses cause and effect: the rise In interest rates
would be the result of the shortfall as I've attempted to define it; in saving and
Ircapital formation, it would reflect a greater relative scarcity of capital, hence
the, higher price the economy wotild have to pay for the services of capital in
production. To be sure, the market would clear, but there is no reason to assume
that the market-clearing amount of saving and capital formation would be
adequate to niaittain the trend rate of increase In the capftal-labor ratio and
to satisfy the government mandated demands for capital as well.

Another answer to the prospective shortfall in saving which some economists
offer is for the Federal government to achieve budget surpluses instead of
deficits. As noted, a government budget surplus is a plus in gross national
saving while a deficit is a minus. Whether this prescription would solve the
problem, however, depends on how the surplus is achieved. A slowdown in the
growth of government spending, allowing revenues at present tax rates to catch
up and overtake expenditures, would certainly contribute to expanding the
Nation's total saving. Desirable as this sort of fiscal development would be, it
does not appear to be a realistic prospect.

The alternative means for shifting from deficit to surplus Is to Increase tax
revenues at a faster rate than provided by the growth of economic activity, that
is, by increasing tax rates, by eliminating or reducing so-called "tax-expen-
ditures", or by adding new taxes. None of these approaches Is likely, however, to
contribute much to closing the saving-capital formation gap. Each Is likely to
increase the cost of private saving, hence to reduce its amount. Raising taxes,
therefore, would transfer saving from the private to the public sector; It would
not necessarily or even likely increase total saving by any material amount.

Particular caution should be attached to the recommendations to raise addi-
tional tax revenues by reducing tax "expenditures". Apart from the fact that
the estimates of the additional revenues to be obtained thereby are woefully
unrealistic (because they are based on the assumption that the affected tax-
payers would be completely unresponsive to the increases In their taxes), the
principal flaw In this approach is that the increase In taxes would almost entirely
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represent additional taxes on the return to private saving, thereby accentuating
the existing anti-saving tax bias. At best, private saving might be expected to
fall by no more than the estimated increase in revenues; more realistically, the
decline in private saving would probably exceed any ultimately realized increase
in Federal tax revenues.

Whatever one's view about the desirability of reducing tax "expenditures",
it is mere wishful thinking to project any increase in the Nation's total saving
from doing so. All things considered, achieving a higher total saving rate
from government surpluses is not a realistic solution.

CONSEQUENCES OF A PRIVATE SAVING SHORTFALL

What will happen if actual saving falls short of these "requirements"? In all
likelihood, the capital formation shortfall would be largely in the Investment In
the machinery, equipment, plants, working capital, etc., which increase the real
output of marketable goods and services. If the private saving rate were to
continue only at the postwar average rate, the saving shortfall, in 198.5, assuming
no increase in the price level, would be $100 billion. This would be almost 2"2
percent of the estimated amount of the capital formation needed to maintain the
trend rate of increase in the capital.labor ratio. The adverse impact of a shortfall
of this magnitude on labor's productivity and real wage rates clearly would be
enormous.

It is clear, I hope, that the problem we face is nof one of providing incentives
to business to add more rapidly to the stocks of their capital. The problem, rather,
is one of reducing the existing bias against saving. The capital shortage facing
the Nation is, in truth, a saving shortage.

TrHE TAX BIAS AGAINST SAVING

The tax policy imperative, accordingly, is to reduce the bias against private
saving which Is a major feature of the present tax laws. That bias results from
the fact that, with few exceptions, taxes are imposed both on the amount of
current saving and on the future returns to such saving, whereas the tax falls
only once on income used for consumption. Since the amount we save today is
the capitalized value of income we will receive in the future, we currently tax
the same future income stream at least twice. More realistically, we tax saving
over and over again: the corporation income tax, State and local income taxes,
property taxes, estate, gift and inheritance taxes-all substantially add to the
aggregate tax burden on saving. Saving uses of income are taxed by far more
heavily than anything else.'

The foremost challenge facing the Congless is to deal realistically with the
urgeit requirement for a higher rate of private saving. If this challenge cannot
be met, one or more of the high priority objectives of economic policy will have to
bear the brunt of the failure.

TAX CHANGES TO EASE TIlE CAPITAL SHORTAGE

It is highly encouraging that many members of the Congress have become
aware of the prospective capital shortfall, have perceived the potential of
changes In the tax structure to deal with the problem, and have attempted to
develop programs for constructive tax revisions to this end. Particularly promis-
Ing, in my Judgement, are those tax programs which address the problem with
a variety of proposals, aimed at expanding saving by individuals and business
alike. This approach recognizes that no one form of saying is superior to others,
that all additional saving will find its way into the capital market where it will
be allocated to the myriad capital formation uses, by and large on the basis of
which of the market participants can make the most productive use of additional
capital. No one tax change of limited scope is the best revision for purposes
of reducing the existing tax bias against saving and investment. A variety of

I I've attempted to detail the elements of the tax system which contributo to this anti.
envinR bias and to illustrate their impact in testimony presented to the CoMinittee on
Ways and Means, Panel Discussions on General Tax Reforms. 93d Congress. First Ses-
sion. February 5. 1973. pp. 153 ff. and In "Tax Treatment of Bavinus and Capltal Recmy-
cry". The George Washington Law Review, Symposium on Tax Policy, March 1974, Vol.
ume 42, Number 3, pp. 501 ff.
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such measures are called for if everyone is to be allowed to get in on the act
of accelerating the expansion of the Nation's production capability, its total
output, employment, and income.

I alluded early in my testimony to a serious impediment to legislation to deal
effectively with the capital shortage-the apparent opposition of interests of vari-
ous groups in the society. Decades of adversary positions are not going to be
legislated away in a single revenue act, but a start toward broader and fuller
understanding of the importance of and benefits from removing the tax barriers
to a higher saving rate can be made by tax legislation which eases the excessive
tax burden on all taxpayers' saving.

In this connection, Chairman Long's espousal of tax provisions to encourage
employees to invest in the stock of their cmploiyers reflect a recognition of the
aspirations of people in a wide range of economic circumstances to have a piece
of the action. An appropriate complement to favorable tax treatment of employee
stock ownership plans Would be a universally available tax credit for individual
taxpayers based on the amount of the net increase in their savings during the
taxable year. The credit might be allowed at a rate of, say, 10 percent, with an
upper limit of, say, $1,000 per return ($2,000 on a joint return).

Relief of some form from the present incremental tax on capital gains is also
urgently needed. As this Committee is well aware, the deduction for one half of
realized capital gains is widely identified by tax "reformers" as one of the
principal "loopholes" in the income tax. In fact, however any tax on capital
gains is an additional tax on the returns to saving; it is a negative "loophole"
which should be eliminated by excluding capital gains and losses entirely from
the calculation of taxable income. Short of this drastic step, some measure,
perhaps fully excluding the first $1,000 of capital gains each year provided the
proceeds from the disposition of capital assets are fully reinvested in others,
is highly desirable.

A long overdue tax revision is to replace our archaic depreciation system with
a capital recovery system, based on short, standard recovery periods for all
machinery and equipment and business structures. Also highly desirable would
be to make the investment tax credit permanent and uniformly applicable to all
classes of property and taxpayers, preferably at a substantially higher rate
than at present.

There is a growing consensus that the corporation income tax should be elimi-
nated. This tax is a differential and very heavy excise on saving invested in
corporate equity capital. As such, it contributes significantly to distortion of
corporate capitalization. Far more Important, its adverse effects are diffused,
through the operation of the capital market, to all capital, depressing the overall
private saving and investment rate. Useful initial steps toward the elimination
of this tax would be reduction in the normal and surtax rates and elimination of
the present double tax on distributed corporate earnings.

Proposals of this sort are opposed by some on the basis that they would result
in excessively large revenue losses for the Treasury and by others on the basis
that they would not be effective. Neither view, in my judgement, is well taken.

The kind of tax revision briefly described above would reduce the cost of
saving, i.e., it would take less pretax current income than at present to acquire
a given amount of after-tax future income. This reduction in the cost of acquir-
ing future income would certainly result in an increase in the amount people
would save out of their current disposable incomes. This increase in savings
would be matched by an increase in capital formation. The expansion of capital
formation above the levels that would otherwise occur would add immediately
to total production activity, to the extent that existing production capability
could be more intensively utilized or that more individuals would be induced to
enter the labor force; over the longer term, the expanded stock of capital would
increase aggregate production capability, total output, henci. total income. The
tax base, therefore, would expand more rapidly than otherwise. The net effect
on Federal tax revenues, accordingly, would be far different from the mis-
leading initial impact revenue estimates custonjarily provided-estimates which
unrealistically assume that taxpayers are completely inert and unresponsive to
changes in tax provisions. Indeed, many tax proposals which appear to be
revenue losers when only the initial impact revenue effects are considered turn
out to be revenue gainers when their effects on economic behavior are realistically
analyzed. Unfortunately, the net revenue effects, which take account of adjust-
ments to tax changes, are seldom presented to the tax-writing committees of the
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Congress by Congressional staff or the Treasury experts. For example, a recent
Committee Print of the Senate Committee on the Budget shows substantial
revenue losses in fiscal years 1975-1977 from the Investment Tax Credit 1 As
the authors of the report acknowledge, these estimates ". . do not take into
account any effects that the removal of one or more of the Items might have on
investment and consumption patterns or on any other aspects of individual
taxpayer behavior, general economic activity..." z What useful construction
or interpretation can be placed on initial impact revenue estimates, I must con-
fess, eludes me entirely. I respectfully urge this Committee to ignore such
revenue estimates In assessing the desirability of proposals for tax revisions.

CONCLUSION

The U.S. economy faces serious challenges as far Into the future as our data
and analytical skills allow us to project. Successfully dealing with these
challenges will provide enormous rewards for all Americans. Whether we deal
successfully with them will depend In large part on the future thrust of public
policy, which in turn will largely depend on decisions made now and in the near
future.

This Committee, I am sure, has noted the public policy tendency to treat each
new problem presented to public policy makers as evidence of the failure of the
private market system. An objective examination of the evidence, however, urges
that our unhappy economic record of recent years is the outcome of excessive and
Inept governmental intrusion in the operation of the economy, accelerating over
the years;-

The decisions this Congress makes about the basic content of economic policy
will have a major bearing on whether the economy thrives, whether individual
freedom, responsibility, self-reliance, and initiative will be encouraged and
enhanced, on the one hand, or whether the economy and all its participants will
become increasingly wards of the Federal, State, and local governments. In the
field of public finance, the first course of action calls for a tight rein on govern-
ment spending and tax revisions aimed at making the tax system less repressive
of effort, of saving, and of investment. The latter course of action calls for an
expansionary expenditure policy, larger deficits, hence greater displacement of
private saving and capital formation, government planning of economic activity,
and increasing government employment.

Past Congresses have faced similar challenges. In the early 1960's, confronting
economic circumstances not too dissimilar from today's, the Congress was asked
to make a similar choice. The options were elegantly expressed by the then
Chairman of the Committee on Ways and Means on Septeriber 16, 1963. I can
think of no way to improve on that statement. With your permission, I would
like to quote briefly from it:

"The purpose of this tax reduction and revision bill (H.R. 8363) is to loosen
the constraints which present Federal taxation imposes on the American economy.
The results of these tax reductions and revisions will be a higher level of
economic activity, fuller use of our manpower, more intensive and profitable
use of our plant and equipment; and with the increases in wages, salaries,
profits, consumption, and investment, there will be Increases in Federal tax reve-
nues . . . -there are two roads the Government could follow toward a larger,more
prosperous economy-the tax reduction road or the government expenditure
increase road. There is a difference-a vitally important difference-between
them. 'The increase in Government expenditure road gets us to a higher level
of economic activity with larger and larger shares of that activity initiating
in Government-with more labor and capital being used directly by the Govern-
ment and with more labor and capital in the private sector of the economy
being used to produce goods and services on Government orders. The tax reduc-
tion road, on the other hand, gets us to a higher level of economic activity-to
a bigger, more prosperous, more efficient economy-with a larger and larger
share of that enlarged activity initiating In the private sector of the economy-
in the decision of individuals to increase and diversify their private consumption
and in the decisions of business concerns to increase their productive capacity-

Tax Expenditures. Compendium of Background Material on Individual Provisions,
Mar. 17. 1976. pp. 57-59.

2 Ibid., p. 3.
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to acquire more plant and machines, to hire more labor, to expand their inven-
tories--and to diversify and increase the efficiency of their production."

The thrust of public policy-particularly tax policy-urged in that statement
is even more appropriate today than it was in 1963. The Congress responded
affirmatively then; hopefully, it will do so again in the very near future.

Senator Cunws. The next witness is Charls E. Walker, president,
Charls E. Walker Associates, Inc., on behalf of The Business
Roundtable.

Mr. Walker, you are not a newcomer to this room or to this committee
by any means, and we are happy to have you back. Will you tell us
for whom you are appearing and identify your associates who are
accompanying you.

STATEMENT OF DR. CHARLS E. WALKER, PRESIDENT, CHARLS E.
WALKER ASSOCIATES, ON BEHALF OF THE BUSINESS ROUND.
TABLE, ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID 0. WILLIAMS, ;R., TAX COUN-
SEL, BETHLEHEM STEEL CORP., AND ALBERT E. GERMAIN, TAX
COUNSEL, ALUMINUM CO. OF AMERICA

Mr. WALKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of this distinguished committee, my

name is Charls E. Walker and I am a consultant to The Business
Roundtable, for whom I am appearing.

Speaking on behalf of its 170 members, I want to express the grati-
tude of The Roundtable for the opportunity to testify before this
committee on tax revision. My oral remarks will be limited to 10
minutes, but a longer statement and a supplement are submitted
for the record.

On my right- is tax specialist David 0. Williams, Jr., tax counsel
for the Bethlehem Steel-Corp.

On my left is tax specialist Albert E. Germain, tax -counsel for
the Aluminum Company of America.

Senator Cun'rs. Does your paper indicate what The Roundtable is?
Mr. WALKER. No, it does not. It is a group of 170 business corpora-

tions organized to work on public policy issues. -
[The list referred to follows:]

MEMBERSHIP

Allis-Chalners Corp.
Aluminum Co. of America
AMAX, Inc.
American Can 0o.
American Home Products
American Telephone & Telegraph
The Anaconda Co.
Anheuser-Busch, Inc.
Arizona Public Service Co.
Armco Steel Corp.
Armstrong Cork Co.
ASARCO, Inc.
Atlantic Richfield Co.
Babcock-& Wilcox
Bank of America
Bethlehem Steel Corp.
The Boeing Co.
Boise Cascade Oorp.

69-460-76V----pt. 4-O

Borg-Warner Corp.
Bristol-Meyers Co.
Burlington Industries, Inc.
Burlington Northern, Inc.
Carter Hawley Hale Stores
Campbell Soup Co.
Carolina Power & Light Co.
Carrier Corp.
Caterpillar Tractor Co.
Certain-teed Products Corp.
Champion International Corp.
Chase Manhattan Bank
Chrysler Corp.
Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co.
Cities Service Co.
Clark Equipment Co.
Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co.
The Coca-Cola Co.
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MEMBERSHIP-Continued

The Columbus Gas System, Inc.
Continental Can Co.
Continental Oil Co.
Corning Glass Works
Crown Zellerbach Corp.
Cyclops Corp.
Dart Industries, Inc.
Dayton Power & Light Co.
Deere & Co.
Deering Milliken, Inc.
Detroit Edison Co.
Dow Chemical Co.
Dresser Industries, Inc.
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.
Eastern Air Lines Co.
Eaton Corp.
Esmark, Inc.
Exxon Corp.
FMC Corp.
Federated Department Stores, Inc.
The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Citibank
Ford Motor Co.
GAF Corp.
General Cable Corp.
General Dynamics Corp.
General Electric Co.
General Foods Corp.
General Mills, Inc.
General Motors Corp.
The General Tire & Rubber Co.
The B. F. Goodrich Co.
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

-The Greyhound Corp.
Gulf Oil Corp.
Gulf States Utilities Co.
Halliburton Co.
The Ianna Mining Co.
H. J. leinz Co.
Hercules Inc.
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Honeywell, Inc.
Hoover Worldwide Corp.
Ideal Basic Industries
Illinois Tool Works, Inc.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Inland Steel Co.
IBM Corporation
International Harvester Co.
International Nickel Co.
International Paper Co.
iowa-Illinois Gas & Electric Co.
Irving Trust Co.
Johns-Manville Corp.
Kaiser Industries Corp.
Kennecott Copper Corp.
Koppers Co., Inc.
Kraftco Corp.
The LTV Corp.
Libbey-Owens-Ford Co.
Eli Lilly & Co.
R. H. Macy & Co.
Marcor, Inc.
Merck & Co., Inc.
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.

Middle South Utilities Inc.
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co.
Mobil Oil Corp.
Monsanto Co.
NL Industries, Inc.
Nabisco, Inc.
National Steel Corp.
Norton Co.
Olin Corp.
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.
Owens-Illinois, ilne.
Pacific Gas & Electric Co.
J. C. Penney Co., Inc.
Pennzoll Co.
Phelps Dodge Corp.
Phillips Petroleum Co.
Potomac Electric Power Co., Inc.
PP'G Industries
The Procter & Gamble Co.
The Prudential Insurance Co. of

America
Public Service Co. of Colorado
Public Service Co. of Indiana, Inc.
Public Service Co. of Oklahoma
Public Service Electric & Gas Co.
RCA Corp.
Ralston Purina Co.
Republic Steel Corp.
Reynolds Metals Co.
Roadway Express, Inc.
Rockwell Industries, Inc.
Rohr Industries, Inc.
Scott Paper Co.
Sears, Roebuck & Co.
Shell Oil Co.
SIFCO Industries, Inc.
A. 0. Smith Corp.
Southern California Edison Co.
The Southern Co.
Southern Pacific Co.
Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)
Stauffer Chemical Co.
Sun Oil Co.
Sundstrand Corp.
TRW Inc.
Tenneco, Inc.
Texaco, Inc.
Texas Gas Transmission Corp.
Texasgulf, Inc.
Texas Instruments Inc.
Texas Utilities Co.
Trans World Airlines, wnc.
UAL, Inc.
Union Camp Corp.
Union Electric Co.
The Union Pacific Railroad Corp.
Uniroyal, Inc.
United States Steel Corp.
United Technologies Corp.
IUtah International, Inc.
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Weyerhaeuser Co.
Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel Corp.
Whirlpool Corp.
White Motor Corp.
Xerox Corp.
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Senator CURTIS. You may proceed.
Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, this summary is confined to three

major areas of tax revision: (1) tax measures to promote capital for-
ination; (2) tax treatment of domestic international sales corpora-
tions; and (3) taxation of income earned abroad by U.S. businesses
and their affiliates.

Mr. Chairman, from the Seretary of the Treasury, Dr. Ture and
others. you have or will have received a mountain of testimony to the
effect that our Federal income tax system is seriously titled in favor
of consumption and against the saving, investment,, and capital for-
mation that are so crucial to the wellbeing of American consumers,
workers and producers. Time does not permit me to restate these
persuasive arguments. Instead, let. me summarize quickly tax actions
that this committee might recommend to start redressing the im-
balance in our tax system. This should not be done by increasing taxes
on individuals. In fact, we favor permanent extension of the iidivid-
ual and small business tax reductions expiring at midyear.

First, Mr. Chairman, President, Ford's proposal to reduce the cor-
porate rate from 48 percent to 46 Percent las much to commend it.
Unfortunately, few Americans realize that, as you have noted, cor-
porations do not pay taxes; people pay taxes. This misunderstanding
is a formidable obstacle to cutting corporate rates. Nevertheless, we
urge the committee to seriously consider the Ford pl)io)osal.

Second. the investment tax credit, widely hailed as a powerful
means of promoting jobs and growth through capital formation,
should he made permnanent at the 12 percent level recommended
unanimously last year by the President's Labor-Management Advisory
Committee. At the least, a permanent ITC of 10 percent-the current
temporary level-is justified.

Third, our depreciation laws shoul be modeiinized lby replacing tie
woefully inadequate historical cost system with one that allows for
inflation. ADR should be retained and liberalized. And immediate
writeoff of expenditures for pollution control is justified.

Finally, with respect to capital formation, some start should be
made toward reducing the dotible taxation of corporate dividends,
perhaps by permitting corporations to deduct a portion, say, 25 per-
cent, of dividends paid.

Turning now to DISC, largely a.s a result of the work of this com-
mittee, this tax incentive was adopted in 1971 to increase exports while
maximizing employment at home. Exports have more than doubled,
and we are convinced, as is the Commerce Department, that DISC
must be given a significant share of the credit.

Not so, say the critics. Devaluation of the dollar has in their view
been the maior factor, assisted bv poor crops abroad. They also argue
that in the future a ' floating dollar" will solve all our problems --if
exports weaken, the dollar will simply fall in exchange markets and
exports will bounce back.

This is a false argumentt. Even if we were willing to see our dollar
float downward indefinitely, thereby raising the real cost of imports,
our competitors abroad would doubftless view the situation with con-
siderable alarm, and we could reexperience a series of competitive cur-
rency devaluations reminiscent of the "beggar-thy-neighbor" policies
of the 1930's. Nobody wants that.
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Critics also complain that DISC is "costing" much more than ex-
pected. If it costs more, it is because exports are up. If exports are up,
export-related jobs are also up. In other words, the higher estimates
of revenue impact could reasonably be interpreted as a sign of signal
success. And, beyond this, industry has been provided witlf job-
creating capital funds in the process.

The attitudes in GATT are also interesting to note. If DISC is
indeed ineffective, why have our competitors. abroad screamed so-
loudly that it is an unfair export incentiveI

Finally, with respect to DISC, Mr. Chairman, it is very difficult for
me to improve on the basic thrust of the testimony earlier this week
by Representative Karth who has studied this issue impartially and
in great depth.

DISC should not be eliminated; it should not be made incremental;
it should be retained in its present form.

Turning now, Mr. Chairman to taxation of foreign source income,
there is a disturbing tendency on the part of some observers to depict
the foreign source income provisions of our tax laws as riddled with
so-called "loopholes" that facilitate widescale tax avoidance.

This is incorrect. As is generally true throughout the industrial
world, the U.S. system of taxation of foreign source income recognizes
that the country in which business income is earned has primary tax
jurisdiction over that income; that taxes should not be confiscatory;
and that income should not be taxed until received. Current foreign
source income provisions of the tax laws, although exceedingly com-
plex, are based on these principles.

Furthermore, abrogation of the principles would reduce the cam-
petitiveness of U.S. industry in world markets-and in many cases
(irive Americans out of business abroad-all to the detriment of
American workers and consumers.

As is frequently the case, attacks on the existing system, and pro-
posals to change it radically, are based largely on misunderstanding of
the way the system actually operates.

Take, for example, the foreign tax credit, which is effectively
designed to avoid double taxation of income earned abroad. Under
the U.S. foreign tax credit provisions, a U.S. taxpayer can reduce his
Federal income taxes, otherwise payable on his foreign source income,
by foreign income taxes paid on such income. However, the reduction,
or credit, for foreign income taxes paid on the foreign source income,
cannot exceed the U.S. income taxes that would have to be paid on the
taxpayer's income from foreign sources. This avoids double taxation
and assures that taxes are paid in an amount at least equal to the U.S.
corporate rate. It also eliminates the possibility of confiscatory
taxation.

The foreign tax credit is no "giveway." It does not reduce the for-
eign and domestic tax burden below the level that would be applicable
if -the income were entirely domestic income. Press reports that U.S.
corporations with operations abroad pay only a relatively small part of
their worldwide profits as Federal taxes are highly misleading, because
they ignore foreign income taxes paid on the portion of worldwide
income earned abroad.

The suggestion that so-called "deferral" be eliminated-that income
earned abroad by subsidiaries be deemed taxable to U.S. shareholders
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before being received, rather than, as is nov the case, when remitted
in the form of dividends--is also based upon misunderstanding.

The term "deferral" is a misnomer. Taxation of this foreign income
by the United States before remittance-before receipt by the U.S.
shareholder-would be "anticipatory taxation," which is clearly in con-
flict with our basic precept of taxing dividend income only when re-
ceived by the shareholder.

The enormity of the misunderstanding becomes even clearer when it
is recognized that other countries do not tax the unremitted operating
earnings of foreign subsidiaries of their domestic corporations. And
some countries, such as France and the Netherlands, do not tax foreign
source income even when actually received by their nationals.

But even when these misconceptions are cleared away, there are still
critics who argue that the overall effect of our approach is to "export
jobs" and increase investment of U.S. firms abroad at the expense of
investment in the United States.

The facts are otherwise. The record clearly depicts a very favorable
U.S. impact from operations of U.S. companies with subsidiaries
abroad. U.S. employment of these companies has increased over twice
as fast as other U.S. companies; their domestic sales and investment
have increased faster; and their exports of goods produced here have
outstripped those of other firms.

That record speaks for itself.
A final point, Mr. Chairman, brings us full circle to the capital for-

mation problem discussed at the outset. Proponents of increasing U.S.
taxes on foreign source income argue erroneously that the auto-
matic result would be higher investment in the United States.

Domestic business does not go abroad because of so-called deferral.
It invests abroad to develop market opportunities in competition with
foreign-owned, foreign-based producers, in markets which cannot be
served from the United States for a variety of reasons.

Rather than penalize foreign income through higher taxes, i:c it
not far better to enact legislation specifically designed to increase the
after-tax return of investment in the United States? That would 1ie
the precise result of the productive tax reform which I discussed
earlier-and capital formation here would surely benefit.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the Business Roundtable,
I cannot stress too strongly the fact that failure to adopt measures
promoting greater capital foriiation, or the enactment of legislation
violating the fundamental objectives of the foreign source income pro-
visions of the law, would only in the first instance affect the business
community. The ultimate impact would be on the American citizen-
as a worker and consumer-and that impact would be detrimental to
his economic well-being. Nothing less than his future standard of
living is at stake.

Thank you very much.
Senator Cuwris. Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. Surely on the foreign deferral, I do not under-

stand your theory that this would be like taxing money before it is
distributed to the shareholder. Don't we do that now with corporations
domestically?

Mr. WALKFn. Not the shareholders.
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Senator PAcKWOOD. Take corporation A in America. It sets up a 100-
percent subsidiary in Germany. There is not an affiliate or agreement
with a foreign country to pay dividends or not does pay them to
American shareholders or otherwise. Why is that not taxed just as if it
were operated here?

Mr. WALKER. It is. Stockholders of domestic subsidiaries are not
taxed until dividends are paid. Also, you are assuming 100-percent
ownership. There might be a bunch of other individual shareholders in
addition to the parent U.S. corporation. The parent corporation re-
ceives its income in the form of dividends that are remitted. It is even
clearer if you or I own a share of that controlled foreign corporation
and under Senator Kennedy's proposal, if you own more than 1 percent
you would be taxed before the corporate income is personal income to
you.

It is almost the same as if you owned a share of stock in a U.S. cor-
poration, and it earns a dollar per share but pays no dividends, you
still would have to pay the tax on the dollar earned. That is anticipa-
tory taxation.

Senator PACKWOOD. In your statement where you quote Chairman
Long, you say corporations really don't pay taxes anyway. You are
just a conduit and pass them along. If that, is true, what difference does
it make what corporate tax rate is if it is 20 percent or 80 percent.

Mr. WALKR . First of all, we have to understand we don't know the
incidence. In some industries a great portion may be passed on to the
ultimate consumer. If that is true-since most. of the goods in this
country are bought by people of low- and middle-income, rich people
spend a lot more money per person but low- and middle-income people
buy much more in the aggregate--then it would be a regressive tax.
If you triple the taxes on grocery stores, which earn about a penny per
sales dollar, they will pass the tax on to consumers and it will be highly
regressive.

Economists will say some of the taxes pass back to the stockholder.
We don't know how inuch. This committee assumed about 50-50 back
in 1969 or 1971. The part. that is passed back to the stockholder hurts
capital formation and jobs, because. it reduces the incentive to invest.

Senator PACKWOOD. You are saying it is not all passed on.
Mr. WALrER. YeS. It's split. .11t we don't know how.
Senator PACKWooI. The corporation is a collector and sooner or

later, the taxes are borne by you and me..
Mr. WALKER., If I am a consumer, to the extent they are passed on

in the form of highr prices, I'm hit. If I am a stockholder, I am hit
because it reduces the return on my investment. It hits forward and
backward, in some combine ion, and veers all over the lot.

The point is that. a lot of people think you can tax a corporation
without affecting people. The corporate tax always affects people,
sooner or later. and we don't. know in what way and how much. I would
be in favor of getting completely rid of the corporate income tax,
partly for that reason. But I am a realist.

Senator P.%ci("wO . Walt plout the A',hiie added tax ?
Mi,'. ILKE11;. The roIrndtleb', linmde 0no study of the value added

tax. So T wait. to e'v'phasize this is personal.
I stud lied I.he valup added tax in doeth when in the Trenamry Dc-

partment.. Assistant Secretary Colhen went, to Europe to find out about
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it there. I was personally impressed with the fact that a consumption-
based value added tax-not applying to investment goods-would cer-
tainly be a powerful factor in reducing the bias against saving and
investment in our tax system.

However, it has the image over here of being simply a retail sales
tax, and also being very regressive. Furthermore, the impact among
industries and companies would vary greatly; it depends basically on
how labor intensive a company is. A number of members of the round-
table would probably be against the value added tax. But we have to
study it, It is the wave of the future in some important parts of the
world. That is one reason the tax burden on capital formation is less
in Western Europe.

Senator PACKWOOD. Secretary Simon, about a year ago, presented
excellent testimony. As I recall, all the European countries presently
tax the great national productions, except Great Britain, less but still
above us.

Mr. WALKER. The United Kingdom has finally gotten religion, but
25 years too late.

Aenator PACKwoo,. But isn't the tax regressive?
Mr. WALRER. We devised in the Treasury Department, through the

ingenuity of Mr. Cohen and others, a technique which would make the
value added tax completely proportional by giving a refundable in-
come tax credit to families-I forget the amount, $30, $40, $50, what-
ever it was-to offset the, purchase of necessities. It is like the refund-
able credits given on Nebraska sales tax. You pay a sales tax in Ne-
braska and you get a credit on your income tax. If you don't have
enough income tax, it is made refundable and you get a check from the
State.

Senator CURTIs. It still serves another purpose.
The question was whether you should charge a sales tax on food

items. That raises all the prol'lems of having various taxes and how
you describe something. The refundable credit is supposed to amount
to about what, would be paid for the food.

Senator PAC(WOOD. Mr. Chairman, let me ask you a question, be-
cause I am curious about something I read in the paper this morning
about the Budget Committee. Are they ordering us in this tax reform
to come up with $2 billion with loophole closures where we have to
find that, money to meet those totals?

The C11AIR.N-T.-. They are not ordering us to, no, though that is what
some of their members wanted to do. They are going to put in their
committee report that they would like for us to raise $2 billion by
doing something of that, sort.

Senator PACRWOO. Will their budget totals be premised upon our
coming up with $2 billion in revenues?

The CHARM*AN. They are going to give us one net revenue figure
for new legislation. They will say in their report that this figure is the
net of two things-one plus figure and one minus figurv. I contend that
the budget process means that the Congress tells us how much revenue
it wants and it is our duty to recommend how we can raise that much.

Some of the members of that committee want to give us two figures-
how much of a revenue loss we should provide for the tax cuts, and how
much revenue gain for tax increases. They want to give you two
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figures. In my judgment, that would represent the first step in an
effort of the Budget Committee to be the tax writing committee and
the Appropriations Committee. The way the budget process was set
up, they are supposed to recommend to the Senate how much revenue
this Government should take in. It is our job to recommend how the
Government can take in that much. I can live with that process, and I
think this committee ought to--that is what was intended when we
voted to set up the budget process. But if they try to tell us to put a
tax on this man and not put a tax on that man, or that we should raise
funds by way of an excise tax rather than by way of an income tax,
then in my judgment, they are stepping outside their bounds.

And if they want to try to mandate that, I think we ought to take
them on on the floor. But that is not what the Budget Committee is
proposing to do now.

Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, on this. I don't want to stick my nose
into a congressional procedure.

The CHAMMAN. I welcome your suggestions. You have been around
here a long time. We call you the old Charls Walker, since we now
have a new one.

Mr. WALKER. He is a fine person, but he is a little older than I am.
Downtown they call me Charls the first, who knows how to spell his
name correctly.

Seeing this problem coming down the pike, I discussed it in my
biweekly economic report. [A copy is submitted for the record.] I re-
ferred to the misuse of the term tax expenditures-which is a very
slippery concept-and, second, the threat to the budget process that
could result from what the Senator referred to. It seems to me, that for
the Budget Committee to tell you how to raise revenue, is tantamount
for that same committee telling the Armed Services Committee that
there should be appropriations for so many MIRV's, B-i's, and so on.
To report, telling the tax committee how to raise revenue is, to me,
basically the same. And, in my judgment, it could kill the budget
process.

The CHAIRMAN. I hope that the Budget Committee will not yield to
the temptation of trying to be the tax writing committee. That is a
constant temptation, it appears. They have a far bigger staff than we
have, so I don't know what the purpose of having all those people
there is for unless it is just a make-work project or unless they do
plan to tell us how to write our tax laws.

It may only be a matter of time before we will have to confront this
matter of the Budget Committee wanting to be the tax writing commit-
tee. As of now, in my judgment, they are going to find this Finance
Committee is far better qualified to write those tax laws-and it is far
better balanced, may I say. At one time the Finance-Committee was ac-
cused of not-having enough liberals, but I think we have overcome that.
We have our proportionate share relative to the proportion in the Sen-
ate. I think the Budget Committee is over-balanced the other way.
They are lacking their fair share of moderate and conservatives on the
Democratic side. We will see as time goes by if I am right about that.

In any event, it is clearly this committee that will hold the hearings
on tax matters and hear witnesses like these gentlemen here and the
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other 300 people who are affected by the bill and who have asked to be
heard. I believe that if the people of this country make themselves
heard, we will manage to work this thing out so that those who have
heard the witnesses will write the tax laws and not those who have
not heard the witnesses.

I appreciate your statement, Mr. Walker. I have not been able to
give it as much attention as it deserves up to now, but I want you to
know I will give it all the attention I can.I will put it in my pocket and I look forward to talking with your
people in the future about this matter.

Senator Hansen.
Senator HANSEN. I don't think I have any questions, Mr. Chairman.
I think that the real dangers I see in trying to write some good tax

law this year is highlighted by the fact that this is an election year.
It is an awfully easy thing to appeal,-if a person is inclined to demo-
goguery it is always great to come out for the little guy and to point

our finger at somebody else and say he is better off than I am or he is
etter off than you are and let's put sting on him and we will treat you

better. Of course, you know there isn't any quick, immediate under-
standable answer for all too many people. It is only the end result. For
those who talk about all of the progressive laws other countries
have had, how archaic and regressive the United States is, I note with
some ironic satisfaction that lots of the countries that have exhibited
these great progressive ideas are down the drain now beginning with
England. There are more that I think will follow.

I am not persuaded at all that we are going to do the kind of job
that will be helpful to this country in the longrun if we fall sway to
that temptation to try to achieve an immediate political goal and that
is really what worries me about betting into a tax bill this year. I think
there are too many people out on the stump who are going to be try-
ing-they are appealing for votes. It is awfully easy to say if I get in
there, I will change things around and I am just fearful if we yield, I
share your feelings completely about the balance and the wisdom and
the maturity that I think we have in our staff here as contrasted with
some other staffs that I hope will not go unnoticed. It may be that we
will have to just conduct a holding operation, not to try to improve the
tax laws but to see that they are not made a hell of a lot worse.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. That is one thing people have to keep in mind: No

matter how bad a law is, it is possible to make a still worse one.
Senator CtRmris. I appreciate your statement very much, Mr. Walker.

I think you have been most helpful to the committee. It seems to me
that, in a time of budget problems, and so on, we should turn to those
tax proposals which will do the most to create jobs.

There are many well-meaning senators who do not have the oppor-
tunity to hear all the testimony that we do in the course of 3 or 4 weeks
here, and it has a cumulative benefit over the years.

If you would care to submit for the record a hypothetical example
of the working of DISC to show its benefit for jobs in this country
and the same thing in reference to deferral, I would appreciate it.
What I would like, and the reason I say make it hypothetical, is that
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I don't want to flout anybody's business transactions around. If it
could be a hypothetical case that very nearly paralleled some actual
operations so that we would have for our explanation on the Senate
floor and debate, it would be most helpful.

Mr. WALKER. I would be delighted to do so.
The CIAIMAN. I would like to ask you for a few charts to put in

the record to illustrate your thinking.
I think sometimes if you ca-n look at something in terms of columns of

numbers, where you put assumptions down and see how they work out,
it is easier to see what things we are going to have to argue about.

[The following was subsequently received for the record:]

I. DISO

Although It is difficult to pinpoint specifically the effect of DISC on U.S. Jobs,Secretary Simon has testified that the latest Treasury report on DISC estimates
that in 1974 DISC stimulated exports by $4.6 billion resulting in an increase of230,000 Jobs. He further testified that the employment associated with additional
exports attributable to DISC in 1976 could be as much as .300,000 jobs. You alsohave testimony from others that exports and U.S. employment of companies using
DISC have increased faster than companies not using DISC.

DISC has contributed to this growth in a number of different ways: by influenc-ing business decisions to expand U.S. manufacturing facilities rather than estab-lishing a facility abroad, by increased profit margins on export sales, by pro-viding funds for long range export market development programs or by providing
the necessary capital to permit U.S. businesses to meet the extended credit pro-visions offered by foreign competitors often with the assistance of their owngovernments. For example, in the case of one company, domestic receivables
are outstanding an average of 50 days-that is, domestic receivable balancesrepresent in the aggregate 13.9 percent (50/360) of its annual domestic sales.
In the case of export sales, however, receivable balances are outstanding 120days on the average, representing in the aggregate an average of 3.3.3 percent(120/360) of its annual export sales. Export receivables In this caie requireexcess financing of 19.4 percent of annual sales value over its capital financingrequirements for domestic sales. Exhibit A shows how over a period of years theDISC tax deferment gradually builds up funds to finance these excess receivables.

If without these funds the export division of this company were requlired tomeet the same budgetary restraints on receivable balances as applied to Itsdomestic business, it estimates that its U.S. export related employment wouldhave been reduced as much as one third because of loss of export sales to foreign
competition due to inability to meet the credit terms offered by Its foreign
competition.

II. "DEFERRAL"

The effect on U.S. Jobs of deferral relates to the ability of foreign subsidiariesof U.S. corporations to remain viable vis-a-vis their foreign-based foreign-con-.
trolled competitors. Based on a 1975 NAM export Job survey, it has been estimatedthat approximately one third of U.S. exports are attributable directly orindirectly to U.S. direct foreign investments. If the viability of these directforeign investments were damaged by imposition of an additional tax burden not
borne by foreign competitors, this would threaten the continuation of exportsto foreign subsidiaries of U.S. manufactured component parts and equipment
used in their manufacturing processes---components and equipment which wouldnot be purchased from U.S. sources if those foreign investments were not underU.S. control. In addition, exports resulting from pull through the U.S. presence
abroad would be significantly reduced.

For example, a.sume that the effective Income tax rate in Country X is 30percent and that the U.S. eliminates the so-called deferral. The relative status of
a U.S. controlled vs. foreign controlled corporation in that country can beillustrated as follows, assuming an investment of $500,000.
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Foreign
controlled U.S. controlled

Sales ...................................................................... $1,000,000 $1,000,000.0
Income before taxes ......................................................... 1DOGO 100,000.0

Taxes:
Foreign ................................................................ 30,000 30,000.0
United States ........................................................... 0 18,000.0

Total ................................................................ 30,000 48, 0O. 0

Net Income ..........................................................------- 70,000 52,000.0
Ratio N/I to sales (percent) ................................................... 7 5.2
Return on Investment (percent) ............................................... 14 10. 4

Thus the capital formation of the foreign controlled corporation would be in-
creased $18,000 or 34.6 percent over the capital formation of the U.S. controlled
foreign corporation. This increase in capital formation will give the foreign
controlled corporation a decided advantage in planning its strategy for growth
and in capturing markets from its U.S. controlled competition. This would in-
clude utilization of these excess funds not available to its competitor for price re-
ductions, inarket development purposes, development of new or improved prod-
ucts, establishment of more efficient production facilities and the like. Eventually
the competitive position of the U.S. controlled foreign corporation would deteri-
orate with reduction or even elimination of related U.S. exports and commen.
surate loss of U.S. Jobs.

EXHIBIT A

EFFECT OF DISC ON FINANCING OF EXCESS EXPORT RECEIVABLES

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

A. Current year export sates ......... $100.0 $115.0 $132.0 $152.0 $175.0 $201.0 $231.0 $266.0 $306.0
B. Current year DISC commission (6

percentXA) ................... 6.0 6.9 7.9 9.1 10.5 12.1 13.9 16.0 18.4
C. Income retained by DISC (50 per-

centXB) ...................... 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.6 5.2 6.0 6.9 8.0 9.2
D. Current year tax deferment (re-

tainedi n C; 48 percentXC)..... 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.2 2.5 2.9 3.3 3.8 4.4
E. Cumulative DISC funds(summaries

of amounts in C) ............... 3.0 6.5 10.5 15.1 20.3 26.3 33.2 41.2 50.4
F. Export receivables (120/360XA)... 33.3 38.3 44.0 50.7 58.3 67."0 77.0 88.7 102.0
G. Excess receivables (70/36OXA) .... 19.4 22.3 25.7 29.6 34.0 39.1 44.9 51.7 59.5

H. Cumulative DISC funds as percent
of excess export receivables
(E+G) ........................ 15.5 29.1 40.9 51.0 59.7 67.3 73.9 79.7 84.7

Assumptions and comments: A. Exports grow 15 percent per year. B. Profit margin on exports is 12 percent, 4 of 12
percent or 6 percent is allowable DISC commission. C. DISC is deemed to distribute 50 percent of its income back to its
parent. D. 48 percent of retained DISC funds is the amount of tax deferred. E. Compound interest effect ignored for sim-
plicity. Interest would add $9.0 to cumulative total of $50.4 through 1980. F. Export receivables average 120 days. G.
Domestic receivables average 50 days, a difference of 70 days.

The CHAIRMANIi. There are some who feel we ought to try to see to
it that capital gains and all investment income are taxed as hefivily
as earned income. If that result is achieved, Senator Kennedy has an
amendment to move the tax on earned income up to a 70 percent
rate. I wish you would analyze that proposal and see how your people
think it would work out.

Itere is one examl)le with which I am familiar. There is a good weld-
er in Louisiana. Ie is a single man. Ie finds after he has made $25,000
net, to him after taxes, he is in a 50 percent tax bracket. That takes him
eight months. At that point, he quits working. Actually, he does not
exactly quit. Ie tells the union steward he wants to be laid off. He is
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laid off from this job and draws his unemployment compensation.
IHe proceeds to fix up his boat aid spends his tune fishing and hunt-

ing for the rest of the year. Up to Mardi Gras time when t ie weather
gets nice, he goes out and does some more welding. When that man
quits, other people are put out of work. When you are welding pipes
together to drill out in the Gulf of Mexico, if you are not going to buy
snore pipe, that puts those people out of work, those hauling the
'pipe, and it puts the trucker out of work, it puts people at the steel
plant out of work, it puts people at the mine out of work, and it puts
,people at the railroad out of work. That is upstream.

Then downstream, the limiting factor on how many people can be
drilling out in the Gulf of Mexico is the number of personnel. When
that welder arranges to have himself laid off, lie gets five other people
laid off with him because here is where you have a shortage.

You know as well as I do, Mr. Walker, down around Houston, Texas,
those who need welders are bidding up the wages against one another
to get welders. After-a certain period of time, the people quit because
the tax law has become a disincentive.

I would appreciate it if you and your people, and perhaps Dr. Ture,
would undertake a study of what is'likely to happen in peacetime when
you put into effect a 70-percent tax on earned income, and let's assume
our liberal friends do everything that falls into the same category
and knock out accelerated depreciation. By the time they are done,
they should knock out the investment tax credit, too, because all their
logic would support knocking out accelerated depreciation and would
support knocking out the DISC.

I wish your people would give us you!, best estimate of what will be
done to the economy and what will be done to our revenue if these pro-
posals are enacted. When we considered repeal of the investment tax
credit, we were doing it on the assumption that the country would
stay profitable. You were in the Treasury at the time, Mr. Walker.
and you know the country did not stay profitable. We did not attribute
the recession that occurred to the tax bill.

I guess that at that time we in Congress could not afford not to do
it, so we insisted on passing the investment tax credit repeal. You in
the executive department couldn't oppose that because, under pressure
from up here, your people recommended it. By the time we go through
with all that, what was President Nixon asking us to do? It was to
reinstate the investment tax credit.

Mr. WALKER. We goofed, and when we found out we goofed, we
quickly ungoofed andcame back up here and got ITC and A DR

The CHAIRMAN. And didn't the economy start moving up again?
Mr. WALKER. There is no doubt about it.
The CHArRMAN. It is amusing to me that economists who went along

with that "reform" all like to say that it did not have anything to do
with the economic disaster that occurred thereafter.

Do you believe that that economic downturn happened without any
relevance to that Tax Reform Act of 1969?

Mr. WALKER. The Tax Reform Act of 1969 is the saddest experi-
ence in my career, in the way it ended up being so heavily weighted
against investment, saving, and capital formation. I wish I could relive
that chapter over again. We were caught up in a tide of misunder-
standing throughout the country. It started when the incumbent Sec-
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rotary of the Treasury, in January 1969, made a speech up here about
a few rich people who paid no income taxes.

In February-we had just come into office-we got more mail inthe Treasury Department in one month griping about taxes than
we got in the entire preceding year. It might have died away later,
but the Congress happened to go home in April. People had just made
out their income tax returns, and they got to the bottom line, felt
they were through, and the form said "add seven and a half percent
for the surtax." Nxcuse the expression-all hell broke loose. When you

eople came back, I knew-there would be a tax reform act of 1969
ecause the tide could not be turned back.
It hurt. There is no question about it.
The CHAIRMAN. You sent down a bill that was supposed to be a bal-

anced bill. Business was supposed to lose their deductions, but the
trade off was to be a reduction in the rates. What happened when the
bill went through?

Mr. WALKER. We did not get the reduction in corporate rate.
The CIIAMMfAN. So the rate reductions came out and, in addition to

what you were going to do with business, some of our liberal friends
thought of other things to do with business. When they go through,
the bill clobbered business and gave tax cuts to the rank and file,
mainly labor, of a great deal more than it was supposed to raise.

On balance, it was supposed to be a $2 billion revenue loser. It
probably lost us $10 billion if you look at the part it played in getting
us into the recession after the effective date.

If you then look at how we proceeded to repeal the principal
reform" in the bill and how the economy then turned around, I think

it is clear on the face of it that bill under the guise of reform clob-
bered business, and the result was that it probably played more of a
leading role than any single item in the recession th at followed. When
we repealed that mischief, business began to move forward.

Mr. WALKER. That, coupled with too restrictive a monetary policy
augmented the situation.

The CHAIRMHAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Dole.
Senator Dorm I am sorry I missed your statement. I am on the

Budget Committee and we had a hard night last night trying to figure
out how the Finance Committee would operate.

The CHAIRMAN. I think the record should show Senator Dole was
not here when we discussed the problem earlier.

Senator FANxiN. Would it be fair to say the Budget Committee has
had a hard morning here this morning in absentia I

The CHAIRMAN. We will do the best we can. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Walker and supplemental state-

ment of thp Business Roundtable follow. Oral testimony continues on
p. 1717 ?]

TESTIMONY ON TAX REVIsIoN BY DR. CHARLES E). WALKER, CONSULTANT, ON

BEHALF OF THE BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE

SUMMARY

1. Testimony is limited to three major areas of tax revision: (1) tax measures
to promote capital formation; (2) tax treatment of Domestic International
Sales Corporations (DISC's); and (3) taxation of income earned abroad by
U.S. businesses and their affiliates.
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2. The capital formation that creates jobs and enhances economic growth
and competitiveness in world markets is severely hampered by the bias in our
Federal tax system which favors consumption over saving and investment. A
partial list of actions to redress the imbalance would include: (1) reduction
in the corporate tax rate; (2) enactment of a permanent 12 percent inv stment
tax credit; (3) modernization and liberalization of other capital recovery
allowances; and (4) initial steps to eliminate the double taxation of corporate
dividends.

3. DISC's were authorized in 1971 as a tax incentive for stimulating exports
and increasing U.S. employment. The program has been very successful. Exports
have surged and export-related employment has increased. DISC should Le
retained in its present form.

4. The recommendations of those who see the foreign tax credit as riddled with
loopholes, are based on a fundamental misunderstanding of the way the foreign
tax credit provisions operate. The foreign tax credit is designed to avoid double
tax-ation of income earned abroad and thus prevent confiscatory taxation. Pro-
posals to limit or repeal the foreign tax credit would severely reduce, if not
eliminate the competitiveness of U.S. firms in world markets. The foreign tax
credit pinciples of present law should be retained.

5. "Deferral" is a misnomer. A fundamental precept of U.S. taxation is to
tax income only when received; taxation of income earned abroad before it is
received by U.S. shareholders would violate that principle. Furthermore, the
revenue gain would be small, if not eliminated (as foreign governments raised
taxes). Jobs and investment here would be impaired because foreign affiliates are
major customers of their U.S. parents.

Investment abroad does not displace investment at home. Foreign affiliates
are a necessity for doing business in most instances. Studies have shown that
companies doing business abroad invest in the United States at a much faster rate
than those operating solely in this country.

For these and other reasons, the foreign source income provisions of the tax
laws should not be changed.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and 'Members of this distingulsled Committee: My name is
Charls E. Walker and I am a consultant to The Business Roundtable. Speaking
on behalf of its 170 members, I want to express the gratitude of The Roundtable
for the opportunity to testify before this Committee on tax revision. My oral
remarks will be limited to 10 minutes. But a longer statement and a supplement
are submitted for the record.

This summary is confined to three major areas of tax revision: (1) tax
measures to promote capital formation; (2) tax treatment of Domestic Inter-
national Sales Corporations; and (3) taxation of Income earned abroad by U.S.
businesses and their affiliates.

Mr. Chairman, from the Secretary of the Treasury and others, you have or
will have received a mountain of testimony to the effect that our Federal income
tax system is seriously tilted in favor of consumption and against the saving,
investment, and capital formation that are so crucial to the well-being of
American consumers, workers and producers. Time does not permit to restate
these persuasive arguments. Instead, let me summarize quickly tax actions that
this Committee might recommend to start redressing the imbalance in our tax
system. This should not be done by increasing taxes on individuals. In fact, we
favor permanent extension of the individual and small business tax reductions
expiring at mid year.

First. Mr. Chairman. President Ford's proposal to reduce the corp rate from
48 to 46 percent has much to commend it. Unfortunately, few Americans real-
ize that, as you have noted, corporations do- not pay taxes, people do. This
misunderstanding is a formidable obstacle to cutting corporate rates. Never-
theless, we urge the committee to seriously consider the proposal 1.

Second, the Investment Tax Credit, widely hailed as a powerful means of
promoting jobs and growth through capital formation, should be made
permanent at the 12 percent level recommended unanimously last year by the
President's Labor-Management Advisory Committee. At the least, a permanent
ITC of 10 percent-the current temporary level-is justified.

Third. our depreciation laws should be modernized by replacing the woefully
inadequate historical cost system with one that allows for inflation. ADR should
be retained and liberalized. And immediate write-off of expenditures for pollu-
tion control is Justified.
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Finally, with respect to capital formation, some start should be made toward
reducing the double taxation of corporate dividends, perhaps by permitting
corporations to deduct a portion (say 25 percent) of dividends paid.

Turning now to DISC. Largely as a result of the work of this Committee, this
tax incentive was adopted in 1971 to increase exports while maximizing employ-
ment at hone._EX0poits have more than doubled, and we are convinced (as is the
Commerce Department) that DISC must be given a significant share of the credit.

Not so, say the critics. Devaluation of the dollar has in their view been the
major factor (assisted by poor crops abroad). They also argue that in the future
a "floating dollar" will solve all our problems-if exports weaken, the dollar will
simply fall in exchange markets and exports will bounce back.

This is a false argument. Even If we were- willing to see our dollar float
downward indefinitely, thereby raising the real cost of imports, our competitors
abroad would doubtless view the situation with considerable alarm and we could
re-experience a series of competitive currency devaluations reminiscent of the
"beggar-thy-neighbor" policies of the 1930's. Nobody wants that.

Critics also complain that DISC is "costing" much more than expected. If it
costs more, it's because exports are up. If exports are up, export job-related
jobs are also up. In other words, the higher estimates of revenue impact could
reasonably be interpreted as a sign of signal success.

And beyond this, industry has been provided with job-creating capital funds
in the process.

The attitudes in GATT are also interesting to note. If DISC is indeed ineffec-
tive, why have our competitors abroad screamed so loudly that it Is an unfair
export incentive?

Finally with respect to DISC, Mr. Chairman, It Is very difficult for me to
Improve on the basic thrust of the testimony earlier this week by Representative
Karth, who has studied this issue impartially and at great depth.

DISC should not be 'eliminated; it should not be made incremental; it should
be retained in Its present form.

TURNING NOW TO TAXATION OF FOREIGN SOURCE INCOME

Mr. Chairman, there is a disturbing tendency on the part of some observers to
depict the foreign source income provisions of our tax laws as riddled with
so-called "loopholes" that facilitate wide-scale tax avoidance.

This is incorrect. As is generally true throughout the industrial world, the
U.S. system of taxAtion of foreign source income recognizes that the country
in which business income Is earned has primary tax Jurisdiction over that
income; that taxes should not be confiscatory; and that income should not be
taxed until received. Current foreign sources income provisions of the tax laws,
although exceedingly complex, are based on these principles.

Furthermore, abrogation of the principles would reduce the competitiveness
of U.S. industry in world markets-and In many cases drive Americans out of
business abroad-all to the detriment of American workers and consumers.

As is frequently the case, attacks on the existing system, and proposals to
change it radically, are based largely on misunderstanding of the way the
system actually operates.

Take, for example, the foreign tax credit, which is effectively designed to
avoid double taxation of Income earned abroad. Under the U.S. foreign tax
credit provisions, a U.S. taxpayer can reduce his Federal Inome taxes, otherwise
payable on his foreign source income, by foreign income taxes paid on such
Income. However, the reduction, or credit, for foreign income taxes paid on
the foreign source income, cannot exceed the U.S. income taxes that would have
to be paid on the taxpayer's income from foreign sources. This avoids double
taxation and assures that taxes are paid In an amount at least equal to the
U.S. corporate rate. It also eliminates the possibility of confiscatory taxation.

The foreign tax credit is no "giveaway." It d-ws not reduce the foreign and
domestic tax burden below the level that would Ibe applicable If the income were
ent irely domestic income. Press reports that U.S. corporations with operations
abroad pay only a relatively small part of their world-wide profits as Federal
taxes are highly-misleading, because they ignore foreign income taxes paid on
the portion of world-wide income earned abroad.

The suggestion that so-called "deferral" be eliminated-that income earned
aboard by subsidiaries be deemed taxable to U.S. shareholders before being re-
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celved, rather than, as is now the case, when remitted in the form of dividends--
Is also based upon misunderstanding.

The term "deferral" is a misnomer. Taxation of this foreign income by the
U.S. before remittance-before receipt by the U.S. shareholder-would be
"anticipatory taxation," which is clearly in conflict with our basic precept of
taxing dividend income only when received by the shareholder.

The enormity of the misunderstanding becomes even clearer when it is
recognized that other countries do not tax the unremitted operating earnings of
foreign subsidiaries of their domestic corporations. And some countries, such as
France and the Netherlands, do not tax foreign source income even when actually
received by their nationals.

But even when these misconceptions are cleared away there are still critics who
argue that the overall effect of our approach is too "export jobs" and increase
investment of U.S. firms abroad at the expense of investment in the United
States.

The facts are otherwise. The record clearly depicts a very favorable U.S.
Impact from operations of U.S. companies with subsidiaries abroad. U.S. em-
ployment of these companies has increased over twice as fast as other U.S.
companies; their domestic sales and Investment have increased faster; and
their exports of goods produced here have outstripped those of other firms.

That record speaks for itself.
A final point, Mr. Chairman, brings us full circle to the capital formation prob-

lem discussed at the outset. Proponents of increasing U.S. taxes on foreign
source income argue erroneously that the automatic result would be higher in-
vestment in the United States.

Domestic business does not go abroad because of so-called "deferral." It in-
.. vests abroad to develop market opportunities in competition with foreign-

owned, foreign-based producers, in markets which cannot be served from the
United States for a variety of reasons.

Rather than penalize foreign income through higher taxes, is it not far better
to enact legislation specifically designed to increase the after-tax return of
Investment in the United States? That would be the precise result of the Pro-
ductive Tax Reform which I discussed earlier-and capital formation hero
would surely benefit.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, on behalf of The Business Roundtable, I can-
not stress too strongly the fact that failure to adopt measures promoting greater
capital formation, or the enactment of legislation violating the fundamental
objectives of the foreign source Income provisions of the law, would only In the
first instance affect the business community. The ultimate Impact would be on
the American citizen-as a worker and consumer-and that impact would be
detrimental to his economic well-being. Nothing less than his future standard of
living Is at stake.

Thank you very much.

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT ON CERTAIN ITEMs OF TAX REvIsION BY -THE BusINEss
ROUNDTABLE

In order to focus attention on Issues critical to the business community, The
Business Roundtable has confined its statement to three major areas of tax
revision: (1) tax measures to promote capital formation; (2) tax treatment of
Domestic International Sales Corporations (DISC's); and (3) taxation of
income earned abroad by U.S. businesses and their affiliates.

TAX MEASURES FOR CAPITAL FORMATION

Mr. Chairman, our Federal income tax system is tilted in favor of consump-
tion and against saving and investment that are essential to a high and sustained
level of capital formation. That view is supported by data and analyses, whether
we compare the relative impact of tax structures here and among our competitors
abroad, trends over the past few decades, or widely accepted projections for
the future. If we do not begin now to redress this Imbalance, it Is the typical
working man or woman who will ultimately suffer most.

This is because capital formation--coupled with the skill, industriousness, and
Ingenuity of workers and managers--is the secret of our economic success.
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Capital formation is a "must" to create jobs for a growing labor force and
enhance the productivity which restrains inflation and Increases our competitive-
ness abroad. And, needless to say, capital formation is essential for achieving
greater energy Independence and financing future social services. In short, in
the battle to foster capital formation, nothing less than the U.S. standard of
living Is at stake.

Although broad-based recovery is under way, the U.S. economy has performed
poorly over the past decade. While there are those who would blame our recent
problems of recession, unemployment and inflation on inappropriate stabilization
policies, and these have indeed been less than perfect, the fact is that the economy
had drifted badly out of balance in a fundamental sense. And a big part of the
reason Is that business had been table to attract adequate amounts of invest-
ment--especially equity funds--at rt.-e sonable prices.

We must have Productive T-'. Reform to stimulate capital formation in
the producer sector. This Is our most powerful means to increase productivity,
prevent chronic inflation, provide Jobs for a growing labor force, achieve greater
energy Independence, finance future social services, and advance our standard-
of living.

We need Productive Tax Reform-not the kind that sees every incentive to
Invest as a "loophole," but the kind that will enable business to finance this
country's future.

Since 1960 the United States has had the lowest level of capital investment
and the lowest rate of productivity growth of any of its major competitor
countries. Here are the annual averages for the years 1960-73:

AnnualTotal Nonresidential productivity
investment as Investment as Increase

Country percent of GDP S percent of GDP I (percent)

United States ............................................... 18 14 3.3
Japan ...................................................... 35 29 10.5
Germany ................................................... 26 20 5.8
France ..................................................... 25 18 6.0
Canada .................................................... 22 17 4.3Ita . . .......................................... 21 14 6.4

19 15 4.0

S Gross domestic product.
Source: Apr. 1, 1975, study by the Office of Financial Analysis, U.S. Treasury Department.

Nearly all these nations give more favorable tax treatment to capital Invest-
ment than does the United States. Unless this imbalance is altered, the United
States will face the loss of markets and jobs to these competitor countries.

Moreover, the United States will have to provide jobs for 7 million more
persons in its labor force by 1980, and upgrade the productivity and earning
power of the present labor force. By 1980, it will take an Investment of $34,00
to support the average worker with needed plant and equipment.

It is estimated that in the period 1977-80, non-financial corporations will have
to raise and invest about $312 billion a year, compared with $210 billion In
1974. If this Is not done, the nation will face problems of chronic inflation, un-
employment, and stagnation. Unfortunately, business Is in no condition to raise
$312 billion a year under present tax policies.

Business has four basic sources of funds for investment, and below is a
reasonable estimate of where business would get the funds it needs each year,
1977-80, under present tax policies:

Bflloss

Needed per year -------------------------------------------- $312

Depreciation ------------------------------------------------ 120
Retained earnings -------------------------------------------- 36
New debt --------------------------------------------------- 96
New equity shares (best year to date: $11.4 in 1971) ------------------- 10

Total raised ------------------------------------------- $262

Leaving a gap per year --------------------------------------- $ 50
60-40-7----pt. 4- 10
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Business will be forced to try to close the gap by reducing investment in plant
and equipment; by cutting back inventory buying; and by cutting back financial
asset holdings. The result in all cases is reduced business activity, contributing
to unemployment, slower growth in productivity, and posing problems of chronic
inflation and stagnation.

This Committee can help solve this problem by recommending legaslation
which will shift the anti-investment bias of the tax system to a more balanced
one. This does not require an increase in individual income taxes; in fact, the
tax cuts benefiting individuals and small business which expire at mid-year should
be extended permanently.

'he Federal government has recognized for many years the important role of
tax policy in helping industry to generate internal funds for capital investment.
Such tax policy measures have included the enactment of accelerated deprecia-
tion methods in 1954 and the investment tax credit in 1962, the issuance of the
liberalized depreciation guidelines in 1962, adoption of the Asset Depreciation
Range (AI)R) system of depreciation in 1971, and the temporary two year in-
crease in the ITC to 10 percent in 1975.

President Ford's proposal to reduce the corporate tax rate from 48 to 46
percent would, of course, be very constructive. However, the practical outlook
for such action is not encouraging. One reason is that few Americans realize
that-as you yourself noted on the Senate floor last year, Mr. Chairman---cor-
porations do not pay taxes, people do. Since the corporation is simply a "surro-
gate collector" for the Internal Revenue Service, sooner or later the taxes are
borne by people like you and me. Nevertheless, we recommend that the Commit-
tee seriously consider President Ford's proposal.

NEED FOR PERMANENT INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT
While it would be preferable to move to the 12 percent level recommended

unanimously by the President's Labor-Management Advisory Committee last
year, assurance that the temporary 10 percent credit will be converted to a per-
manent part of our tax system-not subject to the on-again, off-again treatmentt
of the past-would do much to foster the long-term planning so essential to
capital formation.

The investment tax credit and the ADR system have been Improperly attacked
by some as "loopholes." The critics imply that national policy objectives behind
enactment of those provisions were somehow unintended. This simply is not the
case. Congress recognized these as necessary measures to encourage activity
that it considered to be in the best interests of the country.

These provisions were needed to stimulate the economy, create additional Jobs,
combat inflation by increasing the flow of goods into the market, encourage ex-
penditures for machinery and equipment, help our exporters compete in foreign
markets, and improve our balance of payments. Certainly these continue to be
necessary national objectives.

Current and long-range capital requirements in the United States argue
strongly for permanent ilicrea.,e in the investment tax credit for all taxpayers.
Such an Increase would help offset some of the effects of Inflation on capital
formation, would contribute to improved corporate liquidity and would serve as a
strong incentive to the modernization and replacement of existing facilities and
investment in new facilities.

It would be highly desirable that the investment tax credit be increased
to a permanent 12 percent rate for all taxpayers and without any corresponding
reduction in the basis of the property. The credit should be made fully applicable
to expenditures as incurred In the case of property being constructed by and for
the taxpayers, and the Increase in limitation for the years 1975 through 1080 on
the amount of a public utility's tax liability that may be offset by the investment
tax credit should be made applicable to all regulated industries and to industry
generally.

XFCED FOR IMPROVED CAPITAL SYSTEM

U.S. tax laws relating to depreciation are badly in need of modernization. Here
again, study, discussion and debate are necessary, especially with respect to ap-
propriate methods of replacing the woefully inadequate historical cost system
with one that allows for inflation.

Although Congressional actions in 1971 significantly improved the rate of
capital recovery in the United States, existing capital allowances, which are
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based on the outmoded concept of depreciable life, still do not fully take into
account the rapid pace of technological advances, obsolescence, liberal depreci-
ation allowances enjoyed by foreign competitors and the ever-increasing cost
of asset replacement in an inflationary economy.

Current and long-range capital requirements In the United States require an
immediate, permanent and substantial improvement In the nation's capital
recovery system.

As an immediate step, Congress should increase the present depreciation range
permitted under the Class Life ADR system from 20 percent to 40 percent of
the current class lives, and provide shorter recovery periods for industrial
buildings. Also, the class lives should be made permanent and not subject to
administrative change. In addition, capital recovery deductions should be per-
mitted when expenditures are incurred rather than when assets are placed In
service, and taxpayers should be allowed to fully recover their investments with-
out regard to salvage value.

For the longer term, Congress should enact a true capital recovery system.
Under such a system the investment it machinery and equipment would be re-
coverable for income tax purposes over a period of up to live years and the cost
of industrial buildings would be recoverable over a period of up to ten years.

Any capital recovery system, if It Is to increase investment in the job-creating
tools of lrouction, ziust irovilde for a permanent investment tax credit at full
rate and use of accelerated methods of computing the annual capital recovery
deduction.

Finally, a start should be made toward development of a capital recovery sys-
tem which will allow taxpayers to adjust their capital recovery allowances to
compensate for the erosion of Inflation. The present historical cost system is
woefully inadequate andt any permanent solution to the problem of capital forma-
tion in an Inflationary economy requires adoption of some appropriate procedure
that recognizes and allows for inflation.

WIITE-OFF OF POLLUTION CONTROL FACILITIES

As a further recognition of the need for adequate and timely capital recovery,
Congress should enact legislation to permit amortlition of the costs of certified
pollution control facilities over any period selected by the taxpayer, including the
immediate write-off of such costs in the year of acquisition. Expenditures for
facilities including lnd, buildings and equipment, whose principal purpose Is for
pollution control, should qualify for Immediate deduction for Federal income
tax purposes. -

Immediate write-off of pollution control facilities is consistent with the con.
e lpt that the costs of pollution control facilities should be shared equally with
the general public through the participation of the Federal government. In ad-
dition, although the concept of tying tax depreciation deductions to the under-
lying asset's useful productive life is obsolete and should be discontuined, the
Immediate write-off of pollution control expenditures would be consistent with
the concept because such assets seldom are of an Income producing character.
The immediate wvrite-off of such expenditures would also minimize the diversion
of funds from other capital programs involving projects which would provide
a financial return and result in increased output of goods and services.

RETENTION OF PERCENTAGE DEPLETION

Congress has consistently over the years recognized the significance of natural
resources to the security and the economy of the nation.

The percentage depletion provision in the Federal tax laws represents the
judgment of Congress that money which could be obtained by the public sector
through taxes can better serve the public interest by remaining in natural re-
sources industries, where it can be put to use in helping to offset deterioration of
America's vital raw materials and energy base. This tax incentive has been
available to the extractive industries for nearly half a century and has served
well the purpose for which it is intended. Percentage depletion is fully as Im-
lprtant today to the natural resource industries as it has been in the past,'
perhaps even more so.

While Congress recently cut back significantly the percentage depletion write-
off for oil anl gas, it should take no further adverse action in the depletion area,
since the discovery of minerals is becoming more and more costly. The minerals
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industry must expend great sums of money on exploration and this requires
sophisticated and expensive geological, geochemical and geophysical equipment.
On top of these expenditures, the extractive industries are, faced with large in-
creases in costs as a result of environmental and health and safety legislation
which has been enacted in recent years.

Historically, the extractive industries could and did meet their capital needs
by means of internally generated cash flow. This, however, is no longer true.
In recent years these industries have turned increasingly to debt financing,
thereby significantly increasing both the debt burden and the debt/equity ratio.
The ability to generate capital internally, and to attract outside capital, is
dependent on profitability since that determines cash flow and return on invest-
ment. The lower the profits, the less funds are generated internally to meet capi-
tal needs. Decreased profitability in turn decreases the attractiveness for ex-
ternal financing. Finally, even when external financing is obtained, the ability
to service new debt burdens is impaired whenever profits drop.

Percentage depletion is essential because it will help generate some of the
capital needed to finance the required expansion of mineral output. Specifically,
it can contribute up to one-third of the estimated capital required, depending
on the particular mineral. In addition, the allowance for depletion helps gen-
erate earnings and to that extent helps attract investment funds.

INTEORATION OF CORPORATE AND INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAXES

The double taxation of corporate dividends-once to the corporation and again
to the shareholders when they receive their dividends--has had undesirable ef-
fects on the American economy.

It has reduced the effective return on equity securities, making them less at-
tractive to Investors and diverting savings into other kinds of investments, with
a depressing effect on the rate of return on those investments. Elimination of the
double tax would increase the rate of return on all savings and facilitate the
capital formation which is needed to meet the economic challenges which face
Us.

The double tax has created a strong bias against new equity capital and In
favor of debt financing. The fact that Interest Is tax deductible while dividends
are not has resulted In a steady increasing use of debt financing to expand the
capital base of American industry. This has weakened the financial structure of
many businesses and has contributed significantly to the rise in long-term in.
terest rates.

The double tax discourages investment in dividend paying stocks. This has
contributed to the difficulties faced by utilities in raising the equity capital they
need to meet the expanding energy and communication needs of our growing
economy, because they have to rely on high dividend payments to attract investors.

From the standpoint of tax equity, dividend income should not be taxed more
heavily than other forms of income. The mere fact of doing business in corpo-
rate form should not subject the owners to a double tax and place them at a
disadvantage vis-a-vis other forms of business enterprise.

There are two basic ways of alleviating this double taxation burden and they
have different Impacts on the corporation and its shareholders.

The simplest and most straightforward method Is to allow the corporation a
tax deduction for dividends paid. This method has many advantages: First, the
tax savings can be used to increase retained earnings of the corporation, where
the need for capital lies. Second, equity financing is put more nearly on a par
with debt financing, because both dividends and interest would be tax deductible.
This encourages the maintenance of sounder debt to total capital ratios. Third,
the corporation may be enabled to increase the dividend rate, thereby increasing
the rate of return and encouraging equity investment. Fourth, the corporation's
cash flow and earnings are favorably affected with a beneficial effect on the price
of the stock and the corporation's ability to market its stock. Finally, integra-
tion can be phased In by annual increases in the percentage of dividends allowed
as a deduction.

Allowing the corporation a deduction goes somewhat beyond the elimination
of the double tax, of course, because many holders of corporate stocks pay no
tax on their dividends. Many large shareholders are nontaxable entities such
as pension- funds and charitable foundations. Other holders are in low income
brackets and have no tax liability. However, these nontaxable holders are never-
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theless bearing some of the burden of the corporate tax, because it results In
lower dividend payments, so some form of relief is in order.

The other basic method of achieving integration is to require shareholders to
gross-up their dividends by the amount of the corporate tax and allow them a
refundable credit equal to the gross-up. This method has the following attributes:
First, the tax savings accrue to the shareholders. If the corporation wishes to
recapture the savings for capital investment, It may issue new equity securities,
reduce the dividend rate, or both. Second, a reduction of the dividend rate can
cause adverse shareholder reaction and have a depressing effect on the price of
the stock, even though the credit allowed the shareholders is in fact an addi-
tional dividend which can be realized through reduction of the shareholder's tax
liability. Third, the credit can be denied to tax exempt organizations and foreign
shareholders if relief for them is considered inappropriate. Finally, integration
can be phased in by annual increases in the dividend gross-up percentage, using
multiples of 10 percent to simplify matters for shareholders.

Our principal foreign competitors already have in place integration methods
which partially eliminate the double taxation of distributed corporate earnings.
Canada, France, and Great Britain use the shareholder credit method, while
Germany uses a split-rate method which is essentially the equivalent of a corpo-
rate dividend deduction. Japan uses a combination of the split-rate and share-
holder credit methods, but with no gross-up of dividends by the shareholder.

In view of the pressing need for American business to generate additional
capital through equity financing and retained earnings, prompt enactment of
appropriate legislation to deal with the inequity of double taxation of corporate
dividends is essential. Whether It takes the form of a dividend deduction or
shareholder credit, or a combination of both as recommended by the Administra-
tion, is of secondary importance. The important thing is to accept the idea that
Integration will benefit the economy and enact a program which will achieve
elimination of the double tax within a reasonable period of time.

DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL SALES CORPORATION

The DISC provisions, which permit a U.S. taxpayer to defer payment of his
U.S. tax on a portion of his income derived from the export of U.S. manufac-
tured products, with certain exceptions, were enacted into law in December 1971.
The purpose of -this legislation was to create more Jobs for American workers,
stimulate the U.S. economy, provide funds for increasing the efficiency of U.S.
production for both domestic and world markets, and make U.S. products more
competitive in worldwide markets by partially responding to the tax and other
export incentives given by many foreign countries to their own exporters. These
incentives include not only rebates of taxes on exports but also government
financing and insurance on terms not available to U.S. businesses, reciprocity
agreements with other nations and nontariff barriers to shield export Industries
from local price competition so that export prices can be lowered.

To obtain the benefit of the DISC tax deferment, the taxpayer must invest the
income on which tax is deferred in the taxpayer's export business or certain other
export related activities. As a measure of the amount of tax deferment as com-
pared with the sales dollar giving rise to the export income, the tax deferment
In the case of a taxpayer realizing a profit of 8 percent on export sales would
be approximately 1 percent of his export sales qualifying for DISC treatment.
This benefit offsets only in part the tax rebates and incentives granted by other
countries.

Since 1971, U.S. exports have increased from $43 billion to $107 billion In 1975--
a 150 percent increase in only five years. While there are a number of factors
affecting international trade, there should be no doubt that the existence of the
DISC incentives has contributed to this tremendous growth, although its spe-
cific contribution cannot be quantified. The Commerce Department, however, has
estimated that $7 to $9 billion of increased export sales of $27 billion in 1974 were
attributable to DISC, that these export sales created 280,000 to 860,000 U.S. export
related Jabs, that there was a resultant increase in the Gross National Product of
$21 to $27 billion with an Increase In Federal tax revenues of $5 to $6 billion
compared with an estimated tax deferral for DISC of $1.05 billion. These are im.
pressive facts illustrating the beneficial effects of DISC on the domestic economy.

DISC has had a favorable influence on business decisions to expand or mod-
ernize U.S. facilities. It has provided funds in a period of a severe cash liquidity
problem facing U.S. business to expand U.S. facilities, to finance export related
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receivables which, in many instances, involve long-term credits requiring more
permanent financing arrangements by the exporter, and to provide risk funds
for supporting long-term marketing projects to expand exports, which otherwise
would not have been funded because of budgetary and other economic restraints.
Thus, it has not only contributed to an increase in current exports of U.S.
manufactured products but also to the development of a base for future export
sales which are vital to our U.S. economy and necessary to offset the costs of
imports of required raw and other materials.

As indicated by Commerce Department's estimates, DISC is more than paying
its own way. The fact that members of GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade) have registered strong protests that DISC is in violation of the terms of
that agreement should be indicative the DISC does in fact offset, at least in
part, export incentives of other members of that agreement and help in making
U.S. products more competitive in worldwide markets. The considerations which
gave rise to enactment of the DISC legislation in 1971 are even more valid today
as the United States faces the task of revitalizing its economy in the face of a
severe domestic capital shortage, Increased costs of energy related imports and
increased competition in world markets by foreign products supported by gov-
ernmental export related programs of other nations.

It would be highly imprudent and adverse to the economic interests of the
United States to repeal or water down any export related program under existing
tax law which has been and is achieving its purpose of providing U.S. jobs and
permitting U.S. business to be competitive in world markets.

FOREIGN TAX CREDfl

Not so. The U.S. system of taxation of foreign source income recognizes the
foreign source income provisions of our tax laws as riddled with so-called "lool.
holes" that facilitate wide-scale tax avoidance.

Not so. The U.S. system of taxation of foreign source income recognizes the
universally accepted premises that the country in which income Is earned has
primary tax Jurisdiction over that income; that taxes should not be confiscatory ;
and that income should not be taxed until received. Current foreign source in-
come provisions of the tax laws, although exceedingly complex, are based on
these principles. Any changes made should continue to honor these principle.
Abrogation of the principles would reduce the competitiveness. of U.S. industry
in world markets and drive Americans out of business abroad-all to the detri-
ment of American workers, consumers, and the U.S. economy.

The foreign tax credit has, been an established feature of the United States
tax law since 1918. It permits an American taxpayer who has earnings derived
from foreign countries to reduce his Federal income taxes otherwise payable
on his foreign source income by foreign income taxes paid on such income. How-
ever, the reduction, or credit, for foreign income taxes paid on the foreign source
Income cannot exceed the U.S. income taxes that would have to be paid on the
taxpayer's income from foreign sources. Its purpose and its effect is the preven-
tion of double taxation of the foreign source income of U.S. investors and com-
panies-once by the source country and again by the United States. In the ab-
sence of the foreign tax credit, the foreign source income of U.S. companies could
be subject to tax at combined rates approximating 75 percent or more.

If the foreign tax credit should be eliminated, and as a result American busi-
ness is taxed at what would be confiscatory rates competitively, American busi-
ness could not operate in world markets. Among the results that could be expected
from this situation would be (1) the United States could no longer remain in-
volved In the development of the natural resources of the world, (2) exports
from the United States would be significantly reduced, and unemployment in ex-
port industries would rise, (3) the United States balance of payments would
suffer, and (4) tax treaties with the other major industrial countries would be
Jeopardized.

Host countries exercise their primary rights to tax income earned by American
corporations within their borders. Moreover, the United States imposes Income
taxes on world-wide income including that earned abroad. Therefore, some form
of accommodation is required to prevent double taxation. That accommodation Is
achieved, through the foreign tax credit or other equivalent means, by every
maJor industrial country. Under the United States foreign tax credit provisions
a U.S. taxpayer can reduce his Federal income taxes otherwise payable on his
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foreign source income by the amount of foreign income taxes paid on such
income.

Absent the present foreign tax credit mechanism, the result would be con-
fiscatory taxation of income earned abroad, as is illustrated by the following
example:

Foreign income taxes

atlowed as a--

Deduction Credit

Foreign subsidiary:
Income before foreign income taxes ........................................... $1, 000.0- $l, 000
Foreign income taxes ....................................................... . 400. 0 400

Net income ............................................................ 600.0 600
Foreign withholding tax on distribution of net income .......................... 90.0 90

U.S. parent corporation:
Dividend received .......................................................... 510. 0 510
Creditable foreign income taxes ............................................................. 490

Taxable dividend income ................................................... 510.0 1,000

Federal income tax-gross at 48 percent ....................................... 244.8 480
Foreign tax credit .......................................................... 490

Net Federal income tax .................................................... 244.8 .............
Net income ....... J .......................................... 2...... 265.2 510

Effective tax rate (percent) ................................................... 73.48 49

Certainly, an increase in total taxes from an effective rate of 49 percent to
over 73 percent would be confiscatory, rendering U.S. interests operating abroad
non-competitive with foreign-owned companies.

It should be noted that the foreign tax credit can be used only as a credit
against taxes payable on foreign source income and cannot be used as a credit
against Federal income taxes on U.S. source income. It should also be noted that
the minimum tax payable on foreign source income Is the U.S. corporate rate, and
that in any case in which the foreign tax is below 48 percent at the present
time, the taxpayer must pay U.S. taxes to the extent of the difference between
the foreign tax and the U.S. tax at the 48 percent rate. Thus the effect of the
foreign tax credit is not to reduce the overall tax burden borne by U.S. businesses
operating abroad, but rather to accommodate to the situation where more than
one nation has tax Jurisdiction.

U.S. business must continue to be competitive In world markets. The behefits of
such foreign investment are self-evident. These benefits (including the level of
U.S. exports and repatriated foreign earnings) would be forfeited if U.S. business
were subject to more burdensome taxation than its foreign competitors, as would
be the result if the foreign tax credit provisions were repealed or subject to
further non-competitive limitations. If situations exist where the present foreign
tax credit pi'ovislons produce unintended results, then such situations should b6
dealt with specifically and not in a manner which would destroy the competitive
position of all U.S. businesses engaged in international trade.

Therefore The Business Roundtable urges that the foreign tax credit principles
under present law not be eliminated or changed.

ANTICIPATORY TAXATION OF U.S. SHAREHOLDERS OF CONTROLLED FOREIGN CORPORATIONS

Under present law, a U.S. shareholder of a controlled foreign corporation is
not subject to tax on its proportionate share of the earnings of the foreign corpo-
ration until those earnings are received by it.

Notwithstanding, it is proposed by some that present law be changed so as to
tax to a U.S. shareholder invested earnings of a foreign subsidiary even though
such shareholder has not or may never receive stlch earnings. While this pro-
po-al is commonly referred to as the "elimination of deferral," this is a misnomer.
Quite to the contrary, it represents anticipatory taxation of income which might
never be realized by the U.S. shareholder. This is because of-the probable existence
in the foreign country of exchange or other restrictions on profit distributions,
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reinvestment requirements of the business, devaluations of foreign currencies,
subsequent operating losses, expropriation and the like.

Assumptions made by those suggesting the radical change to anticipatory
taxation are unsound. They are that:

a. U.S. businesses have a completely free choice as to where they manufacture
or produce their products for world-wide distribution.

b. Products manufactured by U.S. subsidiaries abroad primarily are for
imports into the United States.

c. Such products would otherwise be manufactured in the United States.
These assumptions are not supported by the facts.

DEFERRAL NOT A PRINCIPAL FACTOR IN FOREIGN INVESTMENTS

The reason why U.S. firms establish operations abroad relates to market
opportunities or marketing requirements. All too frequently obstacles are placed
in the way of serving the foreign market by exports from the U.S., such as
restrictive import duties, requirements that a percentage of the product be
manufactured locally, on-sitg inspection requirements, governmental procurement
practices, and other regulatory provisions. To overcome such obstacles and to
retain a place in that market it becomes necessary for the U.S. producer to start
to manufacture in that market area. Since he cannot serve that market by
exports from the United States, his only alternative would be to leave the market
to others.

The principle that is overlooked by the anticipatory taxation proponents is
that foreign subsidiaries of U.S. firms are not in competition with U.S. manu-
facturing operations but with foreign-owned and foreign-based manufacturers.
Decrease in foreign investment would not result in an increase in U.S. investment,
primarily because foreign investments are undertaken not as an alternative to
domestic investment but to supplement such investment.

SUGGESTED CHANGE WOULD HAVE AN ADVERSE IMPACT ON U.S. ECONOMY

U.S. anticipatory taxation of income of foreign subsidiaries of U.S. businesses
would place upon such subsidiaries a tax burden which would not be borne by
foreign-owned competitors. No business can withstand this kind of competitive
disadvantage without serious consequences.

Markets would be lost to foreign competitors, thus eliminating a source of
earnings flowing back to the United States.

U.S. balance of payments and funds available for investment in production
facilities and research and development in the United States would be reduced.

More important, it would adversely impact U.S. employment by the elimina-
tion of exports from the United States, which would otherwise be generated from
sales of equipment, the exporting of high technology components and parts for
further manufacture and assembly abroad, and the cessation of "draw through"
sales which are made possible only by presence of the U.S. subsidiaries abroad.

A recent study by the National Association of Manufacturers estimates that,
if foreign subsidiary earnings reinvested abroad were immediately subjected to
U.S. taxation, employment in the United States over a 5-year period would
decrease by 680,000 jobs. ("Tax Impact Project Report," National Association of
Manufacturers, Washington, D.C., June, 1975.)

FOREIGN INVESTMENT BENEFITS THE U.S. ECONOMY

The great mass of information gathered from numerous surveys and analyses
made in 1972, both governmental (Department of Commerce) and private (NAM,
NFTC, ECAT and the like), provides persuasive evidence that foreign invest-
ment brings significant positive benefits to both the U.S. balance of payments
and the domestic economy. The studies demonstrate that:

There is positive relationship between investment abroad and domestic expan-
sion. Leading U.S. corporations operating both in the United States and abroad
have expanded their_U.S. employment, their -lomestic sales, their investments
in the United States, and their exports from the United States at substantially
faster rates than industry generally.

Very small percentages (from 3 percent to 9 percent, depending on the meas-
urement) of the total sales of American-owned manufacturing subsidiaries
abroad are made to the United States. Most imports come from sources other
than foreign affiliates of U.S. firms.
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Over half of the after-tax earnings of foreign affiliates are typically remitted
back to the U.S. parent and nearly half of this amount is retained for invest-
ment in domestic plant and equipment. The net remitted earnings (total remitted
earnings minus total foreign direct investment) of the key American firms with
foreign direct investments have, for a recent 5-year period (1967-71) provided
the capital to create or maintain more than 200,000 U.S. Jobs.

Earnings remitted to the United States from foreign direct investments have
exceeded those investments and have been the most important single positive
contribution to the U.S. balance of payments.

The average payback period for U.S. investment abroad is six to ten years. On
the basis of income generated, direct investment abroad is beneficial in the
longer term to the U.S. balance of payments position.

29 percent of all U.S. manufactured exports are directed to foreign affiliates
of U.S. companies.

SUGGESTED CHANGE WOULD NOT SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASE U.S. TAX REVENUES

We can be confident that the proposal would not result in any meaningful
increase in Federal tax revenues. Any additional revenue would go to the foreign
country rather than to the United States. Professor Dan Throop Smith put it
very well when he said:

"The attempt to tax on the basis of presumptive distributions from foreign
subsidiaries would in fact produce little revenue. The countries in which foreign
subsidiaries are located quite understandably would tax the subsidiaries on pre-
sumptive dividend distributions, thereby providing a basis for foreign tax credits
which would offset the U.S. tax. -N

"It is a strange state of affairs when enthusiasts for more taxes seem to be
unconcerned as to whether the revenue goes to the U.S. Treasury or a foreign
government. An additional tax burden on U.S. business abroad, induced by U.S.
tax legislation, when the revenue goes not to the United States but to foreign gov-
ernments would seem to represent the ultimate excess of a love of taxation for
the sake of taxation." 1

Finally, as most tax experts agree, including those in the Treasury, the elimina-
tion of deferral in whole.or in part would be a further complication in the Inter-
nal Revenue Code. It would increase the administrative burdens on both Treasury
and U.S. taxpayers It would make more difficult tax treaty negotiations.

It would be strange indeed if the United States imposed such a p-u-n ive tax
burden on international operations of U.S. businesses, so vital to the overall
U.S. economy, one which would Impact adversely on their competitive position
abroad. No other country similarly penalizes the active conduct of the trade or
business of its foreign affiliates abroad. In fact, some countries, such as France
and the Netherlands, do not tax such earnings even when distributed.

The Business Roundtable urges that the existing U.S. tax treatment of
foreign income should be continued in order to maintain the competitiveness of
U.S. business in, and allow its entry into, these foreign markets.

The CHAMMAN. Our next witness is Paul L. Dillingham, director
and chairman of the Tax Policy Committee of the Tax Council.

STATEMENT OF PAUL L. DILLINGHAM, VICE PRESIDENT AND DI-
RECTOR OF TAXES, THE COCA-COLA CO. OF ATLANTA, GA., AND
DIRECTOR AND CHAIRMAN OF THE TAX POLICY COMMITTEE OF
THE TAX COUNSEL

Mr. DMLINGIAM. Mr. Chairman, I thank you for that introduction.
I appear here today as a representative of the Tax Council of which I
am director and also chairman of its Tax Policy Committee.

The council is a nonprofit, business-supported organization solely
concerned with Federal tax policy. From its inception nearly a decade

I Statement before House Ways and Means Committee on Panel Discussion of Tax
Reform, February 1973.
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ago, it has stressed the benefits to the public which would flow from
taking the bias against capital out of the Federal tax structure.

I am privileged to be here today, Mr. Chairman, and wish to express
our compliments and appreciation for the inclusion of capital forma-
tion as a separate subject in these hearings. In the hope this oppor-
tunity would be provided, last fall our tax policy committee took an
especially deep look at the council's program for a capital coniivtous
Federal tax policy. We made some very material additions and revi-
sions, and our appearance today enables us to present the new program
to you. It is attached to this statement, and I ask that it be included
in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. It will be included.
Mr. DITN. AM. Here, I will simply summarize and stress some

major considerations.
SUM MARY

One: Forward legislating. Now is the time not only to plan but to
enact the capital-releasing tax reforns-needed to hell) avoid a new
capital crunch in the late 1970's and early 1980's.

Two: Goal for capital-releasing reforms. he council proposes a
national policy goal for capital-releasing reforms which would raise
the level of gross investment spending from the range of 151/2 per-
cent to 17 percent of gross national product . This would add some
$30 billion to investment spending in a $2 trillion economy.

Three: A spaced out program. The agreed upon reforms which can-
not be fitted into the budget for the next fiscal year should be included
in a legislative program with spaced-out effectuations. The council
proposes that these reforms be financed by allocating for the pmwpose
one-half of the projected revenue gain 'from economic growth, ex-
cluding social security levies.

Four: Avoiding new tax burdens. In pursuing the goal of letting
more capital remain in the private economy, changes in the tax law
which would increase the burden on actual or potential capital should
be avoided. Specifically, with respect to the tax reform legislation
pending before you. H.R. 10612, the council urges that-

A. Foreign business operations. There be no increases in tax on
business and earnings from foreign investment and export, and

B. Capital gains. There be no increase in the tax on capital gains
directly or through the minimum income or other tax forms.

Five: Capital-releasing tax reform. Briefly, the Council's proposals
for capital-releasing tax reforms are:

A. Capital recovery allowances. Capital recovery allowances should
permit the deduction of the cost of a tangible asset over a period of
time considerably shorter than the present system permits.

B. Investment credit. The investment credit should e liberalized,
made permanent and fully applicable to all assets subject to the capi-
tal recovery allowances with apl)ropriate recapture rules.

C. Pollution control facilities. Taxpayers should be permitted to
write off the cost of pollution control facilities-whether in connec-
tion with existing or new plants or properties--over such time ast]ly
deem appropriate and with reasonable rules for separating such facil-
ities from productive facilities. These facilities should be eligible for
the full investment credit.
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D. Depletion. Percentage depletion serves the public interest by
maximizing the search for and development of mineral deposits and
minimizing prices paid by consumers. Hence, the provisions deleted
in 1975 should be restored.

E. Corporate tax rates. The top rate of corporate tax should be
reduced two or more percentage points a year in a legislative program
designed to achieve a top rate below 40 percent over a period of years.

F. Double taxation. The double taxation of corporate income paid
out in dividend.i should be ended through steps legislated to take effect
over a period of years, preferably through a grossed-up stockholder
credit.

G. Domestic intercorporate dividends. The tax on domestic inter-
corporate dividends should be eliminated.

1I. Minimum income tax on corporate income. Corporate income
should b( removed from coverage under the piinimum income tax be-
cause t h e tax form is not appropriate to the tax object.

T. Minimum income-tax on long-term capital gains. Because long-
lerm capital gains are capital an(l not income, they should be deleted
from the list of so-called income tax preferences subject to the mini-
inuni income tax.

J. Personal income tax rates. The same scale of rates should be ap-
plied to the incomes of married taxpayers filing separate returns and
to each half of the taxable incomes of married couples as is applied
to the taxable incomes of single taxpayers; the 70 percent top rate on
investment income should be, reduced to the 50 percent top rate on
('arneld inomne: and there should be begun a program of annual steps
in reducing rates which would flatten the curve of graduation through
the middle brackets to the top rates of 50 percent, while cutting all
lower rates an average of about one-third.

' K. A. capital transfer tax system. Regular long-term gains of indi-
viduals should be taken out of the income tax system and taxed as the
transfers of capital which they are under a new system aligned with
the estate and gift taxes, with the new rates ranging from 4 to 22
percent.

L. Other gains and losses. With respect to sales of assets remaining
taxable under the income tax system, both individual and corporate,
(1) short-term losses should be fully deductible against income; (2)
long-tenu losses should be deductible against income in the full value
equivalents-of the long-term rates: and (3) the accepted principle of
averaging income should be recogrnized by both the carryforward and
carryback of losses.

M. Estate and gift taxes. Rates should be reduced through an order-
ly plan extending over 'a period of years, and a practical means should
be provided for paying taxes due in income-producing property out
of income and not by liquidating the property.

N. Credit for capital gain taxes. In contrast to the proposal to exact
a double tax at death on unrealized gains, the council proposes a credit
of capital gains taxes paid during life against estate taxes due at
(leath.

T hope I don't read it in thw, papers tomorrow that the Tax Council
favors tax breaks for big business and the rich because that is not
what our program is all about. The elimination of bias does not
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add up to tax breaks for anybody. What the Tax Council seeks, and
in fact what businessmen individually and collectively seek, is a sys-
tem which puts less actual and potential capital through the tax
grinder. The ultimate, economic question, and the one tax policy-
makers must face, is how to get more consumption. There is the
message of the pied pipers of tax reform that the way to more con-
sumption is heavier taxation of business and the rich. It may be fun
for a day or a month to kill the goose that lays the golden eggs and
eat the seed corn, but that's the end. Tax policy designed to favor con-
sumption over capital will be adverse to both. Investment precedes
consumption, and over any economic cycle increased investment is the
only means to increased consumption. The business community, which
carries the responsibility of being the primary user of the Nation's
stock of capital, also must function as the claimant in the public in-
terest for a tax policy which is not unduly restrictive of capital forma-
tion. There always will be those who suspect our motives. But, if the
business community did not perform the function, who would?

Ever since the gloom-and-doom days of the Great Depression, the
role of claimant for a lesser tax impact on capital has been compli-
cated by the myth of idle capital. A pervasive thought among some
political leaders and other opinion molders has been that there always
is plenty of capital around-the only problem is to decide what to do
with it. In the 1972 Presidential campaign, for example, candidate
McGovern talked of employing idle capital for specific purposes.

The problem, of course, is just the opposite. It always is where to
find the capital, not what to do with it. The myths of idle capital may
rest in part on misunderstanding as regards capital movements or the
mobility of capital. Capital is moving around all the time but from
one use to another. In the economic sense, existing capital always is
employed. When capital moves from one investment to another, other
capital moves in where the disinvestment occurred. Thus, while old
capital may be used for new ventures, and new capital may replace
capital in old ventures, net increase in the total of investment in any
period is dependent on the net generation of capital in that period.

It is an economic fact that yesterday's capital will not be available
to meet tomorrow's needs.

Nor will tomorrow's capital ever be enough to meet all the needs
which would serve the public interests.

Now is the time to get ready if there is to be more capital as we
turn the corner from the 1970's into the 1980's.

Over the past 25 years, the ratio of investment or capital spending
to gross national product in the United States has ranged around
151/g percent. There is a consensus that this ratio must increase if the
Nation is to realize what's needed in relation to progress and jobs
over the years ahead. For the purpose of suggesting a national policy
goal, we have assumed that a 10-percent increase to a range of 17
percent of GNP would reasonably meet the need. Such an increase
would add $30 billion to investment spending in a $2 trillion economy.
In such an economy, consumption expenditures would be rising at a
rate of over $100 billion a year without taking into account the in-
creased production which would result from the capital-releasing tax
reforms.
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There seems to be a belief around that conventional tax reform, and
what might be called capital formation reform, are compatible move-
ments. The objective of the conventional movement is to increase the
tax burden on business high incomes and the rich-which translates
into increasing the taxes on existing capital and on income which, if
not taxed, would become new capital. The only way we can get to a
higher ratio of investment to GNP is by lessening the impact of taxes
on capital. The movements are incompatible in the sense that their
overall objectives are poles apart. A dollar of capital is part of the
aggregate capital supply no matter where it is located in the economy.
Capital converted to Government spending by taxes must be replaced
by new savings out of current income before there is net addition to the
aggregate supply-or there is any prospect of increasing the invest-
ment ratio.

The success of the conventional reform movement has come from
implanting in the public mind a single thought-that the average and
lower incomes would not be taxed so heavily if the rich paid their fair
share of taxes. Even if the tax system did spare the rich, it would be
misleading to tell the public that their taxes would be less if the rich
were taxed more. After-the brief feast, there would be less capital
formation and economic growth, and fewer jobs, and there soon would
be less tax revenue leading to higher tax rates on the general public.

But the present tax system spares neither capital nor the rich.In our
new program 'we estimate that, at current tax levels, the tax drain on
actual and potential capital supply totals some $70 billion annually:
$12 billion of this total represents the conversion of capital to Govern-
mejit spending via the taxes on estates, gifts, and capital gains.

As regards the rich, the conventional reformists make the points:
More rich people than others pay no income tax; a higher percentage
of the higher incomes than of the lower incomes is carried forward to
the taxbase; high-income people don't. pay the statutory rates; and
adjusted gross income is a meaningless figure for higher incomes be-
cause of exclusions. As shown in the four tables in exhibit A, each
of these assertions is refuted by official data.

You may have noted as I have presented this statement, and with
respect to other -Tax- Council writings, that we do not describe any
of our tax proposal as incentives or stimulants. Th reason is that
we do not think of them in this frame of reference and, in fact, do not
believe that either description would be accurate with respect to any
of them. Some of the anticapital bias of the tax law have a disin-
centive effect and, to the extent that it does, the correcting proposal (s)
would serve to moderate or eliminate disincentive. But the problem of
the tax law with which we are concerned is that it destroys too much
existing capital and does not permit the building of enough new cap-
ital out of income. All economic experience testifies to the fact that
more capital means a better life for everybody.

American businesses and businessmen, managers and shareholders,
all want to retain more of their existing capital and to be able to build
more capital out of current income. But their desire for more capital
is for constructive purposes, to put it to work to increase production,
the number of good jobs and the level of consumption. It may be rough
going politically t get the antitax bias out of the tax law, but the
public interest would be well served if it could be done.
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The CH1AIRMA. Thank you very much, sir. I would like to invite
your group, Mr. Dillingham, to have whoever you think is best quali-
fied to understand the economics of this problem consult with Dr. Ture
who testified here today, and those with whom le will be consulting in
Treasury and on the joint committee staff, and add your input on
what the final impact of these proposed tax changes would be. I just
don't want us to be thinking that we can raise $1 billion in revenue
by putting additional taxes on business which might not raise us any-
thing. We should see 1, 2, 5, 6, 7 years of impact so that if we are
voting on something that is going to do more harm than good. we
should know about it. We would not overlook the ripple effect, for
better or for worse, of these various suggestions that yof are making
and those that have been made in exactly the opposite direction. As
you have indicated, soine of these proposed tax increases would be
counterproductive. I think they probably would be. I would like to
hear both points of view.

We enacted the DISC to help encourage sales abroad. We have a lot
of evidence presented to us to support two different arguments, one
that the repeal of DISC wofild greatly help tax revenues, and the
other that the estimates are altogether too optimistic and the repeal
would not achieve anything like that.

We still don't know for sure which side is right about that, but
we ought to hear the best argument that can be presented for both
sides. We would welcome you and your economists making an input
in this matter.

Mr. DILLINGHAM. We would be delighted to participate in this.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Byrd.
Senator BYRD. No questions.
The CHAIRM AN. Senator Hansen.
Senator HANSEN. I have 2 questions I would like to read and hand

them to Mr. Dillingham so he can respond to them or respond in
writing so they may be included in the record. Whatever would serve
your purpose best.

I note you recommend elimination of double taxation of dividends
income over a period of years preferably through a stockholder credit.
*Why do you prefer a stockholder credit over a deduction of dividend
payments by the corporation?

The second question is: Would you elaborate with respect to your
proposals on capital recovery and the investment credit. How would
you balance the proposed liberalization in the two areas.

Mr. DILLINOIIAM. I will try to briefly answer that Senator Hansen.
First of all with respect to double taxation of dividend income,

we have noted in our formal paper that we would prefer the stock-
holder credit. However, we expressed willingness to go along with
the corporate discussions. I think individual corporations may prefer
a deduction because of the immediate effect on cash flow of internal
funds. I would feel the broad economic view is there seems to be little
difference between the two as regards increase in the amount of capital.

It seems to me that stockholder credit would have better effect, in
that it would perhaps reduce the cost of equity capital which has been
a problem in the last several years and would take companies in a
better position to attract new capital through equity issues. This would
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tend to spread stock ownership among a greater number of people,
perhaps at the lowar income levels. In the full program that the Tax
Council prepared lust December we have a chart which shows an
interesting effect that if you look at an individual stockholder who is
in the 48-percent tax level, then by a stockholder credit on dividends,
he would still pay the same amount of tax. If he is in the 70-percent
level, he would still pay a fairly significant amount of tax, as I
remember, about 42 percent whereas an individual in the lowest in-
come level, 14 percent, would end up with a tax credit for some 65
percent of the dividend he would receive which he could offset against
other tax liability. This would encourage the low-income individual to
invest in stock. We prefer the credit but certainly either a credit or
deduction would accomplish the same goal.

Your second question was how we would balance the liberalization
of the capital recovery allowance and investment credit, We believe
the economy would benefit if the regular investment credit were raised
up to say 12 percent and made permanent which I think ik, the most
important part of it, and if the depreciable lives were reduced to
something around one-half of their present range or down to at least
no more than 10 years on longer term assets. Certainly a permanent
investment credit of at least 10 percent would be very helpful.

Senator HANSEN. Thank ou very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis.
Senator CURTIS. You are an able tax lawyer and you have made a

positive contribution here. We appreciate it. I am looking at your
cover summary. You have one point here, "long-term capital gains
as transfers of capital under a new system."

That is no doubt covered in your paper but just briefly what are
you alluding to there as a "new system."

Mr. DILLINoIIA. With the thought that this is a transfer of capital,
as opposed to an income, on the sale or gain of assets that have been
held for some length of time we feel they should not be subjected to the
tax rates they are now, even at the capital gains rates. The proposed
system would lump long-term gains under a. structure separate from
the income taxes, and credit the taxes paid under the system against
estate taxes due at death.

Senator Curris. I do not think it is an uncommon experience among
older people. The last survivors may find, for good reason,-that he or
she wants to sell the home which they have owned many, many years.
Yet in an inflationary period, even the capital gains tax is juite an
unjust tax on that person.

Mr. DILLIGNoAI. Precisely.
Senator CURTIS. In reference to estate and gift taxes, particularly

the estate tax, you have reduced the rates. Would you also raise the
$60,000 exemption?

Mr. DILLI O]rAM. Yes, there have been several proposals to reduce
the impact on estate, certainly the exemption level must have been
set 30 years ago or so at $60,000. It is outmoded in today's economy, I
would think. That certainly would be a helpful proposal.
t Senator Cuuns. I think 'we-should go back to basics. The estate tax

was not a tax intended to reach all of our people, but- it was ft tax
applied to the transfer of rather large estates. About the only way
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that you could relieve not only the burden of taxation but all of the
problems of payment and so on for people of very modest means is to
raise the exemption.

Mr. DiLLINOUAM. Certainly that is desirable. We would like to see
a reduction in rates, also.

Senator Cuins. You could, of course, include that in your recom-
mendation as to the overall approach?

Mr. I)nLLuNou AM. Yes. In fact, part of our proposal also would be
to provide some way to avoid the necessity of liquidating farms or
small businesses in order to pay estate taxes.

Senator Cuirs. In reference to the Jepletion provisions that were
repealed last year, that has had a bad effect in two weys, has it not ?
First, it has lessened jobs and, second, it has lessened a very critical
material that our economy needs.

Mr. DIJALINOIAM. Yes, in our opinion that is true.
Senator CuRTis. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CIIAIRMAN. Senator Dole.'
Senator Doia No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
I notice that you don't recommend anything with regard to em-

ployees. All these tax suggestions you mention would be to the benefit
of the investor. I don't see anything in here that would cause the
employee to feel he is better oil, or that it might give him a better
chance to have a job. Are your people opposed to employee stock
ownership?

Mr. DILLINOAM.W. No, sir, not at all. I was attempting to emphasize
releasing capital for formation, use of new capital, and this is what
we want to do. Actually we are so interested in this tax employee
ownership plan, the Tax Council is planning a meeting next week
where that is the topic for discussion and a lot of our companies have
already adopted ESOP plans. Certainly if you want to look further
at it, the proposal to reduce the double taxation on corporate dividends,
as discussed a moment agb, I think would be helpful as regards invest-
ment at low-income levels.

The CHAIRMAN. I wish you would let us know what the result of
your deliberations are after you have met, because it would be helpful
to us.

It eems to me that as long as investment means "the other guy" to
labor, you are going to have these irreconcilable conflicts. I was ilnter-
ested b;y the testimony that was brought here by Mr. Kelso. He pointed
out that oddly enough, when employees own stock in the company. the
employees tend to vote their stock even more consistently in support of
present management than do the other shareholders. That just showed
how when employees feel they are part of the action, when they have
stock in it, when they feel they are part of the team and they are in on
the decisionmaking, they tend to back the people who are trying to
make the corporation succeed and seem to understand their problems
even better than the ordinary shareholder. That type of understanding
between management and its labor, that sense of comradeship and
teamwork, is one of the things that I think we are going to need to hold
prices down and to control inflation.
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Mr. DILLINOHAM. As I mentioned, we have this meeting next week.
Obviously, a lot of companies are taking a serious look at it. I think
there will be some movement in that direction.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
[The exhibit, tables, and additions and revisions referred to by Mr.

Di lingham follow. Oral testimony continues on p. 1739]

EXHIBIT A

As would !e reasonable to expect, Table I shows a heavy concentration of non-
taxable returns iu the lower adjusted gross income groups, 58 percent in the
0-5,000 group and 4 percent in the 5-10,000 group, but no more than one-half of
one percent in all higher groups.

Table II shows that some three-quarters of adjusted gross income in the higher
income group becomes subject to tax, but only a little more than a third In the
lowest group, with the percentage moving up abruptly thereafter.

Table III shows tax burdens as percentages of adjusted gross incomes in smaller
Income Intervals than the other tables. These percentages are known as effective
tax rates. With these rates rising steadily from two percent In the $1,000,000 and
over group, as compared with statutory rates ranging from 14 percent to 50 per-
cent (earned income) and 70 percent (investment income), the claim that the
hilgwr incomes get a special break in this area is shown as false.

Table IV shows that exclusions are not substantial as a percentage of adjusted
gross income at any income levels although the lowest income group has the
highest percentage, 5.5. The 4.0 percent in the highest income group largely results
from the exclusion of interest on state and local debt. This exclusion has its source
In strictly political considerations. Hence, It would be unfair to use its existence
to enhance lblic resentment of the tax status of the rich even if it did result in
suh.4tantial tax relief for them as a class-which it does not.

TABLE I. -NONTAXABLE RETURNS, 1972, BY ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME GROUPS

[Dollar amounts In thousands]

Taxable Nontaxable
All returns returns returns Percent

Adjusted gross income groups (1) (2) (3) (3) Of (1)

0to5 ......................................... $26,963,312 $11,224,360 $15,738,952 58.0$Sto$1o ............................... 21,175,854 20,325,602 850.252 4.0
$1oto is ............................... 15 ,3,155 15,284,303 79,852 .5
$151 $0 ......................................... 7,773,413 7,755,147 18,266 .2
$20 to $50 .......................................... 5, 697, 683 5,683 307 14,376 .3
$so to $100 ......................................... 483 677 482,087 1,590 .3
$100 and over ...................................... 114,636 114,211 425 .4

Source: Table 1. 1, "Statistis of Income, 1972, Individual Income Tax Returns."

TABLE II.-INCOME SUBJECT TO TAX BY ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME GROUPS, TAXABLE RETURNS 1972

(Dollar amounts in thousandsl

Adjusted Income sub-
Adjusted gross Income groups gross Income Ject to tax Percent

0to.$ ......................................... $40,203,955 $13,894,889 34.6
$1 to $10 ................................. 151,215,307 80,017,295 52.9

10 to. 15...................................187,712, 717 112, 854,989 60.1
$15 to $ ........................................................ 132,944,126 87,911,733 66.1
520 to 50 ........................................................ 152,048,854 109,370,412 71.9
$50 to $100 ....................................................... 31,877,108 24,450,533 76.7
$100 and over .................................................... 21,413,807 16,113,098 75.2

Source: Table 1.1, "Statistics of Income, 1972, Individual Income Tax Returns."
09-460-70-----pt. 4- 11
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TABLE Ill.-INCOME TAX BY SIZE-OF ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME

[Dollr amounts In thousands)

Percent tax
Adjusted Total of adjusted

Size of adjuted gross Income gross income Income tax gross Income

No adjusted gross Income .......................................... 2,950,226 $12,198 0.05
I under $1, 0 .................................................. 3,093, 756 387 1.8
1,000 under 200.. .................................... 8,765, 931 9,186 3.5
,0O under $3,00 .................................. 12, 397, 055 22893 2.6
:.000 under ............................................... 17, 343, 979 639,829 4.9

M000 under 15000 .................................. 22,685715 1,252,894 6.4
,000 under t6, .. . .................... .............. 25, 988241 1, 787, 531 7.5,000 under p7000 ........................................ .. .. .. .  2 643,3X61 2, 175 030 8.3

7,000 under 8,000 ............................................... 32,012,938 2, 741, 335 8. 9
oounder ............................................. 34 142,692 3,139 234 9.4
OC0under $1000 .............................................. 36,97,378 3,508101 9.61000 1 ................. 38,220835 3, 834, 497 10.1, under .......... .............. , 773,069 4, 061, 413 10.3

1,000 under 1,000 ............................................. 37 4,099,11 11.0
$13,00under $1,0 .............................. 34357,66 3, 903,170 11.4
$14.00 Under e,OD ...................................... 133,333 16,681,5150 12.5s

000so under 5,oo ...................................... 68,449, 10 9, 816 S 14. 4.5000 under 14,000 .............................................. 34 416,.3 5, 47 599 16.0
4,000 under 1-)000 ............................................. 49578, 235 9.1427594 19. I

1O00 under 000 ............................................ 31,983,024 8,528,334 126.50,oo under 5 .00 ............................................ 11,493,09 4, 1,63 34.600,000 under 55000 ............................................ 5,415, 003. 29, 408

000 under $1,0 0,000 .......................................... , 791, 260 09, 142 45.4
i,00,00 or nore ................................................ 2,301,383 1,046,273 45.7

Source: Table 1.1, "Statistics of Income, 1972, Individual Income Tax Returns."

TABLE IV.-EXCLUSIONS' BY ADJUSTED GROSSIINCOME GROUPS

(Dollar amounts In.thousands

Exclusions
Total Exclusions including

adjusted except inter- Interest on
gross est on State/ Percent Stateilocal Percent

Adjusted gross income groups income local debt (2) of (I) debt (4) of (1)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

0 to$4 ............................... 0,203,955 [$2,218,000 5.5 $2,218,000 5.5
5 to 0 ............................. 51,215,307 2,949,000 2.0 2,950,000 2.0

I0 to $15 .................... 187,712,717 2,219,000 1.2 2,223,000 1.2
Is to $20 ... .............. .. 132,944,126 1,668,000 1.3 1,690,000 1.3

$20to 50.... ............... ... 152, 04, 54 "" 2,32,000 1.5 2,426,000 1.6
50 to $100....................... 31,877, 108 w 597,000 1.9 986,000 3.1
100 and over ........................ 21,413,807 9 320,000 1.5 866,000 4.0

'Source: Table released by Senator Walter F. Mondale (Democrat of'Minnesota), May 26, 1975.

A PROGRAM FOR A STABLE CAPITAL CONSCIOUS FEDERAL TAX POLICY
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INTRODUCTION

From its organization nine years ago, the Council's policies have rested oil the-
inherent need for and natural scarcity of capital and the public Interest in) its
formation and conservation. Because growth in the future is dependent on gen-
eration of new capital, over and above that destroyed by taxation or other
means, it could be argued that tax policy should be weighted In favor of capital.
The Council, however, has not gone this far, but has stressed the importance to
the nation of revising the present tax system at all points which are biased
against capital.

The opposite of bias would be a capital conscious approach to tax policy, and
five years ago the Council released its first composite program detailing steps
toward such a policy in the 1970s. Two years later the first edition of the
program', herein revised for the second time, was released. The first revision
appeared last year.'

While not repeated in this revision, the background material as revised In the
first revision is as timely now as when written.' In Its place, we have some new
material further demonstrating the extent of the tax bias against capital and
how the public Ipterest will be served by turning policy towards the capitall
conscious approach.

The major point of the material is that more capital spending as a percentage
of Gross National Product would soon mean more not less spending for consunip-
tion. Conversely, a smaller percentage of Gross National Product devoted to
capital formation would soon mean less not more spending for consumption.

In the summer of 1975, the Ways and Mleans Committee took the constructive
step of scheduling capital formation as a separate subject in its tax reform hear-
ings. Responding to the request of the Committee to be specific about reforms
which would serve capital formation, Treasury Secretary William E. Simon pre-
sented the Administration's plan for ending the double taxation of dividend in-
come. Witnesses from the business community, including The Tax Council, pre-
sented a wide range of proposals, including ending double taxation, with great
emphasis on reforms to hasten tax free capital recovery. As vas to be expected,
when the Committee in executive sessions reached the capital formation area,
time was running out if reform legislation containing an extension of tax cuts

I "Towards a Capital Conscious Federal Tax Policy In the 1970s--The Composite Tax
Program of The Tax Council", November 1970.

' t"A Program for a Stable, Capital Conscious Federal Tax Policy", The Tax Council,
November 1972 ;Revised edition, November 1974. Copies of the latter are still available on
request.

The titles Inelude: "Shift In the nature of government"' "Tax principles and tax eco-
nomics"; Capital and the Public Interest": "The myth of Idle capital"; "The bogey of tax
reform"; "The Corporate tax target"; and "The tax bias against capital".
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voted In the .Spring was to have any chance of enactment this year. On Octo-
ber "12th, the Committee decided to give added life to the 10 percent investment
credit and $50,000 corporate exemption provided by the spring legislation, while
delaying for six months consideration of other capital subjects pending study by
a task force.

The key to achieving a stable, capital conscious tax policy is allocation of rev-
enue gain for the purpose over a period of years as long recommended by the
Council and presented again herein. The Administration embraced this approach
in proposing an end to double taxation of dividends, and we may hope the tax-
writing committees and Congress as a whole will come to recognize that here is
the key to a tax policy which would mean stronger economic growth, more new
and better Jobs, increased consumption and less inflation over the years ahead.

The new text. including all of Section I and revisions in Section II, was ap-
proved by the Tax Policy Committee of The Tax Council on December 9, 1975.

PAUL L. DILLINOHAM,
Chairman, Tax Policy Committee, The Tax Counoil.

I. GOAL, ECONOMICS AND PROCEDURES OF CAPITAL-RELEASING TAX REFORMS

Policy *uinmary.-Capital formation, because it enlarges the base for economic
growth, provides more new and better jobs, increases productivity and lessens
Inflationary pressures, is the means to more not less consumption. The public
interest thus would be served by capital-releasing tax reforms directed to Increas-
ing the level of capital formation (gross investment spending) as a percentage ot.
gross national product. Accordingly-

1. A national policy goal should be established to raise the level of gross in-
vestment spending from the range of 15% of gross national product to a range of
17 percent. which would add some $30 billion to investment spending In a two
trillion dollar economy (the level expected at the end of this decade).

2. The increase in investment spending should be totally achieved by reducing
federal taxes (and limiting growth In federal spending) thus avoiding even a
temporary slowdown in consumption spending generated In the private sector of
the economy.

3. Tile federal tax reductions should be achieved by a program of immediate
and spaced out reforms financed by allocating for the purpose one-half of the
revenue gain from economic growth (excluding the gain from social insurance
levies).

4. Major steps in the program should be subject to a postponement procedure
to provide the government with flexibility for meeting emergencies.
Discussion

A. The relation of conaumption and investment spehding.-This relationship
often is discussed as though investment spending is at the expense of consump-
tion spending, and as though the former benefits only large corporations and rich
people while the latter matters only to low income people. Yet, refutation of the
proposition will bring forth no defenders, as least among sophisticated people,
because it Is indefensible.

Investment preceeds consumption, and over any economic cycle Increased
investment is the only means to increased consumption. In periods when utiliza-
tion of resources Is well below the optimum, however, and monetary policy Is
accommodative of rapid progress toward the optimum, expansion of investment
spending will add to instead of supplanting consumption spending. There will be
more jobs and more rapid increase In Income in the economy as a whole.

As utilization of resources approaches the optimum, the consumption benefits
from continued expansion in investment spending will be deferred until the
facilities involved are in production. A conservative estimate of the annual
economic yield from marginal capital investment is 25 percent. That Is, for every
additional dollar of capital investment, there is an annual addition to national
product of 25 cents. On this basis, marginal capital investment will yield, com-
pounded, its value In current consumption in less than four years, with the
annual yield thereafter being all bonus for having saved and Invested the
original income instead of using It for immediate consumption.$
i

5 See Table I "The benefits of capital formation are no trickle", Tax Legislative Bulle-
tin No. 17, October 14, 1971.
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In recent years, the relation of investment or capital spending to gross national
product has ranged around 151/ percent. There is a consensus that there should
be a moderate increase in this percentage If the capital formation Is to take
place which the nation needs for economic balance over the years ahead. For
policy purposes, it is assumed that a ten percent increase to the range of 17.0
percent of GNP would reasonably meet the need.

Or, in money terms, an increase of one and one half percentage points in
investment spending would add $30 billion to such spending iII a two trillion
dollar economy (the level expected at the end of this decade). In such an econ-
ony, consumption expenditures would be rising at a rate of over $100 billion a
year without taking Into account the increase production which would result
from this program.

With the increase in investment spending coming entirely frow capital-re-
leasing tax reforms, moreover, there would be at no time even a temporary
slowdown In the rate of increase of consumer expenditures genlerated in the
private sector of the economy. The only slowdown would have come in the rate of
increase which otherwise would have taken place in spending by the government
and its beneficiaries.

D. Economic impact of taxing and 8pcnding.-Taxing and spending often are
discussed, especially In the context of what groups should pay more or less tax,.
as though the economic impact Is the same regardless of the function of the
funds involved. Actually, the impact Is quite different dependent upon whether
the funds taxed and spent are income which otherwise would have been used for
a) consumption spending or b) investment spending, or were c) established
capital.

,In the case of a), the total of consumption spending In the economy is not
affected currently or prospectively. Private taxpayers spend less and govern-
ment (and its employees and beneficiaries who also may be taxpayers) spend
more. It is a transfer process which may hurt the private taxpayers but does not
of itself hurt the entire economy or change the total numbers in the GNI.

In the case of b), there is an Immediate and then a quite divergent long term
result. The immediate effect, a shift from private investment to public con-
sumption, again does not change the total numbers In GNI'. The aggregate of
consumption expenditures is greater than it otherwise wolild have been, Ihut the
aggregate of Investment spending is less. IHowever, tihe loss of the investment
spending lowers the trend line of support for fuiire consumption spending, and -
(using the preceding model) four years later aggregate consumption spending
is no greater than it would have been if the shift from private investment
spending to government spending had never taken place. Total GNP would have
declined from its potential in the second year, and after the fourth year the
decline would extend to total consumption spending.

In the case of c), the economic impact is even more drastic. While the taxing
of income which would have become new investment capital reduces the poten-
tial for growth in production and conslimption, the taxing of established capital
reduces current capacity to produce and consume. If there were no new saving
in the economy, the use of the taxing power to convert capital to government
spending might provide an instant feast, as with killing and eating the goose
which lays the golden eggs or eating the seed corn, but at the price of economic
disaster.

Of course, the fact that there always is new saving in the economy serves
to mitigate the destruction of capital by taxation. However, it is self-evident that
capital so destroyed must be replaced by new savings out of current income
before there is net addition to the nation's stock of capital. The excessive taxa-
tion of Income which otherwise would be saved compounds the economic setback
resulting from the taxation of established capital.

With its anti-capital bias, the federal tax system has a heavy impact on capi-
tal supply. At current tax levels, it is estimated that the drain on capital supply
totals some $70 billion annually. $12 billion of this total represents the conver-
sion of capital to current government spending via the taxes on estates. gifts
and capital gains. $34 billion represents corporate income which absent the
profits tax would have been saved (as retained earnings) by the corporation or

* But not necessarily "et new saving. In 1933 the nation dissaved to the tune of $2.8
billion which would be the rough equivalent of 75 billion in the current economy. These
figures do not take Into account capital consumption allowances, $3.8 billion in 1933,
which are included in gross savings which in turn equate with total investment spending.
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saved by stockholders from the part distributed to them as dividends. $19 billion
represents the part of income (excluding capital gains) which would have been
saved in the absence of the income tax. The remaining $5 billion relates to the
excises, customs and miscellaneous revenue sources.

The total impact on capital would be much greater if the current recession
had not occurred. Based on official revenue projections through 1980, the total
would be substantially in excess of $100 billion by then if the tax system retains
its present bias.

$70 billion is approximately one-third of the level of gross investment spending
in 1975.

C. Federal surpluses and capital eupply.-Among scholars there is some com-
placency about releasing capital for private use through tax reduction in the
belief that the problem can be solved by running federal budget surpluses.

It is true that a surplus resulting in the reduction of publicly held debt
releases the funds involved for other investment purposes. The question is
whether this would be a viable solution to the problem of a capital shortage.

Because budget surpluses do not have a constituency, the discipline required
to achieve them would be a lot to ask of the political process.

However, even if it were feasible to anticipate the necessary discipline, the
concept is not a viable one. It has to be faulted in two major respects.

First, whatever the political rhetoric, both major parties are committed to use
of fiscal policy to counteract swings in the economy. At best, this means alter-
nating deficits and surpluses, although the experience so far is heuv'ly on the
side of deficits. To the extent business capital spending had become dependent
on surpluses,' this source of capital would disappear when the economy turned
downward. Moreover, as the federal government turned from a supplier to a
borrower of funds from the capital markets, less credit would be available for
non-governmental use. The contraction in capital spending inevitably would be
greater than would have taken place if the surpluses had not been available as a
source of funds in the first instance. The whole process would add a new insta-
bility to capital spending and the entire economy, instead of contributing to
stronger and better balanced growth.

Second, the additional tax burden necessary to release any net amount of capi-
tal from federal use would be substantially greater than that amount. Specifi-
cally, using the $70 billion estimate of tax impact on capital as a guide, a $30
billion surplus would release to the market only about $20 billion in capital. Or,
to provide $30 billion in capital would require a surplus of $45 billion.

There simply is no escape from the conclusion that federal surpluses are not a
viable alternative to reducing the tax impact on capital to increase the propor-
tion of investment spending in GNP.

D. Financing capital-releasing tax' reforms.-Deserving respect is the consid-
ered view that large capital-releasing tax reforms are desirable even though
financed through enlarged deficits. Insofar as the initial impact is concerned, this
would be a take-and-put process, with the government serving as the interme-
diary for taking capital from investors and releasing it to taxpayers. As long as
the government obtained the funds by crowding other borrowers out of the
market, there would be no inflationary impact but neither would there be any
immediate expansion in investment spending. If the funds were obtained by
expanding the money supply beyond that which otherwise would take place,
increased inflation would be the price of the expansion in investment spending.
Either way, it's a tough case to get over when inflation and deficits already are
out of control. If it could be realized, however, the results would be to crowd out
federal spending which otherwise would take place over succeeding years while
generating a replacing flow of economic benefits for the nation.

The Council has not espoused this approach although it does not oppose any
achievable means of reducing the tax bias against capital. From its inception,
the Council has sought to achieve recognition in the continuing tax policy dia-
logue that the bias is a disservice to the public interest. It has consistently linked
capital-releasing tax reforms with the public interest in stronger and sustained
economic growth, more new and better jobs, steady advance in productivity and
hence living standards, a broader tax base and less inflation. But always it has
tried to look at the possible within the framework of how top policy-makers in

IThese u stmates do not cover the levies to support specific social insurance programs
(which total some $90 billion) because they do not go Into the general revenue.
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the Executive Branch and in Congress view their overall responsibilities in the
fiscal area.

In the absence of absolute reduction in the level of government spending, the
only source of tax reduction is the revenue gain from economic growth. From
its first policy/program released in 1967 1, the the Council's consistent position has
been that pert of the gain should be used over a period of years to reduce taxes
which prevent greater growth (and hence revenue over the long term). The level
of current spending is so distorted by the combination of inflation and temporary
tax cuts," it is impossible at this time to identify a base in simple terms from
which to project the fiscal results of a program of scheduled tax reductions over
several years.10

If recovery is sustained, however, there will be large increases in revenue over
the next few years. Budget projections indicate that, by 1978, a surplus would be
In sight in the absence of new spending commitments and with strict control of
spending under present programs. If a new recession is avoided, there should
develop substantial margins for tax reduction and orderly growth in spending.
However, the propensity for public spending is nourished by groups and people
who not only would commit to spending all of the revenue gain long before real-
ized but, given the opportunity, would continuously influence a spending level
which could only be validated by repetitive increases in taxes.u

The Congress has made a start under the Budget Control Act towards a more
responsible attitude on spending, but it is too much to expect that control will be
exercised so as to provide margin for tax reduction unless the Congress is com-
mitted in advance to this course. It seemingly would not be enough to visualize
tax reduction as a benefit of future spending control. Just as spending commit-
ments for the future are embedded in legislation, so must be competing claims
to use part of the revenue gain to reduce the tax Impact on capital, economic
growth and job creation.

The Council's prolsal is that one half of the anticipated annual revenue gain
from economic growth, excluding that coming from social insurance levies, be
allocated for tax reform and reduction with the goal of releasing $30 billion in
actual and potential capital from taxation in a two trillion dollar economy.
Even with inflation under control, the gain should run from $15-$20 billion
upward through the years permitting prescheduled allocations for tax reduction
of from $7% to $10 billion upw'ards. Because dollarwise the largest tax reduc-
tions would come in the personal income tax area with a large part of the tax
savings being spent for consumption Instead of saved and invested, a total tax
reduction substantially larger than $30 billion would be necessary to increase
available capital supply by that amount. Even if the total reduction went to $50
billion or more, there would be no losers in the private sector nor over time in
the public sector.

In considering this proposal, attention should be given to the major difference
between forward commitments for spending and for tax reduction. Once com-
mitted to spending for any domestic purpose, the government always finds diffi-
culty in turning off the spigot or even slowing down the flow of taxpayer dollars.

By contrast, it is feasible and desirable for the government to forward sched-
ule tax reductions while providing an easy to use procedure for postponing any
of the reductions, as next discussed.

E. Postponoment procedire.-No matter how expertly and faithfully done,
longterm budget projections could not be infallable. Thus, any program of sub-
stantial annual tax cuts spaced out over the years would be subject to budgetary
hazards making desirable some flexibility in effectuation. This flexibility could

@"Needed: A Long.Range Approach to Federal Tax Policy", The Tax Council, February
1967.

0 Which budget projections do not take into account beyond the applicable year or years
even though failure of extension (or replacement with alternatives) would be the same as
a tax Increase.lo For example, take the President's current program. The budget ceiling of $395 billion
which be proposes for the next fiscal year Is $2 billion more than the protection for Jhat
year included in last January's budget. It i referred to as a cut because that projection
had been increased to $428 billion in the mid-session budget review, but the figure never-
theless represents an increase of $25 billion over the total now estimated for the current
fiscal year. As regards the $28 billion of tax cuts. some $17 billion represents substitutes
and extensions of cuts now in effect, leaving only $11 billion of new cuts.U1 From the mid-1960s. the freely-stated goal of the ideological spenders was to increase
the government share of GNP from the range of 80+ to the 40 percent range of major
European countries. While the public's disenchantment with public spending has forced
this goal underground for the time being, it inevitably would resurface In a receptive
political climate.
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and should be provided by postponement procedures In the legislation which
could be used to defer specific cuts without cancelling them or changing the sub-
stance of the legislation. 'The procedures also could provide for accelerating cuts
if conditions warranted.

A program of scheduled tax cuts to be financed from revenue gain combined
with postponement procedures would provide a sharp contrast with past experi-
ence in copying with fiscal emergencies. With all revenue gain typically com-
mitted or overcommitted in advance to support spending programs, fiscal emer-
gencies have been characterized by much talk of budget cuts or tax increases or a
combination of the two--but mostly resolved by ever more red ink.

By contrast, the program proposed here would be one of stock-piled flexibility.
While the existence of enabling legislation would be a force for imposing tile
discipline necessary to Its fulfillment, it also would provide the means for financ-
Ing higher than anticipated levels of spending without increasing taxes.

Some might say they see a hazard in the postponement procedure, claiming itR
existence would invite its abuse and thus defeat the public interest in achieving a
higher level of capital formation as related to GNP. That there would be some
hazard can not be dened. Without the procedure, however, it would seem too
much to ask the government to enact a single piece of legislation to achieve $30
billion of capital release. It should be kept in mind that a bite at the time tax
legislation does not offer much promise of getting the capital release Job done.

It is worth noting that, even if there was not a problem of excessive taxation of
capital, with the postponement procedure the allocation of part of the frevenut,
gain- for tax reduction would provide a safety valve for government financial
operations which has not existed heretofore and otherwise could not be expected
to exist hereafter.

F. Extent of tax bias against capftal.-The tax law is seriously biased against
capital. The monologue of the conventional tax reformers is totally directed to
Increasing the weight of that bias.

Underlying the weight of taxes on capital, the bias in the law is reflected iI
(1) the mix of tax methods used, (2) excessive rates of tax on Income. capital
gains, and estates and gifts, (3) excessive progression of the personal tax. (4)
the inadequacy of provisions for capital cost recovery. (5) the double taxing oif
dividends lnd capital gains, and (6) putting an additional tax or capital gains
through the minimum income tax.

In the monologue, the objective of increasing the bias iN reflected In (1) the
underlying assumption that any tax on low incomes or consumption is bad. 1111d
that any tax on high incomes, big corp-ations and capital is good, (2) the con-
sistent unrelenting search for the top tax dollar from such incomes and capital
without regard to economic consequences,"' (3) the description of any tax-saving
provision or proposal affecting these sources as a tax loophole, break, expenditure.
preference or subsidy, and (4) the monstrous allegation (based on a handful o)f
cases) that the rich do not pay their fair share of taxes compared with other
income levels.u

Because of its bias against capital, the Council describes conventlomal tax
reform as the anti-capital tax reform movement."

II. CAPITAL-RELEASINO TAX REFORMS

k'unimary of proposals
A. Capital recovery allowances.--Capital recovery allowances should permit

the deduction of the cost of a tangible asset over a period of time considerably
shorter that the present system permits.

B. Investment credit.-The investment credit should be liberalized, made per-
manent and fully applicable to all assets subject to the capital recovery allow-
ances with appropriate recapture rules.

C. Pollution, control facilities.-Taxpayers should be permitted to write off
the cost of pollution control facilities--whether in connection with existing or
new plants or properties-over such time as they deem appropriate and with

" zFor example in the recent tax reform hearing a leader of the anti-capital tax reform
forces, Dr. Joseph A. Pechman, Director of Economic Studies of the Brookings Institution
expressed the view that "tax equity", obviously meaning his concept of equity, should
havye priority over increased economic growth.

23 Kee section "Smoke in your eyes", In testimony entitled "The Last Pound of Capital",
Including four supporting tables, Tax TLegslative Bulletin No. 49, The Tax Council, July 9,
1075.

14 See "Countering the Anti-Capital Tax (Reform) Movement", Tax Legislative Bulletin
-No. 14, July 28, 1971, where the term was first used.
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reasonable rules for separating such facilities from productive facilities. These
facilities should be eligible for the full Investment credit.

1). Deptetion.-Percentage depletion serves the public interest by maximizing
the search for and development of mineral deposits and minimizing prices paid
by consumers. Hence, the provisions deleted in 1975 should be restored.

E. Corporate ta rates.-The top rate of corporate tax should be reduced two
or more percentage points a year In a legislative program designed to achieve a
top rate below 40 percent over a period of years.

F. Double taxation.-The double taxation of corporate income paid out In
dividends should be ended through steps legislated to take effect over a period of
years.

0. Domestic intercorporate dividends.-The tax on domestic intercorporate
dividends should be eliminated.

H. Minimm income tax on corporate income.-Corporate income should be
removed from coverage under the minimum income tax because the tax form is
not appropriate to the tax object.

I. Minimum income tax on longterm capital gains.-Because longterm gains
are capital and not Income, they should be deleted from the list of so-called
income tax preferences subject to the minimum income tax.

J. Personal income tax rates:
1. Equal treatment for married and single taxpayers. The same scale of rates

should be applied to the incomes of married taxpayers filing separate returns
and to each half of the taxable incomes of married couples as is applied to the
taxable incomes of single taxpayers.

2. Investment income. The 70 percent top rate on investment income should be
reduced to the 50 percent top rate on earned income.

3. Rate graduation. There should be begun a program of annual steps in reduc-
ing rates which would flatten the curve of graduation through the middle
brackets to the top rates of 50 percent, while cutting all lower rates an average
of about one-third.

K. A capital transfer tax system. -Regular longterm gains of individuals
should be taken out of the income tax system and taxed as the transfers of capital
which they are under a new system aligned with the estate and gift taxes, with
the new rates ranging from 4-22 percent.

L. Other gains and losses.-With respect to sales of assets remaining taxable
under the income tax system, both individual and corporate, (1) k short term
losses should be fully deductible against income, (2) longterm losses should be
deductible against Income in the full value equivalents of the longterm rates and
(3) the accepted principle of. ieragIng income should be recognized by both the
carryforward and carryback of losses.

M. Estate anl gift taxes.-Rates should be reduced through an. orderly plan
extending over a period of years, and a practical means should be provided for
paying taxes due on income-producing property out of income and not by liqui-
dating the property.
Discussion of Proposals

A. Capital recovery allowances.-While a dollar of saving anywhere in the
economy will go to meet aggregate caiptal needs, federal tax policy should give
full recognition to the fact that optimum growth and productivity of the econ-
omy depend in major part on the funds currently generated through capital re-
covery allowances and the investment credit. Since growth and productivity are
the keys to the creation of new and better jobs and Increased standards of liv-
ing, and are a counterinflationary force, the public at large is the major benefi-
ciary of whatever improves the cash flow of business. It is an evident economic
fact that the shorter the period of time over which capital recovery allowances
are deducted, the greater the benefit to the public.

B. Investment credit.-One views of the Investment credit, which has sur-
rounded It with ai atmosphere of impermanence, is that it Is largely intended and
primarily serves as an aid, prop, subsidy, incentive, stimulant or encouragement
to induce business to do what it would not otherwise undertake.

The alternative view is that both the major purpose and major economic ef-
fect of the credit are to diminish the tax restraints on planning and financing
capital spending for growth and increase productivity. In supporting the credit
and in advocating its reenactment in 1971,' the Council always has placed com-
plete emphasis on the capital which it would release from taxation.

u "Investment Credit Needed Now", The Tax Council's Tax Legislative Bulletin No. 0,
March 25,1971.
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The Council urges that it be recognized by policymakers in the Executive
Branch and the Congress that now is the time to liberalize, make permanent
and apply to all assets this major instrument for lightening the immediate tax im-
pact on capital. Regardless of the indecisiveness of present economic signposts,
the nation can not safely postpone action on capital formation tax changes until
a resurgence of capital spending and job creation has created the prospects of a
new capital crunch.

C. Pollution control /acilities.-The temporary provision for five-year amorti-
zation of pollution control facilities only nibbles at the problem, and has proved
of extremely limited benefit to taxpayers.

Pollution control facilities generally do not produce income and earnings, but
capital used to produce and install the facilities reduces the supply of capital
available for expenditure on productive facilities contributing to economic
growth. This seems reason enough to permit writeoff in the pollution area as the
taxpayer's Judgment dictates, for new or old plants, under reasonable rules for
separating pollution from productive facilities. The new provision should not be
considered a tax preference under the minimum income tax.

The proposal for complete writeoff has been opposed on the ground that, since
the pollution control facilities are necessary to the operation of the productive
facilities, consumers of the products of the facilities should foot the bill for both.
In rebuttal the narrow point could be argued that the pollution facilities are
dictated by the public interest and not with an eye to consumer preferences and
needs. But the stronger, and seemingly incontrovertible point, is that the public
as a whole is deprived of the benefits which would flow from immediate use of
the capital involved to create productive facilities and therefore it is the public
which will benefit from the proposal.

D. Depletion.-Percentage depletion is a reasonable solution to the problem
of taxing resources which are not renewable as they are brought into consump-
tion. A mineral deposit clearly is a capital asset. As parts of a deposit are with-
drawn from the ground, they enter the stream of production and income. The
total transaction is similar to those involving characteristics of both capital and
Income which are taxed at special rates under the income tax law. Percentage
depletion thus is a reasonable and rational tax adjustment to take account of a
tax problem peculiar to the minerals tirdustries.

With the economy threatened with shortages of both energy and hard minerals,
tremendous amounts of new capital must be drawn Into discovering, developing,
transporting and marketing new supplies over the years ahead. With the non-
productive expenditures for pollution control which must be made at the same
time, and with keen competition for available capital and high capital costs ex-
pected for the indefinite future, there would seem no way to equate the public in-
terest with dismantling the system of depletion which dates back 50 years. To
the contrary, the Council urges recognition that the public interest would be best
served by retaining in the law the depletion provisions affecting hard minerals,
and restoring to the law the provisions affecting oil and gas which existed prior
to enactment of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975.

10. Corporate tax rate8.-Because taxing corporations is taxing people, with
the direct and indirect burdens inevitably spread among workers and consumers
as well as owners, there is a prima face case against above average taxation
in this area. With after tax earnings of corporations the major source of capital
spending to expand production and markets, creating new jobs in the process,
it is evident that substantial reduction in the top rate of corporate tax would
be very much in the public interest.

The Council's first policy-program proposed use of revenue gain to reduce
corporate as well as personal tax rates over a five year period, subject tO post-
ponent. With the top corporate rate still at the 48 percent level legislated in
1964, five steps of two-percentage point reductions would bring the top rate
down to 38 percent. This is suggested as a minimum goal for long term tax policy.

F. Double taxatfon.-After the dividend credit 1' enacted in 1964 was repealed
in 1964, there was no sustained effort to make a new start on ending double

IsThe 4 percent credit deducted from tax bills without grossing up was controversial
from the beginning because of the criticism that it provided greater relief value for bigh

" bracket than for low bracket stockholders. *
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taxation until the CounCil so recommended in the first issue -of this program.
In the belief the time-was propitious for generating a national dialogue on the
subject, in early fall a year ago the Council released a pickup bulletin relating
its proposal to the contemporary economic scene."? As stated in the bulletin,
a quick start towards this end "would be a timely and effective means for
redressing some of the inflationary and related ills of our capital markets
and the economy as a whole."

The administration deserves great credit for facing up to the task of complete
elimination of double taxation of dividend income, as presented to the Ways
and Means Committee by Treasury Secretary William E. Simon on July 31,
1975.

There are two methods for eliminating double taxation which would dis-
tribute the relief value equitably between stockholders in all tax brackets.

The first method would be to permit corporations to deduct dividend pay-
ment Just as they have always been permitted to deduct interest payments

The second method would 4be a stockholder's credit for corporate taxes using
a procedure known as "grossing-up" to produce an equitable sharing of the
relief. The procedure would require legislative rules to protect all parties in-
volved when a corporation is obliged to report to stockholders in advance of final
determination of its tax bill, but would not be complicated insofar as the stock-
holder is concerned. Ile would simply add to his taxable income the pro-rata
share of his corporate taxes as reported to him by the corporation, and then
deduct the same amount of taxes from his personal tax bill as otherwise com-
puted. In effect, the result would be that stockholders in each bracket would pay
the same rates of tax on their dividend income as they do on other types of
income.

The Council's policy has expressed preference for a gross-up dividend credit
while indicating willingness to go along with a deduction at the corporate
level if a consensus should develop for that approach.

The Administration's program contemplates six annual steps in eliminat-
ing double taxation beginning January 1, 1977, split equally between a grossed-
up stockholder credit and a deduction by the corporation. Without taking feed-
back into account, Secretary Simon estimated a revenue loss of $15 billion from
the entire program computed at 1977 revenue levels.

One criticism of a stockholder credit is the amount of tax relief which would
go directly to rich people. Over time, of course, Just as much tax relief would
go to them from a corporate deduction. Despite the divisive, class conscience
rhetoric of the anti-capital group, a tax inequity is no less equitable because
it affects high income people. Nor for communities, states or people who need
new and better Jobs, nor for the nation which needs stronger and more sustained
economic growth, is the adverse economic impact of double taxation less because
it affects high~income people.

Of course, a true believer in anti-capital tax reform is hooked on fhe fact
that any kind of uniform resolution of a tax problem obviously meaiis more
tax dollars of relief for a taxpayer in the 70 percent bracket than for one in
the 14 percent bracket. However, it is interesting to note that, with a g-oss-up
credit, stockholders whose marginal rates of tax are considerably higher than
the corporate rate will still pay substantial tax on the dividends they receive,
while those whose rates are lower will receive credits ranging up to 65 percent
of their dividends, as set forth in the following table:

Marginal Tax rate on dividends Tax rate on dividends
tax rate under present law with grossed-up credit

70 70 42
60 60 23
50 50 4
48 48 0
40 40 15
30 30 134
20 20 '54
14 14 1 '65

I Becomes a credit against other tax liability.

17 "Needed: A Quick Start on Ending the Double Taxation of Divide"d Income", Tax
Legislative Bulletin No. 48, October 1, 1974.
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G. Domestio intercorporate divldend.-Corporate income should be taxed
only once. When dividends are received by one corporation from another, the 85
percent dividends received credit leaves 15 percent which is double taxed. When
the.after-tax part of this 15 percent is distributed to individual shareholders,
there is triple taxation. Increase of the 85 percent credit to 100 percent would
equalize the tax treatment as regards all dividend income going to individual
shareholders. It is a long overdue reform.

H. Minimum income tax on corporate income.-The concept of a minimum
tax is in conflict with the concepts involved in the taxing of business income.
Corporate income was brought under the minimum tax in 1969 on the floor of
the Senate as a superficial reaction to statements with respect to some corpora-
tions paying little or no income tax in some years. To this day, there is no
objective writing which makes any kind of a case that this is reasonable and
appropriate tax policy, and it should be abandoned.

1. Minimum income tax on longterm capital gains.-Because the tax treat-
ment of longterm capital gains reflects legislative recognition that such gains
are in fact capital and not income, the treatment can not accurately or fairly
be described as an income tax preference. Such description and listing under the
minimum income tax is seriously counter educational in this era in which the
public interest in conserving and expanding the nation's stock of capital can
not be rationally denied. The listing should be deleted.

J. Personal income tax rates.-Reforin and reduction of personal tax rates
involve three moves: applying the same scale to the incomes of married tax-
payers filing separate returns and to each half of the taxable incomes of married
taxpayers filing separate returns as is now applied to the taxable incomes of
single taxpayers ;' reducing the 70 percent top rate on investment income to
the 50 percent top rate now applying to earned income; and beginning a program
of annual steps in tax cutting which would smooth out the curve of graduation
through the middle brackets to the top rate of 50 percent while reducing all
lower rates an average of about one-third.

In its first policy-program,"' the Couneil suggested that the smoothing out of
graduation and reduction of rates be achieved over a five-year period subject
to the postponement procedures discussed under E. of section 1. Adjusted to
the base of rate changes enacted in 1969, the chart shows the ultimate rate
scale which would result from the plan and be applicable to all taxable Incomes
including the split income of married taxpayers.

The discussion of the Council plan on pages 33-35 of the November 1974
revision of this program is as timely as when written, so is not repeated here.

K. A capital transfer tax system.-In taking the regular longterm gains of
individuals out of the income tax system, the program 1 developed by the
Council in 1968 would :

(a) Establish a new system, associated with the federal estate and gift tax
system, for taxing these long-term gains as the transfers of capital which they
are.

(b) Provide for seven brackets of taxable transfers of capital with rates
ranging from four to 22 percent. The taxable brackets for married taxpayers
filing joint rettirns would be double the brackets for single taxpayers.

(o) Provide for an exemption from the capital transfer tax of $600 for single
taxpayers and $1,000 for married taxpayers filing joint returns.

(d) Limit loss deductions on the sale of assets taxable under the system to
gains realized under the system with unlimited-carryover, carryback and use of
excess losses.

(e) Allow a credit for capital transfer taxes paid during life under the new
system against estate taxes due at death.

(f) Bring to an end Federal taxation on the sale of homes, repealing the
existing special legislation in the area.

The discussion of the transfer system on pages 36-38 of the November 1974
revision of this program alsoL is as timely as when written, so is not repeated
here.

18 geo 'Fair Tax Treatment of Partners in Marriage", statement of John C. Dividson
before the House Committee on Ways and Means, May 1, 1972, Tax Legislative Bulletin
No. 23.lt "A Program for Reform of Capital Gains Taxation", The Tax Council, July 1968.
(out-of.print)
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L. Other gains and losse.-Two of the important byproducts of placing regu-
lar longterm gains of individuals under a capital transfer tax system would be:
first, in removing the cloud of controversy and uncertainty over the taxation of
these gains, the need and justification for special treatment of the "mixed" trans-
actions under the income tax system would become more apparent and, second,
the way would be cleared for the equitable treatment of losses on the sale of all
assets remaining taxable under the income tax system.

The mixed transactions include such matters as the cutting or other disposi-
tlon of timber which in effect begins with a capital asset and ends with an income
situation; and the sale of patents by the Inventor which in effect begins with an
income situation and ends with a capital asset.

The contemporary Inhibition against permitting capital loss offsets against in-
come under the income tax system stems from experience in an earlier era when
such losses were fully deductible. The case examples which brought a change in
the law involved persons with high incomes going income tax free because of
losses incurred on the sale of assets held a long time. With the regular, longterm
transactions of individuals taken out of the income tax system and taxed as
transfers of capital under a separate system with loss offsets not going beyond
the system, without risk of a repetition of the earlier experience the way-would
be cleared for the equitable offset of losses against income of transactions re-
naining under the income tax system.

M. Estate and gift taxces.-Estate and gift taxes are designed to liquidate prop-
erty, that is, to convert accumulated capital into current government spending.
Violating the economic rule that taxes should be derived from the stream of
production, and not by diminishing the capacity to produce, the high rates of
these taxes were enacted in the doom-and-gloom of the great depression of the
1930s. At the time, the dominant economic thought was that the depression had
been caused by oversaving and underspending, long since discredited. The con-
tinuation of such high rates of tax is totally incompatible with the economic
sophistication of our times; a sophisticated, however, which seems to. have
passed by the economists in the anti-capital tax reform movement.

The Council program 0 would:
Allocate to rate reduction and other tax saving revisions of the estate and

gift taxes the revenue gain which otherwise would be expected from these taxes
for a decade ahead-estimated at $600 million in fiscal 1975 and to grow at 10
percent a year thereafter consistent with past experience.

Authorize "tax payment trusts" in which testators of doiiors could place In-
come-producing property, the income from which would be used to pay the taxes
attributable thereto thus preserving the property intact.

Make other improvements in the structure of estate and gift taxation while
avoiding revisions which would subject affected property to greater taxation

III. TAX TREATMENT OF FOREIGN SOURCE INCO31E

Summary.
The U.S. tax treatment of business income earned abroad serves the national

interest and such income should not be subject to further tax penalty.
Discussion

The United States taxes business income earned abroad so that U.S. com-
panies can compete on relatively equal tax terms with foreign based companies.
For many years after World War 11, this policy reflected the national policy
objective of aiding in rebuilding war torn economies and n economic development
throughout the free world. When the balance of payments deficits became a wor-
risome problem some 15 years ago, however, the campaign began and continues
to this day to rewrite the tax laws to inhibit the outflow of capital.

The substance of the business counterattack at that time-that capital sent
abroad soon developed a greater return flow of income-has been amply proved
by subsequent experience. Four years ago, however, the Burke-Hartke bill was
launched under AFL-CIO auspices to remedy what was asserted to be tax in-
duced export of U.S. Jobs. In a timely and illuminating talk before a Tax Coun-
cil conference, Dr. Norman B. Ture pointed out why the tax changes which would
be wrought by the bill "would retard the advance of productivity, reduce em-

0 "A Program to Reform Bitate and Gift Taxes", The Tax Council, November 1970.
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ployment and results in a less efficient economy in the U.S." 1 a conclusion corrob-
oratedjby many business studies and the record in the 1973 and 1975 tax reform
panels and hearings conducted by the Ways and Means Committee. Neverthe-
less, In what seems a strange obeisanmce to ideas because of their source and
not their validity, efforts persist to move In some part towards the Burke-HaTtke
goal. Yet, if ever there was a time when the national interest In maximizing the
return flow of Income from Investments for the long pull was evident, it Is now.

In short, any increase in tax on foreign business earnings would--
Adversely affect the balance of payment over the years ahead by dIminishing

the return flow of income from direct foreign business investment.
In the short and long term, diminish the amount of capital available for do-

mestic purposes.
Reduce Job opportunities In the United States a) by reduced demand for

exports of goods and services to back up U.S. foreign Investment and operations,
b) for personnel in support of foreign investments and operations, and c) by the
reduction In available capital.

There simply Is no measure by which the conversion to government spending
of more business earnings from investment and exports could serve the public
interest in this era.

CONCLUSION

This program rests on the simple economic fact that over any period of time
taxes which shortchange the capital formation process also shortchange the
public as regards economic growth, Jobs, real earnings and living standards.

There is abundant evidence to support the logic of a pressing national need
for a table, capital conscious federal tax policy. The Ways and Means Com-
mittee In placing capital formation on Its tax reform agenda, and the Admin-
istration in advocating complete elimination of the double taxation of dividend
income, have taken significant steps in the direction of such a policy. Whether
at this stage of history the federal government (the Executive Branch and
the Congress together) has the capability for facing up to the full task of meet-
ing the need remains to be seen.
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The CHAIRMAN. Next we call Mr. George A. Strichman, chairman,
Ad Hoe Committee for an Effective Investment Tax Credit.

Mr. Strichman, it is a pleasure to have you. I had a chance to discuss
some of your views before, and I will take your statement and the
other four statements with me when I get on the airplane this after-
noon and do justice to them. We would be pleased to hear your presen-
tation in chief,

STATEMENT OP GEORGE A. STRICHMAN, CHAIRMAN, AD HOC COM-
MITTEE FOR AN EFFECTIVE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT, ACCOM-
PANIED BY WILLIAM K. CONDRELL, GENERAL COUNSEL

Mr." STRICflAN.. I thank you for the opportunity to be here today,
Mr. Chairman.

I have with me Mr. William K. Condrell, partner in the firm of
Steptoe&Johnson.

19 refresh your memory, the committee consists of some 275 Ameri-
can companies and also represents the views of about 50 or 55 associa-
tions.

The CHAMMAN. You have this group listed and I think it might be
well to have it listed in small print as you have them listed in small
print on the back of your stationery so that everybody who reads your
testimony, as I will, will know for whom you speak. It is a very im-
pressive list.

[The list referred to follows:]
AMP Incorporated
A-T-O, Ino.
Acme-Cleveland Corporation
Air Products and Chemicals Inc.
Airco, Inc.
Akzona, Inc
Albany International Corp.
Alberto-Culver Company
A)legheny, Ludlum Industries, Inc.
Allis-Chalmers Corporation
AMAX, Inc.
American Corporation
American Brands, Inc.
American Financial Corporation
American Greetings Corporation
American International Group, Inc.
American Telephone and Telegraph

Company
Ampq Vorporation
Amtel, Inc.
Anchor Hocking Corporation
Arcata National Corporation
Arvin Industries, Inc.
Ashland 011, Inc.
Atlantic Richfield Company
Avnet, Inc. -
Baltimore Gas and Electric Co.
Beatrice Foods Company
Belden Corp.
Bemis Company, Incorporated
Boeing Company
Booth Newspapers, Inc.
Brown Group, Inc.

Brunswick Corporation
The Budd Company
Bunker Ramo Corporation
Burlington Industries, Inc.
Burroughs Corporation
Butler Manufacturing Company
CBS Inc.
CCI Corporation
CF Industries, Inc.
CPC International, Inc.
The Carborundum Company
Carlisle Corporation
Carpenter Technology Corporation
Carrier Corporation
Castle & Cooke, Inc.
Ceco Corporation
Cessna Aircraft Company
Champion International Corp
Chemetron Corporation
The Chesapeake Corporation of

Virginia
The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway

Company
Chicago Bridge & Iron Company
Chromalloy American Corporation
The Citizens and Southern National

Bank
Clow Corporation
Coastal States Gas Corp.
Collins & Aikman Corporation
Colt Industries Inc.
Columbia Gas System, Inc.
Columbus MeKinnon Corporation
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Commercial Shearing, Inc.
Consolidated Foods Corporation
Consumers Power Company
Container Corporation of America
Continental Can Company, Inc.
Continental Machines, Inc.
Continental Telephone Corp.
Cooper Tire & Rubber Company
Cooper Range Company
Crouse-Hinds Company
Cyclops Corporation
Cyprus Mines Corporation
Dana Corporation
Dean Foods Company
Deere & CompanyDeJuval Turbine Inc.
Dennison Mfg. Co.
The Detroit Bank & Trust Company
Diamond Shamrock Corporation
Dibrell Brothers, Inc.
DoAll Company
R. R. Donnelley & Sons Company
Dresser Industries, Inc.
ESB Incorporated
E-Systems, Inc.
Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.
Earth Resources Company
Eaton Corporation
Echin Mfg. Co.
Economics Laboratory, Inc.
Electronics Memories & Mugnetics

Corp.
Elgin National Industries, Inc.
Emerson Electric Company
Emery Industries, Inc.
Esmark, Inc.
Evans l'roducts Company
Ex-Cell-O Corporation
FMC CorporatioDn
Federal -Mogul
Federal Paper Board Company, Inc.
Federal Department Stores. Inc.
First National Bank of Chicago
The Fying Tiger Corporation
Franklin Electric Co., Inc.
Freuhauf Corp.
Fulton Industries, Inc.
Fuqua Industries, Inc.

-Uannett Co., Inc.
Gardner-Denver Company
Garlock, Inc.
General Cinema Corporation
General Dynamics Corporation
General Telephone & Electronics

Corp.
The General Tire & Rubber Company
Getty Oil Company
Glddings & Lewis, Inc.
Globe-Union, Inc.
Gould, Inc.
Great Northern Nekoosa

Corporation - -
Greyhound Leasing and Financial

Corporation
Grow Chemical Corp.

Gulf Oil Corporation
H & H Industries, Incorporated
Hamischfeger Corp.
Harris Corp.
Hareo Corporation
Hart Schaffner & Marx
Hesston Corporation "
Hewlett-Packard Company
Houdaille Industries, Inc.
Household Finance Corporation
Howmet Corporation
Ideal Basic Industries, Inc.
Illinois Central Industries, Inc.
Ingersoll-Rand Company
Inland Steel Company
International Business Machine

Corporation
International Minerals & Ohemical

Corporation
International Multifoods Corporatom
International Paper Company
International Telephone & Telegmp h

Corporation
Jewel Companies, Inc.
Josten's, Inc.
Joy Manufacturing Company
Kansas Beef Industries, luc.
Katy Industries, Inc.
Kennecott Copper Corporation
Kerr-McGee Corporation
Kraftco Corporation
The LTV Corporation
Lance, Inc.
Liand O'Iakes, Inc.
Lear Siegler, Inc.
Leaseway Transportation Corp,
Longview Fibre Company
Louislana-Pacific Corporation
Lucky Stores, Inc.
Macmillan, Inc.
Marquette Cement Manufactur1ng Co.
Maryland Cup Corporation
Masonite Corporation
Michigan General Corporation
Michigan National Corp.
Midland-Ross Corporation
Milton Bradley Company
Modine Manufacturing Company
Mohasco Corporation
Monsanto Company
Moore McCormack Rescuree, Inc.
Morton-Norwich Products
NL Industries
NVF Company
Nalco Chemical Company
National Distillers & Chemical

Corporation
National Gypsum Company
National Presto Industries, Inc.
National Starch and Chemical

Corporation
Newmont Mining Corporation
Norris Industries, Inc.
Olin Corporation
Otis Elevator Company
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Owens-Illinois, Inc.
Oxford Industries, Inc.
Pantasote Company
Parker Hannifin Corporation
Perkin-Elmer Corporation
Peter Paul, Inc.
Phelps Dodge Corporation
Philip Morris Incorporated
Phillips Petroleum Company
Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Company
Portec, Inc.
Potlatch Corp.
Public Service Electric and Gas

Company
Raytheon Company
Reed Tool Company
Reeves Brothers, Inc.
Reliance Electric Company
Rockwell International Corp.
Rohm and Haas Company
Hohr Industries, Inc.
Roper Corporation
Rubbermaid, Inc.
The Rucker Company
Safeway Stores, Inc.
St. Joe Minerals Corporation
St. Regis Paper Company
Sangamo Electric Company
Scott, Foresman & Company
Scott Paper Company
G. D. Seerle & Co.
Sears Roebuck and Co.
The Signal Companies, Inc.
Southwest Forest Industries, Inc.
Square D Company
Stanadyne, Inc.
Standard International Corporation
Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
Standard Oil Company (Ohio)
The Stanley Works
Stauffer Chemical Company
Sterling Drug Inc.

J. P. Stevens & Co., Inc.
Sundstrand Corporation
SWECO, Inc.
TRW, Inc.
Tecumseh Products Company
Texas Eastern TransmIssion

Corporation
Texas Industries, Inc.
Texas Instruments, Inc.
Texasgulf, Inc.
Tilokol Corporation
Time Incorporated
The Timken Company
Iodld Shipyards Corporation
'Tropicana Products, Inc.
liV Industries, Inc.
Tarco, Incorporated
Unarco Industries, Inc.
Union Carbide Corporation
Union Trust Company of the District of

Columbia
U.S. National Banlof Oregon
Universal Leaf Tobacco Co.
Ulniversal Oil Products Company
V.F. Corporation
VSI Corporation
Valley National Bank of Arizona
Van Dorn Company
Vulcan Materials Company
Wallace Murray Corporation
Warner-Lambert Company
The Warner & Swasey Company
Wean United, Inc.
Weil-McLain Company, Inc.
Western Electric Company, Inc.
Western Publishing Company
Wheelebrator-Frye Inc.
Whirlpool Corporation
The Williams Companies
Winn-Dlxie Stores, Inc.
Znyre Corp.

Mr. STRICIIMAN. At this particular time, there is urgent need for
a change in legislation affecting capital formation. The country needs
it now in order not to lose the benefits we have already achieved. We
have seen stop and go policies since 1960. Let's not repeat them now.

Legislation is needed to keep us in the state of recovery that is going
on, but is far from being complete. The December 31 termination
date of the present investment tax credit is already too close to permit
businessmen the necessary continuity of policy for their business
planning.

Since I last spoke to this committee, there has been public debate
about capital formation. It is so important, and I would like to focus
on it in the brief time'allotted for my oral statement.

The longer statement which has already been submitted by the ad
hoc committee for your committee provides detailed reasoning and
data in support of our recommended program.

One fundamental is that stimulation of capital formation through
tax law is essential to the well-being of all of us in the United States.
It is good for American consumers and American labor as well as

09-400--7T-pt. 4-12
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industry. Industry investment in capital improves American pro-
ductivity which, in turn, helps hold down prices for the consumer.
It stimulates competition to the consumer's benefit. Capital invest-
ment increases jobs. It adds to the size of the plant in which labor is
employed. In fact, in this highly mechanized age, investment in new
plant and replacement of depreciated machinery is almost the only
means for increasing the number of jobs and safeguarding existing
jobs.

There is a long overdue adjustment for the effect of inflation on
depreciation allowances. In inflation's ravages, the value of our exist-
ing depreciation allowances now fall short of replacement value of
physical assets by as much as $23 billion and this has nowhere been
recognized in the tax code. So, we are all in this together.

There is no realism to the contention that what is good for one part
of society is not good for another.

In my experience, improved tax law regarding capital formation is
elevateI and can lift us all together with faster reovery. At present
we are still moving too slowly toward recovery.

Another fundamental concern is the way we use our savings, the
amount of savings we can generate. The capital shortage we face
today is in the private sector. Unless appropriate tax changes to in-
crease the rate of private saving, the result will be a continuation of
a short fall of capital even if the country only stands still-status quo.

The chart on page 6 in the full statement depicts the real GNP
per employed civilian, 1950-72. We are near the United Kingdom in
performance which is pretty bad. The United States is about one-
third of Japan, about one-half of Germany, and ranks at the bottom
next to Canada and the United Kingdom, and that is pretty bad
ranking.

The chal on page 8 shows one of the causes for decline in pro-
ductivitv. It can be seen that we are behind all of our trading partners.
Again, the United Kingdom and the United States are at the bottom
of the scale.

Germany and Japan heat is at our own game for the last 25 years
and are at 35 percent.

The chart on page 9 deals with capital intensity and worker earn-
ings. Here we find a striking correlation. It is that the highest wage
earners are those where industry has invested the highest amount of
capital per worker. For example, the petroleum and coal industry
has $97,190 per employee and their average earnings--and this was
as of 1972 from the Department of Labor-were $4.47 an hour. Andthen go to the other extreme, and they go right down in order, with
$2,000 invested per employee getting $2.57 per hour.

Thus it would sem that the way to get peoples' wages and earnings
up is to put a lot of money or investinent in the plants in which they
are working.

Another fundamental I would like to refer to is that we are falling
down in capital investment per worker. And that one, for example,
is stated on page 10 in 1958 dollars, and it is gross nonresidential
fixed investment per employee. It is very striking as to what is really
happening. Between 1956 and 1960, it was almost $50.000 per person;
in 1961 to 1965, $55,000, and in 1960-70 starting down, $46,000, and
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right now it is $41,000-another measure of-how badly we are falling
back.

Although investment is so important to jobs, productivity, and wage
rates, we are nonetheless behind our trading partners in rate capital
recovery allowances.

On chart 20, we have u chart showing what is happening. The
United States is equated in its recovery only by Japan which has a
very special set of circumstances.

Canada., Sweden, Australia, France-go through them all and they
are materially faster than we are.

The final fundamental I would like to refer to is that the invest-
ment tax credit is perhaps the leading example of how wise incen-
tives can create tax revenue and not reduce it. The increase in credit
we propose will lead to greater, not less, Federal tax revenues. Quite
apart from the economic forecasts of exports to confirm this, look at
the historical record.

On page 28, we have a chart showing what has happened, not what
is predicted. From the time it was first put on by President Kennedy,
there was a spurt in real corporation income taxes collected by the
U.S. Government until it was suspended when it dropped precipitously.
It was then reinstated for 1 year and bounced up amazingly and
taken off and down again for the next 2.

So, while you talk about revenue lost because of these "loopholes,"
some people can't tell an incentive from a loophole.

The CHAIRMAN. If I might interrupt you for a moment, I was read-
ing ahead and looking at the same chart. I cannot help but be amused.

In 1969 when we repealed the investment tax credit, we thought
we were going to make about $3 billion. Instead of making $3 billion,
by the end of the year, we had lost about $5 billion, and by the follow-
ing year, we had lost $10.

So, I am not saying that that was the sole effect. The monetary
policy played its part, but repealing that tax credit played its part. So,
between tlose two, when we took this investment tax credit off, we
slowed the economy down to a screeching halt both times.

Mr. STRICHMIAN. If it were taken off again, it would happen again.
I know you all know this better than I, but it has to be continually re-
peated for the record because there are so many individuals in Con-
gress who do not understand properly and appled incentives do yield
more revenue to this Government than the revenue that is considered
lost by changing a number and applying it to the status quo. This has
been shown so consistently and so dramatically in what has been done
with the yo-yo effect of the tax credit, it is not hard to predict what
will happen in the future.

Mr. Co0NDRmL. We have a color coding of the chart we will pro Vide
the committee. The conclusions are correct, but the specific lines are
improperly shaded.

The CIAMMAw. For what years?
Mr. CODqmmL. It was suspended in October of 1966 and not fully

reinstated until June of 1967. Then in 1968, it was in effect, but the re-
duction in 1968, we believe, was due to the lag time.

Mr. STICHMAx. That was the lag it takes for the investment tax
credit to start opL'rat ing in either direction, down or up.
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The CHAIm3AN. I would like to see you prepare a chart big enough
so that someone could see it from one endof this room to the other.
Perhaps you might put some coloring on it so that people could help
understand what they are looking at, because I would like to have our
staff and the Treasury check it out to see if this is really what it ap-
pears to be. If it is, I think the Senate might profit by it.

Mr. STIICHI AN. We will be glad to do that.
In addition, we will add to it the predictions made by our economists

as to what we had for recommendations as to what will happen. It
won't be a loss of revenue but dramatic increase in revenue to the
Government.

The CHAIRMAN. Your figures show that after enactifig the invest-
ment tax credit that corporation tax revenilie went up. The spurt ahead
to the economy made it work out differently than some people ex-
pected.

One point that does concern me a little bit here is that while we are
trying to act more efficient machinery, it seems to me we need to have
more efficient workers. Thus far, the testimony indicates that when
workers own stock in this company, they are more efficient. They work
harder. They take the interest of the company more to heart and feel
as though they are more part of the team.

What is the attitude of your group toward employee stock owner-
ship?

Mr. STRICHMAN. We have had a chance to talk among ourselves and
to our group. We heartily favor it providing some things are done.
First of all, there would have to be several changes in it. The first
change is it has to be permanent. Anything as short-lived as 2 years
will never go over with anybody because you cannot practically put it
into effect; so it has to be permanent.

Second, it must be bigger than it is. It is so small at the present time
it is almost not worth administering.

We propose it would be considered part of the structure oil a per-
manent basis and on an increased basis.

The CHAIRMAN. About what would you recommend if you were
going to have an ESOP plan?

Mr. STRICHMAN. At least 2 or 3 percent.
In addition to that, there are some technical things in there which

have to do with voting or nonvoting, with what happens if there are
different changes made on audit or if equipment is sold and what
happens -after you have invested or contributed to your ESOP.

All of those are not problems. They are things that have to be ad-
dressed and properly solved, and I am sure they will be.

The CHAIRMAN. I wish your people would consult among them-
selves and give us a list of the various problems; for example, the
fear of some that perhaps the workers are going to gain control and
take it away from management, and how the various problems could
be met.

From my point of view, I would favor letting management have a
broad latitude to make decisions to where the vote of stock held by the
employee can be voting stock or nonvoving stock, or it can be voting
when the employee retires. There are just all kinds of ways. I would
be willing to give management the latitude of decision as to how
these things should be done. You could even require it be voted in a
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neutral fashion, so 60 percent would be voted one way and 40 percent
the other so the employee stock would have to be split 60/40 at a
shareholders' meeting. That would be an option I would be happy to
vote for. If you had someone voting employee stock of the board,
he woud vote only in the case of a tie. There are all kinds of ways.
Or, he would have to vote in a neutral fashion in the event of a tie.
There are all kinds of ways you could accommodate yourself to these
various problems.

I would like to have all the suggestions your people can generate.
Edo not want to see us straitjacket employee stock ownership so that
management won't use it. We made that plain before with these
pension plans.

Mfr. STRmITAN. That is a good approach and we will take it up
promptly with our executive committee and get it to you in writing.

[The material referred to above was subsequently supplied for the
record:]

AD HOO COwb1ITTrrE FOR AN EFFECTIVE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT,

Washington, D.C., April 27, 1976.
Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committce, Dlrksen Scnate Office Building, lVash-

ington, D.O.
DEAR SPNATOR LONG: After my testimony on behalf of the Ad Hoc Committee

for an Effective Investment Tax Credit on April 2, 1976, you asked a number of
questions regarding Employee Stock Ownership Plans (ESOP). In particular,
you asked whether the Ad Hoc Committee has any suggestions for improving the
existing ESOP legislation in relation to the Investment Tax Credit.

In order to provide a complete response to your questions, I contacted each of
the members of the Ad Hoc Committee. As a result of comments received from
about 100 companies, we submit the following suggestions:

(1) The additional 1 percent investment tax credit terminates on January 1,
1977. The short period for which this provision will be in effect is not sufficient
to Justify the accounting, administrative and other expenses of forming an ESOP,
nor is the amount great enough. In order for this provision to be effective, it
should be made permanent and it should be increased in amount from the present
1 percent to 2 percent or 3 percent (together with a 12 percent Investment tax
credit).

(2) A great deal of concern was raised with respect to coordination of the
ESOP legislation with the rules governing companies' existing qualified profit-
sharing and pension plans. Every effort should be made to coordinate the rules
in order that existing pension and profit-sharing plans can be used in connection
with the investment credit ESOP. Liberalizing and extending the use of existing
plans would greatly reduce administrative costs and the complexity of adopting
an ESOP Plan. Further, there is no reason why the concept of the inveFtment
credit ESOP could not be integrated with existing plans in a manner consistent
with its purposes.

(3) The investment credit ESOP provisions should be amended to prohibit the
recapture of any portion of the investment tax credit actually contributed to the
ESOP, unless bad faith on the part of the taxpayer can be demonstrated.

(4) The investment credit ESOP should be amended to allow subsequent ad-
justments to ESOP contributions to reflect subsequent audit redeterminations.

(5) The investment credit ESOP should be amended to allow a recovery by
the employer from the ESOP trust of those expenses which are attributable to
trust administration.

(6) In the case of a closely held company, the provisions of ERISA and sec-
tion 801(d) (9) (B) of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 require a determination of
the fair market value of the employer's securities at the time of each transfer to
the trustt-Inorder to eliminate prohibitive administrative costs, a provision
should be adopted allowing transfers based on a reasonable valuation formula
established by the plan. In the case of publicly held companies, the valuation date
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should be the-date of transfer and not the date of claim. Otherwise, there could
be a variance from the date of claim to the date of transfer which would have
to be made up from general corporate funds.

(7) In the case of public utilities, it should be provided that the portion of the
tax credit going to the ESOP is treated as equity capital for the employees, with
regulatory flow-through prohibited.

(8) The requirement that employees have the right to vote shares in the
BSOP should not apply to partial shares. Any other rule creates an adminis-
trative burden.

(9) Section 301(d) (9) (A) of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 defines "em-
ployer securities" as common stock of the employer or of a corporation in
control of the employer within the meaning of section 3868(c) of the Internal
Revenue Code (i.e., a corporation in 80 percent or more control of the employer).
In order to eliminate any question as to whether this provision effectively
excludes second and lower tier subsidiarips from participating in Investment
credit ESOPs, it was suggested that the consolidated return test which'Is used
in section 407(d) (7) of ERISA should be substituted for the section 368(c)
control test contained in section 301(d) (9) (A) of the Tax Reduction Act of
1975.

(10) Most employee benefit plans are based on the concept of "base." wages
and salaries excluding variable items such as overtime and bonuses. However,
the ESOP provisions require a broad definition of wages and salaries including
variable items. Thus, for example, certain employees receiving relocation allow.
ances and overseas allowances of various types receive an unfair advantage.
For this reason, wages and salaries should be limited to the bAse figure and
not include variable items.

(11) A number of legislative proposals have been introduced which would
permit a deduction for dividends paid on common stock held in ESOPs. The
enactment of these proposals would significantly enhance the adoption of an
ESOP.

(12) There is uncertainty with respect to the tax effect on employees follow-
ing the 84-month holding period in the-ESOP provisions. If the employee has
a right to withdraw the shares at that time, is he obligated to pay tax on them
at that time even though he wishes to leave them in the ESOP until a future
date? It should be fairer to make it clear that the employee is only taxed when
he actually withdraws the shares.

(13) It should be made clear that any investment credit ESOP established
under section 801(d) of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 will qualify under
section 401 of the Internal Revenue Code even though it will be continued only
so long as funding through the investment tax credit is permitted.

(14) If any or all of the above suggestions are adopted, or other amendments
are adopted making the ESOP more advantageous, the effective date for elect-
Ing the Investment credit ESOP in 1975 should be extended for a 6-month period
after such amendments to allow companies who wish to elect the BSOP provi-
sions the ability to make the election for 1975.

I hope that the above comments will be helpful to you and the members of
the Finance Committee In formulating legislation in this area.

I enjoyed appearing before you and the Committee and appreciate your in-
terest in ihs area and with regard to capital formation as a whole. If I or the
Ad Hoc Comffittee can be of further assistance, please let me know.

Sincerely,
Gowzi A. 8TMOCRMAN,

Ohairman.
Mr. STICHMAN. I have a little more I was going say, Senator,

about a specific program if you will and that is with the foregoing be-
hind us, our recommendations for the ad hoc committee are: (1) a 12percent investment tax credit without a termination date and without
)asis for adjustment and, added to that Senator Long, whatever two
or three percent we think could be used for ESOP; (2) Permissible
depreciation range under the ADR system should be increased 40 per-
cent from the present 20 percent; (3) The cost of pollution controls
should be allowed as expense first year of operation; and (4) cer-
tain technical changes should be enacted to make the investment credit
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and ADR more effective in stimulating productivity improvements
in all sectors, including small businesses, and those with low profit
marns.

Of crucial importance is immediate action raising the investment
credit to 12 percent and extending it beyond December 31, 1976, by re-
moval of the termination date. The long lead time for a large share of
the facilities covered by the credit require early action. Plans of some
businesses are already being prejudiced by the December 31, 1976,
terminal date in the present legislation.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to adjust one more thing.
During this month, Sir Frederick Cappel, chairman of the British

Overseas Trading Board, made this statement:
"I think the miserable level of investment, and that alone is to be

blamed for the poor state of the British economy-neither strikes nor
shop stewards explain the U.K.'s economic decline in recent years.
Only the low level of investment,--

Senator HARRY F. BrmD, Jr. I am sorry but your time has expired.
Mr. STRICUMAN. I would merely point out that our numbers are so

similar to theirs these days, it is something to look at.
Senator HARRY BYRD, Jr. I think you make a very good point. I am

afraid our country is going in the direction of England, or accelerating
in that direction.

I was interested in your comments where you mention th6 need for
these and other measures to simulatee savings and investment have
never been more critical. Our economy has been subjected to a pro-
longed period of inflation which has seriously distorted the distribu-
tion of national income. Large Federal deficits have been regularly
incurred, reducing total savings and creating enormous impact on the
Nation's financial markets and, at the same time, accelerating the shift
of national resources from the private economy into the public sector
expenditures.

I take that to mean that you see a very definite relationship between
the huge and accelerating Federal deficits and the lack of savings and
investments for capital needs.

Mr. STRICHMAN. Absolutely. If we go back to Dr. Ture's presenta-
tion at the beginning of this morning, the savings that are available
for investment come from total savings which are the private sector,
the public sector plus or minus the governmental deficits. Those deficits
have reached such huge proportions that the real total savings effect
we have of the dollars available for investment are just going the
wrong way.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. Do you regard the huge deficits as being
a highly dangerous trend for the Nation as a whole?

Mr. TrICHIMAN. I certainly do, and if I may be a little flippant
bout it. the only difference between the Federal Government and New
York City is the-Federal Government can print money.

Se80toi HARRY F. B rw, Jr. You are so right. As a matter of fact,
if you really analyze it, I would say the Federal Government is-in
worse shape than New York City.

Mr. STiCHWAN. At least they can print the money to keep it going.
Senator HARRY F. 3yir, Jr. Except for the fact that it has some

printing presses here, continued annual accelerated use of the print-
ing press reduces the value of everyone else's dollar.
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You mentioned the problem of inflation. How do you see inflation
not for calendar 1976 but, say, 18 months from now or 2 years from
now? Do you see inflation continuing or abating?

Mr. STRICHMAN. I am not much of a soothsayer, but if we look at
what happened, we all know what happened in 1974, it was materially
reduced in 1975 and highly reduced for the first couple of months this
year. We run a close reporting system only on what is happening on
our own costs, and it is again beginning to speed up.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.-It is now beginning to speed up?
Mr. STRIOHMAN. It is now beginning to speed up. I believe that ten-

dency will continue.
One of our problems will have to be trying to hold it down to keep

it from getting back to the kind of numbers we had in 1974. At the
time of large deficits going on now, we will be facing that problem
again in the 18 months we are speaking of.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. I certainly concur with that view. I do
not see how we can avoid it. In this fiscalyear, the Government's defi-
cit will be $76 billion and then going into the next 15 months, which
is a transition period for the new fiscal year plus the new fiscal year
which ends September 30, 1977, in that 15-month period, the Federal
funds deficit will be $68 billion. That is just in a 2-years, 3-months'
period. To me it is a highly dangerous situation, and it is bound to
lead to accelerated inflation.

Senator CuRTIs. I wait to say it is excellent testimony, and in view
of the hour, I will forego the questions, but I do appreciate your rec-
ommendations.

Senator HARRY F. BYD, Jr. Senator Dole.
Senator DOTE. I appreciate the statement which I intend to read. I

think it is excellent, as were the others, but you did just say as an aside
that many do not know the difference between a loophole and an in-
centive. We had a long discussion in the Budget Committee yesterday,
and I did not hear the word incentive used in that committee. I will
not name anyone, but I did hear the word loophole used repeatedly.
That is the popular attack. I don't know how you focus in on what is
in fact an incentive and what is in fact a loophole for either individuals
or business. It is like water on a duck's back.

You seem to have an information program afoot generally to inform
the American people. I think it would-be helpful if you could inform
some Members of Congress. Unfortunately, some of them won't listen.

Are there others with you whom you would like to identify for the
record or are there just the two of you? ?

Mr. STRICHMAN. There are others here but they are not presenting
anything today.

If I maysay something in addition to what you are saying, it would
be a plea for the fact that intelligent incentives in tax law are really
one of the greatest ways to accomplish all the things this country
should accomplish. One of the easy ways to demonstrate-and I think
there are enough Members of the Congress who understand about it-
that those incentives that by performance can show that they increase
the amount of revenue, not decrease it, are in no way, nor should they
be considered to be loopholes. It is a travesty to talk of them that way,
because they are really building up the economic ability of the Nation.
and that is where all our taxes come from.
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Senator DOLE. I am not certain I share your view that there is a
majority in Congress. I guess we will find out.

What is the impact of the December 31 expiration date on a current
basis?

Mr. STPICHMAN. I think the termination date of the 10 percent is
having an adverse effect already.

For example, if you are a farmer and you are buying some equip-
inent and you get it off the shelf, obviously it has little effect, but for
most of us you.dn And an adverse effect. For example, where one is
trying to buy and receive equipment, installing it and getting it opera-
tionalbetween now and the end of the year, which is necessary in order
to achieve the 10 percent credit, it is difficult to do. There is no way of
doing that. Those things which are being ordered by all the companies
I know, by my own company, are being ordered with respect to what
do we have to do and nothing more, not what is well worth doing, be-
cause we don't know the situation with respect to whether the credit
is going to be there or not.

We have reached the point where we only consider hopefully that
we will have a 7 percent tax credit next year, because that is all we
could go back to, and maybe we won't have that.It is a very bad situation. It may be felt in Congress that we have
lots of time, but it is now for us.

Senator DOLE. The impact iq adverse.
Mr. STmICHMAN. The adverse is here already.
Senator HARRY F. ByRD, Jr. You mentioned a moment ago there are

already signs of inflation heating up, accelerating. Could you indicate
in a little more detail what those signs are?

Mr. SThICHMAN. As a matter of company policy, we keep a continual
listing of our changes in cost of the supplies which are maybe 50 per-
cent of our total expenditures which are for things we buy, and we buy
them from other people. We keep the record of how they are changing
month by month. -

During the year 1974, Senator Byrd, the increase was like 24 percent
in one year. That was the increase in prices we had to pay for the
things we brought into our shop and we did something to them and
then sent them out again.

During 1975, it got down pretty low. During the firtt half of the
yeai, it was almost nothing. During the second half of the year, it was
running annualized about 4.5 percent a year. These are the actual fig-
tires, past tense not future tense. They have speeded up a little in the
last 2 months, 91/2 to 10 percent. As we asked our divisions to do, which
is forecast to us what they hear from their suppliers for the next 3 or 4
months, it Arill' go up 2 or 3 percent, in the next 4 months on an an-
nualized rate, so we are looking at a rate that will approach 10 to 12
percent very shortly.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Strichman follows. Oral testimony

continues on p. 1773.]

STATEMENT OF AD Hoc COMMirrEE FOR AN EFFEcTrvE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

SUMMARY

Objectives of the Ad Hoo Committee
The Committee's immediate objectives are a permanent 12 percent investment

tax credit; an increase In the permissible range under the Asset Depreciation
69-460 O-76--pt. 4-13
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Range (ADR) System from 20 to 40 percent; expensing of pollution control
equipment In the year placed In service; and technical and substantive changes
In the investment credit and ADR to reflect the critical need for more effective
cost recovery provisions.
Need for b"neas savings and investment

The United States has the lowest rate of private sector investment in the in-
dustrialized world. Today's principal economic concern should be the formation
of sufficient capital to meet projected requirements for Job producing Investments
in United States business and Industry. Such requirements are estimated to be
as high as $5 trillion between now and 1985. Based on present national trends
in savings, there will be a shortage of Investment capital by 1985 in the range
of $575 billion---or over 10 percent of total requirement& It Is significant that
the United States has never achieved a rate of savings adequate to meet this
deficiency. The need for public policy changes to emphasize savings and Invest-
ment is apparent.
Role of business capital recovery in total national savings

Since World War II, the contribution of business savings to the nation's total
savings has risen from 48.1 percent of the total in 1947 to 65.9 percent in 1974.
Capital recovery provisions of the Internal Revenue Code accounted for 58 per-
cent of total business savings. Therefore, such cost recovery factors are Im.
mensely Important to the level of national savings and investment.
International comparison of capital recovery systems

.Relative to other Industrialized nations, the United States capital recovery
system (even with a 10 percent investment tax credit) has consistently ranked at
or near the bottom. Other national have recently taken steps to stimulate savings,
Investment and national productivity by further liberalizing their capital recovery
systems.
Hlistorio effects of the investment credit and depreciation provisions on iltvcut-

ment, employment, productivity and tax revenues
The correlation between the applicability of effective cost recovery provisions

and such leading economic indicators as savings, investment, employment, pro-
ductivity and Federal tax revenues Is striking. The history of the Investment
credit and rapid depreciation methods demonstrates that this form of tax incen-
tive is most effective if it is left unchanged over a substantial period of time. They
are effective Incentives for increasing capital formation and economic growth.
They should not be used as a mechanism for stabilizing the economy and in fact
the various changes in the investment credit have historically proven to be
destabilizing.
Recommendations of the Ad Hoc Committce

The following tax changes are recommended as the most effective means of
immediately stimulating savings for long-term capital improvements:

(1) a 12 percent Investment tax credit without a termination date;
(2) the permissible depreciation range under the ADR system should be in-

creased to 40 percent from the present 20 percent;
(8) the cost of pollution control facilities should be allowed as an expense in

the first year of operation; and
(4) certain technical changes should be enacted to make the Investment credit

and ADR more effective in stimulating productivity Improvements in all sectors,
Including small businesses and those with low profit margins.

In addition, consideration should be given to adopting a simplified capital re-
covery system as a more permanent solution to our capital needs. The capital
recovery system recommended would provide (see full statement for details) for
recovery of all capital costs over a 5 or 10 year period. Finally, the President's
proposal for a new accelerated depreciation system would constitute an Interim
step towards a satisfactory depreciation system if it were expanded to cover all
new equipment and facilities over a several year period. This proposal and possi-
ble amendments to It are described in the detailed statement.
Timing

Of crucial Importance is immediate action raising the Investment credit to 12
percent and extending it beyond December 31, 1976 by removal of the termiba-
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tion date. The long lead time for a large share of the facilities covered by the
credit require early action. Plans of some businesses are already being preju-
diced by the December 31, 1976, terminal date in the present legislation.

All indicators point to the need to restore a proper balance between savings
and consumption in United States tax policy. Such a balance would provide the
long-term growth needed to provide sufficient jobs for a growing labor force,
and the improved productivity needed to assure rising real wage rates and long-
term price stability.

STATEMENT

The Ad Hoc Committee for an Effective Investment Tax Credit is a voluntary
group of over 275 business firms and 51 supporting business associations. A list
of the member companies and supporting associations is attached (see Ai'pen-
dix A).

The membership of the Ad Hoc Committee shares the belief that the critical
economic concern facing this country today-and for the next ten years-is the
formation of sufficient capital to meet the unprecedented projected requirements
for job producing investments in American business and industry.

There are several factors which contribute to our conviction that substantial
changes in Federal tax policy are necessary if we are to halt the ongoing de-
terioration of our relative position in the world economy. Such changes are neces-
sary to ensure sufficient Jobs for a growing labor force. They are necessary if we
are to overcome the problems of energy and raw material shortages. They are
essential if we are to maintain the viability of our free enterprise system. And,
certainly they are essential if we expect to provide opportunities for achieving
a rising standard of living for all the citizens of this country.

Changes in present tax policy are necessitated by such factors as:
The reduced rate of private sector Investment in the United States (now the

lowest in the industrialized world) ;
The low rate of productivity gains in United States manufacturing (also the

lowest in the industrialized world) ;
The inferior position of United States Industry in terms of capital recovery

tax provisions, compared to industry in other industrialized nations (the United
States ranks at or near the bottom) ;

The shocking decline in real corporate profits, resulting in reductions in busi-
ness savings and increased reliance on debt financing;

Growing requirements for major investments in environmental protection and
improvement.

These represent only a few of the economic indicators and known factors
which point to the need for a revitalization of the United States economy through
more realistic tax provisions for capital recovery. And let there be no question
about it.. . these provisions are probably the most important single factor in
determining the rate of saving and investment by business.

The Congress, by increasing the investment tax credit to 10 percent (11 per-
cent in some cases) in the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, recognized these problems.
Unfortunately, due to the December 31, 1976 termination date on this increase,
it has had limited effect. The House of Representatives recognized the need for
a lasting Increase when It passed H.R. 10612 on December 4, 1975. The House
Bill provides for an extension of the 10 percent investment tax credit to 1980.
The House action is encouraging and has the support of the Ad Hoe Committee.

However, we believe more substantial and permanent action is necessary.
The Ad Hoc Committee strongly urges that the Congress take the following

actions as an immediate step toward improved savings and capital formation:
1. Increase the investment tax credit to 12 percent without a termination date

and without basis reduction.
2. Increase the permissible range under the Asset Depreciation Range (ADR)

System for depreciating capital assets from 20 percent to 40 percent.
3. Provide for a reduction in the depreciation period applicable to pollution con-

trol facilities, preferably allowing 100 percent cost recovery In the first year of
use for such assets.

4. Enact the most urgently needed technical Improvements In the capital re-
covery system (described later in the statement).

In addition, the Ad Hoc Committee supports other long-term and interim steps
discussed hereinafter.
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Present eoomio ooedera#one warrant prompt and effective acton
The need for these and other measures to stimulate savings and investment

has never been more critical. Our economy has been subjected to a prolonged pe-
riod of inflation which has seriously distorted the distribution of national in-
come. LArge Federal deficits have been regularly incurred, reducing total sav-
ing and creating enormous impact on the nation's financial markets and, at the
same time, accelerating the shift of national resources from private investment
in the economy to public sector expenditures.

And now, in addition to the problem of inflation, we find ourselves just begin.
ning to come out of the most serious economic slump since the great depression
of the 1930's. This economic crisis is further exacertated by raw material and
energy shortages which have contributed to both higher prices and declining
production.

Although some of the recent economic indicators imply an upturn in the econ.
omy, it is apparent that the economy has not fully recovered. In fact, one of the
leading indicators-durable goods orders, backlogs, and inventories-has re-
mained neutral. This suggests that the prospect of recovery in the durable goods
area continues to lag. This is particularly significant since durable goods often
act as a bellwether indicator for industry as a whole.

The following chart clearly indicates that the gap between durable goods orders
and inventories is not closing. In addition, the backlog of orders continues to
decline.
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Produotivity and other economic indioatore
In reviewing some of the specific Indicators which argue forcefully for more

realistic capital recovery provisions, it is appropriate that we look at those by
which we can measure United States economic performance compared to other
industrialized nations--Canada, Sweden, France, West Germany, and Japan.
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The United States has fallen dramatically behind our trading partners in many
respects, the most important being manufacturing productivity. In 1974, we expe
rienced a 2.2 percent decline in productivity-the first such decline, according
to, government sources, known to have occurred In the 200 year history of our
country, and certainly the first since records of economic indexes have been
maintained. The accompanying chart shows the changes in real GNP per em-
ployed civilian in the period 1960 to 1972, with the United-States at the bottom
of the scale In relation to other countries.
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This poor performance is not surprising in view of the level of United States
Investment during this period, and In view of the well established correlation be-
tween investment and real growth. The following table 1 illustrates that United
States investment as a percent of real national output has lagged behind that of
other nations-in fact, being only one-half the ratio in Japan and West Germany.

TABLE I.-INVESTMENT AS PERCENT OF REAL NATIONAL OUTPUT, 1960-73 i

Tota Nonresident~al
fixedd Ifixe

United States ................................................................... 17.5 13.6
Japan................................................................. 35.09.West G,,an ...................Ge.............................................. .. 35.
France ........ ................................... 24.5
Canada ........................................................ 21.8 17.4

.ta1.......................................................... . 20.5 14.4
Unled Kingdom ................................................... 18.5 15.2
II OECD countries (1960-72) ....................................... ............. 24.7 19.4

I OECD concepts of Investment and national product. 1973 estimated.
I Including reWdenUal.
Sources: OECD; U.S. Department of Treasury.

Capital formation is the major factor for increasing productivity. Without
adequate capital formation, U.S. productivity will decrease and our competitive
portion in world markets will be eroded. In addition,.a high rate of capital
formation increases productivity and permits higher real wages and an Increased
standard of living without excessive inflation.

One of the most striking ptrallels is the relationship between capital Invest-
ment and wage rates by indutry. Figure 1 shows 1971 capital investment data
and compares It with production worker average earnings by -related industry
groupings.

FIGURE I.-CAPITAL INTENSITY AND WORKER EARNINGS

Production worker average
Capital per employee eadnngs

Industry CPE Rank Per hour Rank

Group 1:
Petroleum and coal .............................. $87,190 1 $4.57 1
Chemicals ...................................... 36,450 2 3.94 3
Primary metals ................................. 35,060 3 4.23 2
Paper ......................................... 29440 4 3.67 4
Stone, clay, and glass ............................ 20,550 5 3.66 5
Food .......................................... 14,160 6 3.38 7
Rubber/plastics. ............................ 4, 1410 7 3.40 6
T cco............................... 12(90 8 3.15 8/9
Lumber ................... 10270 1 3.15 89
Miscellaneous ............................... 6 490 10 2.97 10
Furniture ...................................... 5210 11 2.90 11
Leather ........................................ 2 530 12 2.60 12
A arel 2................................. 2110 13 2.49 13

rouranportatlo equipment..................... 12,080 1 4.41 1

Nonelectric equipment ........................... 11,640 2 3.99 3
Fabricated metals ............................... 11540 3 3.74 5
Ordnance ...................................... 10,560 4 3.84 4
Instruments .................................... 9, 410 5 3. 52 6
Electrical equipment ......................... 8,830 6 3.48 7
Printing. ................................... 8,580 7 4.20 2

Group 3: Tetias ................................. to, 840 .............. 2.57 ..............

Source: Department of Labor.
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Reviewing this data during his testimony before the Joint Economic Commit.
tee in mid 1975, the then Secretary of Labor Dunlop concluded:

creation of Jobs through investment capital broadens opportunities, thus
allowing more upward mobility in salary and skills as people are promoted and
new Jobs created . . . the most basic and far-reaching objective for national
policy in this context should be to encourage development of new technologies
and the formation of new capital... . Also, the increase in output and income
implied by new capital formation means a higher level of living and income for
all Americans, whether or not they are employed by the industries Involved with
new capital formation and productivity gain."

In the past the U.S. has had the highest capital-to-labor ratio in the world,
however other nations have narrowed the gap significantly in the past two dec-
ades as the rate of Investment per worker added to the labor force has fallen
off in the U.S.

FiouRS 2.-Gross nonresidential fl.zd fnvestmcnt per person added to civilian
labor force

P [In 1958 dollars]Period : LUSoun#

1956--0-----------------------------------------------490 50
1961-4 ----------------------------------------------- 5, 80
1966-70 ------------------------------------------------ 400
1971-,74 ---------------------------------------------- 141,000

I Estimate based on incomplete data for 1974.
Source: Statement of Paul W. McCracken before the Committee on Ways and Means,

Jan. 29, 1975. Basic data from the Department of Commerce and Labor.
The evidence Is overwhelming. If our economy is to perform at the level re-

quired to provide sufficient capital for jobs, for environmental protection, for
energy independence, for government programs of security for the elderly and
the disabled, for needed housing, for national defense, and for adequate re-
search and development, these trends must be reversed.
Capital formation requirements (1975-85)

There have been a number of meaningful projections of capital requirements
for the next decade, with conclusions falling in the range of $4 to $5 trillion. One
method of calculating capital requirement utilizes as a goal the maintenance of
the postwar average rate of increase in labor productivity and real wage rates
while, at the same time, avoiding an unacceptable rate of unemployment. From
previously cited comparisons with the record of other countries over the same
period such a goal is clearly only a minimum. By projecting these rates in em-
ployment and the capital-labor ratio through 1985, it is seen that business capital
outlays will have to be in the range of $2.37 trillion (in constant 1974 dollars).
By adding capital outlays for housing, environmental protection and predicted
government sponsored programs, the figure rises to $3.54 trillion in constant
1974 dollars. (See zero inflation Table 3 infra.) And finally assuming a conserva-
tive Federal deficit of $10 billion per year and a 3 percent inflation factor the
total capital need rises to $4.3 trillion. (If the projection assumes a more realistic
inflation factor of 5 percent the total would be $4.9 trillion.)

We cite this example to demonstrate that what we are talking about in terms
of needed capital formation Is not "pie in the sky". It is absolutely fundamental
to this nation's continued existence as a major economic force in the world.

Other examples were summarized in Secretary of the Treasury Simon's state-
ment to the Committee on Finance on March 7, 1976:

Consider, for example, a recent study by the Bureau of Economic Analysis of
the Department of Commerce on projected capital needs of the country in 198L-
only four years away. That study concluded that, in order to achieve our goals of
full employment, greater energy Independence and pollution abatement, the ratio
of fixed business investment to GNP for. the decade of the seventies must be
increased.
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The following table 2 contained in the Tressury statement summarizes a num-.
ber of other studies containing similar findings:

TABLE 2.-ACTUAL AND PROJECTED INVESTMENT AS A PERCENT OF GNP

Bosworth
Duesen- Chase

Averae berry Fried- econo-
1965-74 NYSE I Carton I man S G.E.4 DRI I metdcs

Gross private domestic nvestmnt ...... 15.1 16.4 15.5 15.8 15.8 15.7 15.1
Nonresidential fixed ................... 10.4 12.1 11.3 11.5 11.4 11.0 H.
Inventory ............................ 1.0 .3 .8 .8 .4 .8 .8
Resdntal ........................... 3.8 39 3.5 3.5 4.0 3.8 3.3

I The New York Stock Exchanpe 'The Capital Needs and Savings Potential of the U.S. Economy Prectons Through
1985, September 1974. FigUres shown are based on cumulatli projections In current dollars, 1114.

f Barry Bosworth, James S. Duesoebrry, and Andrew S. Carron, "Capital Needs In the Seventies', The Brookings
Institution 197. Figures shown are based on estimates for 1980 In current dollars from table 2-12 .39 (note the constant
dollar 198 figures In table 2-11 project ross private domestic Investment as 15.8 percent of GAP).

s Benjamin M. Friedman, "Financni the Next Five Years of Fixed Investment ' In President's Authority to Adjust
Imports of Petroleum Publc Debt Cllinsl Increase; and Emergency Tax Proposals; Nearngs before the Committee on ways
and Means, puse of Representatives, January 1975, pp. 710-726. Figures shown are based on 1975-79 averages of current
dollar projections.

4 Renald H. Jones, "Capital Requirements of Business, 1974-85,' Testimony submitted to Subcommittee on Economic
Growth Joint Economic Committee, May 8, 1974. Figures shown are based on cumulative projections In current dollars,
1974-8.

a Data Resources Inc.,Summer 1975, "Special Study: The Capital Shortage." Summary table on Inside cover. 1985
data only, current dollars standard forecast.

I Chase Econometrics (ugust 1975. "The Next Ten Years: Inflation, Recession and Capital Shortage," 1984 data only,
current dollars. Table, page No. 1 of 14. No recession run.

Savings required to meet capital needs
We know that we must have the capital for productive investments. The next

question is, how do we generate sufficient savings to make such investment
possible?

The postwar average rate of national savings has been 15.7 percent. At this
average level, assuming a 3 percent inflation rate, there will be a $500 billion gap
in capital formation through the year 1986. Assuming a more realistic 5 percent
inflation facto-, -the capital formation-gap could be a staggering $575 billion. The
accompanying tables 3, 4 and 5 Illustrate the required levels of private savings at
varying rates of Inflation. The United States has not been able to achieve. these
levels of savings in the past, and it Is clear that extraordinary measures must be
taken to make It possible in the future.

TABLE 3.-ESTIMATED CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND PRIVATE SAVING, 1975

lin billions of dollars]

- Capital requirements

Nonresidential Other capital
fixed Invest- oaS

ment p include
Inventory Government Gross private

Year accumulation deficits Total saving Saving gap

A. Zero Inflation:
1975 ............................. 174.5 81.6 256.1 235.8 20.3
1976 ............................. 11.6 84.7 266.3 244.7 21.61977 ............................ 189.2 8.4 277.6 253.9 23.71978 ............................. 127.2 92.3 28.5 26.4 26.1
19109.......................... . 205.3 97.0 302.3 273.3 29.09o0......................... 3 21.1 102.3 316.2 283.6 2.6
1981........................ 222.6 108.3 330.9 942 36.7
1982.......................... 232.0 115.2 W4. 2 305.3 41.9
1983 ............................. 241.5 123.3 364.8 316.8 48.0
1964 ............................. 251.5 132.7 384.2 328. 7 55.5
1965 ............................. 262.0 143.5 405.5 341.0 64.5

Total .......................... 2,371.3 1,169.3 3,540.6 3,140.7 399.9

Source: Norman B. Ture, Inc., prepared July 1975.
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ESTIMATED CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND PRIVATE SAVING, 1975

[In billions of dollars)

Capital - Cross
require- private Savin!

Year ments sving pp

8. 3 PERCENT INFLATION
1975 ................................................ 263.8 242.9
1976 ................................................ 282.5 259.6 22
1977 ............................................................. 303.3 277.4 25.21 ............................................................. 325.8 296.5 29.010 . ............................................... 350.5 316.8 33.9
10... .. ........................................... 377.5 338.6 38.9

, . ............................................... 407.0 361.8 45.7
1982 ................................................ 439.8 386.8 53.9
1963 ................................................ 476.0 413.4 62.6
194................................................. 516.3 441.7 74.6
1965 .................................................... 561. 3 472.0 89.3

Total ...................................................... 4,303.8 3,807.5 496.3

C. 5 PERCENT INFLATION
1975 ............................................................. 268 9 247.6 21.3
1976 ............................................................. 293.6 269.8 23.8
1977 ............................................................. 321.3 293.9 27.4
1978 ... ......................................................... 351.9 320.2 31.7
1979 .................. 358.8 348.8 37.0
1960 .................. 423.7 380.1 43.6
1961 ............................................................ 465.9 4r. 3 51.6
1982 .............................. ............................. 513.0 461.1 61.9
1983 ............................................................. 565.9 491.5 74.4
1964 ............................................................. 625.8 535.4 90.4
1985 ............................................................. 693.5 583.2 110.3

Total ..................................................... . 4,909.3 4,335.9 573.4

Source: Norman 8. Ture, Inc.

Corporate pVroift ansd flnczwal problems
The flow of internal funds cannot keep pace with nominal capital outlays

since depreciation allowances are based on original cost and not on replacement
prices. Due to Inflation, real corporate profits have been overstated. For exam-
ple, the 'Treasury has stated that nonfnaneial corporations reported after tax
profits of $60.1 bMllion In 1975 as compared with $37.2 billion in 1965. These
figures, when adjusted for Inflation, are $85.8 billion in 1975 and $35.6 billion
in 1965. Thus, there has been no real increase In corporate profits over the last
decade. However, the corpote tax Is applied to the profits without adjustment
for inflation, resuitting In a rise In the effective tax rate on true corporate
profits from 48 percent lut 1965 to 51 percent in 1975.

Corporations have increasingly turned to borrowing to finance capital invest-
ment. Average outside financing was 80 percent in 1964. In 1974, outside financ-
ing Increased to over 60 percent of total capital needs. This result can be
attributed to the effect;Of inflation on-capital needs and profits.

Secretary 'Simon, in his March 7 statement, summarized the financial effects
of increased corporate borrowings as follows:

One of the factors which can Inhibit the future growth of needed capital
formation Is the financial condition of American corporations. Analysis of debt-
equity ratios indicates that corporate balance sheets have shown signs of
deterioration over the past decade, which is a break from the pattern which
persisted in earlier periods. Debt has increased dramatically, both in absolute
terms and relative to assets and income. Interest costs have risen appreciably,
roughly doubling over the past ten years. 1he combination of increased debt
financing and higher interest rates has resulted In a decline in the coverage
ratios reported by American corporations--that is, the ratio of earnings to
interest charges. The ratio of liquid assets to debt has shrunk. As a result of
these developments, there is a serious question about the potentiaL capability
of companies to be able to finance the capital investment that will be required
to achieve our basic economic goals of-U reducing unemployment and Inflation
as I outlined earlier in my testimony.

Due to these changes In corporate financing, the liquidity of corporate
balance sheets Is severely reduced. Therefore, corporations are far less lable
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to withstand even minor recessions, resulting in reduced confidence in lenders
and Investors. The final result is reduced corporate investment due to a reduc-
tion in available funds.
Oapital recovery is key to busMness saving and investment

Whlle recognizing there are various avenues that must be explored for in-
creasing total capital savings, by both business and individual savers, it is the
intention of the Ad Hoe Committee in this statement to address the question
of business savings only.

Commerce Department figures show that business savings, as a percent of total
national savings, increased from 4&1 percent of the total in 1947 to 65.9 percent'
in 1974. Consequently, business saving is now the largest factor to be considered
in an examination of the issue.

In turn, the major factors in business savings are the capital recovery allow-
ances of the Internal Revenue Code. In 1974, these allowances accounted for 58
percent of total savings--the major provision being depreciation.

International comparison of capital recovery systems

The low rate of capital investment and productivity increase in the United
States is due, at least in part, to the fact that in recent years our caplal recov-
ery system ranks at or near the bottom among major Industrial nations. This is
illustrated by the comparison attached as Appendix C.

Figure 8 illustrates that with the exception of Japan where special factors-
apply, the U.S. requires substantially longer cost recovery periods for its ma-
chinery and equipment than its major trading partners.

REPRESENTATIVE COST RECOVERY PERIODS IN THE
UNITED STATES AND IN SELECTED FOREIGN COUNTRIES

ON MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
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CANADA
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FRANCE
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And of course, many of these nations have recently taken significant steps to
liberalize their capital recovery systems.

Sweden will continue Its Investment reserve program under which 15 percent
of pre-tax proftls are placed In a reserve fund and deducted from taxable income.
Investment expenditures are charged against the reserve fund.

Canada's Federal Budget contains provisions for a two-year write-off of the
cost of new manufacturing and processing equipment and pollution control assets
(reflected In Figure 8). Finance Minister Turner referred to the manufacturing
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and processing write-offs as "a major contribution to strong Investment per-
formance which is Improving productivity, enhancing supply, creating new Jobs
and helping to sustain the Canadian economy at a time when the economies of
many other nations are faltering".

Australia has announced its intention to allow manufacturing and primary
production industries to depreciate new plant and equipment at substantially
higher than current rates.

When these and other revisions are all implemented, it will make the com-
parison between the United States' capital recovery system and those of other
countries even more glaring-and we are already ranked close to the bottom of
the list.
Imao of Tam Redwton Aot of 1975

The recently enacted Tax Reduction Act of 1975 provided for a temporary
increase in the investment tax credit from 7 percent to 10 percent (11 percent
under certain prescribed conditions). While it has not been in effect long enough
to fully evaluate its effectiveness, our surveys Indicate that many companies find
the two-year limit on the higher rate is too short a time for them to make in-
vestment decisions and to implement them. One and one-half to two years has
proven to be the time necessary for the credit to be fully effective Indicating that
the lead time is considerable for many types of property covered by the credit.
Consequently, we have to conclude that a significant number of potential invest-
ments which would have been stimulated if the 10 percent credit had been made
permanent are instead still languishing for lack of a long-term policy of improved
capital recovery.
The investment credit is not a viable counter-cyclical nechanis

The temporary nature of the 1975 amendments reflects the unfortunate tend-
ency, ever since the investment credit ,was enacted in 1962, to utilize It as a
counter-cyclical device. The Ad Hoc Committee Is convinced that the credit is
totally unsuited for such purposes, and that Its effectiveness over the years has
been hindered by the uncertainties of investors concerning Its availability and
applicability to particular capital irtvestments.

Attached to this statement is a report entitled Policy Alternatives For The
Investment Tax Credit which was prepared by Professors Roger H. Gordon and
Dale W. Jorgenson of Harvard University (See Appendix D). This report dis-
cusses in detail the effects of the use of the investment credit for counter-cyclical
policy. The report concludes that:

The value of the tax credit for stabilizationdepends on the ability of the ad-
ministrator to forecast future trends. From the historical choice of credit rates,
it appears that this ability was so poor as to make use of a flexible instead of a
constant credit rate detrimental to stabilization. . .. Uncertainty facing the ad-
ministrator seems to be too large to make a flexible policy worthwhile. For exam-
ple, reduction or suspension of the Investment tax credit in late 1964 would have
required accurate anticipation of the course of the Vietnam buildup. In 1964 U.S.
fiscal policy was headed in precisely the opposite direction. In that year a major
tax cut was instituted and the effectiveness of the investment tax credit was
enhanced. . . . The Implications of the changing defense policy were not appar-
ent to fiscal policy makers until considerable time had elapsed.

. . . The Investment tax credit was repealed in 1969 and not re-introduced
until 1971. In retrospect this change in policy was in precisely the wrong direc-
tion. The investment-tax credit should have been Increased very substantially
in order to counter-balance the effects of the Vietnam de-escalation.

The tax credit, however, remains a powerful device to stimulate capital deepen-
ing. A constant fifteen percent credit rate for the next ten years would cause the
capital stock in 1985 to be 12.5 percent higher than It would be under a seven
percent rate. Thus our basic conclusion Is that the choice of a rate for the in-
vestment tax credit should be based on long run objectives of capital deepening
and desired average levels of demand for an extended period, and not on short
run stalblizadon objectives.

It is clear from thip and other studies that the credit Is not a viable instru-
ment for fine tuning the economy. Therefore, it should be used as a means to
achieve long-range capital formation and economic goals. The various schemes
for a variable investment credit are based on either invalid assumptions or are
inconsistent with economic realities.
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Hiotorlo effects of changes in depreolation proviosia am the imnetment credit
There is no question that liberalized depreciation provisions and the Invest-

ment credit have proven in the past to be effective In increasing employment
and productivity, thus combating inflation and enhancing real growth. This fact
can be illustrated in terms of capital investments, employment and Federal rev-
enues.

11. Effects of changes in capital recovery provisions on Investment in capital
facilities, 1962-72:

Following enactment of the original Investment credit and adoption of the
reduced guideline lives for depreciation In 1962, new orders for machine tools
increased rapidly by 251 pe-rcent-from $144 million in the last quarter of 1961
to $514 million in the first quarter of 1966. New orders for producers capital
goods Increased by 82 percent-from $8.9 billion in the fourth quarter of 1961
to $16.2 billion In the third quarter of 1966.

fThe suspension of the investment credit In the third quarter of 1968 was fol-
lowed in the next two quarters by a sharp drop In new orders for machine tools
and producers capital goods-180 million and $2.8 billion, respectively.

'Restoration of the credit in the second quarter of 1967 led to a rapid build
up in orders--producers capital goods Increased 86 percent from $18.8 billion in
the first quarter of 1967 to $18.8 billion In the second quarter of 196G. Machine
tool orders In the same period Increased 70 percent from $828 million to $558
million.

'he repeal of the credit in 1981 resulted in a drop of $2.7 billion in new orders
for producers capital goods through the second quarter of 1970. Machine tool'
orders were off $417 million, almost 75 percent, from the second quarter of
1969 through the end of 1970.

Following enactment of the new Investment credit and the Asset Depreciation
Range (ADR) System in 1971, orders for producers capital goods Increased by
'$4.5 billion from the second quarter of 1971 through the third quarter of 1972.
Machine tool orders rose by $103 milion--almost 60 percent-in the same pe-
riod, from $182 million to $285 million. The pattern is immistakable. Capital
facility investment Is powerfully affected by changes in depreciation and partic-
ularly by changes in the investment tax credit.

2. Employment effects, 1962-72:
.mployment in capital goods and machine tool manufacturing industries in

1962-72 also parallels changes In capital recovery tax provisions. Following en-
actment of the investment credit and adoption of the shorter guideline lives for
depreciation in 1962, the number of employees in producers durable goods In-
dustries increased rapidly by 28 percent from 6.1 million in 1962 to 7.5 million
in 1966. Suspension of the credit in the third quarter of 1968 slowed employ-
mert increases to only 2% percent in 1967. Following restoration of the credit-
in the second quarter of 1967, employment increased to about 8 million in 1909.

With the repeal of the credit in 1969, employment dropped by-about 900,000
jobs-roughly 11 'A percent-in 1971. After enactment of the new credit and the
ADR in 1971, employment increased from 7.1 million to 7.8 million-about 10
percent-In 197&

The number of employees in machine tool manufacturing alone rose by 41
percent or 84,000 from 1962 through 1967. Output and employment in this Industry
was adversely affected by the cutback in the space program in 1968; between
1967 and 1969, employment dropped by 5 percent or 5,800 Jobs. Repeal of the
Investment credit In 1969 resulted in a much steeper drop ia Jobs, from 110,600 in
1969 to 78,400 in 1971, a decline of 29 percent. After enactment of the new credit
and the ADR in 1971, machine tool employment increased by 8,700 Jobs or by
4.7 percent in 1972.

The above discussion covers the capital goods sector only. Through the multi-
plier effect, the beneficial impact of the credit on employment in the capital goods
sector was also reflected in higher employment throughout the economy by a
factor of two to three times.

3. Revenue effects of changes in capital recovery allowances, 1962-72:
The investment tax credit and the shortening of tax lives have added an

estimated $2.6 billion to Federal tax collections from all sources sInce 1962. In
every year that the Investment tax credit was in effect, Federal revenues were
above the level they would otherwise have been; amounting to approximately
$1 billion In 1972 alone.

Conversely, tax receipts fell each time the credit was removed. Suspension
of the credit in 196-07 and its repeal from 1909 until 1971 resulted in a $760
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million decrease in Federal tax revenues below what would otherwise have been
collected had the credit remained In effect.

These estimates follow from a calculation of the amount by which tax changes
altered the cost of capital outlays resulting from enactment of the credit and
stancece of the guideline lives in 1962, removal of the basis adjustment in 1964,
suspension of the tax credit for two quarters in 1966 and 1967, its restoration In
1967, repeal in-1969 and reinstatement and approval of the Asset Depreciation
Range in 1971. Each favorable change raised output, wages and profits, there-
by expanding the Federal tax base. Conversely, each tax law change which In-
creased the cost of capital outlays resulted in a lower level of output, wages
and profits than would otherwise have occurred.

TABLE 6.-Estimnated change in Federa revenues resulting from tax credit and
shorter tax lives, 1962-72 Calendar years

Year: M4imona
1962 -------------------------------------------------- $160
1963 --------------------------------------------------- 330
1964 --------------------------------------------------- 50
1965 --------------------------------------------------- 110
1966 ------------------------------------------------- (-50)
1967 --------------------------------------------------- 140
1968 --------------------------------------------------- 390
1969 ------------------------------------------------ (-230)
1970 ------------------------------------------------ (-480)
1971 --------------------------------------------------- 440
1972 ------------------------------- ----------------- 1000

Total ----------------------------------------------- 2,620
Difference ------------------------------------------ (-760)

Net change - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,870
I Net change differs from sum of individual changes shown due to rounding.
Source: Norman B. Ture, Inc.
Prepared July 1975.

At
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The patterns of fluctuations in these key areas demonstrate:
1. that the investment credit accomplishes what Its original proponents

intended; and
2. that it can be fully effective in stimulating needed, long-term growth only

if its basic provisions (particularly the rate of the credit) are permanent features
of the tax code.
Recommendations of the Ad Hoc (Jommttee

A. Immediate action programs
1. ADR and investment credit rate.-The Ad Hoc Committee recognizes that

both individuals and businesses mudt be provided a tax climate favorable to
a higher saving rate if the nation is to meet its capital demands. However,
as cited earlier in this statement, a realistic examination of the historical
record shows that a substantial part of the necessary additional saving will
have to come from business. We advocate the immediate enactment of the
following tax changes as the most effective means of stimulating business saving
and capital formation:

(a) A 12 percent investment tax credit without a termination date and
without 'basis reduction.

(b) An increase in the permissible range under the ADR System for depreciat-
ing capital assets from 20 percent to 40 percent.

The Ad Hoc Committee Is convinced that enactment of these proposals would
greatly fortify the economic recovery and place the economy on a significantly
higher growth path. It would, we are confident, result In a substantial Increase
in private capital formation. and as a consequence directly and indirectly increase
employment throughout the economy. Resulting Increases In investment, produc-
tion, and employment, moreover, would generate additional tax revenues for the
Federal government. These projected effects are summarized in the following
tables which were prepared in mid 1975, prior to the recent extensive changes
in the U.S. national income and product accounts published by the Department
of Commerce.

Table 7 shows the estimated increase in capital outlays over three years
if the ADR were extended to 40 percent and if a permanent 12 percent investment
credit were enacted (for purposes of these estimates, it is assumed that the
increased ADR was applicable as of the beginning of 1975). For the three year
period, gross capital outlays would exceed those otherwise undertaken by $44
billion (measured in constant 1974 dollars).

TABLE 7.-ESTIMATED INCREASE IN CAPITAL OUTLAYS WITH 12 PERCENT INVESTMENT CREDIT AND 40 PERCENT
ADR, 1975-77

Additional capital outlays
(billions of 1974 dollars)

Year Annual Cumulative

1975 ...................................................................... 13.2 13.2
1976 ...................................................................... 14.4 27.6
1977 ........................................... ........................... 16.8 44.4

Source: Norman B. Ture, Inc., prepared July 1975.

The increase in the amount of capital in place in the economy would have a
powerful effect In increasing total employment throughout the private sector
while continuing the postwar trend of increasing real wage rates. Table 8 shows
the number of full time equivalent employees in the private sector in excess of
tho number who would otherwise -be employed. By the third year, there would be
1,580,000 more jobs than if these proposals were not enacted.

When viewed in terms of projected Federal revenue gains by the third year
(discussed in following paragraphs), this employment impact would represent a
spectacular improvement over the public service Job programs now being pro-
moted in the Congress. We believe that such programs should be a last resort and
that the private sector should be given the opportunity and the policy tools to
generate new employment through investments In productive plant and equip-
ment. In addition to the obvious advantages of private sector growth, there have
been studies which conclude that the multiplier effect of private sector manufac-
turing payrolls is substantially greater than public service payrolls.
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TABLE 8.-Inorcase in business seotor full time equivalent employees tioth 1
percent investment credit and 40 percent ADR over number otherwise
employed Additoal

Year: employes
1975 ------------------------------------------------- 630,000
1976 ----------------------------------------------- 1,010,000
1977 ----------------------------------------------- 1, 580 000

Source: Norman B. Ture, Inc., Prepared July, 1975.
The additional capital inputs and employment in the busniess sector would re-

sult in a substantial increase in the GNP originating in this sector (i.e., gross
business product). As shown in Table 9, gross business product, In constant 1974
dollars, would be $51.6 billion greater in the third year than it would be if these
proposals are not enacted. Over the three year period, it is estimated these pro-
posals would result in a cumulative increase of more than $139 billion in con-
.__tgnt dollar business GNP over the levels that will otherwise be reached.

TABLE 9.-INCREASE IN GROSS BUSINESS PRODUCT WITH 12 PERCENT INVESTMENT CREDIT AND 40 PERCENT
ADR OVER GBP LEVELS OTHERWISE ATTAINED

Billions of 1974 dollars

Year Annual Cumulative

1975 ...................................................................... 26.3 26.3
1976 ...................................................................... 61.5 87.8
1977 ......................................................... 51.6 139.4

Source: Norman B. Ture, Inc., prepared July 1975.

These increases in investment, employment and business GNP will generate ad-
ditional Federal tax revenues at existing tax rates. These additional revenues
will more than offset the initial impact revenue losses, which are estimated by
tho Treasury Department without adjustment to reflect the increase in invest-
ment, output, and employment that would result from enactment of these-pro-
posals. As Table 10 shows, substantial increases in Federal tax revenues, over and
above the revenue gains which otherwise occur, would be realized by enactment
of the proposed extension of ADR to 40 percent. In the third year, off-setting
tho initial impact revenue loss against the increase in taxes resulting from the
Increase in income, a net revenue gain of $9.6 billion would be realized. Fror the
three years taken together, a net increase of approximately $22 billion in Treas.
ury tax revenues would be realized.

TABLE 10.-ESTIMATED REVENUE EFFECT OF INCREASING THE INVESTMENT CREDIT TO 12 PERCENT AND ADR
TO 40 PERCENT, 1975-77

Initial impact Net effect
Year Annual Cumulative Annual Cumulative

1975 ...................................... -3.0 -3.0 5.2 5.2
1976 ....................................... -5.7 -& 7 7.6 12.8
1977 ....................................... -7.3 -16.0 9.6 22.4

Source: Norman B. True, Inc., prepared July, 1975.

2. Pollution control faolitie&.-Environmental requirements have caused a
major drain on capital funds which otherwise would have been used for produc-
tion facilities. For example, the Fifth Annual Report of the Council on Envi-
ronmental Quality states on page 221 that estimated expenditures for pollution
control were $&2 billion for operating and maintenance and $6.0 billion for cap-
ital expenditures in 1973"alone. By. 1982, these costs are estimated to reach $26.7
billion for operating and maintenance and $19.7 billion for capital expenditures.

In order to alleviate this drain on business capital, the Ad Hoe Committee
recommends that the total cost of such facilities be allowed as an expense in the
first year of operation.
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In this connection, existing tax incentives in the Code for the installation of
pollution control facilities (found in Sections 103(c) (4) (F) and 100), while
somewhat helpful, have been interpreted in a manner that has drastically reduced
their effectiveness. This is due In large measure to the restrictive definition im-
posed by the Internal Revenue Service upon the phrase "air or water pollution
control facilities," particularly as applied to in-plant process changes undertaken
to prevent pollution from occurring. The result has been that many expenditures
made primarily because of environmental regulations have been ruled to be in-
eligible for the existing incentives. Accordingly, the Ad Hoc Committee recom-
mends that, accompanying the enactment of the proposed provision permitting
the one year write-off of such expenditures, there be enacted a reasonable and
workable definition of pollution control facilities to be applied under both the
existing and the proposed tax provisions. Such definition should include modern
pollution control techniques required to meet the standards set by cognizant en-
vironmental agencies.

A suggested definition is:
"The term 'air or water pollution control facility' means any facility (Includ-

ing buildings and equipment) the primary purpose of which is to abate, contain,
control, or prevent actual or potential pollutants, wastes or heat from contam-
inating the atmosphere or bodies of water."

3. Availability of the investment credit.-Due to the limitation of the invest-
nient credit to 50 percent of tax liability in excess of $25,000, many companies are
unable to fully utilize the Investment credits otherwise available to them. This
problem was recognized by Congress in the Tax Reduction Act when the 50 per-
cent limitation on the amount of tax against which the credit can be applied
was increased for public utilities. There is no reason why this relief should not
be provided to similarly situated companies in other industries.

The Ad Hoe Committee urges that public utilities be allowed to use investment
credits against 100 percent of their tax liability on a permanent basis and that
other taxpayers be allowed to use investment credits against 75 percent of their
tax liability.

Unfortunately, this amendment would provide little or no relief for loss and
marginal profit companies. These companies must depend on the carryover of
Investment credits. The carryover provisions would be Improved by adopting the
following provisions:

(a) The use of investment credit carryovers prior to present year credits.
(b) An Increase in the carryover period to 10 years.
Finally, to recognize inflation and assist small businesses, the $25,000 tax base

against which the investment credit can be used in full should be raised to
$150,000.

4. Applicability of the investment credit.-There are two amendments which
would improve the effectivent-ss of the Investment credit by broadening its ap-
plicability. First, it should be applied to buildings used primarily for the manu-
facture, sale or distribution of goods Clearly plant is as important to our econ-
omy as equipment and should be eligible for the investment credit.

Second, the seven-year life requirement for full Investment credit should be
reduced to three years. This would make the investment credit more effective
and would simplify the complex problems with varying levels of credit and re-
capture of credits in future years.

5. Progress payments.-The new progress payment provisions for Investment
credits should be applied to depreciation. The concept of allowing tile deduction
at the time for payment Is equally applicable to depreciation.

In addition, the progress payment provision should be improved by:
(a) removing the phase-in limitation, and
(b) making the progress payment election an annual rather than a permanent

election.
6. Depreciation conven~on.-The full year convention contained in the original

ADR proposals should be adopted in place of the half year convention finally
adopted. This would make ADR more effective and simplify its operation.

B. Administration's accelerated depreciation program
The President, in his State of the Union Message on January 19, 1976, pro-

posed a new accelerated depreciation program. The proposal needs to be less re-
strictive to be effective. However, If Congress considers this type of proposal
to be attractive, it could with certain modifications, be made effective as an
Interim measure.
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Specifically, the proposal provides for accelerated'depreciation to encourage
construction of new facilities or expansion of old facilities in areas experienc-
ing unemployment in excess of 7 percent. Such facilities could be depreciated
over one-half their normal life In the case of buildings and over 5 years in the
case of equipment placed in the facilities. However, the depreciation over the
shorter life would be restricted to the straight line method. Qualifying invest--.
ments would still be eligible for the full investment tax credit. The new de-
precation rules would apply to projects begun In the one year period from Tan-
uary 20, 1976 through January 19, 1977.

If this proposal is -to be an effective short range measure, it should be modified
to apply to any facility or equipment the construction of which is begun during
at least a three year period. The restrictions, with respect to new facilities and
high unemployment areas, should be removed because they would be economically
disruptive.

C. Long-range reform of depreiation system
The United States is the last Industrial nation to move away from an actual

life system of depreciation. The adoption of the ADR system has moved the
United States to a more logical system of cost recovery. However, even with
ADR, our depreciation system remains overly complex and cumbersome. The
Ad Hoc Committee advocates the expansion of ADR as an immediate but interim
step towards achieving an effective capital recovery system.

,Immediate study should be give to the adoption of a simplified capital recovery
system which would provide economic incentive for investment and eliminate
many of the technical and administrative problems of ADR.-

As a long-range objective, the Ad Hoe Committee recommends a "capital
recovery system" which would be an alternative to existing depreciation methods
and would contain the following features:

1. Machinery and Equipment (i.e., Section 1245 property) would be subject
to an accelerated five-year write-off.

2. Industrial buildings used in the process of manufacturing, extraction, trans-
portation, communications, etc. (i.e, part of Section 1250 property) would be
subject to an accelerated ten-year write-off.

3. No salvage values would be used.
4. Taxpayers would elect deductions of 0 to the maximum allowed for any

year and unused deductions would be carried forward indefinitely.
5. The system would be applicable as costs are incurred.
6. A full year convention could be applied for all costs.

Timing
Of crucial Importance is immediate action raising the investment credit to

12 percent and extending it beyond December 31, 1976 by removal of the termi-
nation date. The long lead time for a large share of the facilities covered by the
credit require early action. Plans of some businesses are already being prejudiced
by the December 31, 1976, terminal date in the present legislation.
Conclusion

There could be no more appropriate time for the Congress to review present
tax provisions and tax policy in terms of national needs. Changes are definitely
needed. We recognize the strong pressures on the Congress to emphasize con-
sumption in tax policy. Yet, no nation in history has ever achieved or maintained
significant economic strength without a major emphasis on capital savings and
capital investment. The eventual result of overemphasis on consumption and
neglect of the capital sector is bound to be reduced production of consumer goods,
higher prices for those goods produced, and reduction in quality because of the
inability to maintain sufficient research and development programs.

'However, if our tax laws are modified to help assure a satisfaotory ratio be-
tween savings and consumption, increased production, output of goods and serv-
ices and higher real income for workers will result. In addition there will be
larger revenues to Federal, state and local governments to maintain needed
public services.

There are certainly many revisions that deserve consideration, and we
strongly urge that changes to liberalize the capital recovery features of the
tax laws be given very high priority. More specifically, we recommend the
enactment of the changes discussed in this statement.

69-460 O-70------pt. 4- 14
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MEMBERHIP OF AD Hoc COMMITTEE FOB AN EFFECTIVE INVESTMENT TAx CREDIT,
MARCH 19, 1976

AMP Inc.
A-T-O, Inc.
Acme-Cleveland Corp.
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Alrco, Inc. -

Akzona, Inc.
Albany International Corp.
Alberto-Culver Co.
Allegheny Ludlum Industries, Inc.
Allis-Chalmers Corp.
AMAX, Inc.
Amerace Corp.
American Brands, Inc.
American Financial Corp.
American Greetings Corp.
American International Groups, Inc.
American Telephone and Telegraph Co.
Ampex Corp.
Amtel, Inc.
Anchor Hocking Corp.
Arcata National Corp.
Arvin Industries, Inc.
Ashland Oil, Inc.
Atlantic Richflield Co.
Avnet, Inc.
Baltimore Gas and Electric Co.
Beatrice Foods Co.
Belden Corp.
Bemis Company, Inc.
Boeing Co.
Booth Newspapers, Inc.
Brown Group, Inc
Brunswick Corp.
The Budd Co.
Bunker Ramo Corp.
Burlington Industries, Inc.
Burroughs Corp.
Butler Manufacturing Co.
CBS Inc.
CCI Corp.
CF Industries, Inc.
CPC International, Inc.
The Carborundum Co.
Carlisle Corp.
Carpenter Technology Corp.
Carrier Corp.
Castle & Cooke, Inc.
Ceco Corp.
Cessna Aircraft Co.
Champion International Corp.
Chemetron Corp.
The Chesapeake Corporation of Virginia
The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Co.
Chicago Bridge & Iron Co.
Chromalloy American Corp.
The Citizens and Southern National

Bank
Clow Corp.
Coastal States Gas Corp.
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of New York
Collins & Aikman Corp.
Colt Industries Inc.
Columbia Gas System, Inc.
Columbus McKinnon Corp.

Commercial Shearing, Inc.
Congoleum Corp.
Consolidated Foods Corp.
Consumers Power Co.
Container Corporation of America
Continental Can Company, Inc.
Continental Machines, Inc.
Continental Oil Co.
Continental Telephone Corp.
Cooper Tire & Rubber Co.
Copper Range Co.
Crouse-Hinds Co.
Cyclops Corp.
Cyprus Mines Corp.
Dana Corp.
Dean Foods Co.
Deere & Co.
De Laval Turbine Inc.
Dennison Mfg. Co.
The Detroit Bank & Trust Co.
Diamond Shamrock Corp.
Dibrell Brothers, Inc.
DoAlI Company
R. R. Donnelley & Sons Co.
Dresser Industries, Inc.
ESB Inc.
E-Systems, Inc.
Eagle-Plcher Industries, Inc.
Earth Resources Co.
Eaton Corp.
Ecblin Mfg. Co.
Economics Laboratory, Inc.
Electronic Memories & Magnetics Corp.
Elgin National Industries, Inc.
Emerson Electric Co.
Emery Industries, Inc.
Esmark, Inc.
Evans Products Co.
Ex-Cell-O Corp.
Exxon Corp.
FMC Corp.
Federal-Mogul
Federal Paper Board Company, Inc.
Federated Department Stores, Inc.
First National Bank of Chicago
The Flying Tiger Corp.
Franklin Electric Co., Inc. - -
Fruehauf Corp.
Fulton Industries, Inc..
Fuqua Industries, Inc.
Gannett Co., Inc.
Gardner-Denver Co.
Garlock, Inc.
General Cinema Corp.
General Dynamics Corp.
General Telephone & Electronics Corp.
The General Tire & Rubber Co.
Getty Oil Co.
Giddings & Lewis, Inc.
Globe-Union, Inc.
Gould, Inc.
Great Northern Nekoosa Corp.
Greyhound Leasing and Financial Corp.
Grow Chemical Corp.
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MEMBERSHIP oF AD Hoc CoMM rn FOR AN EFiEU11VE INVE5TMENT TAX CREDIT,
MARCH 19, 1976--Continued

Gulf Oil Corp.
H & H Industries, Inc.
Harnischfeggr Corp.
Harris Corp.
Harsco Corp.
Hart Schaffner & Marx
Hesston Corp.
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Houdaille Industries, Inc.
Household Finance Corp.
Howmet Corp.
Ideal Basic Industries, Inc.
Illinois Central Industries, Inc.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Inland Steel Co.
International Business Machines Corp.
International Minerals & Chemical

Corp.
International Multifoods Corp.
International Paper Company
International Telephone & Telegraph

Corp.
Iowa Beef Processors, Inc.
Jewel Companies, Inc.
Josten's Inc.
Joy Manufacturing Co.
Kansas Beef Industries, Inc.
Katy Industries, Inc.
Kennecott Copper Corp.
Kerr-McGee Corp.
Koppers Company, Inc.
Kraftco Corp.
The LTV Corp.
Lance, Inc.
Land O'Lakes, Inc.
Lear Siegler, Inc.
Leaseway Transportation Corp.
Longview Fibre Co.
Louisiana-Pacific Corp.
Lucky Stores, Inc.
Macmillan, Inc.
Manufacturers National Bank of

Detroit
Marquette Cement Manufacturing Co.
Maryland Cup Corp.
Masonite Corp.
Michigan General Corp.
Michigan National Corp.
Midland-Ross Corp.
Milton Bradley Co.
Mobil Oil Corp.
Modine Manufacturing Co.
Mohasco Corp.
Monsanto Co.
Moore McCormack Resources, Inc.
Morton-Norwich Products
NL Industries
NVF Co.
Nalco Chemical Co.
National Distillers & Chemical Corp.
National Gypsum Co.
National Presto Industries, Inc.
National-tandard Co.
National Starch and Chemical Corp.

Newmont Mining Corp.
Norris Industries, Inc.
Olin Corp.
Otis Elevator Co.
Owens-Illinois, Inc.
Oxford Industries, -Inc.
Pantasote Co.
Parker Hannifin Corp.
Perkin-Elmer Corp.
Peter Paul, Inc.
Phelps Dodge Corp.
Philip Morris Inc.
Phillips Petroleum Co.
Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Co.
Portec, Inc.
Potlatch Corp. -
PruLease Inc.
Public Service Electric and Gas Co.
Raytheon Co.
Reed TPool Co.
Reeves Brothers, Inc.
Reliance FBleetric Co.
Rockwell International Corp.
Robm and Haas Co.
Rohr Industries, Inc.
Roper Corp.
Rubbermaid, Inc.
The Rucker Co.
Russell Corp.
Safeway Stores, Inc.
St. Joe Minerals Corp.
St. Regis Paper Co.
Sangamo Electric Co.
Scott, Foresman & Co.
Scott Paper Co.
G. D. Searle & Co.
Sears, Roebuck and Co.
The Signal Companies, Inc.
Southwest Forest Industries, Inc.
Square D Co.
Stanadyne, Inc.
Standard International Corp.
Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)
Standard Oil Co. (Ohio)
The Stanley Works
Stauffer Chemical Co.
Sterling Drug Inc.
J. P. Stevens & Co., Inc.
Sunbeam Corp.
Sundstrand Corp.
SWECO, Inc.
TRW, Inc.
Tecumseh Products Co.
Texas Eastern Transmission Corp.
Texas Industries, Inc.
Texas Instruments, Inc.
Texas Gulf, Inc.
Thiokol Corp.
Time Inc.
The Timken Co.
Todd -Shipyards Corp.
Tropicana Products, Inc.
Tyler Corp.
UV Industries
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MEMBE.SHIP OF AD Ho CoMMrrmlI FOx AN EOFFTInVE INVESTMENT TAX CRaIIT,
MARCH 19, 1976--Continued

Uarco, Inc. Wallace Murray Corp.
Unarco Industries, Inc. Warner-Lambert Co.
Union Carbide Corp. The Warner & Swasey Co.
Union First National Bank of Wash- Wean United, Inc.

ington Weil-McLain Co., Inc.
U.S. National Bank of Oregon :Western Electric Co., Inc.
Universal Leaf Tobacco Co. Western Publishing Co.
Universal Oil Products Co. Wheelabrator-Frye Inc.
V. F. Corp. Whirlpool Corp.
VSI Corporation The Williams Companies
Valley National Bank of Arizona Winn-Dixie Stores, Inc.
Van Dorn Co. Zayre Corp.
Vulcan Materials Co.

SUPPORTING ASS0CIATIONS

Air-Conditioning & Refrigeration Institute
American Boiler Manufacturers Association
American Chamber of Commerce Executives
American Consulting Engineers Council
American Dental Association
American Feed Manufacturers Association
American Lend Development Association
American Machine Tool-Distributors Association
American Meat Institute
American Pipe Fittings Association
American Textile Machinery Association
American Trucking Associations, Inc.
Apartment Owners & Managers Association of America
Associated General Contractors of America
Dairy and Food Industries Supply Association
Edison Electric Institute
Expanded Shale Clay & Slate Institute
The Ferroalloys Association
Foodservice and Lodging Institute
Foreign Credit Interchange Bureau
The Gummed Industries ,Association, Inc.
Imported Hardwood Products Association
International Quorum of Motion Picture Producers
Mechanical Contractors Association of America
,Meat Machinery Manufacturers Institute
Narrow Fabrics Institute, Inc.
National Air Transportation Associations
National Association of Building Manufacturers
National Association of Business & Educational Radio, Inc.
National Association of Coin Laundry Equipment Operators
National Association of Manufacturers
National Canners Association
National Concrete Masonry Association
National Industrial Distributors Association
National Ocean Industries Association
National Paper Box Association
National Ready Mix Concrete Association
National Tank Truck Carriers, Inc.
National Wool Growers Association
Northeastern Lumber Manufacturers Association
Packaging Machinery Manufacturers Institute
Portland Cement Association
Printing Industries of America, Inc.
Railway Progress Institute
Rubber Manufacturers Association
Screen Printing Association International
Shipbuilders Council of America
United Fresh Fruit & Vegetable Association
Woodworking Machinery Manufacturers of Americ!
Woodworking Machinery Distributors Association
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APPENDIX 9

DURABLE GOODS
(in billions of dollars

New orders Shipments Backlog Inventories

1973: December .............. ..................... 41.5 40.2 111.0 79.4
1974:

January ................................ . 42.S 40.8 112.6 80.5February ........................ 43.2 41.0 114.8 9Merch ......................................... 42.1 40.7 116.0 0
arc .......................................... 44.1 41.2 117.8 

may ........................................... 46.7 42.5 122. 0 85.7
June .......................................... 46.8 42.8 126.1 87.3
July.................................... 47.7 44.1 130.0 89.3
August ....................................... 49.4 44.8 134.3 91.0

Se-Iftr........................ 46.4 45.0 135.7r....................................... 45.1 46.5 134.2
November ....................................... 43.2 44.8 132.7 95,8
December ...................................... 37.8 40.5 129.9 96.0

1975:
January ....................................... 36. 1 40.1 125.9 99.1
February ...................................... 37.0 39.7 123.2 100.1
March ......................................... 35.5 38.6 120.1 99.9

prril ................................. 38.8 40.6 118.2 99.8
My................................. 39.2 39.9 117.5 99.4

Jung .............................. .... 39.7 40.5 116.8 96.8
July.................................... 41.7 41.2 117.2 99.2
August.................................. 42.7 42.5 117.4 97.2
September ..................................... 42.2 43.3 116.4 96.6
October ........................................ 42.4 43.9 114.8 96.2
November ...................................... 42.0 42.4 116.3 96.0
Dcember...................................... 42.8 43.7 115.5 95.81976:
January ....................... ........... 43.3 44.6 114.2 95. 7
February, pre'iminary......................... 44.3 45.3 113.2 ..........

Source: Department of Commerce.
APPmNDIX C

COMPARISON OF COST RECOVERY ALLOWANCES

The following table summarizes a comparison of cost recovery allowances ,for
industrial machinery and equipment in leading industrial countries with similar
allowances in the United States. The capital cost recoveries for each of the for-
eign countries have been computed on the assumption that the investment quali-
fies for any special allowances, investment credits, grants or deductions generally
permitted. The deduction in the United States have been determined under the
double declining balance method without regard to the limited first year allow-
ances for small business.

It is common practice in many countries, prior to investment in fixed assets
therein, for investors to agree with the tax authorities as to a rate of depreciation
and other benefits available. Such agreements would, In many cases, have the
effect of substantially increasing the cost recovery allowances presented in the
table below.

Reprelents-
live cost

(years)

United Kingdom ....................................
Canada (see 6, 31) ..................................
Netherlands (se 10, 17, 29) .........................
Sweden (se )....... .................,tal(sel io, 121).. .;.. ' .................
France (see t, 8,9 ..............................
West Germany (see 20 21 22) ........................
Belium (see 23 4 5)
Japan (see 13, 14: 1t)..................... .
AJtrala (see 1) ....................... ............
United States, 1975 law (see 2, 23,24,25,26,27,30) ......

1
2S
5
6
8
910

11
6

10. 5

Augrpte cost recovery al-
owawnce (percentage of

cost of assets)

1st 1st 3
taxable taxable

year years

100.0
50.0
14.0
60.0
19.6
31.3
16.7
20.0
34.5
50.0
29.5

tst 7
taxable

years

100.0
100.0
58.0
95.7
67.9
67.5
49.6
48.8
56.9
70.0
60.7

100.0
100.0
108.0
130.0
100.0
94. 9
89.8
89.0
81.4

110.0
94.5

Source: AH "at courtesy of Price Waterhouse & Co.
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FOOTNOTES
1 Depreciation in Australia is based on an estimate of its effective life and taxpayers, at

their option may elect to use either the prime cost (straight line) method or the decliningbalance method. This computation is for assets acquired after January 1, 1976, and
assumes that currently proposed legislation is enacted.

I Double declining balance method.
Full year allowance in first taxable year.

'Although not considered, installation costs are allowed as current deduction which
reduce. recoverable base cost.

'Method changed to straight line In fifth taxable year. Straight line rate applied to
original cost for fifth, sixth and seventh taxable years.

$Machinery and equipment acquired for manufacturing and processing of goods in
Canada can be written oir over two years (50 percent per year).

1 2d0 percent declining balance method.,
$ Although not considered, effect may be given to multiple shift operations by reducing

service life of assets used under shift conditions.
' Method banged to straight line In sixth taxable year.10 Straight line method,
IL Includes additional foreshortened allowances of 15 percent, 15 percent and 15 percent

in first, second, and third taxable years respectively.12 In terms of a law introduced on December 5, 1975 companies ma revalue the carrying
value of assets and the related accumulated depreciation and place te resulting credit to atax-free reserve. The assets which may be revalued include machinery and equipment If
acquired before December 31, 1972.18 Modified double declining balance method; 18.9 percent per Japanese Government rate
table salvage built into rate.14 Depreclation in addition to ordinary depreciation in 18 above is allowed to give effect
to multiple shift operations. Depreciation multiplied by factor of 1.28 gives effect to 8 hours
of daily average excess usage of an item of machinery and equipment.

U' Includes special first year allowance of 25 percent ; allowance reduces recoverable base
cost in second and succeeding taxable years.

1s Reserved for later information.
17 Depreciation periods are fixed by agreement. With multiple shift operations, a five year

life is normal.Is Modified declining balance method-30 percent rate plus additional 30 percent allow.
ance in first taxable year (such additional allowance does not reduce recoverable cost) :accumulated cost recovery may not be less than 20% of cost for each year asset is in serv-ice. A special investment allowance of 10 percent will apply to Investments made fromOctober 15, 1975 to December 31. 1976 and is deductible from taxable income for stateincome tax purposes. The allowance is granted for expenditure on machinery and equip-ment acquired for use in business, agriculture or forestry, provided a purchase agreement
has been signed after October 15, 1975 and delivery made before the end of 1976. Theallowance is available only if the claim is made in the appropriate tax return. Losses
resulting from the allowance may not be carried forward.

As an alternative to the Investment allowance. mainly for small businesses or those notmaking profits, an investment grant will be available under the snme conditions. The invest.meant grant is not taxable income and will be 4 percent of the purchase cost of up to S.Kr.
500,00 for each financial year. An Investment grant may be claimed In one financial yearand an investment allowance in another, but not both in the same year.

10 Reserved for later information.
2The average cost recovery period for machinery and equipment in West GermanyIs 8 to 10 years to which additional allowances are permitted for multiple shift operations:25 percent of allowance for two shift operations and 50 percent of allowance for threeshift operations. Allowances may be further increased when plant is located in certainareas such as Berlin and areas bordering on iron curtain countries. The above table setsforth cost recovery allowances based on an average cost recovery period of 9 years. Thedouble declining balance method Is used. A 25 percent additional allowance for two

shift operations is taken into account beginning with the fifth year when the method ischangedto straight line. The corporate depreciation rate thus computed is slightly overthe maximum 20 percent rate permitted on a declining balance method to reflect that:
(a) The straight line method produces more depreciation than does the double declin-ing balance method for certain short-lived assets: and
(b Items of machinery and equipment costing under U.S. $820 can be expensed.ull year allowance in first taxable year for assets acquired In first half of such year;

half year allowance for assets acquired in second half.
22Method changed to straight line In fifth taxable year. See 20 above.
2' With investment credit but without ADR.
3, Without either investment credit or ADR.

With both investment credit and ADR.50 Includes 14 percent allowance equivalent to 7 percent investment credit at effective
50 percent income tax rate. Credit does not reduce recoverable base cost.3"13 year recovery period reduced by 20 percent and rounded to nearest one-half year.
Double declining balance method.
ft Machinery and equipment purchased between June 30, 1974 and July 1. 1975 limitedto 200 percent declining balance method applicable to an asset with an 8 year life.* Additional 4 percent investment allowance permitted in first and second years.

10 Includes 20 percent allowance equivalent to 10 percent Investment credit (temporarycredit enacted in the Tax Reduction Act of 1975) at effective 50 percent income tax rate.
Credit does not reduce recoverable base cost.

31The Federal Government has recently enacted an investment tax credit of 5 percentof the cost of new buildings, machinery and equipment acquired between June 24, 1975
and June 30. 1977 Inclusive to be used in manufacturing and processing and other specified
activities. Taxpayers will be permitted to apply the credit to the extent of their federalIncome taxes up to $15,000 plus one-half of the amount by which their federal taxotherwise would exceed $15,000. Any unused credit may be carried forward for up to fiveyears. For tax depreciation purposes the capital cost of the property acquired wilI bereduced by any investment tax credit received. The effect of this credit is relatively smallin view of the 2 year write-off allowed in Canada (see footnote 6) and the reduction inbasis for depreciation purposes. In the first taxable year the 50 percent aggregate costrecovery would be 52.5 percent with full recovery still allowed In the 2nd year.
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APPaNDIX D*

94th Congress '.
lst Session J COMMITTEE PRINT

JOINT SEMINARS

ENCOURAGING CAPITAL FORMATION THROUGH
THE TAX CODE

rEFOfl THE

TASK FORCE ON TAX POLICY
AND TAX EXPENDITURES

AND THE

TASK FORCE ON CAPITAL NEEDS
AND MONETARY POLICY

OF THE

COMMITTEE ON THE BUDGET
UNITED STATES SENATE

September 18, 1975-AN EVALUATION OF EXISTING TAX
INCENTIVES

September 19, 1975-AN EVALUATION OF NEW PROPOSALS TO RE-
DUCE THE CORPORATE INCOME TAX BURDEN

4OP)

Printed for the use of the Committee on the Budget

U.B. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON : 1976

*Appendix D which Included a statement entitled "Policy Alternatives for theInvestment Tax Credit." by Roger It. Oordon, Princeton University, and Dale W.
Jorgenson, Harvard University, Feb. 1976, was made a part of the official files of the
committee.
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Senator HARRY F. BYRD, JR. The next witness will be Mr. W. M.
Hofacre, vice president-finance of the Daniel International Corp.,
speaking on behalf of The Associated General Contractors of Amer-
ica. We welcome you and you may proceed as you wish.

Your statement will be published in full in the record and you may
summarize it if you wish.

STATEMENT OF BILL HOFACRE, VICE PRESIDENT-FINANCE,
DANIEL INTERNATIONAL CORP., ON BEHALF OF THE ASSOCI-
ATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA

Mr. HOFACRE. I am Bill Hofacre from the large international con-
struction firm located in Greenville, S.C., Daniel International Corp.,
representing the AGC.

Today I might take just a few minutes to state the AGC is an
association of over 8000 members in the construction industry. The
construction industry represents variously from 12 to 15 of the gross
national product. So, we are attempting to speak for a very large
group anda very large segment of the economy.

We have submitted our position paper on various items.
We want to emphasize 3 major points today from that paper.

These. represent both our concern for immediate tax implications of
legislation before you or proposals before you, and also our most firm
convictions concerning the long-range prospects and impact on the
industry.

The first point we wanted to make concerns the economic conditions
which are causing the hardship to our industry and to our employees.
The latest statistics show on current dollar expenditure basis, expendi-
tures have returned to the 1973 level. However, we feel those figures
are misleading.

For example, if you take out the Alaska pipeline work and several
large power plants, particularly the nuclear power work, you can get
an entirely different picture of the capital expenditures. On the basis,
we think employment figures are the better indicator of the problems
we face.

In that regard, our latest available data on the construction industry
discloses a national unemployment rate of 15 percent. We get reports
from some of the large urban areas of 50 percent and higher imem-
ployment. That represents in numbers over 650,000 people out of
work. That would be in the direct-construction industry. I would
assume there would be an impact, on subsidiary and feeding industries
that have pit other people out of work.

Capital spending appropriation plans are reported to be improv-
ing. but the actual spending outlays are still sometime off.

Many construction firms ure now in marginal financial condition,
and that is owing to the low business activity of 1975 and thus far
in 1976.

With the above in mind, the poor economic conditions faced by our
industry, we want to emphasize that we are not here to request the
one-shot., pump-priming help. We feel for the good of both construc-
tion companies and their employees no new tax legislation should be
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enacted that would discourage or impede the recovery of capital
spending.

Our recommendations have been made with long-term requirements
in mind. We also believe consistency is important, and I think the con-
struction industry more than any other gets the end of the whiplash or
changes in the tax laws that variously speed up expenditures by cor-
porations or speed them down by anticipation in the law, and 'it has
a very marked effect on the construction industry.

The second point we would like to make is the need for accelerated
capital cost recovery under tax law.

You have had lots of testimony on this obviously, but no other aspect
of the tax law is as great an inducement to capital spending as a quick
recovery of capital costs.

Specifically, we support the 12 percent investment tax credit., and we
feel that that shouldbe extended to apply to industrial buildings as
well as equipment.. It should also be made refundable. We feel that
would eliminate the present discrimination against the new companies
and those first in financial difficulty that is in the present law.

We favor an increase in the asset depreciation range to 40 percent.
We also would recommend that pollution abatement equipment be al-
lowed as an expense item. We feel there can be a serious loss of
jobs that will result from pollution control and OSHA regulations as
they are. attempted to be carried out by some of the older plants, par-
ticularly in the northeast. That is developed in our paper.

The final and third item we would like to make, which is the most
immediate and single most harmful proposal now in front of you with
respect to its impact on the construction industry-and this is elimi-
nation of $20,000 to $25,000 earned income exclusion which is allowed
individuals under section 911.

The previous testimony of Mr. Foster Parker of Brown & Root
is unqualifiedly supported by our members of mostnf the companies in
the construction industry who assign employees, commonly called tax
equalization. This is because the extra living allowances, education
payments und those types of payqnents are taxable under U.S. law, so
even where the host country would have a low tax rate for an individ-
ual, he would still have a burden to pay the U.S. tax.

So, in contrast to the extra cost of American companies, foreign
firms not only have no similar added cost but. generally receive favor-
able subsidies to support, their overseas activities.

The need to offset cash to the Mideast. is well known, and the ma-
jority of the money in the Mideast by the oil companies. I think, ob-
viously will stay there in the form of construction capital goods. To
shut American firns out of that market is a real possibility if section
911 is repealed.

Obviously related to that is any other restrictions of rules that now
allow foreign tax credits againstV.S. taxes. There are many fine Eng-
lish, German, Italian, Japanese firms that are now competing effec-
tively against us. Their technical competence and the advantage they
would receive under repeal of 911 would enable them to take over the
majority of those const.-uction projects.

As previously testified to by Mr. Parker, that would not only elimi-
nate the overseas employment and profit, opportunities to the construc-
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tion industry but would cause a greater loss of domestic employment
through lost subcontracts.

Those are the three major parts of our presentation. We would like
to touch briefly on several others that have come before you.

The proposals to eliminate the DISC corporate form and the West-
ern Hemisphere Trading Corp. forms would be a direct loss to the con-
struction industry. We can now use the DISC corporate form for sell-
ing design services and engineering services which create domestic
jobs, and we can use the Western Hemisphere trading form for trad-
ing activities with others in this hemisphere.

Second, we cannot eliminate the cost to construction of engineering
by hiring local nationals in most of our work. If the Mideast area is
developing as the largest bingle area for construction by American

-firms, theless developed countries probably range less. In those two
areas, it is not possible to hire the kind of skills we require. We do
that to a great extent in the developed countries.

With regard to the capital formation, our industry is made up of a
large number of small- and middle-size firms. There is not one single
company that has more than 1 percent of the construction industry
total sales. We ,feel that the coming capital shortage will fall first on
those small- and middle-size firms, not on the giants of American in-
dustry, so we see definite problems facing us in the future.

I think the final point we would like to make is our belief shared
by several others who have testified that the accelerated capital cost
recoveries, the awarding of ITC's, does in the end result create greater
tax payments and I would like to make one more point. It is in the area
of job creation. We feel this is most important as it not only takes the
worker off the tax-supported payments he may be receiving, it gets
him working and generating the FICA taxes that have become very
critical to the Nation aid put into that system.

Thank you ver much.
Senator BYnD. Thank you very much. Senator Curtis.
Senator CURTIS. You *have made a very good statement here.
In reference to the earned income exclusion, if that were removed,

would it seriously handicap American construction firms in their
efforts to be competitive for these jobs in foreign lands?.

Mr. HOFACRE. Very definitely. I think the pricing right now and I
will cite again the Mideast where there, the capital spending and
pricing is so close, it could tip the scales on immediate contracts being
awarded. I think Mr. Marker has testified that it is the American
firms designing in and specifying American materials that generate a
lower part of the iceberg.

Senator Cuwris. I think that is very true. If an American firm is
building something abroad, it is not only that original export of ma-
terials and machines that is involved. Rather through the years, con-
siderable business is apt to flow over the same routes because of re-
placements, banking and finance arrangements made during the period
of construction, the personal acquaintance of the foreigner with a
business entity in this country, and so on. For these reasons, the bene-
fit to this country when an American contractor gets a job abroad does
not terminate when the construction is over. It sets up a flow of busi-
ness communications involving financing, insurance, replacement
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parts, expansion and updating of plants and all of that are very, very
apt to come back to the original contractor or at least to the country.

Mr. HOFACRE. The companies in countries in the Middle East might
prefer American design. It is difficult to award to a foreign concern
and expect them to use American replacements because their dimen-
sions are different. It requires an American design and construction
company to pull that home.

Senator Curs. I have always been concerned about the high un-
employment in the construction industry. Does that remain uniform
pretty much throughout the industry generally or are there some types
of construction where the unemployment in the last few years has
been more profound than at other times?

Mr. HOFACRE. In the last few years?
Senator Cuwrs. Yes.
Mr. HOFACRE. There will always be a greater amount of unemploy-

ment in the industry-seasonal and so on. Obviously, in the last year,
the housing part of it, construction industry has suffered significantly.
Presently, the industry's building section of the economy is suffering.
There is a lot of unemployment there.

Senator CURTIS. I certainly think you are entitled to the tax prin-
ciples for which you have spoken. You do represent an industry that
not only has some problems dealing with seasons and when construc-
tion cannot go on, but I suppose there are times when there is an
excessive amount of building being completed. Perhaps there, will
be some communities which overbuilt with houses. I am sure there are
some cities that are overbuilt on office space. Those are some of the
problems more peculiar to your industry than perhaps some others.

Mr. HOFACRE. We have our own peaks and valleys in the best of
times, and in the worst of times, it is more severe.

Senator Cuaris. Thank you.
Senator BYRD. You cited the unemployment in the construction in-

dustry which is high. What one or two things could this Congress -do
or could this committee do to help your industry the most to help
to create jobs.

Mr. HOFACRE. This body would be the investment tax credit, making
that permanent to level out the expenditures of American industry.
I think that is very important and the combination of the invest-
ment tax credit and some forms of accelerated cost recovery. Those
two together, working into the financial analysis figures that industry
uses to determine expansions, new plants, and so on.

Senator ByRD. Which do you feel is the more overall helpful-
accelerated depreciation or the investment tax credit?

Mr. HoFAcRE. I would say the investment tax credit of the two.
For the record, we might comment, in the po-werplant construction,

it is going to hinge significantly on the rates that are allowed by the
various State regulatory agencies. That is not obviously directly
under your proceedings, but I would put that in there that that will
be a major determinant in powerplant construction in the coming
years.

Senator BYRD. The amount of depreciation that can be taken is an
important factor, obviously.

Mr. HOFACRE. Yes; it is very important.
Senator ByaD. Thank you, sir.
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Htofacre follows:]

STATEMENT OF THE ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA
PRESENTED BY BILL HOFACRE

My name Is Bill Hofacre, and I am Vice President-Finance of the construc-
tion firm of Daniel International Corporation. I appear before you today as a
member of the Tax and Fiscal Affairs Committee of the Associated General
Contractors of America (AGC). The AGC is composed of more than 8,200 of the
leading contractors in the United States and Puerto Rico. Our members account
for more than two-thirds of the total contract work of building, highway, heavy
and utilities construction performed In the United States and Puerto Rico. Con-
struction typically accounts for 11 to 13 percent of this country's total gross

-national product. It is estimated in excess of 41/i million people are employed
in direct construction activities. Additionally, there are unknown thousands of
small firms and sole proprietorships with millions of employees who derive a
significant part of their livelihood from Aupplying the construction industry
with goods and services.

More than ever this year our members are keenly interested in the proceed-
ings of your Committee. It is fully reported and widely known that the con-
struction industry has been severely hurt by the recent economic recession. Un-
employment in the construction industry has been as high as 21 percent national-
ly, and in certain regions much, much higher, with more than 650,000 unemployed
in January of this year. Recovery iin the industry has been very slow, and most
economists are not predicting a turn-around until several months into 1977. The
Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that the Southeast United States showed
further losses of 27,000 contructlon jobs in January, 1970. That is in addition
to the hundreds of thousands already unemployed, and is typical of other sec-
tions of the country. For many construction firms, a first quarter 1977 turn-
around may come too late.

I cite the above to demonstrate the inability of the construction industry at
this time to withstand the adverse impact that several of the tax law changes
now proposed by the House and others would have on our industry firms and
their employees. In fact, the economic conditions in the construction industry
point out the need to adopt certain tax law changes that will have a stimulative
effect on construction activities. We believe the adoption of a permanent basis
of our following recommendations would make for a healthy construction In-
dustry-s well as-1enefit the entire U.S. economy. Such changes would lead to
a more efficient and competitive industrial base. Their adoption on a permanent
basis would eliminate the upsetting impact caused by periodic changes in the
law. Frequent changes result in greater activity just before benefits are to be
withdrawn and create a postponement of activity anticipating new benefits to
be enacted, with disruptive effects particularly on the planning of construction
projects.

CAPITAL COST RECOVERY

Generally, the area of most importance to the construction industry, our clients,
and through jobs creation to our employees, is the capital cost recovery allowed
by tax law. This is true not only because it enables our customers more economi-
cally to modernize and expand their operations but also because it permits our
members to retain funds required for their own capital needs. More than any
other tax legislation, improved capital cost recovery would spur the capital
outlays of American business. Increased capital spending is a vital part of
the continued recovery in our national economy, and is essential to make
U.S. industry more competitive in the world market.

The investment tax credit is a major factor in encouraging industry to
modernize and expand its facilities. The benefits of this are significaift, especially
In the areas of jobs creation, improved productivity, a more efficient and com-
petitive international trade posture; and, finally, greater profits and greater tax
payments complete this very beneficial circle. A 12 percent permanent invest-
ment tax credit, we believe, is required to enable this long term program to
be carried out. For a more specific analysis of the investment tax credit, we
commend to your attention the testimony being presented to your Committee
by the Ad Hoc Committee for an Effective Investment Tax Credit. The AGC
endorses their findings and recommendations. We are pleased to note that rec.
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ommendations for improvement In Investment tax credit rules have been made
to Congress by spokesmen for many groups, Indicating the broad support for
improvement in this area.

Furthermore, we recommend the credit be made refundable to firms with
insufficient tax liability to use the benefit. Present laws now discriminate against
new businesses and those In financial difficulty. We support an extension of
the investment tax credit base to include buildings primarily used for the
manufacture, sale or distribution 9f goods. This extension would not only
stimulate new construction and create additional employment in our industry,
but would contribute, with the purchase of new equipment, in making American
Industry more productive and competitive.

Consistent with the benefits and objectives of the investment tax credit,
would be liberalization of depreciation allowances. For these same reasons,
we favor an increase in the asset depreciation range to 40 percent and therestoration of full accelerated depreciation provisions to industrial buildingsand plants. The construction Industry especially needs an increased ADR rate,since the adverse conditions under which construction equpment is usedgreatly shorten its useful life. Outdoor use, unpredictable weather, and vary-ing soils, rock, and subsurface conditions wear out construction equipment much
faster than the equipment of most other industries.To ease the burden on those companies that must bear the major cost ofpollution abatement equipment and to protect the vitally needed jobs olderplants provide, we recommend such costs be allowed to be deducted fully inthe year expended. In many instances older plants, particularly in the industrialNortheast, will have to be closed, unless there Is favorable tax treatment, thuscreating employment problems in the heavily populated areas. We furtherrequest that investment tax credit be applicable to the capital cost involvedin pollution abatement equipment.

FOREIGN TAX CREDITS AND INCOME EXCLUSIONS

The construction Industry, including Its engineering activities, is in ever.increasing technical and price competition for foreign work. Previous testimonyto this Committee, by Foster Parker of the Brown and Root Corporation, hasclearly shown that our overseas work Improves our country's balance of pay.ments position and creates, rather than exports, jobs. That construction mustbe done on location Is obvious. The alternative to perform such work in theUnited States does not exist. Moreover, American design and constructionfirms will specify American materials and services, whereas foreign competitors
will specify and Procure from their home country sources. In order that sub-stantial benefits not be lost to the American economy, we strongly urge you notto pass legislation that would reduce our International competitive posture.Specifically, we refer to proposals to reduce or eliminate the present overseascompensation exclusion of $20,000 or $25,000, the foreign tax credit on a percountry basis, and Domestic International Sales Company and Western Hemis-
phere Trading Corporation rules.

The construction industry requires these allowances In order to remain com-petitive against foreign companies, who have an advantage In receiving directgovernment subsidies and tax benefits significantly better than ours and whocan use a workforce that earns substantially less than the American counter-part. We request that your Committee investigate earnestly the loss of jobs inthe United States and the many other adverse consequences that would resultfrom reducing our country's engineering and construction firms' ability tocompete in foreign markets.

LIMITATION ON ARTIFICIAL ACCOUNTING LOSSES

Being in the construction business, we are especially concerned with the pro-posed, so-called, Limitation on Artificial Accounting Losses rules. These woulddiscourage Investment in such vitally needed areas as new real estate construc-tion (particularly housing and facilities for production and distribution),marginal production of oil and gas, and in equipment leasing. The leasing ofequipment, in effect, now provides capital to firms both large and small thatmay not be able to raise their requirements any other way. Existing tax rulesin this area, which would be altered by the proposed LAL restrictions, were
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originally passed for very legitimate reasons, and the need for such rules still
exists today. The country's requirements for housing at a reasonable price,
and for increased gas and oil production, and the problems of capital formation
are denied by hardly any informed commentator. There should be no revocation
or restriction of rules that are encouraging investment in these critical areas,
unless alternative solutions are evident. Demands for "tax reform" should not
result in adverse tax rules that will work against needed construction and more
employment. Real estate improvements result only when return on investment
compensates for the risks assumed.

CAPITAL GAINS TAXATION

The present capital gains tax laws operate to tax inflation as a profit. This
is widely recognized, yet individuals are still required to pay too large a part
of their capital sales as taxes. Their alternative is to stay in investments that
are not suited to their changing needs, especially during their retirement years.
Similarly, companies are required to pay as tax much of the capital raised
through disposition of outmoded plants and equipment, seriously depleting the
cash needed to finance replacement facilities.

Together with the necessity to stop expropriation of savings through taxing
purely inflation-caused gains, is the need to create greater savings for capital
formation. This has traditionally been accomplished through the incentive of
lower tax rates on capital gains.

Accordingly, AGC favors a reduction in the capital gain tax rate. This would
aid In mitigating the effects of inflation. To encourage greater savings by the
majority of Americans, the Committee should consider a capital gains exclusion
or the deferment of taxes where the proceeds are reinvested in a similar manner.
Greater savings would also be reinvested in a similar manner. Greater savings
would also be encouraged if less restrictive rules governing capital loss carry-
backs and reduction of'current Income were available. It would be appropriate
to apply limitations to these various items, consistent with the objective to
encourage greater savings through investments by persons of modest income
and wealth.

CAPITAL FORMATION

Capital formation, we wish to emphasize, is of primary concern to the con-
struction industry. The capital requirements of our country have been projected
by different organizations which have made studies of merit. All of these, though
disagreeing as to degree, do not disagree as to substance, that a serious capital
formation problem will exist over the next 10 years. Debt financing, favored in
the recent past owing to the bias in our tax laws, can no longer provide the
required funds.

The AG(1 supports the revision of tax law to encourage greater savings by
middle and modest income earners, and reduced taxes through reduced govern-
ment expenditures. Equity investments could be increased by allowing dividends
to be tax deductible to corporations or permitting recipients to gross up and take
a tax credit, by increasing the dividend exclusion and providing a limited interest
income exclusion.

The present proposal before your Committee to limit non-business interest
deductions to a total of $12,000 would tend to stymie equity investments by
individuals at a time such investments are most needed. Thus, we submit that
this proposal should not be enacted.

CONCLUSION

Several of our above recommendations, if adopted, would result in less direct
taxes being paid, but, the remainder involve only a postponement of the tax
liability. In all cases, however, we feel the ultimate result will be greater tax
revenues raised through greater corporate and individual earnings. The result-
ing more efficient operations and the significant creation of Jobs will assure that
desirable end. Undoubtedly, the most important benefit would be the creation of
Jobs, putting Americans back to work, removing many from tax-supported pay-
ments, and generating much needed FICA payments by employees and employers.

In closing, we refer you to the Interview with Mr. Dents Healy, Britains'
Chancellor of the Exchequer, in the March 29, 1978 issue of BUSINESS WEEK.
After having passed through an economic slump more serious than that of the
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United States, BrItain's Labor Government is turning their direction from
social expenditure to greater industrial investment. The need for industrial
regeneration is not only cited by Mr. Healy as an item of high priority, it is
stated by him to be the same as the problem faced by the United States. May
we learn our lesson from Britain, and take action long before the rundown of
our industrial plant and worker's morale reaches the depth from which Britain
now suffers.

On behalf of the Associated General Contractors and its members, I thank you
for this opportunity to present our views. Also, I have been requested to state
that the foregoing expression of views relating to Foreign Tax Credits and
Income Exclusions has the full support and concurrence of the National Con-
structors Association and the American Consulting Engineers Council, whose
interests are represented by the International Engineering and Construction
Industries Council.

Senator BYRD. The committee will stand adjourned until 10 o'clock
Monday morning.

[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the committee was adjourned to recon-
vene at 10 a.m., Monday, April 5,1976.]



TAX REFORM ACT OF 1976

XONDAY, APRIL 5, 1976

UNITED STATES SENATE,
Cox~mE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met at 10:07 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Walter F. Mondale presiding.
IPresent : Senators Ribicoff, ondale, Curtis, Hansen, and Packwoo.
Senator MONDALE. The meeting will come to order.
The first witness is Mr. James Needham, chariman of the board,

The New York Stock Exchange.

STATEMENT OF TAMES J. NEEDHAM, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
THE NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE, ACCOMPANIED BY DONALD
L. CALVIN, VICE PRESIDENT, NYSE, AND DR. WILLIAM C.
FREUND, VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF ECONOMIST, NYSE

Mr. NEDIAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
With me today are Donald L. Calvin, vice president of the exchange

on my left, and Dr. William C. Freund, vice president and chief
economist of the exchange, on my right.

We appreciate this opportunity to present to the committee our
views on the investment-related elements of the tax reform measures
you are considering.

This country has experienced a long siege of business recession and
inflation from which we are beginning to emerge. And while many
Americans, particularly those who are standing on unemployment
lines even as-We sit relatively comfortably in this hearing room, would
still not describe the immediate outlook as rosy, there does seem to be
a cautious optimism and growing confidence in the country's economic
prospects.

The-deliberations of this committee, and the actions you and your
congressional colleagues will take in the weeks ahead, are almost
certain to play a crucial role in determining whether public confidence
in the economy will deepen and spread-and take firm root once
again.

In the area of investment tax reform the initiatives proposed by the
Treasury Department are, by and large, very encouraging.

Unfortunately, the initiatives taken by the House of Representatives
in H.R. 10612 are not at all encouraging. I share the concerns expressed
by Chairman Long about that bill's anti-investment thrust and about
its likely damaging impact on job formation.

(1781) -
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Members of this committee may be acquainted with the findings
of the New York Stock Exchange's 1975 "Census of Shareowners."

Briefly, that study indicated that the number of individual Ameri-
cans who own corporate stocks or mutual fund shares declined from
an estimated 30.8 million in early 1970 to an estimated 25.2 million
in mid-1975.

There is no way to regard that as a happy development, or even as
an inconsequential one.

The goal of developing a broad base of public ownership of Ameri-
can business has been eagerly pursued in this country for nearly a
quarter century

And while that goal may never have been specifically enunciated
as a matter of national economic policy, the Government has generally
seemed to support it.

The more senior members of this committee will recall that the most
rapid and prosperous period of national economic expansion since
World War II occurred simultaneously with the most dramatic
advances in public shareownership.

Interestingly enough, the two countries whose economic growth in
recent years has been most internationally admired are those in which
shareownership seems to have been making the greatest strides for-
ward, West Germany and Japan.

Back in the halcyon days of shareownership in this country, one of
my predecessors at the New York Stock Exchange coined the phrase
"People's Capitalism," to help describe individual shareownership to
foreigners.

I r recently came across his account of a meeting with Nikita Khrush-
chev in which the flamboyant Soviet leader grudgingly acknowledged
that if "People's Capitalism" really work , the idea probably had
some merit within what lie regarded as the confines of a private
enterprise economy.

Interestingly enough, people's capitalism is a phase that is still
used overseas, usually to identify an economic system that not only
makes it possible for millions of private citizens to acquire an equity
interest in corporate enterprises, but that actually encourages them
to do so.

Unfortunately, as our 1975 shareownership studies show, people's
capitalism has been taking something of a beating in the United States
in recent years, partly because of the deep national economic disloca-
tions we have experienced; partly because of a growing institutional-
ization of the market; partly-let us not be too coy to acknowledge-
because of mismanagement of securities industry operational and
financial problems during the late 1960's; and partly-let us also not
hesitate to recognize-because of unrealistic national investment tax
policies.

We can readily identify improvements or accommodations relevant
to three of those problems:

The recession seems to have bottomed out and we appear to be on
the road back to recovery, with inflation at least temporarily under
restraint.

The securities industry has taken comprehensive steps to correct the
deficiencies that led to the industrywide paperwork and financial
problems of the late 1960's.
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Earlier this year, New York Stock Exchange member firms showed
they could handle sustained unprecedented high trading volume
levels without undue operational or financial strains.
.Despite some feeling that institutions have access to services and
prices not generally available to individuals, the markets can, as they
are now structured, accommodatethe legitimate needs of both types
of investors,-and they will be able to continue to do so in the future if
we avoid mandating any structural biases that will disadvantage in-
vestors of modest means.

To date however, the tax laws have not been modified in any way
that would reverse long-standing Federal policies that militate against
investment risk-taking by millions of individual Americans.

Specific evidence is needed that it is not the intent of Congress to
use tax policy to restrain public participation in the securities markets
and in the ownership of American business.

The American people are entitled to know from their elected repre-
sentatives whether it is the policy of the U.S. Government to encourage
them to commit some part of their available savings to securities in-
vestments, or whether it is normal policy, to discourage widespread
participation in private enterprise capitalism.

A readin of the materials now before this committee suggests that
unanimity does not now exist on this question. It would seem that the
administration, as represented by the proposals advanced by Treasury
Secretary Simon, takes the affirmative view, while H.R. 10612 appears
to be headed in the opposite direction.

If it is the purpose of this committee to chart 4 fair and realistic
course, then I would respectfully suggest that the formulation and
enunciation of a national policy toward individual public investment
in corporate equities would be an appropriate starting point..

The exchange is no stranger to the specific investment tax policy
issues under consideration. We have expressed our views vigorously
and often to various congressional committees and to appropriate
representatives of the executive branch.

Attached to my statement is a series of concise position papers pre-
senting the exchange's views on seven key issues.

I would just like to summarize these positions very briefly:
First, we support the aims and much of the design of the Treasury's

program to revamp the tax treatment of capital gains and losses.
In general, the Treasury's approach is to provide sufficiently fair

treatment of gains to overcome investors' tax-based reluctance to
undertake risk investments.

We have some specific problems with the Treasury's proposed treat-
ment of capital losses.

In any event we believe certain modifications might be adopted in
the interest of better encouraging urgently needed capital formation
and spurring more efficient allocation of capital.

Accordingly, we recommend:
(a) Retain the 6-month holding period as the qualifying basis for

long-term capital gains taxtreatment. I -
(b) Adopt the type of sliding-scale capital gains deduction plan

proposed by the Treasury, but with the scale to come into play at g0
percent after 6 months' holding, and increments above that level to
begin after 1 year.
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(c) Modify the tax structure to place a 25 percent cap on the effec-
tive capital gains tax rate.

(d) -Rase the net capital loss deduction from $1,000 to $5,000-
rather than to $4,000 as provided in H.R. 10612 and as recommended
by the Treasury--and couple it with a 3-year loss carryback.

(e) Restore 100 percent deductibility for all net capital losses.
Secondly, we strongly endorse the Treasury's plan to integrate cor-

porate and personal income taxes and, thus, to phase out double taxa-
tion of corporate income.

Beyond helping reduce the existing tax bias toward increasingly
dangerous reliance on debt financing, Secretary Simon's imaginative
proposal would establish a major new incentive for saving and invest-
ment, with predictable improvements in the allocation of capital,
productivity job formation, and overall economic growth.

Third, we believe that both ESOP and BSOP, the administration's
broadened stock ownership plan, offer important practical and psycho-
logical boosts to the concept, if you will, of people's capitalism.

Both plans are giant steps toward reversing the decline in individ-
ual shareownership and would encourage millions of Americans who
have the means to participate in securities investment to do so.

We would suggest, however, that individuals earning $25,000 a year
or less should be eligible for the full benefits of BSOP, rather than
setting the upper limit of full eligibility at $20,000 as proposed by
the Treasury.

We also believe a provision should be included in the plans to per-
mit an individual to withdraw funds, without penalty, on retirement
or in the case of specified personal hardships, as can be done under the
Individual Retirement Act.

In addition, we believe it would be appropriate, subject to limita-
tions, to permit the sale of stock before the end of the 7-year holding
period without penalty, if the proceeds of the sale are reinvested in
another stock.

Mr. Chairman, the supporting document that we furnished the
committee on these two proposals is going to be amended. I have
concluded that it is not in the interest of furthering the purposes of
broadened shareownership to establish an income limit for eligibility
for the deduction. The plan should operate similar to the IRA plan
and the Keogh plan with a maximum set as to how much you can
take, regardless of what your income is above that level.

So, we will submit an amendment.
Senator MOmDA . That will be received and made a part of our

record.
(The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
In the rst of three recommended modifications to BOP, it was proposed that

"the upper income limit for eligibility for the full deduction ($1,500) should be
$25,000, not the $20,000 proposed by the Treasury."

Upon reconsidering this proposal, I found no rationale In generally accepted
principles of tax policy for limiting eligibility for the deduction. Accordingly,
I am sending my position on BSOP to provide that a deduction of the lesser of
$1500 or 15% of compensation be provided to il taxpayers regardless of income
size.

Tax equity demands that there be no discrimination among taxpayers as to
the types of deductions for which they are eligible. The unfairness of allowing
deductions for some taxpayers and not others would be Immediately apparent if
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individuals above a certain Income could not deduct medical expenses or char-
itable contributions. In principle, this is no different from providing a BSOI'
deduction for some taxpayers and not others.

In the present tax code, the principle of equality of tax treatment for qualified
investment deductions ts adhered to under Self-Employed Retirement Plans,
Individual Retirement Accounts and Employees' Pension and Profit-'haring
Trusts. Under each of these plans, deductions are available either to the indi-
vidual or to his employer for investments in his behalf, regardless of size of
income but with a cap on the size of the tax deduction.

Two other modifications in BSOP proposed in my written statement are
unchanged.

Mr. N EDHAM. Thus, my recommendations for strengthening BSOP
are as follows:

First, provide a deduction of the lesser of $1,500 or 15 percent of
compensation for all taxpayers regardless of income size.

Second, provide for the withdrawal of funds before the 7-year limit
without being subject to the proposed penalty tax; (a) upon retire-
ment and (b) in case of specified hardships such as long-term unem-
ployment, the death of the primary wage earner of a household, or
disability.

Third, a rollover provision should permit the sale of stock before
the 7-year holding period without penalty if that money is reinvested
in another stock. Some limitation on the number of rollovers might be
provided.

Fourth, the exchange has long urged repeal of the withholding tax
on interest and dividends paid to foreign investors, especially with
regard to portfolio holdings.

This tax, which is not a major revenue producer, is discouraging
foreign investment in this country at a time when it is most needed,

Its repeal, also recommended by the Treasury Department, would
r1 generate additional tax revenues on profits and income flowing from
1W. expanded foreign investment in this country, more than offsetting any

initial decline in tax receipts.
Fifth, as I stated to the House Ways and Mleans Committee last

month, the exchange supports proposals to increase the exemption
from the Federal estate tax from $80,000 to $200,000.

We believe the larger exemption is fair and appropriate because of
the large inflationary factor that has affected estate values since the
smaller dollar exemption was established nearly 35 years ago.

A larger exemption is crucial to avoid compelling the sale of small
family farms and businesses as, in many instances, the only means of
satisfying Federal estate tax requirements.

Sixth, the exchange shares Secretary Simon's concern about the
provision in H.R. 10612 limiting the permissible deduction for non-
business interest to $12,000 per year plus the amount of the taxpayer's
net investment income and long-term capital gains.

This provision threatens to penalize homeowners who have taken on
mortgages at the high rates that prevailed in recent years-and also
to stifle venturesomeness by investors seeking to finance long-term
projects with borrowed funds-particularly in situations where essen-
tial periods of development are likely to cause a lag in their realization
of investment income.

If this provision aims at alleged interest-deduction abuses in con-
nection with certain types of tax shelters, it actually would throw a
much wider net.
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Tax-shelter problems should be dealt with directly, rather than
by imposing a blanket limit on deductible interest and disadvantaging
many taxpayers who are not targets of the provisions in the House
bill.

Finally, we believe it is appropriate to recall to the committee's
attention a proposal we presented to the Financial Markets Subcom-
mittee some time ago to permit broker-dealers to establish tax stabiliza-
tion reserves.

Under this proposal, broker-dealers would be permitted, each year,
to set aside a small portion of profits, tax-free, up to a prescribed
minimum, in a loss reserve fund.

That fund could be drawn upon, in bad years, to ease the critical
capital problems attributable to the cyclical nature of the securities
business.

The effect of such a plan, which is similar to reserve arrangements
already permitted for other financial intermediaries, would be to
reinforce the ability of broker-dealers to provide essential services
to investors in both good and bad times.

Perhaps the most urgent and delicate task facing the Nation today
is to nurture the kind of public confidence in the economy that can
accelerate our return from the nether regions of recession and promote
full-scale economic recovery.

To do that, the private sector will have to create hundreds of thou-
sands. indeed millions, of new jobs. To develop new job opportunities,
American business must be able to tap long-dormant capital resourcesand new sources of investment funds both at home and abroad.

To unlock those funds and make them available to business and
industry, we must have investment tax policies that stimulate risk-
taking ))y the very substantial number of Americans who have the
means to take risks.

Affirmative congressional action to use imaginative tax policies
to encourage widespread, direct public participation in the recovery
process will help put to rest the concerns of millions of Americans
about their Government's determination to protect their way of life
and to expand economic opportunities for all.

The Senate Finance Committee has led such action in the past
and we hope you will do so again.

We, in turn, stand ready to assist you in your efforts.
Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I would like to hand in a

number of submissions "for the record, most of which I believe the
staff is familiar with.

Senator MONDAL&. Very well, that will appear in the record."
Thank you very much, Mr. Needham.
Senator Curtis'
Senator Crwris. The House bill, as it relates to the holding period,

would not only be changed but would be changed retroactively.
Do you have any comment on that I
Mr. NEDITAM. Change the direct--
Senator CTrTis. Change the holding period retroactively.

'See p. 1792. Documents entitled "Tbe Capital Needs and Savlngs Potential of the U.S.
eMonomy." "The Need for Equity Capital," "Demand and Supply of Equity Capital,'! and"International Implications of a U.N. Capital Shortage." all prepared by the New York

Stock Exchange, were made a part of the official files of the committee.
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Mr. NEEDHAM. Yes; I think with respect to the second point, the
retroactive nature of the proposal, that is patently unfair.

You know, people make investment decisions, most of them, on a
long-term basis and I think it would be unfair to do that.

I am not even sure it is constitutional.
Senator CuRTis. Well, it seems to me that this committee must do

something about that. The sophisticated and large purchaser of stock,
even though it upsets his plans, has learned about the decision of the
Ways an Means Committee but there will be thousands and thou-
sands of individuals, small purchasers of stock, that have never
obtained that information at all, and they may be confronted with it
the first time when they go .to make out the tax return next year.

Mr. NEEHAm. There is no question about that. That is why I say
it is patently unfair.

Mr. Cumrrs. I feel that it is also something that we should do to
be consistent.

In the absence of some very extreme situations, the Congress does
not grant tax relief or leave people with injustices retroactively.

I think if we hold to that plan, there is much to be said for treating
the taxpayer in the same manner.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. NEWDUAM. If I may take a minute, there is a strange mood on

the House committee and I don't know how to characterize it except
to say they are doing a number of things. We have addressed a number
of them, which in my view represent, perhaps, an extreme position
with respect to the tax laws of this countT.

Senator CuRTs. That's all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MONDALE. Senator Ribicoff ?
Senator RmiCoFi. No questions, thank you.
Senator MONDALE. Senator Hansen?
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Needham, I think you have made a fine

statement. I have proposed that there be a sliding scale of capital
gains deduction planned; as a matter of fact, I will have an amend-
ment in to do that so I am delighted to know that, as I knew earlier,
that you have supported that proposal.

I -.anted to ask you about the brokerage industry stabilization
reserve.

You point out the number of investors have dropped from about
30 million down to 25 million, was it?

I am rounding the numbers.
Dr. FPRUND. Yes.
Senator HANSEN. I know a lot of firms on the New York Stock

Exchange have fallen on hard times, a lot of them hay, gone out of
business and there have been a lot of losses.

Would this brokerage industry stabilization reserve concept provide
sufficient backup to have averted largely what has happened to mem-
bers on the exchange in the last several years, or how much of an
impact would this have been if it had been adopted?

Mr. NEEDIAM. If it had been adopted some years ago I am persuaded
that some of the firms who have gone out of business in the last year
would not have had to go out of business.
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They would have had adequate capital resources to sustain the shock
as we refer to it, in the move from the fixed commission rates to com-
petitive rates.

With respect to the situation if the law were adopted now, I think
what it would do, is it would assure the separateness of the securities
industry.

We are confronted in the securities industry with great demands
for the services and capital of that industry at this time. All of our
studies indicate that.

While we have no fear as to the immediate ability of firms to be
able to discharge that responsibility, we do feel that they together with
other financial intermediaries should be treated the same, such as
banks, which as I recall pay an effective tax rate of somewhere around
15 percent.

'Many of our members pay substantially more.
Senator H4ANSEN. They are able, as I recall, to set aside a certain

percentage of their loans in an account reserved for bad debts or bad
loans and they can do that before taxes and that is what your proposal
is here.

I think it makes good sense.
Mr. NEEDIIAM . Thank you very much.
I am glad it appeals to you. This matter, as you undoubtedly know,

Senator, is being dealt with in another context in various places in
Washington.

Various studies of the applicability of the Glass-Stiegal Act as to
certain activities of banks; we have a lawsuit against the Comptroller
of the Currency; the SEC is making a study.

I think that prophecies as to what will come out of those studies
are not always wise to make, but I would like to make one, that it is
in the national interest for there to be a separate securities industry
as distinguished from a unit of the banking industry.

So, it is very important, to do everything you can to shore up the
capital of that 'industry right now.

Senator HANSENN. No further questions.
Senator MONDALE. Senator Packwood I
Senator PACKWOOD. As I listened to the testimony, Mr. Needham,

over the past 3 weeks, every industry has been indicating-today was
the first one on securities, really-but the others have been industries
that are capital-short, the electrics, coal, railroads, airlines. They have
got to have more capital.

They all are advocating in one form or another certain kinds of
tax incentives.

Then we had some people from the housing industry in wanting
certainly no limitation on deductions of nonbusiness interest but
some further incentives to put money in the thrift institutions.

There is obviously so much capital to go around. It seems to ie we
are almost getting to the place where we are chasing our tail.

We want to help everybody to give everyone a preference. I wonder
if it wouldn't be better to go back to square one and eliminate the
preferences and let the capital go without too much government direc.
tion or incentive I

I would be curious about your views.
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Mr. NEDHAM. Senator, if you would allow me just a little bit of
license to answer that question. _

I couldn't agree with you more. I would like to make suggestions.
If you repeal the capital gains and all provisions that go with it,

you repeal entirely the corporate income tax and entirely the estate tax
and see what happens in that free market system with capital. I
think you will get entirely different results.

But, of course, there are those in Congress who probably feel that
that would be too much of an immediate drain on the revenues of
the Treasury Department and there are those who philosophically

ovuld find that totally unacceptable.
Senator PACKWOOD. YOU say repeal the capital gains; you would

have that taxed at normal income rates?
Mr. NEEDIIA3X. No; I wouldn't tax it at all. [Laughter.]
Senator PACKWOOD. Oh, not tax it at all.
Mr. NEEDIAm. That is why I asked for a little license.
Senator MfO.NDALE. And that would cost a little bit. [Laughter.]
Mr. NEEDIIAM. But I do think that you put your finger on the

problem. Many of the witnesses who have appeared have appeared
cloaked, as I am, with some degree of self-interest.

I think that one of the suggestions we make, in addition to tax
relief for American citizens, will assist in the capital formation process
and that is the elimination of the withholding tax required to be paid
by foreigners on interest and dividends in the United States.

We have been arguing that battle for many years now.
I think, too, and this came up when I testified before the Joint

Economic Cofinmittee, that even if we did all of this, it might not
be enough to meet the capital requirements of certain industries such
as the energy-related industries, and something more might be needed.

As I recall in the dialog that occurred in that committee hearing,
Senators Javits and Humphrey were wondering if it would be neces-
sary to create some Manhattan-type project or TVA, or something
of that nature where the Government would put up the seed money
and the private sector would then pick it up from there.

I think in terms of certain industries the issue is bigger than what
we are discussing here today, and may call for some extraordinary help
from the Federal Government.

Senator PACKWOOD. We start hearings in the Banking Committee
next week on the President's $100 ion energy-funding package
which is not a far cry from what you.just made reference to.

I have no other questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MONDALz. The staff has asked me to propound a question

in behalf of the chairman, Senator Long.
Senator Long has expressed an interest in a proposal to adjust the

basis of property for inflation in computing capital gains.
I think you testified in favor of that.
Would you comment on your positionI
M[r. NEMRAN. Well, I think, Mr. Chairman, the thrust of the rec-

ommendations with respect to a scaling down of the capital gains
tax rate is to take into account the inflationary impact in determining
the tax.

Now, one alternative is to reduce the rate of tax; the other alterna-
tive is to step up the basis of the underlying asset.
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SIt seems to me that the advice you might receive from the Internal
Revenue Service would be extremely helpful here because to me, as a
former practitioner, the method of adusting the tax basis of the
property is an extremely complex one for many individuals, partic-
ularly individuals in the lower asset value categories.

So, it might be far simpler administratively to adjust the rate
itself.

Senator MONDALE. All right.
Mr. NEEDIIAM. But I would defer to the IRS on that. That is really

an administrative matter.
Senator MONDALE. Let's total up your various recommendations.

Your recommended estate tax exemption, I believe, is $200,000; I
favor some adjustments in the estate tax, but I think your proposal
would cost about $2.5 billion.

Your recommendation to integrate individual and corporate taxes--a
recommendation which endorses Secretary Simon's proposal-would
cost about $15 billion when fully effective.

Mr. NEEDHAM. $15 billion? I have the numbers--=-
Senator MONDALE. I am not talking about feedback; I am just talk-

ing about the initial cost to the TreasurT. With regard to the proposed
25-percent cap on capital gains, I think the effective capital gains
rate is about 30 percent now on corporations, isn't it?

It would be a 5-percent reduction. What would that cost now?
Mr. NEEDIAM. Is that mainly the minimum tax or-
Senator MONDALE. I am referring to the cap-on effective capital

gains taxation.
What would that cost?
Mr. NEEDUAM. There shouldn't be any loss at all.
Senator MON- DA LAE. Well, the present effective corporate capital

gains tax is about 30 percent, isn't it?
Mr. NEEDHAM. Corporate ? Excuse me, I was focusing on merely the

individual.
Senator fON DALE. Yes; the corporate tax.
Mr. NEEDIXAM. Let me go over our numbers here, Senator, if you

will allow me to.
We have been very careful with these. I believe they have been

corroborated at least with other witnesses on the outside.
Our proposal for tile estate tax- exemption results in a revenue

loss of $2.1 billion.
Senator MONDALE I doubt tlat. I think you are low.
Mr. NEEDHAM. I don't think s0,' Senator, but, of course, we will

.be glad to get together with whatever staff members developed the
numbers you have and we can reconcile the two numbers.

Our anlotation is directly from the Library of Congress, I had
forgotten. that. If you like, we would submit the testimony froni
before the House side where those annotations and other comments
are included.

[The information subsequently supplied follows:]
The estimate that increase ng the Federal Estate Tax exemption froni

$60,000 to $200,000 would result in revenue loss of $2.1 billion based on 1974
levels, was made in a memorandum from the Economic Division of the Library
of Congress Congressional Research Service in August 1975 (based on estimates
from the Department of Treasury) appearing in the Conression'l Record of
January 23, 1976, at-page 8.485.. .-
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Senator MONDALE. It is about $2.4 billion; is it?
Mr. NIuHx. $2.1 billion. The withholding taxes, our estimate is,of course, based on what the Treasury has; it is $210 million in 1973.
Retaining the 25-percent alternative tax on the first $50,000,-that is

a revenue loss of $200 million.
Senator MONDALE. What have you got-
Mr. NFYEDHAM. I don't have the corporation number here. We have

not focused on the capital gains tax on corporations. I don't think that
is in our testimony. I don't recall the number.

Senator HANsEN. Mr. Chairman?
Senator MONDALE. Yes. Go ahead.
Senator HANSEN. I seems to me there is a basic inconsistency indoing what Government-the Federal Government-has been doing

where we recognize the inflationary factor and from time to time
cost-of-living increases are applied, for all Federal employees and we
have been able to slip through a little benefit for Members of Con-
gres%, but we don't talk too much about that.

We have tried different mechanisms and we have not been successful
every time, you know, but occasionally we upped our own wages a
little without trying to alert the voters too much.

On that side, we recognize, and as Dr. Friedman and other econo-mists have said, we ought to index a lot of these things, recognizing
that inflation is a fact of life and yet I think that the capital gainstax completely overlooks that fact of life. Belatedly the Secretary of
the Treasury has said it is a fact. •

I don't know what the figures are. I have seen all kinds but I under-stand when the-well, I won't speak of capital gains now, but going
-back to the $80,000 lifetime exemption or exclusion. I believe that
was passed in 1942

Mr. CALVIN. Yes.
Senator HANcsi-E. I think most people would agree if we were to

just keep even, not give any added benefit, if we were to keep even with
that $60,000, then that would buy, in terms of today's purchasing power
of the dollar-it would take at least $200,000, maybe $210,000 to buy
the same amount.

Mr. NF.VZUAM. That is right.
Senator HANsEN. But the concept of capital gains entirely over-looks this. If some little storekeeper who has had a mom and pop

grocery store for many, many years, sells out, he gets slugged with
a big tax even if he gets a good sale.

If-a homeowner sells a house he had for 30 years and he gets anoffer and he goes home and talks with his wife and he says, "Gee,
we can get two or three times as much as our house cost ais," it sounds
like a great idea, and they go merrily along the way until they tr,
to replace'it and then themoment, of truth arrives and they find that
they haie been hit and iey have bin hurt badly.

Don't you agree that we are a little bit ambivalent on this issue whenwe authorize a cost-of-living increase for Federal employees on theone hand but tail to take a parallel fair measure for property owners
and self-employed people on the'other I

-X . NxEDVIAm. Well, Senqtor, you will forgive me if I beg the
questions, I personally happen to believe thatfivCted ofcials and most
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Federal employees are not receiving adequate compensation at this
time so if I may answer it-

Senator HANSEN. I have some constituents who do not agree with
you, sir. (Laughter.]

Mr. NEFDIAM. Well, I am sure they don't, but they don't spend
as much time down here and they don t meet the people so they are
not aware of the dedication and the skills that we are fortunate to
possess in our Federal Government.

Senator HANSEN. I would like to get a
Senator MONDALE. There is no time limit on this particular subject

matter. [Laughter.]
You might flesh out thedetails a little in a written submission.
Mfr. NEEDHAM. What I might do is get with my Finance Committee

on Executive Compensation.But, seriously- _
Senator MONDALE. You can tell them you were a smash here today.

[Laughter.]
Mr. NEEDILIM. Being up in that airplane too long may have done

something to me.
The point I think that I would like to make at this point, just for

the record, is that when we talk about these proposals we tend to con-
fulse the policy issue from the operating problem and it seems to me
that--although I was quite young at the time--imposition of the estate
tax was really a very important policy issue for the Government to
decide.

Now, when we view it we tend to look at it in terms of its operating
impacts if we were to change it. That is to say, would it increase or
decrease revenues and, therefore, have an impact on Federal deficit.

It just seems to me that is the wrong way to make an operation
decision.

I think the testimony by Secretary Simon on this point in the con-
text of the withholding tax on dividends and interest, was in the short-
term you give up perhaps $200 million in the revenue flow but on the
Iong term it generates jobs and better opportunities for Americans
and. perhaps even, increased standards of living.

So, I think that it is very important in these discussions to focus
on the policy questions and then, after you have made tenative con-
clusions with respect to the policy questions, to come back and review
them froM a revenue operating point of view. The exchange in its
appearances before this and other committees of the Congress dealing
with complex matters of this nature has always supported that
approach.

Senator HANBRN. Thank you.
Senator MoDAaU. Thank you very much, Mr. Needham.
Mr. N=Dnux. Thank you.
[The summary statement of Mr. Needham and submissions of theNew York Stock Exchange fllow. Oral testimony continues onPon

SUMMARY OF BTATiKMEKT" BY JAMES J, NEEDHAM, CHAIRMAN, NEW YORK STOCK
EXCEArAN013 INC. BEFOnR 'ICJ SE iATE, 1FAXr'CZ COMMI-TE ApH t;, 1976

The deliberations of this o(umittee, and the actions you and your Con-gressional colleagues will take in the weeks ahead, are almost certain to play acrucial role in determining Whether public confidence In the economy will deepenand spread-and take firm root once again.
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In the area of investment tax reform, the initiatives proposed by the Treasury
Department are, by and large, very encouraging. Unfortunately, the initiatives
taken by the House of Representatives In H.R. 10612 are not at all encouraging.
I share the concerns expressed by Chairman Long about-that Bill's anti-invest-
ment thrust and about its likely damaging impact on Job formation.

The New York Stock Exchange's 1975 "Census of Shareowners" indicated that
the number of individual Americans who own corporate stocks or mutual fund
shares declined from an estimated 80.8 million in early 1970 to an estimated
25.2 million in mid-1975. There is no way to regard that as a happy development,
or even as an Inconsequential one.

To date, the tax laws have not been modified In any way that would reverse
long-standing Federal policies that militate against investment risk-taking by
millions of individual Americans. If it is the purpose of this Committee to
chart a fair and realistic course, then I would respectfully suggest that the
formulation and enunciation of a national policy toward individt..' Ioblic
investment in corporate equities would be an appropriate starting point. At-
tached to my statement is a series of concise position papers presenting the
Exchange's views on seven key issues. I would just like to summarize these posi-
tions very briefly:

Capital Gains and Lovse..-We support the aims and much of the design of
the Treasury's program to revamp the tax treatment of capital gains and losses.
But we have some specific problems with the proposed treatment of capital losses
and we believe certain other modifications might be adopted. Accordingly, we
recommend:

(a) Retain the six-month holding period as the qualifying basis for long-
term capital gains tax treatment.

(b) Adopt the type of sliding-scale capital gains deduction plan proposed
by the Treasury-but with the scale to come into play at 50% after six
months holding, and Incrementa above that level to begin after one year.

'(O)' Place a 25% cap on the effective capital gains tax rate.
I(d) Raise the net capital lose deduction from $1,000 to $5,000 and couple

It with a three-year loss carryback.
(e) Restore 100% deductibility for all net calftal losses.

integration of Corporate and Personal Inoome Taoe.--We strongly endorse
the Treasury's plan to integrate corporate and personal Income taxes and, thus, to
phase out double taxation of corporate income.

Stock Ownership Plans.-We believe that both ESOP and BSOP, the Admin-
istration's Broadened Stock Ownership Plan, would encourage millions of Amer-
icans who have the means to participate In securities investments to do so. How-
ever, individuals earning $25,000 a year or less should be eligible for the full
benefits of BSOP. Also, permit withdrawal of funds, without penalty, on retire-
menat or in the case of specified personal hardships. Subject to limitations, per-
mit the sale of stock before the end of the seven-year holding period, without
penalty, If the proceeds are reinvested in another stock.

Withholding Tax on Foreign Portfo*o Int ment--Repeal the withholding
tax on Intereot and dividends paid to foreign investors, which Is discouraging
foreign investment in this country at a time when It is most needed. Repeal is
also recommended by the Treasury.

Estate Tam Dxemption.-The Exchange supports proposals to increase the ex-
emption from the Federal Estate Tax from $00,000 to $200,000. It is crucial to
avoid compelling the sale of small family farms and business.

IMmitatc of Deduotio of Non,-Business Interet--The exchange shares
Secretary Simon's concern about the provision in H.R. 10812 limiting the per-
missible deduction for non-business interest to $12,000 per year plus net invest-
ment Income and long-tern vapial gaius. Max-shelter problems should be dealt
with directly, rather than by disadva 14in many taxpayers who are not targets
of the provision In the House BilL

Brokerage Ia etrjt HtbWato, Reseve.- It is appropriate to recall to the
Oominttee's attention our proposal to permit broker-dealer to- establish tax
stabilization resrves. Bach year, broket-dealers would be permitted to set aside
a small portion of profits, tax-free, up to a prescribed minimum, In a loss reserve
fund. It would be drawn upon, in bad years, to ease the critical capital problems
attributable to the cyclical nature of the seurtiLs business. Such a plan is similar
to reserve arrangements already permitted for other financial Intermediaries.
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To develop new job opportunities, American business must be able to tap long-
dormant capital resources and new sources of investment funds both at home and
abroad. We must ban investment tax policies that stimulate risk-taking by the
very substantial number of Americans who have the means to take risks.

Affirmative Congressional action to use imaginative tax policies to encourage
widespread, direct public participation on the recovery process will help put
to rest the concerns of millions of Americans about their government's deter-
nination to protect their way of life and to expand economic opportunities for all.
The Senate Finance Committee has led such action in the past and we hope
you will do so again. We, in turn, stand ready to assist in your efforts.

POSITION OF THE NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE To REVISE TuE TAX TREATMENT
OF CAPITAL GAINS AND ISO8zM

The New York Stock Exchange supports the basic thrust of the Treasury's
program to revamp the-tax treatment of capital gains and lossf.t However,
we believe modification of the Treasury's program is necessary If its Intent of
promoting capital formation and the efficient allocation of investments Is to be
fully realized.

Though reform in this area is long overdue, it is especially critical at this
time. The precipitous drop in individual shareownership offers vivid proof of the
need to raise incentives if adequate amounts of risk investment are to be forth-
coming. Disenchantment with equity investment at this juncture in economic
history Is particularly serious. Recent financial developments have demonstrated
the need for a strong equity base to weather economic storms.

Massive Infusion of equity capital is the only antidote to restore the badly
weakened corporate capital structure to financial 'health. True, institutions will
supply substantial amounts of equity investment, but not enough to do the Job.
According to NYSE estimates. over the 1974-1985 period, Individuals will sell a
cumulative total of almost $80 billion in equities. This drain on the flow of
equity Investment must be eliminated if the equity needs of corporations are to
be met. The prospects for this are poor In light of a history of 18 straight years
of net sales of equity by individuals.

In this era, when relatively high-yielding, low-risk investments are available
to the individual investor as never before, he is not going to opt for equity
Investment, unless the potential after-tax return Is commensurate with the
additional risk.

SLIDING SCALE HOLDING PERIOD AND TIlE ALTERNATIVE TAX RATE
The issues of a sliding scale holding period and the 25% alternative tax rate

are intertwined and should be examined together.
The Exchange agrees that a sliding scale holding period is an effective approach

to unlocking funds tied up In less productive investment, so they may flow into
more promising ventures. Further benefits would flow from the stimulation of
new Investment that would arise from the cut in the tax penalty on realized
capital gains. These are the two major reasons why the Exchange has, in fact,
been advocating a sliding scale plan for some time. However, coupling elimination
of the alternative tax to a sliding scale plan, as the Treasury proposes, would
be counter-productive In that It would intensify the lock-in effect for many tax-
payers.

Sliding Scale.--A properly constructed sliding scale plan could overcome a
major weakness of the present capital gains tax system-the powerful inchen
tire It provides to hold appreciated assets In order to preserve investment values.
Though this may be wise investment strategy, Its encouragement Is poor economic
policy, particularly in a dynamic society. Because capital is limited, it is crucial
that It be constantly redeployed to satisfy changing needs. To the considerable
extent that current tax provisions discourage capital redeployment, they hinder
economic efficiency.

The Exchange agrees with the Treasury tbhtt an effective sliding 6cale capital
gains tax should provide for small but frequent changes In the sliding scale
Intervals to minimize the development of a new lock-in. The proposed one-point-

The Treasury's proposal i discussed on page 52 of Secretary of the .Treasqry Sinon'sfarch 1T.1976 testimony to the Senate Fhaane cIommttee.., o
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a-year increase in the size of the capital gains deduction Is the right formula
for minimizing the tendency under sliding scale plans to lock-in as a new hold.
Ing period Interval Approaches.

Despite conceptual agreement with the proposed plan, the Exchange believes
It should be modified to give added encouragement to capital me diity, particu-
larly In the early years of holding. There appears to be no ratlorale for waiting
five years before the sliding scale comes into play.

If better Investment alternatives arise, redeployment of capital invested for
relatively short periods of time Is just as desirable as redeployment of capital
held in very long-term investments. Therefore, the Exchange recommends that
the scale start to slide above 5"o after the first year of holding and the deduc-
tion Increase one percentage point each year for 25 years. Thus, after one year
the deduction would be 51% and after 25 years It would be 75%, compared with
the 70% proposed.

25% Alternative Rate.-Eimination of the 25% alternative rate on the first
$50,000 of gains would run at odds with the objective of the sliding scale deduc-
tion plan. Rather than easing the lock-in, it would Intensify it for individuals in
tax brackets over 50%. For example, an individual in the 70% bracket would
have to hold an asset for 19 years to match the 25% capital gains rate which
now applies to the first $50,000 of gains after six months. In the 60% tax bracket,
the wait would be 13 years.The only explanation offered for this striking anomaly In a plan designed
to improve Investment mobility is that preserving the 25% alternative in con-
Junction with a sliding scale would "require complex 'stacking' and allocation
rules." While tax simplification Is desirable, In a tax system with so many
varying and conflicting goals, simplicity, unfortunately, Is not always achievable.
In fact, some recommendations in the Treasury's tax revision plan would in-
crease complexity in pursuit of what it deems are important goals.

Even more desirable--and certainly less complex-than retaining the 25%
alternative rate on the first $50,000 of gains, would be to structure the sliding
scale so that In no case would the effective tax rate exceed 25%. Only a relativeTf-
small amount of capital gain is taxed at rates in excess of 25%, and the revenue
yield Is Insignificant. But for those affected, high tax rates provide a severe Im-
pediment to capital mobility.

SIX-MONTH HOLDING UIOD

HR. 10012's proposal to lengthen from six-months to one year the holding
period for qualification for long-term capital gains tax treatment would directly
thwart the objectives of encouraging capital mobility and risk investment. The
major justification for a holding period requirement rests on the questionable
assumption of a need to distinguish between "speculation," which is deemed to
be undesirable, and investment. Even if one accepts that rationale, no valid
objective would be accomplished by lengthening the holding period. Speculators
turn over assets and rely on an accumulation of many small gains. The nature
of their risky operations dictates that they not contemplate long-range advan-
tages, but capitalize on the immediate situation. Thus, no speculator would con-
template holding an asset for as long as six months to garner a tax advantage.

CAPITAL LOSSES

Net Capital Lowees.-The Exchange concurs with the need to boost the net loss
deduction to provide long overdue recognition of the reality of inflation. However,
It recommends that the deduction be raised to $5,000 rather than the $4,000 pro-
vided for in H.R. 10612. An increase to $5,000 would restore the relationship be-
tween the deduction and median family Income to what it was in 1942, when the
current $1,000 limit was adopted.

As things stand now; moderate income investors are most likely to suffer from
the stringent loss limit, since, typically, they have few projects for offsetting
loss carryovers against future gains.
' In addition to an increase In the loss deduction, the Exchange suggests a three-

year loss carryback (the treatment afforded corporations) be provided for In-
dividuals. This would encourage Investors locked into losses to realize them and
switch into more promising investments.
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Sliding Scale on Oapital Loses.--The Treasury proposes that the same sliding
scale applied to long-term capital gains be applied to net losses. For example, on
an asset held for 15 years, each $100 of realized loss would qualify for only a $40
net lose deduction. The major rationale offered Is for symmetrical treatment of
gains and losses as it "accords with the trend set by the Tar Reform Act of
1960." A further reason Is that it would simplify the loss carryover system.

The Exchange believes that the treatment of long-term losses in-the 1909 Act
(50% deductibility) rests on a misperception of the nature of losses. To extend
this principle further would seriously compound the error. Despite the seeming
evenhandedness of similar treatment of gains and losses, the two cannot be
equated. To do so Is to create an injustice for those who have been unfortunate
enough to incur losses. An investment loss is just as harmful to financial well-
being as a casualty loss, for which full deductibility (less $100) is provided.

From an investment point-of-view, each dollar of loss on an asset is more dam-
aging if it is incurred over a long period of time than over a short period. The
real loss consists not only of the actual dollar loss, but Income foregone if the
holding had been switched earlier to another asset. An individual taking a quick
loss might recoup it by transferring the remaining capital to a profitable alterna-
tive investment. By contrast, the Individual who has held a losing investment
for many years has foregone possible appreciation by not shifting. Thus, lowering
the write-off on long-term losses files In the face of investment realities.

A sliding scale on losses presumes the loss was incurred over the period
the asset was held. This may be far from reality, given the nature of the
equity markets. For example, a stock holding may have appreciated over a
long period of time, say 10 years. Then, a severe market slump (as In 1978-
1974) In a relatively brief time sends the value of the holding below the
original purchase price. Is it fair to reckon the holding period from the day
of purchase for purposes of computing the deductible portion? Far from a
theoretical construct, this was a reality that faced millions of investors during
the recent bear market, when the NYS3 Common Stock Index closed out 1974
at its lowest level since the end of 1962.

An investor committing capital has no preconceived notion of precisely how
long that investment will be held. To him, a loss Is a loss, no matter how quickly
or slowly it was incurred-and if the concept of investment is to be Justified
to millions of people with modest investible funds, the possibility of losses
should not be compounded by the prospects of Inequitably tax treatment If
losses are indeed incurred.

Based on Investment realities, the erroneous concept of symmetry of treat-
ment of investment gains and losses should be abandoned. A sliding scale
applied to highly appreciated long-term holdings would ease the lock-In and
encourage capital mobility; applied to large losses, it would have the opposite
result. Stringent treatment of losses would also inhibit investment In new and
risky ventures and those with no prospects for immediate retunrs. Thus, the
Treasury's proposal to apply a sliding scale to the net loss deduction is incon-
sistent with Its broad objective to encourage risk investment. Accordingly,
all losses should be afforded the same treatment for purposes of the net loss
deduction. That is, 1000o deductibility.

CONCLUSION

The New York Stock mIfchange supports the alms and much of the design
of the Treasury's programs to revamp the tax treatment of capital gains and
losses. However, it believes that modifications in that program are required
to better encourage capital formation and more efficient allocation of capital.
Toward that end, the ]ftchange recommends the following:

Adopt a sliding scale capital gains deduction plan, such as that proposed
by the Treasury; but with the scale starting at 50% after the first six
months and sliding above 50% after one year of holding, not five.

Structure the sliding scale plan, or otherwise modify the capital gains tax,
so as to place a 25% cap on the effective tax rate.

Retain the six-month holding period for qualification for long-term capital
gains tax treatment.

Raise the net loss deduction from $1,000 to $5,000 and couple it with a
three-year loss carry-back.

Restore full deductibility for all investment losses.
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PosroN or 'ma Nzw YoRx STOOx UxCMAWGo To INEORATS CoSPoRATZ AND
PzusoxAL Iiiooim TAx=s

The New York Stock Exchange strongly endorses the Treasury's plan to inte-
grate the corporate and personal income taxes.1 Our long standing concern over
the adverse effects of double taxation of corporate income was underscored in
recent years by the dangerous build-up of corporate debt and the inability of
corporations to balance it with new equity financing. A heavy contributing factor
was the bias in favor of debt financing that is built into the current tax system.
The Exchange developed a plan to ease the problem by enabling corporations to
deduct a portion of dividends paid.-The Treasury's proposal combines this
approach with a credit to stockholders for a portion of the corporate income tax
allocable to their dividend receipts. After a five-year phase-in period, the double
taxation of corporate earnings would be ended completely. In effect, that portion
of corporate income which flows to stockholders in the form of dividends would
be taxed at the stockholders' personal income tax rates; the portion retained
by the corporation would continue to be taxed at the corporate ncome tax rate.

SHORrCOMINGS OV THE PRESENqT TAX PROVISIONS

Taxation of both corporate income and of dividends paid from that income
offers a classic example of what a good tax should not be. It is neither fair nor
logical and has a great influence on business financing decisions and dividend
policy. It favors unincorporated over incorporated business and, among cor-
porations, debt over equity financing and earnings retention over dividebd pay-
ments. It impedes the flow of resources from low to high rate-of-return uses and
discourages capital-intensive activities.

The distorting effects of the present tax provisions stem, first, from the very
heavy tax bite out of each dollar of distributed profits and, second from the fact
that interest is a deductible expense, while dividends are paid from after-tax
corporate earnings.

Burden on Profits-Of each profit dollar that ultimately flows to the shareowner
in the form of dividends, on average, two-thirds goes to pay personal and cor-
porate Income taxes, leaving a net return of 34# on the corporate profit dollar."
An investor in the 70% tax bracket has a net return of only 16%. Net returns
are further eroded by state and local Income taxes.

The "double-dip" into profits creates a bias in favor of earnings retention
rather than dividend payouts. Frequently, this 'locked-in" capital cannot be
used as.productively by the corporation as it would if It were invested in another
enterprise. If earnings were paid out rather than retained, they would ultimately
flow to the capital markets and be bid away by those corporations that could
most efficiently use the funds. Thus, the tax-induced bias toward earnings reten-
tion slows the redistribution of the existing capital pool for use In plant modern-
isation aud expansion and for the development of new, more advanced technology
and helps perpetuate inefficiency.

Heavy profits taxes also serve to dampen new equity Investment, because of
the extraordinary high returns corporations must earn to provide shareholders
with after-tax rates of return competitive with other types of investment. More-
over, because returns on all types of investments are interrelated, heavy taxes
on corporate income tend to depress investment returns in general In turn,
lower investment returns dampen the incentive to save, so less capital Is forth-
coming.

In sum, double taxation of corporate income has a three pronged effect on
corporate capital spending. First, new equity investment required to form . sound
financial base for physical expansion is discouraged. Second, by lowering the
overall saving incentive, less investment capital in made available. Third, by
encouraging earnings retention, capital is not efficiently deployed.

Biat Toward Debt.-Under the corporate income tax, Interest on debt is a de-
ductible expense, while dividends must be paid from after-tax earnings. From
the corporation's point-of-view, It In more desirable to incur one dollar of interest

1The "reagary's Proposal Is diWcssed on "et 5? of sewetar of the Treasury Simon's
March 17. 1I S fT uwmony to the 8epatq Finance Committee.

sThe aritmet is U MUows: Titally, a eorpora1on pays 40 of each profit dolar
In "o rte income tWes for eh.53 in eliden~s it sens tut. The averae tax rate aid
by n0d40,uas o dtflbad ineonm I about "%--or ean additional 180 of the origiual profit
dollar. Thus. 6O6 so" to Federal tax*&

69-460--70----pt. 4---16
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expense than to pay out one dollar in dividends. The following table graphically
demonstrates why corporate financial managers have been willing to chance
carrying extremely heavy debt commitments.

COMPARATIVE COSTS DEBT'VERSUS EQUITY FINANCING

Equity Debt

Pretax rot .................................................................... $ $1, 0, 00
Intws .................................... .................................................--- 50 , 000
Txabla Income ................................................ 19000,000 500,000
Tax ........................................................................... 480,000 240,000
Aftrtax profit .................................................................. 520,000 260, 000
Dividends ...................................................................... 5000
Retained erning ............................................................... 20,000 "00

If a corporation has $1 million In pre-tax profits and Interest payments of
$50,000, its taxable gross profit would be $1 million less 50,000-and its tax
bill would be 48% of $500,000, Or $240,000, leaving net after-tax earnings of
$260,000. However, if, instead of paying interest .on outstanding debt, the same
corporation paid $500,000 In dividends, its tax liability would be 48% of the full
$1 million of gross profits-or $480,000. After paying $500,000 in dividends, net
after-tax earnings would be an insignificant $20,000. In this highly simplified
example, the corporation, in effect, would pay a penalty of nearly a quarter-
million dollars-25% of its gross profits-for not being In debt.

If the discrimination against dividends were done away with, corporate man.
agement would weigh debt versus equity financing strictly on the economic merits.
More equity financing would result and the corporate financial structure would
be strengthened. Corporations would be in a better situation to withstand tem-
porary reverses and could better take the risks associated with new product
development and long-range expansion programs.

A P"GMATICO SOLUTION

There is little argument among tax authorities as to the general effects of the
current provisions for taxing corporate profits and dividends. Virtually all would
agree that Integration of the corporate income tax and the personal income tax on
dividends Is the Ideal solution to the double taxation problem. However, they part
company, first, on the practicability of such a move, and, second, on mechanics.

The Treasury has offered an eminently practical plan to integrate corporate
and personal income taxes. Elements of two basic approaches to easing double
taxation of dividends are combined, so as to offer some of the benefits of each.
Combining a 509o deduction to the corporation for dividends paid with a partial
credit to stockholders for the corporate Income tax allocable to dividends estab-
lishes a sensible balance between the incentives to retain earnings and to pay out
dividends.

The first itpproach, Is used alone" would replace the bias In favor of earnings
retention with one In favor of completely paying out dividends; the second would
leave too strong an incentive for earnings retention.

CONCLUSION

The New York Stock Exchange supports the Treasury's plan to phase out
double taxation of corporate Income. It provides a practical approach to recon-
ciling conflicting economic and tax policy objectives. Despite its seeming com-
plexity, it should prove suimpl .ih execution. Data necessary to calculate the tax
credit could be furnished on Form 1090, which the corporation is already required
to send to dividend reclpienta Taxpayers would merely need to transpose two)
numbers to appropriate lines on the income tax form.

Benefits flowing from the Treasury's proposal would be considerable. The cor-
porate financial structure would be more solidly based. American corpouatina.
would be more competitive in world markets. A major new incentive for saving
and investment would be provided. Not only would more capital be forthcoming,
but the existing capital pool would be more efficiently used. New and better paying
Jobe Would be created and productivity would increase, accelerating economic
growth. More comfortable capacity levels would help dampen inflation. The.ulti-
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mate return from the Treasury's proposal would be rising living standards for all
Americans.

PosrION OF THE NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE ON THE PROPOSED BROADENED STOCK
0. Owzi§sssup I1LaN

The Exchange finds much to favor in the Treasury's proposed Broadened Stock
Ownership Plan (BSOP). Under it, money Invested In equities would be deducti-
ble from taxable income, subject to a $1,500 per-year maximum (or 15% of income,
whichever is greater) for individuals earning $20,000 per year or less, Deductibil-
ity would be phased out on a sliding scale for persons earning between $20,000
and $40,000 per year. The plan would also exempt Income earned through the pur-
chase of equities from Income taxation until the equity is sold. Upon such sale,
funds would be subject to the normal capital gains tpx. There is, however, a re-
quirement that the funds would have to remain invested for at least seven years.
Premature withdrawals would be discouraged by subjecting them to a penalty
tax.

BSOP would provide an excellent vehicle for extending stock purchase plans
beyond employees who are carried by ESOP's. In addition, it would enable people
covered by ESOP's to diversify their holdings, since it is risky to put all one's
economic eggs--Job, pension and investments--into one economic basket. In com-
plement, BSOP and ESOP would offer important, practical and psychological
benefits which would encourage millions of Americans to participate in securities
investment. However, several modifications of the BSOP proposal would strength-
en it considerably.

First, the upper Income limit for eligibility for the full deductions should be
$25,000, not the $20,000 proposed by the Treasury.

Second, the Treasury's proposal should provide for the withdrawal of funds
before the seven-ygar limit without being-subject to the proposed penalty tax;
(a) upon retirement and (b) in case of specified hardships such as long-term un-
employment, the death of the primary wage earner of a household, or disability,
as is provided for in the Employee Retirement Income Security Act.

Third, a roll-over provision should permit -the sale of stock before the seven-
year holding period without penalty if that money is reinvested in another stock.
(Some limitation on the number of roll-overs might be provided.) This would be
similar to the provision which now applies to sales of private residences. A roll.
over would be consistent with the objective of achieving greater capital mobility
to promote sound, efficient, long-term economic growth.

POSITION OF THE NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANoE To EUMINATE THE WrrHHoLDINo
TAX ON INTEREST AND DIvWENDs PAID TO FOREIGNEe

The New York Stock Exchange joins the Treasury in urging elimination of
the withholding tax on interest and dividends paid to foreigners, especially on
portfolio holdings.' As we have stated in previous testimony, the present tax
discourages foreign investment at a time when It should be encouraged. In real-
ity, the tax produces comparatively little revenue for the Treasury, both on an
absolute and relative basis, especially when-the costs of collection are taken
Into account. In fact, the net gain to the economy from repealing this tax-in
terms of Increased job opportunities and higher incomes--would more than offset
any loss to the Treasury.

The Withholding Tax Discourages Foreign Investment.-The present with-
holding tax acts as an Impediment to foreign portfolio investment. Under present
law, a 30% tax.Is imposed, at the source, on the gross amount of dividends and
interest paid to foreign investors. Though tax treaties modify this basic rate
somewhat, it is still higher than the rates In many other industrialized nations.
It is little wonder that foreign investors will limit their participation In the
U.S. securities markets as long as the withholding tax reduces the yield on
U.S. corporate securities held by nonresidents.

Actions Taken by Other Countries Have Altered Investment Capital Plows.-
Other countries have moved aggressively to attract foreign capital by re-

The TrAsury's proposal is discussed on page 62 of Secretary of the Treasury
Simon's March 17, 1976 testimony to the Senate Finance Commlttee.

'The Treasury's proposal is discussed on page 59 of Secretary of the Treasury Simon's
March 17, 1976 testimony to the Senate Finance Committee.
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duclng their withholding tax rates. With the exception of Germany, none of the
Common Market countries has a withholding tax on interest; and among them-
seve, withholding on dividends is being eliminated: Japan enacted legislation
early in 1974 which exempted from income taxation Interest on foreign currency
debt securities Issued by Japanese corporations to nonresident investors, and
Canada has recently called for an exemption from the normal withholding tax
on interest paid to nonresidents on Canadian public and private debt securities.
-Theerman experience with withholding taxes provides confirmation, though

in reverse, of the Impact that the elimination of withholding taxes can have on
foreign Investment flows. In 1909, when the deutsche mark was trengthening
markedly and investment funds were flowing in, the German government levied
a withholding tax on foreign-oWned German bonds in order to reduce foreign In-
flows of capital. And the withholding tax did help to discourage foreign demand
for German debt securities. It Is reasonable to expect that the elimination of
such ta;es would encourage foreign investment flows here at home.

A New York Stock Ewohange Study on U.S. Capital Needs Foresees a Capital
Shortago.-Exchange economists estimate that the present saving potential in
the U.S. economy through 1985-from all domestic sources-is something over $4
trillion. Over this same period, private sector 6apltal demands are likely to reach
a cumulative total of $4.5 trillion. In other words, the domestic savings capacity
of the economy may well be Insufficient to finance the capital required to pro-
vide adequate housing, modernme plant and machinery, develop domestic en-
ergy sources, and Improve the environment. In our view, the withholding tax
on foreign receipts from portfolio investments has become the wrong tax at the
wrong time. In this period of long-term capital scarcity here, the U.S. should
actively encourage the inflow of capital from abroad.

Removal of the Withholding Te Will Have a MN or Revenue Impaot.-Total
income from withholding taxes In 1971, the most recent year for which a full
set of data is available, amounted to Just over $211 million, or about 0.1% of
total federal tax collections In that year. However, to collect this sum, an enor-
mous amount of paperwork, had to be generated. According to the Internal Re-
venue Service, over 8,000 detailed documents were filed with withholding
agents in 1971 In order to administer the tax--on average, one lengthy form and
internal audit for every $30 of tax reeipts.

The ultimate tax loss could, In fact, be considerably less than $211 million, as
a portion of this total represents Inter-corporate dividends paid by subsidiaries
to their foreign parent companies. If the -tax on Inter-corporate dividend Income
were retained, the maximum Treasury loss would be considerably less. Unfortu-
nately, no precise estimates of the magnitude of Inter-corporate dividend flows
are available to us.

Overall Gain to the Economy from Repeal of the Withholding T2aw Will ?e
Signiflcant.-As greater Income and profits are generated In the U.S. economy
from exPandod Investment In this country, income tax receipts will Increase on a
direct basis. If a ZS% pretax rate of return on invested capital Is assumed-the
median rate of return In the manufacturing sector-then every $1 billion of ad-
ditional Investment capital generated from abroad could eventually produce
about $150 million in additional profits every year, resulting in approximately
$75 million in additional tax revenues to the U.S. Treasury. A conservative esti-
mate suggests that the annual gains from aggregate new foreign Investment of
$2-42.5 billion would more than offset any loss in tat revenues, In addition, the
added investment from abroad would have a beneficial Impact on the U.S. bal-
ance of payments and Improve the United States' position as the premier inter-
national financial market.

Arguments for Retention of the Withholding Ta Have Little Meit.-Though
the House Ways and Means Committee approved repeal of the withholding tax In
early October of last year, the full House subsequently voted against its eling-
nation. In the floor debate prior t9 the vote In the House, a number of arguments
were raised by opponents of repeal. In our view, the validity of many of these
arguments Is questionable. The Exchange has prepared a paper rebutting the
arguments. (oN0LVsBoN

The New York Stock Exchange Joins with the Treasury and other concerned
groups in urging repeal of the withhodlng tax on foreign portfolio Investment.
Elimination o the tat would promote foreign lnve Ament--addi to the nation's
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capital resources and buttressing the country's balance of payments. Further-
more, repeal would ease the way for U.S.-based multinational corporations to
raise capital abroad for use here or elsewhere--reducing their demand on do-
mestic sources of funds. Enlted tax receipts from the additional profits and
income generated by expanded foreign investment will more than ofset any ini-
tial decline in tax proceeds from withholding--especlally when the burden-
some costs of collection are considered. Finally, elimination of the tax should
strengthen the U.S. capital markets and increase their importance in the inter-
national financial community as U.S. securities became competitive with Euro-
dollar and Eurobond instruments.

POSITION OF THE NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE TO INCREASE THE FEDERAL ESTATE
TAx EXEMMrON TO $200,000

The New York Stock Exchange supports the numerous bills already introduced
in both the House and the Senate to raise the exemption under the Federal estate
tax from $60,000 to $200,000.

As Senator McGovern stated in the Senate on January 27, 1970, when he in-
troduced 8. 2875 to raise the estate tax exemption to $200,000 and to provide an
alternative formula for land valuation:

"In that year (1942) Congress established that adjusted gross estates of
$60,000 or more would be subject to this tax. The tax then became progres-
sive as the estate became larger. In that day and in that age this exemption
was sufficient to exclude estates of most average working Americans.

Since 1942, however, land values have increased over 200 percent, stocks
have increased tremendously in value, many homes have doubled and tripled
in value. With today's inflated prices, we can all testify that $60,000 buys
much less now than once it did.

In any event, the Federal estate tax, if only because of inflation,. has
changed from a tax on the estates of the rich to a tax on the estates of the
middle class."

The basic factor here is simply that the values of all types of property have in-
creased dramatically in the U.S. since the $60,000 exemption was established in
the estate tax in 1942. For example, the index of residential construction costs
increased from 50.5 in 1942 to 181 in July, 1975. Similarly, the Consumer Price
'Index (for urban wage earners and clerical workers) for all items increased
from 48.8 in 1942 to 166.3 in December of 1975.

Stock prices show an even greater -increase from 1942 to 1976, with the New
York Stock Exchange Index rising from 5.93 to 54.84 and the Dow Jones Indus-
trial Stock Average rising from 119 to 1002 on March 25.

Farmers also have been particularly penalized by the low exemption because
farm values have increased so that wives of farmers frequently are compelled to
sell portions of a family farm to pay the Federal estate tax on a relatively small
farm.

The purpose of the estate tax is primarly to reduce, concentration of wealth
and only incidentally to raise revenue. Most people are normally unaware of
estate tax rates and are somewhat shocked to discover the high rate, applicable
at Relatively low dokar amounts. For example, the estate tax rate for sn estate
in the $100,0004=,000 range (after the $60,000 exemption and any marital de-
duction) is $20,700 plus 80% of any amount In excess of $100,000. The 4ptent to
reduce concentration of wealth perhaps once a generation with respect only to
relatively large estates, would be beter achieved it the $60,000 exemption were
increased to 400,000. so that the tax would not apply to estates which under to-
day's dollar values are small or medium-sised estates.

Loss of Revenue. It has been estimated that increasing the specific exemption
from $00,000 to $200,000 would result In revenue lose of $2.1 blllqn baee on
1974 leve*. We believe that the increase in property values (particularly In stocks
which constitute a large percentage of estates) subsequent to 1974 (on which eati-
mate of revenue los was based) will provide a larger estate tax base and result-
Ing larger revenues than the revenue estimated on 1974 lqvel Any revenue loss
might be minimized by phasing In the increase in the reduction in staps over a
period of years. More importantly, the increased deduction is needed as a matter
of simple equity to catch up with inflated values, regardless of revenue, and to
prevent an unreasonable taking of private capital.

There is broad support in both parties in both the House and the Senate to In-
crease the estate tax exemption. In the House over 75 bills have been introduced
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with over. 146 sponsors to increase the Federal estate tax exemption. Bills to In-
crease the exemption to $200,000 have been sponsored by more than 106 mem-
bers and to $186,000 by an additional 28 members.

In the Senate 19 bills sponsored by 80 Senators have been Introduced to In-
crease the estate tax exemption. Seventeen Senators have sponsored bills to raise
the estate tax exemption to $200,000; and ten additional Senators have sponsored
bills to raise the exemption to $150,000.

CONCLUSION

The New York Stock Exchange supports the proposals to Increase the exemption
under the Federal estate tax from $60,000 to $200,000 because we believe that
the larger dollar exemption is necessary under present dollar values to adjust
for the large inflation in estate values since the $60,000 exemption was adopted
in 1942. A larger exemption is particularly necessary to preserve family farms
and family ownership of small businesses, without compelling the sale of farms
or businesses to satisfy Federal estate taxes.

POSITION O TniE NEw YosK STOCK EXCHA.cOE To ELIMINATE THE PROPOSED
LIMITATION ox DEDUCTION or NOMBusINESS IxTMEST

Section 168 of the Internal Revenue Code presently permits a taxpayer
who itemizes deductions to deduct all interest paid on indebtedness, but limits
deduction of interest on intvestment indebtedness to $25,000 per year, plus tie
taxpayer's net investment income and long term capital gain, plus M of any
interest in excess of these amount. Any remaining amount of investment inter-
est may be carried over to future years.

H.R. 10612 includes a provision (in Section 206) which would limit the per-
missible deduction for nonbusness interest to $12,000 per year, plus the amount
of the taxpayer's net investment income and long-term capital gains. The dediic-
tion for "personal interest" cannot exceed $J2,000 for any year. even where the
taxpayer has investment income or long-term capital gains for the year in excess
of any deduction for interest on investment indebtedness. No carryover is per-
mitted for any personal interest which is disallowed. In the case of "itmeatment
htterest" (on funds borrowed to acquire or carry investment assets) the taxpayer
may deduct this against any part of the $12,000 allowance which is not used
up by deductions for "personal interest", then against net investment income,
and then against long-term capital gains. Any remaining investment interest may
be carried forward and deducted in future years. Long-term capital gains which
are offset by interest are treated as ordinary income in computing the 50% capi-
tal gains deduction, the alternative capital gains tax and the minimum tax on
tax preferences.

Secretary of the Treasury Simon, in his testimony before the Senate Financp
Committee on March 17, 1976, opposed the $12,000 limitation because it is an
arbitrary limit, would deter individuals from purchasing assets with borrowed
funds and could have the effect of disallowing deductions for home mortgage
Interest

The N.Y.R.E. recommends that the proposed limitation on deduction of non-
business tiitertst be elbniiated because:

(1) -As amatter of general tax fairness, no limitation should be placed on
-the'.an otof anbusinks interest which a taxpayer rmydeduet because such
a limitations would in effect place a government limitation on the amount of
nonbusiness debt incurred by, individuals. Also, any capital gains resulting from
appreciation in the value of any property financed by the borrowing will be
taxed withotit any ceiling on the amount subject to tax.

(2) 18ndh' limitation on deduction of personal Interest would unfairly penalize
hume-bnyeru by including interest payment# on home mortgages, particularly in
an era of high Interest rates. Mortgages incurred at the 9% rates prevailing
within the last few years would quicklyv be up against the deduction ceiling.

' (8) Many long-term investments are financed by borrowed funds without any
investment income during initial development year. A taxpayer may bwrrow
large 'sums for investment in real estate or a new business venture (in whiel

1Page 76.

0
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lie had no proprietary-interest) but receive no investment Income tor many
years. Such Investment is highly desirable to provide needed capital for eco-
nomic development and growth, but such Investment would be seriously deterred
It all nonbusiness Interest in excess of $12,000 plus Investment income and capital
gains were not deductible (even though Interest could be carried forward as a
deduction in future years).

If there are abuses in the deduction of interest in certain types of tax shelters,
they should be dealt with directly rather than by an omnibus limit on deductible
interest.

'OSITION OF THE NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGEE To PERMIT SECURITIES FIRMS To
ESTABLISH Loss RESERVES

The New York Stock Exchange proposes that securities firms be permitted to
establish, within limits, tax-free loss reserves in profitable years to soften the
effects of the sharp cyclical business swings on the stability of the securities
Industry. ecurites firms have played a key role In the development of this
country by directing capital to corporations and local governments via under-
writing of new security Issues, and by maintaining active, liquid markets in
outstanding securities. The U.S. capital markets' ability to meet the challenge
in the years ahead of supplying unprecedented amounts of capital to finance
Industrial expansion and modernization, home construction, domestic energy
development, environmental cleanup and pollution controls, and myriad other
private and public needs will depend largely on the health and efficiency of the
securities industry.

BACKGROUND

The securities industry Is among the most cyclical of U.S. industries. Swings
In stock trading volume are even wider than those In demand for autos, steel,
and other durable goods Industries which are generally thought of as being
highly cyclical. Securities industry cyclicality is reflected in the swings In the
profit margins on commission income generated by securities transactions In the
decade 1965-1974. As can be seen In the table below, margins varied from
-2.9% in 1969 to 13.8% In 1967.

Pretax profit margins on Securities Commilsion Income, 1965-74

Percent t Percent
19. ------------------------ 11.0 1970 --------------------- -1. 0
1966 ----------------------- 10.8 1971 ----------------------- 11.8
1967 ----------------------- 13.8 1972 ----------------------- 10.5
1908 ------------------------ 9.9 1973 ----------------------- 13.3
1969 ---------------------- -2.9 1974 -------------------------- 0.1

Source: NYBE, Inoome and Epense Report&

Because of this erratic profit performance, the securities Industry has found
it dIficult and costly to attract capital. In their attempt to maintain capacity
during downturns, firms are forced Into a high leveragqg..of equity, further
adding, to riskiness. Despite these efforts to keep capacity intact, events have
pushed: the Industry Into a pattern of continual contraction and expansion of
facilities Securities firpls are handicapped in building a strong capital base,
beause they are not permitted to establish tax-free loss reserves in profitable
years to draw on In cyclical downturns. Securities broker-dealers risk their
capital Im underwriting securities, in carrying an Inventory to make markets in
securities and In margin loans to customers to finance securities purchases.

By contrast, cyclical instability in other financial sector (commercial banks
and savings and loan associations) that prefrom intermediary functions similar
to the securities Industry's, is cushioned by provisions for loss reserves in the
tax law. This gives other financial intermediaries a competitive advantage over
securities firms. These firms, on average, have been taxed In recent years at a
rate more than double that paid by banks and savings and loan associations.

The Availability of standby funds to soften the impact of the banking industry'A
recent finfincial reverses underscores the role reserves can play In smoothing the
effects of the wide swings in the securities industry cycle.
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CONCLUSION

The securities industry's inherent instability Is magnified by present tax pro-
visions. Unlike other financial industries, It Is not permitted to set aside in
stabilization reserves a portion of pretax earnings in prosperous years to help
maintain facilities during Inevitable cyclical downturns. While loss carrybacks
are available to securities firms as they are to all businesses, they do not provide
capital when it is most needed to keep industry capacity Intact To remedy
this problem, the New York Stock Exchange recommends the following plan:

Securities broker-dealers be permitted to establish stabilization reserves
from pretax income at a level of 5% of a base composed of margin loans and
trading and underwriting positions. To control the rate of accumulation,
additions to reerve accounts should not exceed either 50% of the permis-
sible amount of reserves as of the close of the taxable year-whichever is
lower.

Capital market efficiency depends substantially on the health of the securities
Industry. Therefore, Improving Its financial strength would serve the public
interest, particularly at a time of unprecedented need for long-term financing.

THE NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE RESEARCH REPORT: STABILIZATION RESERVES-
A ROUTE TO EASING CYCLICAL PROBLEMS IN THE SECURITIES INDUSTRY (DEckm-
B 10, 1973)

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

A basic precept of good tax policy is that taxpayers who are similarly situated
should be accorded similar treatment. This paper examines the argument that
securities brokerage firms perform important financial intermediary functions
and should, therefore, be accorded similar tax treatment granted to other finan-
cial intermediaries.

This argument Is bolstered by a number of Important related factors, such as
the high degree to which stock trading has become Institutionalized and the
widely recognized need to strengthen the U.S. capital markets.

Distinct from considerations of tax equity and growing competition among
various financial Institutions Is the urgent need to moderate the extreme cycles
to which the securities Industry has been subject. The efficiency of the U.S.
capital markets depends substantially on the Intermediary services offered by
brokerage firms. It Is, therefore, clearly In the public interest to strengthen
firms' ability to offer those services in a healthy competitive climate.

A comparison of effective tax rates shows that brokerage firms presently are
taxed as much as twice the rate on banks and savings and loan associations-
and this is clearly inconsistent with the historical precedents and the Intent of
Congress In permitting other financial Intermediaries to set aside pretax income
as reserves against various business contingencies.

While brokers' underwriting activities, margin loans, and trading activities
related to markeft-maklng are clearly important Intermediary functions which
can be easily Impaired by cyitcal downturrm, there is no provision under current
tax policy to permit brokerage firms to-establish reserves against this seriously
destabilizing proem.

All of these factors combine to point to the need for revising tax policy to ex-
tend the concept of reserves to the securities Industry. Substantial public bene-
fits can be derived from strengthening the U.S. capital markets at a time when
the needs for long-term financing are unprecedented.

To realize these Important objectives, stabilization reserves should represent
5% of a base composed of margin loans and underwriting positions, and market-
making trading positions. This level of reserves, which for 1972 would have
totaled $502 million, flows directly from the need to strengthen the securities
industry's capital and the size and character of Its recent losses.

RACKOROUND ON TAX TREATMENT OF FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES

The favorable tax treatment extended to financial intermediaries stems from
the widely held belief that the process of intermediation is an Important element
in fostering real growth and Investment in our national economy. This process

I For further discussion and background, see I. W. Goldsmith's study prepared for the
SEC's Institutional Investor Study report, Supplementary Volume 1.
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centers on the ability to mobilize funds by offering various types of claims to
the public; the reduction in the riskiness of such claims via the diversification of
large asset portfolios; and the efficient processing of claims and assets, based
on economies of scale.

The most visible form of preferential tax treatment is loss reserves--or funds
which are set aside from pre-tax income and accumulated in reserve accounts.
The levels which these accounts may reach in relation to certain loans or deposits
are generally limited by statutory ratios. Ostensibly, the purpose of these re-
serves is to serve as protection against losses from loans or other types of in-
vestments. Actual losses, however, are insignificant in relation to loss reserves
which, in fact, serve a far more important purpose. Banks, for example, view
them as an extension of their capital base and as insurance against the impact
of "local" and cyclical downturns." Savings and loan associations (SLAs), on the
other hand, apparently look upon loss reserves at; simply an incentive for en-
gaging in a specialized and risk-oriented type of business.' These arguments were
clearly summarized some time ago by Professor Harry G. Guthman, who asserted
that such non-taxed retained earnings should serve as "shock absorbers" for
losses. He further stressed that reserves should be related to the riskiness of
portfolios, which, in turn, should be the basis for taxing all financial intermedi-
aries.'
Historical background

The history of the taxation of financial institutions suggests a clear Congres-
sional intent to extend favorable treatment to them.' Examples involving the
origins of the preferential treatment of banks and SLAs illustrate the develop-
ment of its rationale.

Commerofal Banks.-The precedent for allowing banks generous loss reserves
that are unrelated to actual losses is rooted in a long-standing government policy
to permit them to build up capital funds. Beginning in 1945, concern grew In the
banking community over the falling ratio of capital funds to assets (exclusive of
cash and U.S. government securities) which, presumably, made loan portfolios
riskier. But given the prevailing high tax rates and the likely detrimental effects
of adding to the capital base by increasing retained earnings (and reducing
dividends in an industry then considered a kind of regulated utility), the idea
of permitting larger loss reserves as a means of increasing capital funds began
to gain acceptance. A 1047 Internal Revenue Service ruling thus allowed banks
to maintain loss reserves at a level three times the average annual ratio of
losses to loans during any previous consecutive 20-year period. Since the banks
were thus able to include the heavy-loss period of the 1030's in their calcula-
tions, this ruling amounted to a sizeable tax subsidy.'

Savings and Loan Aosoofatons.-The early history of the tax treatment of
SLAs also reflects the idea of using tax policy to encourage financial intermedi-
aries to accumulate a strong capital base. Until 1951, SLAs paid no federal taxes
at all, while between 1952 and 1958 they were taxed at an average rate estimated
at 0.4%.'

Subsequent revisions of the Federal tax code were aimed at equalizing the tax
treatment of financial institutions along less generous lines, without, however,
altering the underlying principle of special consideration for intermediary activi-
ties. This philosophy continued to be reflected in the 1969 Tax Reform Act where
the impact on financial institutions was largely restricted to further equalizing
their tax burdens in light of the competition among institutions for savings
funds and in lending activities!

I See The .dequacy of Bad Debt Reserves for Banks, A Preliminary Study, Carter H.
lembe Associates, Inc., Washington, D.C., 1972. pp. 13-18.
sJohn Valentini, "Taxation of Savings and Loans," Federal Home Loan Bank Board

Journal, December 1972, p. 17.
"Pros ects for Financial Institutions . . . as seen by the Commission on Money and

Credit" Harvard Business Review, March-April 1962, p. 114.
SP'az Reform Studies and Proposal@, U.S. Treasury Department, February 5. 1969,

Prt 3 pp. 466-467.
* Prvoate inanvia Institutios, published by the Commission on Money and Credit,

Prentice-Hall Inc., Englewood ClifJs, los68, pp. 390-805.7 Private Finanial institutions, pp. M-406.
8 Ta Reform Studies and Proposals, pp. 458-459. It should be noted that the 1969 Act

provides for the gradual elimination of the preference feature from lose reserves for com-
mercial banks by 1987. However, the Carter H. Golembe study (footnote 2) suggests that
the banking industry is working to modify that provision. In addition, Kane (p. It of his
paper cited In footnote 9) indicates that, due to the diversified nature of their business,
bank have available 6ther t~x preferences so that a phasing out of the loss reserve prefer-
ence would have little impact on theIr effective tax burden.
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Tax burdens of finanofal institutions and brokerage firms
Against this background, It is instructive to compare the effective tax rates

since the nid-1960's on three important financial intermediaries and the securi-
ties industry (Tables 1 and 2). The basis for these inter-Industry comparisons is
a widely accepted U.S. Treasury definition of an income base designated as"economic income". That definition adjusts reported income to derive the sum of
explicit receipts less explicit expenses (including payments to depositors of
mutual institutions). Specifically, the income. base Is taken as the sum of the
following items: taxable income reported to the IRS; tax-exempt interest
received; loss reserve deductions in excess of recorded losses; and loss carry-overs
used In the current year. Implicit tax payments and subsidies and tax deferrals
are ignored." The effective tax rate Is calculated simply by dividing recorded
income tax payments by economic Income.

TABLE I.-FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS' INCOME TAX AS A PERCENT OF ECONOMIC INCOME, 1965-71

Mutua Ssvlng and
Commeral mavinp loa

Year and source banks I banks' sssoclasn st

1965-SO- ....................................................... 23.0 3.3
1966-0l ...................................... 23.0 6.1 6.9
1967-FOIC and FHLBB ................................. 22.0 3.4 3.2
196--K ne ...................................................... 21.5 5.6 $.8
1969-Kane ...................................................... 19.0 4.7 17.0
1970-Kane ...................................................... 23.0 NA 21.0
1971-Kane ...................................................... 19.0 NA 21.0

I Data for 1965 to 1967 are from Treasury study cited In (3). The 1968-71 tax ratios were calculated by Edward J. Kane
(s, footnote 9).

' Tax Reform Studies and Proposals," pL 3, U.S. Treasury Deportment, Feb. 5, 1969, p. 460.
Note: SOl-"Statlstics of Income"-Internal Revenue Service. FDIC-Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. FHLOB-

Federal Home Loan Bank Board. NA--Not available.

Data on effective tax rates (Table 1) suggest that the 190 Tax Reform Act
established approximately tax equality between banks and savings and loan asso-
ciations at about a rate of 20% In relation to economic income, in accordance
with the apparent intent of Congress. (Mutual savings banks apparently con-
tinue to receive relatively more favorable treatment, although recent data
to demonstrate that ts lacking.)

The disparity between the tax burdens of brokerage firms and other financial
intermediaries is eye-opening. In recent years, brokerage firms have been
taxed, on average, at a rate more than twice that of banks and savings and
loan associations.

TABLE 2.-BROKERAGE INDUSTRY INCOME TAX AS A PERCENT OF ECONOMIC INCOME, 1965-71

12-Firm Industry
Year sample I aggrepte '

1965 ........................................................................... NA 40.9
196 ..................................................... NA 43.219 7 ................... ... ..... . . .....' . ... . ... '. . ".".. ..... "...:. 4&.1 42.3
1968 .................... .. ........................... .".." " . .'.. .. 50.5 47.81969 .................. ". ................................ ..." . . . . ". ".. "..." 46.7 46.1
1970 ............................... ............................................ 4&. 5 NA
1971 ........................................................................... 45.6 NA

I The sample firms are Bache, Dean Witter, Paine Webber, Merrill Lynch Reynolds. Donaldson Lufkin, First Boston
First of Michilgn Jas. H. Oliphant, A. 0. Edwards, Hayden Stone, and Dain kailman & Quail. Dean Witter data were not
available for 196Y and 196.

' This 'Statistics of Income" classification includes all broker/dealers other than pure commodity firms. Between 1965
and 1969, the total number of firms In this group varied from 2,251 to 3,348. Tax rate were computed using the tax liability
before Investment credit and foreign tax credits In the numerator; and gross taxable receipts and ordinary income less
ordinary business expenses in the denominator.

Note: NA equals not available.

0 Edward J. Kane. Federal Income To Burdens of Commercial Banks and Ravings and
Los% Associations: A 8tudy it Legislative Relations, 1972i p. & (Kan? Is Everett 1). ReeseProfessor of Banking and Monetary Economics, .The Ohlo State University.) .
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The 12-firm NYSE) sample is a representative cross-section of Institutional,
retail and regional member firms. These firms were chosen because consistent
financial data on their operating results were readily available from pro-
spectuses and SEC 10K forms. The base used in computing their aggregate tax
ratios is consistent with the U.S. Treasury's definition of economic income.

As a test for the presence of bias in the sample results, Federal tax per-
centages were calculated for all corporate broker/dealers, and it was con-
cluded that the sample figures are a fair -measure fo the size of the average
tax burden of brokerage firms.

The conclusion that broker/dealers are taxed inequitably, compared with
banks, SLAs and other financial institutions, must be tested, on the basis of
whether brokerage firms perform Intermediary functions similar to those of
financial institutions.

BROKERS/DEALERS AS FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES

In analyzing the intermediary role of broker/dealers, it is necessary at the
outset to determine whether their underwriting and principal trading activities
conform with the essential characteristics of financial Intermediation.

Most important, a financial intermediary brings together suppliers and users
of capital via brokerage mechanisms and contractual arrangements that satis-
fy the needs of both. The centralization of financial marketing permits the
pooling of funds to provide liquidity to lenders and cost efficiencies to bor-
rowers. In addition, the ipterposition of intermediaries tends to reduce the
risks to lenders. These characteristics are readily apparent in underwriting,
trading, margin loans and, probably, In certain other activities of brokerage
firms. Because of their relative Importance,, the analysis is restricted to under-
writing and trading, where the firm is trading as principal in an issue as
market-maker or positioning stock as port of a transaction.

As underwriters,-broker/dealers raise capital for borrowers and equity is-
vuers while simultaneously providing liquidity to lenders in the form of mar-
ketable Instruments. On the one hand, the underwrite provide users of capital
with funds-efficiently and at a reasonable cost. On the other hand, the under-
writer's reputation, after-market trading activity and wide distribution of
financial claims significantly reduce investors' market risks.

In 1072 alone, underwriters raised some $42 billion in capital funds-about
one-third of total U.S. business investment for the year. And, underwriting
activities will loom still larger as the U.S. capital markets are called upon
to raise many billions of dollars In new investment funds needed to develop
new energy sources and pollution-control equipment, to expand tight manu-
facturing capacity, and for other new technologies. Obviously, the securities
Industry will be called upon to expand its historically pivotal intermediary
role between investors and new, innovative corporations and industries.

The trading activity of broker/dealers' acting as principals In securities
plays a vital role In helping to maintain orderly securities markets. In their
Intermediary functions as market-makers and block-positloners, broker/dealers
take positions at risk, thereby supplying liquidity to lenders and investors.
Their willingness to hold positions for subsequent distribution serves to smooth
the price movements of securities and enables Investors to realize actual say-
Ing and offers potential savings to capital users.

The economic significance of trading and market making is self-evident if
the preservation of Strong U.S. capital markets is considered to be In the pub-
lie Interest. The steady Institutionalization of the Securities markets, high-
lighted by the fact that Institutions now account for approximately 70% of
the dollar value of public volume traded on the New York Stock E~xchange,
underscores the Importance of the broker/dealers' intermediary trading func-
tion. Huge concentrated institutional portfolio holdings have resulted in the
dependence of portfolio managers on market-makers and block-positioners for
asset liquidity. Another significant development Is the increase In foreign hold-
Ings of U.S. securities and rising foreign participation in U.S. markets.* To
encourage such foreign participation by strengthening U.S. capital markets wnuld
seem desirable, especially in view of the large dollar balances currently held
abroad.

10 Rpeeommexdations Regarding Forelgps Aoceua to the U.N. Set'#ritfes Markets, NYSE,
July 1073, pp. 20-21.
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Certain existing regulations recognize the economic Importance of the broker/
dealer's lntermedtfry functions. For example, block positionerv, specialists and
other market-makers are speelfically exempted from the Federal Reserve Board's
Regulation U, which regulates the extension of bank credit for the purchase of se-
curities. Similarly, New York Stock Exchange Tules which prohibit potentially
manipulative trading exempt trading activities that contribute to the orderly
maintenance of the market.

IMPLIoATIONS 0 OMURTM s"NUMYsCTCUCAUTY

As noted earlier, the preferential tax treatment of financial intermediaries
stems from Congressional concern for their stability. To dWa however, that con-
cern has tended to overlook the problems of stability, risk and capital-raising
ability inherent in the cyclical nature of the securities business.
Lack of' iniu8trV etabU41

The effects of cyclical business swings on the stability of the securities indus-
try have been well-documented. Despite continuous efforts to maintain adequate
capacity levels, the industry has been characterized by continual contraction and
expansion of facilities to meet frequent, and often abrupt, changes in business
conditions. For example, the branch office networks operated by NYSE member
firms, a vital part of the securities distribution process in connection with under-
writing, expanded by 21% between the end of 1985 and the end of 198--and tlien
contracted by 15% during the next two years. In 1971, the branch office network
again began to erpad.'

,A more dramatic example of instability was the disappearance of more than
120 NYSE member firms during the 19W-70 downturn. (Of course, some new
firms also Joined the NYSE during this period.) An undocumented, but presum-
ably much larger, number of non-NYS firms also either went out of business or
merged with other organizations daring that period.

The question of financial stability can be placed in sharper focus by comparing
the profitability of broker/dealers with the performance of other Important fi-
naucial Intermodlaries over the most recent 5-year period for-which IRS data are
available (Table 3).

TABLE 3.-PROPORTIONS OF FIRMS IN SECURITIES INDUSTRY AND OTHER FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS REPORTING
PRETAX NET INCOME, 1965-69

[Ini percent

Commercial
banks and

Broker/ trust Savings Mutual
dealers company and loans avings bank

115 ........................ .64 84 92
1966 .............................................. 63 83 1
1967 ............................................... 60 92 96
196 ............................................... 78 92 86
1969 .............................................. 49 91 79

Source: "Statistics of Income--Corporations", Internal Revenue Service.

Relative to commercial banks and trust companies, SLAs and mutual savings
banks, a conistertly smaller and more variable percentage of securities firms are
profitable.18 It Is significant that during the prosperous 1965-1967 period, little
more then 0% of the brokerage firms were profitable. Even during the boom
year of 1988, when the ratio of profitable brokerage firms rose to 78%, each of

It NYSD Pact Books.
Is NYSID Seeretary's Office.
Is To have a consistent basis for comparing brokerage firms with other types of finan-

cial Intermediaries, only corporate brokerage organlsatons were Included. This should not
Introduce any bias into the figures, however, since So reporting brokerage firms represent
the bulk of NASD member. or example, in 1969, S01 reporting broker/dealers represented
75% of that organization's membership.
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the three other types of financial inermediaries continued to have a higher
proportion of profitable organization& In 16, when -the most recent cyclical
downturn began, the ratio of profitable brokerage firnis dropped precipitously
while the three other types of intermediaries experienced mild declines. By com-
parison, the steady 90o or higher proportion of banks and trust comlpanies re-
porting profits during the 1905-190 period represent a pillar of industry
stability.

eourtfes industry riskinese and capital problems
'Variability of earnings is, of course, a key measure of risk, and In the securities

industry, this i exacerbated by cyclical changes have a relatively minor impact
on other financial intermediaries. As a result, securities industry capital is costly
and scarce, forcing firms into a high leveraging of equity capital and adding fur-
ther to industry riskiness.

The securities Industry's position among high-risk enterprises was confirmed in
a 1970 study undertaken by National Economic Research Associates, Inc.
(NERA), in the course of its study of brokerage commission rates for the NYSE.1'
NERA measured risk by rate of return and the variability of returns over time.
They examined all 61 Standard and Poor's Industry groups and selected the top
quartile in terms of average return on equity over the 1961-1968 period. A spe-
cial study of the variability of returns of these 15 presumably riskiest industries
indicated that only two, radio and television broadcasting, and publishing, had
greater variability than the-securities industry. (Variability was measured as
the standard deviation in return on equity between 1961 and 1968.) The results
for the 15 industries studied are presented in Table 4.

TAsLE 4.--Standard deviation of return on equity, 1981-68
StanmdrdIndustry deviation

Radio and TV broadcasting ------------------------------------- 5.9
Druss ------------------------- ----------------------------- 2.6
Aut ------------------------------------------------------ 8.4
Soft drinks -------------------------------------------- 2.5
Packaged foods -----------------------------------------------. 6
Of5ce and business equipment -----------------------------------. 9
Confectionery -------------------------------------------------. 7
Electric household appliances ----------------------------------- 1.9
Securities Commission business ---------------------------------- 4.2
Construction and materials handling equipment .....------------------ 8.8
Radio and TV manufacturers ----------------------------------- 8.0
Cigarette manufacturers -------------------------------------
Publishing ----------------------------------------------- 9
Corn refiners ------------------------------------------------ L 2
Biscuit bakers ----------------------------------------------- 1.
Eleotrical equipment ------------------------------------------ 2.5

Source: National Economic Research Associates, Inc., Stock Brokerage Commisios:The Developmsst and Applction of Statnani of Reeomtblenee for Publio Rate, vol. II,
sec. VIII-4, July,1970.

As a consequence of extreme riskiness, the securities Industry has always
found It both difficult and costly to attract capital. The severity of the current
cyclical downturn has aggravated the problem, coinciding with a quickening
pace of industry change which further stresses capital-intensive activities. The
pressure for additoinal capital has prompted most firms to continue leveraging
their equity far beyond the prevailing levels in other industries, thereby further
increasing the riskiness of their operations.

THE NEED FOR STABILIZATION RESERVES

A very strong case for stabilization reserves can be made on the basis of tax
equity alone. A second compelling argument is the need to dampen the impact of

14 National Economic Research Associates Inc., Stook Brokerage (Commtisoato: The De-
velopment and Application of standards o! Reaaonablenea for Publio Rates, Volume 1,
Section VIII, July 1970.
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the indstxy's cyclical swings. The likelihood of increasingly direct competition
between brokerage firms ard other financial intermediaries, owing to'the chang-
Ing atruciure' of the securities industry, reinforces the need for a' stabillizilg
mechanism.
Tax equity and cyclfcality

The relationship between the cyclical character of the securities industry and
present tax policy toward the Industry has not generally leen recognized. The
fact is, however, that cyclically induced instability Is heightened by current tax
treatment of the industry..

Tax preference which favor other financial Intermediaries raise their rates
of return over those of brokerage firms conducting similar activities. Apart from
clearly violating the principle of tax equity, this severely reduces the attractive-
ness of Investment in brokerage firms. At the saue time, the favored institutions,
obtaining capital at lower cost. are able to invest in relatively less promising
projects. Thus, the tax laws tend to distort the allocation of resources among
financial intermediaries and reduce the over-all efficient use of capital in ways
that are harmful, not only to the securities industry, but to the economy as
a whole.

Am indicated, the importance of the intermediary functions engaged hI by
brokerage firms argues for a tax policy that would dampen the-effects of cyclical
swings. At present, relative to other financial intermediaries, the securities
industry's tax burden serves Instead to magnify instability, because the earnings
taxed away in prosperous years are not available to cushion losses during
downturns. In effect, the industry pays a tax on its capital. Obviously, the ability
to set aside reserves, to be drawn upon during deficit years, would play an impor-
tant role In stabilizing the financial position of brokerage firms. Moreover, to the
extent that such reserves would help attract additional outside capital to the
securities industry, their beneficial impact would be multiplied.
More competitive business environment

Brokerage firms have always competed for savings dollars with other financial
intermediaries. However, the growing aggressiveness of such institutions as
banks and insurance companies, combined with the structural changes in the
securities industry, are transforming the character of that competition. Bank
automatic investment plans and variable insurance policies compete directly for
the securities industry's traditional agency business. Continuing intense com-
petition for the management of pension funds and other large portfolios and the
ability of many institutions to gain membership on regional stock exchanges add
new dimensions to the competitive environment.

With the declining profitability of the brokerage business, brokerage firms have
increasingly been forced to diversify into leasing, real estate and other Invest-
ment activities. Many of these new areas, in which capital-rich institutions are
already active, require the commitment of considerable amounts of principal
capital. In the securities industry's traditional areas of business, the advent
of fully competitive commission rates promises further dramatic intensification
of competition.

The growing intensity of competition, overlaid on the securities Industry's ex-
treme susceptibility to cyclical business swings and its changing business mix,
make abundantly clear the urgent need for more equitable tax treatment. In the
absence of oonstructive ta.r policy changes, the quality and depth of thel Witat
intermediary scrvtoes offered by brokerage ftrms are likely to erode. More impor-
tant, failure to strengthen the U.S. capital markets may portend serious over-all
consequences for our national economy.

LEVEL or STAXLTZATION REERnVES AND THERE TAX IMPACT

A responsible effort to develop a viable program of stabilization reserves for
the securities industry must begin with the measurement of a base or portfolio
of eligible intermediary activities, since reserves must be related to the value of
such a base. An appropriate level of reserves can then be defined with reference
to the securities Industry's capital funds and in terms of the character and size
of its losses in recent years. After identifying an appropriate level of reserves,
their tax impact can be estimated.
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Reserve baae
A reserve base composed of margin loans and corporate trading and underwrit-

Ing positions is consistent with a conservative interpretation of broker/dealer
intermediary functions.

Margin lbans, by facilitating the trading activities of large numbers of idi-
viduals, add to the liquidity of capital markets. In this Connection, it should be
noted that banks are permitted to include In their reserve base loans to brokerage
firms.

Long and short trading positions are both essential in mArket making and block
positioning. Other types of trading, such as options mind arbitrage positions should
also be included in the reserve base. The Inclusion of underwriting positions re-
quires no additional discussion. A firm's own investment positions, however, should

e excluded. The calculation of an appropriate reserve base for NYSEI member-
firms is shown in Table 6.

The major components of the reserve base-margin loans and trading positions--
seem less volatile than one might assume, so that fewer than 12 observations per
component may be adequate for measuring the average annual value of the base.

TABLE 5.--NYSE FIRMS' 1972 RESERVE BASE

IIn millions of doUars

Trading and Investment
positions in corporate

securities Corporate
Margin underwriting

loans Long Short positions
(1) (2) (3) (4)

January ............................................ 5,700 236 604 112February ........................................... 6, 180 189 497 79March ............................................. 6620 2415 539 23A ril............ ..................... 7010 2,296 562 102y............................... 7,0 ,4 2 1077200 244 526 107
Jue..." Y.":::'. 5........................ 7 543 526 168Juy............................................... 7660 ,471 540 136August ..................................... 7780 ,s 3825 214

Se-p br ...................... 7,800 2,326 544 86r.................................... ."" 2,446 512 226November .......................................... 7890 2,801 609 222December .......................................... 7,900 3085 672 65
Total ........................................ 87,050 29,690 6,656 1,540
Average for year .............................. 7, 254 2,522 555 128
Adjusted average ............................. 7,254 2 2,179 '470 128Base for 1972 (sum of cols. 1, 2, 3, and 4) ............................ 10,031 ............................

I Includes an average inventory of $48,000,000 for 28 specialists that Ned joint regutlatory report only in January, June,
and December.I Long and sh positions are redu , respectively, by 13.6 percent and 15.3 percent to eliminate Investment port-folio. Thee adjustment factors represent the ratio of Investment positions to the respective total itiors reportedin the 1972 NYSE Income and expanse reports. The adjustment, therefore, Is designed to exclude Invest positions of
mener firms from the rest of te bX s.Source: Margin data are from a monthly survey conducted by the NYSE. The trading and underwriting positions woreextracted from the monthly joint regulatory reports. -

The data used in estimating a reserve base of $10,031 million for NYSE mem-
ber firm in 1972 have some important properties which should be noted."

The $7,254 million in average outstanding margin loans represents virtually
all margin activity in the securities industry, since non-NYSE firms do very
little margin business.

The Joint Regulatory Reports, initiated in 1972, contain financial data on
every type of NYSE member firm. The filing requirements, however, depend
on whether a firm does business with the public. Firms that carry public
accounts, including most specialist firms, must submit financial reports on a
monthly basis. The remaining firms are required to file only in June and
December. In contrast, the Income and Ex¢,ense (I&E) Reports are submitted at
year-end, and only by firms that do business with the public.

U In tho absence of more complete industry data, all calculations and estimates apply
to NYSE firms only.
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Level of Reserves
The objective of strengthening the securities industry's capital base, as a key

step In easing Instability, provides a logical starting point for calculating an
appropriate level of reserves. It Is also logical to consider recent losses of broker-
age firms, in attempting to arrive at an appropriate reserve. level

A first step, therefore, is to relate the level of reserves to capital funds. The
NYSE's Income and Expense Reports Indicate that member firms had an average
of $3,712 million in capital funds during 1972. If, then, the much less risky
banking industry's judgment, that reserves should represent about 13-14% 
of capital funds (i.e., equity and debt), Is accepted as adequate for brokerage
firms, NYSE members would have needed approximately $500 million In reserves
during 1972.

The nature and distribution of losses to which the securities Industry is
exposed suggests, however, that reserve funds of this magnitude would cushion,
but not Insulate, NYSE firms from their Impact. That is because losses
tend to be concentrated within different types of activities over time, are un-
evenly distributed, and are often very large. Thus, since 1968, NYSE retail firms
have suffered heavily at various times as volume declined. On the other
hand, when stock prices dropped but volume remained high, dealer firms took
sharp losses on their trading positions. The occasionally staggering losses of
bond houses testify to the cost of misjudging the direction of interest rate
movements.

The magnitude of losses incurred by NYSE firms during the 1969-70 down-
turn Is shown In Table 6.

TABLE 6

Data on 1969-70 los8es of NYSE firm4

Aggregate NYSE
loses of del- trlst fund I

dott firms payments
(Millions)

1969 ----------------------------------------- $181 $7
1970 ----------------------------------------- 103 30
1971 -------------------------------------------------- ---- 82
1972 _--------------------------------------------------- --- 2

Total ------------------------------------ 234 71
1 These trust fund payouts are net of repayments to member firms.
m Includes an estimated $14 million loss on the part of Goodbody & Co. durinX the first

3 quarters of the year.
Source: NYSE Income and Expense Reports and Controller's Office.

This enormous $30= million two-year deficit actually understates the real
losses.2 First, because I&E Reports are filed at the end of a calendar year, firms
that merge or are liquidated during the year do not submit reports. Thus, a sub-
stantial amount of losses in 1969 and 1970 are excluded from these figures. Sec-
ond, the losses of partnerships do not include imputed salaries for partners.

Concentration of losses is illustrated by the 1969 experience of deficit firms.
The firms reporting losses aggregating $131 million accounted for only 25% of
the gross revenue of all NYSE firms dealing with the public.

The experience of NYSE firms during the first nine months of 1978 appears
to have been even more devastating than that of 1909 or 1970.

Table 7 shows that during January-August 19"/9, NYSE firms lost $210 mil-
lion; only In September did they go into the black. However, the break-out of
month-to-month aggregate losses may be more relevant for judging the adequacy
of a given level of reserves, since, as noted, losses tend to be concentrated. Thus,
80% of all NYSE firms reporting financial results In September 1973 indicated
that they suffered net losses during the preceding 12-month period.

14 Because I&E Reports contain data only on firms that do business with the public, this
figure understates somewhat the capital of member firms.

'? The Adcquaoy of Bad Debt Reserves, A Prelminary Study, pp. 25-26.
Is NYSE Trust Fund payments are considered a part of the losses, since the alternative

would have been for member firms to write off these costs directly.
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TABLE 7.-PATTERN OF JANUARY-SEPTEMBER 1973 NYSE FIRM LOSSES

11n millions of dollarsI

Agregate Agregate

losses of profits and
deficit firms losses

January..................................................................... (52.0)
February ....................................................................... (58.2) .3
March ......................................................................... 49.5) (18.4

.54.0 39.7may.......................................................................... . 156.7 39.0
June ........................................................................... 55.3) (32.3
July ............ ......................................................... . 44.2) 6
August................................................................ 47.7) (l
September............................................................. 113.71 56.11

Source: Joint regulatory reports.

This pattern of losses Implies that aggregate NYSE member firm stabilization
reserves, when fully funded, should probably be considerably greater than $500
million. At the same time, it must be conceded that no basis for quantifying a
higher level has been developed. Moreover, as indicated, the purpose of these
reserves is not to insulate broker/dealers from losses but to reduce the instability
of the industry.

It would appear reasonable, therefore, to set stabilization reserves for broker.
age firms at a level of 5% of the value of a base composed of margin loans and
trading and underwriting positions, as outlined earlier. This would mean an ag-
gregate of $502 million in reserve funds, on a total base of $10,031 million for all
NYSE member firms in 1972. That reserve fund figure would represent a conserva-
tive 13.5% of NYSE member firms' total capital funds of $3,712 million In 1972-
well within the 13-14% range commonly viewed as appropriate by the banking
Industry.
Tax impact of reserves

What would be the tax impact of $502 million in reserves? The answer is com-
plicated by the need to distinguish between the initial build-up phase and the
subsequent Impact. The latter will depend on the industry's overall cyclical pat-
tern of activity, as well as on the fluctuations in specific types of activities.

The initial tax impact would depend on the profitability of brokerage firms
over the build-up period and on the rate at which reserve funds are allowed to
accumulate. To control the rate of accumulation, additions to reserve accounts
should not exceed either 50% of pretax income or 50% of the permissible amount
of reserves as of the close of the taxable year-whichever is lower.

With the additional assumption that 1972 pretax income was distributed among
brokerage firms in the same way as the reserve base, it is possible to estimate
the tax impact if NYSE firms had been permitted to start accumulating reserves
last year. Based on the proposed limitations on additions to reserves and the
$877 million earned by NYSE firms in 1972, a total of $251 million would have
been placed in reserve accounts. Applying to these reserve placements the 43%
aggregate Federal tax rate of corporations reporting financial results in the
I&E Reports yields $108 million in tax revenue that the Treasury Department
would not have collected.1' (For purposes of this computation, it was assumed
that this tax rate also applied to brokerage firms that are organized as partner-
ships.)

It should be noted that 1972 was a relatively prosperous year for NYSE firms.
Thus, the Initial annual tax impact of reserves introduced in the near-term
future would not be likely to exceed or even equal the $108 million estimate. There-
after, as reserves begin to approach maximum permissible levels, their tax
effect would depend on the pattern of cyclical fluctuations prevailing within the
securities industry. But since brokerage firm losses tend to be highly concentrated
and/or associated with specific areas of business, the Treasury's revenue loss

10 The 43% tax rate wai computed from the aggregate tax liability of 178 member-firms
that accounted for 59% of the I&E pretax Ineome. It should be noted that the Treasury's
tax loss would have been somewhat greater had nonJNYSE firms been included.

69-480---76-----pt. 4-17
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from stabilization reserves in any given year should be considerably smaller than
in any peak year of the initial build-up period.30

These modest public costs of reserves must be measured against the public-
benefits of stronger U.S. capital markets at a time when their need is unprece-
dented. Realistic incentives to set aside funds in good years, to be drawn upon
in poor years, would help stabilize an industry whose financial intermediary
services are vital.

THE NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE RESEARCH REPORT ON: A CRITICAL ANALYSIS.
Or ARGUMENTS RAISED IN THE HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES AGAINST REPEAL
OF THE WITHHOLDING TAX ON FOREIGN PORTFOLIO INVESTMENT INCOME

RESEARCH DEPARTMENT-PREPARED BY: INTERNATIONAL FINANCE SECTION,
MARCH 1976

Congressional forces opposing repeal of the withholding tax on interest and
dividend income paid to foreign investors have put forward a number of argu-
ments in support of their position.1 This paper examines their assertions, on a
point-by-point basis. Its main conclusions are that arguments against repeal
have little merit, and that the benefits from elimination of the tax vastly exceed
any costs to the U.S. economy or to the American people.

A8sertion #1. Repeal of the withholding tax would di8crIminate against Ameri.
can inve8to-r8, and turn the United State8 into a "tax haven"

It was argued that repeal of the withholding tax would discriminate against
American investors because they would continue to be subject to U.S. income
taxes while foreigners would pay no tax on their U.S. investments. This was
further embroidered to suggest that repeal of withholding would turn the United
States into a "tax haven." However, this argument ignores the long accepted
principle of international taxation-that indiv!Juals should be subject to tax In
their own country of residence or nationality. It must be remembered, with
respect to dividends, that they are paid out of corporate earnings that have
already been fully taxed here. The form and extent of the double taxation that
occurs when these dividends are paid out to stockholders is appropriately deter-
mined by the income tax procedures of the country in which that stockholder is
resident. But the underlying income does not escape corporate tax here. And
there is no valid analogy with the "tax haven" in which income is accumulated
in a sort of "collection depot" to escape tax altogether.

To be sure, tax treaties already in effect reduce or eliminate U.S. taxes for
foreign residents in some countries. Tax treaties with Switzerland, for example,
have reduced the levy on dividends to 15 percent and on interest payments to
5 percent, but even then investors are left with the cumbersomeness of detailed
reports and submitting claims for credits, which often take years to sort out.
For the United Kingdom, and some 11 other countries, treaties have completely
eliminated all withholding tax on interest payments. And, of course, the United
States does not tax capital gains (nor credit capital losses) accruing to foreign-
ers on stocks or bonds. But all of this represents a patchwork,of discriminatory
treatment. Elimination of the withholding tax would end the discrimination
among foreign investors on the basis of their domicile and the form of their
Investment.

As8ertion #2. Repeal would result in a 1088 of revenue to the U.S. Treasury
This argument has little merit. Total income from withholding taxes In 1971.

the most recent year for which a full set of data Is currently available, amounted
to just over $211 million, or about 0.1 percent of total federal tax collections In
that year. However, to collect this sum, an enormous amount of paperwork had to
be generated. According to the Internal Revenue Service, over 636,000 detailed
documents were filed with withholding agents In 1971 In order to administer the

0 A byproduct of reserves would be a reduction In loss carry-overs claimed during
profitable years, since losses carried forward would be lowered to the extent brokers draw
down reserve accounts in deficit years. Therefore, after the build-up period, the Treasury's
revenue loss may be minimal.

I A significant debate on the elimination of the withholding tax was held on the floor of
the House of Representatives on December 4 1975. A transcript of this debate is contained
in volume 121 of the Congressional Record (1975) beginning on page H11843.
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tax-on average, one lengthy form and internal audit for every $330 of tax
receipts.

It should be noted that the ultimate tax loss would, in fact, be considerably less
than $211 million, as a portion of this total represents inter-corporate dividends
paid by subsidiaries to their foreign parent companies. If the tax on this inter-
corporate dividend income were retained, the maximum Treasury loss would be
considerably less. Unfortunately, no precise estimates of the magnitude of inter-
corporate dividend flows are available.

The paperwork involved in collecting this tax also acts a0s a deterrent to invest-
ment in the United States. For the foreign investor, not only must a form be filed
in the United States, but notification of taxes paid must also be made to his own
government's tax service so that tax payments made to the United States can be
credited against domestic taxes, and that often consumes more time and leads to
troublesome if not costly delays in final settlement of taxes due and release of
funds tied up in overpayments.

Indeed, the overall gain to the economy from repeal of the withholding tax will
be significant. As greater income and profits are generated in the U.S. economy
from expanded investment in this country, income tax receipts will increase on a
direct basis. If a 15 percent pretax rate of return on invested capital is assumed--
the median rate of return in the manufacturing sector-then every $1 billon of
additional investment capital generated from abroad could eventually produce
every year about $150 million in addtional profits, resulting In approximately
$75 million in additional tax revenues to the U.S. Treasury. A conservative esti-
mate suggests that the annual gains from aggregate new foreign investment of
between $2-$2.5 billion would more than offset any loss in annual tax revenues.

Many indirect benefits would also accrue as a result of the elimination of the
tax. The added investment from abroad would have a beneficial impact on the
U.S. balance of payments, probably exceeding for many years to come any addi-
tional outflows in dividend and interest payments to foreigners. Also of impor-
tance would be the improvement of the U.S. position as the premier international
financial market, as U.S. securities would become competitive with Eurodollar
and Eurobond instruments which are not, of course, subject to withholding tax.
Removal of the tax would result in a significant stimulation to investment bank-
ing and brokerage firms and commercial banks in New York and, to a lesser ex-
tent, elsewhere in the United States. Because of their experience in providing
issuing, clearing, market making, trustee, and other services, such firms are
uniquely placed to take advantage of an increase in international activity in the
U.S. financial markets. The resulting expansion in earnings and employment
would also benefit the U.S. economy as well as the balance of payments.
Assertion #8. Repeal of the withholding tam would result in "windfall gains"

Those using this line of argument charge that repeal would provide foreign
nationals with substantial tax savings and foreign governments with significant
increases in tax revenues as they collected what was preivously withheld here.
However, to the extent that any windfall gains would remain with the taxpayer
they would not flow to his government, and vice versa. The critics cannot have
both points--one excludes the other. To the extent that a foreign government does
have an increase in its own revenues, that simply must be accepted as one by-
product of getting a better system overall. And the net gain in the United States
from greater capital availability here would far exceed any "loss" here through
the windfall" route.
Assertion #4. Repeal is not nece8sary to attract OPEC capital because much of

their investments are funneled through government agncies--which pay no
withholding taxes

To be sure, the fact that much foreign Investment is channeled through govern-
ment agencies may to some extent limit the Impact of repeal-especlally as re-
gards the OPEC states-but not appreciably and not for long. Foreign govern-
meats are only exempt for investments clearly "related to a governmental pur-
pose." There is no blanket exemption and none that is automatic for a govern-
ment corporation. Every foreign governmental entity claiming exemption from
the withholding tax must prepare its case and apply for an exception from the
Internal Revenue Service. Indeed, it was the final clearance of such applications
that largely accounts for the 1975 upsurge of about $1 billion in equity invest-
ments here by certain OPEC countries.
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Assortion #5. Repeal of the withholding tax would be ineffective as a means of
attracting foreign investment

This assertion ignores the fact that many countries have found considerable
success in attracting foreign capital through reductions in their withholding tax
rates. With the exception of Germany, none of the Common Market countries
has a withholding tax on interest; and among themselves, withholding on divi-
dends is being eliminated. Japan, in legislation enacted on March 30, 1974, ex-
empted from Income taxation interest on foreign currency debt securities issued
by Japanese corporations to nonresident investors. The Canadian government
has called an exemption from the normal withholding tax on interest paid to
nonresidents on Canadian public and private debt securities. In its Budget Re-
port, it was indicated that "The proposed relief from withholding tax is intended
to increase the flexibility of Canadian business to plan long-term debt financing
and facilitate access to funds in international capital markets." Many observers
believe that enactment of this legislation has played a role In the recent rise
of the Canadian dollar.

The German experience with withholding taxes provides confirmation, though
in reverse, of the impact that withholding taxes can have on foreign investment
flows. In 1969, when the Deutsche Mark was strengthening markedly and Invest-
ment funds were flowing in, the German government levied a withholding tax
on foreign-owned German bonds in order to reduce foreign inflows of capital.
And the withholding tax did help to discourage foreign demand for German
debt securities. It appears a reasonable deduction that the absence or elimination
of such taxes will encourage foreign flows here at home.

To the extent that our tax laws reduce the attractiveness of the U.S. capital
markets, moreover, foreign investment will simply be attracted elsewhere. With
the partial exception of Germany, every country in the Common Market now has
more accommodative tax treatment for foreign investors than is offered here.
It is therefore clearly to our advantage to move toward a more receptive posture
as concerns the treatment of portfolio investment from overseas.
Assertion #6. Repeal would reduce the bargaining power of the United States

in future double taxation treaties
This argument is too simplistic. There are one-hundred-and-one details that

provide all the leverage, or self-interest, that either side needs in working toward
agreed arrangements of mutual advantage. The withholding tax lever as to
dividends or interest Is almost a trivial part of this larger set of detailed proce-
dures and tax implications--ranging from customs practices to taxes on extrac-
tive industries and much more. Furthermore, the United States already has
effective treaties with most of the leading industrialized countries. And, on the
other hand, developing countries, with which the'United States generally does
not have treaties, are reluctant, for internal economic and political reasons, to
limit their ability to tax dividends and interest paid to investors abroad. The
question of U.S. bargaining leverage does not seem particularly pertinent in
the face of such policies.
Assertion #7. If repeal of the withholding tax' does, in fact, attract foreign

capital, this would place future burdens on the economy -in terms of interest
and dividend payments that would be due to foreigners

It Is certainly true that for every dollar of Inflow attracted in one year, we
have to pay to the foreigner a continuous stream of interest or dividends over a
longer period of years. However, such Investment will Increase the productive
capacity of the economy. The resultant flow of additional income will more than
compensate for any future payments to foreigners. In short, inducement of addi-
tional foreign investment is a sound national economic policy decision both for
today and for the future.

The New York Stock Exchange urges the repeal of the withholding tax on
foreign portfolio investment. Elimination of the tax would promote foreign
investment--adding to the nation's capital resources and buttressing the cori-
try's balance of payments. urthermore, repeal would ease the way for U.S.-
based multinational corporations to raise capital abroad for use here or
elsewhere--reducing their demand on domestic sources of funds. Enlarged tax
receipts from the additional profits and Income generated by expanded foreign
investment will more than offset any initial decline in tax proceeds from with-
holding--especially when the burdensome costs of collection are considered.
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Finally, the elimination of the tax should strengthen the U.S. capital markets
and increase their importance In the international financial community.

THE Nrw YORK STOCK E XCANOE RESEARCH REPORT ON: Aw UPDATE OF THE
ESTIMATED IMPAcT or NYSE STABILIZATION RESERVES, BY TYPE oF MEMBER
Fiai, 1972-1974

RESEARCH DEPATMNT-PRFPARED BY: SUSANNE SHOA, JUNE 1975

Introduotion
The NYSE has developed and circulated a plan providing for the creation of

stabilization reserve funds by its member firms. Its basic aim is to provide the
securities industry with a cushion against cyclical downturns by strengthening
its capital base. The plan Is discussed in detail in a study entitled "Stabilization
Reserves--A Route to Easting Cyclical Problems in the Securities Industry." (The
plan is summarized briefly in the next section.)

This report supplements the earlier study by analyzing the Impact of the
stabilization reserve plan on the different types of member firms. It shows stabili-
zation reserve levels for each of the years 1972-74, and presents a year-to-year
analysis of flows and tax savings over the period. It is desirable that the benefits
of the stabilization reserve plan be distributed among the different types of firms
in a way that reflects their relative need for improving their capital bases.

The most salient statistics in this study are summarized in the following table.

TAX SAVING AND CONTRIBUTION TO CAPITAL 1972-74

1972 1973 1974

Tax savings Tax savings Tax savings

Percent of Reserve Percent of Reserve Percent of Reserve
Total pretax as percent Total pretax as percent Total pretax as percent

(millions) income of capital (millions) income of capital (millions) income of capital

Retail ............ $3 21.4 17.9 $17 20.0 15.3 $12 18.5 12.3
Intermediate ..... 12 17.7 11.0 5 15.2 7.0 5 11.6 6.4
Institutional ...... 18 9.3 8.8 5 12.8 6.4 9 12.2 9.0
Regonl ......... 14 8.0 9.2 7 15.9 8.7 4 12.5 8.7
Specialists ....... 3 5.1 5.4 1 3.3 2.6 2 7.1 5.4

Total ...... 100 13.4 12.4 35 15.2 10.2 32 13.2 9.7

Stabilization Reserve Plan in Brief
Under legislation proposed by the NYSE in December 1973, broker-dealers

would be entitled to tax treatment similar to that accorded other financial inter-
mediaries. Specifically, the plan calls for the establishment of a stabilization
reserve comprised of funds set aside from pre-tax profits, at an ultimate level
of about 5 percent of the value of a base composed of margin loans, trading posi-
tions in corporate securities, and corporate underwriting positions.

The Exchange's proposal was partially prompted by the fact that brokerage
firms are presently taxed at as much as twice the rate of such institutions as
banks and savings and loan associations, though they perform similar inter-
mediary functions. But more important is the urgent need to moderate the finan-
cial effects of the extreme cyclicality to which the securities industry is exposed.

The advent of competitive commission rates on May 1 adds another dimension
to the uncertainty under which brokerage firms operate and accentuates the need
for stabilization reserves.
OlasAiAcGUOin of Firms

Based on the 1972 Income and Expense Survey, NYSE member firms were cate-_
gorized as follows: retail (securities commission income per ticket, $045) ; in-
termediate (SCI/ticket, $66-130); institutional (SCI/ticket, $181 and over);
regional (main office outside New York) ; and specialists. Except for specialists,
firms that do not carry public accounts--representing approximately 6 percent of
the value of the reserve base--are not included.' --

I Such firms weft excluded because they are not covered by the income and expense
1urvey.
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The 1972 analysis reflects all NYSE member firms, whether or not they were
profitable. The effort to exclude unprofitable firms was not made, because doing
so would have had only a negligible effect on the 1972 results. In fact, only 36 out
of 892 firms reported losses on their Income and Expense reports. For 1973 and
1974, years in which member firms reported heavy losses, only profitable firms
were Included in the analysis.

Profits for 1973 were based on 1973 Income and Expense reports,- while 1974
profits were as reported on the Joint Regulatory Reports." The use of the two
different sources to determine profitability does not introduce significant distor-
tions.
Resemre Base

A first step for computing stabilization reserves is the determination of a re-
serve base. (Its composition for each group of firms is shown in Appendix Tables
1A, 2A and 3A.) Table I (below) shows the reserve bases and their distribution
among the five groups of firms in 1972, 1973 and 1974. Retail firms accounted
for 55 percent, 61 percent and 54 percent of the total reserve base in 1972, 1973
and 1974, respectively.

TABLE I.-NYSE MEMBER FIRMS' RESERVE BASE

lin millions of dollars

19721 1973' 19741

Percent Percent PercentFirm grouo Amount of total Amount of total Amount of total
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Retail ................. $5 251 55 $2, 529 61 $2,222 54
Intermediate ........... 1',59 12 430 it 459 itInstitutional ............ 1, 635 17 454 11 854 21
Regional ............... 1,260 13 632 15 434 iiSpecialists ............. 271 3 89 2 140 3

Total ............ 9,576 100 4,134 100 4,109 100

I All NYSE member firms.
I Profitable firms only.
Source: Appendix tables IA, 2A, and 3A.

The reserve bases in 1973 and 197. are considerably smaller than In 1972, due
to the shrinkage in securities industry profitability. Had unprofitable firms been
Included, the total industry reserve bases for 1973 and 1974 would have been
roughly $8.6 billion and $6.0 billion, respectively; still lower than the $9.6 billion
in 1972. Relatively low margin loan activity in 1973 and in 1974 primarily ac-
counts for the decline.
Reserve Levels and Flows

Tables 2, 3 and 4 show the maximum level of reserves for each year and for
each group of firms, computed by al)plying the proposed 5 percent figure to the
respective reserve bases.

In 1972, the maximum permissible level of reserves would have been $480 miul-
lion, while for 1973 and 1974 the maximum reserve levels for profitable firms
would have been $207 million and $206 million, respectively.

However, the plan provides for a gradual build-up of reserve accounts by limit-
Ing annual additions to the lesser of 50 percent of pre-tax Income or 50 percent
of the permissible amount of reserves. Under this limitation, the initial reserve
build-up in 1972 would have been no more than $233 million. Additions by profit-
able firms in 1973 and 1974 would have amounted to $84 and $81 million, respiec-
tively. Thus, total reserves at the end of 1974 would have been $398 million. This
figure, however, does not take into account withdrawals from reserves by firms
which suffered losses in 1973 and 1974.

Because-the data obtained for this study are aggregates, It is impossible to es-
timate with any precision the reserve withdrawals that would have taken place.
For example, total losses in 1973 by unprofitable firms amounted to $200 million.

2 Net profit or loss Is calculated after voting stockholders' salaries for corporations, and
after partners' Imputed compensations (using-the income and expense reports formula), for
partnpr'haps. Nonearrying specalsts' pretax income was not adjusted for partners'compensation, as no estimate was available.
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Dut this does not mean that the entire $200 million would have been withdrawn
from the estimated $233 in reserves built up In 1972, since some firms that lost
money in 1973 had no, or relatively small, reserves to draw on. In addition, not
all losses would have been eligible for offsets from reserves. Clearly, a good esti-
mate of reserve depletions requires a detailed firm-by-firm analysis, which is be-
yond the scope of this paper.

TABLE 2.-SIZE OF RESERVE AND TAX IMPACT 1972

Maximum Profit Initial
Reserve reserve before reserve Tax

Firm group base level' taxes buildup I Impact I

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Retail ............. : ............... $5,251 $263 $248 -$124 $53
Intermediate .....................- --- 1, 159 58 68 29 12
Institutional .......................... 1,635 82 194 41 18
Regional ............................. 1,260 63 176 32 14
Specialists ........................... 271 14 59 7 - 3

Total .......................... 9,576 480 745 233 100

TABLE 3.-SIZE OF RESERVE OF PROFITABLE FIRMS AND TAX IMPACT 1973 -

Maximum Profit
Reserve reserve before -Reserve Tax

Firm group base level I taxes additions I Impact 3

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

'Retail ................................ $2, 529 $126 $85 $43 $17
Intermediate ........................ 430 22 33 11 5
I institutional .......................... 454 23 39 12 5
Regional ............................. 632 32 44 16 7
Specialists ........................... 89 4 30 2 1

Total .......................... 4,134 207 231 84 35

TABLE 4.-1974

Maximum Profit
- Reserve reserve before Reserve Tax

base level I taxes additions 3 Impact I

Retail ................................ $2,222 $111 $65 $32 $12
-Intermediate ......................... 459 23 43 12 5
Institutional .......................... 854 43 74 22 9
Regional ............................. 434 22 32 i1 4
Specialists ........................... 139 7 28 4 2

Total .......................... 4,108 206 242 81 32

25 percent of reserve base,
I Zof the maximum permissible reserve for profitable firms or Yj of profits, whichever is lower.

1972: 43 percent of col. (4). Tax rate computed from aggregate tax liability of incorporated member firms that accounted
for 59 percent of pretax Income. 1973:41 percent of col. (4). Tax rate computed from the aggregate tax liability of incorpor-
ated member firms that accounted for 91 percent of total pretax income. 1974: 39 percent of col. (4).Tax rate computed from
the aggregate tax liability of incorporated member firms.

Source: Col. (1): table 1. Col. (3): NYSE,"lncome & Expense Reports," 1972 and 1973. NYSE,"Joint Regulatory Reports,'
1974.

Because this analysis cannot provide accurate estimates of withdrawals, it is
not possible to determine when the maximum permissible reserve level would
have been reached. For example, Table 3 shows that, for 1973, the maximum
reserve level for profitable firms would have been $207 million. Whether the $84
million reserve additions would have brought total reserves to, or even above,
the maximum level depends on the amount of actual withdrawals that wouldTRa--b3lk--plaee.

Tam impact
The tax savings that would have resulted from the implementation of the sta-

bilization reserve plan are shown in Table 5. In 1972, NYSE member firms would
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have saved at most $100 million in taxes. The savings in 1973 and 1974 would
have been at most $35 million and $32 million, respectively. It is quite likely,
however, that the loss to the U.S. Treasury would have been less than these
estimates of maximum tax impact.

TABLE 5.--MAXIMUM TAX IMPACT OF RESERVE BUILD-UP BY NYSE FIRMS

[In millions of dollars

Firm group 192 ' 19732 1974'

Retail ............................................................ 53 17 12
Intermediate ..................................................... 12 5 5
Institutional ...................................................... Is 5 9
Regional ......................................................... 14 7 4
Specialists ..... .......................................... 3 1 2

Total ...................................................... 100 35 32

' All NYSE firms.
I Profitable firms only.

Source: Tables 2, 3, and 4.

In terms of its relationship to profits (Table 6), the industry's 1972 tax
savings would have ranged from 21.4 percent for retail firms to 5.1 percent
for specialists. The savings for. 1973 and 1974 would have ranged from 20.0
percent to 3.3 percent and from 18.5 percent to 7.1 percent, respectively.

TABLE 6.-MAXIMUM TAX IMPACT AS A PERCENT OF PROFIT

In millions]

Firm group 1972, 19733 1974s

Retail ............................................................ 21.4 20.0 18.5
Intermediate ..................................................... 17.7 15.2 11.6
Institutions ...................................................... 9.3 12.8 12.2
Regional ......................................................... 8.0 15.9 12.5
Specialists ...................................................... 5.1 3.3 7. 1.

Total ...................................................... 13.4 15.2 13.2

1 All NYSE firms.
I Profitable firms only.
Source: Computed from tables 2, 3, and 4.

contributions to Capital
Since the basic aim of the proposed stabilization reserve plan is to provide

the securities industry with a financial cushion against cyclical downturns,
reserves are, In effect, an extension of capital. If the plan's reserve target of
5 percent of the suggested base were reached, reserves would have amounted
to $480 million in 1972, $207 million in 1973 and $206 million in 1974. In each of
those years, the ratio of the maximum reserve to capital funds would have been
12.4 percent, 10.2 percent and 9.7 percent, respectively. (See Table 8 for a
breakdown by type of firm.)

TABLE 8.-MAXIMUM RESERVE LEVEL AS A PERCENT OF CAPITAL FUNDS

Firm group 1972' 1973' 19741

Retail ............................................................ 17.9 15.3 12.3Intermediate ..................................................... 11.0 7.0 6.4Institutional ...................................................... 8.8 6. 4 9.0
Regional ............................................... 9.2 8.7 8. 7
Specialists ............ ................................. 5.4 2.6 5.4

Toa .................................................... 12. 4 10.2 9.7

t All NYSE firms.
SProfable firms only.

Source: Computed from appendix table 4A.
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TheAe data underscore the potential importance of the proposed reserve
plans. The maximum reserve pool would be large enough to forestall ill-advised
cuts in industry capacity, especially among retail firms. The latter have tra-
ditionally been especially vulnerable during cyclical downturns.
07nlution

The need for stabilization reserves in the securities industry to cushion the
effects of especially sharp and unpredictable cyclical swings is emphasized by
actual industry events during the period analyzed. Had the proposed stabiliza-
tion reserve plan been initiated In 1972, reserve funds would have offset only a
small part of the staggering 1973-74 losses. Nevertheless, the data suggest that
over the full industry cycle a gradual build-up of reserves would provide a mean-
ingful cushion against undue damage to industry capacity during downturns.

In a period when capital funds are in shortage, maintaining the effectiveness
of the role of brokerage firms in the capital raising process should be an impor-
tant economic objective.

APPENDIX

CoMPOaroiox OF THE REjERVE BASE

TABLE IA.--NYSE MEMBER FIRMS' RESERVE BASE (YEARLY AVERAGES) 12

[in millions of dolsa, s

Trading position in corporate
securties' CI ew at

umderwriting Totar
Firm group Margin loans Long Short position reserve base,

(1) (2) (3) (4) )

Retail ................................ 4,663 443 109 36 5,251
Intermediate ......................... 791 287 58 23 1,159
Institutional .......................... 402 933 245 55 1,635
Raginal ............................. ,018 185 34 23 2%1
Specialists ........................... 74 151 35 1 271

Totl .......................... 6,948 2, 009 41 138 9,576

I Long and short positions adjusted to eliminate investment positions.
Source: Col. (I)-NYSE, "Report of Customer Debit and Credit Balances," form R-1, monthly, 192. Col. (2)-(4)-NYSE,

"Joint Regulatory Reports," monthly, 1972.

TABLE 2A.-NYSE PROFITABLE MEMBER FIRMS' RESERVE BASE (YEARLY AVERAGES) 1973

(in millions of dollars

Trading position in corporate
scurities I Corporate

underwriting TotaW
Firm group Margin loans Long Short positions reserve base,

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5>

Retail ................................ 2,324 150 42 13 2,592
Intermediate ......................... 268 118 37 7 430
Institutional .......................... 157 208 73 - 16 454
Rional ............................. 547 66 12 7 632
Specialists ........................... 8 59 22 0 a

Total .......................... 3,304 601 186 43 4,134

I Log and short positions adjusted to eliminate investment positions.
Source: Col. (I)-NYSE, "Report of Customer Debit and Credit Balances," form R-1, monthly, 1972. Coa. (2)-(4)-NYSE,

"Joint Regulatory Reports," monthly, 1973,
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TABLE 3A.-NYSE PROFITABLE MEMBER FIRMS' RESERVE BASE (YEARLY AVERAGES) 1974

In millions of dollars

Trading position in corporate
securt~es' iCorporate

underwriting Total
Firm group Marsin loans Long Short positions reser" base

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Retail ................................ 1.996 169 37 20 2,222
Intermediate ......................... 274 136 37 12 459
Institutional .......................... 92 595 130 37 854
Regional ............................. 384 37 7 6 434
Spialists ........................... 9 108 22 0 140

Total-----------------...... 2,755 1,045 233 75 4,109

I Long and shor positions adjusted to eliminate Investment positions.
Source: Col. (1)- !r "E, 'Report of Customer Debit and Credit Balances," form R-I, monthly, 1974. Col. (2)-(4)-NYSE,

"Joint Regulatory Rvo "s," monthly, 1974.

TABLE 4A.-NYSE MAXIMUM RESERVE LEVEL AS A PERCENT OF CAPITAL FUNDS, 1972-74

[Dollar amounts in r 'lions]

1972 , 19732 1974'

Reserve Reserve Reserve
as per- as per- as per-
cent of cent of cent of

Capital Reserve capital Capital Reserve capital Capital Reserve capital
Firm group funds level funds funds level funds funds level funds

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Retail ............ $1,467 $263 17.9 $822 $126 15.3 $901 $111 12.3
Intermediate .... 529 58 11.0 316 22 7.0 360 23 6.4
Institutional ...... 930 82 8.8 362 23 6.4 478 43 9.0
Regional ......... 682 63 9.2 366 32 8.7 252 22 8.7
Specialists ....... 260 14 5. 4 157 4 2.6 130 7 5.4

Total ...... 3,868 480 12.4 2,023 207 10.2 2,121 206 9.7

I All NYSE firms.
I Profitable firms only.
Source: Cols. (1) ard (4): NYSE, "Income & Expense Reports," 1972 and 1973. Cols. (2), (5) and (8): tables 2, 3, and 4.

Col. (7): NYSE, "Joint Regulatory Reports," 1974.

Tit: NEw YORK STOCK EXCHANGE RESEARCH REPORT ON: A CRITICAL ANALYSIS
Or ARGUMENTS RAISED IN THE HOUSE OF REl'RFSENTATIVEs AGAINST REPEAL OF
TIlE WITIIIiOLDING TAX ON FOREIGN PORTFOLIO INVESTMENT INCOME

RESEARCH DEPARTMENT-PREPARED BY: INTERNATIONAL FINANCE SECTION,
IMARCh 1076

Congressional forces opposing repeal of the withholding tax on interest and
dividend Income paid to foreign investors have put forward a number of argu-
ments in support of their position.' This paper examines their assertions, on a
point.by-poiit basis. Its main conclusions are that arguments against repeal
have little merit, and that the benefits from elimination of the tax vastly exceed
any costs to the U.S. economy or to the American people.
Assertion #1. Repeal of the wtthholding tax would discritninate against Amer-

can investors, and turn the United Statcs into a "tax haven"
It was argued that repeal of the withholding tax would discriminate against

American investors because they would continue to. be subject to U.S. Income
taxes while foreigners would pay no tax on their U.S. investments. This was
further embroidered to suggest that repeal of withholding would turn the United

1 A significant debate on the elimination of the withholding tax was held on the floor of
the House of Representatives on December 4, 1975. A transcript of this debate is contained
In volume 121 of the Congressional Record (1975) beginning on page H11848.

N
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States into a "tax haven." However, this argument ignores the long accepted
principle bf international taxation-that individuals should be subject to tax in
their own country of residence or nationality. It must be remembered, with re-
spect to dividends, that they are paid out of corporate earnings that have al-
ready been fully taxed here. The form and extent of the double taxation that
occurs when these dividends are paid out to stockholders is appropriately deter.
mined by the income tax procedures of the country in which that stockholder is
resident. But the underlying income does not escape corporate tax here. And
there is no valid analogy with the "tax haven" in which income is accumulated
in a sort of "collection depot" to escape tax altogether.

To be.sure, tax treaties already in effect reduce or eliminate U.S. taxes for
foreign residents In some countries. Tax treaties with Switzerland, for example,
liave reduced the levy on dividends to 15 percent and on interest payments to
5 percent, but even then investors are left with the cumbersomeness of detailed
reports and submitting claims for credits, which often take years to sort out.
For the United Kingdom, and some 11 other countries, treaties have completely
eliminated all withholding tax on interest payments. And, of course, the United
States does not tax capital gains (nor credit capital losses) accruing to foreign-
ers on stocks or bonds. But all of this represents a patchwork of discriminatory
treatment. Elimination of the withholding tax would end the discrimination
among foreign investors on the basis of their domicile and the form of their
Investment.
Assertion #2. Repcal would result in a loss of revenue to the U.S. Treasury

This argument has little merit. Total income frl1 withholding taxes In 1971,
he most recent year for which a full set of data is currently available, amounted
to just over $211 million, or about 0.1% of total federal tax collections In that
year. However, to collect this sum, an enormous anomt of paperwork had to be
generated. According to the Internal Revenue Service, over 638,000 detailed docu-
ments were filed with withholding agents In 1971 In order to administer the tax-
on average, one lengthy form and internal audit for every $330 of tax receipts.

It should lbe noted that the ultimate tax loss would, in fact, be considerably
less than $211 million, as a portion of this total represents ilter-corporate divi-
dends paid by subsidlarles to their foreign parent companies. If the tax on this
inter-corporate dividend income were retained, the maxinitn Treaury loss
would be considerably less. Unfortunately, no precise estimates of tile magnitude
of inter-corporate dividend flows are available.

The paperwork involved in collecting this tax also acts as a deterrent to in-
ve.stment in the United States. For the foreign investor, not only mst a form
be filed in the-United States, but notification of taxes paid must also be made to
his own government's tax service so that tax payments made to the United States
can be credited against domestic taxes, and that often consmnes more time and
leads to troublesome If not costly delays in flial settlement of taxes due and
release of funds tied up in overpayments.

Indeed, the overall gain to the economy from repeal of the withholding tax
will be significant. As greater income and profits are generated in the U.S. econ-
omy from expanded Investment in this country, Income tax receipts will-in-
crease on a direct basis. If a 15 percent plretax rate of return on invested capital
is assumed-the median rate of return in the manufacturing sector-then every
$1 billion of additional investment capital generat& from abroad could event-
ually produce every year about $150 million in additional profits, resulting In
approximately $75 million In additional tax revenues to the U.S. Treasury. A
conservative estimate suggests that the annual gains from aggregate new foreign
investment of between $2-$2.5 billion would more than offset any loss in annual
tax revenues.

,Many Indirect benefits would also accrue as a result of the elimination of the
tax. The added investment from abroad would have a beneficial impact on tle
U.S. balance of payments, probably exceeding for many years to come any addi-
tional outflows in dividend and interest payments to foreigners. Also of Im-
portance would be the improvement of the United States' position as the premier
International financial market, as U.S. securities would become competitive with
Eurodollar and Eurobond instruments which are not, of course, subject to with-
holding tax. Removal of the tax would result in a significant stimulation to In-
vestment banking and brokerage firms and commercial banks in New York and,
to a lesser extent, elsewhere in the United States. Because of their experience in
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providing Issuing, clearing, market making, trustee, and other services, such firms
are uniquely placed to take advantage of an increase in international activity in
the U.S. financial markets. The resulting expansion in earnings and employment
would also benefit the U.S. economy as well as the balance of payments.
Assertion #3. Repeat of the withholding tax would result in "windfall gains"

Those using this line of argument charge that repeal would provide foreign
nationals with substantial tax savings and foreign governments with significant
increases in tax revenues as they collected what was previously withheld here.
However, to the extent that any windfall gains would remain with the taxpayer,
they would not flow to his government, and vice versa. The critics cannot have
both points-one excludes the other. To the extent that a foreign government
does have an increase in its own revenues, that simply must be accepted as one
by-product of getting a better system overall. And the net gain in the United
States from greater capital availability here would far exceed any 'loss" here
through the "windfall" route.
Assertion #*4. Repeal is not necessary to attract OPEO capital because much of

their investments are funnclcd through government agencies--which pay
no withholding taxes

To be sure, the fact that much foreign investment is channeled through gov-
ernment agencies may to some extent limit the impact of repeal-especially as
regards the OPEC states-but not appreciably and not for long. Foreign gov-
ernments are only exempt for investments clearly "related to a governmental
purpose." There Is no blanket exemption and none that is automatic for a
government corporation. Every foreign governmental entity claiming exemp-
tion from the withholding tax must prepare its case and apply for an exception
from the Internal Revenue Service. Indeed, it was the final clearance of such
applications that largely accounts for the 1975 upsurge of about $1 billion in
equity investments here by certain OPEC countries.
Assertion #3. Repeal of the withholding tax would result in "windfall gaitu"

attracting foreign investment
This assertion ignores the fact that many countries have found considerable

success in attracting foreign capital through reductions in their withholding
tax rates. With the exception of Germany, none of the Common Market count.
tries has a withholding tax on interest; and among themselves, withholding
on dividends is being eliminated. Japan, in legislation enacted on March 80,
1974, exempted from income taxation interest on foreign currency debt securi-.
ties issued by Japanese corporations to nonresident investors. The Canadian
government has called for an exemption from the normal withholding tax on
interest paid to nonresidents on Canadian public and private debt securities.
In its Budget Report, it was indicated that "The proposed relief from with-
holding tax is intended to increase the flexibility of Canadian business to plan
long-term debt financing and facilitate access to funds in International capital
markets." Many observers believe that enactment of this legislation has played
a role in the recent rise of the Canadian dollar.

The German experience with withholding taxes provides confirmation, though
in reverse, of the Impact that withholding taxes can hAve on foreign investment
flows. In 1969, when the Deutsche Mark was strengthening markedly and in-
vestment funds were flowing in, the German government levied a withholding
tax on foreign-owned German bonds in order to redtice foreign inflows of capital.
And the withholding tax did help to discourage foreign demand for German
debt securities. It appears a reasonable deduction that the absence or elimina.
tion of such taxes will ecourage foreign flows here at home.

To the extent that our tax laws reduce the attractiveness of the U.S. capital
markets, moreover, foreign investment will simply be attracted elsewhere.
With the partial exception of Germany, every country In the Common Market
now has more accommodative tax treatment for foreign investors than is
offered here. It is therefore clearly to our advantage to move toward a more
receptive posture as concerns the treatment of portfolio Investment from
overseas.
Assertion #6. Repeal would reduce the bargaining power of the U.S. in future

double taxation treaties
This argument Is too simplistic. There are one-hundred-and-one details that

provide all the leverage, or self-interest, that either side needs In working toward
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agreed arrangements of mutual advantage. The withholding tax lever as to
dividends or interest is almost a trivial part of this larger set of detailed proce-
dures and tax implications--ranging from customs practices to taxes on extractive
industries and much more. Furthermore, the United States already has effective
treaties with most of the leading industrialized countries. And, on the other
hand, developing countries, with which the United States generally does not
have treaties, are reluctant. for internal economic and political reasons, to limit
their ability to tax dividends and interest paid to Investors abroad. The ques-
tion of U.S. bargaining leverage does not seem particularly pertinent in the
face of such policies.
Assertion #7. If repeal of the withholding ta: does, in fact, attract foreign

capital, this would place future burdufns on the economy in tcrmsn of interest
and dividend payments that would be due to foreigners

It is certainly true for every dollar of inflow attracted in one year, we
have to pay to the foreigner a continuous stream of interest or dividends over a
longer period of years. However, such investment will increase the productive
capacity of the economy. The resultant flow of additional income will more than
compensate for any future payments to foreigners. In short, inducement of addi-
tional foreign investment is a sound national economic policy decision both for
today and for the future.

The New York Stock Exchange urges the repeal of the wtihholding tax on
foreign portfolio investment. Elimination of the tax would promote foreign
Investment-adding to the nation's capital resources and buttressing the coun-
try's balance of payments. Furthermore, repeal would ease the way for U.S.-based
multinational corporations to raise capital abroad for use here or elsewhere-
reducing their demand on domestic sources of funds. Enlarged tax receipts from
the additional profits and income generated by expanded foreign Investment will
more than offset any initial decline in tax proceeds from withholding--espe-
cially when the burdensome costs of collection are considered. Finally, the elimi-
nation of the tax should strengthen the U.S. capital markets and increase their
importance In the international financial community.

Senator MONDAXLE. Our next witness is Mr. Virgil Sherrill, chair-
man of the governing council, Securities Industry Association, accom-
panied by Edward 1. O'Brien, president, and James W. Walker, Jr.,
executive vice president.

STATEMENT OF H. VIRGIL SHERRILL, CHAIRMAN, GOVERNING
COUNCIL, SECURITIES INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED
BY EDWARD I. O'BRIEN, PRESIDENT, AND JAMES W. WALKER,
JR., EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

Senator MONDALE. As with our previous witnesses, we would hope
that opening statements could be limited to 10 minutes.

You may proceed.
Mr. SIIERRILL. Mr. Chairman, I am Virgil Sherrill, chairman of the

governing council of the Securities Industry Association, a national
trade association representing approximately 650 organizations re-
sponsible for over 90 percent of the securities brokerage and invest-
inent banking, business of the Nation.

Accompanying me are Edward I. O'Brien, president of the SIA,
and James . alker, Jr., executive-vice president.

The Securities Industry Association acknowledges and supports the
national public policy objectives reflected in several major legislative
efforts in recent years.

Those goals include full employment, a clean environment, and en-
ergy independence. However, the establishment of these goals without
regard for the means to achieve them will not be enough.
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The SIA believes that the attainment of public policy objectives will
require substantially increased capital investment in the years ahead.

Ironically, our Nation's current economic and tax policies retard
investment at a time when an influx of capital is urgently needed.

We were very pleased that Chairman Long and Senator Bentsen,
chairman of the Subcommittee on Financial Markets, expressed sim-
ilar concern when they participated in the National Conference on
Capital and Employment, cosponsored by the SIA last year.

In our written statement, we have examined the level of investment
necessary for the attainment of national goals and the factors which
currently retard investment.

Tax policy can be an important tool to stimulate the investment nec-
essary to achieve national economic and social objectives.

Today, we would like to discuss four improvements in the tax code
which would: (1) Improve tax treatment of investment gains; (2) at-
tract the small investor; (3) improve tax treatment of investment in-
come; and (4) eliminate disincentives to investment contained in
H.R. 10612.

The capital gains tax, as presently written, is essentially a transfer
tax on the sale of capital assetsAs such, it locks capital into holdings
that investors cannot afford to change for tax reasons even though, on
the basis of investment reasons, a change is warranted.

Current capital gains taxes also ignore the impact of inflation and
deprive the Government of tax revenues that would be realized if
the system encouraged flexibility diversification, and liquidity.

Moreover, by failing to stimulate the formation of equity capital,
the tax code denies businesses the vital requisite for providing rising
levels of employment and productivity necessary for a strong, viable
U.S. economy.

In order to encourage individual investment, we propose the fol-
lowing changes in the tax treatment of investment income:

1. Adoption of a sliding scale formula that would add to the exist-
ing 50-percent deduction an additional 2 percent of the gain for each
year a capital asset is held, up to a maximum deduction of 90 percent
on capital assets held more than 21 years; and

2. Creation of a 3-year carryback of capital losses against capital
gains and a $5,000 capital loss offset against current income.

The sliding scale proposal would free locked-in capital and provide
equitable tax relief for investors whose profits on long-held assets are
often largely inflationary and encourage investors to make investment
decisions based unon economic rather than strictly tax considerations;

Permitting an individual investor to carry back capital losses against
capital gains for a 3-year period will, to an extent, parallel the present
tax treatment for corporations.

If national capital-requirements over the next decade are to be met,
particular emphasis must be given to attract the small investor, that
is. tbe investor of modest means.

SIA hns previously recommended that a taxpayer be permitted to
exclude $1,000 of capital gains per year and a $25,000 lifetime ex-
clusion.

We are very pleased that the chairman and others on the committee
as well as the administration have recognized the need to expand
equity ownership and have advanced proposals to address that need.
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We recommend that the design of any such proposal include the
following considerations. The plan should be: (1) Specifically tailored
to the needs of small investors- (2) easily understood, nontrusteed,
and simple to administer; (3) free from restrictions on the selection
among equity securities; and (4) flexible to allow for a shift from
one security to another as long as the investment remains committed
for a reasonable period of time.

SIA would also like to point out that we are particularly concerned
about the departure from the capital markets of the young investor.
We are hopeful that any plan to broaden stock ownership be designed
to appeal to the young investor.

A simple and effective means toward redressing the adverse impact
of double taxation would be to increase the dividend exclusion from
gross income of individuals from $100 to $500.

Although this approach would not eliminate the double tax, it would
enhance capital formation by improving the risk/reward ratio of
equity investment compared with other investments.

A more equitable and comprehensive alternative to eliminating
double taxation of corporate income would be through permitting
individual shareholders to gross-up dividends received in order tO
deduct as a credit against their personal income tax a pto rata share-
of income taxes paid by the issuing corporation.

Under the gross-up procedure, a distributing corporation would
notify each shareholder of his pro rata share of the corporate taxes
incurred in respect to dividends paid.

The taxpayer would merely be required to reflect these respective
amounts as additions to income and as reductions on his income tax
liability.

While advantageous to all sharebolders of corporations who pay
tax and make dividend distributions, this alternative may have par-ticular appeal because it provides proportionately greater benefits to
taxpayers in lower income tax brackets.

A seemingly unobtrusive withholding tax on dividends and interest
of U.S. securities held by foreign investors is having a negative impact
on our capital markets which could not have been foreseen by the
drafters of the original legislation.

Once the tax is deducted, the dividend or interest yield on U.S.
securities becomes too low to be attractive to foreign investors as
compared with investment alternatives in their own country or in the
Eurodollar market.

The withholding tex effectively bars from our capital markets an
estimated $4 billion to $6 billion which would increase the liquidity
of our markets, and aid in providing needed capital to fuel the
growth of the American economy.

We support elimination of the current 30-percent withholding tax
on portfolio investments in the United States of foreign investors
because this tax serves to retard long-term foreign investment.

Now, disincentives to investment contained in H.R. 10612: The
legislation passed by the House not only fails to address the factors
which currently retard investment but includes provisions which will
further discourage investment and impair the achievement of public
policy objectives.
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We recommend that this committee eliminate the following pro-
posals in the House bill which constitute disincentives to investment:

1. Redefinition of the distinction between investment and speculation
through an extension of the holding period for short-term capital
assets from 6 to 12 months;

2. Changes in the minimum income tax which substantially alter the
return on equity investment; and

3. Reduction in the limitation on the deduction for nonbusiness
interest.

As to the capital gains holding period, I.R. 10612 increases the
holding period for short-term capital gains from 6 months to 1 year.

The holding period makes a distinction between the tax treatment
for gains on investment assets and the tax treatment on assets held
for speculative profit.

We believe that increasing the holding period for short-term capital
gains from 6 months to 1 year is inappropriate as it relates to the
purchase and sale of securities.

Given the high risks associated with the cyclical and often volatile
nature of the stock markets, the holding of a security for 6 months
should qualify as an investment transaction.

Extension of the holding period will also be counterproductive.
I ong holding periods result in shutting off the flow of investment
funds.

A 1-year holding period, under present economic conditions, wouldseriously impair the vitality and liquidity of capital markets. More-
over, rather than increase Federal revenues, we believe a longer
holding period will discourage the number of taxpayers who realize
capital gains, thereby reducing tax receipts.

The minimum income tax was enacted to assure the payment of at
least some tax by wealthy individuals and to prevent excessive shelter-
ing of income.

Taxpayers who realize long-term capital gains do not circumvent
regular income taxes. The realization of long-term capital gains on
securities neither shelters other income, nor escapes taxation.

In many cases, application of the minimum tax on securities capital
gains from the sale of securities causes triple taxation.

The taxpayer-investor pays a minimum tax and a capital gains
tax on the appreciation in value. That apprecition is substantially the
result of the retained earnings on which the company has been taxed.

It is clear that the imposition of the minimum tax on capital gains
is an additional tax, rather than a minimum tax.

As to the limitation on deduction of investment interest, investors
who trade on margin are a significant source of equity investment.
They not only risk their own capital, but are willing to increase their
risk by transforming the debt instruments of others into equity
investment.

The House bill would severely affect such investors, including those
with moderate investments and incomes. We, therefore, believe the
reduction in the limitation in investment interest should not be passed
for the following reasons:

1. The combination of the limitation on investment and personal
interest of $12,000 is likely to reduce the current limit on investment
interest from $25,000 to far below $12,000 and in many instances
will serve to completely eliminate any allowance.
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2. The reduction in the interest limitation will be particularly bur-
densome when interest rates are high and equity and other invest-
ments depressed.

The proposed legislation is likely to result in forced liquidation of
those investments, in turn further depressing such investments and
resulting in the taxpayer realizing losses.

The realization of losses under those circumstances in turn can
result in reduced revenues to the Treasury at a time when revenue
intake is already low.

Mr. Chairman, in the interest of brevity, we have highlighted today
only part of the SIA's tax proposals.

Our full statement contains other proposals, including those relat-
ing to alternative methods of stimulating individual investment, the
investment tax credit, accelerated depreciation and the tax treatment
of securities commissions.

We note that the House Ways and Means Committee reported H.R.
12774 last week, creating an option under which State and local gov.
ernments issuing their bonds on a taxable basis would receive a Federal
interest subsidy.

The SIA's Public Finance Division has done extensive research on
the taxable bond option. If this committee considers this issue, the
association will submit the results of that research.

In conclusion, enactment of changes in the tax code in line with SIA
recommendations will greatly strengthen the likelihood that we as a
Nation can achieve the desired goals of full employment, environ-mental restoration and preservation, and greater energy independence.

These goals simply cannot be realized without substantially increas-
ing the amount of private capital available for investment. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

Senator MONDALE. Mr. Sherrill, disregarding for a moment the argu-
ment that tax reductions in this field will stimulate the economy and
thus feed back revenues indirectly, what would be the initial cost of
your proposals to the Treasury?

Mr. SHERRILL. I don't believe I have available the total amount of
the immediate tax loss to the Treasury as to the cumulative effect of
all of our proposals. Do you know that, Jim?

Mr. WALKFR. No; but we would be glad to submit it.
[The information following was subsequently received for the

record:]
SECURITIES INDUSTRY AsSOCTION,

Waahlngton, D.C., April 1, 1976.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNo,
Chairman, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Dirken Scuate Offlce Building,

Washington, D.C.
DvA Ms. CHAIRMAN: During the colloquy following testimony by Securities

Industry Association (SIA) witnesses before your Committee on April 5th, Sen-
ator Mondale asked for an estimate of the "cost" of SIA proposals. As you know,
one method used for making "tax expenditure estimates" involves the application
of proposed changes to the tax code retroactively. F0stinates made in this man-
ner are based on the inaccurate assumption that future years will approximate
mst years In national Income and that individual financial decisions will be un-
affected by changes In the tax code. To the contrary, we believe that one basis of
tax policy Is the conviction that Individual financial decisions will chanAge as a
result of changes in the tax code.

As examples of such beliefs, we would point to provisions In the tax code which
have been effective in carrying out national policy objectives favoring home own-
ership and encouraging contributions to charitable organizations. Similarly, tax

6S-460 0 • 76 - Pt. 4 - 18
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policy is important in encouraging individuals to save and to make invest-
ments which provide the necessary capital for meeting natibinal economic and
social objectives including full employment, a clean environment, and energy
independence.

Our research department made several attempts to estimate the "cost" of our
proposals using econometric models and projections. Our research efforts con-
eluded that none of the available models afford a reliable estimate of revenue
impact because objective predictions of human behavior is an important factor
and it is difficult if not Impossible to produce reliable and precise results with
the data available and in the models. Thus, while we feel we must dispute esti-
mates of revenue impact based on the assumption of static taxpayer behavior,
we do not have specific alternative data for your consideration. However, we are
convinced that the tax changes proposed by SIA will encourage savings and
investment. This additional capital will provide a financial base for the creation
of Jobs which in turn will generate additional tax revenues from both corpo-
rate and individual taxpayers. Such revenues should more than offset the pro-
jected "costs" associated with the enactment of SIA tax proposals.

Sincerely yours,
JAMES W. WALKER, Jr.,

Ezeoutive Vice President.
Senator MONDALE. Senator Ribicoff ?
Senator RIBicoFF. No, thank you.
Senator MONDALE. Senator Hansen ?
Senator HANSEN. You place great emphasis on encouraging indi-

vidual investment. Would you elaborate on the reasons for your
position?

Mr. SHUIRILL. Yes; I would be happy to do that, Senator.
First of all, I have always felt, and certainly this association believes.

the individual is really the cornerstone of the investments that go into
our equity markets and provides the capital this country needs. The
reason we have emphasized this point is that we share Chairman L.ong's
view in that the only thing wrong with capitalism is that there are not
enough capitalists. Moreover, which I know you heard from Mr. Need-
ham, due in part to the adverse effects of inflation and recession, the
number of shareholders in American enterprise has been greatly re-
duced by something over 5 million people in the last few years.

We believe that if we are going to raise the capital everyone projects
we will need in the next 5 years, ways must be developed to reactivate
the savings dollars of individuals for investment. In addition, SIA
believes and I personally firmly believe that individual investment
improves the mobility of capital, and it slows down the concentration
of capital in institutional hands which, as you well know, has prevented
the ownership of our corporations being extended to the individual.
We as an association have long been mindful of the financial systems
in foreign countries, such as Germany, where ownership ot large
corporations in those countries today rests in the hands of large
financial institutions as opposed to resting directly in the hands of
individual owners.

Senator HANSEN. The administration testified in favor of the pro-
vision in the House bill which would extend the holding period for
capital gains to 12 months over a 3-year period.

On what grounds do you reach a different conclusion?
Mr. SIHERRILL. Well, we reach that conclusion, the different conclu-

sion on several grounds. I suppose primarily our argument rests on
the fact that we believe by extending the period of 6 months to 12
months would prove to be a very drastic disincentive for an individual
investor to take the risk of buying an equity security. I can tell you
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from my personal experience in the securities industry, which goes back
something over 30 years now, that time and time again I have clients
and investors to whom I am responsible call me up, and say to me,
"Shall I sell this stock ? I have a big gain in it."

My first question to them is: How long have you held the stock?
They say, "I have held the stock 5 months." I will say, "Don't under
any means sell it now because the tax impact will be too great. It's a
foolish move."

I think that any time anyone makes the assumption that an investor
is just as apt to hold a security for 12 months as he is for 6 months is
kidding himself. He is not.

Senator HANSEN. My last question: The House estimated that ex-
tending the holding period from 6 months to 1 year for a long-term
capitalgain would- increase tax liability $150 million in 1976; $240
million in 1977; $420 million in 1981.

Would you care to respond to these revenue estimates ?
Mr. SHERRILL. Yes; I will respond to them. I cannot respond in a

definitive manner but I can say that as a matter of principle, whatever
method was used to arrive at these calculations in my opinion are
questionable. First., I believe that the assumption must have been made
that any individual who would sell his stock long term after 6 months
would sell it on that same date even if he were to incur a short-term
tax. In other words, an investor who sells after holding a security 7,
8, 9 months would sell it anyway. As I stated before, having had per-
sonal experience for about 30 years in this business I can tell you that
is a very fallacious reasoning to base any tax assumptions on. -

Second, I think the House revenue estimate definitely fails to take
into account that the extension of the holding period would serve as a
disincentive to investment. I believe that individuals rather than going
to the stock market, if that period were extended from 6 to 12 months,
would be much more inclined to invest their money through other
channels.

Senator HA N SEN. Mr. Chairman, I know I have used my time, if I
could be permitted just to make one further observation.

Senator MONDALE. Yes, certainly.
Senator HANSEN. Let me say this: I appreciate your response be-

cause it seems to me that sometimes taking a simplistic calculation that
follows from saying that certain tax treatment brings in so much
revenue and to change it would increase or decrease it, may not really
provide the answer. I think about some of the changes in the tax laws
that affected the oil industry and I mentioned here a couple of days
ago that when the depreciation allowance was changed and when some
other changes in the accounting procedures were put in that law and
took place, we didn't keep the level of activity up where it was before.
They started stacking rigs. I know this in my State of Wyoming and
we didn'tt have more money flowing into the Treasury, we had less
because a lot of people lost interest in the business at all.

Thank you for your responses.
Mr. SiImmuL. If the holding period instead of lengthened to 12

would be shortened to 3, you would see a greater acceleration of activ-
ity and probably the greater tax flow into the Government would be
the result.

Senator HANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator MONDAL. Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much.
Mr. SHERRILL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of the Securities Industry Association

follows:]
STATEMENT OF THE SECURITIES INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman, my name is H. Virgil Sherrill, and I am Chairman of the
Governing Council of the Securities Industry Association. Accompanying me
are Edward I. O'Brien, President of the SIA, and James W. Walker, Jr., Execu-
tive Vice President. Our Association is a cross section of the many different
facets of the securities business and encompasses members of national securities
exchanges and firm which are not member of such exchanges. The business of
our members includes retail and institutional brokerage, over-the-counter market
making, underwritng and other investment banking activities and various ex-
change floor functFons. Many of our members perform these services in municipal
and government, as well as corporate securities. Geographically, the firms which
comprise our membership are located all across the nation and provide services
to investors of every size and type.

The Securities Industry Association acknowledges and supports the estab-
lishment of national public policy objectives indicated by several major legis-
lative efforts in recent years. Those goals include full employment, a clean en-
vironment, and energy independence. However, the establishment of these gcals
without regard for the means to achieve them will not be enough. The need for
capital to attain those goals will require increased investment (outlays over the
next five years. Our nation's current economic and tax policies, however, retard,
rather than stimulate, investment. In our statement today, we will examine
the level of investment necessary for the attainment of national goals, the fac-
tors which retard investment, and discuss the steps this Committee and Congress
can take to stimulate the private financing necessary to meet those objectives.
Meeting our national goals through capital investment

In order to meet its long-term economic and social goals, the United States must
devote more of its output to investment in plant and equipment. We recognize
that it is extremely difficult to forecast the actual capital needs of the U.S. econ-
omy. It is possible, however, given specific economic and social goals as well as
specific assumptions about the composition of output and capital output ratios.
to estimate the levels of investment needed to achieve them. A recent study com-
missioned by the Council-of Economic Advisers (CEA) and carried out by the
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) of the Department of Commerce uses this
approach. The study estimates that to achieve full employment by 1980, a goal
which we strongly support, to satisfy the Clean Air Amendments of 1970 and the
Federal Pollution Act Amendments of 1972, as well as to keep the 1980 share of
imported crude and refined petroleum products from exceeding its 1973-74 level,
we must increase the proportion of output devoted to business fixed investment
to 12.4 percent annually over the next five years. (See Table 1)

A number of private economic organizations have also projected substantial
capital needs during the next 5-10 years. Failure to take positive action now
could lead to a severe capital shortage thereby thwarting public policy goals.

There are at least three reasons why we must increase our investment outlays
over the next five years.

1. Full employmcnt.-The Bureau of Economic Analysis study estimates that
to achieve full employment by 1980 (an unemployment rate of 4.7 percent) out-
put must total $7,068.2 billion in 1972 dollars over the period 1976-80. Such
output will require a growth rate of real GNP of 6 percent between 1970 and
1980.

The linkage between the capital stock and the level of output is summarized in
the concept of the capital/output ratio. Achievement of a full employment level
of real GNP- by 1980 will require more capital because it takes more capital to
produce more output. However, the capital output ratio does not remain con-
stant. And according to the BEA study, the capital output ratio for the U.S.
economy will on average be increasing over the next five years. Consequently,
the capital stock necessary to achieve full employment will be even higher than
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it would have been if capital output ratios were to remain stable or even decline.
To achieve the capital stock that full employment requires means that the pro-
portion of output devoted to investment must be increased substantially

TABLE I.--FIXED BUSINESS INVESTMENT AS A PERCENT OF GNP

IBillions of 1972 dollars]

1976-0
1965-70 1971-75 (projected)

mUtative GNP .................................................. 5,999.3 5,909.1 7,068 2
umulative fixed business investment ............................... 623.4 596.0 t874.2

Cumulative fixed business investment as percent of GNP ............... 10.4 10.1 '12.4

1 Required amount of investment to meet full employment, energy, and pollution control objectives.
Source: Council of Economic Advisers, "Economic Report of the President."

2. Environmental Irnprovcrennts.-Investment in pollution control equipment
as a consequence of legislation relating to clean air and clean water will sig-
nificantly add to our investment needs over the next five years. According to the
BEA study, environmental related investment is estimated to total $48 billion
(1972 dollars) between 1971 and 1980. It is estimated that about one-half of
this requirement still needs to be satisfied.

3. Great Energy Indepcndcncc.-To meet the goal of greater energy Independ-
ence, increased investment in petroleum, mining, electric utilities, and other
energy-related industries Is required. It Is estimated such expenditures will add
about $58 billion to the 1971-80 investment total. Another $2 billion is required
for the Induced Increase in pollution control expenditures by energy-producing or
processing industries.

Chart I REAL FIXED INVESTMENT AS A PERCENT OF REAL GNP
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The level of investment required to meet the above goals will not be easy to
achieve. Chart I illustrates the ratio of real fixed investment to real GNP for
the years 1946-1975$ as well as our estimates of the needs between 1976-80. The
chart clearly shows that our projected requirements of 12.4 percent over the
1976-80 period are higher than In any previous year. Furthermore, a recently
released Government study of capital spending plans indicates that in 1976 busi-
nessmen expect to increase their plant and equipment outlays for manufacturing
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facilities by 6.5 percent, a rate of investment that will leave little room for expan-
sion of the capital stock in real terms. If we are to achieve our goals-full employ-
ment, pollution abatement and greater energy Independence--we must, therefore,
substantially step up our rate of investment. There are, however, a number of
factors that are currently retarding investment growth.
Factors retarding investment

The amount of funds committed to new investment projects by businessmen
depends on both the profitability of investment and the cost of capital. In the
United States five factors have restricted the rate of investment by either reduc-
ing profitability or increasing the cost of capital.

1. Inflation and Corporate Proflts.-Infiation has raised havoc with profits.
For example, non-financial corporations reported before-tax corporate profits of
$97.6 billion in 1975, compared with $64.2 billion in 1965, an apparent increase of
52 percent. However, after the effects of Inflation (inventory profits and under-
depreciation) and taxes are removed, "real" after-tax profits actually fell by
33% percent, from $35.1 billion In 1965 to $23.4 billion in 1975. In short, since 1965
"real" profits have fallen by $11.7 billion (See Chart 2). Because investment in
new plant and equipment is a function of the expected return on investment,
this sharp drop in profitability has caused U.S. companies to hold back on new
investment.

Chart II-- PROFITS OF NON-FINANCIAL CORPORATIONS
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derdepracation. 13)Rosl after-tax profits adjusted for Inventory valuation and un.
derdaprecltion.

Inflation creates two major problems in the arithmetic of profit reporting.
One problem stems from the huge gains that companies make on the products and
materials that they already have on hand when inflation accelerates. These gains
are reported in the profit figures and are taxed. But these funds must go to re-
place the stock of inventories in an ongoing business and cannot be used in any
other way. Thus, they are not available to pay dividends to stockholders, buy
new plant and equipment or underwrite the research needed to develop new
products.

Depreciation raises an even more obvious problem. As part of the cost of doing
business, companies charge off the cost of replacing their equipment so that when
it wears out they have funds available to replace it. When prices rise, so does the
cost of replacing equipment; and it Is a universally accepted fact that inflation
renders the deprication charges inadequate to replace the equipment. As a con-
sequence, profits are overstated and, equally detrimental, these overstated profits
are taxed. Therefore, with both inventory profits and inadequate depreciation
expenses, corporations are paying a tax on what is in essence a cost of doing
business rather than true income.
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The net effect of inflation is, therefore, to increase the effective tax rate for
U.S. corporations. This, in turn, reduces real after-tax profitability which dis-
courages Investment.

2. Reduced Private Savings Rates.-There are at least three factors that are
holding down the individual savings rate.

(a) Recent studies have shown that the tax burden on individuals rises faster
than the Inflation rate. Inflation pushes Individuals Into higher tax brackets,
leaving less funds in the hands of individuals for spending and Investment.

(b) The rapid growth of social security benefits, unemployment compensation,
and medical insurance has substantially reduced the need for private savings
by individuals. Government benefit programs, as opposed to private savings pro-
grams, reduce the flow of funds to finance private business investment since in
essence the Government program~are simple tax transfer systems with the Gov-
ernment acting as middleman.

(c) Inflation encourages consumption and discourages private savings. To the
extent that inflation reduces "real" interest rates, it lowers the "real" price of
current consumption in terms of future consumption. Consequently, individuals
will buy now rather than save.

The net effect of these three factors is to reduce the supply of available funds
from individuals and, consequently, to Increase the cost of capital to coporations.

The business savings rate has also been held down In recent years. Because of
the disastrous impact of inflation on corporate profits, businessmen have been
unable to rely on a steadily growing source of Internal financing. (See Chart 3)
As the Chart illustrates, internal financing as a portion of total financings de-
clned sharply between 1965 and 1974. Economic research has shown that there
is a strong correlation between cash flow or internal financing and the level of
business investment. A 'big and sustained turn-around in a corporation's ability
to finance Itself is a necessary ingredient in a generating strong and steady busi-
ness investment in new plant and equipment.

Chart III-- NON-FINANCIAL CORPORATIONS
INTERNAL FINANCING AS A PERCENT OF ALL FINANCING
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3. High Debt-to-Equity Ratio8.-Because of the tax deductibility of Interest
payments, the after tax cost of debt capital has been substantially lower fhau
equity capital for most corporations. Consequently, when external financing is
needed, corporations go further into debt. (See Chart 4) A substantial portion of
this debt does not even appear on the balance sheet, taking the form of off-balance
sheet leasing financing. Over the past 17 years there has been a steady and signifi-
cant erosion of the debt-to-equity ratios of U.S. manufacturing corporations. The
leveraging of corporate balance sheets has increased the voltility of corporate
profits, adding to the cost of both equity and debt capital.
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Chart IV-- EXTERNAL FUNDS, DEBT AND EQUITY
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4. Public Polioy Emphasis on Generating Demand by Stimulating Conump.
tion.-Through the use of tax cuts, more public service Jobs, and increased unem-
ployment compensation, the Government has attempted to pull the economy out
of a recession. This approach, however, relies almost entirely on stimulating
consumption spending to spur the growth in output and employment. Further-
more, the stimulative policies often continue too long. In 1978Mfor example, when
the economy was already approaching its capacity limits, government transfer
payments continued to increase rapidly. The next results of this approach is that
the economy goes through a series of consumption booms but never reaches the
Investment boom stage. Consequently, each economic expansion adds little in the
way of productive capacity to the economy.
Summary

,In general there have been may factors retarding investment in new plant and
equipment and few if any encouraging capital outlays. If we are to meet our-
economic and social objectives over the next five years, a change in public policy
must be made. Tax policy can be an important tool in accomplishing this objec-
tive. The use of tax policy should recognize the important role that the individual
plays In supplying funds to corporations, so that they can in turn Invest In new
plant and equipment.

The balance of our testimony is devoted to a detailed review of recommenda-
tions for encouraging investment which will help our nation achieve public policy
objectives.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ENCOURAGINO INVESTMENT WHICH WILL HELP THE NATION
ACHIEVE PUBLIC PorCY OBJECTIVE AND DEAL. WITH FACTORS RETARDING
INVESTMENT

New legislation Is urgently needed to encourage savings .and investment-
particularly individual investment-to meet the nation's public policy goals. Such
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legislation can and should deal effectively with a number of specific factors which
presently retard investment

Legislative action, particularly in the area of tax policy, can change the diree-
tIon of the U.S. economy. Congress can act to stimulate the private financing for
the enormous investment that is necessary for adequate housing, new energy
sources, communication and transportation facilities and pollution abatement
and control. The following recommendations are respectfully submitted to Im-
prove the tax treatment of investment gains, attract the small Investor Into
equity investment, improve the tax treatment on investment income, eliminate
impediments to investments, and preserve existing capital. In short, the following
recommendations should move more economic decision making into the hands of
individual citizens.
Improved Tax TreatmeW of In stment Gafn

The capital gains tax as premtly written is essentially a transfer tax on the
sale of capital assets. As such, it locks capital into holdings that investors can-
not afford to gbange for tax reasons even though, on the basis of investment rea-
sons, a change is warranted. Current capital gains taxes also ignore that Impact
of inflation and deprive the government of tax revenues that would be realized
if the system encouraged flexibility, diversification, and liquidity. Moreover, by
failing to stimulate the formation of equity capital, the tax code denies busi-
nesses the vital requisite for providing rising levels of employment and produc-
tivity necessary for a strong, viable U.S. economy.

In order to encourage individual investment, we propose the following changes
in the tax treatment of Investment income:

1. adoption of a sliding scale formula that would add to the existing 50/
deduction an additional 2% of the gain for each year a capital asset is held, up
to a maximum deduction of 90% on capital assets held more than 21 years;

2. creation of a three-year carryback of capital losses against capital gains
and a $5,000 capital loss offset against current income; and

3. providing for the deferral of capital gains tax on sale proceeds reinvested
in another capital asset or assets within a thirty-day period.

The sliding scale proposal would free locked-in capital and provide equitable
tax relief for investors whose profits on long-held assets are often largely infla-
tionary and encourage investors to make investment decisions based upon eco-
nomic rather than strictly tax considerations. It would be of special help to the

w elderly, who, faced with a reduction of their capital should they transfer their
assets, are heavily penalized when it becomes necessary or advisable to switch
from higher risk, growth-type to lower risk, income-producing investments.

Rather than reduce Treasury revenues, these proposals should have the overall
effect of generating additional revenue by substantially increasing the rate of
realization of capital gains on appreciated capital assets. --

Permitting an individual investor to carryback capital losses against capital
gains for a three-year period will to an extent parallel the present tax treatment
of corporate investors. Because it frequently results in an immediate refund of
a prior year's taxes, in contrast with a carryforward which merely offers the
prospect of a lesser tax in the future, a carryback recoups funds on a timely
basis relative to the period when the loss occurred. It thus provides both avail-
ability of capital for reinvestment and relief for the taxpayer.

It was for this reason that the tax law was amended to permit corporations a
three-year carryback of capital losses. There would seem to be no reason why
individuals should not be accorded similar treatment.

The proposal to Increase the offset-for any remaining capital losses against
ordinary income from $1,000 to $5,000 in the year of loss should be weighed in
light of the "vintage" of the present $1,000 limitation. It was established in 1942
and, over -more than three decades, inflation has long since rendered It obsolete.
A $5,000 annual limitation recognizes the subsequent impact of inflation, thereby
granting relief to investors who enjoy no capital gains against which to apply
their losses.

A tax deferred rollover, presently embodied in the tax law with respect to
exchanges of property (excluding inventory and stocks and bonds) held for pro-
ductive use in a trade or business or for investment, should also apply to stocks
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and securities. It Is proposed that capital gains tax be deferred upon the rein-
vestment of such proceeds within a thirty-day period into another capital asset.
This procedure would encourage Investment by providing benefits similar to
those now provided for a taxpayer who sells his residence, as well as for an
individual who receives a lump-sum distribution from a pension plan and rein-
vests such funds In an Individual Retirement Account.

The deferred rollover concept recognizes the need to conserve and maintain
capital. Without such a provision, present taxation of gain on the sale of a
capital asset requires the use of a portion of the sales proceeds to pay the tax,
resulting in a reduction of net capital for reinvestment. The mere conversion
of one capital asset into another should not automatically reduce capital. It
would also encourage investment change and diversification and produce a flow
of investment to new enterprise. In so doing this proposal would provide to indi-
viduals a benefit currently available to businesses who "trade-in" or exchange.
certain business assets for other similar business assets.

For elderly investors, the deferred rollover would facilitate a reassembly of
assets to best suit changed circumstances such as retirement when Investors
should be helped to shift from high risk to high income assets without incurring
tax liability.

In the event Congress decides not to act favorably on these proposals, we
strongly urge at a minimum that the current 25% alternative capital gains tax
on the first $50,000 of net long term gains be retained.
Atiaoting the Small It'estor

If national capital requirements over the next decade are to be met, particular
emphasis must be given to attract the malll Investor", that is, the individual
Investor of modest means. We favor this special emphasis for the following
reasons:

1. Individual investing on a nationwide scale provides broad public support
for the system of free enterprise In this country. More, not fewer, Americans
should have a direct ownership stake In the success of that economic system.
This goal is fully consistent with the economic as well as the democratic political
traditions of this nation.

2. Individual investing on a wide scale provides a sound means, perhaps the best
means, for Improving the mobility of capital. Incentives at the corporate level
help existing businesses regardless of their needs whereas providing incentives
directly to individuals permits their investment dollars to flow wherever the needs
and opportunities are most attractive. It is noteworthy that major industrialized
countries enjoy greater growth than the United States all provide more favor-
able capital gains tax treatment than does this country.

3. Individual ownership, if encouraged, will slow the steady, Inexorable trend
toward "institutional ownership". If ownership of our corporations continues to
concentrate in a relatively small handful of giant institutions, our system will
become more like that of Japan or Germany and will have lost one of Its unique
attribute& Economic concentration of this type will have a further negative
Impact on the ability of credit-worthy but smaller companies to meet their
capital needs. A tax system which imposes a greater burden on individual
investors than on Institutions exacerbates this problem.

The SIA has previously endorsed two alternative proposals aimed at attracting
the Investor of modest means. They would

1. permit a taxpayer to exclude $1,000 of caiptal gains per year and a $25,000
lifetime exclusion; and

2. provide a form of tax credit for individuals who invest In equity securities
similar to the tax credit provided corporations for investment in equipment and
machinery.

We are also very pleased that both the Chairman and the Administration
have recognized the need to expand equity ownership and have advanced pro-
posals (Employee Stock Ownership Plan, Broadened Stock Ownership Plan) to
address that need.

We recommend that the design of any such proposal include the following con-
siderations. The plan should be:

1. specifically tailored to the needs of small investors;
2. easily understood, non-trusted, and simple to administer;
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8. free from restrictions in the selection among equity securities;
4. flexible to allow for a shift from one security to another as long as the In-

vestment remains committed for a reasonable period of time.
SIA would also like to point out that we are particularly concerned about

the departure from the capital markets of the young investor. A recent survey
conducted by the New York Stock Exchange revealed that during 1970 and 1975
the median age of stock holders increased by five years, from 48 to 58. This find-
ing reflects the virtual absence from the capital market of the young investor,
and we are particularly hopeful that any plan to broaden stock ownership be
designed to appeal to the young Investor.

The $1,000 annual capital gain exclusion addresses the need for additional
incentives to motivate Investors to participate In capital formation on an on-
going and recurring basis. On the other hand, the $25,000 lifetime exemption
benefits all owners of capital assets, not only holders of equity Investments. In
particular,-tbe lifetime exemption assists individuals such as farmers and small
businessmen who experience relatively few capital transactions.

A tax credit to encourage individual investment should rapidly infuse U.S.
corporations with new equity capital, improve debt to equity ratios and extend
investment rewards to individuals who are unable to Invest directly In equities.
A qualified equity security investment tax credit would provide an Investment
tax credit equal to a percentage of the purchase price of a qualifying equity
security, up to a maximum credit per taxpayer. Mechanically, the proposal paral-
lels the current business tax credit for investment in qualifying machinery and
equipment. More importantly, enactment of such a credit would significantly aid
business In raising the capital necssary to finance the plant and equipment mod-
ernization toward which the business tax credit is directed.

The credit would permit qualified retirement plans and regulated investment
companies to pass Investment, credits through their employee participants or
shareholders. The tax credit also contemplates a ceiling on the amount of credit
resulting from the purchase of the securities of any single issuer. Thus, those
who invest only through intermediaries, including a major portion of the U.S.
work force, would also benefit, while the institutions who service such Individ-
uals would be encouraged to further diversify their portfolio investments.

Congress can encourage investment through improved tax treatment of invest-
ment income--for all investors.
Elimination of the Double Tax, on Dividends

A simple and effective means toward redressing the adverse impact of double
taxation would be to Increase thre dividend exclusion from gross Income of in-
dividuals from $100 to $500. Although this approach would not eliminate the
double tax, it would enhance capital formation by improving the risk/reward
ratio of equity investment compared with other Investments. Masily Implemented
and administered, it would also provide recognition of the fact that In our cur-
rent economic situation, the $100 dividend exclusion, In effect since 1964, no
longer adequately serves the purpose for which it was intended. In fact, the cur-
rent $100 dividend exclusion is no more than token recognition of the inequity of
imposing a double tax burden on corporate profits.

A more equitable and comprehensive alternative to eliminating double taxation
of corporate income would be through permitting individual shareholders to
"gross-up" dividends received in order to deduct as a credit against their per-
sonal income tax a pro rata share of income taxes paid by the Issuing corporation.
Under the "gross-up" procedure, a distributing corporation would notify each
shareholder, perhaps on Form 1009 as with regular dividends, of his pro rata
share of corporate taxes incurred in respect to dividends paid. The taxpayer
would merely be required to reflect these respective amounts as additions to in-
come and as reductions on his Income tax liability.

While advantageous to all shareholders of corporations who pay tax and make
dividend distributions, this alternative may have particular appeal because it
provides proportionately greater benefits to taxpayers In lower income tax
brackets. Furthermore, the "grossup" procedure could be implemented to accom-
modate shareholders of regulated Investment companies, permitting these nu-
merous small investors to participate more favorably in capital and Job forma-
tion. The attached chart, prepared by the-Department of the Treasury, illustrates
how the "gross-up" proposal would work.
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ILLUSTRATIVE COMPUTATION OF 50 PERCENT INDIVIDUAL DIVIDEND GROSS-UP AND CREDIT
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Source: Oflie of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis.

As an alternative, consideration could be given to making dividend distribu-
tions deductible for corporate tax purposes. Correcting double taxation from the
corporate side recognizes that equity capital, like debt capital, represents a cost
of doing business to the corporation and affirms that all costs of capital merit
equal tax treatment.

Congress can encourage investment through improved treatment of investment
income--to attract foreign investment.

A seemingly unobtrusive withholding tax on dividends and Interest of U.S.
securities held by foreign investors is having a negative impact on our capital
markets which could not have been foreseen by the drafters of the original legis-
lation. In effect, by imposing the tax, we are discouraging foreign investors from
buying income securities in the United States. Once the tax is deducted, the divi-
dend or interest yield on U.S. securities becomes too low to I attractive to for-
eign investors as compared with investment alternatives in thir own country or
in the Eurodollar market.

-The effect, then, of the withholding tax is to bar from our capital markets a
large supply of funds that would otherwise help increase the liquidity of our
bond and stock markets, and aid in providing needed capital to fuel the growth
of the American economy. An estimated return flow of $4 to $6 billion dollars
to our capital markets would develop if the withholding tax were eliminated.
With a relatively modest reduction in tax revenues, the U.S. might avail itself
of new capital for U.S. industry amounting to as much as $6 billion, an undis-
putable boost to our capital markets and to the financing of American industry.

We support elimination of the current 80 percent withholding tax on portfolio
investments in the United States of foreign investors because this tax serves to
retard long term foreign investment.

Foreign investors currently favor short-term securities and bank deposits
which are exempt from the withholding tax. Eliminating the withholding tax
could make longer term investments more attractive and improve our balance-
of-payments.

Current withholding taxes on foreign investments are administered in an
uneven fashion due to tax treaties between the United States and various other
nations. Because of such treaties, the withholding tax applies to foreign invest-
ors of some nationalities while others can avoid withholding.

H.R. 10012, as ordered reported by the House Ways and Means Committee,
would have repealed the 80 percent withholding tax on dividends and interest
received from portfolio investments in the U.S. by foreign persons. An amend-
ment removed this provision from the bill. We urge this Committee to reinstate
a provision to eliminate the foreign withhol,!ng tax.
BUmn&aton of Di .ncentive* to Investmen* Coastuaned fa H.R. 10618

Earlier in this statement we discussed the capital requirements necessary to
meet national goals and achieve public policy objectives and examine factors
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which currently retard investment. The legislation passed by the House, HaL
10612, not only fails to address those factors but includes provisions which will
exacerbate the situation by further discouraging Investment. We recommend that
this committee eliminate the following proposals in the House bill which consti-
tute disincentives to investment:

1. Redefinition of the distinction between Investment and speculation through
an extension of the holding period for short term capital assets from 6 to 12
months;

2. Changes in the minimum Income tax which substantially alters the return on
equity investment; and

& Reduction In the limitation on the deduction for non-bn ns Interest.
(aptal Gaim Holidng Period

The Tax Reform Bill of 1975 (H.R. 10612) provides for increasing the holding
period for short-term capital gains from six months to one year. During the
phase-in period, the holding period will be eight months n 1976, ten months In
1977, and one year in 1978 and future years.

The House Committee has concluded that the present six month holding period
Is inappropriately short. In its view that special capital gains treatment should
be provided for long-term gains in recognition of the fact that a gain realized
from the sale of an asset Is attributable to appreciation in value of that asset
over a specific period of time. Presumed speculative gains generated during a
shorter period of time should, in the case of individuals, be taxed at regular rates.
In other words, there should be special tax treatment for gains on assets held
for investment but not on those held for speculative profit. The House Com-
mittee believed that the above reasons for distinguishing between long-term and
short-term capital gains suggest-that the holding period should be one full year.

SIA disagrees. We believe that increasing the required holding period for
investment classification from six months to one year is unwise, particularly as It
related to the purchase and sale of securities. Given the high risks associated
with the cyclical and often volatile nature of the stock markets, holding a secu-
rity for six months should qualify as an investment transaction.

Since speculative trading usually Involves large volume and rapid turnover of
securities based on small price fluctuations, six months is more than sufficient to
tax speculative transactions at ordinary tax rates.

In general, long holding periods result in shutting off the flow of investment
funds. A one year holding period may effectively freeze capital of risk-takers
even after a venture has become sufficiently seasoned to attract the average in-
vestor. In this manner, the amount of capital available for new ventures is re-
duced since the initial risk-taker is locked in for one year.

A one year holding period, under present economic conditions, would seriously
impair the vitality and liquidity of the capital market. Current uncertainty In
the stability of the market makes it imperative that investors be allowed more
flexibility in the handling of their securities.

In fact, a three month holding period might encourage the small Investor to
enter the market place by enhancing the attractiveness of capital investments.
Also, a shorter holding period would strengthen the flexibility, liquidity and will-
ingness of investors to diversity.

At the very least, however, the Senate should reverse the House decision to
change the definition of the Investment holding period to 12 months.
Proposal to Change the Minimum Income Tax for Individuals

The minimum Income tax was enacted in the Tax Reform Act of 1969 to make
sure that at least some minimum tax was paid on tax preference items, Including
capital gains even though, unlike sheltered income, a tax was already applicable.
The mthimum tax was designed to apply to high-income persons who, it was con-
cluded, were not paying their fair share of income taxes. Because It Is believed
that the existing minimum income tax did not adequately accomplish this goal,
the House bill contains a substantial revision of the minimum tax for Individuals
which, unfortunately, will further raise the effective tax rate on capital gains.
We feel that to increase the rate of minimum tax on capital gains Is counter-
productive.

The minimum income tax is Intended to assure the payment of at least some
minimum tax, particularly by wealthy Individuals, by not allowing individuals
to escape at least some tax on certain portions of the economic Income. The min-
imum tax enacted pursuant to the Tax Reform Act of 1969 was directed toward
taxpayers with adjusted gross incomes over $200,000 who paid an average tax on
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economic income of 22% basically by sheltering some portions of the income from
inclusion in taxable income. Taxpayers who realize long-term capital gains do not
circumvent the regular income taxes the system requires them to pay. A tax-
payer with substantial long-term capital gains pays income taxes thereon at a
basic rate of 25%. In many instances capital gains are in fact already subject to
a burdensome double tax. The taxpayer-investor also pays tax on this already
taxed income as the result of the capital gains tax on the appreciation-appre-
ciation which is substantially the result of the accumulation of the retained after
tax earnings of the company. It is clear that the imposition of the minimum tax
on capital gains is an additional tax rather than a minimum tax.

It is, of course, obvious that the realization of long-term capital gains on secu-
rities neither shelters other income nor escapes taxation. Moreover, the imposition
of the minimum tax on long-term capital gain could adversely affect taxpayers
who usually have modest incomes. For example, the withdrawal from an em-
ployer retirement plan by an individual may result in a significant long-term
capital gain. So may the sale by an individual of his residence, where he chooses
not to reinvest the proceeds in another residence. Similarly, a large long-term
capital gain may result where a small business, or the stock of a closely-held
corporation or a farm is sold. The minimum income tax was not intended to
penalize persons in the above circumstances, but it will.

The House bill not only increased the fiat rate of the minimum tax but also, due
to reductions in the exemption and offset for regular taxes paid, further altered
the character of the levy from a minimum to an additive tax. We do not agree
with this philosophy. For all of these reasons, we believe this provision should
be deleted from the bill.
Interest deduction

We believe both the implementation of a limitation on the deductibility for per-
sonal interest and the lowering of the limitation on investment interest to be un-
wile. We are concerned about the philosophy underlying this section of the Bill, as
set forth in the House Ways and Means Committee Report which states as
follows:

"Generally, under present law, items of personal expense are not deductible.
Thus, where indebtedness is incurred to enable an individual to purchaseka home,
a car, or appliances, some would argue that the interest on that indebtedness is
also personal in nature, and should not be deductible.

"The committee believes, however, that certain economic goals, such as home
ownership should be within the reach of as many people as possible and thus the
deduction for personal interest should be continued.

"On the other hand. the committee also believes that interest on borrowing
should not be deductible where the loan proceeds are spent for items of a luxury
nature. In other words, where the loan is used for personal purposes to provide
the taxpayer with a standard of living which is clearly out of the ordinary, a
deduction should not be available for interest paid on the loan" (emphasis added)

In the 200 years since our Nation was founded, we have become the most sue-
cessful and the most prosperous nation in history. A Nation for whom the stand-
ard of living of the vast majority of its citizens is "clearly out of the ordinary" in
comparison to that enjoyed by the people of most every other nation in the world.
This achievement has predominately resulted from the earnest efforts of people
to continue to improve their own individual standard of living-to seek a stand-
ard which in terms of their then standard was, by definition, "clearly out of the
ordinary". In so striving those people succeeded in raising the standard of living
of all our citizens. What was a "luxury item" 10 or 20 years ago; what was "clear-
ly out of the ordinary" 10 or 20 years ago, has become for many not just an obtain-
able goal but an accomplished objective. We are disturbed by the very notion of a
Congressional determination of what is "clearly out of the ordinary". In addition
to our overall concern with the underlying pihilosophy of this section of the Bill
as set forth above, we have the following specific concerns:
1. Proposed Limitation on Deduction for Personal Interest

A. The proposed limitation will substantially raise the effective cost of financ-
ing future purchases for those currently close to the proposed limit. Moreover,
anyone whose interest costs might reasonably be expected to approach the limit
must carefully weigh such future commitments against unforeseen medical ex-
penses which must be financed or some other unexpected event could result in
future disallowance of interest. Finally, inclusion of the limitation must raise in
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the minds of many taxpayers uncertainty as to when the Committee or others will
determine to lower the limitation to say $5,000 to conform to their then current
perception as to a standard of living that is "clearly out of the ordinary".

The provision also has the potential to both provide self-employed individuals
with an unfair advantage over others and to promote business practices detri-
mental to small businesses. For example, a small businessman may have a busi-
ness in which working capital needs are substantially financed by equity capital.
Given a desire to purchase a new home, the provision may cause him to with-
draw capital from the business to reduce the interest otherwise paid on the
mortgage and to borrow within the business to meet working capital require-
ments. This decision, of course, could make the viability of the business somewhat
more precarious in times of economic stress.
S. Proposal to Reduce BEfsting Limitation on Investment Interest

We have previously set forth our views as to the necessity to encourage the
formation of equity capital. In this context, it should be noted that investors
who trade on margin are a significant source of equity investment. They not only
risk their own capital but are willing to increase their risk by transforming the
debt instruments of others into equity investment. The House bill would severely
affect such Investors, including those with moderate investments and incomes.
We, therefore, believe the reduction in the limitation on investment interest
should not be passed for the following reasons:

A. The combination of the limtation on investment and personal interest of
$12,000 is likely to reduce the current limit on investment interest from $25,000
to far below $12,000 and in many instances will serve to completely eliminate
any allowance.

B. The reduction in the limitation will be particularly burdensome when inter-
est rates are high and equity and other investments depressed. Such a reduction is
likely to result in forced liquidation of those investments, in turn further de-
pressing such investments and resulting in the taxpayer realizing losses. The
realization of losses under those circumstances in turn can result in reduced
revenues to the Treasury at a time when revenue intake is already low. It will,
of course, also result in a deferral and ultimate potential loss by the taxpayer-
investor of the deduction for the interest paid.

C. The limitation on investment interest will cause hardship in certain spe-
cific cases. For example, potential "employee investors" in small or closely held
corporations and partnerships who are required to make stibstantial contribu-
tions to capital for participation Incur substantial interest expense. Such inter-
est expense is considered to be investment interest, but results in no offsetting in-
vestment income due to the nature of the trade or business underlying the invest-
ment.
. The limitation on investment interest lacks horizontal equity as illustrated by
the following example:

Taxpayer A Taxpayer B

Personal Interest ........................................... $12,000 12,000
Investment Interet ............................................. 00,000 1001000
Investment Income (dividends) ................................................... 100,000 .......
Sall i... 00
Disallowed Investment Interest carried forward and possibly never used-----------------0 100,000

For all of the above reasons, we strongly urge that the provisions respecting
personal and investment interest be eliminated from the Bill.
Preserving Esting Capital

In addition to the need to stimulate individual investment, SIA recognizes
the need to preserve existing capital. We support the provision in the House bill
which extends the corporate investment tax credit to stimulate expansion and
to increase productivity, and we urge adoption of accelerated depreciation guide-
lines to offset the effect of inflation.

1. Investment Tax 'redit.-The temporary tax credit equal to 10 percent of
an investment in qualifying machinery and equipment, which was enacted to
stimulate corporate expansion, reduce tax restraints on capital spending, encour-
age growth and increase productivity. We endorse the House bill to the extent
it will further these goals. This panel may wish to consider increasing the rate
and/or the duration of the extension.
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NoTE: An investment tax credit assumes sufficient corporate capital surplus
is available for purchase of machinery and equipment. Therefore, the credit is of
little value absent an adequate supply of capital. Accordingly, incentives for
savings and investing, which increase the rate of return on investment and en-
courage participation in corporate ownership, should accompany action on the
investment credit.

2. Ldberalization of Depreciation Guidelftces.--Current guidelines enacted by
Congress to reflect the cost of depreciation and replacement of machinery and
equipment are inadequate to offset the effects of inflation, which overstates real
profit and ignores the cost of replacing assets at inflated prices. Accordingly,
we believe that guidelines which would permit faster depreciation and a shift
from historical to replacement cost in the basis of depreciation accounting should
be considered.

Liberalization of accounting for depreciation would encourage investment and
expansion, permitting U.S. corporations to increase the rate of recapture of
capital expenditures which has been among the slowest of all developed and
industrial nations.

We would like to call the Committee's attention to two additional areas of
concern to our industry which were not considered by the House during its de-
liberations on H.R. 10612: 1) the tax treatment of brokerage commissions, and
2) proposed alteration of the market for state and local government bonds.
Investment Bxpenuea

Commissions paid on the purchases and sales of securities are not deductible
at present. They are treated either as a part of the cost of securities purchases,
or as a deduction from the proceeds received in calculating gains or losses on the
sale of securities. Security commissions should be treated as a separate item of
deduction, just as other non-trade and non-business expenses such as stock
transfer taxes and costs of investment advisory services.

We can find no reason which dictates the existing tax treatment. Actually,
logic and consistency would dictate the proposed treatment since all other
expenses of investment are treated as a deductible item. We believe that the
treatment of commissions as a deductible investment expense is consistent with
an overall program of encouraging greater capital investment.
Proposals Relating to the Municipal Bond Market

The House Ways and Means Committee reported last week HRt. 12774, which
would create an option under which state and local governments which issue
their bonds on a taxable basis would receive a federal interest subsidy. That pro-
posal has evoked mixed reactions from both issuers of state and local govern-
ment securities and municipal bond underwriters and dealers. SIA's Public
Finance Division has done extensive research on the concept of a taxable bond
option and has testified before various Congressional committees on the proposal
on several occasions (most recently before the Ways and Means Committee on
January 21st in testimony delivered by Wallace 0. Sellers). Should this Com-
mittee decide to examine the taxable bond option or other proposals relating to
the municipal bond market, SIA would be eager to provide the Committee with
the results of its study and to work with you in drafting legislation in this area.
concltwion

Enactment of changes in the Tax Code in line with 8IA recommendations will
greatly strengthen the likelihood that we as a Nation can achieve the desired
goals of full employment, environmental restoration and preservation, and greater
energy Independence. These goals simply cannot be realized without substantially
increasing the amount of private capital available for investment. The SIA pro-
posals will significantly shift from the current emphasis in the tax laws which
promotes consumption, discourage savings, and inhibit equity investment to an
emphasis which will further public policy objectives through Increased indi-
vidual savings and investment.

Senator MONDALE. Our next witness is Mr. Thomas L. Chrystie,
senior vice president, Merrill Lynch & Co.

I would remind you of our 10-minute rule. Your full statement will
appear in the record.
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STATEMENT OF THOMAS L. CHRYSTIE, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
MERRILL LYNCH & CO., INC., ACCOMPANIED BY WALTER PERL-
STEIN, TAX COUNSEL, AND JOHN C. RICHARDSON, ATTORNEY,
WITH BROWN, WOOD, IVEY, MITCHELL & PETTY

Mr. CHRYSTI. We share the committee's interest in improving our
tax structure. The overriding objectives of such tax improvements
should no doubt be to proinote a better, stronger, more prosperous
America and to provide more equitable treatment for all taxpayers.
Specifically, in line with these objectives, we see-the need for measures
to stimulate investment, which in turn creates jobs for our labor force
and makes more goods and services available to our consumers.
Clearly, one of the most important ways to attract such much-needed
investment is to encourage investors to commit more of their avail-
able funds. And to accomplish that-in short, to provide the fuel for
increased employment and rising living standards-we feel it is urgent
to ease some of those tax provisions which serve to greatly discourage
investors. -

We at Merrill Lynch deal with over a million individual investors
and thus are continually conscious of their concerns and aims. A great
many of these customers are persons of moderate means. A sample of
the accounts we opened last year shows nearly a quarter of these
new customers had incomes under $15,000 and the median income was
in the $22,000-to-$23,000 range. Most o? these persons have only a
very limited portion of their hard-earned funds available for invest-
ments and are particularly concerned about the tax bite into their
laboriously hatched nest egg. Incidentally, our customer survey statis-
tics are before counting the nearly 300,000 workers who regularly buy
small amounts of stock under payroll deduction plans through us.

Having spent 17 of my 20 years with the Merrill Lynch in the in-
vestment banking area, I am particularly conscious both of the huge
needs for new capital facing us in the years ahead and of the incentives
required to attract capital at a reasonable cost. It's critical to get these
funds to expand and modernize our production facilities Icause only
in that way can we create the needed jobs while keeping inflation under
control, enhancing our competitive status in the world, and meeting
environmental objectives.

Of special importance is that in stimulating the flow of investment
capital we get the benefits of a multiplier effect on the job market.
Most directly, the company which is expanding will provide more
jobs. But in addition, the expansion creates jobs at the capital goods
producer and in the construction industry. And then, as these addi-
tional workers spend their income, jobs are added throughout the
econotay. And aside from the social benefits, the incremental income
should tncreae Treasury revenues far beyond any amount that might
be given up to provide the investment incentives.

All the formal and informal surveys we have conducted over the
years point to capital gains tax relief as the most effective way to
encourage more individual investment. And while I'm certainly aware
of the need for large.-.scale investments by wealthy individuals and
major institutions, y e also need the- cumulative contributions of the

69-440 0 - 76 - pt. 4 - 19
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smaller investor. And it is this smaller investor for whom the capital
gains tax has relatively the most severe impact.

The small investors are especially conscious of the fact that the
Government is their partner in gains, but not in losses; thtit many
of their long-term gains result from inflation; and above all, that
making any change in their investments requires the surrender of part
of the total capital built up over the years. This hits hardest those in
or near retirement who, as a matter of prudence, should now seek out
more conservative, income-type securities but who, to do so, must
surrender part of their income-producing assets.

We feel strongly that these investors should be granted relief, both
as a matter of equity and as an investment stimulant. We feel that
probably the most practical alleviating measure would be a sliding
scale for long-term capital gains, with the effective maximum tax rate
being reduced by, say, 1 percent a year for each year the security
is held up to 20 years. This is similar to the proposal you just heard
from the SIA. This method is structurally simple and would help to
ease several of the most serious complaints. An important consider-
ation also is that, by "unlocking" many investment portfolios, revenue
losses if any, would probably be minor.

In considering tax treatment of capital gains, it is essential to
realize that capital gains are by nature completely different from ordi-
nary types of income. In most cases, the funds being invested are
already taxed once when the investor originally earned the money he
now puts at risk. And the money directly earned by that money-in
interest or dividends--is subject to income tax. But when you tax the
increased value of the investment itself-a gain which often merely
reflects inflation-you take a slice not out of income, but out of the
available pool of capital. And you worsen the odds in the risk-to-
reward relationship so that the would-be investor will be tempted to
divert funds to current pleasures or, at most, to low-risk, straight-
income securities. Yet it is risk-taking equity investments we must en-
courage for America's growth.

And capital gains are threatened with even 'harsher treatment by
H.R. 10612. Some of its provisions turn what was first designed as a.
true minimum tax to secure a reasonable taxpayment from all tax-
payers, into what in effect would be a straight and heavy surtax on
many taxpayers. The heaviest impact would probably fall on those
reporting capital gains, which in numerous cases would become subA
ject to an effective Federal tax rate of 42 percent, plus, of course, any
State or local levies. We are convinced any such measure would be
extremely counterproductive and damaging to America's capital-
raising efforts. ,

At the same time I would like to stress the importance, in building
up our productive capacity, of encouraging foreign investors to help
us to do so. We strongly favor removal of the withholding tax on
interest and dividend payments made to foreigners This would apply-
only to portfolio investments: in short, to those who recognize that
our stock and bond markets offer attractive investment opportunities.
'The United States should drop this tax barrier so that securities of
U.S. corporations can be exported and U.S. dollars -held by foreigners
can be brought back to the United States. Not only should we be eager
to attract these investment funds to strengthen and improve our econ-
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omy; we certainly should not follow policies which would cause thesefunds to be diverted to other countries to build up our competitors.
In summary we believe that tax policies which will encourage both

Americans and foreign investors to put their money to work here will
mean a more prosperous America and, incidentally, help build a bigger
and more reliable tax base. Thank you.

Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much.
Mr. CmYsTIE. I have additionalcomments which I would like to

submit for the record.
Senator MONDALE. They will appear in the record.
Senator Ribcoff?
Senator RIcoFm. I was just curious. You mention that 25 percent of

your new customers had incomes under $15,000 and the median income
was in the $22,000 to $23,000 range.
- What proportion of your business in dollars is based on those cus-
tomers whose income is under $15,000?

Mr. CHRYSTIE. I can't answer it for individuals under $15,000 at the
moment. I will see if we can get you those figures.

Senator RmicoFn. How about $22,000 to $23,000?
Mr. CHiYsTIE. I don't have the breakdown by classes of individuals.

For individuals as a whole it is a substantial portion of our revenue.
Senator RiBicorr. Not individuals as a whole, you are talking about

doing something for the small investor. I was just curious what portion
of the investments in the stock market is attributable to the small in-
vestors you are talking about.

Mr. CHRYSTIE. I don't have those figures with me, Senator, and I
don't know the extent to which they are available. I will try to get some.

[The information referred to is as follows:]
MrRR=L LYiOH & Co. INo.,
New York, N.Y., Apll 20,1976.

Hon. RussmL B. LONG,
Ohafrman, (ommittee on Finance, U.S. Senate,
WVahington, D.C.

DzEs CHMRAN LONG: When I had the privilege of testifying before your Com-
mittee on April 5, Senator Riblcoff referred to my statement that, according to
our sampling, nearly one-quarter of our new customers had incomes under
$15,000 and that median Income was in the $22-to.$23,000 range. The Senator then
asked for certain additional information regarding the importance of such smaller
customers to our business and to the financial markets. -

As I indicated at the-time, I was not certain whether the figures sought by Sena-
tor Ribcoff were available. We do not maintain data relating the income of custo-
mers to their market activity, etc. However, we feel there is other data available
which bears on the points raised by Senator Ribicoff and we submit the attached
supplemental information for Inclusion in the record.

I would also like to make some additional comments which I believe will help
clarify'the issues which so properly concerned the Senator.

Even without precise figures, it is undoubtedly true that large-scale customers
provide a relatively large proportion of our revenues. However, as we have
pointed out, the small investor is entitled to full and fair treatment In his own
right and, in the aggregate, small investors provide Important support to the fi-
nancial structure.

lThis is the point we have tried to stress in our testimony: because of the lim-
Ited funds which moderate-income Americans can afford to invest, they are the
ones who are most discouraged and relatively most severely hurt by taxes that
eat I to their investment capital. That is why, while we are certainly convinced
that Improved capital gains treatment is highly desirable for all types of inves-
tor, priority attention should be given to the needs of the smaller investors.

'Consequently, the recommendations we have made to the Congress In recent
years have been intended to give the principal relief to this group. This was done
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in two ways: first; proposing alleviating steps in those areas which are of pri-
mary interest to small Investors; second, by suggesting possible limitations on
the relief to be granted.

For illustration, may I refer to my April 5 testimony and specifically to the
additional comments I submitted for the record at that time. In Attachment I,
page 14, we noted that, ,"to minimize revenue impact and concentrate the bene-
fits on the group of investors for which it is most needed, [the proposal] could
be structured to limit the amount of gains which could be deferred... or per-
mit only a certain percentage of the gain to be deferred." While the particular
proposal in this instance dealt with tax deferral on portfolio switches, similar
limitations could readily be applied to other potential forms of relief. For in-
stance, it would be possible to place a dollar limit on any los carry-backs that
might be authorized. Another application of this principle could be a modest, in-
flation-correcting adjustment In the current $1,000 annual limitation on writing
off losses.

'Furthermore, the "sliding scale" proposal on which we concentrated because
it seems the simplest way to provide reasonable relief, would, as we noted, be
of particular help to the small investor. For the rate reduction to be meaning-
ful, the security must be held for a substantial period of time, a circumstance
In which the small Investor who makes a few truly long-term investments is
most likely to find himself. The large-scale investor is far more likely to make
periodic changes in at least a large part of his portfolio and to have offsetting
transactions which would dilute the tax impact. Thus, smaller investors are not
only in more dire need of relief but would tend, on a proportionate basis, to
derive more benefit from the suggested changes.

'We at Merrill Lynch have long been known for our willingness to provide
service -to mall investors They are certainly an important part of our business.
We have been instrumental In developing plans which make It easier and more
economical to invest modest amounts. And we have Just succeeded in forcing
an end to the compulsory 12-cent-a-share odd-lot "differential" fee. In these
cases, too, benefits apply to all Investors, but they are most meaningful and eco-
nomically significant to the smaller investors.

To reiterate, moderate-means investors represent a very large number of
people, and their contributions are vital to a healthy American economy. And
while we sincerely believe all Investors merit at least some capital gains tax
relief, priority should be (and readily can be) directed toward those of moderate
means.

Sincerely yours,
THOMAS L. OHaYsTIE,

enor Vioe President.
Enclosures.

"SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION SUBMITTED BY THOMAS L. CHRYsTmz, SENIOR VIcE
PRESIDENT, MERRILL LY.cH & Co., INc.

Merrill Lynch collected the Income data cited In our testimony as part of a
statistical profile of new customers, and respondents were offered anonymity.
Thus we could not track the subsequent degree of market participation of any
particular group of these customers. Nor do we have any specific data to correlate
customer income with the amount of business done or similar criteria.

However, some other data is available to indicate the sizable number of smaller
Investors in America and the Importance of these Investors to the securities mar-
kets and to the nation's economy as a whole.

On a broad scale, dealing not just with new customers but with the total direct
shareowner population, the New York Stock Exchange's 1975 Shareowner Census
shows there are an estimated 28.4 million adult U.S. shareowners (plus another
1.8 million minors). Of the adult shareowners, 8 million people have household
incomes under $15,000 and 16.7 million Investors have Income under $25,000 (see
Table I).

A somewhat different approach which also points up the substantial number of
stock owners among moderate-income Americans Is found In a 1974 Louis Harris &
Associates study on Family Financial Planning. It shows the proportion of people
In each income bracket who own at least some stocks (Table II). As might be
expected, the higher the income, the greater the percentage of people in that
bracket who own stocks. But even so, over one out of four families earning be-
tween $10,000 and $15,000lhold some stock, and the proportion rises to nearly one
out of every two In the $20,000 to $25,000 range
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One other way to gauge the smaller investor's importance is to look at portfolio
sizes. According to the New York Stock Exchange 1975 Census, one half of all
American shareowners have portfolios valued at less than $10,000 and three-
fourths have portfolios under $25,000. As detailed more fully In Table III, the 17.5
million adults whose portfolios are worth less than $25,000 each nonetheless
represent an aggregate stock investment value of $150 billion. According to the
latest Federal Reserve Board figures, total stock holdings of individuals in the
United States amount to $619 billion and bond holdings (including Government
and Municipal securities) to $253 billion. That would indicate that more than one
out of every six investment dollars in the nation is found in portfolios of under
$25,000. Obviously, the massive contribution of the $17.5 million Investors In this
category is vitally important to the financing of American business and their par-
ticipation in the Investment markets should be encouraged.

TABLE I.-SHAREOWNERS IN VARIOUS INCOME BRACKETS

Cumulative totals
Millions of Percent of Shareowners

Income shareowners total (millions) Percent

Under $10,000 ...................................... 3.4 14.6 ...........................
$10, to $15,000 ................................... 4.5 19.4 7.9 34.0
.15,000 to 025,000 ................................... 8.8 37.5 16.7 71.5

125,000to 5 ,000 ................................... 5.4 23.2 22.2 94.8
vor SW0,. ....................................... 1.2 5.2 23.4 100.0

Total ........................................ 23.4 100.0 ............................
Note: Only adult shareowners Included.

Source: New York Stock Exchange, "1975 Shareowner Census."

TABLE H
Extent of shareownership in different income brackets Percent tm

group whiob
Income: owns atooA;

Under $10,000 --------------------------------------------- 12
$10,000 to $15,000 ------------------------------------------- 26
$15,000 to $20,000 ------------------------------------------- 86
$20,000 to $25,000 ------------------------------------------- 48
$25,000 to $35,000 ------------------------------------------- 66
$85,000 to $50,000 ------------------------------------------- 69
Over $50,000 ---------------------------------------------- 81

Source: Louis Harris & Associates, Family Financial Planning, 19774.
TABLE III.-INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO VALUES

Approximate Cumulative
total

Number of value of Billions @f
shareowners portfolio Millions of portfolio

Portfolio size (millions), Percentage (billions) shareownrs Percentage value

Under 1.000 ........... 2.2 9.2 $1.1 ..........................................
$1,00to$2,500. 2.4 10.2 4.2 4.5 19.4 3

,5.to5,000 ... 2.9 12.6 11.1 7.5 32.0 35,000 to $10 .. 4.2 17.8 31.2 11.6 49.8 47.5
$10,000 to $25,000 ....... 5.8 24.9 101.9 17.5 74.7 149.4
Over $25,000 ........... 5.9 24.3 (1) 23.4 100.0 (1)

Total ............. 23.4 100.0 ........................................................

I Not estimated.
Source: Now York Stock Exchange, "1975 Shareowner Census."
Note: Only adult shareowners Included. Portfolio values computations based on midpoint for each size category. No

estimate made for "Over $25,W0" category.
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Mr. Cunrysr. We try to look at the small investor in commenting on
tax legislation but in the basic conduct of our business we try to treat
every investor alike because that money is just as important to the
small investor as it is to any other investor.

Senator RIBICOFF. That is why I have asked the question. I would
much prefer that the argument be made on its merits, and not try to
hide the argument behind what you are doing for the small investor
because that isn't the basic argument you are trying to make; are youI

Mr. Cmy _nsE I agree. I think the point I was trying to make is that
the capital gains tax has fully as great if not greater impact on the in-
vestor who has one or two investments in the mraket and might for
instance have invested in his own company, a growth investment for
years, and when he gets-when he retires he has a transaction which
may result in a 42-percent tax on that transaction in 1 year.

Senator RmicoFF. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you.
Senator Hansen?
Senator HANSEN. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PACKWooD. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MONDALE. You mentioned foreign withholding-withhold-

ing with respect to foreign investments in this country. If an Ameri-
can investor invests, say, in a German company, or a French com-
pany-buys stock in France or Germany-isn't there a withholding
tax on dividends paid to him ?

Mr. Cm ysrE. I have submitted a list of reciprocal treaties. I think
it can vary from country to country, but in many cases it is not with-
held.

Senator MONDALE But that is where there is a reciprocal under-
standing. You are proposing that we remove the withholding require-
ments, are you not?

Mr. CHRYSTIE. To give you an example, Senator, last year and this
year, there are numerous cases of foreign countries and foreign irldus-
trial companies raising capital in the U.S. market and bringing that
capital to their countries to invest. The U.S. company or Government
entities in the United States can't in tprn raise canital by selling debt
securities in Europe, say, because of this withholding tax imposed by
the United States.

Japan is a good example of this where-
Senator MONDALE. What happens if an American wants to buy stock

in Japan?1
Mr. Cinrsrm. He doesn't have any tax withheld by Japan.
Senator MONDALE. Is that because of a reciprocal agreement?
Mr. CHRYsrm. This is because of-Japan has set up no 'barrier to

entities raising money in the United Sttes and bringing it to Japan,
while we have set up a barrier in effect to exporting U.S. securities.

Senator MONDALE. If there are no other questions, thank you very
much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Chrystie follows:]

STATEMENT BY THOMAS L. CHRYSTIE, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, MERRILL LYNCH
& Co., INc.

My name is Thomas L. Chrystie and I am senior vice president of Merrill
Lynch & Co.
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We share the committee's interest in improving our tax structure. The over-
riding objectives of such tar Improvements should no doubt be to promote a
better, stronger, more prosperous America and to provide more equitable treat-
ment for all taxpayers. Specifically, in line, with these objectives, we see the need
for measures to stimulate investment, which in turn creates jobs for our labor
force and makes more goods and services available to our consumers. Clearly,
one of the most important ways to attract such much-needed investment is to
encourage investors to commit more of their available funds. And to accomplish
that-in short, to provide the fuel for increased employment and rising living
standards--we feel it is urgent to ease some of those tax provisions which serve
to greatly discourage investors.

We at Merrill Lynch deal regularly with over a million individual investors
and thus are continually conscious of their concerns and aims. A great many
of these customers are persons of moderate means. A sampling of the accounts
we opened last year shows nearly a quarter of these new customers had incomes
under $15,000 and the median income was in the $22,000 to $23,000 range. Most
of these persons have only a very limited portion of their hard-earned funds
available for investment and are particularly concerned about the potential tax
bite into their laboriously hatched nestegg. Incidentally, our customer survey
statistics are before counting the nearly 300,000 workers who regularly buy
small amount of stock under payroll deduction plans through us.

Having spent 17 of my 20 years with Merrill Lynch in their investment bank-
ing area, I am particularly conscious both of the huge needs for new capital
facing us in the years ahead and of the incentivesrequired to attract that capital
at a reasonable cost. It's critical to get these funds to expand and modernize
our production facilities because only in that way can we create the needed jobs
while keeping inflation under control, enhancing our competitive status in the
world and meeting environmental objectives.

Of special importance is that in stimulating the flow of investment capital we
get the benefits of a multiplier effect on the job market. Most directly, the
company which is expanding will provide more jobs. But in addition, the
expansion creates Jobs at the capital goods produ er and in the construction
industry. And then, as all these additional workers spend their income, jobs
are added throughout the community. And aside from the social benefits, the
incremental Income should increase Treasury revenues far beyond any amount
that might be given up to provide the investment incentives.

All the formal and informal surveys we have conducted over the years point to
capital gains tax relief as the most effective way to encourage more individual
investment. And while I'm certainly aware of the need for large-scale investments
by wealthy individuals and major institutions, we also need the cumulative con-
tributions of the small investor. And it is this smaller investor for whom the
capital gains tax has relatively the most severe impact.

The small investors are especially conscious of the fact that the government
is their partner in gains, but not in losses: that many of their long-term gains
result from inflation: and above all, that making any change in their investments
requires surrender of part of the total capital built up over the years. This hits
hardest those in or near retirement who, as a matter of prudence, should now
seek out more conservative, income-type securities but who, to do so, must sur-
render part of their income-producipg assets.

We feel strongly that these investors should be granted relief, both as a matter
of equity and as an investment stimulant. We feel that probably the most prac-
tical alleviating measure would be a sliding scale for long-term capital gains.
with the effective maximum tax rate being reduced by, say, 1 percent a year for
each year the security is held up to 20 years. This method is structurally simple
and would help to ease several of the most serious complaints. An important
consideration also is that, by "unlocking" many investment portfolios, revenue
losses, if any, would probably be minor.

In considering tax treatment of capital gains it is essential to realize that
capital gains are by nature completely different from ordinary types of income.
In most cases, the funds being invested were already taxed once when the
investor originally earned the money he now puts at risk. And the money directly
earned by that money-in interest or dividends--is subject to income tax. But
when you tax the increased value of the investment Itself--a gain which often
merely reflects Inflation-you take a slice not out of income, but out of the avail-
able pool of capital. And you worsen the odds in the risk-to-reward relationship
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so that the would-be investor will be tempted to divert funds to current pleasures
or, at most, to low-risk, straight-income securities. Yet it is risk-taking equity
investments which we must encourage for America's growth.

And capital gains are threatened with even harsher treatment by H.R. 10612.
Some of its provisions turn what was first designed as a true "minimum tax" to
secure a reasonable tax payment from all taxpayers, into what in effect would be
a straight and heavy surtax on many taxpayers. The heaviest impact would
probably fall on those reporting capital gains, which in numerous cases would
become subject to an effective Federal rate of 42 percent, plus, of course, any
state or local levies. We are convinced any such measure would be extremely
counterproductive and damaging to America's capital raising efforts.

At the same time I should like to stress the importance, in building up our
productive capacity, of encouraging foreign investors to help us do so. We
strongly favor removal of the withholding tax on interest and dividend pay-
ments made to foreigners. This would apply only to portfolio investments--in
short, to those who recognize that our stock and bond markets offer attractive
investment opportunities. The United States should drop this tax barrier so
that securities of U.S. corporations can be exported and U.S. dollars held by
foreigners can be brought back to the United States. Not only should we be
eager to attract these investment funds to strengthen and improve our economy;
we certainly should not follow policies which would cause these funds to be
diverted to other countries to build up our competitors.

In summary, we believe that tax policies which will encourage both Ameri-
cans and foreign investors to put their money to work here will mean a more
prosperous American and, incidentally, help build a bigger aid more reliable
tax 'base.

I. CAPITAL GAINS AND RELATED TAX CHANGES

We submit herewith a fuller explanation of Merrill Lynch's recommendations
for tax changes and the underlying rationale.

It is almost axiomatic that the welfare and prosperity of America, and in-
deed of the world, can be enhanced in a real sense only by stimulating the pro-
duction of goods and services, so there will be more to be shared. To make this
growth possible requires large and continuous flows of additional capital, in
part raised internally by business, in part contributed to business by outside in-
vestors. In both categories, tax policy plays a major role in determining the
availability and use of the needed funds.

While this memorandum is intended to deal with the tax impact on various
types of investment and capital sources, its major concern is with the tax effects
on the individual investor and especially the so-called small investor.
(Jharacterietice of the "emall investor"

At Merrill Lynch, we do not normally use the term "small investor," since we
feel no investments are small or unimportant to the person who makes them.
Therefore, Investment of a small amount should be treated with the same respect
as someone else's substantial commitments of capital.

However, this may be an appropriate distinction for tax purposes. Compared
to large-scale investors, the small investor's investments tend to be relatively
much more important to him in terms of total available capital or income; at
the same time, hfs investment actions are likely to be more irregular and be con-
centrated into fewer occasions. Clearly, he has different investment needs and
attitudes, and he feels the tax impact differently. Thus, while many of the com-
ments and suggestions in this memorandum apply to all types and sizes of
Investors, we have taken special note of tax changes that would be particularly
helpful to the small individual investor. At the same time we believe these
changes would have a minimal effect on overall tax revenues.

The small investor merits attention and encouragement for a number of potent
reasons. First, while each individual's investment may be relatively modest,
in the aggregate this group of investors becomes a very substantial contributor
to the American capital raising process. Further, as in many other areas of
American life, it is socially desirable to have as many people as possible share
in the ownership of American enterprise.

Looking at it from the investor's viewpoint, the primary objetive of an over-
whelming majority of small investors is to build toward personal financial
independence-most frequently, for the specific purpose of accumulating a nest-
egg which will make It easier to live in retirement years without becoming a
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burden to either family or society. This objective obviously deserves a high
national priority, and tax policy should seek to aid rather than deter its attain-
menLt

At Merrill Lynch we handle the accounts of over one million individual in-
vestors, a great many of them in this modest investor class. In addition there
are hundreds of thousands who regularly buy small amounts of stock in the
company for which they work through payroll deduction plans. We feel we
have our finger on the investor's pulse through continuous contact with this
large customer base, supplemented by surveys we have sponsored, and by the
flood of mail we receive (including responses prompted by our ad campaign).
Our readings strongly indicate that capital gains taxation is one of the biggest
extraneous factor in investment decisions--that is a factor apart from straight
Investment merits or he investor's own objectives and means.
T e impact of oapital gain

The general response on capital gains we have received from Investors, espe-
cially those of modest means, breaks down into two complementary parts:

1. They appreciate the present 50 percent long-term gain exemption In the
sense that, without it, they feel they would have little hope of attaining their
basic financial goal of long-term security, and might stop trying to reach It.

2. But, most of these investors feel the present -provisions are inadequate and
more extensive relief is needed, not just as a matter of fairness, but to make it
more feasible to build for long-term goals-and, incidentally, draw more capital
into the Investment stream.

The chief complaints about the present capital gains tax system are:
Gains which are taken and taxed In one year are often the cumulative

result of many years of capital growth. Moreover, much of the supposed
gain merely reflects inflation, and sometimes other extraneous factors as
well.

After the Investor has risked his capital, the GoVernment claims a partner-
ship share if his risk-taking proves successful, but is willing to accept a
share in only a very limited portion of any loss.

Changing investment objectives are penalized because the capital gains
tax acts as a transfer tax; In any switch the investor's available capital
diminished. This in turn means the investment's current income-producing-
capacity is reduced, often Just at the time when the investor's age and
status make it prudent to switch from growth stocks to more income-
oriented issues.

Liquitty encourages new investment
Those concerned with practical effects may ask: How will facilitating port-

folio switches, that is, re-investment of already committed capital, encourage
new investment?

It should first be recognized that increased mobility and liquidity in the
securities market-which Is what relaxation of transfer taxes would accomp-
lish-are beneficial in themselves. They provide a more efficient market, respon-
sive to changing conditions, with capital tending to be channeled to areas where
there is greatest demand.

But the most vital role played by liquidity and mobility is that they provide the
underpinning for a market which can attract capital. A prime factor in drawing
Investment funds into a market is confidence that the investor will be able to
find a buyer when and If he decides to sell. In short, facilitating re-investment
is an effective way of drawing new investment.

Here again, capital gains treatment can have a much greater impact on the
smaller investor. The wealthy individual investor (like the institutions) regu-
larly accumulates funds which he will seek to put to work In some way. On the
other hand, he can afford to channel a goodly share of his funds into special proj-
ects which may be rather Illiquld or have other special characteristics but prom-
ise large long-range payoffs. And as a large-vcnle supplier of capital, he is often
able to treat the tax as just a cost of doing business-a cost which, through its
influence on yields, may at least partially be shifted to the capital user. Finally,
even if he pays the sizable capital gains tax after cashing in on successful proj-
ects, he will still have ample funds for further Investments. ,

Contrast this with the small investor. His funds tend to come from a disciplined
savings procedure. He often deprives himself of some current pleasures in order
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to build for future security. Shatter his faith in that goal, and he will be tempted
to spend now and worry about the future "when we get there." But if be thus
needs more inducement than his wealthy counterpart to become an investor, once
he invests he must concentrate on liquidity since he must be readily able to with-
draw his funds in case of unexpected needs. And for him, any capital lost when
he pays capital gains tax ts apt to represent a permanent and irretrievable shrink-
age of his Invested capital; at best, he can recoup only gradually from growth of
his replacement investment.

To summarize; whereas the wealthy investor Is apt to make investments in any
case, he Is In position to shift his investment strategy to get the most favorable
results under whatever tax laws are in effect. The situation Is reversed for the
Investor of modest means whose Investment objectives and resources tend to ex-
pose him to the full force of taxation-but if he finds this tax impact too severe,
he Is apt to withdraw from the capital market entirely.
The penalties of a transfer tax

It cannot be emphasized too strongly that capital gains tax Is not so much a tax
on real income but rather a levy on capital. For the small investor, this Is equiv-
alent to a levy on his savings. It Is a transfer tax which In effect Imposes a
penalty fee when the Investor changes his mind about an investment, for what-
ever reason. Put another way, It is an additional capital cost which the investor
must bear for changing a previous Investment decision In the hope of improving
the quality of his portfolio, increasing his income or otherwise adjusting his sav-
ings to suit his current requirements, The most upsetting aspect to many a small
investor is that his current income from the Investment would be reduced because
after payment of the capital gains tax he could only invest a smaller amount In
the new security of his choice. Consequently he is reluctant to make a switch
even If it would be wise from every other investment standpoint.

Here are Just three typical situations in which this harsh transfer penalty
discourages people from investment steps which the prudent long-term manage-
ment of their finances would demand:

An employee acquires a fair-sized amount of stock through payroll-pur-
chase plans or an Investor early In his career buys stock in a relatively
little-known company. The companies prosper and the value of their stock
goes up substantially. The holdings of these Investors may be small as far
as the companies are concerned, but they represent a very large proportion
of the Individual's liquid savings. The investors maintain faith In their
companies, but, even so, every rule of prudence dictates that they attempt
to diversify their holdings to some extent. Yet they feel "locked in", and
so take the substantial risk of leaving all their nestegg in one vulnerable
basket. -

An investor made prudent choices of stock In good-quality companies,
and his portfolio has grown nicely. Now, however, he sees change coming
in the Investment status of some of the companies. Yet, he feels he can't
afford to switch to securities of other companies even though they are now
better qualified to meet his investment objective.

The situation most frequently mentioned by our correspondents and
surely the most poignant Is that of the Investor who through the years
wisely selected growth stocks. Now, nearing retirement, he wants to switch
his emphasis to more conservative, income-producing stocks. But because
of the tax bite, switching reduces his amount of invested capital. Thus, he
must forego some of the very income he is switching to obtain.

The typical American will accumulate personal savings during his life meas-
ured only In thousands of dollars, not In hundreds of thousands or millions.
A single capital gain tax of only a few thousand dollarfLcan deprive him of a
substantial part of his lifetime capital gains simply because he wanted to im-
prove the quality of is investments. And because of inflation, it could leave
him with less "real value" than he started with. American savers and investors
should be aided to avoid such burdens.
A practical step: Relating rates to holding period

As perhaps the most practical way to ease some of the problems imposed by
the present capital gains tax system, we strongly recommend establishing a tax
rate which declines the longer a security is held-the so-called sliding scale sys-
tem. We have no firm recommendations on Just what the scale should be. One
suggestion which seems logical Is a one point reduction in the effective tax rate
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for each year of the holding period, up to a maximum of 20 years. (Presumably
this would be accomplished by raising the present long-term exclusion of 50%
by two percentage points a year.)

One structural point Is very important: whatever the scale used, it should
provide for a gradual change in rates at intervals of at least once a year. If, in-
stead, there were to be, say, a 5 percent drop every 5 years, this would induce
bunching of sales at the time the holding period changes and, instead of remov-
ing an impediment to wise investment action, would actually create a new ele-
ment of inflexibility.

The sliding scale system is simple in concept and structure and hence should be
easy to administer. It also helps to meet at least in part many of the most impor-
tant inequities and distortions prevailing under the present tax:

(1) It gives recognition to the length of tihe over which the realir;d gain was
accumulated.

(2) It gives some recognition to the erosion of values by continuous inflation.
While there have been suggestions for some type of inflation "indexing," any
such system would be complex and cumbersome and raise many questions about
what index or indexes would be appropriate. Making some allowance for infla-
tion as part of a flat annual decrease in the tax rate is certainly simpler and
probably at least as equitable as any effort at more precise adjustment.

(8) While investment portfolio changes would still be penalized, the severity
of the "penalty" would usually be reduced. This would be particularly true for
the modest-means, long-range investor since if he had a sizable gain in a stock
which now no longer met his investment objective, it would most often be a stock
in which the gain was built up over a period of years.

(4) When a high tax rate lessens the attractiveness of capital gains relative
to the risks involved, investors are motivted more towards low-risk fixed-income
securities where capital gains are normally not a major factor. Yet it is widely
agreed that what most corporations need is more equity capital. By promising the
long-term holder a lower rate on any capital gain he may attain and thus provid-
ing a more favorable risk/reward ratio, the sliding scale system should also be
helpful in attracting more investments to common stocks.

(5) Since capital gains taxes become collectable only when an investor volun-
tarily undertakes a taxable act, the revenue effect of any changes cannot be
predicted. But by "unblocklng" many portfolios which investors are reluctant to
sell at present tax rates, lowering the rates for these very-long-time holdings
will probably not result in any major revenue losses to the Treasury. It may
actually bring enough frozene" securities into the market to increase the total
tax receipts.

We are under no Illusions about the sliding scale being a panacea which would
solve all or most of the problems associated with the present capital gains
structure. lft has certain unfavorable features of its own, such as continued
restriction on investment mobility, and it provides only limited alleviation of
other tax-created obstacles to smooth investment flow. However, we feel the
practical improvements provided by the sliding scale plan decidedly outweigh
the drawbacks and therefore urge that it be adopted as promptly as possible.

This does not obviate the need to seek further Improvements, including those
in areas where the sliding scale plan will bring partial relief.
Deferral on portfolio switches

It has been brought out above thvt one of the greatest areas of hardship,
especially for the investor of modest means, is the tax imposed when it becomes
desirable to make changes In Ian Investment portfolio. No actual cash is realized,
since the funds (or that portion of the funds which remains available after the
tax is paid) is reinvested.

From the standpoint of investment logic, it should be possible to make such
re-investments on a tax-deferred "rollover" basis, much as it .s possible to defer
the gain realized on the sale of a residence when the proceeds are reinvested
in a new residence. Even closer to the securities investment field, we now have
the examples of Keogh Plans and Individual Retirement Accounts. Under both
these plans, Invested funds remain tax-free until they are disinvested.

Again as noted earlier, a rollover or deferral privilege for ordinary investment
accounts would be particularly Important to the small investor. From his view-
point, the shifting of his Savings from one stock to another is a change of form
rather than substance--his savings are still invested in the "market." His pur-
pose and situation is as unchanged as when he moves his residence or, when he
exchanges one life insurance, endowment or annuity contract for another.
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Consequently, we feel serious study should be undertaken of such a tax plan.
To minimize revenue impact and concentrate the benefits on the group of In-
vestors for which It is most needed, It could be structured to limit the amount
of gains which could be deferred (either on a per annum or lifetime basis) or
permit only a certain percentage of the gain to be deferred.
Treatment of capital losses

A major source of individual investor complaint is the treatment of capital
losses which seems discriminatory not only compared with the way the Indi-
vidual's gains are taxed but also compared to the loss carrybacks avail-
able to corporations. Since the investor is granted only the limited $1,000 offset
against current income, if he suffers any major loss, he must (unless he is fortu-
nate enough to realize an equivalent capital gain) wait patiently for many years
as he gradually writes off the loss at the $1,000-a-year rate.

It would seem simple justice to grant this investor the three-year carryback
privilege accorded to corporations. Such a provision would help ease the natural
human reluctance to realize capital losses and thus would contribute to improved
market liquidity and efficiency. It would also neutralize the influence of tax law
ag a factor which could otherwise induce the investor to risk further losses rather
than to realize those already accrued.

This would seem to be a simple action, worthwhile both from a standpoint of
fairness and economic benefits.

In addition, it might be well to study the possibility of offsetting capital losses
against interest and dividend Income, since these are all aspects of income (or
loss) from invested savings.
New disincentive to capital investment

While, as outlined above, we are convinced that meeting of American invest-
ment needs requires more constructive capital gains treatment, H.I. 10612 as
passed by the House, contains provisions which instead would seriously under-
mine the incentive to invest. It threatens to impose a sharply higher capital gains
tax on many investors, not by directly raising the rate but through the back
door by a drastic alteration of the so-called minimum tax concept.

The minimum tax was instituted because it was found that a number of Amer.
leans paid no or only a minimal income tax for certain years in which they had
relatively high adjusted gross income. While this was accomplished in full com-
pliance with then existing tax laws, it was felt that these high-income recipients
should share at least some of the general tax burden in the future. That was the
basis for a true "minimum tax" requirement. The House bill, however, by elim-
inating offsets and exemptions now in force, would turn this tax from a "min-
imum" levy into a straight surtax on "preference income." And for most affected
taxpayers, the principal preference to be taxed would probably be the 50 percent
portion of long-term gains now excluded from regular taxes. Under the pro-
posed setup, applying the levy to capital gains seems particularly Inap-
propriate since, whereas most "preference" items involve income which would
be exempt from tax except for the "minimum," In capital gains a portion of the
income is already subject to taxation. Put another way, where other "preference"
would be subjected to a 14 percent tax, existing law already taxes these capital
gains at a far higher 25-to-35 percent, making an additional "minimum" a con-
tradiction in terms.

What the House bill would do is eliminate the offset of "minimum" liability
against regular tax paid, thus abrogating the whole "minimum" principle and
subjecting taxpayers who have paid substantial regular taxes to an additional
but clearly'misnamed "minimum" Impost. Further, the $30,000 exemption on pref-
erence income would be completely phased out for anyone whose income reached
$40,000. This would expose many taxpayers to a capital gains tax of'42 percent
(the present 35 percent maximum plus the 14 percent "minimum" surcharge on
the half of the gain that's considered "preference" income), plus possible state
and local levies. To make matters worse, another provision of the bill would
remove part of the "preference" taxpayer's regular earned income from the
50 percent tax ceiling. Thus, if a taxpayer should chose to realize a sizable
capital gain in one year he could expose himself to a higher rate than if he had
no " preference" Income at all. In short, "preference" income would be turned
into "penalty" Income.

Any such measure would be frighteningly damaging to our capital markets
and severely hamper efforts to raise new capital. It would go directly co9ter
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to the clear n for tax treatment that fosters capital formation so that we can
effectively provide Job opportunities, combat inflation and pave the way for
the future growth of the economy. In sum, we share Chairman Long's view
that these and, certain other provisions now in the House bill, by discouraging
investment, would actually cost jobs and result in a net loss of revenues to the
Treasury.

Consequently; we strongly recommend that the Committee, rather than accept-
ing a counterproductive surtax on capital gains, consider a true alternative
tax which would insure that every American pays a fair and reasonable amount
of tax on his income, including tax preference. We believe that this approach
can satisfy the requirements of tax equity without creating serious damage
to the capital markets and the economic needs of the nation.
The problems with interest deduction imitations

These comments on the need for a viable alternative which safeguards the
basic requirements of the economy apply also to another potentially highly coun-
terproductive provision included in the House version of H.R. 10612: namely, a
$12,000 a year ceiling on the amount an individual taxpayer may deduct for per-
sonal interest as well as for investment interest in excess of investment income.
The $12,000 limitation is not only arbitrary but will have a detrimental effect
upon the capital markets. This limitation can have the effect of permanently
disallowing deductions for the acquisition of capital assets with borrowed funds.
Among other.areas which could be substantially affected by this provision
would be-margin account activity on the major stock and commodity exchanges,
with resultant deterioration in the liquidity and economic viability of these
markets.

We recognize that the Congress may want to address itself to the problem pre-
sented by those taxpayers who use the interest deduction to unreasonably reduce
their overall tax liability. But rather than use such an overkill approach, It would
seem that these problems could be adequately handled by such measures as, for
example, classify~g interest deductions in excess of 70 percent of adjusted gross
Income as a tax preference Item.

In short, we recognize the desirability of dealing with certain specific problems
or potential abuses, and are confident that, if carefully approached, this purpose
can be accomplished without erecting new obstacles to capital formation. At the
same time, we urge the necessity of tax revisions which would increase the in-
centives for investment which is so essential to our country's welfare.
Treatment of divdends and the supply of equity oaplti

A dangerously large part of the growth of American manufacturing corpora-
tions since the start of the Sixties has been financed by "deterioration of the bal-
ance sheet," mostly by increases In both bank borrowings and bonded debt in re-
lation to equity. To correct this imbalance of the balance sheet and put corpora-
tions in better shape for sound, Job-buildigg growth, It Is important to build up the
stock side of their capital structure.

This is difficult enough from the strictly financial investment standpoint The
long bear market in which the typical stock lost 75 percent of its value between
1968 and 1974 took its toll. By the second half of 1974 there were virtually no cor-
porations other than a few utilities ready to sell common.

With the stock market improvement, there has come an upsurge in common stock
financing, especially as many companies whose financing efforts had been side-
lined by poor market conditions have shown an eagerness to take advantage of the
more favorable climate. But even with this catch-up factor thrown in, equity fi-
nancing is still below earlier peak levels. And since, unlike the Dow-Jones, the
typical stock has recovered only about one-third of its steep 1968-74 drop, many
managements still find they have to pay a relatively high cost for stock financing
in terms of earnings dilution and divided yields. And for its part, much of the
investing public is still quite selective about the offerings to which it will entrust
its funds and decidedly hesitant about participating In venture capital enterprises.

But in addition to these financial considerations, the tax angle remains strongly
leveraged toward debt rather than equity financing. The reason, of course, is that
interest is a deductible expense to the corporation whereas dividends must be
paid out of-iftetax income and so are twice as costly to the corporation. In
addition, dividends are taxed a second time when they become income to the
stockholder.
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This distinction has a sound historical background. It is obvious that interest
must be treated as a full-fledged business expense. It is a valid legal obligation
that must be met regularly if the company is to remain solvent. Default, and there
won't be any income for either the tax collector or the stockholders.

The status of dividends is quite different. By law, they can only be paid out of
funds the company has earned, which means taxes have already been paid on
them. All that has seemed very logical. Not so logical, and certainly not fair, is
the fact that these dividends are then taxed a second time when they become
income to the stockholder.

While the double taxation raises the issue of fairness, the corporate tax status
of dividends raises the question of practical effect-on a lower level philosoph-
ically but high in impact on economic health. It is generally agreed that too
much debt, because of the very fact that it entails fixed obligations, is unsound,
and yet the tax laws tilt the financing options in that direction.

A logical solution would be to accord dividend payments the same pre-tax
status as interest. The results would free up more corporate cash (because of the
pre-tax distribution) which the company might well use in part for larger divi.
dend payout and in part to finance growth internally. The higher dividends
would make it easier to seel new stock, and since the stockholders would have
higher dividend income, the Treasury would recover a portion of the taxes lost
from the corporate acount.

Such a system would promote both equity investing and equity in dividend
distribution.
Investment credit and depreciation

All suggestions so far cover incentives for investors to contribute capital. An-
other major source for corporate funding is of course within the corporation itself.
We consider it highly worthwhile in the interest of a healthily growing econ-
omy (and thus, in the long run, of increased tax revenues) to assist corporations
in generating funds for increased capital spending. A proven effective method is
the investment tax credit, which we feel should be extended permanently at a
suggested rate of 12 percent.

At the same time, we must recognize that the costs of replacing plants, ma-
chinery and other capital assets are continually rising, and in a highly com-
petitive world technical obsolescence is steadily speeding up. Thus, old fashioned
accounting principles for depreciation and amortization, based on long equip-
ment life and reasonable replacement costs, simply cannot meet the require-
ments of today, and even less so, those of tomorrow. It is important to recog-
nize the fact and liberalize depreciation and amortization allowances.

Ir. ELIMINATION OF U.S. WITHHOLDINO TAX ON INTEREST AND DIVIDENDS PAID- TO
FOREIONERS ON THEIR PORTFOLIO INVESTMENTS

The interests of the United States are best served by encouraging portfolio
investments by foreigners in the securities of American corporations. Our total
needs for capital are immense, and it is only sensible to tap all appropriate
sources. Accordingly, the withholding taxes imposed by the United States on
interest and dividends paid to foreigners are counterproductive. They are an
obstacle to the free flow of foreign portfolio investment to the United States,
because they limit the cash return which foreigners can obtain on fixed-income
and yield-oriented U.S. securities. The taxes range up to a maximum of 80 per-
cer t depending on the foreigner's country of residence.

It should be noted that H.P 10612, as reported by the Ways and Means Com-
mittee last year, repealed the withholding tax on portfolio dividends and inter-
est. However, that provision was struck on the House floor. We regret that action
and hope that, in the interests of the American economy, the provision will be
restored by your committee. The House seemed 4.o be focusing on the direct reve-
nue loss and to be ignoring the large potential benefits from the proposal. Even
from a strictly tax receipt viewpoint, it is most likely that increased foreign
investment resulting from the repeal will produce increased domestic revenues
which would offset any lost withholding tax revenue. Moreover, repeal of the
withholding tax is consistent with the desire to simplify the tax laws; by now,
the withholding provision has become a complex patchwork of legislative and
treaty provisions and is subject to numerous exceptions and qualifications.
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Anticipated benefits
Elimination of these taxes should stimulate significantly increased flows of

foreign long-term capital to the United States. It would :
Help to bring home substantial amounts of the over $100 billion held in

private hands abroad ;
Significantly benefit the U.S. balance of payments;
Facilitate direct borrowings by U.S. companies in the international mar-

kets to finance their activities both at home and abroad;
Increase the flow of foreign funds in the U.S. real estate and building In-

dustries by making such fixed income securities as mortgages and real estate-
oriented equities attractive to foreigners;

Increase foreign investments in U.S. corporate bonds aiid yield-oriented
common and preferred stocks such as those issued by U.S. utility companies;

Tend to reduce interest rates in the United States;
Help to reestablish the United States as an international financial center

by making U.S. investments competitive with the Eurtdollar and Eurobond
markets which are not subject to withholding taxes.

It is important to note that the witholding tax discourages exactly the type of
investment which we want to attract-the portfolio investor primarily interested
in income. As for the takeover operator, not only can the proposed relief be
written so as not to apply to him, the withholding tax is in any case largely
irrelevant to his game plan. The reas, n is he expects his benefits to flow not from
investment income but from a capital gains build-up and/or integration of a U.S.
enterprise into his total scheme ,f operation&
Placnnig oursE'htes at a coinpOtithvc dieadvontage

A useful analogy may be found domestically. in the income taxes imposed by
various states. While states routinely tax nion-residents on wages earned or
income produced from a business carried on within its borders, they carefully
steer away from taxing investment income. For instance, those who work in
New York but live in New Jersey or Connecticut are fully taxeii in New York
earnings. But interest on New York savings accounts are untouched-not because
New York wants to be generous, or doubts its legal prerogative. but because it
knows non-residents would just remove the deposits to a friendlier jurisdiction.
The same, of course, is true of interest and dividends from New York-based
companies. And, in fact, we have just seen how onerous securities transfer taxes
led some brokerage firms to abandon New York and led to legislative ameliora-
tion to forestall wholesale flight.

The lesson is clear, whether locally or internationally: when investments of
non-residents are taxed, investments within that taxing entity are placed at a
competitive disadvantage. It is a disadvantage American enterprises seeking
capital should not be asked to bear. In fact. going a step further, it is a disadvan-
tage American consumers and workers (to whom the burden must inevitably
be pa&ed on through higher costs and fewer job opportunities) should not be
asked to bear.

Indeed, the need to remove this comlptitive disadvantage has been recognized
in the short-term area. Therefore. for the time being at least, the withholding
tax has been removed from foreigners' interest-i'earing bank deposits (including
Certificates of Deposit) or such other short-term investments as commercial
paper and US. Treasry bills. Not only does this discriminate in favor of one
category of American capital seekers at the expense of the others, it favors
quickly-shifting short-ten investments by foreigners at the expense of more
stable, and therefore more desirable. long-terni de4t and equity investments.

The tases
Since the 1930's, the United States has imposed taxes withheld at the source

at a fiat 30 percent rate on gross interest and dividend payments to foreigners.
However, the 30 percent rate has tben reduced or eliminated for residents of a
number of countries. Including many major industrial nations, with which the
United States has double taxation treaties. Attached is a list showing applicable
rates for some of the countries with which the United States has treaties. The
average '.S. withholding tax for residents of these countries is around 15 percent.

However, the United States lacks such treaties with the majority of countries
around the world. Among these are some very substantial sources of funds for
investment in the United States: for example, Hong Kong, most countries of
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Latin America and the Middle East. In view of the history of unsuccessful
attempts to negotiate treaties with many of these countries, it is doubtful that
any significant number would be interested in concluding such agreements in the
foreseeable future.

An Important point is that while the Swiss tax treaty reduces the rate to 15
percent on dividends and 5 percent on Interest, these rates apply only to Swiss
residents. However, when r. non-Swiss resident invests In the United States
through his Swiss account, Switzerland, under the treaty, withholds additional
amounts and remits them to the United States in order to bring the tax paid
by such Investors to the 30 percent rate. And significantly, the vast majority of
funds available in Switzerland for investment in the United States is for the
account of non-Swiss residents.

In many countries, any withholding taxes paid to the United States can be
credited by the foreign nationals against their own domestic tax bills. How-
ever, even in these cases the procedures involved are often cumbersome and
therefore do not facilitate the free flow (f funds to the United States. This is
particularly true in the case of individual foreign investors.

The effect of elivn4nationt
While it is not possible to project an exact dollar figure for the increase In

portfolio investment in the United States which would result from removal of
the taxes, it could well be several billions of dollars over a period of time. For-
eigners already have a strong appetite for U.S. equities. Their net purchases
of U.S. common stocks were $97 million in 1970, $W million in 1971, $2,268
billion in 1972, $2.790 billion in 1973. Like many U.S. investors, they tended to
sit on their hands in 1974 and bought only $540 million net in that year. Then
with the market upswing in 1975, they too returned with a rush and their net
investments for the first eleven months are estimated at $3.8 billion.

This shows that we have already had considerable success in attracting foreign
portfolio investments for some categories of U.S. securities. What is significant
is that, in general, these are stocks which have been bought for their growth
potential. The U.S. capital gains tax does not apply to foreigners. If the with-
holding tax on dividends Is removed, It %111 open the way to greatly increased
flows into another class of U.S. equities--those which appeal to the substantial
numbers of foreigners who are yield oriented. In particular, it would direct the
attention of foreign purchasers at such securities as utility common and pre-
ferred stocks and real estate equities. This could aid industries which are in dire
need of new sources of funds, if their ever increasing capital expenditures are
to be financed at resonable costs.

Investments by foreigners in interest-bewaring debt securities have been mini.
mal. While accurate statistics which would measure these flows are not avail-
able, the closest approximation indicates that net foreign purchases of U.S.
bonds were $347 million in 1970 and $233 million in 1971. In 1972, net sales of $81
million were made and in 1973 they were $17 million. Like everyone else, for-
eigners were more attracted to high-yielding bonds than depressed stocks in
1974, so there was a spurt to $481 million in their bond investments In that year.
But then they again got busy switching out of bonds with net sales in that cate-
gory amounting to $83 million in the first half of 1975.2

The generally low level of bond purchases stems to a considerable degree from
the U.S. withholding tax, since foreigners interested in fixed income dollar invest-
ments can buy Eurodollar bonds which carry no withholding tax, Dollar-denoml.
nated Eurobond sales in the past five years have averaged $2.3 billion. Removal
of the tax on interest would for the first time permit substantial purchases
of U.S. debt securities including corporate straight and convertible bonds as well
as mortgages and government bonds. This will occur even if interest rates in the
United States are somewhat lower than abroad because there is a shortage of
first-class, liquid investments outside the United States.

I These figures are from U.S. balance of payments articles in the Survey of Current
Business (U.S. Department of Commerce), June 1973 and September 1975, Table 6,
Lines 67 and 66 respectively. Both the Treasury and Federal Reserve Monthly Bulletins
give statistics which seem to show substantially higher foreign bond purchases. However,
these statistics include purchases of Eurobonds issued by U.S. companies and T.8. bonds
acquired by international organizations. Since neither of these are subject to U.S. with.
holdtng tax, they are not pertinent to this study.
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Inpltications for U.S. tax polfcy
The effect on U.S. Treasury revenues of the removal of the taxes would be

slighL Total income from these taxes was about $200 million in 1973 (the latest
available year). Of this amount less than $20 million was attributable to the
tax 6n Interest payments, an indicator of the small size of foreign Investment in
interest bearing U.S. securities. It is believed that a substantial part of the
remainder stenis from inter-corporate payments by subsidiaries to their foreign
pmrent companies; a tax on these would be retained if the proposed relief is lim-
ited to portfolio investments. In a larger sense, of course, it is expected that the
added funds which can be drawn to the United States by withholding tax relief
would be put to work so as to generate Americ-an wages and American business
income-and within a reasonable period of time, the taxes on this newly gen-
erated domestic income coutd well exceed the revenues which would have been
realized from the withholdings.

Some have argued that removal of these taxes would discriminate against
American citizens who would, of course, continue to be subject to U.S. income
tax on their debt and equity investments. However, it is a principle of interna-
tional taxation that individuals should be subject to tax in their country of
residence and/or nationality. After all, it is we, not the foreigner's own country,
who are asking him to put his money to work here. And In our turn, we see nothing
wrong in requiring a U.S. resident who owns some foreign stocks to pay U.S.
income tax on dividends he receives. And, as noted earlier, the various states of
the Union apply the same principle in regard to investment by citizens of
sister states.
l'etghing the benefits

In any event, the benefits to be derived for the United States in this time of
monetary upheavals and historically high interest rates far outweigh the cost
oif this tax relief. Moreover, our tax treaties already waive or reduce the with-
holding tax for foreign residents in several countries. Thus, in a sense, this move
would simply eliminate existing discrimination among foreigners from different
countries. In addition, it bears repeating that all foreigners are exempt from the
U.S. capital gains tax. Finall., the United States would join a significant group
(if industrialized countries such as Austria, the Netherlands and the Scandinavian
countries, with which we mut compete for funds and which do not tax interest
paid to non-residents. In addition, Australia, Canada. and Japan have recently
enacted laws exempting Interest on long-term international bonds sold by localcompanies.

Others have argued that removal of the withholding tax would tend to stimu-
late tax evasion by Americans who would send their money abroad to be in-
vested back in the United States. It is highly doubtful that a 15 to 30 percent
withholding tax can be much of an obstacle to tax evasion when compared with
U.S. income tax rates ranging as high as 70 percent. Moreover. the real incen-
tive already exists in that there is no capital gains tax on foreign investment In
the United States. The way to prevent tax evasion, of course, Is through con-
tinued and enhanced enforcement of the law in the United States, improved
reporting requirements by U.S. citizens and through the exchange of information
with tax authorities of other countries which is huit iito U.S. tax treaties. In
addition, it should be possible to draft the withholding tax elimination legislation
so that the Secretary of the Treasury would have discretion, after a reasonable
period, to reapply the taxes in respect to those countries which are unwilling to
exchange tax information with the United States.

It is also argued that the United States would reduce its ability to negotiate
future double taxation treaties because unilateral relinquishment of the right
to withhold these taxes would reduce its leverage to exact similar concesions
from the other countries. However, the United States already has treaties with
most industrialized countries who are interested in such mutual arrangements.
Others. especially developing countries, with whom the United States generally
does not have treaties, are unwilling for economic and political reasons to
diminish their ability to tax dividends and interest paid to investors abroad;
they feel this would lead to additional profits remitted abroad. Thus the United
States would seem to have little leverage in negotiating this issue in any case.

In summary, this simply is not a question of trying to accmmodate or grant
favors to other countries and their citizens. The foreign money is wanted for
the benefit of the American economy. In real terms, the tax we impose on the
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ilmported money is not lorne by the foreign investor but is simply tuned Into
an added cost of capital raising for American business, And if this added rost
makes us less competitive In seeking International funds, it does not Just menii
there is less capital which can be used to build up the American economy. It
mevns that the funds scared off from U.S. shores will be invested Instead to
build up our foreign competitors. How much better to make the foreign fund-,
wel ome here.

SELECTED TAX TREATIES IN EFFECT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES
AS OF APRIL 137S

[in pet canti

Gena& rate of U.S. tit
wthholdina at source

Covgety Dividends Ia*-eest

Au ralias ......... ... . ... ...... ........... is 30
A stria (exieit mOtple 0tl) ........... 15 0

albaft ......................... .... IS 30Ml lpvm ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ .. .. . .. is is
Canada ................. . ... .. Is IsCOdlin, Re jij icof----.... .. .. .. .. . . ... .. .. .. .. . . ... .. .. .. .. 1 15CnDma' ...K.. ................ .................. ... ..... 15 0

Finland .................. ..................................... 0
France . 15 10
Germany, F Odte Republif of Is.. . . . .. 15 0
Greece ................... 30 0
Ireland --------------------- -- 15 0
Italy, ................. ......... ......... ... . .. . . . . . . ..... 15 30
Jamaica ... . - - - - - - - --........................ 15 30
Japan ...................................- ... .... . ............ -15 10Luxemnourg ..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --......... is 0
Malawi .............. IS 0
NethelitmdS - - - - - ...... .......... 1-------- 15 0

t rto s ti - -- -.................... .... .............. ------- - - - 15 0
New Zealand ........... -..-...... .. ..... ...... . .. . ..... . . ...... is 30
Nigeria ............. ...... 15 30
Norway ........----------------------------....... -- 15, 0
Rwanda .................. . . ... ................ . .... .. .... . .. ...... - -- 15
Sierra Leone .......... ....-......... ... ....... .. .. ..... ....... . 15 30
Sweden- . ..... ..... .... . ..... .. ........ is 0
Switzerland., .-.....-............... .... .. . . ....... .......... ... Is 5
Trinidad and to o ............. ............ ..... ...................... Is 30
Zambia.. - 0................... is 0
United Kinnom .... ...... .. 15 0South Rho esta (as Untei K, n~dow c, o a ). . . . ............. .... .----- - --- - 5 0

Other United Kinlom colonies ................... 1............. ........ 5 30
Aden, Antiqua. British Honduras, Dominica. Fallmnd Islands, Gambia, Grenada Monteret, (St. Christopher, Nevis

and Aniuila Federation), St. Licia, St. Vin.ent, ;eycheUes, United Kingdon Vffir Islands.

III. ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF TAX REFORM LEGISLATION

At a time when the total unemployment rate is still in excess of 7 percent,
and the Bureau of Labor Statistics reports total unemployment of more than
7.5 million people, it is tempting to seek tax changes directed toward stimulating
incomes and spending. The idea is that as demand for goods and services ex-
piand. new jobs would be created. In our opinion, however, such an effort to
solve the job problem through spending stimulation would be a short-sightid
approa('h which wfore ling would prove self-defeating.

By virtually everyone's calculations, in 1973 U.S. industry was fully utilizing
its physical plant and machinery facilities. Yet, nearly five million people were
,til classified in government statistics as unemployed and the total unemploy-
iment rate was only slightly below 5 percent throughout the year. Thus it appears
that the U.S. economy reached its physical productive limits before its human
resources were fully utilized. The ramifications In terms of shortages, retarded
growth, and double-digit Inflation are well known. Our estimates suggest that
we could again reach capacity limits within the next couple of years. To prevent
this, proper steps should be taken so that businesses have the Incentive to 'x-
pond their physical facilities and also have access to capital markets for the
necessary funds.

Not only would ,quch an approach create Jobs of a more permanent nature,
but it would also help the nation to avoid future inflationary pressures.
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-,u tk in cropoymcft mullspled
1irt. inefpped-up spetiding for capital gods I means xtepped-up employment." .. ffe'ts tn ioynwnt are far reachiTg. They entail a phenomenon basic to

4-1',,mic growth, the multiplier. The initial step in the niultiplier mechanism v'on-
(i' f1! fostering hitherto nonwxistent final demand for the products of any par-

Siar sector. The increase in that sector's employment and income will, in turn,
- ptwad demaud Mnd employment throughout other sectors, and this continlues
Sbalti reaction titMlO.

I a tie (-intext of the latest recession a subtle yet not unimportant point is
,rth voting. V'uder one set of policies, increases in final demand could be gen-

-rated by itwreem-d Ineowe support payments. This would lead to a multiplier
,.f-let with niw-reased employment and Income in eonsumer-goods sectors. On the
-. etr baand. irt-taed demand voul als, be induced by increasing industry's

,*ntlive" o invest thr ough liberalized tux pxiliciex. In this last case the "first
.i-r" eff*-t, %%tiud lw felt ii investment gotxl; sector . ', alultiplier effect

,,..*4 then ;mceed to exi~iud inicomle and eniployinent ol , .,-r sectors of the
'-Aomy twoth k)JliStller guds atid investment g(ods.
Ti"~ 1' preseiptionx for expanding aggregate demand, however, have quite

"liffereut im4piiations. In the first case (i.e. fhial consurner demand being in-
-rmsed) tine Increases in, say, welfare pIymeats wilt likely be regarded as

iewporary. Producers of consumer g(ods would therefore expand emplo.yment
and production to meet the added near-term demand but may hesitate to expand
their productive capacity to any great extent. In time, capacity limits could be
reached. In the second case (i.e. final Investment demand being increased through
incentives to investment) all the beneflfial effects on employment still take place.
Indeed, It could cogently be argued terat employment in lnveetient-related
industries will reflect increase In demand more drainatically. The reason is that
consumer goods industries are much less cyclical and therefore have suffered
less unemployment problems than, say, the particularly unfortunate construction
Industry where unemployment stood at 15.4% In January 1976.

Not ,,nly would investment incentiveN lead to both a multiplier effect through
increased final demand and an attack on the unemployment problem on those
fronts where it has claimed the highest easualtles, bt-and this Is at leint as
important-it would lay the groundti for increased production and real iticnne
later on.
Productivity increased by -int-cstent

Furthermore, investment spending increases worker productivity and therefore
the living standards of everyone. Although an increase in productivity Is often
associated with forcing tople to work harder, history documents that this
country has achieved annual increases in productivity for many years while the
average work week was declining. This was achieved largely through capital
formation and Increased investment in the tools of production.

Each worker today has a much greater amount of capital equipment tW aug-
ment his labors. The increase in the stock of equipment on hand, of course,
came about through the efforts of business management and Investors andu
through business cash flow. iovever. after adjuting for the effect of inflation
and making allowances for mandatory pollution abatement expenditures, the
capital spending figures reveal a serious long-term decline in reel new invest-
ment in productive facilities, especially In manufacturing areas. Declines in such
real spending can be accomplished by a deterioration in the quality of the equip-
ment on hand to do the job.

Although tax changes do not necessarily show up in spending Immediately
(business plans are usually maid well ahead of time), they actively influence
business strategy. The evidence, as we see it, makes a very clear case for a1 tax
policy that encourages Inveetment.

Financing requires capital arailability
Once businesses have the incentive to expand their stock of plant and equip-

ment, they must of course be assured of reasonable access to financial markets
so they can fund the needed expenditures.

There have been several recent studies projecting future capital shortages. A
typical approach of these studies lias been to make various assumptions about
demand patterns in future years, calculate the capital stock necessary to satlmfy
that demand, and then throw up one's hands In despair because of the sizuble
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number of dollars needed. While some valuable Insights may come from that
type of analysis, we believe it hides the real capital adequacy problem--4hat of
the priority mix In the use of savings.

Consumers and businesses are savers as well as users of those savings. For
the past fifteen years, however, the government sector has run sizable deficits
and as a result has been a major borrower of privately generated savings. In
every year from 1960 to 1974 no less than 5 percent of the funds raised in credit
markets went to various governmental units, and that percentage has more often
been above 15 percent. This is not what John Maynard Keynes had In mind when
lie advocated government actf ity in order to assure that the flow of savings was
always returned to the spending stream. In only one of those years did the un-
employment rate average over 6 percent and In seven of them it was below 5
percent. And that Is hardly enough of an unemployment problem to justify the
massive incursion that government has made into the nation's credit markets.

Te concern that was expressed so often in early 1975 over "crowding out"
by Federal borrowing was valid as an expression of a serious potential threat, but
the timing factor may ;jot have been properly apprehended. Federal Govern-
ment borrowing (including agencies) totaled more than 52 percent of all funds
raised in 1975, but even so, short-term interest rates generally declined through-
out the year. Therefore, little argument can be made that crowding out oc-
curred during that depressed period.

However, some crowding out appears to have taken place in the expansion years
of the past decade or so. Heeding the lessons of the past and the studies of future
requirements we must guard against governmental pre-emption of an excessive
share of available Investment funds if a capital shortage is to be avoided over
the coming years.

A second problem, and one that Is a little more difficult to clearly Identify, Is
related to the higher taxes that follow excessive government spending. While
no one really knows precisely what level of taxation seriously reduces the motiva-
tion to seek higher incomes, It is obvious that such effects are growing and
spreading.

As these higher taxes reduce incentives to work for higher incomes and profits,
they particularly start to reduce that part of the income stream which is the
uajor source of new savings. In the long run, these reduced income streams

would reduce the need for capital expansion because of a long-term slowdown
in total demand. But in the short run, the effect would he to reduce the supply of
savings, thereby contributing to the capital shortage problem.

The third, and perhaps most important problem, arising from rapidly grow-
Ing government expenditures, is upward pressure on prices. As the growth in
tax collections lags behind the growth in spending-the u-sual political tendency-
the Federal Reserve is often forced to finance part of the resulting deficit through
excessive monetary creation. And rapid growth in the money supply i generally
related to higher rates of inflation.

Between 19-0 and 1965. annual changes in government spending stayed in the
0 to 8 percent range, money supply changes were only 2 to 3 percent per year
and inflation rates averaged 2 percent or less earn year. However, In the next ten
years government spending changes jumped to 10 to 12 percent per year and the
money supply and prices grew at rates that were double and triple those of
earlier yfars.

Higher inflation rates foster capital shortages in several ways. First, because
of the higher inflationary premium, interest rates rise to higher levels. And
the resulting inflationary psychology can lead to anticipatory borrowing before
interest rates rise even further, and anticipatory buying before prices jump
still higher. Thus, the savings flow is lowered while the demand for borrowed
funds is raised, creating an artifichl1 capital shortage in the financial markets.

Second, inflation can alo distort the apparent size of savings flows. For ex-
ample, with higher inflation rates, corporate cash flow is larger in dollar terms;
however, this higher cash flow is swallowed up by inventory needs. Further-'
more, depreciation charges do not cover replacement costs of plant and equip-
ment in a period of rising prices. Thus, real needs are greater than they appear
while .he supply of funds is smaller.

Thirci. the use of the available stock of financial capital Is also changed during
Inflationary times. Investors are reluctant to channel funds to the equity or
long-term bond markets, preferring instead to purchase short-term debt In-
struments in order to avoid loss of principal due to rising interest rates. As a
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consequence, the sources of permanent capital needed by businesses are unavail-
able as funds move to the short-term markets--where most government borrow-
ing is done.

Fourth, some major users of capital are industries that are regulated by the
government. In an inflationary environment, typical regulatory lag often results
in a below-market return on investment while the borrowers must acquire their
funds in a market where interest rates are determined in an atmosphere of
relatively free enterprise. This makes for a fundamental contradiction between
a suppressed return on capital and the presumed requirement of raising their
capital In free markets.

In short, while unchecked growth in government spending may manifest
itself in a capital shortage, the biggest problem is a constant erosion of pur-
chasing power and the continuing encroachment of government on private-
sector resources.
Equity capital necessary to tong-term growth

Fi'lnally. Wei* must be taken to help U.S. busluesoes improve the condition of
their balance Wieet. One of the more important changes would reinuve the exist-
ing bias in favor of debt rather than equity financing.

During the past ten years, U.S. nonfinancial corporations have gone heavily
into debt. Of the total funds raised In the last decade, debt accounted for 87 per-
cent with bonds alone representing 35 percent. Equities contributed only 13 ier-
cent to business external financing. Reasons for this reliance on debt include:
(1) the fact that interest payments are deductible from income taxes while divi-
dends are not, and (2) the difficulty in raising funds in equity markets.

The following table spells out the historical funding:

FUNDS RAISED, PRIVATE DOMESTIC NONFINANCAAL CORPORATIONS

[in bilhons of dollars

Debt

Total raised Equties Total Bains

1965------------------ -..... 204. ............ 20.4 5.4
1966 .-- _ _ 25.3 1.3 24.0 10 2
1967 k9. 6 2.4 27.2 14. 7
196 - - ----.......... 31.5 - .2 31.7 12.9
19 9 ...... ....... . . . . . . . . . 3e 9 3.4 35 5 12.0
1970---------------------------------- ------ 39.5 5. 7 33.8 19.8
1971. ---------------------------------------- 46 8 11.4 35.4 18.8
1972 ........................................ 55.3 10.9 44.4 12.2
1973- .......................--------------- 67.1 7,4 59.7 9.2
1974 ------------------------------------------ 77 1 4.1 73.0 j9 7
1975_ ---------------------------------------- 34 2 9.5 24,6 27.0

Source- Federal Reserve i oard flow o* funds.

One result of this heavy indebtedness has been a sharp long-term decline In
corporate liquidity as shown In the following table. This situation is restricting
new investment in productive facilities.

CORPORATE BUSINESS SELECTED LIQUIDITY RATIOS

[in pe cotj

Quick Current Quick Cvnet
End of perod rat.o I ratio End of period ratio i ratio s

1965 ...................... 35.0 120.7 3 ..................... 17.6 100.$
1970 ...................... 21.7 103.3 4 ..................... 19.0 96.9
1971 ...................... 23.4 106.2 1975: Quarter:
1972 ...................... 21.7 105.7 1 ..................... 18.9 99.8
1973 ...................... 18.7 101.6 2 ..................... . 20. 7 104.0
1974: quarter: 3 ..................... 20.6 103.8

1 ..................... 18.0 107.8 4 ..................... 22.7 103.4
2 ..................... 18.1 102.7

I Cash assets!current l4blities.

I Current assets (excluding inventwies)'current habities.
Source: Federal Reserve Board flow of funds.
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The erosion of corporate liquidity in the post-World War II period, especially
during the past decade, can be attributed in part to the tax provisions that make
interest an expensable item, while dividends cannot be expensed. This quirk in tax
treatment has resulted lb corporate treasurers increasingly using debt financing
instead of equity. Unless the bias against equity financing is overcome, corporate
liquidity could be stretched beyond the point of repair, thus Jeopardizing the
viability of all capital markets. The expensing of dividends out of pre-tax
earnings is long overdue and is necessary if equities are to be on equal footing
with debt instruments in financing future capital expenditures. Just as Interest
is viewed as a necessary business expense to pay for corporate debt. dividends
should be viewed as a necessary expense in attracting equity participation
on the part of investors. A related result of heavy indebtedness is increased finan-
cial instability and uncertainty during recession. Debt for leveraging purposes is
hlpful in accelerating economic growth. However, in times of recession, debt-
ridden companies find themselves with heavy interest and principal payments in
the face of declining income. This problem does not occur with equity financing.

The use of debt financing has also been caused by relatively low values of equity
securitles and the narrowing of the investor base in those markets. The following
table Illustrates the pullback of individual investors from equity purchases:

INDIVIDUALS' HOLDINGS OF EQUITY SECURITIES

[in billo s of dollars)

Total holdings (market value)

Net purchams CorWrate shares Mutual food shares
Corporate Mutual fund Year-to year Year.to-yer

shares shares Amount chanp Amount change

1960 ................... -1.9 -1.4 37!.0 -7.9 17.0 1.2
1961 ................... -1. 1 2.1 27.9 99.9 22.9 5.8
1962 ................... -3.1 1.7 416.6 -62.3 21.3 -1.6
1963 ................... -4.3 1.4 4 . 3 72.7 25.2 3.9
1964 .................. -2.7 2.0 5.36.9 47.6 29.1 3.9
1965 ................... -5 4 3.2 602.2 65.3 35.2 6.1
1966 ................... -4.6 3.7 542.1 -60.2 34.8 -. 4
1967 --------------- -7.3 3.0 68L 0 16. 9 .7 9.9
1968 .................. -12.3 511 812.4 123 4 52.7 8.0
1m ................... -3.6 4 701.7 -110.7 4.3 -4,4
1970 ................... -4 4 2.6 685.9 -15.7 47,6 -. 7
1971 ................... -6 5 1.1 777.0 91.1 56.7 9.1
1972 .................. -4.7 -. 7 99. 3 122.2 59.8 3.1
1973 .................. -6 5 -1.6 697.9 -201.4 46.5 -13.3
1974 ................. -2.0 1.0 487.4 -210.5 35.8 -10.7
1975 ................... -2.5 1.5 () (I (I) ()

I Not available.

Source: Federal Reserve Board, flow of funds.

Although individuals' total holdings of equity have risen over the years with
stock market values, these investors have been net sellers of stock since the late
1950s. This is all the more significant oecaiwe this investor category contains
trust accounts. foundations, and other nonprofit organizations. Some of the slack
has of course ten picked up by pension funds and other institutional inveptors.
lint lilberalization of tax laws, especially concerning capital gains. could help
bring individuals back to the stock market. Raising equity capital would be
greatly facilitated in such an environment.

In summary, the existing tax structure has contributed to overreliance of
Iusines on debst capital. This decreases corporate liquidity and flexibility and
leaves business more vulnerable in times of recession. The economy as a whole
would benefit from a healthier atmosphere for raising equity capital. This would
ie enhanced by removing the double taxation of dividends and liberalizing capital
guis taxes.

Senator MO'D'ALEX. Our next witness is John H. Filer, chairman of
Aetna Life & Casualty Co.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN H. FILER, CHAIRMAN, AETNA LIFE & CAS-
UALTY CO., ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN I. CREEDON, SENIOR VICE
PRESIDENT AND GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE METROPOLITAN
LIFE INSURANCE CO.; AND MORTIMER CAPLIN OF THE FIRM,
CAPLIN & DRYSDALE

Mr. FLER. Mr. Chairman, I am John Filer, and I am chairman of
the Aetna Life & Casualty Co. of lhart ford, Conn.

I am speaking today oh behalf of the Aetna and 11 other life insur-
atnce companies, large and small, stock and mutual, which with their
affiliates also write a variety of other kinds of insurance.

With me today is John c"reedon, senior vice president and general
counsel of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., and on my left., Morti-
ner Caplin of the firm Caplin & Drysdale,. a Washington law firm.

I will summarize our |xit.ion very briefly and ask that our written
st atement 1e made a Izart of the record.

senatoror MoVDALE. Very well.
Mr. FiLrR. We are supporting an amendment to the Code to repeal

thle present rule which events life insurance coml)anies from joining
in consolidated tax returns with their property-casualty h~suralice
affiliates or other corporate affiliates.

We believe this amendment, which is reflected in S. 2985 and I[.R.
121a2,6, is necessary for two reasons, (a) lxw.ause it is sound tax policy
which will correct the discrimination that has existed for 18 yeans
after the historical reasons for it have disappeared, and (b). because
it is sound public policy, which will hell) to mitigate the serious social
and economic problems which now plague the insurance industry as
well as the public.

First with respect to the tax policy issues: Permitting corporations
with common ownership to file consolidated returns is t ie general rule
in our tax system. Thus, this legislation would not give any special
treatment to life insurance companies. It would give them the sane
treatanent which is available to virtually every other corporation in
the country. Furtherluore. consolidat ionl recognizes business realities.
As stated by this committee as long ago as l9's. and I (quote: "'lle
principle of taxing as a business unit what in reality is a busille un1it
is sound and equitable and convenient both for the taxpayer and to the
Governnent.

Prior to 1958, life insurance companies were taxed solely on invest-
ment income, excluding capital gains, and this l)recluded consolidation
of life companies with nonlife companies since the latter were gener-
ally taxed on a total income basis.

The 1959 Life Insurance Company Taxation Act adopted a total-
income approach for life company taxation and. therefore,. it is now
feasible to consolidate life and nonlife companies. but it is not per-
nitted under specific provisions of the present Internal Revenue ('ode.

The principal advantage of consolidation, of course, is that it allows
current losses of one affiliate to be offset against profits of another.
This offset is now permitted for a broad variety" of corporations whicl.
like life insurers, are subject to specialized tax provisions. Thus, other
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types of corporations can consolidate with their property-casualty
affiliate and it makes no sense to preclude a life insurance company
from doing so as well.

State statutes normally require separate coi orations for life and
property-casualty operations. So, although forced to incorporat'
separatelv, these companies actually function as a single business u:iitt
being under common ownership and control. They are separate cor-
porately to protect the policyholders from risks of different types of
business. But in many instances they report their financial results as
a single consolidated unit, are served by many of the same agents, and
use the same actuarial, accounting and claims support. Investment
management and overall executive direction are also centralized. So
it is clear that an integrated group such as this is a single business
unit and should be permitted to be taxed under the normal consoli-
dated return rules.

Turning from tax policy to public policy, it seems to us that the
public has a clear stake in this measure.

The insurance industry today is facing a very real capacity shortage
in the property-casualty area.'Rising claim co.ts. largely tie product
of inflationary pressures and increased claims-consciousness, have cre-
ated severe problems. For the past 2 years most property casualty com-
panies'have incurred substantial losses with resulting reductions of
surplus. In fact, the prospect of insolvency exists for some companies.
In any event, the industry as a whole is in a weakened capital position
compared to just a few years ago.

More and more the public has come to believe that. insurance is one
of its basic rights and indeed insurance is often a noce4,sity. Our ability
to serve these insurance needs is the greatest sineale problem facing the
casualty-property insurance business today. The capacity of a corn-
pany' to write insurance depends directly on its surplus. As claims costs
have risen faster than premium income increases, surpluses have di-
minished and therefore so has canacitv.

Because of this capacity cri-zis. insurers aiv not now fully able to
serve the needs of the country for insurance coverage. They must con-
trol their premium volmne, they must be more stringent in their under-
writing, they must insist on higher deductibles and they must write
shorter term policies, and this is in fact what. they are doing.

Permitting consolidated returns by the companRies will not in and of
itself solve the capacity problem but it will help substantially. The
tax savings resulting from any loss would accrue directly to the prop-
ertv-casualtv companies with'a favorable impact on their capacity.

It. seems to us there are other public benefits as well. First of all in
the area of innovation and competition. our changing economy is gen-
erating new demands for insurance coverage. Fairly recent examples
are fiduciary liability coverage under the requirements of ERISA,
municipal bond guai'antee insurance, some forms of crop insurance
and others. It is crucial that our private system respond to needs such
as these. By assuring that the losses from the introduction of new
insurance products will be promptly recognized like those of any other
new business venture, consolidation will help make possible the capac-
ity and creativity we need from the industry.

Finally, there is the area of investment stability; the property-
casualty insurance business is a cyclical one alternating between profits
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and losses. The fact that consolidation is barred in the industry today
leads to undesirable short-term swings in investment policy. One exam-
l)1e is t he switch from stocks to taxable bonds. Also State and municipal
Ib)nds become less attractive, which operates to the detriment of Gov-
ernment entities in need of financing. The amendment would make pos-
sible a more consistent investment policy and help maintain more
stable capital markets, a goal desired by both private and govern-
mental borrowers.

While the impact of the bar to consolidation on the casualty indus-
try is the problem that we face today, the issue is a general and con-
tinuing one. In other conceivable circumstances, such as a significant
unfavorable shift in mortality, due for example to a serious epidemic or
disaster, it would well be the life insurance companies, not the cas-
ualty companies that are hampered by the ban on consolidation. We
are not looking for short-term tax advantage but a long-term solution
to problems.

In summary. it seems to us the bill corrects a tax inequity; simul-
taneously it helps to alleviate a serious social and economic problem.
Such a combination is rare. We deeply hope for your favorable action
this vear.

Senator MoN,) Ai.. Thank you very much.
Senator Ribicoff?
Senator RIuCOFF. Mr. Chairman, first I would like to point out that

not only is Mr. Filer an outstanding insurance executive, but without
questions one of the most. public-spirited men in the State of Connect-
icut, and I am delighted to see you here with your colleagues, Mr.
Filer.

I arm just curious, what other business corporations with common
ownership in the United States are prevented from filing consolidated
tax returns? I don't recall any-

Mr. CPrm.Ix. Senator, I am Mortimer Caplin, representing with
otir firm. Mr. Filer. and the a(l hoc group of insurance companies.

Consolidation is the norm. Only a handful of corporations are not
permitted to consolidate. They are essentially tax-exempt organiza-
tions. For example. tax-exempt organizations, per se, are not permitted
to consolidate; a foreign corporation which is generally not subject.
to U.S. tax is not permitted to consolidate; nor are real estate invest-
ment trusts which are essentially nontaxable.

And )ISC corporations, b;cauise again they are essentially non-
taxable, cannot consolidate with the rest.

But aside from them, you have very disparate companies wlirh are
permitted to consolidate. For example, a cooperative could consolidate.
A Western Hemisphere trading corporation, which is not categorized
as a foreign corporation. could consolidate.

A bank could consolidate. Natural resources companies could con-
solidate: personal holding companies, too. So really what the insur-
ance industry is asking is that it be given equal treatment and not be
artificially carved out.

Senator RIBCOFF. For the record Mr. Caplin, I would appreciate
it if you would file for the record those corporations with common
ownership which are prevented from filing consolidated returns outside
the insurance industry, with a short explanation of why or tae
philosophy of why they are prevented from filing.
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Mr. CAPLI-N. We will be very happy to do that.
[The infornat ion referred to follows:]

CoRPOL4TIoNs EXCLUDED FROM FLNG CONSOUDATED RETURNS

corporations s excluded from filing consolidated returns, other than insurance
compn-ies, are either (1) completely exempt from U.S. tax, (2) foreign or
isNsesion corporations which are taxed only on income effectively connected with
the U.S. or V.8. source income; or (3) not subject to tax because they are in sub-
s*tance treated ax "conduits" for their shareholders (that is, if certain distribu-
tions or other rules are met their income is not taxed at the corporate level).
.peciflcally, the kinds of corporations, other than life insurance companies and
inutiul i4lerty-liability insurance companies, presently barred by section 1504
ti from joining In groups tiling consolidated returns and the reason for their
exclisioni are as follows :

Excluded corporations Rationale for exclusion
I i ('orporations exempt from taxation under Tax exempt.
4 5011 (charities. unions, social clubs, etc. t.
i Foreign corjorations ------------------ Tax exempt, except for income

effectively connected with the
u.S.,

3) So-called "possessions" corporations, as Tax exempt, except for U.S.
de wriied in l3). source income.

(4) China Trade Corporations' .----------- Conduit.
(5) Regulated investment companies (i.e., Do.

mutual fun().
(6) Real estate investment trusts (i.e., Do.

•REITS" .
(7 JIomegtic international sales corporations Do.

I.e., "IISCs").
Not a single one of the above 7 corporations is taxed on their total inc,,me,

which Is the case for Insurance companies since their tax treatment was exten-
sively revised in 1959 (for life companies) and 1962 (for mutual property-liability
companies).

I A foreign corporation also acts as a conduit for Its U.S. shareholders for subpart F
Income andforelgn personnel holding company Income.

II.K. 16612 would repeal the tax benefits of such entities- If repealed, such corlrra-
tlions would become Includable corporatoni.

senator RuBIcOFF. Of course, one of the problems we have, Mr.
Filer, is that there are many worthwhile requests for different tax
treatment, and everybodv is going to ask the question. "What is the
revenue impact of this bill ?" I think in all fairness I should ask that
question. Have you any idea what the revenue impact of this bill
would be?

Mr. CAPLI-N. Again, Senator, I would be glad to answer.
The Treasury and the Joint Committee staff are working together

and looking at that, and we are cooperating with them. We have made
an attempt to make our best. possible estimate through circularizing a
number of insurance companies. We believe that for 1976 this bill-if
it were made effective as drafted. January 1, 1976-would result in an
inediate loss. I underscore "immediate" because I am going to
qualify that. In 1976, an immediate loss of $90 million. In 1977, it
would' be $41 million. In 1978, it would be $44 million.

Now, the reason why I underscore "immediate" is because everyone
is agreed-ineluding the Treasury and the -Joint Committee estinia-
tor'-tliat this is virtually all a matter of timing and that the over-
whbohlning portion of these figures. the so-called revenue loss figures,
will be iised up as an offset against future income. In brief, over 90
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percent of these losses will in effect Ie recaptured by the companies over
a period of time.

Today, they do this by generating taxable income as they see that
tli(v have some revenue losses on the books: among other things, they
,jlil t acquire profitable businesses or shift their investment 1or1-
folio. Mr. Filer could elaborate on how that is done, to generate in-
,,,,e to be used as an offset against the revenue loss.
This may not be good economics, but it is good tax planning that

t I ev are forced into.
Secondly, so far as this revenue loss is concerned. Senator Mondale

has been doing some very important work in his Budget Committee in
(1mhinction with tax expenditures. Now. consolidationi is not regarded

:1.; a tax expenditure. It is a norm. It iS a p)art of taxable income as con-
-I(ered normative. In contrast tax expenditures are deviations from
the norin-preferenes or special treatment. So again, it is difficult to
regard the proposed legislation as creating any sort of real revenue

Finally, as Mr. Filer pointed ,ut. thle industry is looking for a per-
Tilanent solution to put it on a larity with all other corporations. We
are not looking for any special benefits. We want to be able to func-
tion on a day-to-day basis without having to make artificial invest-
ment decisions or distorted ones. They are also prepared to have
transition rules that would not result 'in heavv immediate revenue
losses-provisions for phasing into the legislation, perhaps not 100-
percent benefit under the first year. perhaps some fraction of that
benefit. s) that this industry could have a hmg-range lrmanent
solution. We would be very happy to work on easing any initial inipwct.
on the budgetary process.

Senator RIBit-orr. Ill have sne more questions when my turn
conles again.

Senator JIANSYN. I have none. o proceed.
Senator MONDLY. WVhy don't you proceed ?
Senator RI'ICOFF. I am trying to follow this. Now. maybe 'Mr. Filer

or you could respond.
M fr. (CmAI1N. Right.
Senator Rmnm'orr. But taking the. first .3 years and looking to a )eriod

we hope, that the casualty companies won't always be a loss-producing
part of the insurance in;lustry, ' ne time could come that a consolida-
t ion would bring in more monev to the Treasurv than less monev. Isn't
that true ?

Mfr. ("t~o-.- May I respond to that. Senator?
I think you are exactly right. Just to take an illustration. If a con-

pany had a $1 million tax loss which it could offset against income on
its life side. it Wou]l offset it and p.-y no income tax on the $1 millioii
income on the life side. But if it ha(l a .2 million profit the next year.
it would pay incone tax oI the .2 million profit. Now, if you did not
consolidate,. it wold]] hav0 a $1 million tax lOSS this ,ear vhich it
would offset against the $2 million profit next an<l pay income tax only
on $1 million next year. FSo I think what we are talking about here is
s'niwly a deferral rather than a permanent lo. his is the point Mr.
Caplin made and I think it is a deferral with respect to 90 percent of
the figures that le mentioned.
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Senator RmicoFT. I have been reading in the press, it is the national
press, not. just the Washington press, of GElICO, which must cover
Ralny, nany people in this area, and the troubles that casualty com-
panies are suffering.

I think there isn't a Senator who isn't getting letters from his con-
situents talking about the cancellation of his automobile liability
l))licies.

And, of course, it is generally known that casualty companies are
having problems. I won't say "are in trouble," but they have all got
problems.

What are the causes of these problems?
Mr. Fil.UR. Two causes, principally. It is terribly difficult in an in-

herentlv inflationary economy under the system ot insurance that we
have had to avoid a substantial time lag in the achievement of ade-
quacy of rates through the regulatory processes of rate filings. You uso
historical data, and by the time you have the rate increase approved
alnd put it into effect as policies renew, it takes 6 months, or I year for
the lremiluns to increase and so there is an inherent lag. That is one
prolylem.

We have had a change in claims consciousness in this country, the
muelical inalpract ice. problems and automobile coverage problems are
clear. The potentiall of product liability problems, unavailability of
coverage. are clear. The public believes it has a "right to reimburse-
ment" and the system is quite costly. And you have had a very sub-
stantial increase n claim costs.

Tne automobile insurance business had a particularly difficult time
because when wage-price controls came off the small businessman was
relieved first. The body repairman raised his prices. When the prices
for automobile .rash parts were increased, they were. increased very
sus!tantiallv. Medical care costs cane out from tinder controls aind
a veny sub)stantial escalation of inflation developed. This system is
ijust not aile to accommodate to it and, therefore, 1975 really was the
worst year in the history of the insurance industry.

SHator Rmicoi'F. W'Vell, we have a very substantial public interest
here, ibat if you have a consolidated return some of the more prosper-
ots sides of the insurance business would be able to prop tip the weak
portions of the business, which are the casualty and automobile in-
surance segments of the indust ry.

Mr. Ftvi:. I think it is in the public interest for the market, in the
pri,:te set-tor. for people who need all lines of l)ropertv-easualty
covvraue to ,,rvt it. This is one way to hielp build and maintain the
ca I)a,.itv of the pronerty-easualty companies. In our company we don't
los, tax-loss carryforwards, we uRe them up in a shift in investment
policy. If we were able to ,.nsolidate, under statutory accounting.
which is tlhe aecointinLt that determines how much surplus we have
to lp'ort our business, we would immediately get an increase in sur-
plnc in our -asualtv-proverty companies through using the tax con-
soliatin meolhanism rather than waiting and using it through the
losz earrvover provisions tbrough investment income.

So it wild be a very clear direct increase in our surplus and permit
us. frankly, to take m ore risk than would otherwise be the case.
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Senator Rmuoorr. Let me ask you: In the past I understand that
there was some concern expressed by some of the small casualty coin-
panies--that if this were done they would be in a bad comp Aitive
pojsit ion. Does that pertain ? Is there an answer to that?

Mr. Fnmma Perhaps I mi ght comment this way, Senator:
Since the bill was first drafted there have been a number of discus-

sions and a number of changes and a great number of discussions with-
in tile industry. Some opposition that existed has disappeared. Some
of t le companies that didn't see any particular benefit and had some
question as to the ap)ropriateness of this bill have decided oil a posi-
trn of neutrality. Tley are no longer involved. I think it i , fair to
say there is much clearer understanding today of the need for this
t:11 and how the provisions would operate. You can always miake the
theoretical argument that this could produce increasing conIetition
and, therefore, be difficult for some conot)arties. I happen to helic-ve,
however, that something that does open competition and does increase
comptition is in the public interest rather than the contrary. But I
think to the extent that this makes each company in the situation where
\-ou have a life and nonlife affiliate better able to compete. I think
i hit is in the public interest.

",iator RInicorF. My feeling is that there i% not much prollein
lt-,. when it comes to the element of fairui,.cq to allow thi.-, iilltzrv to
tile a consolidatel return the same way th cry industry ,an tile a
u- InSol idato( return.

I was interested in yomr suggestion. Mr. Caplin. about tie revoi-
tion of toe revenue loss. which we art all going to struggle with in
marking up the tax bill, one way or another. that there might b e a
way of Iliasing this in over a few years. 1 wonder if I could mLggvt--
and I make this open suggestion-that the Treasury and the Joint
Committee on Taxation and yourself might meet to see if you could
\y ork out a formula that would be accep~tal)le to the Trea.,sury, the
A point (ominittee on Taxat ion. and your industry ?

I think this is a sound suggestion and since you have made it I would
ak Nou that you try to work this out.

Mr. CAPLIN. I think there are some representatives here from the
,Joint Committee staff and we would be very lIal))y to work with them
and Treasury, too. on some transition rules.

Senator RIiIBtIFF. I think that the insurance industry in the casualty
field has become so important when we consider, as I undersind. the
many casualty companies that are in such serious trouble, and I imag-
ine one of the factors of having some life companies take over some
casualty companies will defend on whether they can file a con.oli-
dated return or not ?

Mr. ('. rIix. Yes. and there is this to be r-cogized: Today two life
coml)anies can file a consolidated return, andl the Internal Revenue
Service and Treasury are working on regulations to implement that.

But a life and a casualty company cannot file.
Senator Rznmcorv. Even though they have the same ownership ?
Mr. CAPLIN. Yes. Fu-thermore, an industrial corporation that con-

trols a casualty comipany-there are many of them-can file a con-
solidated return.
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Senator RMnxcoFF. I did not know that. In other words.
Mr. CAPLIN. For example, Sears, Roebuck, which owns All State,

can file a consolidated return.
Senator RjworFy. Then I think it is very important for the record

to have a list of industrial companies that own a casualty company
that can file a consolidated return. This is the first I have known that
they can file a consolidated return, but a life company cannot.

Mr. CAPLIN. We will be happy to do that.
Senator MONDALE. Very well, that will appear in the record.
Thank you very much.

I The material referred to and the prepared statement of Mr. Filer
follows:]

STATEMENT OF JOHx 1i. FILE, CITAIBMAN, AErNA LIFE. & CASUALTY

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

1. Elimination of the bar to life insurance companies filing consolidated income
tax returns with property-casualty and other non-life affiliates is both sound tax
policy and sound public policy.

2. Tax policy:
A. Life companies and their affiliates, though often forced to incorporate

separately by state law, operate as fully integrated economic units. The
consolidation privilege should 'be available to reflect this ,business reality.
The privilege Is already available to virtually every other type of corpora-
tion, including many with tax rules as specialized and complex as those for
life companies.

B. Since 198, life insurance companies have been taxed on their total
income, so they are fully compatible n)embers of a consolidated group, and
the historical busts for the exclusion no longer exists.

C. Consolidation of life and non-life companies is fully feasible under
general consolidation principles, which treat each member as a distinct
entity, whose separate taxable Income is calculated in accordance with
its own method of accounting, subject to adjustment of certain specified
items on consolidation.

3. Public policy:
A. The Industry faces a severe capacity crisis in the property-casualty

field, aggravated by the Inability of a life-company's casualty affiliate to use
losses currently for tax purposes.

B. Oonsolidation would ease this capacity problem because 'the tax saving
to the group would be allocated to the property-casualty company experi-
encing the loss, reducing the impact of the loss on its surplus, and thereby
increasing its insuring capacity.

C. Permitting consolidation would also promote innovation in the industry
by assuring prompt recognition of losses on new types of insurance risks.

D. Investment stability would be promoted.
4. In summary, the measure corrects un unjustflable tax inequity and simul-

taneously eases a serious economic and social problem. Stich a combination is
rare, and repeal of the ban on consolidation should be included In any tax
measure reported by this Committee this year.

STATEMENT

My name Is John H. Filer. I am Chairman of the Aetna Life & Casualty. I am
speaking on behalf of an ad hoc group of twelve life insurance companies-large
and small, stock and mutual-that are supporting an amendment to the Code
to repeal the present rule which prevents such companies from Joining in con-
solidated tax returns with their property-casualty insurance affiliates or other
corporate affiliates.'

I A list of the life insurance companies most active to date in supporting the bill Is
attached. The bill would also repeal a similar ban on consolidated filing by mutual
casualty insurance companies taxed undbr section 821. Stock casualty insurance compa.
nies taxed under section A31 have been permitted to file consolidated returns with other
corporations (other than life or mutual casualty) since 1941.
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This amendment, reflected in S. 2985 and HR. 12126, is necessary-
Because it is sound tax policy, correcting a discrimination that has existed

for 18 years after the historical reasons for it have disappeared, and
Because It Is sound public policy, mitigating a serious social and economic

problem now plaguing both the insurance Industry and the public.

I. SOUND TAX POLICY

Permitting corporations ith common ownership to file consolidated tax re-
turns is the general rule in our tax system. Thus, this legislation would not give
any special treatment to life insurance companies. ft would do no more than
extend to them a privilege which is available to virtually every other corporation
In the country.

Prior to 1958, the Federal income taxation of life insurance companies was
based solely on investment income, and even then excluding certain forms of
investment income, such as capital gains. As a result of the 1959 Life Insurance
Company Taxation Act, which rewrote the law for the taxation of life companies,
the Congress subjected all elements of a life company's income to tax under a
formula designed to measure its total Income on an annual basis. Thus, consoli-
(lation of life and nonlife companies is now entirely feasible under the normal
consolidated return rules. Such rules treat each member as a separate and dis-
tinct entity which computes its own separate taxable income in accordance with
Its own method of accounting subject to adjustment of certain specified items
upon consolidation.'

Under current law, consolidation Is permitted for a broad variety of kinds of
corporations: Like Life Insurance companies, many of them are subject to highly
specialized tax provisions, for example, .natural resource corporations, bank.,
We.xtern Hemisphere Trade corporations, cooperatives, and stock property-
casualty companies. This means that any corporation other than a life (or mutual
property casualty) Insurance corporation can acquire or establish a property-
casualty business and can consolidate-,the principal advantage being the ability
to offset current profits against current losses. It simply makes no sense to encour-
age this sort of diversification, while setting up an artificial barrier to the more
natural affiliation of life insurance and property-casualty insurance corporations.

Even apart from the issue of discrimination, permitting consolidation by life
companies and their affiliates is good tax policy because It corresponds to eco-
nomte and business reality. The policy underlying consolidated returns ws

'. , stated by this Committee as long ago as 1918:' "The principle of taxing as a
business unit what in reality is a business unit is sound and equitable and con-
venient both for the taxpayer and to the government."

From a business viewpoint, it is certainly the case that a life insurance con-
pany and its affiliates are a single "business unit." They report their financial
results tbo shareonders as a single consolidated unit. The life insurance and the
casualty and other insurance elements of our companies are served by the same
network of agents. They receive actuarial, accounting, and claims support from
the same staffs, and investment management and overall executive direction are
centralized. It is clear that an integrated group such as this should be taxed as
a single business unit under the normal consolidated return rules.

Because of state regulatory requirements, life insurance operations and prop-
erty-casualty operations normally must be conducted through separate cor-
porations rather than as divisions of a single corporation. In short, though

___forced to incorporate separately, we function as a 'business unit, and we think
the case for applying the normal consolidated tax rules is compelling.

I. SOUND PUBLIC POLICY

There is an urgent public interest In this measure. As this Committee Is aware,
-tese-are difficult times for our economy, times which raise real questions about

the ability of our institutions to respond to the challenges we face from infla-
tion. recession, technology and rising social needs. This challenge confronts us
In the insurance industry as well, and this legislation will help us meet the
challenge.

'The many technical and policy reasons supporting the suggested Code amendment are
discussed In detail in a series of memoranda previously submitted to the Joint CommitteeStaff and the Treasury Department by our attorneys, Caplin & Dryedale. With the Com.
inittee's permission our attorneys will submit for the record a single memorandum consoli-
dating the various legal discussions.

3S. Rep. No. 61T, 65th Cong., 3d seas. 9 (1918).
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The capacity shortage
The insurance industry today faces a crisis in the property-casualty area.Rising claims costs, largely the product of inflationary pressures and the In-creased scale and frequency of claims, have created severe problems for the in-dustry. Many property-casualty companies have incurred substantial losses, andthe prospect of near insolvency exists for certain companies.
The shortage of capacity to satisfy the insurance needs of the public is per-haps the greatest single problem facing the property-casualty insurance busi-ness. The capacity of a company to write insurance depends on its ability tocover the risk shifted from the policyholder to the insurance company; this, inturn, depends ultimately on its surplus. As claims cost rise faster than premiumincome increases, underwriting losses develop, surplus is diminshed, and so iscapacity. Tie efforts to maintain or increase capacity can take numerous forms,such as larger deductibles, more reinsurance abroad with unfavorable balanceof payments effects, cutting back on new customers, cancellation of old cus-tomers, shorter term policies and renewals, and even refusal to write importantclasses of insurance coverage, such as professional malpractice insurance. Itshort, the capacity crisis means that insurers are not fully able to serve theneeds of the country for insurance coverage.
Obviously the bar to consolidation is not the source of the capacity problems,and permitting consolidated returns by the companies would not solve it entirely.But it is indisputable that the present bar to consolidate return filing by lifeinsurance companies contributes to the Industry's capacity difficulties.There is an urgent public interest in this measure. As this Committee is aware,these are difficult times for our economy, times which raise real questions aboutthe ability of our institutions to respond to the challenges we face from infla-tion, recession, technology and rising social needs. This challenge confronts usin the insurance industry as well, and this legislation will help us meet the

challenge.
Our amendment would mitigate the problem because the tax saving resultingfrom the loss offset privilege permitted by consolidation would accrue directlyto the propetty-casualty company experiencing the loss, since state regulatoryauthorities require that tax benefits he allocated to the particular corporationwithin a group whose loss was responsible for the saving. Thus, permitting con-solidation with a profitable life insurance company would result in Immediatereflection of the tax benefit in the loss casualty company's surplus, with a con-

commitant favorable effect on its capacity.
Other publio benefit

The general public benefits of the change are not limited to capacity, butinclude relief of other current industry problems:
1. Innovation and Competition.-Our changing economy Is generating new de-mands for insurance coverage. For example, articles have recently appeared inthe Wall Street Journal concerning the potential of "all risk" crop insuranceand product liability protection. It is crucial that our private ec(,nomic systemrespond to these needs. By relieving the pressure on capacity and by enhancingcompetition (by assuring that the losses of a new subsidiary can be promptlyrecognized like any other new business venture) consolidation will help make,possible the capacity and creativity we need from the Industry.
2. Investment Stabilty.-The property-casualty insurance business is a cyclicalone alternating between 'Profit and loss periods. In order to assure utilization

of the losses within existing carryover periods where consolidation is barred,sufficient taxable Income must be generated during the applicable loss carryoverperiods. This leads to short term swinis in investment policy. An example isa change from stocks to taxable bonds. Also state and municipal bonds becomeless attractive. The amendment would regularize Investment policy and help
maintain more stable capital markets.

MII OUR GOAL-LONG-TERS INSURANCE
We see the elimination of the current discrimination against insurance com-panies as an important long range improvement of our tax law. The impact ofthe bar to consolidation on the casualty element of the industry is the problemtoday, but the issue is a general and continuing one. Another round of Inflataloncould intensify the problem for the casualty insurance business.
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In other conceivable circumstances, e.g., a significant unfavorable shift in
mortality rates, due for example to another Influenza epidemic, it could well
be the life insurance companies, not the casualties, that are hampered by the
consoUdation bar. This bill will provide some insurance against such results.

In any circumstances, it is clear that harmful and artificial effects will result
from a tax rule which prevents current recognition of the losses of part of an
integrated business unit.

In sum, the bill corrects a tax inequity and simultaneously mitigates a serious
social and economic problem. Such a combination is rate, and we strongly urge
that the proposed measure be included in any tax bill the Committee. reports this
year.

AD Iloo GuoUP SUPPORTING S. 29S5

Aetna Life & Casualty, 151 Farmington Avenue, Hartford, Conn. 06115.
CNA Financial Corp., CNA Plaza, Chicago, 111. 00685.
Connecticut General Life Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn. 06115.
The Equitable Life Assurnace Society of the United states, 1285 Avenue of tie

Americas, New York, N.Y. 10019.
Fidelity Mutual Life Insurance Co., P.O. Box 7318, Philadelphia, Pa. 19101.
IDS Life Insurance Co., IDS Tower, Minneapolis, Minn. 55402.
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., 1 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010.
Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co., Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pa. 19105.
Prudential Insurance Co. of America, Prudential Plaza, Newark, N.J. 07101.
Reserve Life Insurance Co., 403 South Akard Street, Dallas, Tex. 75203.
State Mutual Life Assurance Co. of America, 440 Lincoln Street, Worcester,

Mass. 01605.
The Travelers Insurance Co., 1 Tower Square, flartford, Conn. 06115.

PARTIAL LIST Op INDUSTRIAL CORPORATIONS WITH PROPERTY/LIABrITY AFFILIATES

POTENTIALLY ABLE To FILE CONSOLIDATED INcoME TAx RErURNs

1. Agway, Inc.:
Agway Insurance Co.

2. Ahmanson, H. F., & Co.:
Mohawk Insurance Co.
Stuyvesant Insurance Co.
National American Insurance Co.
Trans-oceanic Insurance Co.
National American Insurance Co. of California.

3. American Express Co.:
American Automobile Insurance Co.
American Insurance Co.
Associated Indemnity Corp,
Fireman's Fund Insurance Co.
National Surety Corp.
Fireman's Fund Insurance Co. of Texas.
National Surety Corp. of California.

4. American Financial Corp.:
American Empire Insurance Co.
American National Fire Insurance Co.
Agricultural Insurance Co.
Constellation Reinsurance Co.
Great American Insurance Co
American Continental Insurance Co.
Republic Indemnity Co. of America. -

5. Anderson Clayton and Co.:
Ranger Insurance Co.
Pan American Fire & Casualty Co.
Pan American Insurance Co.
Pan American Thrift Insurance.
Ranger-Allied Underwriters.

69-460-76-----pt. 4- 21
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Ranger County Mutual Insurance Co.
Ranger Insurance Co.
Ranger Lloyds.

6. Armco Steel Corp.:
Belefonte Insurance Co.
Compass Insurance.
General Fire & Casualty Co.

7. Avco Corp.;
Balboa Insurance Co.
Meritplan Insurance Co.
Newport Insurance.

8. Baldwin & Lyons, Inc.:
Protective Insurance Co.

9. Bausch and Lomb, Inc.:
Soflens Insurance Co.

10. Beneficial Corp.:
American Centennial Insurance Co.

11. Berkshire-Hathaway, Inc.:
Cornhusker Casualty Co.
Home & Automobile Insurance Co.
Insurance Company of Iowa.
Lakeland Fire & Casualty.
National Fire & Marine Insurance Co.
National Indemnity Co.
Texas United Insurance Co.

12. Budget Industries:
Transnational Insurance.
Transitional Casualty Insurance.

13. CIT Financial Corp.:
North American Accident Insurance Co.
North American Co. for Property and Casualty Insurance.

14. City Investing Co.:
City Insurance Co.
Home Insurance Co.
Seaboard Surety Co.
Home Indemnity Co.

15. Continental Corp.:
Boston Old Colony Insurance Co.
Buckeye Union Insurance Co.
Commercial Insurance Co. of Newark.
Continental Insurance Co.
Fidelity and Casualty Co. of New York.
Firemen's Insurance Co. of Newark.
Glens Falls Insurance Co.
Kansas City Fire and Marine Insurance Co.
London Guarantee and Accident Co. of New York.
National-Ben Franklin Insurance Co. of Illinois.
National Reinsurance Corp.
Niagara Fire Insurance Co,
Pacific Insurance Co.
Phoenix Assurance Co. of New York.
Seaboard Fire and Marine Insurance Co.-
First Insurance Co. of tHawaii, Ltd.
Equitable Fire Insurance Co.
Tokyo Marine and Fire Insurance Co., Ltd.

16. Control Data Corp.:
American Credit Indemnity Co.
Calvert Fire Insurance Co.
Cavalier Insurance Corp.

17. Deere and Co.:
John Deere Insurance Co.

18. Exxon Corp.:
Petroleum Casualty Co.

19. Ford Motor Co.:
American Road Insurance Co.
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20. General Electric Co.:
Manhattan Fire and Marine Insurance Co.

21. General Motors Corp.:
CIM Insurance Corp.
Motors Insurance Corp.

22. Gulf and Western Industries, Inc.:
Emmco Insurance Co.
Excell Insurance Co.
Providence Washington Insurance Co.
Motor Vehicle Casualty Co.
Providence Lloyds.
Providence Washington Insurance Co.
Providence Washington Insurance Co. of Alaska.
Western Alliance Insurance Co.
York Insurance Co.

23. 1lalliburton Co.:
Highlands Insurance Co.
Highlands Underwriters Insurance Co.

24. International Bank:
Northeastern Insurance Co. of Hartford.
United Security Insurance Co.

25. International Harvester Co. :
Harco National Insurance Corp.

26. International Telephone and Telegraph Corp.
Hartford Casualty Insurance Co.
Hartford Accident and Indemnity Co.
Hartford Fire Insurance Co.
New England Reinsurance Corp.
New York Underwriters Insurance Co.
Twin City Fire Insurance Co.
First State Insurance Co.
Pacific Insurance Co.
Sentinel Insurance Co.

27. Katy Industries, Inc.:
Midland Insurance Co.

28. CNA Financial:
American Casualty Co. of Reading.
Continental Casualty Co.
National Fire Insurance Co. of Hartford.
Valley Forge Insurance Co.
Transportation Insurance Co.
Transcontinental Insurance Co.
CNA Casualty of California.
CNA Casualty of Puerto Rico.
Columbia Casualty Co. -
Mid-States Insurance Co.

-2D. Mobil Oil Corp.:
Forum Insurance Co.

30. National Distillers & Chemical Corp.:
Elkhorn Insurance Co.

31. Penney, J. C. Co., Inc.:
Educator & Executive Insurers, Inc.

32. Reliance Group, Inc.:
Reliance Insurance Co.
Commonwealth Land Title Insurance Co. of New York.

33. Sears, Roebuck and Co.:
Allstate Fire Insurance Co.
Allstate Insurance Co.

34. Standard Oil Co. (Indiana):
Imperial Casualty & Indemnity Co.

35. Teledyne, Inc.:
Argonaut Insurance Co.
Argonaut Midwest Insurance Co.
Argonaut Northwest Insurance Co.
Security National Insurance Co.
Trinity Universal Insurance Co.
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Argonaut Southwest Insurance Co.
Financial Indemnity Co.
Georgia Insurance Co.
Great Central Insurance Co.
Trinity Universal Insurance Co. of Kansas.

36. Textron, Inc.:
Metropolitan Fire Assurance Corp.
Connecticut Indemnity Co.
Security Insurance Co. of Hartford.
Admiral Insurance.
Fire & Casualty Co. of Connecticut.

37. Tlcor:
Pioneer National Title Insurance Co.
Title Guarantee Co.
Ticor Mortgage Insurance Co.

38. Transamerica Corp.:
Transamerica Insurance Co.
Premier Insurance Co. of New York.
Automotive Insurance Co.
Countrywide Insurance Co.
Marathon Insurance Co.
Mount Beacon Insurance Co.
Olympia Insurance Co.
Premier Insurance Co.
Riverside Insurance Co.

.Transamerica Insurance Co.
Wolverine Insurance Co.

39. Wachovia Corp.:
South State Insurance Co.
Southeastern Fire Insurance Co.

40. Wyly Corp.:
Gulf Insurance Co.

Senator MONDALE. Our final witness today is Mr. TeRoy Johnson,
tax manager, Northrup, King & Co.

STATEMENT OF LeROY 1OHNSON, CORPORATE TAX COUNSEL,
NORTHRUP, KING & CO., ACCOMPANIED BY WAYNE UNDER-
WOOD, INTERNATIONAL MARKETING DIRECTOR OF ASTA

Mr. JoHNso.N. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MONDAL,. We are very pleased to have you with us to talk

about a matter that affects the seed industry and because of that the
State of Minnesota.

Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you very much.
Senator MONDALE. You might introduce your colleague.
Mr. JoHNsoN. Mr. Chairman, we appreciate this opportunity to

make a statement-
Senator MONDALE. Just a moment. Let's have it quiet; a Minnesotan

is talking. [Laughter.]
Mr. JouNsoN; [continuing]. We appreciate this opportunity to ap-

pear before the committee.
My name, as yot..mentioned, is LeRoy Johnson, corporate tax coun-

sel of Northrup, King & Co., which has its corporate headquarters in
Minneapolis. I am appearing here today in behalf of Northrup, King
& Co. and the American Seed Trade Associations (ASTA) which is
an association of over 500 firms engaged in the processing and dis.-
tributioh of all kinds of seeds for planting.

Appearing here with me today is Mr. Wayne Underwood, interna-
tional marketing director of ASTA, who is prepared to assist me in
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responding to any questions you may have upon the conclusion of oral
testimony. I have supplied you with a written statement for the record.
In the interest of tiine, I will attempt to summarize the more impor-
tant points discussed in the written statement.

It is the position of Northrup, King & Co. and the other members
of the American Seed Trade Association that:

1. Agriculture, and the seed industry in particular, needs the tax
benefits now provided by the DISC provisions of the Internal Rev-
enue Code if seed exported from the United States is to compete ef-
fectively in foreign markets.

2. The incremental approach to limiting DISC benefits is not work-
able for exporters of seed and many other agricultural products.

3. If agricultural exports become ineligible for DISC benefits, ad-
ditional qualified investments must be allowed to avoid the taxation
of the accumulated profits of DISC's which have been involved in
the exportation of agricultural products.

4. If any modifications are to be made to the present DISC provi-
sions of th~e Internal Revenue Code, they should serve to expand the
benefits received from DISC instead of restricting them.

TIE EXPORT SEED INDUSTRY

During 1975, approximately $113 million of seed was exported from
the United States. Many of the firms involved in exporting seed do so
through DISC corporations.

Senator MONDALE. What is the total dollar volume of the seed in-
dustry in the United States?

Mr. JoHNsoN. Perhaps you could answer that better.
Mr. UNDERWOOD. Mr. Chairman, these are hard figures to come up

with.
Senator MOND DAT. Just give me an approximation.
Mr. UNDERWOOD. When you talk about the private sector combined,

it is difficult, but we think the export volume is something in the range
of 10-or-less percent of the total, so we are talking about $1.5 billion,
approximately.

Senator MONDALE. I See.
Mr. UND.RWOOD. To $2 billion.
Senator MoNDALE. What has been the trend in seed exportation? Is

it going up or down?
Mr. UxDERVooD. It is going up; it has been going up in dollar vol-

ume for the last 5 years.
Senator IONDALE. Yes.
Mr. UNDERWOOD. The poundage has been going down the past couple

years.
Senator MONDALE. Even with DISC coverage.
Mr. UNDERWOOD. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. OK.
Mr. JOHNSON'. Although some firms in the seed trade produce their

own seed, most companies enter into contracts for seed production
with independent farmers throughout the United States. The total
seed production contracted by each such company is based on its esti-
mate of its share of the domestic and foreign market for seed 1 or more
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years in the future. Such seed production contracts allow farmers to
diversify their production and to produce special-purpose corps des-
tined for domestic and foreign markets.

Once the seed is )roduced by the farmer, it is cleaned, tested, treated,
graded, bagged, and sold by companies in the seed trade. In order to
l)erform these functions, -seed companies incest a significant amount
of capital into specialized equipment and processing facilities. Such
plants are usually located in rural areas where the seed is being pro-
dumed. The construction and staffing of these plants means additional
elloyment opportunities for those living in rural areas near such
facilities. The vast, distribution network necessary to move substantial
volumes of seed to mani v markets in time for planting creates numer-
ous additional jobs in t)e transportation and storage industries.

As the world population increases, so (toes the need for food. For-
eigi countries are attempting to meet this need by placing more land
into agricultural production. They are also attempting to improve
yields from land now in prw(hlction through tile use of modern tech-
nology ani improved seed varieties. '1his de veloping market presents
the seed industry with exciting growth potential. Because the cli-
mate in the United States is so diverse, seed adaptable to virtually
every foreign market can be produced here. If the economic climate
of tile United States allows the seed indust y to remain competitive
with foreign seed producers. the U.S. seed trade will make significant
contributions to the future U.S. balance of trade and will create many
additional export-related jobs.

Although the sed industry anticipates an expanding foreign de-
mand for seed, it is not as certain that seed produced in the United
States will retain its competitive position within the market. This
skepticism is due to the increased competition the U.S. seed trade is
experiencing from foreign-produced seed. Seed produced in or near
the market for which it is intended enjoys the obvious competitive
advantages of (1) reduced freight cost and delivery time, (2) possible
elimination of import and export permits, tariffs and phytosanitary
restrictions, and (3) lower cost of production due to lower wage levels.

Significant amounts of Government aid and protection to seed pro-
ducers in foreign countries pose a substantial additional threat to the
ability of seed produced in the United States to remain competitive
with foreign-produced seed. For instance, the European Economic
Community (EEC) fosters and protects their seed industry by the fol-
lowing means:

(a) Direct subsidies to seed producers. A recent study indi-
cated that subsidies paid to grass seed producers within the EEC
countries were in the range of 50 percent of the price paid to
growers of silimar seed in the State of Oregon. This means that
the seed producer in an EEC country can sell his seed for one-
half the price of the Oregon farm and enjoy the same gross
revenue. This artificially low priced s,'ed is then allowed to com-
pete advantageously in foreign markets against seed produced
in the Tnited States.

(b) Restrictive variety lists--the EEC has official variety lists
and only seed varieties on the list are approved for marketing
within the REC. Becoming an approved variety is a long, complex,
and expensive procedure definitely favoring EEC-bred varieties.
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Senator MOND.LE. Now, there are a lot of these techniques and
policies of the Coinion market, for disadvantaging foreign coipeti-
tion in seeds within the Common Market. Do we have any similar bar-
riers against European seed manufacturers exporting to the United
States

Mr. 17NDFRtWOolD. No. sir; we don't. We possibly are the easiest trad-
ing country in the world fn terms of seeds and our industry wants it
this way. 'e encourage free trade in and free trade out. Ave are the
largest exporters of seeds, but we are also the largest importers of
seeds.

Senator MONDA LE. Do we have a fairly large importation of foreign
seed

Mr. UiDERWOOD. We import about one-fourth tie volume that we
ex ort.

senator r MON.-,DALF. You are talking about our Nation's importing
now about a quarter of what we export .

Mr. NDERWOOD. Of what we export.
Senator MONDALE. 1)o American Seed Coni)anieS import seeds for

sale here, or is most of our seed produced within the United States'?
Mr. UNDERWOOD. Most of our seed for domestic use are produced

within the United States. The importation of seed sometimes is the
o posite side of the export. We will importl-or a foreign country
will extend, in other words, Holland will send a certain seed to the
United States to be multiplied. It is multiplied here, so coining In it
is an import to us. After multiplication it is a much larger volume,
and goes back, which is an export. So many of our imports are the
mother seed coming in which go back out as exports to a foreign
market.

Senator MOND)ALE. Has your industry sought to complain about
Common Market policies?

Mr. UvDERwooD. Yes, sir; we are into this in the GATT negotiations
and we are feeding information into the Technical Advisory Commit-
tee for GATTr related to these matters.

Of course, we are hopeful that something can be done. Some of our
problem here is that tme United States in terms of agriculture only
has very little to give away. In other words, we have so few restric-
tions, we have little to give away on our restrictions to get another
restriction on.

Senator MONIDALE. In other words, there is no trading stock within
this industry.

Mr. UNDERWOOD. That is the reason that agriculture does not neces-
sarily want to be separated from industry in the GATT negotiations.

Senator MONDALE. Yes, OK. Now, I have wondered, if we am going
to have DISC, why agriculture would be expanded. I am still not
persuaded that this is the right step if we are going to have DISC's.

But the two arguments used in the House for the agricultural exclu-
sion in their present bill were: (1) that high foreign demand for agri-
cultural products makes export incentives unnecessary; and (2), that
domestic companies cannot relocate agricultural operations overseas,
so there is no need to provide incentives to keep firms in the United
States.

To what extent are these reasons applicable to the seed companies?
Mr. JOHwsow. These reasons are not applicable to the seed industry.

Northrup, King & Co., has historically maintained the posture of
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domestic investment of plant facilities and has always wanted to place
its stock in the American farmer as opposed to foreign farmers. We
are really very concerned as to our ability to maintain this posture in
light of what is going on in the world now.

DISC is one of the things that we can look to which provides us
with benefits we would not receive if we transferred our production to
a foreign country. We have in DISC, a means by which to obtain pre-
tax funds to finance our inventory. Financing is a significant problem
due to the seasonality of our business.

Historically, Northrup, King has not taken the posture of being ac-
tive and participating in legislative matters other than those directly
affecting the seed industry. Our presence here today, I think indicates
the seriousness with which we view this legislation. Fr&nkly, we see
in the House bill several problems that we are not going to be able
to live with. I think if the House bill is adopted, we are very likely
going to have to start putting emphasis into production and processing
facilities outside the United States in many competitive foreign
markets.

We can invest 3 million or 6 million into a plant in France or Ger-
many or wherever we feel the market can best be served. We obviously
need land. However, there is land available in foreign countries and
many foreign countries are more thun happy to see our technology and
knowledge come- in to help them develop their own production
capabilities.

Where the seed is produced is where the investment is going to be, it
is as simple as that. When we ship a seed out of the United States, it is
a finished product. All the labor, cost that makes the seed a usable
commodity have been placed-in that seed within the United States.
We feel it is essential that we are given the same opportunity to make
a reasonable profit on it and to be competitive in foreign markets as
that given to manufacturers.

Senator MONDALE. Did you or your industry participate at all before
the House Ways and Means Committee in their -hearings?

Mr. JoHN soN. Our industry did not participate actively in the House
hearings.

Senator MOINDALE. I am not persuaded the arguments for excluding
agriculture are that strong. In other words, if you are going to have
DISC's, I don't know why agriculture shouldn't be in it as well as
sewing machines, et cetera. But, to the extent the arguments for ex-
cluding agriculture arc valid, it seems to me that the seed industry-
which is really a processing-research area of agriculture-wouldin
theory fit more appropriately in the area that was not-excluded from
DISC's. You can move: you can relocate elsewhere in another country.
As you have just testified, you may have to relocate if DISC is not
continued forthe seed industry.

Mr. Jon Nsox. One of the DISC provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code allow the DISC benefits to be applicable where at least 50 per-
cent of the value of the finished product results from manufacturing
or processing. Specifically excluded from manufacturing or processing
are things like bagging, wrapping. and virtually everything the seed
industry does to the seed. Because our industry is based on taking
a unit of grain and then making it something that can be planted the
major cost is the original grain. Therefore, we can't qualify for this-
special provision which would allow us to be eligible for DISC benefits.
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Senator MONDALE. Yo8.
Mr. UNDERWOOD. I would like to make a comment that I think gets

us trapped so many times in several phases of agriculture, that is that
agriculture is painted with a big brush. I think you are looking at an
instance right now when you use the big brush'and it doesn't work.
The big brush is that agriculture can't move. The land in Iowa will
always stay in Iowa. Well, that's true; but the utilization of that land
can be changed in all kinds of ways.

In other words, once Northrui, King & Co. or another of our mem-
bers develops specific agricultural products such as varieties, they then
can take those to other parts of the world and use their land.

Senator MONDAL. That is right.
Mr. UNDERWOOD. And the thing that strikes me about this is that

most of our companies are not located in the large metropolitan areas,
they are out in the country in the medium-sized or smaller cities, they
are keeping people employed out of the slums and the ghettos of the
city. We are trying to keep these people employed out in the country.
So that evei-y one of our companies that closes processing and ware-
housing facilities to move abroad. will result in these people having
to seek other employment. We think this will end up being even urban
Congressmen's and Senators' problems and we would rather not see
this. We would rather produce at home, if possible.

Senator MONDAL E. Senator Hansen ?
Senator Il'NsEN. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have heard the

testimony of Mr. Johnson. the tax counsel for Northrup, King & Co.
That is it name not unfamiliar to Wyoming people, as you gentlemen
know.

I think thait the points that have been made in support of continua-
tion of DISC for agriculture ought to be Persuasive. I would just say
that with your home offices in the State, of Minnesota, you are fortii-
nate to have the persuasive and articulate chairman as a member of
this committee.

Mr. JohNrso-. W'e are aware of that. Senator.
Senator MONDALE. You have never been more eloquent [laughter].
Senator H %NSF4N. Thank you, sir.
Senator MONDALF. That wan't a question: we won't 1go into that.
Mr. JoH1NsoN.. Mr. Chairman. we would like to emphasize another

point and it has to do with the increinental method.
Senator MONDALE. Right, your whole statement will be in the record.

Go ahead.
Mr, Joi-j-Sox. Agriculture has a problem relative to methods pro-

posed to limit the benefits of DISC. One of them is the incremental
approach suggested by the House, which limits DISC benefits on the
basis of the increase in sales volume.

The seed trade is subject to significant fluctuations in value in seed.
For instance, the dollar revenue of exported seed has gone up in the
past couple of years by 10 percent but our pounds of seed sold was
down 24 percent.. That is indicative of how significant price changes
are. There is no reason to believe that it won't turn around next year
and the pounds of seed will go up but our revenues will stay the same
or go down. Therefore, if revenues are the only factor considered when
imposin, limitation of DISC benefits, we are concerned that our ben-
efits will be limited by factors beyond our control.
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Senator MonALE. So, ini addition to proposing that you he included
back in the DISC provi-ions. you want to address the incremental
problem which deals soji:e what differently withI your industry than
others.

Mr. JoINsON. Tlhat is right. I realize that colJ)liCates things.
Northrup, King & Co., and I don't have any reason to believe they
are unique in the industry, could have very serious problens with
D)ISC continuing to be an incentive to continue exl)orting Seeds from
the United States. if the incremental approach is maintained and ap-
plied to the seed industry. Manufacturing firms have the advantage
over us in that they can predict their cost. They know that if they are
going to get a 5, 10 percent increase in labor costs and metals and so on.
they have some degree of control over their destiny. Moreover, it is
nmore of a scheduled increase as opposed to one that may be very high
1 *efr and very low the next.

"Mr. UNDERwooD. The incremental approach is in the House version.
This is what will make it very difficult for us in the seed industry.
What we really would like to se.. is some DISC law similar to what
is presently in the law which our firms have, although it is not per-
fect, learned to live with.

Most assuredly, we feel it is not in any one's best interest to isolate
agriculture or tie seed industry out and treat it separately from other
industries.

Senator IONDAL. Thank you very much.
Mr. JoiNsox. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Johnson follows:]

STATEMENT ON THE CONTIN TATrIo OF D.I.S.C. BY L.RoY J. JOHNSON, CORPORATE
TAX COUNSEL, NORTHRUP, KivO & Co.

-M~y name is LeRoy Johnson. I am the Corporate Tax Counsel of Northrup.
King & Co. which has Its corporate headquarters in 3Minneapolis. Minn. I am
appearing here today in lsehalf of Northrup, King & Co. and the American Seed
Trade Association (ASTA) which Is an association of over 500 firms engaged In
the processing and distribution of all kinds of seeds for planting. Appearing here
with me today is Mr. Wayne Underwood, International marketing director of
A.S.T.A., who Is prepared to assist me in responding to any questions you may
have upon the conclusion of oral testimony. I have supplied you with a written
statement for the record. In the Interest of time, I will attempt to summarize
the more important points discussed in the written statement.

POSITION ON D.. s.C.

It Is the position of Northrup, King & Co. and the other members of A.S.T.A.
that:

1. Agriculture, and thelied industry In particular, needs the tax benefits now
provided by the D.I.S.C. provisions of the Internal Revenue Code If seed exported
from the United States Is to compete effectively in foreign markets.

2. The incremental approach to limiting D.I.S.C. benefits is not workable for
exporters of seed and many other agricultural products.

3. If agricultural exports become ineligible for D.I.S.C. benefits, additional
qualified Investments must be allowed to avoid the taxation of the accumulated
profits of D.I.S.C.'s which have been involved in the exportation of agricultural
products.

4. If any modifications are to be made to the present D.I.S.C. provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code. M hey should serve to expand the benefits received from
).I.S.C. instead of restricting them.

THE EXPORT SEED INDUSTRY

During 1075 approximately $113 million of seed was exported from the United
States. Many of the firms Involved in exporting seed do so through- D.I.S.C.
corporations.
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Although some firms In the seed trade produce their own seed, most companies
enter Into contracts for seed production with independent farmers throughout
the United States. The total seed production contracted by each such company is
bated on Its estimate of its share of the domestic and foreign market for seed
Ante or more years in the future. Such seed production contracts allow farmers
lip diversify their production and to produce special purpose crops destined for
domestic and foreign markets.

Once the seed is produced by the farmer, it is cleaned, tested, treated, graded,
bagged and sold by companies in the seed trade. In order to perform these func-
tions, seed companies invest a significant amount of capital into specialized equip-
ment and processing facilities. Such plants are usually located in rural areas
where the seed is being produced. The construction and staffing of these plants
ineans additional employment opportunities for those living in rural areas near
such facilities. The vast distribution network necessary to move substantial vol-
nimes of seed to many markets in time for planting creates numerous a'.*itionai
jo, v In the transportation and storage industries.

As the world population increases, so does the need for food. Foreign countries
are attempting to meet this need by placing more land into agricultural production.
They are also attempting to improve the yields from land now in production
through the use of modern technology and improved seed varieties. This develop-
ing market present the seed industry with exciting growth potential. Because the
climate in the United States is so diverse, seed adaptable to virtually every for-
eign market can be produced here. If the economic climate of the United States
allows the seed industry to remain competitive with foreign seed producers, the
United States seed trade will make significant contributions to the future United
rStates balance of trade and will create many additional export related Jobs.

Although the seed industry anticipates an expanding foreign demand for seed,
It is not as certain that seed produced in the United States will retain its com-
petitive position in the market. This skepticism is due to the increased competition
the United States seed trade is experiencing from foreign produced seed. Seed
produced in or near the market for which it is intended enjoys the obvious com-
liitive advantages of (1) reduced frelglit cost and delivery time, (2) possible
elimination of import and export permits, tariffs and phytosanitary restrictions
(3) and lower cost of production due to lower wage levels.

Significant amounts of government aid and protection to seed producers in
foreign countries pose a subtantial additional threat to the ability of seed pro.
duced in the United States to remain competitive wih foreign produced seed. For
instance, the European Economic Community (E.E.C.) fosters and protects their
seed Industry by the following means:

(1) Direct subsidies to seed producers-A recent study Indicated that subsidies
paid to grass seed producers with the E.E.C. countries were in the range of 50%
of the price paid to growers of similar seed in the State of Oregon. This means
the seed producer in an E.E.C. country can sell his seed for one-half the price of
the Oregon farmer and enjoy the same gross revenue. This artificially low priced
seed is then allowed to compete advantageously in non-E.E.C. foreign markets
against seed produced in the United States.

(2) E.E.C. Reference Prices-The E.E.C. establishes a minimum price at which
certain seed may be sold in E.E.C. countries. This protects its seed producers from
competition from imported seed.

(3) E.E.C. Compulsory Certifiation-The E.E.C. requires most varieties of
seed be produced under certification programs before they are eligible to be im-
ported into E.E.C. countries. When the variety is not normally produced under
such certification programs In the United States, this additional requirement in-
creases the cost of producing the seed and results in It being less competitive with
seeds produced in the foreign countries.

(4) Restrictive Variety Lists-The E.E.C. has officiala variety lists" and only
seed varieties on the list are approved for marketing within the E.E.C. Becoming
an approved variety is a long. complex and expensive procedure definitely favor-
into E.E.C. bred varieties.

The presence of such extensive government assistance and competitive ad.
iintimes provide significant IncPntivP.4 to companies to transfer the production

of sped destined to foreign markets from the United States to foreign countries.
Sonmie members of ASTA have already been forced, by competition from foreign
1Produeed seed, to commence producing and processing seed in foreign countries.
X\ n result, capital Investment. employment opportunities, and exmort profits
wideh otherwise would have benefited the economy of the United States were
not realized.
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DISO AND THE SEED INDUSTRY

Although there exist many competitive advantages to foreign seed produc-
tion, ASTA believes most of its members would prefer to produce the seed needed
for foreign markets within the United States if It remains economically feasible
to do so. The D.I.S.C. provisions of the Internal Revenue Code are regarded by
many member; of ASTA as an important consideration in evaluating their rela-
tive compeiile position in the foreign marketplace. The source of financing
provided b. D.I.S.C. during periods of high Interest rates and tight money is an
important benefit to companies and is not regarded lightly by those involved in
the seed trade who must, due to the highly seasonal nature of our business,
finance large volumes of Inventory for extended periods during the year.

EFFEOT OF LR. 10812

It is, therefore, with understandable alarm that companies in the seed trade
view the provisions of H.R. 10012. If this bill Is allowed to become law in its
present form, it would exclude seeds and other agricultural products from the
benefits of the D.I.S.C. provisions of the Internal Revenue Code. Even If agricul-
tural products were not specifically excluded by the bill, the incremental approach
to limiting D.I.S.C. benefits would have the effect of excluding many agrlcul-
tural products from D.I.S.C. benefits. The reason for this is that prices of seed
and other agricultural exports fluctuate significantly from year to year depend-
ing on the yields attained by the farmers. As a result, a company could achieve
a substantial Increase in the physical volume- of seed exported in a given year
and yet enjoy no tax deferral under D.U.S.C. due to lower selling prices which
resulted In little or no increase In total dollars of export sales. Incentives based
on a system which grants benefits on the basis of circumstances beyond the
control of the companies involved in export cannot be effective.

If H.R. 10612 is allowed to become law, it will require many companies who
have been exporting agricultural products through a DISC. to subject all (f
their deferred profits to taxation due to their inability to invest in "qualified
export assets," The drafters of the House bill attempted to prevent this from
occurring by allowing companies to invest these funds In "producer loans." Ho~w-
ever, the significant fluctuation in inventory values will make it impossible for
many firms to qualify for producer loans due to their inability to satisfy the
limitation on such loans provided in Section 993(d) (3) of the Internal Revenue
Code.

Although the resulting tax may be paid over a period of years, certified public
accounting firms will require many smaller, less diversified companies to recog-
nize the tax expense on their entire deferred D.I.S.C. income in one year causing
serious financial reporting problems to those corporations who have exported
through D.I.S.C.'s in years past. This is tantamount to punishing those firms
who have relied on and responded to the incentive provided In the Internal
Revenue Code to increase exports. If this problem is to be avoided, existing
D.I.S.C.'s must be allowed to invest their accumulated profits in any asset which
would have been a qualified export asset had agricultural products remained
eligible for D.I.8.C. benefits.

REQOMMENDATIONS

Northrup, King & Co. and other members of ASTA strongly urge you to refuse
to adopt the language of H.R. 10612 which would serve to discriminate against
the seed and other agricultural industries by excluding them from the benefits
of D.I.S.C. We would also like to reiterate our position that the incremental
approach to limiting D.I.S.C. benefits would not be effective for agricultural
products due to the significant price fluctuations experienced from year to year.
We, therefore, would urge you to preserve the present D.I.S.C. provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code, and, if possible, to make It even more effective by (1)
increasing the percentage of export profits eligible for tax deferral, and (2)
by increasing the authorized uses of accumulated D.I.S.C. profts to permit the
financing of any domestic investment in production facilities or other business
assets.

Senator MONDALE. We stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:02 p.m., the committee adjourned to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Tues'day, April 6, 1976.]



TAX REFORM ACT OF 1975

TUESDAY, APRIL O, 1978

U.S. SEATE,
CoMmrrr1 o ;FINANCE,

WashAington, D.C.
The committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman
of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Hartke, Byrd, Jr., of Virginia, Bentsen,
Curtis, Hansen, Packwood, and Roth.

The CHAMMAN. This hearing will come to order. I will call as first
witness a panel consisting of Peter Griskivich, director, Motor Vehicle
Manufacturers Association, Berkley 0. Sweet, president, Truck, Body
& Equipment Association, accompanied by James A. Hackney III,
chairman, Tax Committee, Hackney & Son.

F. Murray Callahan, vice president, Heavy Duty Truck Manufac-
turers Association, accompanied by Garner Davis, and Charles J.
Calvin, president, Truck Trailer Manufacturers Association.

This group has been asked to limit themselves to 15 minutes overall.
Mr. Griskivich, can you take charge of this presentation and hold

your group to 15 minutes?

PANEL CONSISTING OF PETER GRISKIVICH, DIRECTOR, MOTOR
VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION; BERKLEY C. SWEET,
PRESIDENT, TRUCK BODY & EQUIPMENT ASSOCIATION, ACCOM-
PANIED BY JAMES A. HACKNEY III, CHAIRMAN, TAX COMMIT.
TEE, HACKNEY & SON; F. MURRAY CALLAHAN, VICE PRESIDENT,
HEAVY DUTY TRUCK MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, ACCOM.
PANIED BY GARNER DAVIS, VICE PRESIDENT, MACK TRUCK,
INC.; CHARLES 3. CALVIN, PRESIDENT, TRUCK TRAILER MANU.
FACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. GwrsKsmcn. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and Senator Packwood, I am Peter Griskivich, di-

rector of the Motor Truck Manufacturers Division of the Motor
Vehicle Manufacturers Association of the United States, Inc.
(MVMA).

I urge the committee to reaffirm its previous support for the repeat
of the 10-percent Federal excise tax on medium and heavy duty trucks,
truck trailers, intercity buses, and the 8-percent tax on truck and bus
parts and accessories.

(1889)
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MVMA's support for excise tax repeal is documented in the full
statement, which I trust will be incorporated in the hearing record.

The CHAIRMA'N. It will be.
Mr. GRIsiuvicir. Briefly, repeal is based on the following consid-

erations: the need for greater tax equity; and repeal of these taxes
will remove a longstanding tax inequity. These taxes represent some
of the last vestiges of a form of taxation which hkas its origins in either
temporary or emergency measures, adopted during wartime or the
Depression.

Most items subject to these taxes have since been exempted-auto-
mobiles, parts, radios, TV's, furs. luggage, jewelry, refrigerators, and
so forth.

No similar taxes are levied on the manufacture of competing forms
of surface transportation-trains, river barges, sea freighters, or pipe-
lines.Declining sales: Sales of retail trucks subject to Federal -excise
taxes-I refer to trucks weighing over 10.000 pounds-dropped 40
percent in the past 2 calendar years, 495.768 in 1973 versus 298,10'
in 1975. The sales slump has continued into 1976.

The major reverses experienced in the past 2 years in commercial
vehicle markets has caused one manufacturer to permanently close one
of its plants; another has decided to withdraw from the heavy truck
market; still another has gone into bankruptcy; another has beeii
forced to seek a merger partner in order to overcome its financial
difficulties.

Xijother consideration is declining tax revenues. These trends
underscore the fact that when there are fewer sales, there are fewer
tax revenues collected.

The Federal budget forecasts truck, bus, and trailer excise tax. col-
lections at. $370 million in fiscal year 1976-a drop of almost 40 per-
cent from $601 million in fiscal year 1975.

Another consideration is increased manufacturing costs. The sales
decline of taxable commercial vehicles has been compounded by
sharply increased costs. A tandemoaxle road tractor which sold for
$22,000 in 1971, rose in cost to over $33,000 in 1975-a 50-percent
increase.

Another consideration is the effects on consumer prices. Any in-
crease in the manufacturer's price of new trucks and any increase in
costs to the tAucker will 'be reflected in the price the consuming public
must pay for the goods it purchases. Therefore, the repeal of these
excise taxes will help ease the inflationary burdens imposed on con-
stuners by serving to lower or at least stabilize transportation costs.

Another consideration-truck excise tax is not a user charge. The
excise tax, because it is not a user charge, tends to discriminate against
a specialized segment of our transportation system.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we urge the repeal of these vehicle
excises. This would serve to stimulate truck manufacturing and its
related industries, encourage employment, provide relief to the con-
sinner, and end a discriminatory, burdensome tax.

Mr. Chairman, the second two members of the panel will also con-
fine their remarks to 4 minutes, and Mr. Calvin will confine his to 3
minutes.
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MrH HACKNEY. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, my
name is James Hackney, and I am chairman of the Taxation Commit-
tee of the Truck Body and Equipment Association, a nationwide orga-
nization of manufacturers and distributors of truck bodies, parts, and
accessories. These items are presently subject to the Federal manu-
facturers excise tax.

Our members urge the repeal of the tax for two reasons: first, be-
cause the economic state of the industry demands it. Other witnesses
have already told you of the 40-percent decline in heavy truck sales
in the past 2 years. Our association members have experienced simi-
lar declines, coupled with inflated costs and increased Government re-
(uireuents. The repeal of the excise tax would provide a much needed
sIot in the arm.

Second, the tax is both cumbersome to administer and causes com-
petitive discrimination against many members of our industry. Its
complexity imposes on manufacturers and the Government alike costs
far out of proportion to the revenue which it produces. Unlike true
user fees and sales taxes, such as taxes on gasoline and diesel fuel,
the manufacturers. tax is not a simple one to assess and collect. The
amount of tax to be collected on a single taxable item may vary, de-
pending on who purchases it and to what use it will be put. The per-
son liable for reporting and remitting the tax to the Government may
also vary.

One of the problems is that the pattern of distribution in the truck
body industry is different from that envisioned by the Congress when
the'present revision of the statute was passed In 1954. The statute
imposed a tax on the price at which a manufacturer sold his product
to a wholesale distributor. The wholesale distributor would normally
sell to a retailer without further excise tax being added, and the
retailer would then sell to the ultimate- onsumer, or user. This was
the prevailing distribution pattern for most items originally covered
by the statute. However, in the truck body industry there are few, if
any, manufacturers who sell through wholesale distributors. Most sell
through retailers or direct to users. Hence there has been an admninis-
trative nightmare for the Internal Revenue Service, and consequently
for the industry, in attempting to apply a statute designed for one
distribution pattern to an Industry which generally did not and does
not follow that pattern.

The overwhelming complexity of administration which resulted has
had many side effects, all of which are detrimental to our industry
and to the interest of the general public. First, as with any complex
subject, thousands of valuable man-hours are expended annually by
our business executives, their attorneys and accountants, and by
personnel of the Internal Revenue Service, in trying to fairly interpret
and apply the statute to the wide variety of products produced in our
industry, sold in a variety of ways to a variety of users. Simple dif-
ferences in interpretation have large economic impact on companies
in terms of tax liability, and some firms have been severely hurt and
even bankrupted by excise tax liabilities resulting from errors caused
by the complexity of the situation.

Second, the application of the tax causes a competitive disadvantage
to different companies within our industry, depending on to whom
they sell. A manufacturer who sells his truck body to a retailer must
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normally collect more excise tax than an identical manufacturer who
sells the identical item for an identical price to a fleet user. This is
clearly in violation of the fundamental principal of taxation, which is
equal treatment under this law. Third, the concept of further manu-
facturing increases still more the complexity. The ultimate user of a
truck body or chassis may find himself classed as a manufacturer and
be liable for payment of additional excise tax if he makes minor
changes in the product which are construed to be further manufactur-
ing. The small tax normally due from further manufacturing seldom
justifies either the administrative expense to the taxpayer company
or the audit expense to the Internal Revenue Service in collecting it.

Fourth, the unique nature of the problems I have outlined have
resulted in a pyramiding of the tax as the item passes from manu-
facturer to ultimate user.

In closing, I say again that the solution to the economic and admin-
istrative burdens of the tax is to repeal it. Repeal would strengthen the
industry, reduce unemployment and help to minimize inflation, all at
an acceptable cost in loss of revenue. It would remove a source of com-
petitive discrimination and free IRS personnel to deal with more pro-
(tuctive taxes. The tax was enacted as a wartime measure and has out-
lived the need for which it was adopted. The Congress removed the
tax on automobiles in 1971, and is actively considering removing those
on intercity buses and radial tires in this session.

We feel the time is at hand, in fact, long since past, when Congress
should give the some consideration to trucks and truck bodies.

Mr. CALLAHAN. I am F. Murray Callahan, general counsel of the
Heavy -Duty Truck Manufacturers' Association. Our association,
founded over 6 years ago, represents exclusively heavy-duty truck
manufacturers and component producers thereof. We are headquar-
tered in Washington, D.C. and our members have facilities in all 50
States. In the past 2 years, this industry was harder hit than most and
at one time or another in 1974 every heavy-duty manufacturer shut
down their lines for varying periods. One of our members-a venerable
name in trucks-Diamond Reo-was forced out of business.

This morning I am pleased to have with me Garner L. Davis. vice
president sales, Mack Trucks, Inc., Allentown, Pa. We thought it
would be helpful to the committee to hear directly from a manu-
facturer.

Mr. DAvS. In the early 1970's, Federal regulations were first intro-
duced governing the manufacture of heavy-duty trucks. These regu-
lations covering such items as noise, emission, et cetera, while creat-
ing vehicles that were more socially acceptable, also had the end result
of increasing the prices of trucks, At the same time, the American econ-
omy was expanded at an unprecedented rate and the demand for heavy-
duty trucks needed to move the resulting freight showed no signs of
abating.

With the onset of inflation, prices of trucks increased rapidly, along
with all other products. At the same time, demand for heavy-duty
trucks decreased. Because of the fuel shortage, the Federal Govern-
ment has imposed a maximum speed limit of 55 miles an hour for all
highways. For the trucking industry, a slower speed is a longer time
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period for a given haul, and this has increased the cost of driver wagesbysome 9 percent for a given load.

In addition to the extra labor costs, the actual cost of diesel fuel has

risen an average of 84 percent in the past 4 years.
In 1974, the final decision was made by the Department of Trans-

portation to enforce MBSS 121 requiring the installation of anti-
wheel-lock devices on all airbrake trucks, and this encompasses a!l
heavy-duty trucks. The result was not ,mly a heavier chassis necessi-
tated by the general strengthening of brakes, axles and wheels to with-
stand the stress created b short stops, which meant lighter, less eco-
nomical payloads, but an increase of up to 1,200 for the average truck,
plus a substantial increase in the price of the trailer.

Because of increased costs brought about partially by federally man-
dated expenses, the prices of heavy-duty trucks both as an initial in-
vestment and as an operating expense has risen to the point where it
has become uneconomical for users to purchase new equipment. This
is equally true of the owner-operator of single vehicles to the largest
fleets operating coast to coast. The cost of buying and operating heavy-
duty diesel trucks is growing at a rate far greater than the revenues
available to potential customers. If this economic impasse continues,
the result will be totally inadequate transportation systems which can
only work to the detriment of the national economy.

This occurred at the same time as the recession's full effects were
felt. The results have been catastrophic for the heavy-duty truck in-
dustry, both manufacturers and users. In the course of providing ve-
hicles that were safer than ever before with emissions cleaner than
any other form of transportation, the industry has been forced into an
untenable position, and the final results are a near collapse of the in-
dustry-a decline of 54 percent in industry sales from 1974 to 1975,
and a decline of 46 percent in my truck sales.

All indications are that 1976 will show a substantial economic re-
covery for the entire United States. However, because of the factors
outlined before, the consensus of truck manufacturers is that 'heavy-
duty diesel truck markets will not share in this general recovery.

'It is anticipated that sales will increase only about 20 percent from
the low 62,841 trucks in 1975 to approximately 75,000 trucks. This
figure is still some 45 percent below 1974 sales, and indicates the con-
dition of our industry.

Not only has the collapse of the heavy-duty truck industry resulted
in tremendous loss in sales, but the unemployment rate experienced in
our industry has been at an extremely high level. As an example,
Mack Truck, Inc.'s employment has fallen from a high of 14,136 in
1974 to the present level of 12,057. It should be borne in mind that
Mack Truck has been extremely fortunate in its participation in the
export market which has 'helped alleviate the high unemployment
rates suffered by other heavy-duty truck manufacturers.

One large item included in the price delivery of all heavy-duty die-
sel trucks is the Federal excise tax, an impost previously removed
from other forms of transportation. We feel that elimination of this
tax will make it feasible for truck manufacturers to reduce the price
of their vehicles to a level where users could economically reenter the
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market and to enable the transportation industry to experience the
revival necessary for the health not only of the truck manufacturing
industry but the whole economy.

One ast point. I assure you that should the 10-percent Federal
excise tax be repealed, all the savings will positively be passed on to
the customer. Thank you.

Mr. GlusKcivcH. ir. Charlie Calvin will summarize his statement
in about 11 minutes.

Mr. CALVIN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
Charles Calvin, president of the Truck Trailer Manufacturers Asso-
ciation. Our members build more than 90 percent of the truck trailers
produced annually in the United States.

Gentlemen, to the best of our knowledge no other industry suffered
a greater decline in 1975 than the truck trailer manufacturing indus-
try. While Government economic indicators showed other industries
down 10 to 50 percent, our industry was operating at a 75.4-percent
decrease. In no single month during 1975 did we operate at more than
25 percent of capacity. In some months our production was down al-
most 80 percent. We might say that business is now improving, but the
fact is that January 1976 production remains down 66.6 percent and
Ferbuary down 61 percent.

My purpose in appearing before this committee is to urge the repeal
of the 10-percent Federal excise tax on truck trailers, truck bodies,
and trucks, and the 8-percent Federal excise tax on related parts and
accessories.

In an effort to assist manufacturers. TTMA published a "Federal
Excise Tax Guide." Even though this guidebook has 740 pages and
weighs almost 8 pounds, it still cannot be considered the ultimate
panacea to interpreters of this difficult excise tax regulation.

Let us say Congress does repeal the automotive excise taxes. High-
way experts point out that a 1-cent increase in the fuel tax wouldresult in an increase of $1 billion annually in receipts to the highway
trust fund. Isnagine, a realtively simple collection task replacing a
very complicated excise tax and resulting in higher receipts. It is $1
billion compared to $500 to $700 million.

There is one more very important matter to be considered. Outright
repeal is the only sensible solution to this troublesome tax problem.
A reduction would, of course, help the purchaser; however, every
single administrative problem created by the 10-percent and 8-percent
taxes would remain intact e:en if they were reduced to 1 percent or
less. In fact, any reduction would only serve to greatly intensify the
collection burden which, in the truck trailer manufacturing industry,
is believed to alreadwv-exceed the value of the revenue collected. In
other words, we believe. it costs industry and Government $1 to col-
lect $1. If the tax were reduced, we might find ourselves spending $1
to collect 10 cents.

It is our sincere belief that the production decreases, plant closings,
and the unemployment that has so devastated the truck trailer manu-
facturing industry in 1975 and continuing in 1976 can be reversed in
the near future by repeal of the taxes. We are not requesting billions
of dollars in Federal funds in order to "reorganize." Our plea is for
an opportunity to put our people back to work and help stimulate the
recovery of the national economy. Thank you.
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The CHAIRMAN. Before we interrogate these witnesses, we are going
to suggest two things. First, because we have a lot of witnesses today,
and we have had very challenging thoughts suggested to us, I am
going to suggest that insofar as possible we submit written questions.
I have written out one question, and I hope you can give us an answer
to it for the record before you leave town today.

Second, since Senator Griffin has arrived, andsince he is interested
in the same thing you gentlemen are interested in, I am going to call
on Senator Griffin to make a statement.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT P. GRIFFIN, A SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF MICHIGAN, ACCOMPANIED BY HON. MARVIN L. ,SCH, A
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

Senator OniN. Thank you. Conressman Esch from Michigan is
here and would like to addsome additional comments.

The CHAIRMAN. We are glad to welcone you back on this commit-
tee, Senator. I do not know why you wanted to depart. [Laughter.]

Senator GRFFIMN. I will not read my entire statement but will sum-
marize by saying that we are here because of the-serious unemploy-
ment situation that still exists in our State of Michigan, 13 per-
cent. Although the sales of automobiles have improved considerably,
and although we see some improvement in the economic picture, it is
a fact that unemployment in this segment of the motor vehicle in-
dustry-namely, the truck and bus manufacturers and sales seg-
ment-is showing little improvement. In fact, sales actually dropped
last year and the unemployment picture deteriorated, which is rather
out of keeping with the rest of the automotive industry.

Last year the committee did approve, in concept, the repeal of this
last vesiige of the excise taxes-a holdover from World War II.

I think repeal is still justified, and I might just add that such action
will not benefit the State of Michigan alone. There are actually more
workers in this industry in California, Illinois, Indiana, Missouri,
North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Texas than in Michigan.

So, from the standpoint of the unemployment picture, the commit-
tee could certainly help these States, our State, and the Nation were
it to see fit to include repeal of these excise taxes in its legislation.

Now, perhaps Congressman Esch would like to say a word.
Mr. Escii. I appreciate, Mr. Chairman, the opportunity to join my

colleague from Michigan and to emphasize the importance of this
issue. I am well aware that the committee has already taken action,
but I think it is important to recognize the relationship between un-
employment and excise taxes. As Senator Griffin has correctly pointed
out, tfiis is true not only in Michigan, but throughout the country.

Comments were made to this committee last year when we worked
on the Tax Reduction Act; you, Mr. Chairman, emphasized that, as
regards the 10-percent investment tax credit. In addition to providing
shortrun stimulus to the economy, it would increase the amount of
desirable investment for other reasons. Investment not only creates
jobs directly and through the multiplier effect, but also increases prod-
uctivity. Unless our capital stock is significantly increased in the
future, there will be serious problems providing enough jobs for those
entering the labor force.
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Yet, in this one industry, and in this one industry alone, the capital
made available by the investment tax credit is offset by other taxes;
namely, the 10-percent excise tax. I would hope that the committee
would want to act aggressively to reduce this inequity.

We all are aware of the number of individuals who are employed
in the industry, but I would like to point out that equipment distrib-
utors and their sales outlets alone employ 500,000 to 600,000 people.
Even as the automobile industry moves out of the recession, truck
sales continue to slump. I think it is in the best interests of the work-
ingnmn that we remove the 10-percent excise tax and get on with the
stimulus necessary to provide sharply increased employment.

The CHAIMMAN. Thank you, gentlemen.
[The prepared statement of Senator Griffin follows:]

STATEMENT OF U.S. SENATOR ROBErT P. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE
CoMmIrrrx

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate the opportunity to
testify today in support of legislation to repeal the 10-percent Federal excise tax
on new trucks and buses, and the 8 percent tax on parts and acceories for
those motor vehicles.

Just over a year ago, on March 6, 1975, I joined with my distinguished col-
league Senator Hart in Introducing a bill, S. 974, to repeal these discriminatory
excise taxes. At that time, sales of both autos and trucks were down sharply.
And the unemployment rate in the auto industry was nearly 25 percent-the
highest Jobless rate of any major industry in the United States.

It will be recalled that your committee responded appropriately by incorpor-
ating this proposal as an amendment to the tax reduction legislation. The com-
mittee-approved amendment 'was passed by the Senate but was dropped in the
House-Senate Conference.

Today, while the economic picture is generally brighter for the auto industry
as a whole and its workers, the same cannot be said for that segment of the
industry still subject to these excise taxes. In fact, during 1975, truck sales
dropped 40 percent below 1974 levels. One major company-Diamond Reo-went
out of busineas--which left nearly 2,000 Jobless. And truck sales are still down.
In the first three months of this year, heavy truck sales declined more than
20 percent from the comparable period In 1975.

It will be recalled that, in 1971, Congress repealed the remaining 7 per cent
Federal excise tax on passenger automobiles. 'That action stimulated higher sales
and generated thousands of Jobs in the auto industry.

If the remaining excise tax on trucks and parts were to be repealed now, the
action would provide a needed "shot in the arm," not only for Michigan-which
still suffers from an unemployment rate of about 18 per cent-but also for many
other States. In fact, In California, Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, North Carolina,
Ohio, Pennsylvania and Texas, there are more workers employed in manufac-
turing bodies and trailers for trucks and buses than in my own state of Michigan.

Throughout the country there are 896 businesses, employing more than 68,000
workers, Involved Just In the manufacture of truck trailers and bodies for trucks
and buses. And more than 150,000 workers are engaged in all phases of truck and
bus production, including the manufacture of parts, accessories and related equip-
ment. All of these companies and their workers have been severely hurt by the
sales decline in their part of the Industry.

Itarthermore, to remove the excise tax and reduce the purchase price of trucks,
buses and parts, would contribute to the progress that has already been made
in slowing the inflation rate. And lowering the purchase cost of these vehicles
would be particularly helpful to small' businessmen, including farmers and In-
dependent owner-operators of semi-trailer rigs, who have been hard hit by the
recent bout with inflation.

Whatever justification once existed for these taxes, It has long since passed.
They are the last vestiges of the "emergency and temporary" excise taxes enacted
during the Great Depression and World War II.
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Oongres has already repealed excise taxes levied on everything from refrig.
orators to jewelry. And we have repealed excise taxes on all other forms of
transportation, including motorcycles, local transit buses, refuse collection truck
assemblies, automobiles, light-duty trucks and automobile parts.

In the tax bill now pending before this Committee-H.R. 6860-the House has
included provisions to repeal the excise tax on intercity buses. The time has come
I suggest, to compete the reform by repealing the taxes on the sales of heavy-
duty trucks and truck and bus parts.

These taxes have been dedicated to the Highway Trust Fund, but truck and
bus operators are subject to fuel taxes and other user charges, like everyone else.
Of course, all highway users should pay their fair share of the costs of main-
taining this system, but it is not fair to continue a discriminatory sales tax,
which applies to no other form of tTansportation.

Furthermore, the impact of repeal on the Highway Trust Fund would not be
great. These taxes account for only about 10-11 per cent of Trust Fund rev-
enues--and the Trust Fund has a surplus which has Increased in recent years to
more than $9 billion. Despite a slight revenue drop in FY 1976, due to the effects
of the recession, the FY 1977 budget projects that the surplus will increase by
nearly $200 million during the next fiscal year.

Mr. Chairman, I strongly urge that whatever tax legislation is reported by the
-Committee include provisions for the repeal of these excise taxes. This is a long-
overdue tax reform measure which will stimulate employment and sales in an
industry which Is still suffering the effects of the past recession. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. I have one question that I am going to submit to the
panel of witnesses in writing.

Senator PackwoodI
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Chairman, I did not know about written

questions.
The CHAIRMAN. You may ask whatever questions you wish, but

I would like to limit questions to five minutes for each Senator.
Senator PACKWOOD. What competitive product. is there to these

trucks over $10,000? Do you people substitute something else?
Mr. DAVIS. No; there is no substitute for a heavy-duty vehicle.

When you say over $10,000, that takes in a great range of trucks and
equipment.

Senator PACKWOOD. You said $10,000, or 10,000 pounds? I meant
pounds.

Mr. DAVIS. All right. This is the movement of all types of products
throughout the United States and all parts of the world.

All forms of transportation such as railroads, water transportation
and air cargo do move a lot of goods, but, 'however, the truck is the
thing that brings it to the door. It is the city-to-city movement. It
takes over from the railroad. It takes over from the airplane in the
areas that they obviously cannot reach. There is no substitute.

Senator PACKWOOD. Do you have any serious foreign competition ?
Are there large -heavy foreign trucks coming into this country ?

Mr. DAVIS. Not at this time.
Senator PACKWOOD. I am at a loss to understand. I remember the

argument over rule 121 and the safety brakes, because we have a manu-
facturer in Oregon, but I am at a loss to understand if there is no
foreign competition, and there is no alternative form of domestic
transportation, the sales fell from 191,000 in 1974 to 68,000 last year.
That cannot be the excise tax.

Is it just a postponement of people purchasing? These trucks have
to be purchased. What happens?
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Mr. DAvis. There is a great deal of postponement of purchases.
Trucks usually, or many times, are traded in or are converted after
3 to 4 years of use and then they go into a secondary use in other area.

So the net result is a reduction in sales. I wish to point out, also, on
the Federal excise tax, years ago it was, I believe, 6 percent on a much
smaller dollar value. A truck sold, say, for $15,000, and there was 6
percent on that. It went to 8 percent, and now it is 10 percent. It is
now on a sales price, however, of $38,000 to $40,000. So the percentage
increased and the dollars increased.

What is happening with the various forms of increases, some of
the increases came about because raw goods increased, and other regu-
lar commodities increased. A substantial amount of price increases in
trucks, however, came about because of federally imposed regula-
tions, the brake laws, the noise abatement laws, and many of those
things. That represents $3,000 to $4,000 or more in the price of a motor
truck.

Now, what has happened is that customers are postponing their
purchases. You might say ultimately they will have to purchase.
Well, the alternative is, perhaps, to run trucks longer. They are still
trying to run trucks that do not have the MBS 121 brake system on
them. If they were already in service before the law was passed, they
can do these things.

It has all added up to a drastic reduction in truck sales, that with
the economy.

Senator PACXWOOD. It seems to me given the premise that there is
no foreign competition and no domestic alternative transportation,
that you have to have an upswing. People have to have these for their
business.

Mr. DAVIs. We agree with that. There will be an improvement in
our business in the normal course of events. We must face the fact,
though, that already many truck companies and truck manufacturers
have already had to go out of business. Dodge and the Chrysler cor-
porations stopped building heavy-duty trucks. Diamond-Reo went
out of business Mormon Trucks is out of business, and there are
others at this time that are having financial problems because of the
things that have been-the things they have been required to face up
to in the heavy-duty truck industry.

The fact remains that you can get to a condition-for example, we
are selling trucks today. When we sell a truck, it is in the heavy-duty
truck only, not the trailer with it, but the area of the price is $38,000
to $40,000. That is an increase of almost d6ble. Not many years ago
it was $21,000 or $22,000 for the truck to haul the same load, or actu-
ally a little less payload, because the truck was not as heavy. But it
gets to the point of no return, because there is so much revenue, and
so much expense.

With the mounting amount of taxes that have been imposed, as I
have tried to illustrate here, the 10 percent on a greater amount of the
vehicle, along with all the other Government-imposed regulations,
with all due respect, it has come to the point that the price of the
vehicle is just almost out of range to buy.

Mr. CALVIN'. If I may inject a comment, that you are now seeing
repairing and rebuilding operations that the industry has never seen
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in its existence. These older vehicles are being brought out from God
knows where, and especially the truck trailer manufacturing industry
has been knocked in the head.

Senator PAoNKwoo. Thank you. My time is up.-
The CHAMMAN. Senator HansenI
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, I think I can be a little bit helpful

in telling what has been happening to the truck industry. I happen
to be in the livestock business. It is badly depressed, and farming is
not all that profitable, as you gentlemen know. I do not know how
many trucks are sold to the farmers and ranchers of America, but I
assure you a great number are.

The repeal of this tax would certainly help those individuals who
need to purchase trucks to more easily afford them. I think the best
thing that could happen would be to repeal this tax.

I commend Senator Griffin for his leadership in seeing that this
tax is repealed. I think at times we in the Congress are unduly myopic
in looking at what we think is the immediate Treasury impact of a
tax. We assume that if we want to retain or increase a tax the Treasury
is going to get more money. However, many times it works the other
way around. It appears to be working the other way around in this in-
stance. What is happening in my opinion is that we have added unnec-
essarily to the cost of a truck, and two things have occurred: Farmers
and ranchers are not able to buy used trucks from industry, because
industry won't buy new ones. As a consequence both the trucking in-
dustry and the potential truck purchasers suffer. It appears, Mr. Davis,
that the best thing Congress could do would be to repeal this tax. If we
did, truck production would increase, which would increase employ-
ment. The result would be a positive impact on the Treasury, rather
than a negative impact. When you put people to work, when you get
them on the payroll and they start becoming taxpayers instead of tax
consumers, a number of positive things happen.

I commend this panel for an excellent presentation, and I shall
support our chairman and other members of the committee to see if
we can get this tax removed.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Byrd I
Senator BYRD. Just one question. It was brought out that the price

of the truck has gone from $15,000 to $38,000. What period of time
would that be?

Mr. DAVIS. It is a long period of time. We were at $21,000 5 years
ago. We were at $15,000, and some of this included.the conversion from
gasoline to diesel power. We were at $15,000 10 or 11 years ago.

Mr. GRISKMICH. May I add to that? One manufacturer, Interna-
tional Harvester, has estimated that a heavy-duty truck that sold for
$22,000 in 1971 rose in cost to over $33,000 in 1975. That is a 50-percent
increase.

Senator BYRD. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis.
Senator CuRTis. I am very much interested in your presentation

here today, and I am interested particularly as it applies to truck
parts.

We have several rather important manufacturers of truck parts in
Nebraska. For example, they may make something such as a filter.
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The manufacturer has no way of knowing whether the filter is used
on a truck subject to tax, or whether it is used on a velicl that is not
taxed. Many of these-filters are also sold for replacement, and there,
again, the manfuacturer has no way of knowing until someone pulls
up to a filling station to get a filter whether it carries a tax or not.

The problem is further complicated by the fact that in some IRS
regions, the manufacturers have been taxed, and in other regions they
found they were not subject to the tax. In some instances these manu-
facturers are facing not. only the imposition of the tax, but on a
retroactive basis.

The CTAIRMAN. I would like to ask one question in addition to what
I will submit in writing.

It you were manufacturing these trucks in a European country, they
would give you the excise tax back when you export the truck'. They
have a value added tax averaging about 15 percent, and they refund
it when the product leaves the country. Is that tax rebated to you on
your exports?

Mr. HACKNEY. Yes, sir, it is exempted from tax if it is exported.
The CrAIIM.AN. Maybe they could go further and give you back

the income tax.
Thank you very much, gentlemen.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follows:]

STATEMENT OF PETER GRISKIVieH, DIRECTOR, MoTOR TRUCK MANITFACTUTERS
DIVISION OF MOTOR VEHICLE IANUFACTURERs ASSOCIATION OF TIlE UNITED
STATES, INC.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. I am Peter Griskivich, Director
of the Motor Truck ,Manufacturers Division (f the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers
Association of the United States, Inc. (MCVA). We appreciate the opportunity
to present testimony on tax reform Issues. MVMA represents nine of the major
motor vehicle manufacturers who account for more than 99% of the automobiles,
truck, and buses made In the United States, Including 98% of the trucks
produced.

I am appearing today to urge that the Committee reaffirm its previous support
for the repeal of the 10% Federal excise tax on new medium and heavy duty
trucks, truck trailers, intercity buses [under 26 U7SC 4061(a) (1)1 and the 8%
tax on truck and bus parts and accessories [26 I'SC 4061 (b)]. This proposal
is contained 1h S. 974 fntrwduced by Senators Robert Griffin and Philip Hart
and S. 2495 sponsored by Senator Ilartke of this Committee.

It is our belief that the repeal of these taxes is entirely in the public Interest
and in harmony with the goals of stimulating the economy and controlling
inflation. Repeal (if these excise taxes will furthermore remove a long-standing
tax Inequity and help to offset the rapidly rising material and manufacturing
costs. By so doing, It will additionally serve to protect and bolster employment
in the commercial vehicle and related supplier industries at a time when such
action is particularly needed.

THE NEED FOR GREATER TAX EQUITY

These taxes represent some of the last vestiges of a form of taxation which
has its origins in either "temporary" or "emergency" measures adopted during
wartime or the Depression, Their purpose was largely to discourage production
or make adjustments in the national economy. The vaset majority of products
subject to these taxes, some dating back to World War I, have since been
exempted. Such things,-for example, as motorcycles, automobile parts, air con-
ditioners. business machines, refrigerators, freezers, refuse collection truck
assemblies, radios, TV's, phonographs, local urban mass transit buses, electric
appliances of all kinds, furs, luggage, and jewelry were exempted five to ten
years ago.
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In 1966, at the time that the truck and parts taxes were earmarked for the
Highway Trust Fund to finance the Interstate System, most if not all the
products cited above were still subject to excise taxes. Since 1956, however, they
have been substantially wiped from the tax books. As a consequence, the Federal
excise tax system has become progressively more selective in the types of products
subject to It-and thus, increasingly more discriminatory.

In 1971, for instance, Congress exempted passenger automobiles and that por-
tion of the tax which applies to new trucks of up to 10,000 lbs. GVW, leaving
medium and heavy-duty trucks, trailers, and Intercity buses alone burdened
with this tax and the 8% tax on truck and bus parts and accessories. No similar
taxes are levied on the manufacture of competing forms of surface transporta-
tion--e.g., trains, river barges, sea freighters orjpipelines.

The major purpose of these hearings is to enable this Committee to report out
a comprehensive tax reform bill. The inclusion in this legislation of the proposals
we are urging would be completely consistent with your enlightened actions in
1965 and 1971 when you repealed all of the temporary excise taxes mentioned
before. Now is an appropriate time for the Committee, and the Congress, to con-
tinue and complete this reform effort by repealing these discriminatory taxes
which serve as an unfair yoke around the neck of the truck, trailer, bus and parts
manufacturing industries.

DECLINiNG SALES AND DECLINING TAX REVENUES

During the past two calendar years, trucks in the over 10,000 lb. class expe-
rienced a 40% decline in retail sales from 495,768 units in 1973 to 298,105 units in
1975. This is double the rate of sales decline of non-taxed trucks (0-10,000 lbs.
(;'VW) which in the same 2-year period dropped 19% from 2,152,490 units in
1973 to 2,052,952 units in 1975. This downward trend has continued through the
first two months of this year which saw retail sales of these taxed vehicles at
43,607 units as compared to 72,339 units in January-February of 1973.

We hope this trend reverses itself. Nevertheless, it underscores the fact that
when there are fewer sales there are fewer tax revenues collected.

For example, based on last year's sales decline, truck, bus and trailer excise
tax collections for FY 1976 are estimated in the proposed F'Y 1977 Federal Budget
to drop to $375 million. T1i0s would be a decline of $226 billion from FY 1975
Highway Trust Fund receipts of $601 million. Again, however, we hope truck sales
recover to a far greater degree than these estimates indicate.

Furthermore, a decline in the sales of the vehicles means not only a decline
in excise tax collections, but also a loss of Federal, state, and local revenues
from other sources including corporate and employee income taxes. This is coupled
with an increasing demand for government services in the way of unemployment
compensation and welfare payments.

The president of White Motor Corporation, John E. Sheehan, testified a few
weeks ago before the House Commerce Committee's Subcommittee on Consumer
Protection and Finance. He reported that White's truck sales dropped from
$8 million in 1974 to $528 million In 1975. As a result, White experienced a
net operating loss of $41 million in 1975 from the steep downturn in truck sales.
As an example of what this has meant to the company, Mr. Sheehan indicated
that 1,270 employees currently were on layoff last month at the company's Cleve-
land plant. Some of those employees include men and women with as much as
13 years seniority.

The major reverses experienced in the past two years in commercial vehicle
markets have taken a severe toll in the truck manufacturing industry. One other
manufacturer has permanently closed one of its facilities. Another manufac-
turer has decided to withdraw from the heavy truck market. Still another manu-
facturer has gone into bankruptcy. White has been forced to seek a merger
partner lit order to ovecome its financial difficulties.

TIlE RISING COST OF GOVERNMENT IEOULATIONS

The sales decline of taxable commercial vehicles has been compounded by
sharply increased costs. One manufacturer, International Harvester, has esti-
mated that a heavy duty class truck whieh sold for $22,000 in 1971, rose in cost
to over $33,000 in 1975--a 50 percent increase. This $11,000 price Increase reflects
the cost of $2,500 to meet Federal regulations, $3.000 for product improvement
and $5,530 due to inflation. Of the $2,500 increase in the factory sales price due to
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Federally mandated standards, approximately $1,650 iS attributed to the (FMVSS
121) antilock air brake standard in the stringent form as originally proposed.

In the testimony referred to earlier, the president of the White Motor Cor-
poration told the House Commerce Subcommittee that the impact of this Stand-
ard had been, "catastrophic." It has both served to artificially stimulate and
then deeply depress the truck manufacturing industry. The air brake system
standard originally was to become effective on trailers in January of 1975, and
with respect to trucks and buses on March 1, 1975. Since these initial effective
dates, the standard has been amended significantly in its performance require-
ments. Furthermore, a number of exceptions and exemptions have been granted
from full application of the standards on various grounds. The entire matter of
the standard setting has been in the courts for a number of months, thus further
confusing the situation.

The uncertainty produced massive truck orders in mid-1974 as buyers sought
to obtain trucks without the expensive device which consists of a computer,
certain associated hardware, and a much heavier front axle and front wheel
brakes. With the onslaught of the recession later in 1974, many of these orders
were cancelled. The impact of this reversal is still being felt. The prolonged
uncertainty over FMVSS 121 in the Federal government and in the courts has
created continuing difficulties for the truck manufacturing industry.

The next round of Federal regulations in the aggregate promise to add sub-
stantial additional costs. For example, the Environmental Protection Agency
estimates that the cost of noise control equipment necessary to reach the proposed
80 decibel level standard would add approximately 2-11.5% to the average price
of a truck, depending on the type of unit. The cost of more stringent heavy-duty
vehicle emissions standards currently being considered by the Congress is likely
to add several hundred more dollars per vehicle.

Because the additional government-required equipment adds substantially to
the total wholesale price of the truck (which is the basis for calculating the
excise tax due), the buyer is penalized by having to pay substantially higher
taxes. He is caught in a squeeze between the right hand and left hand of the
Federal government. On the one hand, the buyer is having to pay the basic cost
of the equipment mandated by the regulations, only to find that each time the
basic cost goes up, the tax collector's hand is digging deeper into his pocket.

EFFECTS ON CONSUMER PRICES

The vital importance of truck transportation to the economic well-being of
business and individual consumers is well known. For example, the American
Trucking Association's estimates that 80.7% of all meat, 84.3% of all beverages
and 82.3% of all clothing is delivered by trucks. Overall, motor trucks accounted
for nearly 80% of all freight revenues in 1973, according to the Transportation
Association of America. Therefore, one cost element In almost all goods and serv-
ices purchased by the consuming public is the cost of transportation via trucks.

Obviously, then, it follows that any increase in the manufacturers' price of new
trucks and any increase in costs to the trucker will be reflected in the price the
consuming public must pay for the goods it purchases. Therefore, the repeal of
these excise taxes will help ease the inflationary burdens Imposed on consumers
by serving to lower or at least stabilize transportation costs.

The rising cost of labor and materials has contributed greatly to the manu-
facturer's. Dealers selling costs have risen substantially. And all of these
costs are ultimately passed on in final consumer prices.

The truck operator has, as a consequence of the nation's energy problems, ex.
perienced increased fuel costs. There is every Indication these costs will continue
to rise, and result in further increased prices in consumer products.

TRUCK AND BUS PARTS AND ACCESSORIES TAX

The Excise Tax Reduction Act of 1965 exempted passenger automobile parts
from the 8% excise tax, but It remains on truck parts and accessories including
parts for trucks under 10,000 lbs. GVW even though such light duty trucks them-
selves are exempted from the 10% tax in 1971. This tax yields relatively little
as a percentage of Highway Trust Fund revenues (2.8% in FY 1975), and is
cumbersome and expensive to administer. Because this tax Is assessed on the
initial factory price of the part, its effect is increased as It Is passed along
through the usual three to five step distribution system, thus, repeal of the tax
could result in savings to the consumer.

The truck parts tax in some cases presents competitive problems for manu-
facturers who produce both tax-exempt passepger cars and light trucks, and tax-
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able heavy trucks. These problems arise because of the difficulties of distinguish.
ing between taxable truck parts and tax-exempt parts.

TiUOKS AND TAX RZVNUMs

More trucks provide substantial revenues from a variety of Federal and state
tax sources. Latest available data * indicate that in calendar 1974 trucks com-
prised 17.7% of total motor vehicle registrations, traveled approximately 20%
of the total vehicle-miles, and contributed over 87.7%, or $7.1 billion, of the com.
blned-Federal and state highway-user tax revenues collected.

At the Federal level, $2.5 billion or 43% of the Highway Trust Fund was gen-
erated by trucks. Of this percentage, only about 11% was collected through the
new truck and parts excise taxes. The remaining portion, or approximately 82%
of total Fund revenues, were derived from fuel, vehicle use and tire excise taxes
paid by truck owners and operators.

At the state level, trucks accounted for $4.6 billion In revenues, or about 35.3%
of the total collected.*

The Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association has long been on record as a
supporter of the user charge concept for paying for road building and maintenance
expenditures. In the hearings last summer on the Federal-Aid Highway legisla-
tion before the House Public Works Committee, W. D. Eberle, MVMA president,
testified concerning our support for repeal of the new truck, trailer, bus and parts
and accessories taxes. At that time, he indicated that if the resulting re-enue
loss to the Trust Fund was needed for highway system construction, it should
be made up by adjusting highway user charges.

The excise tax, we believe, because it is not a user charge tends to discriminate
against a specialized segment of our transportation system. We believe that In the
true spirit of the user charge concept, the costs of construction and maintenance
for the highway system should be spread among the users of the system in the
broadest possible way. _

TI Z LZISLA~TIVE OrTATION

Mr. Chairman, as you know under present law, unless the Highway Trust Fund
is extended, the 10% excise tax on trucks, truck-trailers, intercity buses, chassis,
etc., is scheduled to drop to 5% on October 1, 1977, with revenues then reverting
to the general treasury. The 8% parts and accessories tax would likewise drop to
5%. The Federal-Aid Highway Bills (H.R. 8235 and S. 2711) now pending final
approval would extend these and all other excises devoted to the Highway Trust
Fund, at their present rates, through September 80, 1979.

Last year, the Senate adopted the recommendation of this Committee during
consideration of H.R. 2166, the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, ot appeal the 10%
truck, trailer and bus tax and the 8% parts tax. Unfortunately, this provision was
dropped by the conferees.

The Committee has before it for consideration during markup on the omnibus
tax bill, the House-passed Energy Conservation legislation H.R. 6860. Section
221 of this bill contains language repealing the excise tax on intercity buses.

We urge the Committee and the Senate to Include repeal of the 10% excise
tax on new trucks and truck trailers and the 8% tax on the parts and akcessories
for these vehicles, as well.

Mr. Chairman, it had been anticipated that the 94th Congress would fully
address the question of the future course of the Federal Highway Program and
of the nation's overall transportation policy. Such an examination would have
provided an appropriate opportunity to review the equity of the present financing
system, particularly with regard to the new truck and parts taxes. Unfortunately,
such a comprehensive reassessment has been deferred until the 95th Congress.
However, the trucking industry is in need of action now, not two years from
now. While it would be logical that the question of repeal of these taxe6 be con-
sidered in the broader context of overall transportation policies, we believe this
tax reform issue should not be delayed further.

Nevertheless, MVMA continues to believe that the whole question of Federal
transportation policy needs to be thoroughly examined and resolved at the
earliest possible date. In this regard, we have urged a broadly-based review of
the many facets of this problem. Such a review must, of course, include the
question of how future Federal transportation programs should be equitably
financed.

*Source: American Trucking Associations.
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We are not advocating that the trucking Industry should pay anything less
than its fair share of the costs for using the Federally-aided highway system.
What we do urge, however, i that the discriminatory excise tax, which is not
levied on any other mode of surface transportation, no longer be Imposed on
truck buyers. The point we want to make very clearly is that all usern of the
highway system should be providing the] r fair share of the funds needed, rather
than through a tax that acts as an econo-re disincentive.

We submit, therefore, that the repeal of the excises would serve to stimulate
truck manufacturing and its related industries, encourage employment, provide
relief to the consumer, and end a discriminatory, burdensome tax.

FEDERAL ExcIzE TAx RATES ON TRUCxS, Buszs, TRAILEaS, PARTS AND AcczessoIEs

ZFP£CTIVr. DATS
OF NEW TAX OR
REVISION or PARS AND
EXISTING TAX BUS S TRUCS TAAILRX ACCESSORIS

(PEI9CENT or jPER.IzT or- (PERCENT OF (PEA N"E OF
i&%uACTuRzR' 5miAFcTuRri's S .AlwAClUPrR'S MuA M"AC Re
SALES PRICE) SALES PRICE) SALS PRICE) SALES PRICE)

-Obtober 4# 1917 3 percent 3 percent - _-

Pebruary 25. 1919 5 percent 1 5 percent
July 3# 1924 Exempted truck 2-1/2

chassis sold for percent

$1,000 or under
and truck bodies

I~ for $200 or nde_

february 26,1926 Repealed RepeAled

March 29, 1926 3 percent

Diy 29, 1926 Repealed -_-

June 21, 1932 3 percent 2 pewosnt -2 percent

July 1, 1940 3-1/2 2-1/2 - 2-1/2
percent percent - percent

October 1 1941 S percent 5 percent ,Wuse trailers. 5 percent
7 percentothers
5 Percent,November if-1551 8 percent ret I POCOtAercent 5 ercent

July to 156 10 percent 10 percent 10 percent

July to 1-61 IiIIE,
June 22, L9S 10 percent 10 percent

January I 1966 I percent

Existing retes, 0 percent 10 percent 10 perent 8 percet
January 1# 1974 a- a -A t .a -

(Scheduled 5 percent 5 percent S percent S percent
chenqe or )rt, 1 1977 Oct. 1, 197? Ot , 1177 Oct. 1, 1971
reversion under
laws exLstinq b
January t, 1974)

a Exemptions from stated taxes are: House-trailers, November 1 1951; school buses,
camper bodies, motor homes, truck or trailer bodies designed for seed, feed, and fertilizer,
small three-wheeled vehicles, June 22, 1965; cutting oil and automobile parts and acces-
sories, January 1, 1968; trucks, buses and trailers 10,000 pounds or less gross weIght,
September 23, 1971; and. local transit buses in urban use, and trash container bodiea
for trucks, Decembar 11, 1971.b Although the "basic" tax on parts and accessories Is 5 Percent of the manufacturer's
wholesale price, the 8 percept rate that became effective on a temporary basis November 1,
1951, bas remained in efect through periodic !ztensios. '

Source: U.S. federal Highway Administration, Highway Statistits, 1978.
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RETAIL SALES OF TRUCKS SUBJECT TO 10 PERCENT FEDERAL EXCISE TAX (INCLUDING IMPORTS OF US.
MANUFACTURERS)

Medium Heavy

10 001 to 14.001 to 16,001 to 19 $01t 26,001 to 33,001
Calendar year 14, 0 l6, 000 59, 500 fk 000 33,000 and over Tot I

1973 .................. 49, 771 3,118 15,709 235,569 37,030 154,571 495,76
1 '4"........... ..... 21,038 2,693 14,455 207,001 31,036 147,533 423,756
11.5................ 23,054 1,253 9,073 158,584 22,993 83,148 216,105

JANUARY-FEBRUARY NEW TRUCK RETAIL SALES IN THE UNITED STATES-(1973-76) (INCLUDING IMPORTS OF
U.S. MANUFACTURERS)

Medium Heavy

10,001 to 14,001 to 16.001 to 19501to 26,001 to 33,001 Monthly
Calendar year 14,000 V6,001 19.500 6,000 53,000 and over totat

1973:
January ............ 2,039 211 11111 17,816 3,024 11,327 35,528
February........... 4,119 155 1,358 17,143 2,826 11,210 36.811

Total .................................................................................... 72,339

1974:
Ju su.y ............ 390 245 1,127 14,091 2,452 11,355 20,660
February ........... 435 225 1,078 16, 116 2,630 12,388 32,872

Total .................................................................................... 62 532
1975:

January ............ 1,709 155 581 11,091 1, 857 7394 23, 287Feb t ............ 1,276 120 812 11,061 1,921 7,945 23,135
Total .................................................................................... 46.422

1976:
January ............ 1,942 43 544 9, 432 1, 620 5,975 20, 556
February ........... 2,460 21 647 10,650 1,615 6,008 23,051

Total .................................................................................... 43,607

TRUCK AND BUS FACTORY SALES BY GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT EXCEPT EXPORTS

10,001 14,001 16,001 19,501 26,001 33,000
0 to 6,001 to to to to to and Sub- Grand

6,000 10,000 subtotal 14,000 16,000 19,500 26,000 33,000 over total total

1973... 1,639,663 713,210 2,352,373 44,272 6,443 15,543 180 345 37,834 149,503 433,040 2,78,813
1974. 1,417 2 652,616 2,06898 8,911 3,220 10,271 197,450 29,091 150,78 399,728 2,469,626
1975.:: W 292 853, 310 11,750,602 13,914 917 5, 718 139,769 21, 555 70, 283 252,156 2,002,758

US. INTERNAL REVENUE EXCISE TAX COLLECTIONS

[In thousands of dollarsil

Calendar year 1973 1974 1975

TRUCKS, BUSES, CHASSIS BODIES, ZTC. (10,000 LB GVW AND OVER)-
(10 PERCENT 1,'i

l quartw .................................................... $117,138 $119,071 $1,8
2d qart .................................................... 145,959 142,817 104, 14q. e ...................................................... 137,522 148,516 ,71

4th quarter .............................................. 120, 289 143,453 51,648

TOal ...................................................... 520,908 553,857 393,557

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES--(8 PERCENT TAX)
ist qurtr ...................................................... 26,772 30,155 31,411
2d qurta.... ........................................... 29,886 31,06 27,7233d quarter .................................................... 29.875 34,500 28, U9
4th quarter .................................................... 29,38 31,418 28, 64

Total ..................................................... 116,071 127,109 116,411

Source: U.S. Internal Revenue Service, press reeass issued qurtedy up to Mar. 17,107&.
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SELECTED FEDERAL EXCISE TAX COLLECTIONS TRANSFERRED TO THE HIGHWAY TRUST FUND, Ps$ 1274-77

tIn millions|

Truck, bus, Truck, bus Total
tral parts acc - trust

Fiscal year- (10 percent) so$le (8 percent) fund

1974 ...................................................... $614.1 8130.4 $6,674.9
1975 ...................................................... 601.6 143.1 6,773.8
1976 estinate ............................................... .. 375.0 130.0 6,328. 0

tquarter... .................................. 128.6 51.4 ................
quarter. ..................................... 9.7 25.1..........
quat.. .................................... 99.1 - 33.1 ..........

4th quart ............................ ... ......... ...................
Tot ................................................ 237.4 109.6 ................

Transition qurtw ' ......................................... 129.0 41.0 11902.0
a ............................................ 576.0 163.0 7,115.0

' July 1, 1976, to Sept. 30, 1976.
s Oct. 1,1976, to Sept. 30, 197.
Source: U.S. Federal Budget, fiscal year 1976 fiscal year 1977. U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway

Administration. Press reesei dated Mar. 11, 197b.

STATEMENT OF JAMEs A. HACKNEY III oN BEHALF OF THE TRUCK BODY AND
EQUIPMENT ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is James Hackney and
I am Chairman of the Taxation Committee of the Truck Body and Equipment
Association. TBEA is a nationwide organization of manufacturers, distributors,
and dealers of truck bodies, bus bodies, fire engine bodies and equipment, parts,
and accessories used in connection with these items. All of these items at the
present time are subject to the federal manufacturers excise tax imposed by 8ec.
tLion 4061 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1964. Truck bodies and chassis are
taxed at a 10% rate and parts and accessories at 8%. The members of the Asso-
ciation believe that it is time for the excise tax to be repealed or, at the very least,
certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code involving the tax should be
amended to eliminate certain inequities in the tax which put some members of our
industry at a competitive disadvantage with respect to others.

The manufacturers excise tax on truck bodies, chassis, parts and accessories is
the last excise tax on vehicles. In 1971 the excise tax was removed from auto-
mobiles because of high unemployment In the industry and a desire to alleviate
the problems of a recession-weakened industry. Virtually the same situation that
existed at that time in the automobile industry now exists in the truck industry.
Our industry is now In the midst of a general recession and is faring far worse
than industry as a whole.

Heavy duty truck sales In 1975 were 87% lower than sales in 1974. Truck-trailer
manufacturing was off an alarming 77% during the first ten months of 1975 from
the already low 1974 levels. Plants for the manufacture of truck bodies and
chassis have been closed all over the country, including the states of Tennessee,
Missouri, Oregon, Indiana, California, New York, Kentucky, and Michigan.
Chrysler has ceased producing heavy trucks and Mack and General Motors have
reduced their production. At least one major truck manufacturer, Diamond Reo,
is bankrupt. Unemployment is much higer in the Industry than In the economy
at large.

The repeal of the 10% tax on truck bodies and chassis and the 8% tax on parts
and accessories would affect more than 800,000 automotive-related businesses in
an industry which accounts for % of the entire gross national product. Repeal
would not only reduce Inflation in the cost of trucks and trailers, but would be
passed along to the consumer in the reduced cost of all those everyday items which
are transported to market by truck.

The manufacturers excise tax is an extremely regressive tax. The tax is passed
on to every consumer In the price of the goods he buys and falls equally on the
poor and the well-to-do. Repeal will put more dollars in the hands of the consumer
to help keep the economy moving.
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A more detailed discussion of the economic effects of repeal may be found in a
study conducted in 1975 by Rinfret-Boston Associates. Copies of this study have
been made available to members of the Committee and their staffs.*

The truck excise tax is supported by some as a user tax allocating the cost of
maintaining the national system of highways on those persons and companies
which use the highways. As a user tax the truck excise is arbitrary and ineffi-
cient, since it is imposed at a flat rate irrespective of the vehicle's use of the
roads. It is imposed at the same rate on a truck which is demolished in an acci-
dent the day after its sale as on a truck which may use the highway for years.

The tax is incredibly cumbersome to administer. Its complexity imposes on
manufacturers and the government costs far out of proportion to the revenue
which it produces. This added cost is again passed along to the consumer in the
price of the goods which he purchases that are transported by truck. Unlike the
true user fees, taxes on gasoline and diesel fuel, the manufacturers tax is not a
simple one to assess and collect. Innumerable variables in the base to which the
tax rate is to be imposed, the person to be taxed and the use to which the taxed
item is to be put, make It infinitely more difficult to administer than a simple
sales tax or a tax on gas and oil.

The revenue effects of repeal would be Just over $500,000,000 in the first year,
and approximately half that after 1977, when the rate of tax is to be reduced to
5% under present law. The reduction would stimulate sales and tcreae produo-
$ion, thus increasing the revenue from other highway taxes and the income tax.
When that $0,000,000 revenue loss is reduced by an increased income and
highway tax revenues and the administrative savings at the Internal Revenue
Service, it should be very slight indeed.

In 1974 the Highway Trust Fund received $6,675,000,000 in revenue and dis-
bursed $4,576,000,000. Had the excise tax on truck chassis and bodies been re-
pealed at that time, the fund would still have had a $400,000,000 surplus for the
year. The Trust's annual surpluses have accumulated to a figure exceeding
$11,000,000 in its reserve fund, and President Ford has suggested that 2 centfj of
the federal tax on a gallon of gasoline be remitted to the general fund and 1 ,ent
to the states because the Highway Trust Fund has more money than it nettle.
It is clear that at this time and in the foreseeable future, the Fund has no need
for the revenues raised by the truck excise tax.

For these reasons, we urge this committee to adopt a provision repealing the
manufacturers excise tax on truck bodies, chassis and equipment. Moreover, we
feel that the administrative complexity of the tax also compels repeal. There are
over 2,000 I.R.S. rulings outstanding concerning the excise tax. These rulings
are not published by the Internal Revenue Service and are often in conflict with
each other. This not only illustrates the complexity of the statute and the diffi-
culty with which it is applied, but also leads to discrimination in favor of those
with favorable rulings vis a tqa those with unfavorable rulings or no ruling at
alL I would like to describe several situations which are illustrative of inequities
in the imposition of the tax and the administrative burdens it imposes on the IRS
and the industry alike.

One of the problems with the tax is establishing the tax base to which the
tax rate is to be applied to arrive at the tax. The original intent of the tax was to
tax all of the items at the price at which they would be sold by a manufacturer
to a wholesale distributor. But as the tax is imposed by the Code and adminis-
tered by the Internal Revenue Service different excise tax bases are established
for identical taxable articles, dependig on who sells them. This creates disparities
in price between competitors at the same level of distribution. If a taxpayer
purchases a truck body from one manufacturer and a hoist from another and as-
sembles them for sale to a consumer, the tax base will be his sales price to the
consumer, because the Internal Revenue Service will consider him to be a manu-
facturer of a taxable article. The tax base will thus include the taxpayer's cost
of assembling and marketing the item at a higher level of distribution, as well
as his markup. If another taxpayer, purchases an identical truck body and hoist
from a single manufacturer, the tax will be paid by the original manufacturer
on his selling price and no further tax will be due from the distbV tor.

This treatment obviously places the manufacturer of only one product at a
competitive disadvantage. What Is more, it is an extremely difficult policy to
apply. Thousands of hours of work are expended annually by Internal Revenue
Service agents and attorneys, company executives and accountants, and legal

*This document was made a part of the oielal files of the committee
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counsel in determining just which operations constitute further manufacture
and which constitute the tax-exempt installation of a body on a chassis. This
is time which produces little revenue and which could be more productively
used by government and taxpayer alike.

The application of the further manufacture rule can also lead to the imposi-
tion of the tax at an effective rate far exceeding 10%. The following calculation
is an actual case, involving the assessment of a tax on the ultimate consumer
who obtained the installation of a tag axle on a previously purchased truck
chassis.
Chassis pu-chased ---------------------------------------- $21,500
Tag axle Installed ------------------------------------------ 2,500
State tax ------------------ --------. ------------- 100

Subtotal -------------------------------------------- 24,100
Because the user held title to the chassis he was classed as a man-

ufacturer and since the IRS presumes that manufacturers do not
manufacture without adding profit, the IRS agent added 10 per-.
cent ------------------------------------------------- 410

New tax base ---------------------------------------- 26,510
10 percent FET --------------------------------------- 2,651

Credits:
Tax paid by chassis manufacturer -------------------------- 1,600
Tax paid by tag axle installer-------------------------------- 58

Subtotal --------------------------------------------- 1,653

Total ------------------------------------------------- 998
The user is liable for an additional $998.00 of tax on a $2,500 purchase.

If he had bought the tag axle from the seller of the chassis, his tax would have
been $250.00, for a savings of about $748.00.

This is an actual case and the IRS Agent did nothing more than his job. He was
right according to the law.

The above example is applicable for any truck equipment, Including liftgates.
cranes, chassis modification, and so on. The tax is discriminatory and creates an
unfair competitive advantage that the truck equipment distributor has no way of
combating unless the tax is repealed.

Since the original purpose of the manufacturers excise tax was to tax a product
at the price at which it Is sold by a manufacturer to a wholesale distributor, the
statute allows the use of a constructive sales price as the tax base on sales by
a manufacturer to the ultimate consumer. If a manufacturer sells a taxable truck
body to a retailer, however, rather than to the ultimate consumer, the Internal
Revenue Code dictates that his tax base is the sales price to the retailer. Due to
the increased cost of selling to retailers as opposed to wholesale distributors prac-
tically the same as the cost of selling at retail), the tax base of such a manufac-
tive sales price. Again, there Is no valid economic reason for the distinction, and
higher than the manufacturer selling at retail who is allowed to use a construc-
tive sales price. Again, there Is no valid economic reason for the distinction, and
it results In extensive and unnecessary conflict and litigation.

The Internal Revenue Service allows manufacturers who do not normally sell
at wholesale to use a constructive sales price equal to 75% of the manufacturer's
price at retail. If the tax base computed In this fashion is less than the manu-
facturer's cost, however, the manufacturer is required by the Internal Revenue
Service to use as his tax base his cost for the Item sold, or in some cases, cost plus
ten percent. This Is clearly anticompetitive, as It discriminates against the man-
ufacturer whose costs are high, such as a manufacturer in the process of ex-
pansion, who has a higher debt load than his competitors. The excise base should
have no relation to the taxpayer's cost since it is supposed to represent the price
at which the manufacturer customarily sells the item to a wholesale distributor.
Cost has no relevance to this price. The application of this concept, too, has re-
suited in much conflict. Additionally, it is very'filcult to establish cost, partic-
ularly the allocation of overhead to particular products, again resulting in
much unnecessary and unproductive work for the Internal Revenue Service and
the taxpayer alike.
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In closing, we reiterate that the only real solution to the economic and ad-
ministrative burdens of the tax is to repeal it entirely. Repeal would strengthen
the Industry, reduce unemployment and help to minimize inflation, all at an ac-
ceptable cost in loss of revenue. It would remove a source of competitive dis-
crimination and free IRS personnel to deal with the more productive taxes. The
tax was enacted as a wartime measure and has outlived the need for which it was
adopted. The Congress removed the tax on passenger automobiles In 1971, and
the House of Representatives has passed and sent to the Senate an energy bill
which would remove those on intercity buses and radial tires in this session. The
time has come to eliminate all such taxes.

COMMENTS ON THE Emir OF THE CONTINUED IMPOSITION OF THE FEDERAL EXCISE
TAx ON THE HEAVY DUTY Taucx MANIYiACTURING INDUSTRY

In the early 1970s, Federal regulations were first introduced governing the
manufacture of Heavy Duty Trucks. These regulations, covering such items as
noise, emissions, etc., while creating vehicles which were more socially accept-
able, also had the end result of increasing the prices of trucks. At the same time,
the American economy was expanding at an unprecedented rate, and the demand
for Heavy Duty Trucks needed to move the resulting freight showed no signs of
abating. With the onset of inflation, prices of trucks increased rapidly along with
all other products. At the same time, shortages of key raw materials Increased the
demand for Heavy Duty Trucks, due to lack of availability.

Because of the fuel shortage the Federal Government has imposed a maximum
speed limit of 55 MPH for all highways. For the Trucking Industry a slower speed
means a longer time period for a given haul and this has increased the cost of
driver wages by some 9% for any given load. In addition to the extra labor cost,
the actual cost of diesel fuel has risen an average of 84% in the past four years.

In 1974 a final decision was made by the Department of Transportation to
enforce MVSS121 requiring the installation of anti-wheel lock devices on all air
braked trucks (which encoinpass all Heavy Duty Trucks). The result was not
only a heavier chassis (necessitated by the general strengthening of brakes, axles
and wheels to withstand the stress created by short stops), which meant lighter,
less economical, pay loads, but an increase of up to $1200.00 for the average truck
plus a substantial Increase in the price of the trailer.

Because of increased costs brought about partially by Federally mandated ex-
penses, the price of heavy duty trucks, both as an initial investment and as an
operating expense, has risen to the point where it has become uneconomical for
users to purchase new equipment. This is equally true of the owner-operator of
single vehicles to the largest fleets operating coast to coast. (Attachment D) The
cost of buying and operating heavy duty diesel trucks is growing at a rate far
greater than the revenues available to potential customers. If this economic
impasse continues, the result will fe a totally inadequate transportation system
which can only work to the detriment of the national economy. This occurred at
the same time as the recession's full effects were felt.

The results have been catastrophic for the heavy duty truck industry, both
manufacturers and users. In the course of providing vehicles which are safer than
ever before, with emissions cleaner than any other form of transportation, the
Industry has been forced into an untenable position. Attachments E, F and 0
show the results of the near collapse of the Industry--a decline of 54% in Industry
Sales from 1974 to 1975, and a decline of 40% In Mack deliveries.

All Indications are that 1976 will show a substantial economic recovery for the
entire U.S., however, because of the factors outlined previously, the consensus of
truck manufacturers is that the Heavy Duty Diesel Truck market will not share
in this general recovery. It is anticipated that sales will increase only about 20%'0
from the low of 62,841 in 1975 to approximately 76,000. This figure is till some
45% below 1974 sales and indicates the condition of our industry.

Not only has the collapse of the Heavy Duty Truck Industry resulted in tre-
mendous loss in sales, but the unemployment rate experienced in our industry
las been at an extremely high level As an example, Mack Trucks, Inc. employ-
ment has fallen from a high of 14,188 In 1974 to the present level of 12,057.
(Attachment H). It should be borne In mind that Mack Trucks, Inc. has been

extremely fortunate In its major participation in the export market which has
helped to alleviate the high unemployment rates suffered by other Heavy Duty
Truck Manufacturer.

69-460 0 - 76 - Pt. 4 - 23
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One large item included in the price of all heavy duty diesel trucks is the
Federal Excise Tax, an impost previously removed from other forms of trans*
portation. We feel that the elimination of this tax would make it feasible for
truck manufacturers to reduce the price of their vehicles to a level where users
could economically re-enter the market, and to enable the Transportation Indus-
try to experience the revival necessary for the health not only of the Truck
Manufacturing Industry, but the whole economy.

'Respectfully submitted.
GAvmm L Dam,
Vim PrMet, Sake.

a
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STATEMENT or CHARLES J. CALViN, PaRIENT, TRc TAxL MANUFAOTUtMz
AsSOCIATION

My name is Charles J. Calvin. I am president of the Truck Trailer Manufac-
turers Assocition, which represents the manufacturers of over 90 percent of
the truck trailers, tank trailers, cargo containers, and container chassis pro-
duced annually in the United States. The vast majority of trailer builders are
classified as small businesses. In addition, over 100 major materiel and com-
ponent suppliers to the industry are associate members.

My sole purpose for appearing before this Committee is to urge the repeal of
the 10 percent Federal excise tax on truck trailers, truck bodies and trucks,
und the 8 percent Federal excise tax on related parts and accessories. All the
remarks made in this prepared statement should be Interpreted with that point
in mind.

Gentlemen, to the best of our knowledge no other industry suffered a greater
decline in 1975 than the truck trailer manufacturing industry. While govern-
ment economic indicators showed other Industries down 10, 20, 30, 40 and in
some cases 50 percent, our Industry was operating at a 75.4-percent decrease!
In no single month during 1975 did we operate ait more than 25 percent of
capacity! In some months our production was down 79.8 percent and 79.9
percent

We might say that business is now improving but the fact Is that Janu-
ary 1976 production remains down 66.6 percent and February down 61.0 percent.

Another indicator, the Federal Reserve Board's Industrial Production Index,
shows that for 1975 the truck trailer Industry averaged 61.8 percent of the 1967
base year. It is noteworthy to point out that the base year of 1967 was quite a
low yeaf-in truck trailer shipments as only 96,539 units were reported. In com-
parison, 1968 shipments were 113,329 units; 1969 shipments 138,347 units;
1972 shipments 145,424 units; 1973 shipments 164,641 units and 1974 shipments
191,262 units. Thus, it can readily be seen that If any of these other years were
the base year, the Federal Reserve Board's Index would approximate our 75.4
percent production decrease in 1975. Shipments In this sad year totaled 68,044
units I

While our' Industry was averaging 61.8 percent, accordine'to the FRB, the
truck and bus industry averaged 142.1 percent during 1975. For January 1976,
the latest FRB Index available, we operated at 50.4 percent in comparison to
160.3 percent for trucks and buses. We would like to comment at this point that
undoubtedly the trucks referred to were in the lighter' gross vehicle weight
category, many of which were 10,000 pounds or less and exempt from the
Federal Excise Tax. This latest FRB Index of 50.4 percent for January 1976,
when the economy is supposedly looking up, shows our industry still in serious
straits. In fact, eleven of the twelve months of 1975 showed a higher index while
only one, July 1975, was lower, at 49.1 percent!

The one bright feature of 1975 for our industry was a Jump in exports. During
the twelve months of 1974 we exported 9,218 units; during the first ten months
of 1975 (latest Commerce Department figures available) we exported 18,119 units,.
If It were not for this export business our industry's suffering would have been
even greater.

Naturally, this tremendous decrease In plant production hurt all segments of
our industry. Hardest hit of all were 65 out of ever-100 employees who were
laid off, and most of the remaining 35 were retained for their special skills
because of management's desire to keep some plants open with the hope that
business would improve. In January and February 1976 we find that there are
still 35 to 50 percent of the employees not working.

As can 'be imagined, the multiplier effect of this unemployment is also being
felt in our associated supplier industries. As an example, one component supplier
found It necessary to reduce his work force of 940 employees to 140 when a six-
month backlog of orders fell to a one week backlog over the course of a weekend!

The truck trailer manufacturing industry has had to cope with reversals in
the national economy as has any other industry. However, there are other
k'ederally mandated burdens on our industry in addition to those universal
factors. One of these, a serious and worsening problem for more than twenty years,
Is the 10 percent Federal Excise Tax on truck trailers, trucks and truck bodies,
and the 8 percent Federal excise tax on related parts and accessories. The- other
burden Is the Inflationary increase of approximately $800 to the cost of new
equipment manufactured after January 1, 1975. This was brought about by
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Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 121 which requires the installation of an
antliock braking system. The 10 percent excise tax also applies to the cost of
this new equipment.

Realco Services, Inc., a company which leases over 32,000 trailers to railroad
intermodal operations, and the Illinois Central Gulf Railroad, an operator of a
substantial number of piggyback trailers, have stated these burdens are strong
deterrents to the purchase of any new equipment, and both have suggested that
excise tax repeal would offer urgently needed business stimulatiop.

Late last October the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration con-
ducted -a series of meetings, during which testimony from representatives of the
motor carrier and bus operator industries indicated that their reluctance to
purchase new vehicles was due, to a great extent, to the added expense of 121equipment. Testimony by antilock systems manufacturers pointed out that the
relatively few 121 vehicles In use, out of the total commercial vehicle population,
severely hampered efforts to evaluate these systems. In a November 6 letter toDr. James B. Gregory, Administrator of NHTSA, we suggested that the motorcarrier Industry perhaps would more readily accept the challenge of workingwith anidlock if the burden of the 10% Federal excise tax on truck trailers, truckbodies, trucks and buses, and the 8 percent excise tax on related parts andaccessories were lifted. The suggested "trade-off' would not only serve theInterests of highway safety, but offset the disastrous effect that the added expense
of antilock is havifig on our industry.

If the present status quo is maintained, the Excise Tax Branch of the Internal
Revenue Service cannot collect excise taxes on trailers that are not being built;the S. 121 braking systems cannot be installed on non-existent new trailers; andthe carrier will continue using pre-1975 transportation equipment. Who wins?-.. or more sensibly, don't we all lose? The excise tax repeal would help offset
the high cost of added safety equipment and undoubtedly result in greater sales.
higher employment, and a stimulated economy.

Not only is this tax discriminatory and financially burdening, but the sheercomplexities involved in interpreting, applying, and administering the regulation
and Its rules have necessitated undue expenditures in time and manpower bytrailer manufacturers, tax attorneys, and government administrators. We wouldventure to say that the cost of collecting the truck trailer excise tax quite possibly
exceeds the income.

To add emphasis we quote a former Chief of the Excise Tax Branch of the
IR8:

"Before the Excise Tax Reduction Act of 1965, we covered a wide variety ofindustries. Industries that 'had different distribution patterns than you (trucktrailer manufacturers) may have. Industries having the conventional distri-bution, patterns--that is, the sale to the wholesale distributor level and beyondthat possibly a sale to a Jobber level who is an intermediate wholesale distributor
and then to the dealer or retailer and finally to the consumer ...

"Where we run Into problems is where manufacturers sell directly to con-sumers, thus constituting a sale at retail. Or, they may sell to dealers who, inturn, sell to consumers. But, we are aware there Is no wholesale distribution
pattern In the (truck trailer manufacturing) industry and I suspect this Is one
of the problems that bugs this industry."

As pointed out, this tax law was conceived for another industry and anotherdistribution pattern (the automobile wholesale and retail sales method). OurIndustry does not have a wholesaler-to-dealer pattern, but operates mainly on
a manufacturer-to-user concept.

We quote another excise tax expert:
"Until the existing selective excise taxes are repealed In their entirety orreplaced by a uniform tax, any improvement... Is a step forward. However,many Interpretative problems remain for subsequent resolution, and In view ofthe deficiencies as Indicated, the administrative problems of compliance, en-forcement, and uniform application continue to be difficult."
All of these difficulties are magnified even more when consideration Is givento the fact that there are probably no more than ten Individuals who are "bona

fide" excise tax experts who are presently active In industry or government.The excise tax was originally Imposed as a "temporary" measure. The majorityof similar selective excise taxes have been repealed. The remaining truck-related
excise taxes are thus unfair in that similar taxes are no longer levied on compet-ing forms of transportation; e.g., trains, planes, river barges, freighters, and
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pipelines. Nor does a similar tax apply to other goods which enter Into the produc-
tion process, such as machinery and equipment. Nevertheless, the most basic trans-
portation for the most basic essentials of life-food and clothing-is still being
devoured by this parasitical remnant. The manufacturing segment of the truck-
ing industry might well be considered the only target left for the Excise Tax
Branch of the Internal Revenue Service and the number of rulings and determina-
tions have extended coverage, not Just to trailer manufacturers, but also to equip-
ment distributors, dealer, and owners.

An excise tax law should not lend itself to the possibility of being used as a com-
petitive factor. However, we believe that this law, and its thousands of private
tax rulings which are not available to the industry as a whole, are subject to
varying interpretations which may unintentionally result in unfair competitive
practices.

As you know, the Senate last Spring passed legislation to repeal these unfair
and burdensome taxes. House-Senate Conferees, however", deleted the provision
and on August 6, 1975 the Committee on Ways and Means advised this office that,
"In the Conference Report, the conferees have indicated awareness of the de-
pressed condition in the truck and bus manufacturing and marketing industry.
However, the conferees felt that the repeal of these excise taxes should more
properly be considered in conjunction with the Committee on Public Works, at a
later date when Congress considers the Federal Highway Act and the Trust
Funds of which these two taxes are a part."

Well, Gentlemen, time has passed, Federal Highway Act and Trust Fund legis-
lation has been enacted and still we're waiting for relief. There is one very in-
teresting point, however. The Committee on Ways and Means, and the House have
approved legislation to repeal the excise tax on buses and radial tires ! On July 25,
1975 the Senate Finance Committee issued a press release advising that it had
agreed to repeal the excise tax on all buses and repeal the tax on all tread rubber
used to recap or retread all tires, not only radials.

Once again the truck trailer manufacturing industry is forced to tighten its
belt and continue its suffering.

In an effort to assist manufacturers, the Truck Trailer Manufacturers Associa-
tion has published a Federal Excise Tax Guide. Over the years, this loose-leaf
publication has become a valuable aid, not only to trailer manufacturers and com-
ponent suppliers, but to manufacturers of trucks, truck bodies, truck tractors,
and buses and special passenger vehicles, who are all subject to the tax law.
Dealers, distributors, and motor carrier OWNERS who make certain types of
modifications or 'repairs' to vehicles are considered statutory manufacturers and
subject to the tax. Even though this guide book has 740 pages and weighs almost
eight pounds, it still cannot be considered the ultimate panacea to the interpre-
ters of this difficult excise tax regulation.

As an example of some of the frustration involved in dealing with the tax,
Howard Upton of the Petroleum Equipment Institute tells his members about a
trip to Washington on tax-related matters. He continued:-

"On the plane returning home, I pulled from my brief -case the proposed new
IRS excise regulations which re-define "highway vehicles". I read away at these
regulations, sentence by sentence, throughout the two-hour flight, and by the time
we landed here I was in a state of genuine depression.

"It was not that I was upset by what I could understand of the substance of
either the new regulations covering association income or the proposed new regu-
lations covering excise taxes. Neither will have much effect on us. Rather, I was
depressed by the sheer Incomprehensibility of the regulations.

"I have a law degree. For many years I have spent three hours or so each
morning reading the Federal Register and a variety of legal services we sub-
scribe to here. I have been rather deeply involved in the subject of excise taxes
on truck bodies and accessories for nearly 15 years. If anyone should be able
to read new tax regulations and comprehend what they mean, I should be. But
I confess that the language of the rules overwhelms me. And if I can't figure what
the regulations say or mean, how is the average citizen-with a business to run
or a Job to do-- ever to comprehend them?

" acknowledge the need for government regulation. We have to pay taxes. We
have to clean up the air and water. We have to do a lot of other things that can
be accomplished only through laws and regulations. But there is something~fpnda-
mentally wrong with a regulatory system that cannot communicate in a style
that a man or woman of reasonable Intelligence can understand.
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"To use one narrow example, our own members do not object to paying excise
taxes on truck bodies and accessories. Rather, it is the outrageous abstrusity of
the rules-the uneveness and the uncertainty-which frustrates them, and erodes
their confidence in government.

"I think we are going to have to make massive changes in the entire regulatory
concept. Congress has largely abdicated to the bureaucratic establishment the
authority to make the rules which impinge most intimately on our lives. The
people in the regulatory agencies are generally good people. They are trying to
do their jobs. But it is impossible for a man sitting in a Washington agency office
to draft, say, a detailed set of fair and understandable vehicle safety design rules
that will apply with equal relevance to General Motors and Ted's Body & Frame
Shop. Yet, that is what the rule-makers are trying to do. And it is no wonder
that the regulations come out so tortuously worded that we cannot even under-
stand them, much less abide by them.

"I think the present approach to promulgation of regulations must be radically
changed.

"If my sense of Indignation on this subject does not subside, I suppose I shall
feel compelled to (a) stop reading the Federal Register, (b) take up transcen-
dental mediation, or (c) run for Congres."--and work for repeal.

To further emphasize the complexities of the excise tax, the IRS, on Feb-
ruary 13 and March 1, 1976, published notices in the Federal Register to the effect
that portions of the Code of Federal Regulationo pertaining to excise taxes had
been "inadvertently omitted" since 1971 and would be reinstated. The failure
to publish these regulations for five years certainly carries their omission beyond
"inadvertent error" and for a period of 5 years taxpayers have not had notice of
their alleged existence. In addition, these notices offer Treasury Decision 6091 as
a basis for reinstatement of these sections. TD 6091 was handed down for the
sole purpose of making the 1939 Internal Revenue Code applicable to the 1954
IR Code until regulations for the 1954 Code could be promulgated. Yet, more
than 20 years later, TD 6091 Is still being asserted as a basis for reinstatement
of regulations. In this particular instance, one of the sections of the Code of
Federal Regulations which the IRS would reinstate was not promulgated until
4 years after TD 6691 was handed down. Furthermore, the regulations that IRS
would reinstate have been superseded since their original promulgation.

To those who would remind us of the sacrosanctness of the Highway Trust
Fund we ask that, as one example, they refer to the exercise tax repeals of 1971
to stimulate industries building autos, certain buses, and trucks and trailers
under 10,000 lb. gross weight.

During the 20-year period from 1956 through 1975 the excise taxes collected
from the truck trailer manufacturing industry averaged approximately $40 mil-
lion annually. The tax, while It has been a financial burden to our industry and
an administrative nightmare to both our industry and the government, has
contributed only 1.1% of the trust fund total. Certainly this tax on truck trailers
cannot be considered a lucrative source of revenue. The fact that this tax, as a
source of funds, is relatively insignificant, while it has constantly created con-
fusion and untold collection and administrative expense, would lead us to believe
that IRS officials themselves would welcome repeal of the law.

Since its inception, the Highway 'Trust has been a target source of funds to
finance projects other than construction of the Nation's highways. Mass transit
is one of these projects. We would like -to point out that mass transit problems
are not created by truck trailers and that every dollar removed from the trust
fund to further mass transit interests makes the punitive tax on truck trailers
even more inequitable.

It is also interesting to note that the fiscal 1976 funding level for the Federal
Aid Highway Program is $7.56 billion and while it is anticipated that the Fund
will raise this amount, the Administration proposed 1977 budget spending limit
is only $6.7 billion, thus indicating the Fund is once again collecting more
then it needs.

If all automotive taxes were repealed the Fund would stand to "lose" between
$5004700 million (truck trailer excise taxes receipts for Calendar 1975 were
approximately $40 million).

Secretary of Transportation William T. Coleman in his "Statement of National
Transportation Policy" states, "The Federal gasoline tax has provided more than
adequate capital funds for highway construction."
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Let's say Congress does repeal the automotive excise taxes. It must know that
highway experts point out that a one-cent Increase in the fuel tax would result
in an increase of $1 Billion in receipts to the Fund annually! Imagine, a relatively
simple collection task replacing a complicated 50O-$700 million 10% excise tax
on equipment and 8% excise tax on related parts and accessoriesl

Incidentally, Canada last November saw fit to repeal its 12% tax on transporta-
tion equipment.

There Is one more very important matter to be-considered. Outright repeals
the only sensible solution to this troublesome tax proMem. A reduction would, of
course, help the purchaser; however, every single administrative problem created
by the 10% and 8% taxes would remain intact even If they were reduced
to 1% or less! In fact, any reduction would only serve to greatly Intensify the
collection burden which, in the truck trailer manufacturing industry, is believed
to already exceed the value of the revenue collected. In other words, we believe
it costs industry and government $1.00 to collect $1.00. If the tax were reduced
we might find ourselves spending $1.00 to collect 10 cents!

It is our sincere belief that the production decreases, plant closings, and the
unemployment that has so devastated the truck trailer manufacturing industry in
1975 and continuing in 1976 can be reversed in -the near future. However, the
remedy must be administered immediately and that remedy is Congressional re-
peal of this "luxury" tax on the most basic transportation for the most balsc
essentials of life-food and clothing. We urge you to consider the vital necessity of
repealing the discriminatory and _punitive 10% Federal excise tax on truck trail-
ers and the 8% excise tax on related parts & accessories. We are not requesting
Federal protection nor billions of dollars in Federal funds in order to "reorga-
nize". Our plea is for an opportunity to put our people back to work and help
stimulate the recovery of the National economy.

The CHAIRMAN. We will next call Mr. Stephen Ailes, president of
the American Association of Railroads, and we will ask him to identify
those who are testifying with him.

PANEL OF STEPHEN AIL&S, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF AMERI-
CAN RAILROADS, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN P. FISHWICK, PRESI-
DENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, NORFOLK & WESTERN
RAILWAY CO.; DR. WILLIAM 3. HARRIS, JR., VICE PRESIDENT,
RESEARCH AND TEST DEPARTMENT, ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN
RAILROADS; W. GRAHAM CLAYTOR, JR., CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFI-
CER, SOUTHERN RAILWAY SYSTEM, AND F. E. BARNETT, CHAIR.
MAN, BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD

Mr. AiLzS. Good morning. -
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Byrd wanted to be recognized at this

point.
Senator BYm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just wanted to welcome

to the committee two distinguished Virginians, Mr. John P. Fishwick,
president and chief executive officer of the Norfolk & Western Railway,
and W. Graham Claytor, Jr., chief executive officer of the Southern
Railway System. We are pleased to have these two distinguished Vir-
ginians before the committee this morning, and I would like to welcome
Mr. Ailes, too, who rendered such fine service to his Nation here some
years ago.

The CHARMMAN. We are happy to have you gentlemen.
Mr. AuLrS. Thank you, gentlemen.
These gentlemen are representing their railroads, and we have here

the executive officer of the Union Pacific. The gentleman on my right is
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Dr. Harris, director of research and testing, for the Association of
American Railroads. These gentlemen wish to testify about some of the
tax problems that do affect our industry and eaoh has a statement
which he will submit and summarize.

Dr. Harris- these three railroads are tax-paying railroads, and they
are interested in the problems you are studying here

The CHArmAz;. Af1 of them would like to be tax-free railroads.
Mr. Aiz s. You are right.
The CHAMAN. It is not their fault that they are not, I might say.
Mr. AILES. That is correct.
Dr. Harris does supervise extensive programs in track structure

research, and is an expert on subjects like track wear and track life and
so on. He does have something to contribute in that way.

So we will begin, with your permission, with Mr. Barnett. Do you
want to start with Mr. FishwickI

Mr. FxsHwIcK. Thank you, I am John Fishwick, chairman of the
Norfolk & Western. I have filed a statement which I would like to be
put in the record.

The CHAIRMAr. All your statements will be put in the record in their
entirety.

Mr. FSHWICK. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this
committee on behalf of the railroad industry and Norfolk & Western
Railway Co. to present my views on the important tax policy decisions
this committee can make to help solve the problems facing our in-
dustry. I am sure this committee is well aware that the railroad
industry is entering a period of great challenge. The next few years
will determine whether railroads can continue to exist as a strong free
enterprise segment of the American economy or most become part of
a nationalized transportation industry. Railroads, not only in the
East and Midwest but throughout the country, are faced with severe
problems of developing plant and equipment to meet expanding
transportation needs of the economy while experiencing chronic cash
flow shortages.

Industry projections of traffic forecasts make it clear that the rail-
road industry must concentrate on improvements in the utilization of
cars in order to handle the traffic produced by the economy in the next
10 years. Here is a real opportunity for capital investments to pay off
in increased productivity which will directly benefit the consumers and
the economy. Our studies show that improving car utilization by 2 per-
cent annually-compared with a 1-percent historic improvement in
utilization-would enable a savings of $8 billion of the nearly $20
billion of investment purchases anticipated by the industry during the
next decade.

Presently a freight car moves on the average only about 57 miles per
day. Obviously this presents dramatic opportunities for increasing
car utilization. This can be done in two basic ways--first, by increasing
train speed through track improvements and the elimination of slow
orders and second, by improvements to existing yards and the develop-
ment of new yard facilities to eliminate switching delays. Investments
in yard and track improvements will greatly enhance equipment usage
and improve our ability to meet the Nation's transportation needs at
the lowest possible cost..

I7
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These needed capital investments must be financed from internally
generated funds since railroad mortgages preclude new financing for
most road projects. Moreover, many of these investments are depreci-
ated under the requirement-replacement method which defers recovery
through tax deductions until the assets are actually retired which may
be many years in the future. When these factors are considered with
the industry's low return on investment and shortage of cash flow, it
is clear that railroads will be hard-pressed to form the capital needed
to pay for the improvements. By enacting far-sighted tax provisions
this committee can be the key factor in making these investments
possible so railroads can meet their responsibilities to the Nation.

First, I believe it is important for this committee to recognize, as
it has before, the need for the railroad industry to realize tax deduc-
tions for its substantial investments in the cost of grading and tun-
nels. Railroads have capitalized substantial costs for grading and
tunnels, but generally have been unable to depreciate them because of
uncertainties as to the length of the useful life of these assets. In the
Tax Reform Act of 1969, this committee and the Senate-passed legis-
lation which would have permitted railroads at their option to amor-
tize all railroad grading and tunnel bores on the basis of a 50-year life.
Present law provides only partial relief and perpetuates the railroads'
inability to recover their investment in these assets acquired before
1969. This is the only industry with such substantial cost in business
assets which cannot be recovered by tax reductions. We should be
allowed to recover our investment over the same reasonable 50-year
period. Recently, the U.S. Tax Court recognized that obsolescence is
inherent in railroad grading and tunnels. While this is a welcome
judicial recognition of the principle that tax recovery should be al-
lowed on these investments, railroads should not be required to utilize
their already scarce cash flow fund in extensive and lengthy litigation
to prove the precise remaining useful life of grading. First, we believe
this case, along with a large-scale abandonment of track which is now
occurring in connection with the eastern railroads reorganization
plan, graphically illustrates the need for this committee to make it
clear through legislation that railroads are entitled to a reasonable
recovery of their investment of these assets. At the same time, it would
be .ppropriate for this committee to act with respect to the other
major areas of frozen railroad investment not now subject to tax
deduction.

Under present law, costs of track construction are capitalized and
no deduction is assured until the investment in the track is retired at
some time in the future. This involves the same wasteful deferral of
tax deductions as in the case of grading. It freezes large amounts of
investment which are becoming obsolete and permits no recognition
of their obsolescence. We believe it would be appropriate for the rail-
roads to be allowed tax deductions to recover their frozen investment
in track accounts over a reasonable period of time similar to that of
grading.

The grading and track construction to which I refer are comparable
operating rights-of-way of our competitors, trucks and barges, who
have hadthesw assets provided at taxpayer expense. Railroads, on the
other hand, have not only been required to purchase, build and main-
tain their operating rights-of-way, and at a very substantial cost, but
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to pay local and State taxes on it, and then to cap it all, the allowance
of amortization and deductions to recover our frozen costs from these
assets is not allowed, and at a minimum that should be allowed.

Further, we strongly support every action of this committee in
recommending a 12-percent investment credit on the acquisition of
qualified railroad track improvements, communications and signal
systems, rolling stock, including freight cars and locomotives, classi-
fication yards, and so forth.

As a complement to the increased investment credit, we believe the
committee should approve a provision for 10-year amortization for
investments in the track structure to eliminate the problems caused
by the industry's present inability to recover tax deductions on these
investments until they are retired.

We think this would be sound tax policy and would enable our indus-
try to meet its responsibilities as a viable part of the American econ-
omy. Railroads, as the most energy efficient form of transportation,
must make a vital contribution to the Nation's economic strength. To
meet this challenge, however, we neod the capital formation that will
result from the constructive tax legislation we have outlined.

Dr. HAPmS. I am William J. Harris, Jr.
The present configuration of track structure is the most notable

element that can be observed about the railroad system. The track
structure we have today stems from 1832, when rail was put on cross
ties for the first time.

The most obvious component of the track is the rail. The rail has
changed in shape over the years so as to obtain additional metal to
resist the wear of the heavier cars and to provide greater stiffness
against bending of the rail as it bridges from one tie to the next.
hThe tie is a very important part of that track structure in that it

helps distribute the load of the railroad car on the steel wheel rests on
it, but the tie is not enough structure to provide for a sound engineer-
ing response to the loads of the train on the track.

In fact, the tie has to be solidly imbedded in material called bal-
last which is designed to prevent, the rail from moving aside as the
train bears on it, and in long welded rail, to provide against the lateral
movement under loads of that rail itself introduced by the heating of
the sun.

This combination of rail, ties and ballast is a fascinating engineer-
ing structure which has been developed over many years. Over that
period of time, since 1832, the design of the track structure was re-
lated to the cars that moved over the track. The first cars were quite
small, on the order of 10 tons.

Senator Bym presidingg. I regret the time has expired. Mr. Ailes,
you still have additional witnesses.

Mr. Anu .Yes, sir.
Senator ByRP. I wonder if these two witnesses could very briefly

summarize their views, because the time has expired.
Mr. Axuns. Yes, sir, we can do that.
Can Dr. Harris state a conchlding sentence here with what he has

got and then we will turn to Mr. Claytor
Dr. HARNs. We have been able to invest in cars, and we have im-

proved a substantial amount of track, but not all respond to the
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heavier cars. The heavier cars require a very rapid rate of change to
complete the upgrading of the track structure. That rate of change
cannot be accommodated within our fiscal capability. We believe
the funding for that investment can be pursued-more effectively if the
proposals before you for amortization of the cost of track are ac-
cepted. The balance of my views are contained in my written testi-
mony which has been submitted for the record.

Mr. AXLES. Mr. Claytor -
Mr. CLAyrroR. I am Graham Claytor, chairman of the board and

chief executive officer of the Southern, here in Washington. I would
like to mention just briefly what I think is a very important proposal,
to include a new provision in the Internal Revenue Code that will
enable our industry to expedite the upgrading of its railroad track
to meet the needs of an expanding economy by providing 10 years
amortization for additions and betterments to track.

As Mr. Fishwick pointed out, the capital costs are not depreciated at
all on an annual basis for tax or other purposes, and accordingly
cannot be recoveti-d until it is replaced. Under an amendment in 1969,
the Congress permitted the amortization of new grading and tunnel
boring on a 50-yesr basis at 2 percent, but the capital costs of other
components of track improvement cannot be recovered at all. So what
I propose here is that investment in new lines of track and additions
and betterments to existing track be allowed a 10-year straight-line
amortization for tax purposes.

Now, as I put it once before, in testimony before this committee, I
look upon this proposal not so much as a tax incentive provision as a
tax enabling provision. With the expansion of the importance of mov-
ing coal, ore, and other heavy materials, we are having to use almost
entierly 100-ton cars. These cars in turn require a very substantial up-
grading in the track structure, the increasing of the weight of the rail
anywhere from 120 to 13.2 pounds, which is the minimum we can use
for these heavy cars. This additional capital cost is greater than the
railroads have the cash to meet on the kind of schedule that is needed.
I look on this not as the tax incentive, but as a tax enabling provision.
A 10-year amortization of these important capital costs would enable
us to do the job that much faster, and we need itvery badly.

Finally, in conclusion, I would like to emphasize that this provision
would result in a deferral of taxes, not an outright reduction in tax
liability. What we seek fundamentally is a difference in timing of the
taxpayment so as to produce the favorable cash flow that will enable
us to meet the heavy expanding capital requirements of our industry
in upgrading our track.

Thank you.
Senator HANsEN. Mr. Chairman, if I could interrupt, let me say that

the last distinguished witness represents the Union Pacific Railroad
and also the States of Wyoming and Nebraska, and indeed much of
the entire West. I join with Senator Curtis in welcomirng here today
Frank 'Barnett. the chairman of the board and chief executive officer
of the Union Pacific, a railroad that has contributed mightily to
development and employment of people.

Senator Cvm. I concur in that.
Mr. BARNeT. Thank you, Senator Hansen.
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I am sure that you will be interested to know that we have 10 new
spur track construction programs in the State of Wyoming_ alone.

That is not to say that many programs are going.on in the State of
Nebraska.

My function today is to summarize the points made by my colleagues,
which I will try to very briefly.

We have three different provisions in mi-ad, and we urge congres-
sional enactment of specific provisions which would :

(1) Permit our industry the right to amortize over a 10-year period
additions and betterments for track structure.

(2). Provisions which would permit our industry the right to
amortize over a 50-year period, commencing upon the effective date of
enactment, our frozen investment in grading and tunnel bores, repre-
senting expenditures made prior to 1969.

(3) Along with other capital intensive industries, we would urge
cash refunds for investment credit carryovers which expire with-
out tax advantage to the investors. Short of this, we would call this
committee's attention to the fact that many members of our industry
are still precluded from taking full advantage of the intended economic
benefits of the investment credit because of the current limitation on
the availability that credit 50 percent of the tax. -

As of the end of 1974, the latest year for which industry wide figures
are available, total unused investment carryovers for all class 1 rail-
roads was approximately $320 million. Of this total, about $214 million
are attributable to the 17 tax-paying railroads. A removal of this limita-
tion would allow these taxpaying roads to generate additional capital
so critically needed for capital additions and improvements.

Moreover, nontaxpaying members of our industry will derive bene-
fits by way of reduced rentals under investment credit leases where the
nature of the underlying property will permit such leasing.

With respect to unused investment credit carryovers, we urge this
committee to consider amending section 46 of the Code to permit tax-
payers to utilize these carryover credits on -a first-in, first-out basis.

For example, for the taxable year 1976, a taxpayer would utilize
unexpired credit carryovers generated in the earliest carryover year,
1969. Carryovers from years following 1969 would be used in chrono-
logical order before credits generated by investments made in 1976.

Finally, we strongly support this committee's recommendation of a
12-percent investment credit with respect to the acquisition of quali-
fied railroad track improvements, communications and signal systems,
rolling stock, classification yards, and trailer and container facilities.

Thank you very much, and we will be glad to try to answer any
questions the committee may have.

Senator HANSEN. May we submit questions in writing?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. I have one question to ask now, however.
Personally, I think that the investment tax credit ought to be made

a refundable credit, because I think a new company ought to get it
regardless of whether it is making a profit in the first few years or not,
and the company should not be denied it just because it is not showing
a profit at the moment.

I think they earn the credit when they buy the equipment. But it
might be too much of a departure from previous thinking to urge an
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amendment doing that at this time. I would like to know what you
would think about changing that so that the credit could be claimed on
it up to perhaps 80 percent of earnings or 90 percent of earnings, or
something of that sort.

How does that strike you ?
Mr. Arus. Frank, do you want to speak to that ?
Mr. BARNVr. What is the question?
Mr. ALmS. If the 50-percent limitation is lifted to 80 or 90, Senator

Long's question is how would the industry respond to that I
We said, on the refund problem maybe more could be done.
The CHAMMAN. Rather than make it a total refund, maybe give you

a carryback, and say that you could claim the credit up to 80 or 90
percent, or something of that sort. How does that appeal to your group ?

Mr. BARNEfr. It would appeal to us very much. It is true, as (you
say, Senator, that perhaps the totally refundable tax credit is too much
of a departure from present congressional thinking. And if we could
go up to a credit of 75 percent or 80 percent of the tax, I am sure that
you would find universal acceptance for such an arrangement.

The CHAIRMAN. It seems to me if you want to modernize the rail-
roads, you shouldn't wait until all the railroads are in the black to start
getting the credit. They need the money now, don't they?

Mr. BARNEV. They need the money right now, and I talked with
Senator Hartke about this many, many times, and as he well knows,
and we have pointed out with all the vigor at our command that what is
needed as of now is to place orders for steel rail, to be sure that it is
available, and there are those of us who have been working toward that
end.

The rehabilitation of the Northeast will not be done, or completed,
next month. It is going to take time. It has taken a great deal of plan-
ning, and we need to go on the entire program now.

The CHAMMAN. It seems to me that all the record indicates that we
mako money with the investment tax credit. We are going to have a
chart to demonstrate it. President Kennedy contended that that was
how it would work out, and I think the charts and graphs would show
that that is how it has worked out. Given this incentive to industry, we
have made money. They can call it a tax expenditure if they want to.
That doesn't plague me.

This is one case where we are sharing with industry the chore of get-
ting something done to move the economy ahead, and while it costs
something on first blush, if you look at the sum total effect, it makes
this Government a great deal of money to give business this incentive.

Now. if you look at it for what it is. it is a carefully considered tax
expenditure. That is one I don't mind calling a tax expenditure, be-
cause that is not where you say you pay a certain amount of taxes based
on income, but it says, "If you buy this equipment, we will give you
funds out of the Treasury."

We could make it a refundable tax credit. We have precedent for
that type of thin. but if we ore not zoing to do that. we could claim
it up to 90 percent, sav. or what the taxes might be, and you could then
have a carryback.

Mr. CLarroR. T think we are in agreement with that. Tn the best of
all Possible worlds the refundable tax credit is the best,. Short of that,
the next best thing would be to raise the limit, which prevents us from
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using the credit we have earned in prior years to at least 90 percent, or
eliminate the limitation altogether. To me that is the single most im-
portant issue now, because that would produce the fastest result in
money spent on railroad improvement that I know of-

The CHArRMAN. We tried th do something for the maritime industry
and then found out it didn't work out that way at all, because of some-
thing we didn't foresee at that time. You are trying to help move a
depressed industry and because they are depressed, what you did to
move the industry failed to accomplish its purpose.

I don't think we should discriminate against a poor soul because at
the moment he is not able to pay an income tax. We could give you a
credit against what you are paying in social security taxes.

Mr. BARNErr. Senator, I testified before this committee on the en-
actment of the first investment tax credit in May of 1961. Since that
time the railroad industry has been solidly in opposition to the repeal
of the credit. We have been solidly in support of the reenactment of
the investment tax credit, and we are now solidly in favor of making
it a permanent part of our tax structure.

Why I Because we know it works. We have seen it.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator PackwoodI
Senator PACKWOOD. I think I agree with your position almost totally.

Let me compliment you, Dr. Harris, on your statement. I was fasci-
nated by the history of the wheel and tie and why 100 tons is as large
as we can practically get at the moment. It is the kind of evidence ir
much of the testimony we get, and I found it very compelling.

Dr. HAfius. Thank you.
Senator PACKWOOD. No other questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hansen?
Senator HANSEN. I would like to ask this question of whomever

wishes to respond. I am concerned about-I t,ink that the investment
tax credit has been a very useful, worthwhile tool to accomplish objec-
tives, and I think that is fine. I can't really decide where I come down
on making it refundable.

I know that the airlines have strongly urged this, and when you look
at their situation, their deteriorating revenues, and how their costs
have gone up, they make a pretty persuasive case. But if you could help
me, I- have to believe that the element of competition ought to continue
to be a viable tool in sorting out good from poor operations, and I am
wondering if we use this, if it might not happen to work the other way.
That is, supposing my operation continues to lose money, 3 or 4 per.-
cent, and if I can get a refund on the taxes that-let me state it
differently.

If I can have refunded the credit that I would otherwise be able to
take on income taxes that I would have to pay, then I am not sure
that this is the direction that we ought to be taking as the drafters of
laws. Could you help us ?

Mr. CLAYTR. Senator, could I answer that? The three of us here
represent the--the three railroads here-represent all profitable rail-
roads, among the more profitable railroads in the country. So if this
would help a competitor take our business away, we would worry about
it perhaps more than you. The problem is that the railroads of this
country are all interdependent. I lose business every day because my
connections, which are broken down, some of them, are unable to pro-
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vide the service that I need to give my shipper, because he wants to go
all the way from my railroad to a point on the connecting railroad.

The ability of the connecting railroads that have this large invest-
ment tax credit build up and are unable to use it; the alility of them
to use it and put their railroad back in shape would not only help me
far more than any competition to hurt me, but it would also help all
our shippers because our shippers are having to turn to other modes
of transportation. Although I can give them the service they need as
far as my line goes, I can t give it to them after they cross the river.

So I think the ability to enable the unprofitable railroads, the non-
income-taxpaying railroads, who are, generally speaking, in need of
improving their lines more than anybody else, and the ability to-get
these funds to do it would be of help to all of the railroads, including
the three of us here.

Senator HANSEN. If I could be permitted one other question I don't
deny that at all, and I am fully aware of the interconnection between
the railroads. We generate a lot of freight in the West, and if it weren't
for the eastern lines we wouldn't be loading cars in Green River and
wherever it may be.

But I am wondering if this is the crux of the problem. It seems to
me if you hve a guy in the mountains and he is starving to death and
freezing to death at the same time, the full answer isn't to just put
more clothing on him. You might give him a little food, too.

When you look at the work rules and all that have been imposed on
the railroads, and the inability to write off investments in such thing
as tunnels, to name but a few. Maybe we ought to examine the full
spectrum of those factors that have contributed to the deteriorating
economic situation of the railroads rather than to say the refundable
investment tax credit is the full answer.

I am not sure, but I don't think it is.
Mr. BARNEmr. Senator, I don't think the refundable tax credit is

the full answer. It is one answer that could be helpful.
Now, we have a rehabilitation program for the Northwest. That is

great. We need it, because about 27 percent of the business that the
Union Pacific hauls originates and terminates in the Northwest, which
is precisely what Mr. Claytor is talking about.

Senator HANsEN. Yes.
Mr. BARNwEr. Now, we need a program which would help nationally

in fixing up or helping to fix up our connecting lines. Certainly the re-
fundable tax credit is not the entire answer, but if you have a tax
credit, an investment tax credit which has accrued to the benefit of a
railroad which may be losing money this year, that tax credit wouldn't
be there at all unless there had been an investment in the first place.

Mr. FisHWIcK. May I make this conunent? I think to put it into
perspective as far as I am concerned, this is not as important as these
other programs that we have spoken of, and I would not put this in
the same class as the ones we have advocated, but I would like to com-
ment on the first question you asked, about the man who was apoor
manager really in investing money in order to get a refund. I don't
think that is so, because even a poor manager is not going to put up
a dollar on what he thinks is a poor investment simply because he is
going to get 10 or 12 percent back from the Government.
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Senator HANSPN. Mr. Chairman, I insist on having the last word.
Let me say that I don't think the railroads manage their operations.
You are a lot better managers than your profit and loss statement
would indicate. The Government has been managing you, and it has
done one hell of a poor job.

Mr. CLAYTOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARN'BT. We agree.
The CHAMMAN. Senator ByrdI
Senator Bym. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This has been an interesting panel discussion this morning. I have

no questions except a somewhat local one for Mr. Fishwick.
When I was in the Virginia Senate, the Norfolk & Western Railway

was-either the largest or second-largest taxpayer to the State of Vir-
ginia. I am wondering whether you are still in that category.

Mr. FISHWICK. Unfortunately, yes. [Laughter.]
Senator BYRD. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis?
Senator CuRTs. I won't take a great deal of time. I just have one

question. If the Congress were to grant your request for amortizing
future expenditures for rails over 10 years, and the other requests you
have made in reference to amortization, what would that do to em-
ployment-not alone in the railroad industry, but across our entire
economyI

Mr. BAHNgr. I think I can answer that, Senator Curtis.
In your neighboring State, Wyoming, our plans call for the con-

struction of 10 different coal spur tracks. There is going to have to be
additional development in the mines in and around Rock Springs,
Wyo. Employment has increased in Wyoming to a startling degree,
and it will continue to do so for the foreseeable future.

Now, all 10 of the spur tracks that we are going to build in Wyoming,
and they go all the-way from Rock Springs back to Rawlins, have vary-
ing economic characteristics. We keep looking at a thing we call rate
of return on investment, and the amortization would add to the cash
flow to be expeced from those investments, and it would bring into
being and cause the construction of things which would certainly
otherwise be marginal.

So the effect on employment of the 10-year amortization of new track
investment cannot lead to anything 'but good, and I don't mean just
the employment involved in building that spur track, but I mean
getting the business going on the other end of it, which may well be a
large employer.

Senator CURTIs. In what State do you buy the rails?
Mr. BARNEMr. Mostly Colorado Fuel & Iron, and some United States

Steel.
Senator Cunrs. So there would be an employment effect there.
Mr. BARNvrr. Yes, sir.
Senator CumRIs. I am sorry to know there are only three taxpaying

railroads left. I knew the little train we run from here'to the Capitol
was losing money, but I didn't realize we were down to three.

Mr. Amu. I think you misunderstood what Mr. Claytor said. There
are a substantial number of taxpaying railroads in the country today.
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There must be 30 of th. major railroads in that category. Let me supply
the figures.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]

TAXPAYING CLASS I RA AD---1975

Akron, Canton & Youngstown.
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe.
Atlanta and West Point.
Baltimore and Ohio.
Bangor and Aroostook.
Bessemer and Lake Erie.
Boston and Maine.
Burlington Northern.
Chesapeake and Ohio.
Chicago & Eastern Illinois.
Clinchfield.
Colorado and Southern.
Denver and Rio Grande Western.
Detroit and Toledo Shore Line.
Duluth, Missabe and Iron Range.
Elgin, Joliet and Eastern.
Florida East Coast.
Fort Worth and Denver.
Green Bay and Western.
Illinois Central Gulf.
Kansas City Southern.
Lake Superior & Ishpeming.
Louisville and Nashville.
Maine Central.

Minneapolis, Northfield -%nd Southern.
Missour-Illinois.
Missouri Pacific.
Norfolk and Western.
Northwestern Pacific.
Oregon Electric.
Penn Central Transportation.
Pittsburgh and Lake Erie.
Reading.
Richmond, Fredericksburg and Potomac.
St. Louis-San Francisco.
St. Louis Southwestern.
Seaboard Coast Line.
Soo Line.
Southern Pacific Transportation.
Southern Railway System.
Spokane International.
Texas and Pacific.
Texas Mexican.
Toledo, Peoria & Western.
Union Pacific.
Western Maryland.
Western Pacific.
Western Railway of Alabama.

Mr. AILES. All but the bankrupts are in there. There are some that
are very close, but you know, the Santa Fe could be represented here
today. The Burlington, the Chessie, the Seaboard Coastline. There are
a series of railroads that could have been here.

Senator Curis. I am glad to know they haven't all gone the way of
our little railroad here.

Mr. CLAY 0p. I didn't mean to say that.
;Senator CuRTs. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator HartkeI
Senator HAWrlKi Let me say that I have worked with these gentle-

men for some time concerning the Rail Reorganization and Revitaliza-
tion Act. You have a lot of unmet needs, don't you?

Mr. BARvrT. That is true.
Senator HARTKE. You would like to move forward, and every rail-

road out there would be very desirous of modernizing their entire op-
eration, not alone their track, but the rest of their equipment.

Mr. BARWNrr. We would all like to do that, without exception, and
the necessity is that we create a heavier track structure which will have
the effect of providing us with facilities to haul coal the way it should
be hauled.

Now, we presently are able to do that. We sell coal today all the way
from Portland, Oreg., to Mobile, Ala., and that coal, however, has to
go over some connecting lines, and we want to see those connecting lines
rehabilitated to the point where they can really do the job.

Senator HARTE. I think the thing I have found it difficult to con-
vince people about is that people like the Union Pacific were interested
in revitalizing the railroads in the Northeast. You take 27 percent of
your traffic either originates or terminates in the Northeast.
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Mr. BARNMr. Or terminates in the Northeast, right.
Senator HAWrrKJ. That is why a national transportation policy in

this regard is necessary, and I would like to say to the chairman that
the refundable tax credit is one item. My judgment is that if you follow
the recommendations, the three major points in this field alone on
amortization and on the investment credit, that those two alone would
probably increase employment, would reduce the cost to shippers, and
thereby, since it is one of the major costs of any item in the market-
place, transportation being a major cost-of-living item, it could really
have a substantial effect upon the cost of living.

So that there isn't any reason not to do tis unless we want to get
frozen into some olod concepts which never were any good for the
people.

I might point out, and I remember when you were here in 1961 testi-
fying on the investment tax credit, but I will say that I think of all

SMembers of Congress today that I was the only one who held a
consistent position for that investment tax credit all the way through.
So I would hope that we would not. play any more yo-yo business with
the investment tax credit-on again, off again; up again, down again,
and crossways-and do that kind of thing.

Mr. BARN Tr. Yes, sir.
Mr. CLaYTon. Yes, sir.
The CHAMAN. It took a while to convince me that we ought to

have an investment tax credit, or that we ought to go all the way
with it, but having been convinced, I think we ought to go all the
way with it.

Thank you, gentlemen.
'Mr. Anre. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]

STATEMENT OF JOHN P. FISHWICK, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
NORFOLK & WESTERN RAILROAD CO.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this committee on behalf of
the railroad industry and Norfolk and Western Railway Company to present
my views on the Important tax policy decisions this committee can make to
help solve the problems facing our industry. I am sure this committee is well
aware that the railroad Industry is entering a period of great challenge. The
next few years will determine whether railroads can continue to exist as a
strong free enterprise segment of the American economy or must become part
of a nationalized transportation industry. Railroads, not only into the East
and Midwest but throughout the country, are faced with severe problems of
developing plant and equipment to meet expanding transportation needs of the
economy while experiencing chronic cash flow shortages.

Our industry in the past ten years has been required to make capital expendi-
tures far exceeding its cash flow. Many railroads have had to neglect ylant and
equipment maintenance and have not been able to make sufficient capital expendi-
tures to modernize facilities and improve service. In the face of capital shortages
railroads are now being asked to deal with the increasing demands for equip.
ment produced by economic recovery. As the most energy efficient form of trans.
portation railroads should be expected to assume primary responsibility for
traffic increases in all types of freight.

The emphasis on coal production will require substantial investments in lines
and improved track to serve the mines as well as in hopper cars and the equip-
ment necessary to move the coal. Increasing demands on American airiculture
to meet greater domestic and export requirements produce further pressure on
railroads to move the crops promptly and efficiently.

Industry projections of traffic forecasts make it clear that the railroad industry
must concentrate on improvements in the utilization of cars in order to handle
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the traffic produced by the economy in the next ten years. Here is a real op-
portunity for capital investments to pay off in increased productivity which will
directly benefit the consumers and the economy. Our studies show that improving
car utilization by 2 percent annually (compared with a 1 percent historic im-
provement in utilization) would enable a saving of $5 billion of the nearly $20
billion of investment purchases anticipated by the Industry during the next
decade.

Presently a freight car moves on the average only about 57 miles per day.
Obviously this presents dramatic opportunities for increasing car utilization.
This can be done in two basic ways-first, by increasing train speed through
track improvements and the elimination of slow orders and second, by improve-
ments to existing yards and the development of new yard facilities to eliminate
switching delays. Investments in yard and track improvements will greatly
enhance equipment usage and improve our ability to meet the nation's transporta-
tion needs at the lowest possible cost.

These needed capital Investments must be financed from internally generated
funds since railroad mortgages preclude new financing for most road projects.
Moreover, many of these investments are depreciated under the retirement-re-
placement method which defers recovery through tax deductions until the assets
are actually reth-ed which may be many years in the future. When these factors
are considered with the industry's low return on investment and shortage of cash
flow, it is clear that railroads will be hard-pressed to form the capital needed
to pay for the improvements. By enacting far-sighted tax provisions this com-
mittee can be the key factor in making these investments possible so Tailroads
can meet their responsibilities to the nation.

First, I believe It is Important for this committee to recognize, as it has before,
the need for the railroad Industry to realize tax deductions for its substantial
investments in the cost of grading and tunnels. Railroads have capitalized sub-
stantial costs for grading and tunnels, but generally have been unable to de-
preciate them because of uncertainties as to the length of the useful life of these
assets. In the Tax Reform Act of 1969, this committee and the Senate passed
legislation which would have permitted railroads at their option to amortize all
railroad grading and tunnel bores on the basis of a 50-year life. However, the
provision on grading and tunnel bores was amended in conference to permit
deductions only for costs incurred after 1968. Thus, present law grants only very
partial and minor relief and perpetuates the historical Inequity of railroads' ina-
bility to recover their investment in these assets acquired before 1969. The House
recognized the need for capital recovery in these assets and included a provision
in H.R. 10612 permitting 50-year amortization of pre-1969 investments In grading-
and tunnel bores. This committee should approve this provision which follows its
own past action.

Grading and tunnels are productive assets used in our business. Grading, sim-
ply stated, is the foundation for our track structure. It is not a land improve-
ment. Railroads simply could not operate without incurring costs for grading
and tunnels to provide the base for track. They are business assets for us like the
business assets of any other industry. This Is the only industry with such sub-
stantial frozen costs in business assets which cannot be recovered by tax deduc-
tions. Fairness requires that we be permitted for tax purposes .to recover our
Investment In them over a reasonable period of time.

These &sets have not previously been depreciated because the useful life of
grading and tunnel bores is not measured by physical life but rather by useful-
ness In our business. Inability to predict obsolescence with the required precision
has generally precluded railroads from sustaining depreciation deductions. Only
in a few cases, spur lines serving coal mines, for example, where the asset's use-
ful life is tied to the mineral resources, have railroads been able to ratably re-
cover the cost.

Recently the United States Tax Court recognized that obsolescence is inherent
In railroad grading and tunnels and permitted one railroad on the basis of the
facts proved in the litigation to recover its cost in these Investments. While this
is a welcome Judicial recognition of the principle that tax recovery should be al-
lowable on these investments, other cases are still in litigation and their outcome
is uncertain. Nor should railroads be required to utilize their already scarce cash
flow in expensive and lengthy litigation to prove the precise remaining useful
lives which would be required under the Tax Court decision. Rather, we believe
that these cases, along with the large-scale abandonments of track which are now
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occurring in connection with the Eastern railroad reorganization plans, graphi-
cally illustrate the need for this committee to make it clear through legislation
that railroads are entitled to a reasonable recovery of their investments in these
assets.

It is Important to recognize that the railroad industry is now experiencing a
period of rapid technological and economic change. Certainly 50 years does not at
this time seem too short a period over which to recognize the recovery of existing
business investments in grading and tunnels. This committee has previously rec-
ognized that these deductions should be allowed and I hope you will again.

At the same time it would also be appropriate for this committee to act with
respect to the other major area of frozen railroad investments not now subject to
tax deductions. We are unable under the retirement-replacement method of de-
preciation to realize deductions for the obsolescence of track investments made
in the past. Under retirement-replacement depreciation, annual depreciation
deductions are measured by the cost of replacements unless lines of track are actu-
ally retired. The-sesult ofthis method has been the accumulation by the railroads
of large amounts of frozen investments In track, representing the original cost of
the track structure plus betterments, on which no deduction Is assured until re-
tirement under present tax rules. To recognize economic and technological obsoles-
cence we believe it would be appropriate for railroads to be allowed tax deductions
to recover the frozen investments in track accounts over a reasonable period of
time similar to that for grading. This could easily and appropriately be imple-
mented along with the legislation on grading and tunnels.

Further, we strongly support the action of this committee in recommending a
12 percent Investment credit on the acquisition of- qualified railroad track Im-
provements, communications and signal systems, rolling stock classification yards
and trailer and container facilities. The committee decision properly recognized
what an important tool investment credit can be in our efforts to raise capital
to acquire these badly needed investments. As previously mentioned, investments
of this type are precisely what the industry must have to achieve productivity
increases through better equipment utilization. I know of no better way to aid
railroads to make these vital expenditures than the investment credit as pro-
posed by this committee. Investment credit has immediate value not only to the
profitable taxpaying railroads but more importantly, through the use of leasing,
to marginal and loss roads. It amounts to a direct reduction in the cost of fi-
nancing and is an excellent way for this committee to help all segments of the
railroad industry, - hope the committee will continue to recognize the wisdom
of its decision to provide a 12 percent investment tax credit for purchases of
qualified railroad equipment.

As a complement to the increased investment credit, we believe the committee
should approve a provision for ten-year amortization of additions and better-
ments to the track structure to eliminate the problems caused by the industry's
present inability to recover tax deductions on these Investments until they are
retired. Mr. Claytor will amplify the need for such a provision.

We believe the tax proposals which we are requesting you to enact represent
sound tax policy which your committee can make to enable our industry to meet
its responsibilities as a viable part of the American economy. Railroads, as the
most energy efficient form of transportation, must make a vital contribution to
the nation's economic strength. To meet this challenge, however, we need the
capital formation that will result from the constructive tax legislation we have
outlined.

STATn.ENT OF WILLIAM J. HARRIS, Ji., VICE PRESIDENT, RESEARCH AND TEST,
ASSocIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS

My name is William J. Harris. Jr.. and I am Vice President of the Research and
Test Department of the Association of American Railroads (the AAR). The
AAR is a voluntary, unincorporated, non-profit organization composed of member
railroads operating in the United States. Canada, and Mexico. Its members operate
97 percent of the railroad mileage and produce 97 percent of the revenues of all
United States railroads.

I should like to discuss with you the technical and the engineering economic
issues affecting track structure in the United States. We have approximately
20.000 miles of railroad track in this country. About 160.000 miles can be con-

sidered mainline; the remainder-represents important branchlines and feeder
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lines, yard tracks, and other elements of the system, some of which may be sur-
plus In future years.

The conventional railroad track of today has a heritage which goes back to
18&s2 when Robert Stevens first spiked fiat bottom rail to timber cross ties in his
building of the Camden and Amboy Railroad. Today's track has evolved through
technological advances in metallurgy, rail design, tie selection, production, and
treatment, fastener design, and in the type, disposition and manner of ballast use.

The most obvious component of track is the rail. A cross section of the rail,
Figures 1, 2. and 8, Includes a top part, the head or ball, designed to resist the
pressure of the wheel rolling on top and the contact of the flange against the side
of the rail. The rail Includes n wei section which must be sufficiently strongto
prevent crashing of the rail under the weight of the car. The rest of the metal
in the rail goes into the rail base which must be wide enough in proportion to the
rail's height to prevent the rail from overturning under lateral load. The height
of the rail from the top of the ball to the bottom of the base is critical because
it Is that height and the configuration of the metal that establishes the stiffness
of the rail to resist bending between the cross ties.

The rail is supported on cross ties. One function of the cross tie is to di'tribute
rail load over a--wider area and thus keeps the rail from sinking in the ground.
The rail is fastened to the cross tie through a tie plate In which there are holes
through which the spikes or other fasteners are driven. The track spikes hold
the tie plate to the tie. Thus, the combination of tie plate. fasteners, and cross
ties hold the rails against lateral movement Introduced by forces from the wheel
as well as from heating of the rail and any restraint of Its thermal expansion.
The cross tie and tie plate system keeps the rails in the proper relationship to one
another so that the wheels of the car will maintain contact with both rails and not
drop between the rails. Laying the cross tie and the rail on the ground would not
be a satisfactory engineering structure because the cross tie, while it introduces
less pressure per unit area on its support than the wheel does on the rails, Is
still too heavily loaded for earth to support. Furthermore, the lateral forces
on the cross tie/rail combination Introduced by the wheel flange or by thermal
loads would not be controlled by simple contact of the tie with the ground.

Accordingly, ballast Is placed around the cross tie and tamped beneath it so as
to be as dense as is feasible. Ballast Is made up of crushed rock. blast furnace (w
open hearth slag, gravel, or crushed gravel all of which are intended to provide a
good bearing surfae on the sides, ends and bottoms of the tie and provide elastic
support, vibration reduction, and restrain the tie from movement. The batlast
also has to be permeable to permit drainage of surface water"wIfhout reducing
its strength.

In turn, the ballast section must be deep enough that the pressures on the earth
or subgrade are gradually distributed such that ultimately when the ballast is in
contact with the subgrade, the pressures will be sufficiently low that the ballast
is not pressed Into the earth.

The track system (Figure 4). then. distributes load from a point on the rail,
about the size of a dime (the contact area between wheel and rail) to the bearing
surface of the ballast on the subgrade. In so doing, It has reduced the unit load
by a factor of about 6000, the equivalent of reducing the weight of twelve ele-
phants balanced on a single postage stamp to that of a good size house cat on the
same area. Track, as you can see, is a complex, interrelated and effective engi.
neering structure.

The original railroad cars carried no more than 10 tons of lading. The rail-
roads have always attempted to improve productivity and efficiency through
economies of scale-Therefore, cars were Increased In size. Over a period of about
100 years, the average freight car capacity grew from about 10 tons to 50 tons in
1940. By 190, the average capacity was 55 tons.

During this extended time, there was an evolutionary upgrading of track. The
weight of rail was Increased and attendant changes made in the ties and ballast.
as reonuired by the gradual change in the size of cars. In the decades of 1040 and
1950, these 50 to 55 ton cars naturally dictated the design of the track structure.
and -the track was optimized from the standpoint of Initial cost and maintenance.

However. after World War TI, the creation of the Interstate highway system
and the government financed improvements of the waterway system made barges
and tncks much more competitive. Since neither of those modes paid the full
cost of their rights-of-way, they were able to establish rates which were lower
than their true costs. the difference being made np, of coarse, by the public
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Investment in the waterway and the highway. The railroads which had enjoyed
a tremendous technological advantage because of the great efficiency of the steel
wheel on the steel rail had to maintain a competitive relationship. Since their
rates had to meet those of other modes, It was necessary to achieve still further
economies of scale. The railroads made a major commitment to replace smaller
retired cars with 100 ton cars. Today approximately 20 percent of the fleet con-
sists of 100 ton care. A 100 ton car is more efficient than a 50 ton car. For a
given amount of cargo, a 100 ton car has eight wheels; two 50 ton cars have six-
teen wheels. A 100 ton car has four axles; a 50 ton car has eight axles. While
the wheels are a little larger and the axles are a little larger, there are, never-
the less, real economies in terms of equipment cost and handling expense with
the- larger car.

The larger car, however, does put greater stress on the track structure. Al-
though the unit stress on the rail of the heavier cars is not Increased by a factor
of two to-one because the wheels are made somewhat larger so as to Increase the
contact area, there is a limit to the size of wheels because of clearance consider-
ations.

"Iberefore, the heavier cars place more stress on the rail. This leads to more
deflection of the rail as It bridges between one tie and the next. Smaller, lighter
rails, especially, are so affected and, therefore, deteriorated more rapidly. With
higher unit pressures, there is more damage to the ties. The ties in turn subject
the ballast to higher pressures, and the ballast section may not adequately dis-
tribute the loads into the subgrade. Unless the ballast section is enlarged, the
track will go out of surface and alignment more rapidly. Thus, the introduction
of 100 ton cars clearly increases track maintenance costs. Moreover, operation
of this heavy equipment on suboptimal track reduces permissible train speed from
that which would be lmssible on track of more substantial design.

For these reasons, there is clear need to Improve much of the nation's track
structure. Competent engineers can and do design optimal track structures
through the Judicious combination of components to meet most demands of antic-
ipated traffic and loading.

We have made progress on our own. Over 60,000 miles of track are now built
with rail of 180 lbs. per yard or over. But we have an estimated 40,000 miles of
mainline track still laid In older, inadequate rail. as are large segments of branch-
line serving coal mines, coal depots, or other major Industries that are efficiently
served only by the use of the maximum size car compatible with the beet track
in the country. Too often we have to use lighter cars In that territory or operate
at reduced speeds, and thus lose the efficlencles that we should be able to achieve
it we had a more appropriate track structure.

Track accidents resulting from suboptimal track structures are not the kind
of accidents that generally cause fatalities or injuries. In fact, while the number
of accidents due to track defects has risen significantly in recent years, fatalities
and injuries caused by all rail accidents has trended steadily downward to new
lows. But track related accidents do cost money; they do delay service and they
are another drain on the resources of this industry. Eventually, they result in lost
customers.

We do not believe that there will be a trend above the 100 ton car level for the
reason that I cited earlier. We cannot Yigniflcantly Increase wheel diameter .
therefore, we cannot use this technique to accommodate larger wheel loads. Since
we are at the upper limit of the capacity of the steel in the rail to accommodate
the pressures on it, we think we have stabilized the situation for some time in
terms of car size. In fact. we have extensive research in progress on the dynamic
reaction of trains with track structure that will eliminate some peak loads from
improper train operations. However. we can do nothing about the higher average
loads associated with the continued installation of 100 ton car. Therefore, we
mturt move rapidly, in the next five to ten years, to Increase the rate at which
we Install improved rail if we are going to maintain a viable railroad system in
the United States.

The Initial costs of track betterment are extremely high.
To change from 70 lbs. per yard rail to 132 lbs., which can bring about a 50%

reduction in rail bending stress, requires 110 additional tons of rail per mile.
At $270 per ton, such a betterment represents an additional capital investment
of $29,700 per mile. We have estimated the total capital expenditure necessary
to bring the 6T,000 track miles of rail currently in use, of less than 100 lbs. per
yard, up to minimal standards to be over half a billion dollars. Reducing the
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space between cross ties reduces rail deflection and stress and lowers the pressure
on subgrade, but to decrease tie spacing a mere two inches requires 270 additional
ties a mile. At $20 per tie installed, plus some $7 for the additional tie plates, this
amounts to an additional Investment of about $7,300 per mile. Trap rock ballast
now costs about $2.50 per ton. Six additional Inches of ballast can reduce the
load on subgrade by 25%, but represents about 1,800 tons per mile, an additional
investment of $4,500. If modern continuously welded rail Is to be used, addi-
tional ballast beyond this Is needed to restrain the track from the high thermal
buckling loads.

Outside financing of track betterments Is usually possible only at very high
Interest rates reflecting the fact that such loans must be unsecured since much
of the existing rail plant and any improvements to It are already pledged under
general mortgages.

Another factor militating against track improvements is the low rate of return
from such projects. Freight cars earn money. They are rented as empty vehicles
from one railroad to the other, and a charge Is placed against a user for the
actual use of a car. Because cars earn identifiable returns and because new equip-
ment can be pledged as collateral that Is secure In the event of bankruptcy, it is
much easier to finance equipment improvements than track Improvements.

Accordingly, to upgrade track, railroads must generate more money Internally.
liven the tight competitive circumstances, there is little possibility of raising

rates In the near term to the extent necessary to earn the hundreds of millions
of dollars needed to bring track to this desired level. The present Inability to
recover capital investment In track improvements ' through depreciation or
amortization gives rise to the very high rates of interest for money borrowed
for use In track Improvement and the low rates of return on Invested capital.
The railroad Industry urgently requires the financial means to Increase track
improvements that would be established by action permitting amortization over
ten years of future investment 4n improved track to make the kinds of improve-
ments we have discussed.

We believe that a viable railroad system Is very much in the public Interest
because of the high efficiency of the railroad system. We believe that the tech-
nology Is at hand to design, construct, and maintain track of sufficient quality
and engineering strength to provide effective service and to eliminate the slow
orders that plague operations and to eliminate the operating restrictions which
cause ius to own more cars than we should because we can't operate them effi-
ciently. Accordingly, we believe that affirmative action on amortiration of track
Improvement will make a significant Improvement In the capability of the rail-
road Industry to serve the public Interest and the growing economy of this
country and to do so without having to appeal for additional direct federal
support.

I shall be very pleased to answer your questions.

I Account 8 (ties), 9 (rails), 10 (other track material), and 11 (ballast).
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STATEMENT OF W. GRAHAM CLAYrOR, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF SouTurii
RAILWAY SYSTEM

SUBJECT: RAPID AMORTIZATION OF RAILROAD PROPERTY

My name is Graham Claytor. I am Chairman of the Board of Southern
Railway Company with headquarters here in Washington, D.C. I am appearing
today on behalf of the railroad industry as well as for my own Company to
encourage you to adopt a new provision to the Internal Revenue Code which
would enable the industry to upgrade its railroad track to meet the needs of an
expanding economy. In the Energy Tax Bill, H.R. 6860, passed by the House last
year, provision was made for five-year amortization of the following types of
railroad property:

(1) Communications, signals and traffic control systems;
(2) Rolling stock classification yards;
(3) Facilities for loading and unloading trailers and containers on railroad

cars; and
(4) Improvements or betterment of railroad track.
Your committee concluded, along with other changes in the House-passed

bill, that an increase in investment credit, from 10% -to 12%, would be a desir-
able alternative to five-year amortization. It seems to us that this would be an
acceptable alternative for the industry and Its capital needs.

However, in addition, the industry faces the problem that the capital cost of
new additions and improvements to track can not be recovered until it is re-
placed or abandoned at some indeterminate time in the future. The industry needs
some means to recover Its capital investment in railroad track. Accordingly, I'
would propose here that investment in new lines of track and additions and
betterments to existing track be allowed a 10-year straight-line amortization for
tax purposes

The cost of upgrading track involves an increase In the weight of the rail
In use; a typical example would be the replacement of rail weighing 100 pounds
a yard with rail weighihg 132 pounds per yard. Further, the new rail should
be welded to form a continuous track of "ribbon rail". In turn, this requires
substantial improvement In the track structure, such as widening of cuts In
the right-of-way and other additional grading. Similarly, when a line is to be
upgraded for heavy traffic it is frequently necessary to improve the clearances,
particularly in tunnels. I

This type of upgrading of our rail lines Is going to be needed more and more
to carry the heavier loadS of coal and other -heavy minerals, as well as grain,
which the railroads are more and more being called upon to transport. Over the
next several years, for example, the demand for coal will increase as more
utilities convert from oil and gas to coal-burning facilities and improvements
to railroad track that we are proposing would be of considerable help in solving
this problem.

The upgrading of track property, rail, tles, related track material and bal-
last presents financing problems not encountered in the acquisition of freight
cars and locomotives. In general it is difficult and often impossible for a num-
ber of roads to finance the cost of improvements to railroad right-of-way. The
properties of almost all railroads are encumbered by mortgage debt with long
periods yet to run and in many cases no additional bonds can be issued under
these mortgages. Thus, investors and lenders are understandably reluctant to

provide money for additions or improvements of existing right-of-way of even
relatively prosperous railroads since such additions and improvements cannot
be offered as security for new money. As a result, we have to look primarily
to Internally generated funds for upgrading our track and roadway property.

I really look upon this proposal not Ro much as a tax incentive provision,
but rather a thx "enabling" provision. The railroad industry does not need an in-
centive to do the job required of it; we do not lack motivation. The motivation
is there, but the ability to generate cash required to accomplish these tasks is not.
For example, if we had additional resources, we could move forward promptly
to improve our right-of-way from the coal fields of East Tennessee through
Chattanooga and Birmingham to a power plant in Jackson, Alabama, and then
from Jackson on to the important port of Mobile. Of the 168 miles of new 132-
pound welded rail needed, 118 miles would replace 100-pound Jointed rail, a nec-
essary Improvement to handle heavy loads not only of coal, but also of kaolin
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clay, iron ore, bauxite, alumina, stone, rock and gravel. In addition, this road will
be better equipped to safely haul the 100-ton tank cars which handle hazardous
chemical materials over much of the route.

Another important project, which urgently needs to be done, Is the replace-
ment of 100-pound rail from Valdmta, Georgia to Jacksonville, Florida with
182-pound welded rail. This 110-mile stretch of our main line to Florida carries
100-tons cars of phosphate chemicals and fertilizers for both domestic use and
export, as well as heavy tonnage of other traffic inbound and outbound from
Florida.

When we acquired the Norfolk Southern Railroad in 1974 the track structure
in North Carolina was in a state of considerable deterioration. Most of the
track averages 85 pounds in weight. While some improvements have been made
to the Eastern portion of the old Norfolk Southern property, we have not been
able to move as fast as we should to provide the really efficient service we need,
even on the main line between Norfolk and Raleigh.

The total capital cost of just the projects outlined above would involve an
expenditure in excess of $20 million. Of course, we also have a substantial num-
ber of other capital projects which fall Into this category and which have almost
equally high priority.

Rapid amortization of railroad assets under the Internal Revenue Code is
not a new concept. In the Tax Reform Act of 1969 five-year amortization was
permitted for investment in new railroad rolling stock, including locomotives
from 1970 through 1975. During the Korean War railroads were permitted a
five-year write-off of Improvements to roadway facilities and yards in order to
move goods more expeditiously in support of the national interest. Such tax
deferral through fast write-off of investments in new and improved roadway
property and expanded yards helped us significantly during the Korean conflict.

I would emphasize that this new provision would create a deferral of Income
taxes not an outright reduction in tax liability. What we seek is a difference
in timing of the tax liability only, so as to produce a favorable cash-flow to
help meet the capital requirements of our industry. The benefit of this tax de-
ferral will improve the cash position of many railroads and contribute to the
increased cost of upgrading our railroad track. The railroad companies of this
country operate through a network of interconnecting systems, so that improve-
ments in the plant of one or more railroads will help all roads provide better,
more efficient and reliable service to the public.

In conclusion, I should emphasize that railroads can do the job of meeting the
country's expanding transportation needs better than any other mode of trans-
portation. Your help in adopting this provision and other changes discussed
today will go a long waytoward realizing that goal.

STATEMENT OF FRANK 10. BARNETT, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF DIRE'oRs AND
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD Co.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: My name Is Frank E. Barnett.
I am Chairman of the Board of Directors and Chief Executive Officer of the
Union Pacific Railroad Company with offices at 345 Park Avenue, New York
City.

My function today is to summarize for the Committee the remarks which have
been made by my colleagues. Simply stated, we are asking for three specific items
of tax relief : The right to amortize over a ten-year period the additions and bet-
terments to our track structure, the right to amortize over a 50-year period our
frozen investment in grading and tunnel bores made prior to 1969, and the re-
moval of certain present limitations on the investment tax credit.

Other witnesses in these Hearings have commented generally on the need for
new incentives for capital formation as a result of current economic conditions,
and today we have tried to explain the particular problerps of capital formation
as they affect the railroad industry. Except for amendments which we urge with
respect to the investment credit, our specific proposals would have no application
to taxpayers outside of our Industry. However, they would have a beneficial im-
pact on the economy as a whole, and are consistent with this Committee's objec-
tive of formulating meaningful incentives to responsible capital investment po-
licies. The provisions which we have presented for your consideration today are
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also responsive to the Administration's objective, as expressed by Secretary
Simon, of a tax policy which is fair, complementary and supplementary to a goal
of achieving a growing, vigorous and noninflationary economy, and contributory
to a sound energy policy. While reasonable men might differ as to the best means
of implementing these laudable goals, I believe our proposals are certainly a
step in the right direction.

Non-tax considerations such as those discussed by my colleagues have fre-
quently been the motivating factors underlying meaningful revisions to our tax
laws. For example, Dr. Harris has described the current condition of our national
rail system and has noted the need for constant improvements to our physical
plant to combat technical obsolescence within the industry, and to effectively
compete with other modes of transportation. Changes in our national energy
policy have increased this pressure as a result of the sudden immediate priority
given to the development of our coal reserves. Not only must our track structure
be upgraded to accommodate heavier loads at reasonable speeds, but also we are
called upon to construct new spur lines to reach previously undeveloped mineral
deposits. For example, we at Union Pacific have under active consideration the
construction of several new spur lines of this nature.

Capital formation Incentives are particularly critical to the railroad industry
because of the Interconnecting track structure. Thus, If a contiguous line of track
is substandard; l-the full benefit of the Investment in interconnecting structures
cannot be realized. The cumulative detrimental impact of slow orders on the
movement of freight is an additional significant factor which must be considered
in evaluating programs for improving our national rail system. At this point I feel
compelled to mention one other non-tax policy consideration-that is, that a
properly functioning rail system offers this country the optimal nationwide mode
of transportation from the viewpoint of cost, energy conservation, environmental
impact, and efficency.

As noted by my colleagues, amortization of our frozen investment in grading
and tunnel bores and the costs of new additions and betterments to the track
structure will help generate the additional cash flow necessary to finance needed
capital investment. As Secretary Simon noted there exists today a disturbing
trend in American business towitrd a growing dependence on outside funds to
finance growth. It is'felt by many that this trend, particularly the reliance on debt
financing, has caused enormous inflationary pressures on our economy. Our
amortization proposals, generating as they will internal sources of cash reserves,
are totally consistent will current efforts to reverse this trend.

Moreover, as discussed in greater detail by both Mr. Claytor and Mr. Fish-
wick, the railroads have traditionally been precluded from seeking significant
amounts of debt-financing for improvements and additions to their track struc-
ture due to the fact that most of the land on which the railroads operate is subject
to after-acquired property mortgages. Thus, aside from certain funds made
available under the Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976,
internally generated cash produced by the amortization provisions which we
have urged for your consideration to us is the only realistic source of funds for
capital improvements. This Committee has, in the past, recognized the efficacy of
more liberalized amortization provisions in meeting the traditional cash flow
problems of our railroad industry, and we urge you to do so once more.

In addition to the foregoing, the unique method of depreciation of our track
structure, imposed on the railroads by the Interstate Commerce Commission
since 1914, makes the proposed amortization provisions an efficient and equitable
means of generating additional capital within the industry. As Mr. Fishwick
noted, the Class I railroads have billions of dollars of unrecovered capital
investments In frozen assets. Prospective amortization of pre-1969 investment
in grading and tunnel bores will thus generate additional cash flow without
requiring current expenditures. However, this represents no windfall since
these investments have already been made, and such an allowance for capital
recovery Is comparable, if less advantageous, than depreciation available to
taxpayers in other industries. Thus, we are not asking for a double recovery
for the same investment, but merely a.single recovery as Is currently available
to other taxpayers Including our competitors. Finally, in this regard, I would
commend for this Committee's consideration Mr. Fishwick's suggestion that we
be permitted to recover our frozen investment in the track structure In a manner
similar to that which we propose for grading and tunnel bores.
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Similarly, ten-year amortization of additibns and betterments to the track
structure, although requiring the requisite investment, would provide an equit-
able method of capital recovery from which would be generated the cash needed
to undertake the improvements necessary to upgrade our national rail system.

The railroad industry has long championed the role of the investment tax
credit as a mean of stimulating capital investment. Since first appearing before
this Committee in May of 1961 to urge its enactment at a time when other
industries regarded the credit with suspicion, the railroads have come forth
at every opportunity to support its enactment, oppose its suspension, urge its
restora.ti9p, and finally ask that it be made a permanent part of our tax
structure.

To us, the credit has proven itself to be a necessary incentive and stimulus
for modernization and expansion of plant, equipment and machinery. As a
capital intensive industry, with historic cash flow problems, the railroads have
relied heavily on the credit as a source of cash needed for capital investment.
Through leasing transactions, many marginal roads have been able to lease at
advantageous rates needed equipment which they could not afford to purchase.
Thus it is that we vigorously support this Committee's recommendation of ii
12 percent investment credit with respect to the acquistion of qualified railroad
track improvements, communications and signal systems, rolling stock classifica-
tion yards, and trailer and container facilities.

At the same time we would call this Committee's attention to the fact that
many members of our industry are still precluded from taking full advantage
of the intended economic benefits of the investment credit because of the current
limitation on the.aaii ability of the credit to 50 percent of tax. As of the end of
1974, the latest year for which industry-wide figures are available, total unused
investment carryovers for all Class I railroads was approximately $320 million.
Of this total, about $214 million are attributable to the 17 taxpaying railroads.
A removal of this limitation would allow these taxpaying roads to generate addi-
tional capital so critically needed for deferred maintenance and capital
improvements.

Moreover, non-taxpaying members of our industry will derive increased bene-
fits by way of reduced rentals under traditional investment credit leases, as well
as have available to them, through interchange, a greatly expanded and
modernized car fleet, and an upgraded track structure.

With respect to unused investment credit carryovers, we urge this committee
to consider amending Section 46 of the Code to permit taxpayers to utilize these
carryover credits on a first-in-first-out basis. We propose that a taxpayer be
permitted to utilize unexpired credit carryovers before using credits generated
in the current taxable year. For example, for the taxable year 1976, a taxpayer
would utilize unexpired credit carryovers generated in the earliest carryover
year, 1969. Carryovers from years following 1969 would be used in chronological
order before credits generated by investments made in 1976.

On behalf of my colleagues and myself, I wish to express our appreciation
for the courtesies extended to us todpy by this committee

The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is Mr. Luther Stearns. We are
pleased to have you.

STATEMENT OF LUTHER STEARNS, PRESIDENT, CONNECTICUT
FARM- BUREAU ASSOCIATION, INC.

Mr. STEARNS. Thank you.
My name is Luther Stearns. I am a member of the American Farm

Bureau Federation board of directors and president of the Con-
necticut Farm Bureau Association.

We appreciate the opportunity to present Farm Bureau's views on
amendments to update and reform the provisions of the Federal estate
tax law.

Farm Bureau is the largest general farm organization in the United
States, with a membership of 2,505,258 families in 49 States and Puerto
Rico. It is a voluntary, nongovernmental organization representing
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farmers and ranchers who produce virtually every agricultural com-
modity that i- produced on a commercial basis in this country. As a
consequence, we have a deep interest in all Federal taxes, including
estate taxes, that affect our farmers and ranchers.

Estat67taxes have been a matter of increasing concern to Farm
Bureau members for several years. Farming any ranching are r re-
dominantly family enterprises, and farmers and ranchers are deeply
interested in the orderly transfer of their businesses to succeeding
generations.

The Federal estate tax is essentially the same today as it was in the
1940's. The last significant change, the addition of the marital deduc-
tion, was made in 1948. The present rates and schedules were adopted
in 1941, and the present specific exemption went into effect in 1942.

Since the basic provisions of the present estate tax were adopted, the
purchasing power of the dollar has been eroded by inflation, and the
size and the value of an economic farming unit have undergone drastic
changes. In 1942, the U.S. average value of land and buildings per op-
erating farm unit was only $6,100, and very few farmers were affected
by the Federal estate tax. In March 1975, the average value of land
and buildings per operating farm unit was $143,000, and the amount
of machinery and equipment required to operate a farm was much
greater than in 1942.

As a result, estate taxes have became a matter of deep concern to a
great many farmers.

Senator BYRD. Would you give those figures again?
Mr. STEARNS. Yes. The average value per farm unit in 1942 was

$6,100. In March 1975, the average farm unit was worth $143,000.
Senator BYRD. Thank you.
Senator Cuwris. Is that both land and equipment?
Mr. STEARNS. No; land and buildings, and the amount of machinery

required is now much greater than in 1942. As a result, estate taxes have
become a matter of deep concern to many farmers.

The impact of the estate tax on farmers is greatest on the estates
that consist primarily of efficient, productive commercial farming op-
erations and thus do not have large amounts of liquid assets that can be
used to pay estate taxes. These arerthe farms that Produce the bulk of
the farm products that have made American agriculture the envy of
most of the rest of the world.

Higher estate taxes brought on by inflation and the estate appraisals
based on the market value of farmland for nonfarm uses are making it
increasingly difficult for farmers to transfer family farming busi-
nesses to succeeding generations and are threatening to eliminate farm-
ing and desirable privately owned open space from any populous areas.

When a farmer or rancher dies, his ieirs often find themselves faced
with such high estate taxes that they "are forced to sell the farm or
ranch regardless of their desire to keep it in the family. Unfortunately,
many families are not aware of their potential Federal estate tax lia-
bility until after an unexpected death. Thus, farm families often fail
to take advantage of the numerous provisions of-the estate and gift tax
laws that can be used-with the help of proper legal advice--to reduce
or postpone estate taxes.

Our policy with respect to estate and gift taxes was summarized in a
policy resolution, which was adopted by the voting delegates of the
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member State Farm Bureaus at the 1976 annual meeting of the Amer-
ican Farm Bureau Federation in St. Iouis, Mo., last January, as
follows:

Laws covering the taxation of estates and gifts have not been changed mate-
rially since 1942.

We place a high priority on major amendments to the estate and gift tax pro-
visions of the Internal Revenue Code. At a minimum these amendments should
include (1) an increase in the standard estate tax exemption to reflect the effects
of Inflation since the present $60,000 exemption was set in 1942; (2) a substantial
Increase in the marital deduction to minimize the problem of the so-called
"widow's tax" and (8) provisions for basing the value of farmland and open
spaces at levels reflecting their current use rather than their highest possible
use.

Immediate passage of such legislation Is necessary if we are to allow farms
and small businesses to be passed from one generation to another, if we are to
relieve unnecessary hardships on widows and widowers, and if, at the same time,
we are to maintain open spaces In urban areas.

To offset the cumulative effect of more than 30 years of inflation and
to help check the adverse effects to estate taxes on congestion and urban
sprawl in populous areas, Farm Bureau recommends three changes in
the present Federal estate tax law as follows:

1. Raise the specific estate tax exemption from $60,000 to $200,000.
This would adjust th estate exemption for the inflation which has
occurred since 1942, when the $60,000 exemption went into effect. (The
consumer price index [1967=100] was 48.8 in 1942 and 161.2 in 1975.
This means the purchasing power of $1 in 1975 was about equal to the
purchasing power of 30 cents in 1942, and $60,000 divided by .30 equals

200,000.)
2. Raise the maximum marital deduction from 50 percent of the

value of the adjusted gross estate passed to a surviving spouse to $100,-
000 plus 50 percent of the total value of the adjusteAl gross estate. This
would recognize the importance of partnerships between husbands
and wives, and the special problems of wives who are widowed at an
early age.

3. Establish a procedure which would permit the executor of an
estate to elect to have land used for farming, woodland, or scenic open
space assessed for estate tax purposes on the basis of its current use
rather than higher potential uses.

We are grateful to Senator Curtis and other members of the Senate
who have introduced or co-sponsored bills to carry out these
recommendations.

We are well aware that our proposals will be opposed by some people
on the grounds of cost to the Treasury. We do not think this is a valid
argument. Estate and gift taxes are a relatively minor source of Federal
revenue. In thi-fiscal year 1975 (the last year for which final figures are
available) Federal revenues from estate and gift taxes amounted to
only $4.6 billion, or 2.5 percent of thi $187.5 billion the Federal
governmentt received in general revenues (that is, Federal revenues
from all sources except trust funds). The fact of the matter is that
the basic purpose of the Federal estate tax is to redistribute wealth
rather than to raise revenue.

our proposal with respect to the specific estate tax exemption would
apply to all estates. If a specific estate tax exemption of $60,000 was
justified in 1942, an increase in this exemption to $200,000 is fully
justified to adjust for the inflation that has occurred since 1942.
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Our proposal, with respect to the marital deduction also would apply
to all estates. This deduction is essentially a device for deferring estate
taxes until the death of a surviving spouse. As a matter of equity, we
do not think that a tax should be levied on the transfer of property
between spouses on the death of a husband or wife; however, we are
not recommending a 100-percent marital deduction. The increase which
we are proposing is designed to provide a measure of relief for the
estates that most need it.

Our proposal with respect to the valuation of farmland, woodland
and open space would apply only to estates that own such land. How-
ever, we believe that it would serve the public interest by helping to
maintain open space in urban areas without extensive public expendi-
tures for land acquisition and maintenance.

We would like to stress the fact that this proposal would be optional
rather than mandatory. If an executor elected to have an estate assessed
at its value for farming purposes, the land in the estate would be
required to remain in farming or ranching for a period of 5 years. If
such land is sold for a nonfarm use in less than 5 years, an additional
tax based on the higher use value would be assessed and collected.

We are recommending that the recapture period be limited to 5
years because a longer period could create a hardship by clouding
title to the land in an estate and thereby impairing its collateral value.

We also would like to point out that one effect of having land
valued on the basis of its current use-rather than a higher market
value-would be to increase the amount of capital gains that would
be realized and subject to taxation if the property should subsequently
be sold for more than its current use value.

We appreciate the opportunity to present our views on this im-
portant matter, and we urge that you take prompt and favorable action
on our proposals, so that remedial legislation can be passed by the
94th Congress.

Thank you.
The CIhARMAN. Thank you.
Are there any questions, gentlemen ? Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hansen?
Senator HANSEN. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Byrd?
Senator BYRD. No questions.
The ChAIRMAN. Senator Curtis?
Senator Curris. Yes.
You have directed your testimony very much to the way the estate

tax affects agriculture. I thoroughly agree with you, but the proposal
that you advocate would help everyone. Isn't that correct?

Mr. STEARNS. Yes, sir.
Senator Cuwris. It would help small businesses and professional

men. Isn't it also true that some people whose homes are not preten-
tious are, due to the current inflation, facing an estate tax problem?

Mr. STEARNS. Yes.
Senator Cuaris. The estate tax was originally intended to be a tax

on the transfer of the large estates in the country. It was never in-
tended to be a tax of broad application, but it is now a threat to every
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homeowner. It is a threat to a family-sized farm or a small business,
or a professional man, or any other person, and it may now apply to
a lot of employees as well.

Therefore, a revision of the estate tax is exceedingly important.
I not only agree with your proposals, but I appreciate the fine work

that the Farm Bureau has done across the land.
Now, this committee will not be the sole group to determine what

the Senate will do with respect to estate taxes. There was a time when
the Senate generally followed the action of its committees, but we will
be faced with a fight on the floor with respect to this tax matter.

'he gentleman leading that fight on the floor appears to be the dis-
tinguished Senator from Massachusetts, Senator Kennedy. He stated
in his testimony before this committee:

I strongly urge the committee, whatever action it takes on the broader issues
of the estate and gift tax, to reject outright the President's proposal to increase
the estate tax exemption from $60,000 to $150,000. This proposal, ostensibly In-
tended to help small farmers, would severely undercut the effectiveness of our
estate and gift tax law.

If the committee does wish to take some action at this time to relieve the
liquidity of farmowners, I would suggest a proposal to achieve this goal without
impairing the basic structure of the tax transfer system. Under the proposal
farmers would be entitled to developed rights, such as charitable or govern-
ment operations. In this way the land would be valued at its value, and not at
the developed value, and a goal for preserving the Nation's open spaces.

Do you believe for us t a deal with the estate tax and not raise the
exemption or not do anything about the marital deduction would meet
the needs of the country '"

Mr. STEARNS. No, sir, I don't, and we did confine our testimony pri-
marily to its effect on agriculture, because this is our primary con-
cern.

Our experience in Connecticut and in our neighboring State of
Massachusetts is that there is great and widespread interest in this
problem. As you have mentioned, homes, for instance, will be subject
to this tax, and it has been our experience that many people feel that
this tax is unfair.

Senator Cuwrs. Only last night I was informed of the sale of a
house on the block where we live in this city. The house that originally
sold not too long ago for less than $25,000. It sold last week for $107,000.
This is clearly a tax on inflation, but as you have pointed out so well,
it creates havoc for the surviving spouse and the rest of the family
to do this.

Now, isn't it also true that, when a business or a farm unit has to be
sold to pay estate taxes, oftentimes it is a larger operator that comes in
and buys it. Isn't thatcorrect -

Mr. ST ARNS. Yes, sir.
Senator Cuwmrs. Now, I don't think the Government should make war

on businesses just because they are large, but, on the other hand, I
don't think that we should adopt a tax system that actually encour-
ages economic concentration in fewer hands, whether it is agricul-
tural property or small business.

Mr. STEARNS. Yes, sir, I would agree with that, and I would think,
too, that we should recognize that there are mechanisms, stock op-
tions, and trusts and so forth, and sophisticated methods of avoiding
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many ol these taxes, which either are not understood or are not as
available to the small businesses as they are for the large operators.

Senator Curs. That is very true. In a rural area, sophisticated
estate planning advice is not often available and many are not even
aware of the problem.

Also, we still have people dying young, and they are operating a
going concern at a time when they have many financial problems,
and because it was something they intend to work out in their lifetimes.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Did you want to ask any questions, Senator Rothf
Senator ROTH. No questions. "
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Packwood has- to leave shortly, und he

would like to hear the statement of Mr. Richard B. Covey before he
leaves. I will call Mr. Covey at this time. -

Would you come forward, pleas, sir.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD B. COVEY, OF CARTER, LEDYARD &
I MILBURN

Mr. CovEY. Thank you.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate it.
Mr. Covwy. Mr. Chairman and members of this committee, I ap-

preciate the opportunity to testify on what is currently the most
significant issue involving the Federal estate tax, its effect on farms
and closely held businesses. Senator Nelson and the other members
of the Select Committee on Small Business should be commended for
the interest which they have shown in this important subject and the
time which they have devoted to it in hearings both here in Wash-
ington and in other parts of the country. Facts developed during the
last year demonstrate that the Federal estate tax is having an increas-
ing and adverse impact on the ability of family members to continue
to operate a farm or closely held business after the death of the owner,
particularly when the asset moves downstream from one generation
to another. In response to this problem members of this committee,
other Senators, and many Members of the House have introduced or
sponsored bills to give estate tax relief.

It seems reasonable to assume an 'attempt will be made to include
an estate tax relief provision in the Senate version of H.R. 10612.
The chance of success would appear to be good, given the broad sup-
port that has developed for a change in the law. I will not discuss
whether or not such relief should be enacted. This is a policy decision
which you must make, I hope no special ability to enlighten you as to
the right answer. I would, however, like to comment on the form
which the relief might take.

S. 3139 introduced by Senators Packwood and Nelson- provides an
excellent point of departure. This bill shows a sensitivity and depth
of analysis often lacking in tax relief measures. It contains a double
credit approach. A $25,000 estate tax credit would be substituted for
the present estate tax exemption of $60,000, and additional credit of
up to $15,000 would be created for farms and other small businesses
which are actively managed by a member of the decedent's family
aftv his death and which satisfy Other requirements.
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Most of the estate tax relief bills introduced in the Senate and the
House propose a substantial increase in the current estate tax exemp-
tion of $60,000. The difference between an estate tax exemption and
an estate tax credit is beginning to be understood. Stated, simply, an
exemption operates as a deduction against an esteae's highest rate
of tax, whereas a credit provides the same benefit to each estate, large
-and small, which can use the full amount of credit. I favor the use of
an estate tax credit rather than an exemption operating as a deduction,
because in my view the objective is to set the floor under which no
tax will be imposed, not to give a benefit to estates which increases
as the size of the estate increases.

If a credit of $20,700, which is the estate tax on a taxable estate
of $100,000, were substituted for the current $60,000 exemption,
approximately 45 percent of the estates now paying some estate tax
would be taken off the estate tax rolls. The revenue loss would be
somewhat more than $200 million, or roughly 5 percent of the estate
tax revenues. S. 3139 proposes a credit of $25,000. The revenue loss
from a $25,000 credit when compared to a $20,700 credit is in the
range of $400 million. I personally would prefer to keep the general
tax relief for all estates on the low side and to use the savings to
grant special relief to farms and other small businesses.

Before leaving the exemption-credit issue, I would emphasize again
that switching from an exemption to a credit would be a constructive

- change in the law, leaving aside its effect on farms and other small
businesses.

The creation of special estate tax treatment for particular assets
may be criticized by owners of other assets, particularly if the tax
differential is substantial. When this occurs, there is also an incentive
for wealthy people to acquire such assets for their estates tax savings.

Bearing these facts in mind, any special estate tax relief for farms
and other small businesses should be directed narrowly to cover only
deserving cases. S. 3139 does this by requiring that after thedecedent s
death a member of his immediate family own and actively manage
the business. It also recognizes that the requirements of section 6166
are not sufficiently restrictive to justify tax forgiveneses, and adds a
requirement for the credit that the business constitutes 65 percent of
the decedent's adjusted gross estate. -

The changes which I would make in 3139 are minor, and result pri-
marily from my desire to avoid total tax forgiveness and to make
heirs "wait" a longer period of time to receive all relief. Partial for-
giveness keyed to the section 611 payments would do this, and also
avoid some administrative problems that might occur if recapture
of the tax credit occurs as a result of a member of the immediate
family ceasing actively to manage the business within 5 years after the
decedent's death.

Finally, I would unhesitatingly recommend a reinstatement of the
special 4-percent interest rate for estate tax deferred under section
6166, and make some technical changes which would make this section
a more useful provision.

Thank you.
Senator BYD [presiding]. Thank you, Mr. Covey.
Senator Packwood.
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Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you very much. I appreciate your coming.
I heard this witness speak before the Small Business Committee, and
I find this flattering references to my proposal and that of Senator
Nelson, despite that, I find his comments helpful.

You are not here representing anybody today, are you?
Mr. CovEY. No, I am not.
Senator PACKWARD. There is a tendency to stick to what we know,

but let's run down your tables in the back. If you were to have a
$17,900 credit, and I am looking here at appendix A, page 1, you
would have no tax on a taxable estate of $90,000 and below.

Mr. CovEY. Right.
Senator PACKWOOD. And you would have-well, explain to me the

41.7 percent of the $100,000.
Mr. CovY. That means, Senator, there would be a tax savings to a

$100,000 taxable estate before the exemption of 41.7 percent over the
taxes he pays today.

Senator PACKWOOD. Now, going over to your tax credit of $20,700,
you would have no tax on the taxable estate of $100,000 or less. You
would 'have a 36- or 37-percent savings on a taxable estate of $120,000.
Here, I emphasize taxable estates, because we take into account the
marital deduction and other deductions.

Mr. CovwY. That is ri ht.
Senator PACKWOOD. Then the one you have on the last page, $25,000

would mean an 82-percent reduction in a taxable estate of $120,000,
and a 33-percent reduction in an estate of $160,000, and if we adopt
the tax credit approach, whatever savings, as you have indicated, can
be targeted into farms and small businesses, savings we get by not
using the deductions approach.

Mr. CovwY. Yes; under Senator Curtis' approach of a $200,000 ex-
emption, the cost in revenue would be $2.1 billion. I think that is the
estimate. If you had a credit of $50,000, which essentially would be
the estate tax on a taxable estate of $200,000, the cost would only be
$1.35 billion. So you're saving is a little more than $700 million by
using the credit approach as contrasted with the deduction approach.

But I think you have a policy question, more importantly, of what
is the function of the exemption or credit. It is to provide a floor
under which no estate pays an estate tax, or is it to give an estate in
a 70-percent rate bracket the benefit of a deduction at its highest rate.
The larger estate gets a lot more out of a deduction than an estate at
30 percent.

Cenator PACKWOOD. What I am trying to do is to make sure that the
average farm, the farm, the average small business, the stationery
store, or the small manufacturing business with 20 or 25 employees
that is not liquid, and the farm is not liquid, can be passed on, and not
only to your spouse, but passed on to your children, or to your nephews
and nieces if you want to, and encourage the continuance of these
family owned farms and businesses I think that is a justified policy
that is not hard to defend.

I have no other comments, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ByiD. Senator Hansen I
Senator HANsEN. I have no question, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Bynn. Senator Curtis?
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Senator Cui~s. Who would benefit less under your credit approach
than they would under the exemption I

Mr. Covy. The turning point on a $20,700 credit would be a taxable
estate of $550,000 before the exemption today. If the estate were $550,-
000 or over today the credit would not be as valuable in tax savings as
the $60,000 exemption.

I think you have to understand what estates we are talking about.
Today, only about 8 percent of all decedents who die in this country
pay some estate tax. Of that 8 percent about 90 percent have taxable
estates of half a million dollars and below. So that when you go above
the half a million dollar figure, you are really talking about a very,
very small part of the decedents in this country..

Senator Curris. In other words, you are saying that anyone whose
estate did not exceed $500,000, would fare just as well with the $25,000
credit?

Senator PACKWOOD. $20,000.
Mr. Co"r. With a $20,700 credit, he would fare better than with the

$60,000 exc.,_ipt" -n°
Senator Cm-r, . No, I mean how would he fare as compared to a

$200,000 exe.uptuon.
Mr. CovEy. Obviously, the exemption is better than the credit, be-

cause the exemption is taken off at the highest tax rate.
Senator Cuirris. What estates would iare better with a $25,000 credit.

than they would with a $200,000 exemption? Which ones would?
Mr. CovzY. None. The $200,000 exemption would be more beneficial

to every estate.
Senator Cuirris. Including the small one.
Mr. Covzy. That is why the revenue cost of an exemption is sub-

stantially above the credit approach.
Senator CuRTiS. What is the revenue offset?
Mr. CovEY. It depends on what you want to compare it with. The

revenue loss of going from a $20,700 credit; as contrasted to the present
$60,000 exemption would be a little more than $1200 million. Now, if
we move the credit up to the figure in Senator Packwood's bill, when
we go from $20,700 to $25,000, I think that figure would be about $600
million.

Senator PACKWOOD. In fairness to Senator Curtis-
Senator CUtRTis. Compared to what?
Mr. Covy. The present revenues that you get with the $60,000

exemption.
Senator Curtis. But you are comparing present law with the bill

you favor. What I am trying to find out is how do taxpayers fare
under various proposed changes because I want the maximum relief
for them.

Mr. Covy. The taxpayers would fare better under exemption.
Senator PACKWOOD. But at a cost of over $1 billion.
Mr. Covzy. That is right.
Senator Cuiris. I think, though, that we have a social problem here.

I happen to know a family that has owned a manufacturing business
that was worth $3 or $4 or $5 million, and all the rest of us thought
it was a large amount of money. However, in order to pay estate taxes,
they had to sell the business and the only bidders were the conglom-
erates. It seems to me that, while it is true that a credit is not worth
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very much to some of the businesses, the failure to grant relief to
estates will promote monopoly and mergers in this country in a way
that is not in public interest.

Mr. CovEy. I think there is much to be said for what you are saying,
but doesn't Senator Packwood's bill answer in part that problem?
Can't you then direct relief specifically to who-you want to protect,
so to speak, and don't direct it across the board to every single estate
then causing the revenue loss to be much larger.

Now, on the other hand, if the committee decides as a matter of
policy that the estate tax be returned to what its status was in 1942,
then, of course, you can move it up to a $200,000 exemption and lose
the $2.1 billion. The more difficult question, though, is can you pass
a $200,000 exemption ? From whereI sit, I would say no, and then I
have to see what is achievable and how much of the relief would be
general relief, which would come from an increased exemption or a
credit, and how much relief should be a special relief, which is tar-
geted in on the case you want to solve, which is the small business that
has to sell out to the conglomerate.

My quarrel with what you have in your bill is that it is too much
general relief and not enough special relief. I would favor more spe-
cial relief, and target it in on the small business and the farms.

Senator Cvrrns. I see. I

Mr. CovEY. I realize what this does. Five years from now somebody
might be back in the committee saying, "You created the biggest loop;
hole in the world 5 years ago," but I personally would prefer that and
target your relief to special areas; $2.1 billion is a tremendous loss,
out of estate tax revenues in fiscal year 1975 of $4.2 billion.

Senator CuwRs. We have to do justice. If welose revenue by doing
justice, then we have to find a just way to pick up revenue. We should
never continue an unjust tax merely because of the need for revenue.

Mr. CovFY. I would agree with that, but I would point out that I
don't think you can do it within this area. In other words, if you are
going to make a policy decision of giving up taxes of $2.1 billion for
a $200,000 exemption don't look for some other part of the estate and
gift tax laws to pick i? up, because it can't, be done.

Senator Cum .s. Those who are opposing any estate tax relief that
would be beneficial are also recommending that capital gains be taxed
at death, whether the asset is actually sold or not.

So we are dealing with a philosophical problem that precludes much
compromise. It is like someone threatening to shoot your grandmother.
You can't satisfy them by offering them the right to pull off her arm.
[Laughter.]

Mr. CovEY. That is a most difficult policy question.
Senator Cuirr.s. Please don't feel that I am hostile toyour proposal.
I am for anybody that wants to grant relief here, and if we can get

the votes to grant relief, we won't quarrel about the terminology.
One question, though: The second credit you propose is on the

basis of management. Is that a defined term ?
Mr. CovzY. It would have to be a term that would be defiend in the

regulations. I would agree with Senator Packwood. I see no reason to
grant any special relief unless some members of the family continue
in the business.
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Seniator Cumrs. So the second credit would not be available to the
widow who placed the farm in the hands of the farm management
company and did not actively manage it?

Mr. Covy. No; I do not think that would necessarily be so. It de-
pends on how you define your terms, and I would think and recom-
mend in defining active management that the situation you posed
would be covered as active.

Senator CUwrIs. It would be almost synonymous with continued
ownership

Mr. Covzy. It could be in the case of a widow.
The CHAMAN. Senator Roth?
Senator RorrH. What are the advantages of a tax credit compared

with an exemption?
Mr. CoviY. The deduction benefits the larger estates more. For ex-

ample, the present $60,000 exemption for an estate which is in the
70-percent bracket results in a tax reduction of $42,000. That is 70
percent times $60,000.

If the estate, however, is only in a 30-percent top bracket, which
applies from $100,000 to $250,000, the benefit from the $60,000 exemp-
tion is only 60 times 30 percent, or $18,000.

So you can see that the benefits to be derived by the two estate are
quite different.

Senator ROTH. What are the disadvantages ?
Mr. Covzy. I don't see any disadvantages in going to a credit

app roach.
Senator RoTH. If one of the objectives is to provide disincentives to

mergers, I suppose you could argue that the deduction provides for
an incentive to larger estates not to be merged into conglomerates.

Mr. Covwy. I don't really agree with that. If that were so, what we
should do is abolish the estate tax altogether.

Senator RoTH. Let me ask you a second question. I think we are
both sympathetic to the goals of estate tax reform.

You hear a lot of talk today about trying to simplify the taxes.
Do you feel your proposal is a step in the direction of simplification
of estate taxes?

Mr. CovEY. If you move to a credit of $20,700, or a higher credit of
$25,000, you would take between 45 and 55 percent of your present
estate taxpayers off the rolls and if they don't have to pay a tax,
they don't have to file a return and that means less administrative
costs.

At the present time, if you have an estate which is a taxable estate
of $10,000, for example, the cost of preparing the estate tax return
is more than the estate tax you are paying. That is a ridiculous
situation.

Senator ROTH. The Farm Bureau supports an increase in the exemp-
tion to $200,000. Do you know what percentage of estate taxes would
be exempted ?

Mr. Covzz. The $200,000 exemption would cost you--
Senator ROni. Not how much it would cost. What would be the

percentage that would not be paying estate taxes, under the Farm
Bureau proposal?

Mr. Covi. I would say in the range of 75 percent of those estates
presently paying some tax.
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Senator Ro'n. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator PACKWOOD. Could I ask a couple of other questions?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. Senator Curtis mentioned a business worth

$3 million or $4 million or $5 million. If you had a $5 million business
and you had not found a way to pass it on, a $200,000 exemption would
not help too much.

Mr. Cowy. That is correct. I think by proper estate planning, you
could cut the impact down.

Senator PACKWOOD. You have to do a lot of planning for that.
Second, the distinction that I think I would be trying to make in

this amendment is the difference between a family-owned and a family-
run business. I understand how a business of $10 million or $20 million
can be a family-owned business. It may have several thousand em-
ployees. That would not be in the definition of a family-managed
business, or family-run business. That is approaching a large corporate
size. A credit approach is not designed to pass that ownership on to
descendants. It is trying to protect those who run their own businesses
and try to pass those on.

If you were to take the $2.1 billion revenue loss, and I haven't got
the figures, but do you know off the top of your head how far ur we
could run the credit if we were willing to absorb that kind of a loss?

Mr. CovEY. You could run the credit up to, I would say, in the range
of $60,000 to $70,000.

Senator PACKWOOD. And if you ran the credit. up that far, what size
estates above and below would be exempt?

Mr. CovTY. I would say in the range-I can answer that for you
definitely by a letter, Senator-but I would say in the range of $250,000
to $300,000. Probably it would be closer to $300,000.

Senator PACKWOOD. If you ran the credit up to $60,000 ?
Mr. Covjy. Yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you.
Senator BYRD Fpresiding]. Thank you.
[Tie prepared statement of Mr. Covey follows:]

STATEMENT OF RICHARD B. CovEY

SU M MARY

If this Committee should determine to grant estate tax relief to farms and
other closely held businesses. I recommend it be done by

1. Substituting an estate tax credit of $20,700, the estate tax now payable on
a taxable estate of $100,000, for the current estate tax exemption of $60,000;

2. Reinstating the 4% interest rate on estate tax deferred under section 6166;
8. Granting partial tax forgiveness of estate tax deferred under section 6166

to estates which satisfy certain other requirements; and
4. Making certain other changes which will increase the utility of section 6166.
S. 3139 provides an excellent focal point for the Committee's work in this area.

Section 6 of S. 2819 contains two technical changes covered by item 4 above which
would be helpful.

STATEMENT
I. Introduction

Mr. Chairman and members of this Committee, I appreciate the opportunity to
testify on what Is currently the most significant issue involving the federal estate
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tax, namely, its effect on farms and closely held businesses. This Is the third time
during the last seven months that I have spoken before a congressional committee
on this subject, the other two times being as an invited witness before the Senate
Select Committee on Small Business on September 25, 1975 and the House Com-
mittee on Ways and Means on March 23, 1976. I commend Senator Nelson and the
other members of the Select Committee for the interest which they have shown
it-his important subject and the time which they have devoted to It in hearings
both here in Washington and in other parts of the country. Facts developed dur-
ing the last year, indisputably demonstrate that the federal estate tax is having
an increasing and adverse impact on the ability of family members to continue
to operate a farm or closely held business after the death of the owner, particu-
larly when the asset moves downstream from one generation to another. In re-
sponse to this problem members of this Committee, other Senators, and many
members of the House have introduced or sponsored bills to give estate tax relief.

I would like to discuss some of the approaches to the problem which are con-
tained in these bills and to offer some suggestions for your consideration. Before
doing so, I would point out that based upon the most recent Treasury estimates
only 7.7% of all decedents pay some federal estate tax. Thus, as opponents of any
relief in this area point out, the relief would be given to the wealthiest 10% of all
Americans. This does not mean that relief is inappropriate, but only that It
should be carefully considered in the light of the function of an estate tax in our
overall tax system.

II. General Relief-Exemption Increase vs. Estate Tax Credit
One way to give relief is to increase the current $60,000 estate tax exemption.

Many of the bills which have been Introduced do so. Some of these bills have been
supported by members of this Committee. Such an approach affords relief not only
to estates consisting of farms and closely held businesses, but to every other estate
which would benefit from increase in the exemption. Figures concerning what per-
centage of the aggregate annual gross estate amount consists of farms and closely
held businesses are difficult to come by. My best guess Is that these assets do not
constitute more than 15% of the aggregate gross estate amount, and the figure is
probably closer to 10%. Thus most of the relief to decedents' estates from an In-
crease In exemption would not go to estates consisting of farms and closely held
businesses, but to estates with other assets.

The luss in revenue from an increase In the exemption would be substantial.
To illustrate, estimates indicate that increasing the exemption from $60,000 to
$120,000 would result in a revenue loss of $1.3 billion; increasing the exemp-
tion to $150,000 would cost $1.7 billion; and increasing the exemption to $200,000
would cost $2.1 billion. Estate tax collections during-fiscal 1975 were $4.2 billion.
Thus, the revenue loss from an exemption increase in the $120,000 to $200,000
range would be between 80 and 50% of total estate tax for the most recent
fiscal year. Such a revenue loss cannot be offset by any change affecting decedents'
estates except taxing the unrealized appreciation including in an estate, which
would have a severe impact on estates of farmers and decendents owning small
businesses.

In my judgment increasing the exemption to solve the problem the estate
tax presents for farms and closely held businesses is inappropriate. The ex-
emption should be increased only if this Committee makes a policy decision
that an increased exemption Is appropriate for every estate. If you do not
feel this way, why should tax relief In a large aggregate amount be granted
to all decendents to solve a problem for 15% of them? The only way to answer
this question that makes any sense is to say that creating distinctions between
types of assets for estate tax purposes is so undesirable that in order to protect
the 15% the -same relief must be given to the other 85%. The point may be
made most dramatically by pointing out that the revenue loss from granting
total estate tax forgiveness for all closely held business assets would be less
than increasing the exemption to $15,000 or more.

An alternative to increasing the exemption would be to change the exemption,
which 'operates as a deduction against the estate tax at the estate's highest
estate tax rate or rates, to a credit against-the estate tax, which essentially
provides the same tax benefit for all estates. I favor an estate tax credit over
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an exemption because in my view the purpose of an "exemption" in the estate
tax law should be to set the floor under which no tax will be imposed, not
to give a benefit to estates which increases as the size of the estate increases.
This is true whether or not this Committee decides to increase the relief given
to smaller estates. However, the substitution of a credit for the current exemp-
tion would also minimize the revenue loss from such an increase, when com-
pared with increasing the exemption, because there is less spillover of relief
to larger estates.

The tables attached as Appendix A show the effect on estates of various sizes
of eliminating the present $60,000 exemption and replacing it with credits of
$17,800, $20,700 and $25,000, (representing respectively the tax on taxable
estates of $90,000, $100,000 and $114,333). They show two somewhat surprising
things. First, the size of estates benefiting to some extent from substitution
of the credit for the exemption increases dramatically with relatively modest
increases in the credit. Second, the benefits of any given credit in percentage
terms diminish rapidly as estates increase in size beyond the no-tax point.

Thus, a credit of $17,900 is better than a $60,000 exemption only for taxable
estate (before the exemption) at or below $1,55,000. The $20,700 credit bene-
fits at or below $550,000, and $25,000 credit benefits estates at or below
$1,303.333. Increasing the credit by 40% in this range increases the size of estates
benefiting by more than eightfold.

These benefits are, however, weighted toward the smaller estates anddiminish
rapidly. T.Atis with the $17,900 credit an estate of $100,000 would pay 42% less
tax than with a $60,000 exemption. An estate of $120,000 has its tax reduced by
only 7%. With the $25,000 credit, an estate of $120,000 has its tax reduced by
82%, and an estate of $160,000 by only 34%.

My own preference would be -to substitute an estate tax credit of 20,700-
the tax on a taxable estate of $100,000-for the current $60,000 exemption. Such
a change would take approximately 45% of the estates which pay an estate tax
off the estate tax rolls. These estates would be those with taxable estates (after
the $60,000 exemption) of less than $40,000 under current law.

-Senators 'Nelson end Packwood of this Committee, who originally supported
S. 2819 proposing Increases in the estate tax and gift tax exemptions to $120,000
and $60,000, respectively, introduced bills S. 3130 and S. 3140. which substitute
an estate tax credit for the current exemption. These bills deserve your most
careful consideration.-I will say more concerning S. 8189- later in this paper.

Irl. Speofal Relief for Farms dnd Closely Held Businesses

A. Introduction

,In general, the proposals for giving estate tax relief only to farms and closely
held businesses have been:

1. Reinstating a lower interest rate for estate tax deferred under-section 6166;
2. The Administration's proposal for a five year moratorium on payments

eligible for deferral under section 6166 and a stretch-out of the deferral period
from 10 years to 20 years after the end of the moratorium;

S. Providing a,special valuation method which would produce a lower estate
tax than under the current fair market value approach; and

4. Partial or total forgiveness of the estate tax.

B. Analysis of Proposals

1. XAWER INT RT RAT

The special 4% interest rate for estate tax deferred under section 6166 was
eliminated In P.L. 93-825 where the normal 6% interest rate was changed to a
floating rate (now 7%) tied to the prime rate. This action was unwise and made
the liquidity problem for farms and closely held businesses more difficult. three
possibilities for a "return" to prior law exist---a fixeAl rate, a percentage of the
floating rate and 2% under the floating rate. The obvious fixed rate is 4%,
which was the old rate; the obvious percentage Is two-thirds of the floating
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rate, which would reestablish and maintain the percentage relationship between
the former 4% and 6% rates. For the forseeable future, which is not long, the
4% rate would give slightly greater relief. A fixed rate has the advantage of
permitting the estate to kn9w that its tax liability (including interest) is fixed,
which should make planning for payment somewhat easier. Originally, I favored
a rate on amounts deferred under section 6166 equal to two-thirds of the floating
rate. A return to the 4% rate is, I now believe, more desirable.

2. OTHER TAX RELIEF PROPOSALS

(1) Qualification Requirements.-The three other types of relief proposals
summarized above contain qualification requirements which vary considerably.
In general, there is a "before death" requirement and an "after death"
requirement.
(a) Time Requirement (I) Before Death

One purpose of this requirement is to prevent acquisitions "in contemplation of
death" in order to take advantage of the tax benefit. Ifthe tax benefit is small,
the problem is not serious. The problem increases in significance as the tax benefit
increases. Yet any fixed period for which the business must be held prior to death
arbitrarily affects those estates where the decedent bought for business reasons
and died unexpectedly. A long holding period, say five years, is undesirable. If the
object of the relief is to permit the family to oontinue in the business, as I believe
it should be, the length of time the decedent has been In the business is not
important.
(it) After Death

The need for some "after death" requirement is obvious. If the estate sells the
usset six months after the death of the decedent, there is no reason to give relief.
The most frequently suggested period is five years. Such a fixed time requirement
will exert a significant itfluenc, on the decision to continue the business even
though it is not economically viable or only marginally productive, particularly
when the tax benefit is great. This seems undesirable. To illustrate, one proposal
would exempt from all estate tax a farm of less than a stated value if held for five
years after death. If the farm were marginal, the family would have to decide
whether they should hang on for five years to save the estate tax.

A fixed time requirement presents another problem when it is not satisfied. The
estate will have taken advantage of the benefit, which must then be recaptured.
Doing this will be troublesome. For example, if the benefit is an alternate method
of valuing the assets which produces an estate tax savings, when is the fair mar-
ket value of the asset to be determined? Will both valuations be made on the
estate tax return, or will fair market value be determined only after the time
requirement Is violated? Suppose the asset goes to one beneficiary, but the poten.
trial tax liability to someone else, including a charity. This would create some
potential problems.

0. S. 8189
- I would like to focus upon what qualification requirements are desirable by

analyzing those contained in 3l89. In my judgment, this bill shown a sensitivity
and depth of analysis which is most unusual. The requirements of 8. 3139 are:

1. The business qualifies under stetion 6166;
2. The business has been actively managed by the decedent or his immediate

family for five years prior to death ;
3. The business constitutes at least 65% of the decedent's adjusted gross estate;

and
4. The immediate family of the decedent continues to own and actively manage

the business for five years after the decedent's death.
The use of the requirements of section 6106 as a point of departure Is sound.

This approach avoids the problem of differentiating between farms and other
types of closely-held businesses. To illustrate, some bills which have been intro-
duced provide an alternate valuation method for farms, which presumably would
produce a lower estate tax, but not for non-farm closely-held business. Why should
the farm be preferred over this other business? The answer Is that it should not
be.
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In imposing a non-time requirement in addition to those contained in section
6166, S. 3139 exposes a weakness 3f the Administration proposal, which is keyed
solely to section 6166 qualification. Section 6166 requires that the qualifying asset
constitute 35% of the decedent's gross estate or 50% of his taxable estate. The
taxable estate Is determined after allowance of all deductions and the $60,000
exemption. One of these deductions is the marital deduction, which may be as
much as 50% of the adjusted gross estate (gross estate less funeral and adminis-
tration expenses and claims). Thus, an asset may qualify under section 6166
even though it is less than 25% of a decedent's adjusted gross estate. Put another
way, qualification would exist even though liquid assets constituted 75% of the
estate. It is not sound to grant relief in such a case. A higher percentage require-
ment than that contained in section 6160, In the range of 60% to 70% of the de-
cedent's adjusted gross estate, Is appropriate. S. 3139 uses a 65%. This will ferret
out nondeserving cases.

The "before death" time requirement of S. 3139 is five years, the same period
used by most other bills. As mentioned above, I regard this period as too long. It
loses sight of the desired objective, which is to permit the family to continue to
operate the business. Relief should not be denied merely because the business-was
not operated by the family for a full five years. A "before death" time requirement
is needed only to prevent acquisitions "in contemplation of death" to obtain the
relief. The likelihood of this occurring seems slight, particularly if the "after
death" requirements are substantial, and the relief is spread out over a period of
time. A one-year, or at most a two-year, "before death" requirement should be
sufficient.

S. 3139 wisely does not require that the decedent actively manage the business
prior to his death. Active management by any member of this immediate family
is sufficient

The "after death" requirement of S. 3139 is that a member of the deedent's im-
mediate family own and actively manage the business for a five year period. Thus,
relief is granted only where a member o-thelamily does continue actively in the
business. This requirement is desirable and will eliminate the-cases that do not
deserve relief. Such a factual test, which distinguishes between an "operator" and
an "investor;" will be difficult to apply in some cases, but usually the line between
the two will be clear. All that is needed is for the Internal Revenue Service to
interpret the law reasonably; a statement to this effect In legislative history
would be helpful.

One problem which is not specifically dealt with in S. 3139 is the effect of a
partial sale of the business within the five year period after death. Consid-
eration should be given to how such a case would be handled.

D. Form of Relief

1. SPECIAL VALUATION METHOD

Two benefits would result from a special valuation method-(1) valuation of
the asset would be simpler, thus reducing controversies with the Internal Reve-
nue Service, and (2) the method would produce a lower valuation, thus reduc-
ing the estate tax on the asset. The amount of the tax reduction would neces-
sarily be imprecise and depend upon what valuation resulted from !l.e applica.
tion of the special method. The selection of a special method which will produce
fair results as between similarly situated estates is not easy. Also, the creation
of a special valuation method for n3n.farm small businesses will be difficult, and
I do not believe you should grant relief to farms but not to other small businesses.

2. ADMINISTRATION PROPOSAL

The relief under the Administration proposal is a five year moratorium on
payment of the tax without interest and a stretch-out from ten years to twenty
years of the deferred payment period. The moratorium is in effect a five year non-
interest bearing loan in the amount of the estate tax attributable to the qualifying
asset. Based upon a 6% interest rate (without compounding), which appears con-
servative, the "forgiveness' would be 25% of the tax on the asset. The use of a
moratorium period seems questionable in several respects. First, Its effect will
be to delay sales of qualifying assets which for economic reasons (other than
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d'lay in paying the estate tax) should be sold. A sale would not only cause an
Wveleratlon of the estate tax on the qualifying asset but would end the mora-
t,,rium period. Second, the desirability of having all "forgiveness" In the first
live years when the tax referral period is much longer may be questioned. Why
110t spread the relief over the entire deferral period? Also, the need for a pay-
inent period to twenty years-twenty-five years fromn the (late of death when
,,,nibined with the moratorium lkriod-is debatable. My experience indicates
that when the business is economically viable ten years is a sufficient period to
raise funds to pay the estate tax.

S. TAX FORGIVENESS

The relief granted by S. 8139 Is a tax credit-a forgiveness of tax-not to cx-
veti $15,000. The credit would be reduced by 15% of the amount by which tile
taxable estate exceeds $300,0,0. Some limitation on the availability of the credit
1,ased upon the size of the (-tsate seem desirable. What the limitation should be
ik a matter of Judgment. The marital deduction is subtracted in art-"ng at the
'taxallIe estate." Thus, there would be no reduction In the credit if ,1-n estate
were $600,000 and took full advantage of tile marital deduction.

I agrte, with the approach of S. 3139. If tile relief is to be granted for certain
;:.set. let it be done directly for all to gee. How this should be done involves
a matter of Judgment. My own preference would be to grant the forgiveness more
-rodually thn is done under S. 3139 and do so over the period the payment of
The tar is deferred under section 0166 by reduced annual payments. If deemed
,h.Airabh,, the forgiveness could be coupled with a corresponding partial forgive-
itness of Interest. Pnrtlal forgiveness of eiteh installment payment has the advan-
t tage of not having the tax relief turn ulon a single event, such as operation for
five years, but rather upon continued operation during the entire deferral period.
Giving the relief In this manner should minizmize tie likelihood that the tax
heneiti wouli have a significant bearing on decisions to cositinue the business or
ti) dlispos. ,f It. Neutralizing the tax consequences of these decisions is desirable.

heree remains the question of low tile forgiveness should be handled. One
aipnroach iwou!d be to l"'rgivt' a fixed percentage of each payment. Another ap-
proach would be to liavt the percentage forgiveness increase with the imssage
Of time. The choice 'tt',ei these, two approaches depends on how fast it Is
tlesired to give the reih, *

To sum up, if this Conmittee desires to grant estate tax relief to certain types
(of ausmets-farimis and oilier small lusinesse-S. 3139 introduced by two member*
,,f this Comnnittee affords an uxelient point of departure. The revenue loss
would he modest, fnd it4 requirements are such that in my opinion non-meri-
torious 'a.'es- wouhl be eliminated. The changes which I would make in S. 3139
are minor and result primarily front my desire to avoid total tax forgiveness and
Io make the heirs "wait" a longer period of time to receive all relief. Also, partial
forgiveness keyed to the section 61C6 payments would avoid some administrative
problems that. migM occur if recapture of the tax credit occurs as a result of a
ineinhlwr of the immed!atc family ceasing to actively manage the business within
the five years after the decedent's death.

IV. Other Estate Tar Changes

The preceding discudion has concentrated upon the problem of passing a small
busintess downstreamn from one? generation to another. There have also been com-
imnts abve the difficulty in passing the business from husband to wife. I believe
one of the other witnesses toKlay will criticize the current law regarding joint
property as being unjust because of the failure of section 2040 to recognize the
non-financial contribution of a wife. ''his problem is. of course, not limited to
widows whose husbands own farms or small businesses, but applies equally to
till widows. Nevertheless, the lilluidity problem presented by small business assets
makes the ease more dramatically than it is made in an estate with liquid assets.
'Pwo possible solutions come to mnind-increasing the amount of the marital
deduction to the greater of a fixed dollar amount, say $250.000, or one-half of
the adjusted gross estate anl changing the estate and gift tax provisions dealing
with Joint property to treat hoth spouses as equal co-owners of the property for
tax purposes from the time the prop*,rty is placed in joint names.

39-4160-768-pt. 4-26
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CREDIT OF $17,900-TAX ON 190,000 AFTER EXEMPTION-BREAKEVEN ESTATE: $155,000 BEFORE
EXEMPTION

list beneft Net bonofit
( timn to (detriment) as

state from percent of
Tax payable T aysble substitutin Ux du wtIth

with $ 0 thbo ! credit for $60,000Taxable esUt before exempbon of- ezempten Credit exemption exemption

$30,00 0 --------................... 0 0 0 ................
$50,000 .................................... 0 0 0 .
$80,000 ................................. 1,600 0 1,600 100.0

..... 3,000 0 3000 3000
$100000 ................................... 4800 0 000 41.7
$120000 ................................... 9, 500 8, 00 700 7.4

160,000 ........ 2D1 ,700 20,800 (100) ( .5
$o0-o .....................--- ...... 32.700 32800 (100)

Il ,o .. ............ ................. 30,So-0 ,80 ,,e :o>$00,000.-------------------------------42,700 6, 00 33,O00 .

: -------------- 303,500 -- -300 7, 700 (.5

CREDIT OF $20,700-TAX ON $100,000 AFTER EXEMPTION-BREAKEVEN ESTATE: $550,000 BEFORE EXEMPTION

Net bnefi t Net benefit
(detriment) to (detriment) as

estate from percent of
ax Payable Tap pyable subvttuti g bx due with
with 60,000 with above credit for $60.000

Taxable estate before exemption of- exemption credit exemption exemption

o, .0 0 0...........=................0 0 0...........
$K0,000 ................................. 1,600 0 1,600 100.0
I69 o ................................... 3,000 0 3,000 10.0090 ow .. ........ ........ .............. 4,8D 0 4,800 100.0120 000 ................................... 9, 5 6 000 3, 5W 36.8
$160,000 ................................... 20,700 18:000 2,700 13.0
$200,000 .................................. 32,700 30,000 2,700 8.3$300,000 ................................... 62,700 61,000 3 700 2.7$400,000 ...................................... 500 93,000 1, 5o 1.6

000 .................................. 126,00 125,000 1,50 1.2
00r~0i ------------------- 159,700 160,000 (300 2:..... ........................... jl, So ,0o$ 303.500 305,000 50lboo- ............................. I.... 6,042,600 6, 06 7, W.od

CREDIT OF $25,0OO-TAX ON $114,333 AFTER EXEMPTION-BREAK-EVEN ESTATE: $1,303,333 BEFORE EXEMPTION

Net benefit Net benefit
(detriment) to (detriment) as

estate from percent of
Tax payable Tax payable substituting tax due with
with $60,000 with above credit for $60,000Taxable estate before exemption of- exemption credit exemption exemption

$30,000 .................................... 0 0 0 ................
50,0s .................................... 0 0 0...........

000 .................................... 1,600 0 1,600 100.0$1600----------------3,000 0 3,000 100.0::: :::::::::::::::::: 4, 800 0 4, 800 100.0
$120:000u------------------6500 1,700 7,800 82.1- - - - -20 ................................... s70o 13,700 7,000 33.8

$10,000 ................................... 32,700 25,700 7,000 21.4$M000 ................................... 62, 70 56,7010 6,000 9.6000 ................................... 6,500 8.700 5, 00 6.1
126,500 120,700 5,800 4.6

$600,000 159,700 155. 700 4,000 2.506CW3 ................................. 300,00 2,800 .9$ib,, ................................ 6, 042, 60 6,063,200 (20,600) (.3)
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Senator Brw. The next witness will be Mrs. Lloyd Royal, from
Nebraska.

Senator CurtisI
Senator Curs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Will the other ladies

-who will accompany Mrs. Royal to the witness table please, come
forward?

A PANEL CONSISTING OF MRS. LLOYD ROYAL, SPRINGFIELD, NEBR.;
MS. AUDREY SICKINGER, CATO, WIS.; MS. JACQUELINE FURBER,
WOLCOTT, N.Y.; MS. LAURA LANE, FARM JOURNAL, PHILADEL.
PHIA, PA.; AND MS. JO ANN VOGEL, CATO, WIS.

Mrs. ROTArL. Good morning.
Senator Cuwris. I would like to have the record show, Mr. Chair-

man. that Mrs. Royal is one of our leading citizens. Her family is in-
volved in agriculture, and she has been very active in this matter.
Her activity has attracted attention across the country, and one of
those accompanying her today is the representative of the Farm
Journal, who has been writing on this.

Mrs. Royal, after you give your full name and address, would you
either have each of these ladies identify herself, with her name and
address, or would you identify them for us?

Mrs. ROYAL. I will introduce them, Senator.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Mrs. Lloyd

Royal of Springfield, Nebr. My husband and I are family farmers in
th trni sense of the word with both of us working in the family
operation. 'With ine today are Miss Laura Lane-who has a 400-acre
farm in Louisiana and is an editor for Farm Journal; Mrs. Jerome
Sickinger and Mrs. Marcellus Vogel who run dairy farms with their
huisbands in Wisconsin; Mrs. Jacqueline Furber-she and her hus-
band operate an apple farm in upstate New York.

Se ntor ("'UTIS. You may know Senator Byrd has apple farms in
Virginia. You may proceed:

Mrs. RUv.. The l adv there with the petition is Mrs. Jerry Knapp-
a fellow Nebraska farm wife and neigahbor of mine who has been very
active in time petition drive. They will hel) me with any questions you

-INay have. 'I'o(lay I am presenting 160,262 signatures which were gath-
ered in 49 Stat'es. Others were sent. directly to lVashington 3,594
arrived at home yesterday, which will be presented at a later date.

I an not a "woman lil)l)er"; however, when I found that the IRS
d(id not recognize the contribution of a spouse. it was a feeling of
di.telief. Sir. I want to back up. In the interest of time, I will not
follow my prel)ared statement. word for word.

There is no logical reason why work should not count as a contri-
buition. T wonder if the reason spouses were not allowed to show a
-contribution in the original law might be because the wealthy em-
ployed domestic help. I and many others can and do operate almost
every piece of machinery on the farm. .ust this last, summer my hus-
band was hospitalized 'during the cultivating time. My hours went
front 4:30 until 10:30 at night. Vhat (lifference should it make if I
drive the tractor or work in town for wages with which to pay a hired
land ?
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Every husband I came in contact with declared emphatically their
-estate would not be as large if it had not been for the help of-their
wife. This is not just a farm problem. In Springfield almost every
business is family operated.

I am very pleased to see that bills have been introduced allowing a
tax-free transfer between spouses. It would be hard to devise a more
efficient device for systematically snuffing out small businesses, farms,
and ranches than the combined effects of Federal estate taxes, capital

- gains taxes, inflated real estate taxes and income taxes which pres-
ently exist. These are destroying profitable farming, a foul feat that
depressions and wars have been unable to do.

FARMERS AN'D BUSINESSMEN AND RANCHERS ARE HAVING TO 8ELL

One of the saddest cases I have heard was a third-generation farm.
"The children had to mortgage their property to save their mother's
farm home. Even then the Government showed an even greater lack
of compassion by making them pay within 9 months. They say this
can be-'avoided by estate planning. 'They had not one, but two, attor-
neys. The attorneys they used for all their business matters Even they
did not have the knowledge to write the deeds correctly.

It is time the estate tax laws are recognized for what they are: Not
so much a tax on the rich, but a tax on members of the harl-working
middle class. People who are truly wealthy hire expert tax advice to
keep their estate intact. I wonder what our forefathers, who gave up
so much to settle this country would think if they could return to life.
Where will our children and grandchildren have to go to own a busi-
ness of their own?

It is my hope Congress will move rapidly. I can think of no more
fitting way to celebrate the Bicentennial than to pass legislation which
will save the poor and middle class people from becoming dependent
on State or Federal aid.

Revenue is very important: however, death is a very cruel time to
be gathering money. It always brings many other bills--funeral, often
lengthy hospital, and doctor bills, disruption of the business which,
if a sale is necessary, means more income tax. Verv often the estate
tax is the so-called "straw that breaks the camel's back."

Also. those who stress revenue loss, quote the gross amount. The cost
of administration has not. been subtracted. The estate tax has now lost
its effectiveness because so much of society's resources are spent paying
lawyers and accountants to find ways to avoid it. They are the ones
who gain the revenue.

A look at your schedule of tax reform bills shows so many are for
tax exempt status. Just giving each of them a little bit less o'f a break
would more than take care of the revenue problem. Mr. Vanik re-
ported 240 residents of the District, of Columbia-which can hardly
be called a part of the farm belt--claimed farm losses of more than
$11,000 each on their IRS returns last year. These "gentleman farm:,rs"
are not paying their fair share of taxes. While I strongly support the
Curtis bill, I do feel it is lacking in the treatment of spouses. A mone-
tary fig-ure cannot apply to all estates. I. and those who have con-
tacted me, feel the $200,000 figure is too low. In my petition, these
figures were quoted merely because the Curtis-Burleson bills were
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the best we had seen at the time the petition was written. The value per
acre of faram-4end in Nebraska increased 1,023.8 percent from 1942
to 1975. If the specific exemption had raised by the same percentage--
the $60,000 would now be $614,285.

.INT3 WORTH CONBIDEUNO

Senator Nelson's tax credit instead of raising the exem option sounds
good, but beware of changing the tax rate which would nullify the
benefit to small estates. Combining the gift tax and estate tax exemp-
tion I fear we might lose the annual exclusion which is the only one
small businesses and farmers might have assets to use. Small estates
would undoubtedly lose more than would be gained with Senator
Kennedy's proposal to tax unrealized capital gains at death. Any law
passed should ease the burden, not create a new one.

Inflation and the rise in real incomes now means that 11 percent
of estates are now subject. to the estate tax against I percent, prior to
the 1940's, which means more than 75 percent of all Americans are
involved. People who have never earned more than $4,000 or $5,000
a year have estates worth in excess of $60,000. Senator Pearson's
S. 2879 has an automatic increase to reflect cost. of living rises. From
November 1, 1974 to November 1, 1975, Nebraska land rose 19.6 per-
cent, which would already put the $200,000 equal to $239,200. It also
has a retroactive clause.

Senator Bayh's bill requires living on the farm, which is not a prac-
tical requirement. All who have contacted me feel President Ford's
first. proposal to stretch out the tax payments does not solve the prob-
lem. The estate still pays. His second proposal to raise the exemption
is still not realistic wiih inflation. Alragree with his third proposal
for tax-free transfers between spouses. Another gross discrimination-
corporate and congressional retirement are not subject to Federal
estate taxes. Keough and IRA become a part of the estate.

I thank you for the opportunity to speak.
Senator TmrR. Senator Curtis?
Senator CuRris. Mrs. Royal, have the other people in the panel sub-

mitted their statements?
Mrs. ROYAL. I don't know if they have submitted them yet, but they

will.
Senator Crwis. The staff will see they are included.
I would like to have you develop more the problem you have raised

about the contribution-
Mrs. ROYAL. Could I interrupt you 1 minute? I neglected to intro-

duce one man who has been very impoitant in my campaign, Mr. Bill
Jones of the National Livestock Feeders Association.

Mr. JoNE Thank you.
Senator CURTIS. We are delighted to have Mr. Jones here.
In reference to the present discrimination against the wife's con-

tribution, does this arise in this manner? Here, is a farm wife who
assists with everything that is to be done over a long period of time.
and her efforts go into building the farm, to the acquiring of more
livestock, to the acquiring of more machinery, and to the conservation
efforts

It enhances the value of land even if we had no inflation. Isn't that
correct?
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Mrs. ROYAL. Yes.
Senator Cuwrs. As far as all the growth is concerned, half of it is

due to her efforts.
Mrs. ROYAL. Yes, and I think you will find that there are a good

many women just as ourselves and the ladies with me, where we
started with nothing. I envied a child who had a nickel for an ice
cream cone when my husband and I didn't. So you can say our estate
has been the result of our 31 years of working together and sacrificing
in order to build the estate.

Senator CJiTIs. In a situation like that when the husband dies, thle
entire operation is considered an asset in his estate.

Mrs. ROYAL. M1y attorney tells me that even if he were a complete
cripple and I were the only one who had done anything, the law would
say that he was the one who had contributed the entire estate.

'Senator CL-ris. 'What is the advice vou iceive in reference to
whether or not, that problem can be overcome by estate planning?

MIs. RoYAL There are various ways of estate planning. 1 am well
aware of the various ways. The point I make is, why should 1 lhave to
or why should we have to (1o estate planning for ine to get, something
which I already earned ? I don't see why.

Senator CMTIS. That is correct, an(l also, as I mentioned a bit ago,
there are people who (lie youmg, and their major attention is on the
activity they are carrying on and not estate planning. They aren't like
someone who is along in years and has retired and can look back anmd
sa, "This is what we have, how can I best plan to keep it ?"

V rs. RoYA1. Also most often we do not have a lot of cash resources.
All of our cash goes back in our operation, and any kind of estate plan-
ning you take on is going to cost money, which cannot be put back into
our farm.

Senator Ctirws. So what vou are saying is that, for tax purposes.
the trei situation ought to be examined.

M rs. ROYAL. Yes.
Senator Cuwrris. And if half the value of the farm or the business, or

whatever it is, has resulted from the wife's efforts then that fact ought t
to be recognized?

Mrs. ROYAL. Definitely-.
Senator Ctirris. Regardless of what kind of shuffling of the papers

is taking place.
M rs. ROYAL. Yes. and I think most husbands agree with that.
Senator Cmrrs. Mr. Chairman, I know time has expired, but I hope

these individuals could speak.
Miss Laura Lane, since you have done much investigation on this

problem, do you have anything you want to say?
Ms. LAN,. Yes. fv testimony was filed with the committee for the

record the week of March 15. In addition I would like to say that the
trend toward incorporation of the family farm is a direct, result of the
unfair estate taxes as they now stand.

It is true that the greatest difficulty falls on the wife when the prop-
ertv is held in joint tenancy. It sounds easy to make a change to some
other way of holding property. but in the event of a change to tenancy
in common, often there is gift tax liability, in considerable amount.

Senator CuiEris. Is it true that. for joint tenants with the right of
survivorship, both estates get taxed on the full valueI
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Ms. LANE. Yes, because it is assumed to belong to the husband. Then
the wife's estate is taxed upon her death.

Senator Cuins. Mrs. N ogel.
Mrs. VOGEL. When we are speaking in terms of the estate being half

my husband's and half mine, it is like a marriage. Can you divide it,
50-50? You cannot.

Another point that bothers me is that, referring to the loss in rev-
enue, the proven fact is that when estate taxes are taken out of a com-
munity, it takes 25 years for that community to recoup that mney.
You are telling us that that money left in that community to work in
that community will not give the Internal Revenue any money back?

Yes, it. will. It will supply jobs, and therefore people will be paying
taxes. So you must look at it in many different aspects.

Senator Cnrris. And you can't. have a great deal of relief with only
P, little bit of revenue loss. The revenue loss is a measure of how much
good you do.

M rs. Sickinger?
Mr-s-. SWCKINGER. I would like to say that I own a 360-acre farm back

in Wisconsin, on which I milk 150 cows. Now, I manage this herd,
I contribute to the work of it, I work on the days off that my man
does not work, and when I am to inherit my husband's farm, IRS
doesn't. feel I am capable of doing it.

I am already doing it. and that is a point I would like to make.
Senator Cuirims. Mrs. Furber.
Mi s. FURBF.R. Thank you. I think our Government should consider'

our farmer are a natural resource. I (lo not feel that you can crank
a farmer out of a 4-year university. When you get. dow~n to the point
wherv, you arcl having 4-year farmers, you are going to be very hungry.

I think farming is a "lifetime of learning on the fran. I have two.,
boys, and believe me. I look at. those kids and realize what, they hav6
learned and what they are capable of, and if there were going to be
one man left on earth, I would hope it would be a farmer, because he
is the guy who is going to get us through, and I think we have to
start real'izing that this is a type of training, and I hope that some-
thing is done to save our farnis befoe it is too late.

Senator CUnRIs. Yes, and I can't escape the idea that I mentioned
a while ago just as the illustration. This house had increased in "value"
from somewhere in the $20,000 range to $107,000, and yet the house
isn't worth any more than it was at the outset.

That increase is (ue to inflation. and the estate. tax says to the sur-
viving spouse that, even though you are not going to sell it, but instead
are going to keep it and carry on, the fact that there has been inflation
the "value" is now such that a tax should be imposed.

That is all I have.
The CIHAIRMAN. Senator Hansen?
Senator -ANN sX. I thank Senator Curtis for bringing this fine panel

to testify. W, hat you say rings a bell. as Senator Byrd knows, because
he has .een how ranch operations work.

My daughter and three of our grandchildren make a very important
contribution to the fact that the ranch that we own in Jackson Hole
isn't more deeply in the red than it is. They are out there every day.
M v daughter can do anything on the ranch that anyone else can do,
and you certainly strike a sympathetic chord.
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The last person on earth may not be a farmer when be awakens in
the morning, but he will be by noon when it comes time to eat. You
make a ver, good point.

Senator Cueris. But he still needs a wife.
The CHAIMAN. Senator Roth?
Senator RoTii. I would like to congratulate the group, too. I think

you make a persuasive case for relief. You all sound very much like
the family farmer from Delaware. I have one question.

I notice in your recommendation that you speak about the IRA re-
tirement program. You may not want to answer it currently, but later
I would like to have your comments. I have proposed that tie so-called
IRA program be extended to wives as well as working men. It seems
to me that this would give recognition to wives and it would help them
develop their own pension programs. Would you care to conunent on
that?

Mrs. ROYAL. I am not familiar with the IRA, but mv husband is in-
volve(I in the Keogh. and I understand they are quite similar.

The point I am trying to make here is why, when he dies, should his
accumulated retirement fund plan go back into the estate when if it
were in a corporate retirement, it would not?

Senator ROTH. I understand your recommendation. What I am pro-
posing, however, goes a st(p further, that housewives, not only the
wives of farnes but all housewives, have the same opportunity to ob-
tain an IRA. I would be very much interested in having your coin-
ments for the record.

-Mrs. ROYAL.. Would you just. want a written comment later?
Senator Ron'n. That'would be fine, yes.
[The letter referred to follows:]

Sim iuNrwiLD, Nim, April 12, 1976.
Senator Wru.IAM Rovri,
Senate Ofkx Building,
WaaMngton, D.C.

DA SENATOR RanH: I want to apologize for taking so long to answer your
question April 6 when I testified before the Finane Committee. As I told you
then much of my time is spent contributing to the farm. It was two days after
my return before I had time to unpack my suitcase. My time was devoted to such
things as helping castrate pigs, disking, harrowing, etc.

As to your bill S. 2732 on allowing unsalaried women Keough Plan retirement
plans. I feel much the same as my first Impulse. It would be a tremendous benefit
to any widow who could afford to have usd it. I will have to say it should be
enacted for these people. I still have reservations ai to how many family farmers
and small businesses will have the available cash t(. make use of the law. As we
stated In various Estate Tax testimony's, we do not have cash assets, our money
is spent improving our operation. Most probably the saalried person would be the
one most likely to use iL It Is for the benefit of te low salaried worker that I
say your hill should be enacted. I hope It will not become just another tax dodge
bill for the wealthy.

While I was visiting around Washington much concern was voiced about los
of revenue if Estate Tax reform bills were enacted. I hope you will give some
thought to taxing skip-generation transfer Also, large corporation farms will
cause much unemployment, thus cutting income tax revenue. They will not use
the small town implement dealers, grocers, attorneys etc. These people will not
only be paying no income taxes, they will in all probability cost revenue by use
of welfare programi. Also, taking the life's savings is putting many elderly on
welfare, as well as hurting their pride. This Is something no pill can correct.
Many who have contacted me tate they have no desire to enlarge their buinemes
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when they kno* the government will take so much. 'this again means less em-
ployment. Perhaps these other sources of revenue will more than compensate for
the loss of Estate Tax revenue.

I certainly hope something can be enacted before too many people die. I9very
small farm or business lost because of Fixate Taxes is lost forever.

Sincerely,
aRO. LLOYD ROYA.

'Mrs. FP= . I think I have the testimony here of Mr. Brownlie, of
Boston, present to tie House Ways and Means Cominittee on tohe
problem of the individual retirement account or Keogh plans, regard-
mg the fait that they are included in an estate, whereas a corporate
retirement plan, or (he congressional retirement plans, are nof -and
I think this is grossly unfair-and I think very definitely this should
be changed.

I have a copy of this testimony of Mr. Brownlie, and he goes into
this in detail, if you would like it.

Ms. LAxNE. I have a Keogh plan too, since I am self-employed. The
IRS discriminates particularly against ine, because I have chosen not
to marrv.

Senator Crwns. Maybe we ought to repeal the whole Tax Code.
Mrs. Furber, are you an appe grower? Senator Byrd is a"ive in

that, too.
Senator BRvn. May I ask what variety of apples you grow
Mrs. FVrBER. Macintosh. Roine--juAt about everything. We have

even got Ben Davis left on the farm, which I don't lnow if you even
have mn Virginia.

Senator Bynu. We have them. hut we don't find them commercially
very profitable, the Ben )avis. We find the Rome good. Do you have
Re Delicious?

Mrs. FuiRBER. Yes, and many of the new types, Empire, Spartan,
and we are planting dwarf trees.

Senator Bimn. One final question. It is a tough business, don't you
find ?

Mrs. FrTMER. Yes, indeed.
Senator BnRD. Thank you. ladies, very much. You made a fine con-

tribution to this bucnness today, and we appreciate your being here.
[The prepared statements o? the preceding panel follow:]

STATEMENT OF IRas. LLOYD ROYA!,, SPRINtoIELD, NEBR.

SUMMARY
PreAent laws are:

1. Grossly discriminatory against the wife.
2. Far outdated In that exemptions and annual exclusions need to be increased

to reflect the lmimct of inflation on agricultural and small business property.
3. Threatening the existence of efficient family farms and small business

operation.
4. Forcing undue hardships on family farmers and small businessmen.
5. I)ircriminatory against the self-employed and others using the KEOGH and

IRA retirement plans.
Recommendation,:

1. Increase the marital deductions to provide more equitable treatment for
spouses.

2. Increase exemptions and annual exclusions to compensate for Inflation.
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3. Do not move to tax the unrealized capital gains on farm and small business
-property.

4. Allow users of KEOGH and IRA retirement programs to transfer tax
.free, the same as those under corporate and congressional retirement programs.

BTATEEIIT

My name is Mrs. Lloyd Royal of Springfield, Nebraska. My husband, Lloyd
and I own 240 acres of farm land and rent another 80 acres in Sarpy County,
Nebraska. We are family farmers in the true sense of the word with both of us
working in the farming operation. Today I am presenting two petitions contain-
ing 160,262 signatures to Chairman Long and members of the committee. These
signatures have been gathered in 49 states, I am also presenting copies of letters
and quotes from other letters.

It is still hard to believe that a simple campaign, by three women to arouse
the people in their county could spread across the entire United States without
receiving any dissent. This to me is very vivid proof that the law is in need
of change.

I am not a women's libber; however, when I found that the IRS did not recog-
nize the contribution of a spouse, it was a feeling of disbelief. To think that
spouses can work together for so niany years and be told only one of them had
earned the estate. It's unreal.

I firmly believe that in middle class families there cannot be much of an estate
unless both spouses help. It is easy to spend; difficult to save.

There is no logical reason why work on the family farm or in the family busi-
ness should not count as a countributiod. I would wonder if the reason spouses
were not allowed to show contribution for their labors in the original law might
be because the tax was directed at the wealthy who employed domestic help. Their
spouses were ladles of leisure.

'On the contrary, 1, and many others, can and do operate almost every piece
of machinery on the farm. Just this last summer, my husband was hospitalized
during the cultivating time. This meant one tractor in the field instead of two. My
hours went from 4:30 in the morning until 10:30 at night. Even then I almost
didn't get finished before the corn became too big.

To us, I made a contribution to our net worth. Why not to IRS? What difference
should it make if I drive the tractor or work in town for wages with which to pay
a hired hand? Every husband I came in contact with declared emphatically that
Aheir estate wouhl n(t be as large If it had not been for the help of their wife.'rhis is not Just a farm problem. In Springfield almost every business is family
.f01wied with the wives helping. A letter from Mr. Dixon Adams, a Sarpy County
attorney, states "In my own case, my wife worked both at home and in the
office for more than 20 years. During this time I have paid her no salary, so under
present law she would not be able to show contribution toward the acquisition ofjointly owned property. This Is totally unrealistic because her contributions have
been substantial and as far as I am personally concerned she has made as much

,contributon as I have.
I am very pleased to see that bills have been introduced allowing a tax free

transfer between spouses In an effort to change thiq injustice.
I realize there are many identical or similar bills to the ones I will be quoting;

however, due to work on the farm and my lack of time, I will use the bills which
have been brought to my attention.

It would be hard to devise a more efficient device for systematically snuffing
ut Independent businesses and eliminating continuity of small family farms than

the combined effects of federal estate taxes, capital gains, inflated real estate
taxes, ana incomes taxes which presently exist in this country. These effects aredestroying profitable farming, a foli feat that depressions and wars have Ieen
unable to do before. Contrary to articles stating there really is no problem, farm-
ers and businesses are having to sell to pay estate taxes.

One of the saddest cases I have heard is a farm that was given to a son by his
father many years ago. It was small and when the son (lied, it was not enough
to keep his widow. H1er daughter and son-in-law contributed much to her upkeep.
The widow died recently. The daughter's husband died shortly after her mother.
The doctor bills, funeral bills, etc. drained all of the savings. The daughter had to
sell part of the property. She then applied for a loan. Because of her age and
health, she was turned down.
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This woman had no training for a job. All she knew was farming. Her chil-
dren mortgaged their property to obtain the necessary money so she could remain
on the farm.

It Is very obvious, where the children have already mortgaged their property
to pay her tax, there wIll be no way they will be able to pay the tax when she dies.
The land that has been in the family 8 generations will never make it to the
4th. Incidentally, she has 7 grandsons who would like to farm. Another farm will
go the way of a big farmer taking over.

They say all of this can be avoided by proper estate planning. This family
had not one, but two, attorneys. T hey used the attorneys who handled all of their
business matters. The money they gave the attorneys was lost, as even they
did not have the knowledge to write the deeds correctly.

It Is high time that the estate tax laws be retcognized for what they are:
not so much a tax on the rich, but more a tax on members of the hard working
middle class. People who are truly wealthy are able to hire expert tax advice to
keep the bulk of their estates intact.

I wonder what our forefathers, who gave up so m.ach to settle this country,
would think if they could return to life and see what Is happening. My own grand-
father left Germany to escape the two cla," system. We are rapidly approaching
that point in this country. Where will our children and grandchildren have to go
to own a business of their own?

It is my hope that the Congress will move rapidly. Making the estate tax
law more equitable will encourage the continued existence of small family enter-
prises.

I can think of no more fitting way to celebrate this year's Bicentennial than to
pass estate tax legislation which will save the snall arid middle (lass people from
becoming dependent on state or federal aid. There are still many of the old
school who try to save for their retirement. Why take their savings away just
because one happens to die. You pay income tax, land tax, personal tax, sales
tax, etc. Can't the government let a person grieving a death alone! Even then it
shows an even greater lack of compassion by making the survivor pay within 9
months. Very few are over the shock of the death before the tax man asks them
to make major decisions on their property.

A concern has been voiced about loss of revenue. Revenue is very important;
however, death is a very cruel time to be gatherinrog money. It always brings
many other expenses-funeral, often lengthy hospital and doctor bills. disruption
of the business which, if a sale is necessary, means mort- income tax. Very often
the estate tax is the so-called "straw that breaks the camel's back." The crunch is
even greater if there are several children, because the one who wants to continue
the farm or business must buy out the other heirs at the same time he Is paying
the taxes.

Revenue could be gained by evaluating some of the current programs to see if
they really are doing what they were intended to do and if they really are getting
their true dollars worth for what they cost. Mrs. Vernon Clark of Iowa cited
the article which appeared in their paper about a project for studying the Love
Life of the Guppy. The cost-O,(0,(i. Also, those who stress revenue loss, quote
the gross amount. I would like to point out that the cost of administration had not
been subtracted from that figure.

If the estate tax is necessary, then repeal the tax evasion laws that allow
the wealthy to avoid estate taxes and get back to the original intent of the
law. The revenue lost if all estate taxes are abolished would amount to 1.6 of
the annual federal budget, according to the Wall Street Journal. Think how much
revenue could be raised if they would abolish the "outs" that only the wealthy
can afford. At the time the law was enacted it was a good source of revenue,
because it wis low enough that It was not worth hiring lawyers to avoid. It
has now lost its effectiveness because so much of society's resources are spent
paying lawyers and accountants to find ways to avoid it.

At an estate planning meeting the speaker told how one millionaire and he
named him, paid no estate tax by giving half to his wife and the other half to
charity. If my husband or any other middle class man gave half to charity, the
spouse might end up living off charity.

A look at your schedule of tax reform bills shows so many that are for tax
exempt status. Just giving each of them a little bit leqs of a tax break would
more than take care of the revenue problem.

In answer to the worry of creating tax loopholes which would start the
wealthy buying farms: Congressmann Floyd J. Fithian of Indiana quoted, "Mr.
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Vandk reported the disturbing fact that 240 residents of the District of Columbia-
which can hardly be considered a part of the farm belt--claimed farm losses of
more than $11,000 each on their IRS returns last year. Put simply, these " gentle-
men farmers' are not paying their fair share of taxes."

While I strongly support the Curtis bill, I do feel it is lacking in the
treatment of spouses. A monetary figure cannot apply to all estates. I, and
those who have contacted me, also feel the $200,000 figure Is too low.

Many of the letters sent directly to members of the Senate advocate changing
the $M0,000 to $200,(0 arid the marital deduction from t4a to % plus $100,000. 1
would not that in my petition, these figures were quoted merely because the
('urtis-Burleson bills were the best we had seen at the time the petition was
wri t t en.

Aetvrdlting to "Farm Real Estate I)evelopments", Economic Research Service
of U'LDA, the value per acre of farm land In Nebraska increased 1(23.8% from
1942 to 1975. If the tlj"it lc exerilot.,,in had been raised by the same percentage
(the $60.(K0) would now lie $414,: V. we would riot have an estate tax problem
today. Good farm laud usually sells for about $1,000 an acre. This makes the
$60,0W exemption even worse.

Senator Nelson has a proposal to relieve the estate tax problem through the
imllementation of a tax credit program. Preliminary evaluation would Indicate
that it has merit and would te acceptable as a go(.ol alternative to raising the
exemption, providing the cr,,dit has an adequate figure. and that the rates are
not changed. It would apIpar that this might give more recognition to the
original intent of the law by giving a greater advantage to the Small estate.
lie also has suggested that efforts tb made to contilne the Gift Tax and Estate
tax exemtpion. I fear in going this route we might stand to lose the annual
gift e('clusion which is tue only one small busineseS and farmers might have the
itssetAi tj use.

The faIily farmer and small busine.ssman would undoubtedly lose more than
would te gained by use of tax on unrealized capital gains transferred at death.
It would levy taxes on income which the estate has not received. As In
current valuation of the farm, the estates with calaital gains liablities might
Ioe forced to liquidate soMiething to provide cash for such taxes. It also might
require records which would be hard to obtain because of inadequate recor(ls
on the part of the deceased. Any legislation on this should be studied very (are-
fully to evaluate the entire Iimpact.

The Wall Street Journal editorial on March 10th [,tates: "The fact is that
inflation and the rise in real incomes now means that 11- of (.tstate-s are now
11ihjec'1 to the estate tax against Il prior to the 1940's which means that nore
than 75 of all Americans including the children, grandchildren, and great
grandchildren of the deceased have a direct interest In estate ta xes. Even some
retired elderly people who have never earned more than $4.(X) or $o.(X3 a year
during their lives have estates worth In excess of $60,(00, the point at which
the (estate tax now begins to bite."

S. f879
I hole the Se.nate will consider the ideas presented in .Sentor Ienfrs(n's

S. 2k79, as ie Includes all family enterprise as long as they are managed by
the heir. lie recognizes the c4mtrihbuti(,n ,of slolises. lie also has included a
clause which authorizes automatic increaqes to reflect cost of living raises.
This is very Important and should be Included in levislation so we will never
again be caught with an outdated 1,111. Congressman Bedell (uotes Iowa land rose

. from 11-1-1974 to 11-1-1975 and the vaiue per acre in Nebraka incr(a,,ed
19.6, during the same period, which makes the figures of $200.000 already out-
dated. A 19,6% increase puts the figure at $239.200. lie also has a retroactive
clause which should 1w' considered. Since tthis c1h8 nige is -o lone (verd e. some

consideration should he given to correcting the injusti(s which have twiell

done. At the present time we feel that S. 2879 is the best hill that has been
brought to our attention.
S. 227

Senator Bayh has introduced S. 227 in an effort "to save the family farm".
While this bill s,,unds like help for the family farm. there is one word which
will not let it apply to many hona fide cases: that is. live on the farm. The widow
may be afraid to stay on the farm and prefer a house in town. but would still
manage or help on the farm. Other instances are the son may move to a farm
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which is more specialized and better equipped; such as, confinement feeding
versus grain farming, and while he may want to grain farm the home place, he
may not want to return to the father's farm to live. It there is only one house on
the farm, the heir may elect to live nearby and have a hired man live in the
farm home.

All who have contacted me do not feel President Ford's first proposal solves
the problem. The estate still pays. Hlis second proposal, a step in the right direc-
tion, is not realistic with inflation. All approve his third proposal, estates should
be tax free between spouses.

Another gross discrimination which I have not mentioned Is between KEOGII
or IRA plans and Corporate and Congressional Retirement plans. The Corporate
and Congressional Retirement Plan assets are not subject to the Federal Estate
Tax when the participant dies, while beneficiaries of KEOGII and IRA partici-
pants must include the amount in settling with the government.

I thank you for the opportunity to speak.

Qro,,s FRoM l.rrE s RE(E-v.D

BY MRs. LLOYD ROYAL ON ESTATE TAXATION

Whait is Uncle Sam trying to do to our fanly farms? Give them to big bust-
ness and put us farmers on welfare.-C'alif.

They bought their ranch in 1937 for $37.500. Now the appraised value Is $357,-
660. Who knows what it will be this year? These are Just figures. The house is
older. The soil is more depleted. .John anid Mary have worked hard and long
hours. Many years with n l profit. They have provhhd(K jtlm for hundreds of peo-
pie. ''hey simply want to operate their ranch ki:owing thit if (t11 Of them passes
away the other ('an s till (a, 11 cin1m' witli their town expense a(imint intact to op)er-
ate. Now, In their ](.leilming years they are frustrated. 'hey (ani't afford to sell
becal se of the Capital (;ains txeS. W'h, could afford to ay but bIg business.
Perhaps Ifhe (M I dustry or [trsu raice (',11pa131. If .John or Mary (lies they also
lose lte'alse or the Estate taxes.-calif.

My hitstian(l passed away after a ;-week illncs.s at the age (Of 45. Now beside
Managing the farmu, caring fur uiy family I had the aiddith onal wtjrry oif paying
iS. We worked so hardl thlsh- past :23 ien r, to make land payments, i,,w the

valuation is so high, I'm having It4 pay for the laid again to the IRS.-T-1 Ne.\V4mtnan.

Some of my points are: 1. Wiemt Iarolswrty is ownedd joilntly-yet wife must liny
Inheritance tax (i lwth halves, lim, is detijed the right to own jrojsrty. 2 Taxes
art- paid by Joint return therefore she has already )aid the tax on her half of
income(-how (arin she inherit what is already hers! 3. If labor is not a cmntribu-
tin then her husbands hlalwr should i t count either. If his does, then this (cin-
stitutes slavery. Slavery was ab(olished in 1,445, therefore the law is illegal.-
U-1 Wis. Woman.

We live on a 130 A. farm in Indipna which we bought 12 years ago fo~r $30.0(K.
It had an old rundown brick otise fatont So years old. After we improved it
the insurance company would insure It for $5.$0M). The two liarals we're In bad
shapMe, the land run dowi. It hHs taken all our money and we've hoth worked
bard to improve. If ny huisland were to die today the IR'S would (olme oit aid
value o ur property to probally $130,t4Kk or more since land has tripled In the
past eight years. I would have to sell the farin, cattle. and everything just to
pay the taxes. Where would it leave ni and my daughters? Out in fan ajoart ment,
Just getting hy.-S-1 Indiana Woman.

I began circulating your ioetitimis ari did not lbecom totally involved until a
friend (of mine told me tit vhei they inetrIxirated their business she had to
pay gift tax on the shares that she was to hold (,n the (orporati4on lielause she
('(41lh not give monetary proof of lhr contribution in building the business.
WoW E Wis. Woman.

Mr. Alfred Pallokat of ('omanecticut writes: 'My wife Is a beneficiary tinder a
will that caused her five sisters to niirtgsge the property heavily in order to pay
**Ntat taxes anti the (mly jwrxwcis getting mnley from this estate art, attorneys
avid the government with no chance if ever to see any letieflts till 194. If the
law% hind beven (hange(l to the present bills tinder consideration they would huve
had seinething.-'onn.

I amn of a large family who have worked hard too build tip an inheritance for
our children. Onr family have farmed arid oWIed )fle of the land for four gen-
,erations and it took that long too accumulate and 1my f(4r the property. All the

69-460---76----pt. 4-27
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while each year paying taxes: Property, personal property, self-etmlloylent,
employee's social security, income, sales, state income, exise. Gad! Thinking of
all those taxes, it will be the fifth generation still paying without the IRIS.-
C-1 Ore. Woman.

The IMS' attorney explanation that "The wife renders all these serviccf, am
a part of her marriage contract" infuriates me. I surely didn't sign mIi. name
to any such pajier. The man doesn't work for niothdng all his life and my htia::n:i
certainly doesn't exlm't mue to. I'm not liutting lit 40 years work Just to end up
owning tile 1ItS.-C-I Col. Woman.

My husband and I are it our seventies; we have worked (1 wit hout a (loIlars
lay) for 46 years to get our ranch pid for and improved and itow we are faced
with the unfair widow's tax ! I sin not a womnml's libblr but I certainly would
like to Join the protestl against this situation.-E- Tex. Woman.

As a wife of a farmer who driveti tractor or anything else that ineed1s to 1w
dm' oi the fairm I feel that I help inake money to pay for our farms and any
other hings we nevoid. I think I should [A- etitlethd to what is left if ily hus laild
should die before me. hI'laat is, what you work for in tile first place, so the other
oile 1 illinve slnething when you atre gone. The way taxes are ntow a lot of hlilt
younger jIcwllie cai't afford to go into farming, and the colitry ie'ds all the
good farmers we c-an get.-N Ind. Woman.
Why should ainly farier at deathh leave to hits wife ii "drummed up" Ki'tiit-

tax id slap it at her with 9 months line Iimit. Jus.-t silch is golng Oil In ilha'
different states I have ('11llV11ttSed and these widows now (in w('lfare, are living
examples of the heavy hand of the law where Tyranny has taken 4,ver and tax-
ai Ioil wit luit relresentat lion has Ilm'evole a it cli, - -every det'iweamd iIli':iuI
died. tlliiking lie was leaving his wife, i home and shelter r, ai rtf over her ieadi
aid it alintcais o aIi:lke an lit ralle Ilving.--l!' Ks.

Mrs. Eunice Batinitard. It. 1. Round Lake. .ini. says: When we were making
oit mny huslilllmi's will. the hawvyer iilvi sed him, lhe friii thoild it' in my hllu-
bmid's lie tiily. I ai.kA "Even if I can prove I've itilmed h, It tlihe (.'40 of
lite (irm ii nmy Iiftelinie ittid delxsited s:i i t ) oulr Joint ni'.mit?" ( I work v4~

Ass't ( ifit0e Mttiigcer iti towni. lie "Tiihey wolild collevl! thalnt yol s rit It
all on lotelis amid frivoloms tlhiigs !W ---- t in. \ommli.

A Riv'r Falls., Vis . wioniai: I Isrsmnally thili It Is 1rNsly discri.-inatins,
,olid Ilt'graiding that a wife is either leLvilv e'qu:il to) nor ia liartr if her liis-
ha1inlll. We, ny 1iusbaaild Ilid 1. haive ftirel foir 35 years. Oddly enotigh, he hi.Ill
nit I t'r1 nhale' to tike da(i'lre-t.iil i(11 ol 'it,

I havei' wirid ftlrt '(,i litlirs it day six days a week for Il st, ir ty ye; ia '-
raising four children. si'wing, et kinav. Iankimig. garhlening, canning, freezing, tc(..,

ta11il ('t'rtiily fel tiot I iave mnade a emit rilitilill ii shoild ie rei,'gnizetil.--
1, 403 Tenn. Woman.

NoT&-This petition, known as. the Roval petition. addrece.s the specific issue
of state tax discriin nation against wives. Silce, it is a pilllie opiitn iKtit mu,
it is proper to add signature lprga's. as long as they tire Nt,.1rlty attached. Also).
additional copies of thle petitii,'m itself may Ih' nh'ide tn a gool grado, copy
iiiti'lie. MI(st people mil) warit to lut their ni maes onl both the Royal and tile
Brooks peitions.-Mrs. Royral

To: The Ilonoratble
(Senale) (House) Office Building
Washington, I.C.

We. the ulidersigned are concerned citizens of the U united States and the State
of -- , and are particularly converted! with Ihat loortion of ihe laws of
the UnJited States and the State of . relative to the taxation of estates
whie.h provides that tit, fiill value if property whiic.h a de'edelit held at thie, limp
oif hi. death. either as a Joint tenant or a tenant by the entirety Is includable in
his estate, unless the FurvivitLg tnarint caln show coiitribulion toward the purchase
(if tile property.

The under ined strongly believe that the foregoing provision of federal anid
state law nijustly di.wrlininates against vomn'n who work In the home, on the
farm or in a family business and mnke a contribution toward the acquilsition
of property held In Joint tenany or tenianry by the entirety with right of stir-
vivorship with their husbandls. Even if both spouses contribute signfleant physical
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efforts to earnings over the years and such earnings are the basis for increase
In estate, at the time of death, the entire estate is considered to have been
earned by the husband.

Justice and fairness dictate that this palpable inequity and Inconsistency be
corrected. There is no logical reason why women who make a contribution by
working other tian for salaries should be discriminated against.

The umidersigned petitioners earnestly urged that federal and state law be
amended and changed to recogtize the contribution of women who work in the
home, on the farax or In a family business toward the purchase and acquisition
of properly.

We re lectfully request that you Introduce and work diligently for legislation
which will allow women to show contribution for work performed wh¢ih con-
tributes to the acquisition of such property for purposes of federal estate anid
state inheritance taxes.

Respectfully submitted,
Name
Address

NoTr&-.This petition, known as the Brooks petition, addresses the issue of cor-
recting the various inequities in present estate tax laws. Since it is a public
opinion Ipetition, it is proper to add signature pages, as long as they are securely
attached. Also, additional copies of the petition itself may be made on a good
grade copy iac.hine. Most people will want to put their names on both the
Royal and the Brooks petitions.-Mrs. Royal
To:

We, the undersigned, are citizens of the United States and the State of
who are particularly interested in reform and modernization of the

Federal Estate Tax laws.
Wo believe that Congress should correct the inequities In present estate tax

laws and should give r,(og lition to the effects of inflation upw these iaws. The
present $60,0LX).00 exemption was written into the law in 1942. Currently a widow
has (o pay such high inheritance tax on her husband's estate (even if the property
Is in ioth oif their names) that she may find herself virtually destitute.

We believe that existing law creates a severe hardship upon taxpayers almd
penalizes those citizens who have accumulated property through hard work and
the exercise of frugality.

Accordingly. we urge the Congress to enact into law S. 1173 now pending in-
the Senate ami R I. 1793 now pending in the House which would increase the
spe(,cil exemption to $200,000.00 and Increase the marital deduction by $100,000.00.

Itespectfull3 submitted,
Name
Address

KuXhBAM., NE:nR., March 10, 1976.
Mrs. LLO.oYD ROYAL,
$V priPtgjldch, ,Vcbr.

)EAP. MRs. ROYAL: Ani very proud of your fortitude In promoting legislation
to stop this giganth. "rip off" of farm families in the form of the "widow tax.1"

My situation of now, a widow of two years this month is, mother of six chil-
drei and responsible for the management of our 2,040 acre farm. This farm, my
husband and I worked for twenty-three years to put together and I plan to dp
everything iOHslhle to keep it together for our family. I still have a debt of'
$44,7,50 on the farm.

My mind is on a constant whirl trying to make ends meet with the low
cattle and grain prices and the high cost of fuel, fertilizer and labor plus paying:
V/c interest on money borrowed to pay the "widow tax."

The following information I've sent to Reps. Ullman and V. Smith, also to,
Santors 1lruska and Curtis.

"What could you do with $88,400? I could pay the Indebtedness owed on our
family farm and have several thousand dollars to spare. This Is the amount I had
to gather together in order to pay the 'widow tax', $80,100 for the IRS, $2,400
interest on same, $2,200 to the State and $3,700 for county inheritance tax.
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Although pending legislation will be of no help to me, I'm requesting you take
Onmedlate action on pending legislation to increase the estate tax exemption to
$200,000. Another important item you should consider is Increasing the time on
making the estate report to the IRS from 9 months to 18 months for all estates
over $100,000. (It took my attorney 14 uo. to gather the necessary data, hence
the interest mentioned above.) Some provision should be made to pay the estate
tax In quarterly installments.

Your immediate attention and untiring efforts to promote this legislation
will be very rewarding to volumes of taxpayers and voters."

Best of luck to you Mrs. Royal, while in Washington!
Sincerely,

MNRS. ,MARY TARKASSEN.

YODEH, Coro., March 5, 1976.
DFAR Mes. IiooLYD ROYAL: Oood luck on y(,ur trip to D.C. I hope this letter

might hell) you ti some small way. Use any part of it.
My dad passed away in 1974 with a sudden heart attack while visiting friends.

Since there wits a loctor's office Just across the street It was no time before he
had medical help but "he was dead before lie reached the floor", so the doctor
said.

My mother had paid almost $50.(0-) for State. Federal and lawyer fees since.
Think od she had money to pay it V.ith. Many are not that fortunate. However,
she has, been in a whet; chair six yetrs now anid (,an only feed herself, and that
Is becoming a task. I)ue to arthritis everythingg else must be done for her, getting
(ressed, comb her hair, bath, tak¢-n to bathroom, nmved from one chair to
ann)ther, etc. T'iiiuk (od for two iovinig (la ughters-in-law and two sons-in-law
who take care of her. Slie spends a week with each of us four kids, each month.
Since th' government has seen lit to take so much tax from her what else c(uld
sht do. Nursing hojmms are completely out (of reach for elderly people on small
Incomes.

lh ree of us live on her land and a sister near us, owes her a large of sum of
money for their land. All of us worked very hard before and during our teen
years while home. My dad believed if you didn't work them young you would get
nothing out of kids. We farmed 2000 acres and never shut two tractors off. One
buother and I ran day time and a brother and I)ad ran nights. We ran several
hundreds head of cattle and it was my job In the winter to bring them to the
corral on horsebac.li each night or sometimes herd then In fields. It can get cold
on a horse.

It. was nothing for my mother to have six to nine men to cook for, plus we six
during harvest. Yet she always came out after dinner and worked until sun
down. She would then hurry home to feed the pigs and chickens, milk the cow
and do other chores and still have supper on the table when we all got In after
dark. We, had no electricity, refrigerators or even water-in the house at this
time so all meals were made from scratch.

Yet we had to have seven or eight people sign a statement that she helped make
her half of the estate.

Anyone knows a farm and ranch wife has worked beside her husband in all
kinds of weather. Just yesterday we received six inches of snow and I was out
helping my husband feed cattle.A_" had. to bring a new born calf and mother
to the barn and this morning I have a half frozen one in my porch, hoping to
vave it. As cheap as they are I wonder why sometimes. How many urban wives
should allow a calf to mess up her lovely home?

I ask you is It right for a woman who has worked so hard and now in a wheel
chair and unable to (,are for herself to be taxed penniless.

Sincerely,
MRS. HARRY GIST.

CALIF., March 8, 1976.
1)EAR MRS. ROYAL: The enclosed Information concerns our 200 acre ranch,

consisting 123 acres of wine grapes and balance in pasture for cattle.
In 1937 my husband bought the ranch for $37,000.00.
I will give a relative rundown over the years. I have no record from 1938-1940,

but I'm sure they were in the minus income column.
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Profit (+) Pfrft +
Income Expenses or loss - Income Expenses or loss

1941 ...... $11,317 $11,715 -398 1958 ...... 37,834 27,654 +10,180
1942 ...... 18,510 20,204 -1,694 1959 ...... 40,566 27,538 +13,028
1943 ...... 69,515 37,233 +32,282 1960 ...... 43,305 30,675 +12,630
1944...... 64253 38,940 +25,313 1961 ...... 41,139 28,051 +13,088
1945 ...... 38,502 41,910 -3,408 1962 ...... 57, 113 32,227 +24,886
1946 ...... 67, 185 50,333 +16,852 1963 ...... 49,329 35, 122 +14, 207
1947 ...... 10,994 33,113 -22,119 1964 ...... 52,950 36,300 +1650
1948 ...... 16,639 23, 588 -6,949 1965 ...... 58,081 39,601 +18480
1949 ...... 12 022 17, 748 -5,726 1966 ...... 35,183 21,532
1950 ...... 25,035 23,036 +1,999 1967 ...... 63,986 40,046 +239401951 ...... 23,953 23,711 +242 1968 68,835 42,951 +25,884
1952 ...... 16,390 23,09 -6,709 1969 ...... 82,570 43,226 +39,344
1953 ...... 17,532 18,985 -1,453 1970 ...... 73,982 53,337 +20,645
1954 ...... 22,764 19,234 +3,530 1971 ...... 92,595 61, 283 +31, 312
1955 .... 29,689 23,363 +6,326 1972 .... 137,509 69,998 +77,511
1956 .... 43,273 25,968 +17,305 1973 .... 192, 120 74,520 +117,600
1957 ...... 29 264 25, 181 +4, 083 1974 ...... 145, 461 86,980 +58,481

I must add, the above Income balance Is before Federal and State Income
Taxes.

In 1074, we had enough money in the bank to cover one years expenses if we
had a crop failure and for farm equipment replacement.

h'len my husband passed away in March 1974.
In one years time this is what I was required to come up with or else.

1973 Income tax ----------------------------------------------- 59, 000
1974 Estate tax aul relative expenses ------------------------------ 0, 00
1974 ranch expenses -------------------------------------------- 6, 000
1974 Income tax .----------------------------------------------- 18, 500

My lawyer managed to get ei thw 4 percent, 10 year Estate Payment Plan
but is of -July 1974 the Government raised that to 9 percent. So they accom-
pulshed their end. I paid up.

I sold the herd of cattle Dec. 11974 when the price was very low. I sold a rental
house, my husbands boat, motor, travel trailer and anything else not related
to the farmi. I did not have the protection of a crop failure wid prayed the equip-
minet. would hold up as it is old.

I'm back on my feet but only because my husband and I throughout the years
were hard working and never really squandered the money.

I guess what I'm trying to say is, if my husband had passed away in 1971,
I probably would have had to sell the ranch as the appraised value was almost
as high as the $357,060. that was met for the estate.

As an after-thought. Some Agriculture statistician would consider the above
figures and say "There's at $17,000. yearly average before Fed. & State taxes,
what's wrong with that?" Well plunge one foot in Ice cold water & the other ini
very hot water, average that out and One's supposed to feel comfortable.

It's when that Estate Tax hits.
Sincerely

Lois NIPKAIT.

PORT GIBSON, MISS.,
March 25, 1976.

Mis. CIIERY TVrIs,
Associate Editor, Farm Wife Ncws,
.1 iliWakeC, W1is.

DEAR Ms. TFvJs: I am so sorry to be so late answering your letter. I am mak-
ing a copy of this for Mrs. Royal so she might understand that I have not ac-
complished very much.

An Illness and death In the family has had me too much preoccupied to do
what I would like.

I would like to elaborate on your questionnaire I had no Idea of this very
unfair inheritance tax law until I was faced with it. My husband died in June.
1974 at the age of 55. We married in 1946 and returned to his home after his 4
years in servIce-WWII, lIle- and his 3 brothers-,re-entered tile logging business
their father had managed to maintain during the war years. As I stated on your
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question form, nothing can help me; but if I can in any way help someone else
that may lie faced with it. I want to.

Ii 1J49 we paid $0.000 for a 400 acre fril. This may not seem high to mid-
America farm land, but It was premium here at that time. The IRS valued
it at $85,000 on the Estate return.

IntvorpJoration is no solution either. With War Bonds, and hell) from the Fed-
crl Land Bank. the 4 boys and their father purchased about 3.00 acres of land
anid incorporated. About half was cultivatable land, half-growing timber. The
price was $75,W00. The IRS valued it at $611,560 and my husband's share at
$15S,48). I realize that land values have rlseni everyplace; but the specific ex-
elmption under this horrendous law has not.

I have Nworked as it bookkeeper outside the home all these years, as well as
oln tlw farm. We had only one joint hank account and any Income was lPut Into
this. It was used to lpaIy (ff inde1htednWss and Improvement of the farm. I received
no credit for this, even though I had th(, W2 forms for proof.

After allowable (according to IRS) expenses and debts, IRS came up with
it not taxable estate of $172,531 wIth an e-tate tax of $42,459. Plus Interest from
the original filing of estate tax by my attorney in 1974 to the final assessment
by IRS In December, 1975. Except for my 3 wonderful brothers-in-law, I would
have had to sell in.y form-at a forced sale, of course-to pay the IRS.

I realize all of this detail is probably more than you wanted, but if It can
Ix, used In any way to Ipoint out the unfairness, please feel free to do so. It
all bolls down to our 25 years of hard work to pay the IRS more money than
we ever had In our lives. This, while big corporations and family owned businesses
set up "foundations" and never pay a (ittle in income or state taxes.

I have talked personally with all 6 Mississippi Senators and Representatives
T sluill continue to get signatures on the 2 petitions Mrs. Royal sent me. Incl-
(entally, I just happened to see Mrs. Royal on the Sunday night CBS 60

minutes program.
Sincerely

ST. GtonoE, KANS., March 11, 1976.
MIts. LLOYD ROYAL,
klprinqfleld, Nebr.

J)EAR MRs. ROYAL: Enclosed a few more signatures. You may copy or use our
experience In settling two small estates. Would rather this wasn't l)ut In a large

magazine like Farm Journal.
My father died Jan. 23, 1962. One pasture was appraised at $70 & 80 acres

mostly crop land at $125 per acre.
My mother died Jan. 25, 1976, age 91, 14 years later, (I am the executor) and

the same pasture was appraised March 1, 1976 at $300 and the 80 acres at
$400. Since the appraisal March 1. two pieces of land have sold for what was a
unheard price a year ago, so I'm sure the SO acres tract will bring $450 to $500
per acre. This 80 Is Just across the road from a 80 I bought in 1940 for $120 per acre
and ly 80 Is Improved and is a lot better soil.

It Is hard to exl)lain to an elderly person that because of unjust laws they
faust give away their life savings at least down to $60,0M). Especially when they
are living in a rest home which along with the inedlcie is costing $600 per month.

The satisfaction of financial security, dignity and self respect Is about all the
elderly have left and shouldn't lie taken away. No pill can take the place of that.

In my mother's case we didn't iJudst so now the FET will take much of her
estate 28% on sonie of it.

Many people In their 60's find they must start making gifts or deeds to their
children who are making more noney than they ever did.

This can ruin the lives of their children and grnillhildren. 'My wife and I did
some estate planning: saw 3 lawyers, 1 certified public accountant and after
6I months decided what we thought was the best way. Now 16 mouths later due to
Inflated prices we are back where we started. A $200,000 exemption would stop a
lot of worrying.

My wife was administrator of her sister's estate In 1975. She was widowed In
1944 and had accumulated all her estate bit 131/i acres of land in Washington
State Ile, miles out of Mt. Vernon.
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lhe $60,000 exemption was used up In Kansas so the Federal estate tax
was on 131/2 acres in Washington appraised at $24,000. This was cut off timber
land could be used for housing.

Here are the costs oil 1312 acres, 101/j acres isn't sold yet.
Federal estate tax ------------------------------------------- $1, 595. 50
Washington Inh tax ------------------------------------------ 1,230, 00
Attorney fees (including as administrator) ----------------------- 1, 305. ()
Filing fees, bond and pulblications --------------------------------- 120. 20
Appraises fees ------------------------------------------------ 2-4.00

Pioneer Title Co.:
Title insurance --------------------------------------------- 90. 00
sales tax --------------------------------------------------- 4.50
Recording deed ---------------------------------------------- 3. 10
State stamps ----------------------------------------------- 12.00
Excise stamp ---------------------------------------------- 115. 09

224.69
Part of taxes on 3 acres ------------------------------------------ 1. 60

Total expense now ------------------------------------------ 4, 518. 05
4 ,518.05-131/ acres = $336.00 per acre.

I had a cousin who was born in Kansas on a farm that we own now. She
was the only child so inherited her parents life savings. She owned a plastic
factory in LA Calif. and retired to San Juan Islands, Washington State.

We visited her twice in 1974, her health was perfect but her 2d husband had
open heart surgery and cancer. Due to his health and most of tile estate belonging
to her, they had everything in her name.

In June 1975 she found out she had leukemia and only lived a few days.
Houe you can read this.

Sincerely,

P.S. We checked with several farm magazines in 1967 as to when our sub-
scriptions was paid up to. Our Farm Journal was paid up to 2020, 53 years in
advance. Guess that Is what they call long time subscriber.

If the 60,000 exemption was in use in 1940 when I gave $20.00 per acre for the
80 I mentioned, It would have taken 3,000 acres before $60,000 was used. At
$400, only 150 acres.

SARPY COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS,
Papillton, Nebr., Fobruary 4, 1976.

The Sarpy County Board of Commissioners hereby goes on record In whole-
hearted support of revision of existing estate tax laws.

We feel that existing estate tax laws, both State and Federal are destroying
the family farm and the family owned small business. The present laws are an-
tiquated because the exemption values are those which were set many decades
ago, prior to the Inflation which we have known in the past thirty years.

We realize that families can give away part of their property prior to death
and that family trusts can be set up. These are tools of the wealthy. The small
farm and small business cannot give away any portion of their property and con-
tinue to operate. They need the operating capital. We further do not feel that
families should be forced to the legal subterfuge of a trust In order to preserve
their method of making a living. Family farms and small business are an en-
dangered species on the American scene.

We feel that the present estate tax exemption of $60,000.00 is not in line with
todays inflation. This figure was established in 1942 when this was a sizeable
amount as related to the value of the home, thao business, the farm and to other
family savings, with which average famnll,? hope to provide for themselves in
later years. At that time the $60,000.00 exemption meant that only the wealthy
were touched by estate taxes.

We further feel that present estate tax laws do not recognize the contribution
that the wife has made in the acquisition of property held in Joint ownership and
joint tenancy. This should be recognized as Inherent in the basic relationship of
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husband and wife. Anyone who is familiar with the farm or small business knows
that the Wife's labor has in many instances meant the survival of the farm
business, yet our Federal Tax laws do not recognize this. She still has to pay the
"Widow's Tax" or prove monetary contribution. We feel that this downgrades
the valuable contribution made by American womanhood and that it Is morally
wrong.

By Direction of The Sarpy County Board ofCommigsioners.
W. V. BROOKS, Chairman.

BROKEN Bow, NEBR., March 3, 1976
MRS. LLOYD ROYAL,
,Sprtngflcld, Nebr.

l)EA.4,H Mss. RoYAL: I received your letter of March 1st, 1976, and am only too
happy to let you use my letter of October 30, 1975, and if you wish you can also
use this letter as I am going into detail on two or three estates that my last
employer, Attorney M. M. Runyan, administered while I was helping him close
out. hin law business.

One estate consisting of real estate, cattle and machinery owned by a mother
and divided among her children and grandchildren was valued at approximately
$150.000.00. One son, an invalid in a wheelchair, inherited a portion of the real
estate and a portion of the personal prolwrty and his proportionate share of the
Federal Estate tax was approximately $9,000.00. Because of this man's illness, his
son and wife are living on this farm with his father and mother, and continuing
with the farming operations. When the mother passed away there was a mortgage
on the farm, which, of course, is an obligation of the son. Not only that, they also
had a mortgage on their cattle, and to meet the obligation of the Federal Estate
tax they had to make an additional loan, putting them in a precarious position.
As a nmattter of fact, I question they can make it, if things keel) on like they are.

In another estate the tax came to $64,000.00 and although they had real estate,
they had no cash on hand, to slieak of, so they had to mortgage the land, which
was clear and today the mother is working by the day to keep herself going and the
children are trying to farm and pay off this indebtedness, which was wished on
them by this exorbitant taxation. I think I would be safe in saying that this land
that they own did not cost what the Federal Estate tax come to.

In an article in the Omaha World Herald I read the administration stated "that
increasing the exemption would cost the government $2 billion a year, but in
another article I read "Israel would receive $2.2 billion." Why should foreign
countries get all this consideration, and not the ones paying taxes and putting
food on our table? This does not sound like "common sense."

Now that I have covered two estates as to Federal Estate tax In the office and
results of the same, I am going to give the experience that my family and myself
have gone through and still are. My mother passed away in August, 1974, and at.
the startof the probation of her estate it was valued at approximately $138.000.00.
Later on, a farm that she had deeded to my sister, subject to a life estate, in 1984
was brought to the attention of the estate attorney, so he checked into the law and
decided it was necessary to include the land in the estate. Prior to including the
land, the IRS office figured the amount to be approximately $9,000.00 and when
the land was included it raised It to $25,713.40. Not only that, the attorney was
dilatory in compiling and filing the Federal Estate tax return, and the estate was
fined $4.569.74. Knowing what steps to take, I called it to the attention of the
Nebraska Bar Association. where pon the attorney agreed-to pay same.

In connection with this estate, I received $11,500.00 in government bonds and
since November 14, 1975, 1 have been corresponding with the Treasury Depart-
ment at Parkersburg, W. Va. with regard to interest due me and in the meantime
they have been sending checks from time to time ranging in the sum of $30.00 up
to $180.00 although the Interest payments do not conform wfth the due dates on
the bonds. At this time the government owes me interest in the sum of $300.00
and that is not Including a bond this month.

It Is too bad the farmer and rancher cannot strike like other people, and really
let the other half of the world know how important they really are to our well
being. I have seen the time. and still do. where the farmer or rancher and his son,
or sons, would work together and upon the father's death the sons would carry on,
but if tis exorbitant taxation keeps on that will be an Impossibility.
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I only hope that we can get our representatives to see our way of living, and
keep it that way, as that Is what has made our country so wonderful to live in.
I say this in all sincerity.

Sincerely,
MRS. C. W. BUCKNEM,

P.S. Grand finale: If Patrick Henry thought his tax was bad, he should see It
with representation.

LAKEPORT, CALIF.
FARM JOURNAL,
Philadelphia, Pa.

DAR SIRs: I've read with great interest your article in the September 1975 by
Laura Lane on "Widows Tax." We also recognize this problem of estate taxes as
a most serious problem.

Our orchard land has been in the family for over 100 years, and now because
of this unfair tax In an inflationary period the resources of the family (never
more than provided a living for the family during the past 30 years) is now about
to be confiscated by the government for taxes.

Please send us copies and covering letter of Doris Royal. We'd like to get some
signers from our area to be sent our California Congressmen.

Yours truly,
BILL (Wm. D.) JONES.

WEST CORNWALL, CONN., December 4, 1975.
Mrs. LLOYD ROYAL,
Springfield, Nebr.

DEAR MRs. ROYAL: Enclosed are signed petitions that I have to date: My wife
and I are In full accord with this movement, as we have exlWrlenced the bitter
bite that the IRS imposes on an estate under the present laws.

My wife Is a beneficiary under a will that caused her and her 5 sisters to
mortgage the property heavily in order to pmy estate taxes and the only persons
getting money from this estate are attorneys and the Govermnent with no chance
if ever to see any benefits till 1984.

If the law had been changed to the present "Bills" under consideration they
would have had something.

Our 0th district representative to U.8. Is Toby Moffett. Our senators are Abra-
ham Riblcoff and Lowell P. Weicker, Jr. These people, we will write letters, too.

Good luck.
ALFiUn F. PALLOKAT,

STATEMENT OF MRS. JACQUELINE J. FUBER, WOLCOTT, N.Y.

I am Mrs. Jacqueline J. Furber. I represent Furber Farms and Women for the
Survival of Agriculture in New York.

The economic situation of the late 19Ws and early 1970s has pressured the
little people of our country to get involved and speak out for long overdue re-
forms in many areas of government as a means of survival, rather than Just
equity or convenience.

There is concern on the farms of this country, over the estate tax situation,
bordering on panic. Farmers, who a short time ago, perhaps had no more thark
a will, are rushing to their lawyers to try to figure out elaborate estate plans
that might allow their farm families to continue farming the family acres. For
some, it is not too late to plan effectively. With the low margin of profit in
farming, the additional costs Involved in estate planning measures to cover
liabilities under current law are far beyond the economic reach of most
family farmers. Further, there exists dlisrimination in our estate tax structure
against farm families and other self-employed persons, who do not receive the
same benefits under the Keogh and IRA Plans, as those who are covered under
Corporate Retirement Plans. We are already over-taxed by every level of gov-
eminent and are now required, in effect, to pre-pay our own death taxes if our
lifetime's efforts are to survive as a business and a source of income for our
surviving families.
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My husband and I Just narrowly escaped extermination as "family farmers"
when my father-in-law died In 1974 and left us his farm. We certainly became
painfully aware of the obsolescence of the current estate tax as it applies to
family farms.

Our farm's history Is typical of most of today's full time "family farms". The
original nucleus of Furber Farms was purchased in 1931 by my husband's
father, when he was a young farmi lad, Just starting out during the depression.
It was, for many years, a diversified sort of operatlo:n, a few cows, chickens,
numerous field crops, orchard and so on. My husband was born and brought up
on time farm, and as Is traditional, at a very early age, became an ilUportant
part of the farm labor force gradually learning and mastering the multitude of
skills necessary to farming. Ills wages were the privilege of sliding Ills feet
under the family table. Over the years, its some of the neighboring farmers died
or moved on, our acreage Increase(l, fiei(l by field, to the moderate size of ap-
proximately 550 acres. We have a tall stack of deeds and Property searches to
attest the pieceineal growth. By growing, farms (ouli use technology and im-
proved machinery with more efficiency. As with most of today's farms, the
diversified operation gave way to specialization, In our case, fruit growing. Our
farm has had Its share of hail, freezes, droughts, infestations and other assorted
catastrophes that all farm families risk on a year-in-year-out basis. The farm
has been mortgaged and re-mortgaged for most of it's 40 (Kd year history, either
to off-set bad crop years, poor price years, or as a means to expanad or make
Improvements. Some of the trees that were planted by my husband's father
will still be bearing fruit when his grandchildren are grown and In charge of
the farm. And so the business of producing food and fiber on family farms con-
tinues from generation to generation.

My father-in-law had done some estate planning by providing insurance and
I know he would have bought more if he could have afforded the premiums. Un-
fortunately, the insurance benefit, though it was sizeable, was not enough. I
really believe that no one, unless lie has gone through the experience of a farm
estate settlement, can have any realization of the tremendous amount of capital
one must raise. Fees abound: Federal Estate Tax, state inheritance tax, funeral
costs, administrative costs, Income taxes, appraisals, attorney's feeds and on and
on and on. The bill gets bigger and your spirits get lower. Remember too, that
on a farm, you can't hang a wreath on the door and close up. So the problem
becomes not only raising the capital necessary to settle time estate, but also to
continue the business of producing food. We happened to be tit the middle of
apple-harvest when my father-in-law (lied. Believe me, we had little time for
grief. Ripe apples will not wait through the proper period of mourning.

The information one must dig up to fill out a Federal 706 form is mind bend-
Ing and time consuming. It was actually months before we knew the total estate
liability and then the question was, cerld we scrape together the money to cover
it and keep the farm intact. There were many times during that anxious period
when we hoped that nobody else died and left us anything. In the final analysis,
it became clear that keeping the farm depended on finding a buyer and selling a
portion of it. keeping in mind that we must retain enough property with which
to make a living. Fruit farm#; are not exactly hot property lately. but fortu-
nately we found a buyer. We were forced to sell 100 acres, buildings and some
machinery. We did not get as much as we should have for the property because
we (lid not have the option of time to sel at the best advantage. Our financial
stability, because of this sale and tie total impact of the estate settlement, is
now strung so very tight, that It will be years before we recover, even under
the best of conditions.

With this bitter experience still fresh in our minds. my husband and T are
well aware of the problem we now face In assuring that our two sons will be
nble to continue the farm operation when we die. With property values still In-
finting, and no end in sight, even good estate planning has limitations and the
nature of farming further limits the use of the measures now commonly instituted
to evade estate taxes. Because farm estates are comprised of land. buildings and
machinery, it is difficult to put definite parcels in the form of gifts, and giving
such property limits our ability to raise operating capital through mortgages.
Adequate Insurance coverage would seem a reasonable solution. Frankly, we
cannot afford the premiums. While farmers may be thought of, by urbanites

1nd suburbanites, as "wealthy landowners", in truth, farmers usually exist
under the "live-poor die-rich" rule. The income from our large investment is
not all that great.
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Now the question is--Is tile "family farm" worth saving? I read recently in
a government publication, this statement: "From the strengths of our social
heritage, the lifestyles of the family farm are worth maintaining." Lifestyles
worth maintaining, in deed! Who do you think feeds them? Phase out the family
farn and you have delivered your future food supply into the hands of the same
nice folks who have tied up pricing, in most all our other American Industries
and made our agricultural products our last real international trade commodity.
Loss of the "family farm" will have snuffed out the last competitive feature
oif our food supply system.

I believe that family farms should be included on the list of endangered na-
tional resources. As a farm wife and mother, who grew up in town, I can see *hat
to urban child has much chance of becoming a farmer. Farmers are born-ot
cranked out of a university. Farm kids are subject to a lifelong internship, with-
out which, they would never make the grade as farmers. Constant Interaction with
nature and farm activities, during his growing up years, teaches a farm child
iractical and common sense that no amount of formal education could ever ac-

complish or duplicate.
Once lost, a family farm cannot be easily brought back. If forced sales cause

farms to he sold to developers, land that is covered with shopping plazas and
pavement is not likely to ever again be used for food production. Also, It is a rarity
today for a young person to have the capital to start a totally new farming opera-
tion. That is why most of the farms now operating are businesses that have passed
from father to son.

Whether the government's intention in levying estate taxes Is to collect revenue
or distribute the wealth, in practice these taxes are destroying productive, com-
petitive and necessary units of our society. If "family farms" are to survive, re-
visionst of the Federal Estate Tax Law should incorpate the following concepts:

1. The outdated $60,000 exemption figure must be raised to fully compensate
tie effect of inflation. I am no economist, but I believe this would be no less than
$200,000, to $210,000;

2. Farm land evaluation for estate tax purposes should be based on the agricul-
tural use value rather than the potential use value;

3. There should be a more liberal marital deduction than the current 50 percent;
4. The farm wife's contribution of labor should be recognized;
5. Private retirement plans should receive the same estate tax consideration

that ('orporate plans now receive;
6. There is merit In the proposal that the estate tax payment period be length-

ened to 20 years at 4 percent interest; and
7. To cover the event of both parents dying in a common accident, provisions

should be made for an exemption or tax free transfer of property to minor
children.

Thank you for the opportunity to present my views and the views of those
I represent. I sincerely hope that realistic and meaningful estate tax reform will
result from these hearings and that you will not delay in instituting them.

STATEMENT o MRS. HARALD BRANL9 MANITOWOC COUNTY, WIS.

I an .Mrs. Hatirald Brandl (Doris). M v husband and I own and operate a 220-
acre dairy farm In Manitowoc Cunty, Wisconsin. I am testifying in favor of the
Thmlesfo Bill 1IH 1793. There hasn't been a change in the tax structure for these
people for many years. Not since the 1940's. The present personal deduction hasn't
been changed since 1942 when it was raised to $60,000. The cost of land has risen
as much as 500 percent since that time. In some instances more than that. Tie cost
of keeping the farm up to proper production has also risen tremendously. Like 500
percent also, when we purchase farm machinery and supplies.

The most important part of this Bill to us, will be to enable my husband and I
to keep our farm In our own family If it is tile desire of one or more of our children
to own and operate it. We do not, and what farmer does, have a savings account
to adequately cover the price of an estate. By this I mean to have enough money
to pay out their other children so one or two sons can own and operate the farm.

To use my own family as an example, we have eight children, ages 4 to 25. Our
family farifi is valued at about $250,000, Until the debts are paid and the children
given a equal share I would have to sell our farm upon the death of my husband

to settle the estate.
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STATEMENT OF LAURA LANE, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

My name is Laura Lane. I live at 2018 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103. 1
own a 400-acre farm which I bought on the installment plan in 1940. That took
some scrimping, bemuse at the time I was making $150 a month. Two years later
the specific Federal exemption applying to all estates was set at $60,000. That was
in 1942. 1 made my final band payment In 1968. Since then the value of my property
has multiplied 10-fold, but the exemption has not been increased by a dime.

If this day should happen to be my last, my heirs would have to sell about halt
of my property to pay Federal estate taxes. The principal reason for that unavoid-
able forced sale would be the out-dated exemption. Another reason is that the Tax
Code discriminates against me and my heirs because I have chosen not to marry.

Settling my affairs to file the return and pay the tax within the space of nine
months would be an added hardship.

In addition to being the owner of a farm, I am self-employed-a freelance
writer. Among my clients, the principal one is Farm Journal, a national magazine
with a circulation in excess of 11/2 million. My title is contributing editor.

For a long time I have felt that Section 2040 of the Internal Revenue ('ode
diseriminates against women who are widowed while holding the farm in joint
tenancy. In effect, you are telling a woman who has worked alongside her husband
iii the fields. with livestock in confinement or on the range, who has coped with
ledger sheets and shared in sticky decisions, that her efforts to pay for the place-
are not a contribution with money value. Yet the efforts of her husband are-
viewed in a far more favorable light. The burden of proof of contribution rests
unfairly on a woman because she is a woman, according to the usual Interpreta-
tion of IRS and the courts. The entire value of the property is assumed to belong
to the husband. In some states--outh Dakota for one-a woman's efforts to,
doeiument her contribution has been an exercise in futility. With a single pro-
vision in a new law, you call change this arbitrary inequity.

Few people outside of agriculture recognize what has happened rather
suddenly to women on farms and ranches. Acreages per farm operator has
iI(reased rapidly. Farin workers have dereased. I could cite a bushel of stntis-
tics Nut you don't need them. h'lie efficiency and productivity of the American
farmer are the marvel and envy of the world. The hired man Robert Frost
wrote about is as extinct as the passenger pigeon. Who took his place? Usually
the farm wife with help from the children. But she came into the busIiness
power structure with a new role; she was forced Into full partnership, and she
has adapted in an amazing fashion. Her latent talents for management and
for speaking out have emerged and blossomed. Farm wife partnership is aln
economic fact of life: the laws of some states, notably Iowa, have been changed'
to reflect this new necessity, this actuality. The Federal laws and regulation"
must also be. altered.

Last sunmnmer I wrote an article about a woman who publicly has protested
this injustice, Mrs. Doris Royal of Nebraska. who is here today with her husband
am will present her own views. My story about her was entitled "Let's C0,1t Rid
of the Widow's rax," and in it I explained to farm cmuples what their situatioll
is with regard to estate taxes. Now that phrase, "the widow's tax," is in wide
current use. I have seen it in the Congressional Record, the New York Times aind
in many country weeklies.

Because of this story, I had received by last Friday 4.800 pieces of mail. 1
suppose the best word to describe people's immediate reaction is outrage. You
have received mail. too-I know, Ibcause I've seen copies. But the tone is more
polite, more reasoned. People's fury was spilled to me. Since then I have written
other articles to tell one readers how legally they can avoid estate taxes * * *
pros and cons of incorporating the family farm; how to set tip a legal husband /
wife partnership with property held as tenants in common-all the devices
attorneys can employ to solve their dilemma. Soon I will be writing about differ-
ent kind, of trusts and private annuities. All of these stories are designeil to keel
the business within the farm family. Once theme family busihesses are bought ip
by corporations there will be no estate tax, for a corporation does not die.
Prpcently the low If# forcing a trend to the corporate form of business.

The saddest letters I get come from people who already have been forced to
sell farms because of estate taxes. Mostly they come from widows who feel
cheated * * * "Like an unpaid servant," in the words of a woman in Arkansas.
Other widows say they have worked to pay for the farm twice. Both men am!
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women say they regard this tax as a form of confiscation. I recall one letter
from a man in Capistrano Beach, Calif., who recently had settled his mother's
estate, lie said: "IRS is killing the goose that laid the golden egg. It's too late for
me to save the farm that's been in my family for three generations. But I can
do something about up-dating the law and regulations."

Recently the president of Chase Manhattan National Bank told an audience
of agriousinessmen: "When the farm Is recycled from one generation to another,
every 25 years or so, succession taxes take a major bite out of its total value,
with a reduction of the farmer's return on investment. As a result there is a
disappearance of private capital that will require years to regenerate-if it
can be done at all." end of quote.

In the 40 years that I have been a journalist, I have seen billions of tax dollars
spent to make farming a self-perpetuating business. But it now seems that
what Congresm has given with one hand it Is taking away with the other.

I urge you to bring estate and gift taxes into the here and now, the economic
ellinate of 1976. Make these laws fair to women as well as to men, to the single
and the married, to the farmer and the investor, to those with small family
lausinesses, to all who won't let work and thrift become obsolescent as these
laws are. My plea is: Make these laws reasonable. I thank you.

BEKREFORD, S. DAx., December 1, 1975.
le Federal Estate Tax Joint Tenancy Property (Records to prove contribution).

D)msic-r'OH OF INTENAL REVENUE SERVICE,
A berdeen, ,S. Dak.

)EAR SIs: My husband and I have been married since 1966. Since then we
have made a (town payment on our farm and have substantially increased our
net worth. After discovering 'that I will have to prove my contribution to the
farm if my husband precedtl mie in death, I would like to know Just. what
kid of records I need to keep in order to substantiate my money contribution
to the farming ol-ration; and also how do I document my physical and manage.
inent contribution?

Example 1. 1 was employed 4/? years as a teacher. The first 2/ years the
money was dirttly absorbed into the farming operation. How do I document
this actual money contribution?

Example 2. 1 am half the farrowing operation-giving shots, clip Inp teeth,
docking tails, etc. )o I keep track of my actual hours like doing for hired help?

Example 3. I take care of all farm records and participate in all management
decisions. How do I receive credit for this?

Example 4. 1 contribute countless hours of physical labor to all phases of the
farming operation. Again, do I keep record of the actual hours?

I could continue, but it all bolls down to the issue of a wife having to prove
her .ontribution to an enterprise she is as much a part of as her husband.

Please answer this with the appropriate way for me to document my services
in the coming years. Also, can I estimate hours worked in the past based on a
farm daily reminder and other farm records?

Thank you.
Sincerely,

Mrs. SHARON L. Jsrsmx.

INTERNAL RzVE.NUE SERvIcE.
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY,

"Aberdeen, S. Dak., December 15, 1975.
Mrs. SInARON L. ,TENSEN,
Beremword, S. Dak.

).AR Ma. Jxsarx: This Is in response to your letter of December 1, 1975 con-
cerning the records you should maintain to substantiate your contribution to a
fanning operation for estate tax purposes.

Regarding your first question, the Internal Revenue Service has always
recognized a contribution made to a family operation by a surviving wife from
earnings unrelated to a farming operation. Copies of your Federal income tax
returns and Forms W-2, applicable to each year, will service as adequate doen-
nenta tion for contribution purp(xes.
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Your other three questions relate to how you can document the services you
perform in the day-to-day operations of the farm for the purpose of determining
your contribution for Federal estate tax purposes.

The value placed on such services which could be used in determining your
contribution to the farm operation if your husband precedes you in death would
be subject to the laws of the State in which the property Is located. This gen-
orally accepted principle of law is discussed In Revenue Ruling 72-443, Cuniula-
tive Bulletin 1972-2, Page 531. A copy of the ruling is enclosed for your.
consideration.

'Under the existing laws of South Dakota, the services rendered by a farm
wife, freely volunteered, are considered as gratuitously given by reason of the
marital contract. You could not, therefore, assign a value on your services in
computing your contribution for Federal estate tax purposes.

To establish an acceptable contributive value, there must be a legal relation-
ship between the husband and wife other than the marriage '4Cense. This could
take the form of a written partnership agreement. For additional advice or
assistance, you should seek the services of one who is knowledgeable il the field
of estate tax planning.

Your comments have highlighted an area of concern which may be of interest
to other taxpayers. We plan, therefore, on ihulng a news release in the near
future to discuss the points covered In your letter.

Hopefully, our response to your questions has been adequate for your purposes.
Please feel free to contact us if you should require any additional information.

Sincerely,
JOHN B. LANOER, District Director.

Attachment.
WILLIAM 0. COX,

Capistrano Beach, Calif., 8cptcmbcr 21, 1975.
Mr. RICHIAR BRAuN,
Managing Editor, Farm Journal,
Ph iladclphila, Pa.

l)a Ma. BRAUN: You're going to be losing a long time sulbscriber * * * and
not because I don't like your magazine. It's because I've lost the farm land.

I know you have an interest in the problem I'm about to describe because I've
read several articles on the subject In Farm Journal (example: Let's Get Rid
Of The Widow's Tax by Laura Lane, September 1975).

I've enclosed a copy of a letter that I wrote to the IRS several weeks ago
relative to the estate, inheritance, and death taxes that combined with inflation
will s)on wipe out the small, father-to-son one family farm. That is the type of
farm that has always been called "'The Backbone of America."

'Several months ago my mother passed away and we started the simple process
of changing the title from her name to mine. It is no longer simple * * * In fact,
it is impossible. I had to sell. For me and my family, It was a financial catas-
trophe. We have Just lost the finest and safest investment in the world. It Is the
only investment that I really know and understand. Most important, at my age-
(57), our land has a built-in hedge against Inflation. If and when there is any
money left from the sale after two or more years of waiting at 10 to 20 percent
Inflation each year on top of about 50 percent estate taxes, where and how can
the remaining 25 percent be invested to assure me and my family a comfortable
income, so we will not have to demand upon government assisance?

1 have devoted years of time and a great dcal of energy to the preservation
of my family estate. Ve had a saying in our family, that if we took good care
of the land . . . it would take good care of us during our declining years. It
worked too for my grandparents, and my parents, and they were never burdens
on society. There was one thing for sure though . . . they kept the hand. It's
too late for me to save the land. It's gone, but we can do something about up-
dating the laws, rules and regulations, so there is a much larger exemption
before taxes. The $60,000.00 exemption should lie increased to about $200,000.00,
to preserve small (like 320A) family farms. That's all the larger our farm was
and I couldn't even save it. If I borrowed the tax money at 9% (Land Bank),
I would have been in debt the rest of my life. The farm was not large enough
to sell part and save the rest. Paying the taxes, would have been like, buying
the farm all over again from the Internal Revenue Service, and they didn't
have the deed. They had a ,:git. That's wrong.
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LET'S GET CRACKIN' ON T1IS

The backbone of America is being broken at a time when everyone is talking
about "Saving the small farm and farmer."

The IRS is killing the goose that lays the golden egg. The big corpXorations
that are buylug up the small farms will never pay another deathi tax (on the
land, because a corporation never dies. Forming trusts and corporations within
families seems to be the only way to go now, so get set, everybody. and hire your-
self a string of corporate attorneys. Wouldn't it be better for the IRS to take
less and leave a little for us?

Sincerely,
WILIAM G. ('OX.

I am very anxios to (lo all I can to correct this situation. I have sent letter.,
to my Congres man and Senator. If (juitilng or re-printing l)rtions of this letter
will help, I'm willing.

READERS FIGHTING MAD AT UNFAIR ESTATE TAXEs

Shock, anger and determination to do something now about unfair estate tax
laws and regulations cane through lond and clear In letters we've reNeived ill
response to the "widow's tax" story in October Issue. Fortunately, there's still
time for more to get on the bandwagon for estate tax reform.

Response to our September story, "Let's Get Rid of the Viow's Tax," showed
100% support for )oris Royal and her Nebraska campaign. Not a note of dissent
in the first 1,000 letters! Reactloi.s:

It was a lKonbshell to many that if husband and wife holl property In joint
tenancy and the husband dies first, IRS asumes the entire valu(, of the property
belongs to the husband . . . no ziatter how hard the wife has worked on the
farm to help Imy for it. "We are recovering from shock and amazement as to
the facts," writes a Michigan woman.

The discrimination is no surprise to women who have lost their husbands:
"As a farm widow who found (Jut a wife is just an unpmid servant, I am interested
in changing our laws. It is too late for me, but maybe I can help others."-
Arkansas.

IAtters from men (almost half) often mentioned inflation in land values since
the individual exelnption was set at $60,000 in 19-12. At that time a Congressman '.
salary was $10,000; It is now 41/. times that-$15,612. a landowner in Washing-
ton says, "Ily thlat logic, why shouldn't the exemption be multiplied by 4/2,
and rise to $270,000?"

iOW DO YOU LOBBY, ONCE YOUR DANDER IS UP?

1. Work to get a favorable bill out of committee and on the fl6or of the House
and of the Senate, otherwise we get nowhere," says Doris Royal. This means
writing your views to Al Ullman, Chairman, House Ways and Means Comn-
mittee, Washington, I).C. 20515. Also to Itussell B. Long, Chairman, Senate,
Finance Committee, Washington, I).C. 20510.

2. Use petitions wltr people who won't bother to write letters. A hardware.
merchant In western Nebraska pald for newspaper and radio ds to let people
know they can sign petitions in his store. Feed dealers, bankers, tax consultants
are displaying the petitions for people to read and sign. A Texas woman got
our permission to reprint Farm Journal's article and the'petitions in her local
paper.

If you want copies of Doris Royal's two petitions, send a big stamped, self-
addressed envelope to Estate Plan Changes, Farm Journal, 230 W. Washington
Square, Philadelphia, Pa. 19105.

UNITE CONGRESS TO IELP END TNE WIDOW's TAX

,Farm wives who work alongside their husbands now can press for specifio
legislation which would end IRS discrimination against them if they were
widoved while holding the farm in Joint tenancy.

Congre%,man Charles Thone (R., Neb.) has introduced House Resolution 7521
which would change the Internal Revenue Corde of 1954 by providing that "a
spouse's services shall be taken into account" in determining If she contributed,
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What Congresszian Thone calls "sweat equity" would qualify her for exclusion
from the Federal estate tax. Wives likely would have to keep work diaries.
IRS now assumes in such cases that the entire value of the property belongs
to the husband.

An identical bill, 11.R. 11657, was introduced Feb. 3 by Congressman Mark
Andrews (R., N.D.). Both make it clear that work by a spouse "shall be treated
as consideration in money or money's worth." IRS and the courts maintain that
wives of farmers and owners of small businesses have worked "for love and
affection" only, not for the business.

"Farm Journal" believes It's no accident that this legislation was first drafted
by a Congressman from Nebraska where a farm wife, Mrs. Lloyd (Doris)
Royal, is rallying support for modernizing estate tax law.

WHAT'S THE NEXT STrP?

"Readers must now put pressure on the House Ways and Means Committee
to Include the sense and intent of l1.i1. 7521 in any estate tax bill It reports out
of Committee." Doris Royal said in a telephone interview. "Otherwlse we'll
have to start all over."

The Committee now has 149 separate bills on estate taxes to consider, so it
would be easy for relief of widows to get l(t. Address your letters to the House

Ways and Means chairman, The Honorable Al I'liman (D., Ore.), 11(2 Long.
vo rth Office Bldg., House of Representatives, Washington, D.('. 20515.

WVill ('orgre." a('t soon? If it Is pressured. House Ways and Means hearings
are scheduled March 15-19. Doris Royal hopes to testify and present petitions
collected biy Farin Journal readers.

LAURA LANE.
LET'S OET R1 OF TIlE WIllOw'S 'AX

By Laura Lane. Contributing Editor
"A farm wife doesn'tt know how the government discriminates against her

unttil she is widowed1 or divorced. My husband and I worked hard these ist 23
years to make land payments. One year ago lie died at 45. Now I'm having to
pay for the farm again-this time to IIS."---Nebraska

Informed couples are eager for a change in estate tax laws. our inail shows.
But Is Congress? The hIouse Ways ani Means committee his ot its cahlnIdar
tIt least 15 hills aimed at reform of tax structure, yet that doesn't guarantee
a(tionl. To get the Jot done we need more people like Mr. Lloyd Royal of Sarpy
(.'oulty, Neb,.

"O)ne (lay I learned that If something happetied to iny husband, I'd probably
halve to mortgage the farm to pay the estate tax(s," site told me. That was live
years ago. Doris Royal wanted for someonee to get up in arms about the in-
Justices." Noboly did. Meanwhile, land values have cllmbed, making her more
vulnerable and endangering the inheritance of the Royal's son( and daughter.

Dori s has never thought of herself as a leader or Ilitical crusader, but she
has a high Indigation Quotient. Ko she began what later became a cnpaign by
enlisdting the help of Mrs. Jerry (Annie) Knapp, Mrs. Robert (Hylvia) Wulf,
and Mrs. Bill (Evelyn) Clark. Antong them they can do Just aboul everything
that needs doing on a Nebraska farm . . . spread manure, keep books, operate
machinery, type letters. They have become a good team for arousing public
sentiment and applying pressure. What they lobby for:

Let's get rid of the Widow's Tax ! "That discrimination Is enough to turn a
farm wife into a libber," acknowledges Phillip A. Henderson, Nebraska Exten-
sion economist who fuels the reform movement. with Information. The situation:

If husband and wife hold property in joint tenancy and the husband dies first,
the entire value of the property is assumed to belong to the husband and is
subject. to estate taxes-unless the wife can prove that she inherited part or held

il off-farm job to meet payments or otherwise made a legally recognized contri-
bution of money or "iimoney's worth." Pr(mf meais cancelled checks, mortgage
releases, etc. Didn't the wife contribute by driving the tractor, sorting cattle,
doing bookwork? Not In the eyes of IRS."The wife renders all these services as a part of her marriage contract." an
IRS attorney explained, when I asked him about this interpretation, I pressed
him for an example of when a wife does contribute. "The classic case is a
Mon and Pop grocery store where the wife draws a salary and pays Social
Security tax."
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Earlier Doris Royal had showed me sheaves of letters from widows burdened
with this tax. . . . "If there is such a thing as 'his' and 'her' money, it is 'my'
school teaching pay that we used to buy this farm in the first place, but I'm
having trouble proving it." Another reaso--fo-ryour keeping good records!

Everywhere 1 travel-not Just in Nebraska-I find farm wives hurt, dis-
mayed and angered at the IRS interpretation. . . ."We are contributing greatly
to the acquisition of land and machinery with our labor," a woman wrote the
Nebraska Commission on the Status of Women. "We, along with our husbands,
increased our net worth over the years--the difference being that later we
women are told we didn't earn half and when it is 'given' (willed) to us we
have to pay tax on it." Convictions like this have led to changes in laws of a
few states--Iowa, for instance. Wisconsin Women for Agriculture recently have
sought legislative changes, too. In June their Senate voted to alter inheritance
laws so the farm wife would not have to "prove her contribution."

"1 know we can hire a lawyer to change our legal setup," Doris Royal says, "but
I want what I've worked for and am entitled to. We women who have taken the
place of hired men deserve fair treatment under the law." So this winter she
spent over 40 hours a week working for justice she feels she is denied.

A second disadvantage of holding the farm in joint tenancy: "Upon the wife's
subsequent death the same property will be taxed again to the heirs--usually the
children-the rate depending on how long she outlives her husband. It's even
higher if she survives him by 10 years. Also a widow or widower has no marital
deduction. So it's not uncommon for two deaths to take as much as 25 percent to
50 percent of a farm estate," Dr. Henderson told me.

Hlow common is it for farm couples to hold property in Joint tenancy? One
Nebraska attorney said 50 percent do; the IRS lawyer said 9 of 10 farm estate tax
cases he handles. Why? This way of holding property originally meant a saving
in probate expense--costs now usually much lower than estate taxes. Also, it's a
great convenience to hold a car or bank account in Joint tenancy when one partner
dies.

A widow often has other problems. Dixon 0. Adams, Nebraska attorney who is
donating time to the reform movement, gave me this instance: "Some banks are
reluctant to lend money to a widow-she hasn't proved she can manage. Just now
I'm helping a woman mortgage a farm to pay off estate taxes."

IRS' interpretation of "contribution" isn't limited to farm wives--it applies to
other businesses and professions where the wife is receptionist, bookkeeper, sec-
retary and general flunky. For this reason, Doris Royal seeks and gets the support
of diverse groups such as Chambers of Commerce, senior citizens' clubs, Shriners,
altar societies, the Nebraska Commission on the Status of Women, dentists' wives,
livestock feeders associations and Farm Bureaus.

The personal exemption needs a big boost because of inflation since 1942. IRS
was ready to propose legislation raising the specific exemption for every estate
from $60,000 to $100,000 or maybe $120,000 when Watergate and the enemies' list
caused them to seek a low profile, an insider told me.

The increase from $60,000 is a reform everybody can support, believes William
V. Brooks, Sarpy County commissioner and oil dealer. He is campaigning for new
estate tax legislation through trade journals, business organizations, petitions,
and one-to-one politicking. "Many small businesses like mine don't have liquidity
to pay a big tax-we need to put everything back Just like farmers do," he told
me. "And of course the value of our property, too, has increased dramatically In
33 years."

It's time to change the way land is valued for estate tax purposes. As of now,
estate taxes often are inflated because the farm or ranch is appraised at its antici-
pated market price-its "development" value--not on its ability to produce crops
or livestock. This inflationary factor often means "when death comes along, land
and equipment hit the auction block," writes George R. Baker, Spokane County,
Wash.

We need more time to "settle" and estate and file estate tax returns. "The nine
months allowed after a person's death aren't sufficient--especially if there has to
be a distress sale of land or property," says Doris Royal, Attorney Adams agrees.

Farm people can get the needed legislation if they rally the support of otber
citizens who care enough to use political muscle. Nebraskans are supporting H.R.
1798 introduced in the House by Rep. Omar Burleson (D., Tex.) and its identical
twin, S. 1178, introduced in the senate by Senator Carl T. Curtis (. Neb.,). This
bill has 60 sponsors, and has been endorsed by all the Nebraska delegation.

69-460--76-----pt. 4-28
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"It doesn't include everything we might like, but it comes close," Doris Royal
says. What it provides:

An increase in the exemption allowed every estate from $60,000 to $200,000.
An increase in the marital deduction by a flat sum of $100,000 beyond the

present one half. (Notice this means less financial burden on a wife but does not
alter the "discriminatory disregard for her contribution" where property is held
jointly.)

A method for valuing real property-farms, woodland-on the basis of cur-
rent use rather than on any potential use at higher value.

Your Congressman can get you a copy of this bill or some of the others which
would change estate tax laws, including House Resolutions 2048, 3871, 3903, 3915,
2417, 3879, 1349 and Senate Bill 277,

Your state inheritance tax laws probably need updating, too. The Nebraska
group supports Legislative Bill 585 which specifically provides that if husband
and wife hold property in joint tenancy, "it shall be assumed that each spouse
contributed equally to the acquisition of the property, unless the surviving spouse
shall prove that his or her contribution was greater than one half the cost of such
property."

How to lobby for your ideas about changes:
1. Write your Representative and Senators, sending copies to Al Ullman (I).,

Oreg.), Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, Washington, D.C.
20515 and Russell B. Long (D., La.), Chairman of the Senate Finance Commit-
tee, Washington, D.C. 20510. Even if you get brush-offs, keep plugging.

"Thoughtful, convincing letters probably do the most good, but we know a lot
of people won't go to that trouble, so we use petitions, too," Doris Royal says.
Recently copies of petitions in behalf of H.R. 1793 with 3,365 signatures were
delivered to key people in Congress-signatures Doris and her co-workers had
collected. I saw people interrupt her lunch In a restaurant, eager for a chance
to sign !

2. Bone up--then speak out on proposed legislation. That means speaking at
legislative hearings, state conventions or to small informal groups, being inter-
viewed by the press and TV. It's especially helpful to have a lawyer on your
team. "I don't know where we'd be without the counsel of Dixon Adams," Doris
says. Also you need people who type or mimeograph, stuff envelopes, do research,
work on posters and other visual aids.

3. Accept every offer of help. "You can't expect to agree on every Issue under
the sun, but you can capitalize on your mutual dissatisfaction with present estate
tax laws."

After an interview appeared in the Omaha World-Herald, Doris had such a
voluminous correspondence she had to resort to duplicated form letters. She
can't spare a lot more time from the livestock or the tractor, so if you want
copies of her petition in support of H.R. 1"/93 and her covering letter, don't wr!te
her-write us. Send a stamped, self-addressed envelope (big) to Estate Plan
Changes, Farm Journal, 230 W. Washington Sq., Philadelphia, Pa. 19105.

Here's how proposed changes in estaf:e laws could affect tax arithmetic.
Assume wife inherits 100% of estate as a surviving joint tenant. She is un-
salaried and has not inherited any of the land:

As proposed under
As law now stands H.R. 1793

Value of estate ......................................................... 1750,000 25,000
Less marital deduction ................................................... 175,000 275,000Total ........................................ 175,000 75,000

Less exemption .........................................................- 60, o 200,00
Taxable estate ......................................... 115,000 0

Estate tax ............................................--.-............. 25,200 0

STATE MNT OF M. JEROME S oKINGR, CaTo, WIs.

My name is Mrs. Jerome Sickinger (Audrey) and I reside at R. 1, Cato, Wis-
consin with my husband and family. My family consists of seven children, 5
girls and 2 boys.
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We farm 1,800 acres in Manitowoc County growing corn, oats, alfalfa and
some vegetable crops. Our Holstein dairy herd consists of 500 bead with 275
of these being milk cows.

I am a member of the Outstanding Young Farmer Fraternity which has over
800 members in every state in the United States. We appreciate this opportu-
nity to offer testimony and to be heard on our views of support for the bill
II.R. 1793. The estate of these farmers run in excess of a million dollars.

The law passed in 1942 setting the general exemption of an estate at $60,000
is we feel in need of change. The bill H.R. 1793 suggests a $200,000.00 exeniption
which would be more realistic.

TIM- 1793 states that the marital deduction of 1/ the estate be increased over
and above this exemption by another $100,000.00. This too-would be a realistic
figure.

We also would agree with the election methods stated in H.R. 1793 of appraising
real estate property according to the use of this land. If the land is sold for an-
other purpose within the five year period, we agree taxes should be paid on the
value for which it was sold for.

We further feel that the time allowed (9 months) is not long enough to settle
an estate in operations of this size and be able to continue efficient operation of
the farm. We therefore suggest an 18-month period in which to pay taxes which
are due.

I have been married 23 years to a farmer, starting my day at 4:30 each morn-
Ing. Heading to the barn to milk and feed the cows and care for the baby calves
before breakfast at 7 a.m. Our children must accompany us in order to get the
work done and then hurry to be ready for school. Our cattle are housed In 5
different sets of farm buildings. The remainder of our day is spent traveling to
each farm to feed and care for our animals. We have worked diligently and dally
to increase our farm operation. Today, besides our family we do have hired
hands. We like our work and feel we are doing a good job.

Our boys 15 'and 14 would like to continue farming after school. At this time
should their father die It would create many hardships and the possibility ot
farming could be negative. Much of the estate would have to be sold to settle
the estate taxes.

The possibility of our daughters farming is quite probable, as their interest
and knowledge of agriculture is there and instinctive. Sandy, 19, attends the
U.W. Manitowoc Center as a sophomore in the Ag & Life Science College major-
ing in bacteriology. Debby, 17, graduates in June from high school. She plans
to enter the Ag Life Science College of the University of Wisconsin majoring
in dairy science with a strong interest and desire to be a Veterinarian.

I am a farm owner and operator in Manitowoc County in addition to being a
farm wife. To continue the farm operation after my husband's death would not
be an unreal situation. Therefore, I support the changes In the Burleson Bill
II.R. 1793 on the point that the old law of 1942 discriminates against my ability
to efficiently manage a farm operation because I am a woman.

The average Wisconsin farm of 185 acres with 41 cows, and machinery is said
to be worth $185,000.00 according to the latest figures of our Wisconsin Depart-
ment of Agriculture. This is figuring land at a value of $451.00 an acre. Just last
week two farms in our area sold for over $800.00 an acre. This rate of inflation
plus insurance policies of the average farmer in Wisconsin would put his estate
far past the general proposed exemption of $200,000.00.

As a member of American-Agri Women and Vice President of Wisconsin
Women for Agriculture I feel a need to support changes in our country's estate
exemption laws. I thank you for the opportunity to appear here before you today
and ask that you consider some new provisions for our outdated estate tax law.

STATEMENT or MRS. M~AcnwLs VoGEL, MAirrowoo COuNTY, Wis.

My name is Mrs. Marcellus Vogel (Jo Ann). We farm 275 acres in Manitowoc
County, Wisconsin. We have 150 head of cattle of which 70 are milk cows. We
have 4 children ages 16, 15, 14, and 9.

I am testifying here today representing American Agri-Women a National Or-
ganization of 2,000 members concerned about the future of Agriculture. We as
women are unjustly discriminated against by a law written in 1942. At that time
the Consumer Price Index was 48.8 and in December of 1974 it was 155.4. Which
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:means the purchasing power of the dollar has been reduced by 684. Agricultural
land in our area sold for $100.00 an acre, that same land today would sell for
$800.00 to $1,000.00 an acre for agriculture.

Something must be done about this law it is archaic and derives from old
English law. That looked upon a woman as a servant being owned by her hus-
band. Once a woman signed a marriage certificate she became the property of her
husband. In many respects women are still treated by law in this manner. I am
not a woman "Libber." Farm women have always been liberated, we've always
had the opportunity to do any work along side our husbands we would or could
do. Whether we were bearing our children or not. All farm women help their bus-
bands whether it's driving trucks, hauling grain, apples, peaches, etc. or doing
the bookwork and many other errands on a farm too numerous to mention.

To give you an idea of-why I feel so strongly about changing this law. I would
like to tell you about my life since I've been married. Seventeen and years ago
my husband and I were married. I have helped my husband every single day all
day and many times far into the night. The only exceptions have been 4 or 5
days to have each of our 4 children and 7 other days for business. We have never
had a vacation and we work 7 days a week. My day begins at 5:30. I make break-
fast for our children and pack lunches, call them for school and then go to the
barn. Feed and milk the cows, feed calves and heifers. Go to the house at 9:30
make breakfast, clean the house and start supper. By 11:30 I must go back to the
barn to do other chores and if everything goes all right with no breakdowns I will
be In the house by 3:30 to finish supper. Supper at 4:30-do dishes and back to
the barn at 5:30 until 8:30. Our children help us in the barn every night, every
weekend and all summer. During harvesting and planting seasons all chores must
be done plus all the field work. I will then help in the field-I must know how to
drive every tractor and use every piece of machinery. Besides this I do all the
book work and banking for our business. My sister-in-law laughingly ask, "How
can you stand each other all day every day?" it ain't easy. Yes. I am indeed a
Partner in everyway possible-I know and feel all the grief, anxiety and disap-
pointments of being stewards of the land and providing food for the world.

In the eyes of the law we women that work alongside our husbands are con-
sidered not contributing to an estate. The only way a contribution is recognized,
if we had worked outside the home and could prove it. I am allowed $60,000 plus1 the Gross Estate--Why? When I've worked all my married life forsaking other
employment to help my husband, if I did not we could not farm as efficiently as
we do-therefore we would not pay as much in federal and state income taxes.
It seems peculiar to me that I must pay estate taxes upon the death of my hus-
band when we've paid for the farm by my labor as well as his besides paying
interest, income taxes, state and federal, and property taxes every year. As I see
it there is only one advantage to this law-The wife should die first-the hus-
band could collect her Life Insurance, if she had any, and bury her in the
manure pile, if he bad one and that would be the end of that. If my husband died
tomorrow and left a taxable estate of $300,000.00. The taxes would amount to
$36,700. Federal, state and other expenses would be another addition of $20,-
000.00. Beside this daily expenses must be met. Like most farmers we do not have
a savings account, everything we make goes into our business. Therefore I would
have to dispose of some property. I would have no choice. Estate taxes must be
paid in 9 months. We of American Agri-Women believe that it should be extended
to 18 months because many crops cannot be harvested and sold in 9 months. We
also believe that the exemption should be raised to $250,000. My personal feelings
are that there should be no estate taxes between spouses.

The Burleson Bill HR 1793 has many good points. In particular the Elections
of Classifying land and raising the marital deduction by 100,000. We think it's
an excellent idea. Land used as agricultural land is only worth as much as it
produces, it can not be or should not be assessed as land that could be developed.
We think it's very important to keep all agricultural land intact and this is one
vay of helping.. A sincere thank you for your kind 'attention and for the opportunity -to ap.
-ear here today In behalf of American Agrl-Women.

Senator B.M . The next witness is.William C. McCamant, eecu-
tive vice president, National Association of Wholesaler-Distributors.

We have a substitute, Mr. Lee Gosnell, director of government rela.
tions. He will testify.
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STATEMENT OF W. LEE GOSKELL, DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT
RELATIONS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WHOLESALER-DIS-
TRIBUTORS

Mr. G SNELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is going to be a tough act
to follow those ladies.

I am Lee Gosnell, director of government relations. I am appearing
here today for Mr. William C. McCamant, who is our executive vice
president, and who due to last-minute complications coulld not appear.

I would like to express our very sincere appreciation for the oppor-
tunity to appear before this distinguished committee, and I commend
the members for their recognition of the need for hearings in the area
of the estate taxation.

Additionally, we would like to thank members of this committee
who also serve on the Select Committee on Small Business, and the
members of the Financial Markets Subcommittee, who have for some
long period of time dug deep into the taxation problems of smaller
businesses.

I will summarize my statement and ask that the full text be placed
in the record.

Senator Bym. Yes; your full text will be placed in the record, and
you can summarize your remarks.

Mr. Gosimm. We are an association which is composed of over 32,000
merchant wholesaler-distributors throughout the United States.

Now, although our industry consists primarily of smaller businesses,
we are still one of the Nation's major industries. Sales by merchant
wholesaler-distributors are forecast by the Department of Commerce
to reach $498 billion in 1976. The association estimates that NAW af-
filiates account for approximately 60 percent of the total industry sales
and 60 percent of over 4 million individuals employed within the
wholesale trade.

Our members, consisting preponderantly of smaller, closely held
family businesses, have a vita interest in the impact of taxes on smaller
business enterprises. We are particularly concerned with the matter of
estate taxation, which poses a very serious problem for many whole-
sale distributing firms.

The President's proposal and other bills have. been introduced by
members of this panel, Senator Curtis, Senator Nelson, Senator Mon-
dale and others, which take note of this situation.

The estate tax will have a great effect on whether the closely held
business can be perpetuated lieyond the life of the present principal
owner. We must keep in mind that closely held firms, whether they be
farms, manufacturing firms, or distributing firms, all pay a significant
role in the productivity and growth of our national economy.

We are here today to urge the Congress to take action to correct the
situation that threatens the very existence of a viable smaller business
entity in our Nation-the present system of estate taxation. Ve wish
today to present our recommendations for reform in this area which
we believe will assist in the continuation of smaller enterprises in the
wholesale distribution industry and in the economy as a whole; but
before getting into the meat of our recommendations, I would like to
briefly explain two of the exhibitslttached to our statement.
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Both exhibits A and B pertain to a subject which you covered in
depth last week; that is, capital formation. We would like to echo the
sentiments espoused by many of your witnesses, and many of you
gentlemen on the panel, and that is the urgency of the capital forma-
tion problem. It cannot be overly emphasized, and failure to solve the
problem will have profound implications for the national economy and
not just for our industry.

We recognize that Congress needs hardheaded factual information
in order to evaluate tax proposals to reach decisions about appropriate
changes in the tax law.

Last year Dr. Norman Ture, a recognized expert on capital forma-
tion, whom. some of you may know, prepared a detailed examination
of the capital formation process within our industry and the role
played by tax policy in this .process. The primary objective of that
study was to examine the capital inadequacy, both presen, and future,
in our industry and the type of tax reform which would correct this
most effectively.

Exhibit A 1 contains that study. That study determines that an
increase of the corporate surtax exemption figure to $100,000-one of
our industry's major tax goals-would increase full-time employ-
ment.-bv 720.000, and increase total wages and salaries by about $10
billion in 1977.

Exhibit B I is also a document by Dr. Ture, which was presented
to the Senate Committee on Small Business. It deals with the capital
formatio'. adequacy for the overall U.S. economy.

As vou are all aware and as we have heard this morning, the first
$60,060 of net personal worth of a deceased is exempt from estate
tax. The exemption level was established in 1942, and no change has
been made in this level, despite the change in the purchasing power
of the dollar.

Members of this committee recognized a similar inflation problem
last year when you took action to increase the corporate surtax exemp-
tion to assist in capital formation. The fact that Congress has made no
change in the estate tax laws does not mean that no change has
occurred.

Indeed, a very significant change has occurred for the businesses.
The effect of inflation on estates has been dramatic, and has resulted
in huge tax liabilities which businesses must pay when faced with
the death of a principal owner.

The figures indicate that the GNP implicit price deflator has in-
creased 250 percent since 1942. Thus, the value of the $60,000 exempt -
tion Congress approved in 1942 would now equal approximately
$17,100. Conversely, the purchasing power of $60,000 in 1942 would
now equal approximately $210,000.

It should be noted that the current tax on the estate of $210,000
is $35,700. Yet no Federal estate tax would have been due on the same
amount of purchasing power in 1942.

We recommend that the Congress remedy this situation by increas-
ing the estate tax exemption figures to $20,000.

Another aspect of estate tax that bears examination is the rate
structure. Inflation has, again, distorted the intent of Congress in

I Printed hearings entitled "Small Business Tax Reform," pt. 2, Sept. 23, 24, and 25, and
Nov. 13, 1976.
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this regard. Table 6, within our statement, which is on page 20, demon-
strates the tax rate between 1942 dollar values to 1975 third-quarter
dollar values. We suggest that in the interest of return parity to the
estate tax structure that the tax brackets be adjusted to reflect present
dollar values.

Congress has recognized the tremendous problems encountered by
closely held business with regard to payment of estate taxes, and has
included within the Internal Revenue Code provisions which allow
for an extension of time for payment. However, in practice such pro-
visions are of very little assistance, mainly because of stringent cri-
teria set down in the code.

We firmly believe that the effectiveness of these sections of the
code would be greatly enhanced by the adoption of the following
recommendations:

1. Increase the time allowed for filing and payment of estate taxes
from the present 9 months to at least 1 year.

2. Permit installment payment in any case of hardship by striking
the word "undue" from the present hardship section of the code,
section 6161.

3. Ease requirements of section 6166 that pertain to the closely
held business by increasing the allowable number of shareholders
from the present 10 to 15, and reducing percentage requirements for
the decedent's interest in the closely-held business from 35 percent
of gross estate or 50 percent of taxable estate to 20 percent of gross
estate or 35 percent of taxable estate.

We would also ask that there be a 5-year nioi-atorium on estate
taxes eligible for Inst allment payment provisions.

One other point: A number of proposals pending before Congress
contain provisions imposing a capital gains tax on assets transferred
at death. To a typical wholesale-distribution firm a tax of this
nature-

Senator Byiin. Your time has expired. Could you wind it up
quickly I

Mr. (JOS NF.LL. Yes. This type of tax coupled with estate taxes
would most probably preclude the continuation of the business. There
is a table on page 9 which shows an actual case study of what happens.

We would like to urge the Congress not, to apply the capital gains
taxes to an imaginary gain. It is not a realistic basis for taxation.

Mr. Chairman, we are certain you and the members of the com-
mittee realize the gravity of these problems, and you share our concern
over the continuation of a viable small business sector in our economy.
We urge your consideration, therefore, of our considerations.
Thank you.

Senator BnRD. Thank .you, Mr. Gosnell. Senator Roth?
Senator ROTm I have only one question, Mr. Chairman.
T am sure you are familiar with the concept of indexing tax rates.

Do you think it would be desirable to index the estate tax rates so
that. they would automatically reflect the increase in cost of living?
If so. would you know if that has ever been done?

I know that a number of countries have adopted indexes in other
areas, but I am not sure it. has been done in the case of the estate tax.

Mr. Gosvrtu,. I think Great Britain tried to approach this, and I
gather there was some long discussion, and I don't believe it worked
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out. We have discussed this at length, but at the present time I just
don't see that it would be the proper way to go today.

Senator ROTi. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Byiw. Thank you, Mr. Gosnell.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McCamant follows:]

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. MCCAMANT, EXFCUTITE VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF WHOLESA.LER-DISTIBUTORs

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT
I am William C. McCamant, Executive Vice President of the National Asso-

ciation of Wholesaler-Distributors, in Washington, D.C. The National Associa-
tion of Wholesaler-Distributors (NAW) is a federation of 08 national commodity
line associations'which in turn are composed of over 32,000 merchant wholesaler
and distributor establishments located throughout the 50 states. Sales by mer-
chant wholesaler-distributors are forecast by the Department of Commerce to
reach $498 billion in 1976. The Association estimates that NAW affiliates account
for approximately 60% of total industry sales, and 60% of the over 4 million
individuals employed in wholesale trade.

Our members, consisting preponderantly of smaller, closely-held, family-owned
firms, have a vital interest in the Impact of taxes on the continuation of smaller
business enterprises. We are particularly concerned with the matter of estate
taxation, which already poses a serious problem for many wholesale distribu-
tion firms. The President's proposal and many other bills which have been in-
troduced in the Congress take note of this situation. The degree to which estates
are taxed will have a great effect on whether the closely-held business can be
perpetuated beyond the life of the present principal owner.

Smaller, closely-held firms, whether they be wholesale distribution firms, re-
tail firms, or manufacturing firms-all play a significant role in the productivity
and growth of our economy. We are here today to urge the Congress to take action
to correct a situation that threatens the very existence of a viable smaller busi-
ness entity in our nation-the present system of estate taxation. We wish today
to present our recommendations for reform in this area, which we believe would
assist measurably in the continuation of the smaller business enterprise, both
in the wholesale distribution industry and the economy as a whole.
Increase the apeotfo estate tax exemption to $200,000

At the present time, the first $60,000 of net personal worth of a deceased is
exempt from the Federal estatfi tax. That exemption level was established iti
1942. No change has been made in this level of exemption despite the change in
the purchasing power of the dollar. The members of this Committee recognized
a similar inflation problem last year when they took action to increase the cor-
porate surtax exemption to assist in capital formation. The fact that Congress
has made no change in the estate tax law does not mean that no change has oc-
curred. Indeed, a very significant change has occurred for the heirs of the de-
ceased and 0:,v the future of the business.

The effects of inflation on estates have been dramatic, and have resulted in
huge tax liabilities which the business must pay when faced with the death of
a principal owner. The figures indicate that the GNP Implicit Price Deflator-
one measure of the price level-has increased 250%. since 1942. Thus, the value
of the $60,000 exemption Congress approved in 142 would now equal approxi-
mately $17.100; conversely, the purchasing power of $60,000 in 1942 would now
equal approximately $210,000. It should be noted that the current tax on an
estate of $210,000 is $35,700, yet no Federal estate tax would have been due on
the same amount of purchasing power in 1942. We recommend the Congress
remedy this situation by increasing the estate tax exemption to $200,000.
Revise tate tao s#rvoture

Another aspect of estate taxation which requires examination is the rate strn1e-
ture. Inflation has distorted the intent of the Congress in this regard as well.
Table 0 (page 20) demonstrates the application of the tax rate in 1942 dollar
values to 115 third quarter dollar values. In the interest of returning parity
to the estate tax structure, the tax brackets should be adjusted to reflect present
dollar values. For example, the $20,000 to $30,000 1942 tax bracket was taxed
at a marginal rate of 14 percent. However, with inflation, that dollar value
bracket is now $70,200 to $105,200, taxed at a marginal rate of 28 percent-a 100
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percent increase in the marginal tax rate at a relatively low estate value. The
impact of inflation has been such that a 1942 estate 'of $8 million (originally
intended to be taxed at a marginal rate of 56 percent) is now equal to approxi-
mately $10.5 million, and is taxed at the maximum marginal rate of 77 percent.
NAW therefore recommends that the Congress revise the tax brackets to restore
parity.
Ease tax payment

Any discussion regarding methods of easing the tax burden on closely-held
business must of necessity include consideration of the options available to the
heirs of the closely-held business for payment of the estate tar. Remittance of
the total amount of estate tax due presents often insurmountable difficulties to
the closely-held business. Such a large sum of cash can only be obtained in a
very few ways-through the sale of stock, proceeds from a loan, or cash on hand.
It must be remembered that stock In a closely-held business is not easily saleable,
as there is not a ready market compared to stock traded on an exchange. Banks
are not a likely source of additional funds for the closely-held business during
this time, as the future of the business Is extremely uncertain due to the death
of a principal. Payment of the tax with cash on hand-if this is even possible-
would so severely hamper the daily operation of the business as to effectively
preclude its continued growth and profitability. It must be understood that the
closely-held business, faced with the loss of valuable management skill and lead-
ership provided by the principal owner, is in a vulnerable position already, not-
withstanding the additional burden of the estate tax obligation of the heirs (see
pages 22-24 for an analysis of the financial situation faced by the typical whole-
sale distribution firm upon the death of the principal owner).

The Congress recognized the tremendous problems encountered by the closely-
held business with regard to payment of the estate tax, and Included within the
Internal Revenue Code provisions which allow for an extension of time for pay-
ment. However, in practice, such provisions are of little assistance, mainly be-
cause of the stringent criteria set down in the Code. NAW firmly believes the
effectiveness of these sections of the Code would be greatly enhanced by the adop-
tion of the following recommendations:

1. Increase the time allowed for filing and payment of estate taxes from the
present 9 months to at least one year.

2. Permit installment payment In any case of simple hardship by striking the
word "undue" from the present hardship section of the Code (Section 6161).

3. East requirements of Section 6166 (pertaining to an interest in a closely-
held business) by increasing the allowable number of ab areholders from the pres-
ent 10 to 15 and reducing percentage requirements for rhe decedent's Interest In
the closely-held business from the present 85 percent of gross estate or 50 percent
of taxable estate to 20 percent of gross estate or 35 percent of taxable estate.

4. Increase the present 10 year maximum repayment period allowable under
both Sections 6101 and 6166 to 15 years.

5. Allow a 5 year moratorium on payment of estate taxes eligible for Install-
ment payment provisions.
Capital gains on assets transferred at death

Additionally, we note that some tax proposals pending before the Congress
contain provisions Imposing a capital gains tax on assets transferred at death.
Such a tax would sound the death knell for small businesses such as those
engaged In wholesale distribution.

Those who favor such a tax argue that unrealized appreciation of capital as-
set4. regardless of kind, Is Income which currently escapes taxation when held
untit death. They maintain that this unrealized capital gain should be taxed as
It it had been sold the day before death.

To the typical wholesale distribution firm, a tax of this nature, coupled with
existing high estate taxes due, would most probably preclude the perpetuation of
the business. Table 9 (see page 38) presents the financial situation which would
result with the application of a capital gains tax in addition to estate taxes. The
data is derived from an actual case study.

We urge the Congress not to apply a capital gains tax to an Imaginary gain.
Taxation of a gain founded only on the assumption that It has In fact occurred is
not a realistic basis for taxation.

Mr. Chairman, we are certain that you and other members of this Committee
recognize the gravity of this problem and share our concern for the continuation -
of a viable small business sector In our economy. Estate taxation poses a very real
problem to the perpetuation of these firms, and we therefore urge your considera-
tion of our recommendations.
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Capital formation .and the wholesale distribution industry
Mr. Chairman, we are fully aware that last week, this Committee spent con.

siderable t!me hearing public testimony on the subject of capital formation. We
would like to echo the sentiments espoused by many of the witnesses-the urgency
of the capital formation problem cannot be overly emphasized. Failure to solve
this problem will have profound implications for the national economy, not just
for our industry.

This capital shortfall is, in large measure, attributable to existing tax policy.
The Congress recognized this in concept in the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 and the
Revenue Adjustment Act of 1975, which temporarily Increased the corporate sur-
tax exemption to $50,000. We urge a permanent increase in the corporate surtax
exemption to $100,000.

We recognize that the Congress needs hard-headed, factual analyses II order
to evaluate tax proposals and to reach decisions about appropriate changes in the
tax law. Our objective is to provide -a factual basis to assist in examining tax
reform-not only for the wholesale distribution industry, but for all other busi-
nesses as welL

Last year at our request, Dr. Norman B. Ture, a recognized expert on capital
formation and tax policy, prepared a detailed examination of the capital forina-
tion process within the wholesale distribution industry and the role played by tax
polio.e, in this process. A primary objective of this study was to determine whether
a capital shortfall was inI prospect for our industry, and, if so, the type of tax
reform which would correct this deficiency most effectively. A copy of Dr. Tur,'s
study is attached for the Committee's use. (Exhibit A)

Dr. Ture concluded that, in light of the dependence of merchant wholesaler-
dlitribtors on retained earnings to finance their increasing capital requirements
and the estimated inadequacy of the growth in retained earnings, the industry Is
most unlikely to be able to meet its growing demands for capital without signifi-
cant tax reform. The study also determined that an increase inI tile corporate
surtax exemption to $100,000 would most effectively solve this capital shortfall.

Additionally, Dr. Ture's study examined the revenue impact and overall eco-
nomic impact of such an Increase in the corporate surtax exemption. Its analysis
determined that the increase in business investment and output resulting from
an increase in the corporate surtax exemption ot $100,000 would increase full.
time equivalent employment by 720,000 and increase total wages and salaries by
about $10 billion by 1977. Total business sector output would be $17.2 billion
greater than otherwise. These increases in output, employment, and income would
result in additional Federal revenues more than offsetting the "initial impact"
revenue loss-by 1977, a net revenue gain of $3 billion would be realized,

In addition to the above-mentioned study by Dr. Ture, we have attached an-
other document by Dr. Ture (Exhibit B) which we believe would be of assistance
to this Committee in determining future tax policy. This overview of capital
formation was prepared at the invitation of the Senate Select Committee on Small
Business in September, 1975. ann deals with the current and future capital forma-
tion adequacy for the overall U.S. economy.

ESTATE TAXATION AND THE WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION INDUSTRY

,Structuro and economic significance of the wholesale distribution industry
The wholesale distribution industry, in contrast to the manufacturing sector of

the economy, continues to be dominated by small, closely-held, family owned busi-
nesses. Of the roughly 800,000 merchant wholesaler-distributors, approximately
0O percent had assets of less than $1 million in 1971. These smaller firms accounted
for about 40 percent of the industry sales volume. In contrast, in the manufactur-
ing sector, about 12 percent of the firnn control about 95 percent of the assets and
account for approximately 90 percent of the sales.

In addition, the'-wholesale distribution industry provides year-round employ-
meit for 4.2 million individuals. Average hourly earnings ($5.02) in the whole-
sale trade in December, 1975, significantly exceeded those for all private industry
($4.68), while average weekly earnings ($193.77) were 14.1 percent above those
for all private industry ($169.88). In short- the wholesale distribution industry
has generated a steady growth in dependable, well-paying Jobs throughout the U.S.
economy.

Merchant wholesaler-distributors also perform a nessential economic function.
They make goods and commodities of every description available at the place of
need, at the time of need. Wholesaler-distributors purchase goods from producers,
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store, break bulk, sell, deliver and extend credit to retailer dealers, anu industrial,
commercial institutional, governmental and contractor business users.

Wholesaler-distributors are essential to the efficient distribution of our every-
day consumer and business needs. Further, by the market coverage which they
offer suppliers and the support which they provide customers, the.y preserve and
enhance competition, the critical safeguard in our economic system. According
to a recent NAW survey, the typical wholesaler-distributor establishes the market
connection between 183 manufacturers and 53 business customers. Many of these
manufacturers are themselves small businessmen who must rely on wholesaler-
distributors to establish, maintain and nurture markets for their products. Many
customers are small businessmen also who look to the merchant wholesaler to
provide merchandise availability, credit and other services.
Perpetuation in the wholesale distribution industry

The economic data which has been cited to this point demonstrates much about
the structure and composition of our industry. On another level, however, NAW
initiated a broad study project to gain-precise understanding of the actual owner-
ship and perpetuation status of U.S. wholesaler-distributors. The survey, con-
ducted in 1973-74, involved 38 commodity line associations and was distributed
to 18,000 firms. An astounding 5,000 responses were received, of which 4.700 were
useable for the computerized analysis. The analysis was conducted by Robert C.
Bansik, Ph.D., and Harold Squire, Ph.D., of the Capital University Graduate
School of Administration in Columbus, Ohio. Data collected through NAW's
Perpetuation Survey revealed much about the individual wholesale distribution
business, and its ability to exist in its present form beyond one genenition. Tile
following typical ownership profile was determined from the survey results:

(1) The firm has a net worth of between $250,000 and $499,000.
(2) The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) himself owns from 51 to 74 percent

of the firm's outstanding stock.
(8) The CEO is between 50 and 59 years of age.
(4) The CEO's personal maximum Federal tax bracket is in the range of 3-5

to 49 percent.
(5) His ownership in the company represents from 51 to 74 percent of the CEO's

personal net worth.
(6) Less than $100,Oj0 II life insurance on the CEO is owned by the corporation,

and payable to it upon the death of the CEO.
(7) The most probable successor to the CEO is either a son or a non-relative;
Based upon the determination of the typical ownership profile, the NAW

Perpetuation Survey sought to answer the following question: "What ii the
likelihood that this firm can be perpetuated beyond the life of the present Chief
Executive Officer, in its present form?" The researchers concluded that: "In fact,
given the present situation of U.S. inheritance/estate taxation and valuation,
perpetuation in its present form may be highly unlikely."

The urgency of this problem cannot be emphasized strongly enough. Standard
mortality tabes, accurate to within a fraction of a percent, permit a very realistic
projection of how many people, in various age groups, will die during any future
specified period. Table 1, based on the "Commissioners' Standard Ordinary Table
of Mortality," in conjunction with age data provided by the NAW Perpetuation
Survey respondents in 1978-74. Indicates that at least sixty-one of the almost -
4,800 owners replying had died by the end of 1975. Chief Executive Officers of the
firms surveyed are dying at the rate of at leapt one per week.

TABLE I.-AGE DISTRIBUTION AND MORTALITY.

Expected Expected
eNumb-or Deaths b daths b

Age reported reporting Actuarial age 197 9 d 985

Under 40 ............................ 423 40 1.5 9 22.0
40 to 49 ............................. 1,235 45 6.6 39 147.1
50 to 59 ............................. 1,817 55 23.6 167 359.160 and over ............ r ............. 1,266 60 29.6 148 364. 4

Total ...................................................... 61.3 363 874. 1

Source: NAW perpetuation survey, 1975.
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Table 1 also shows that nearly 8 percent--or 363--of the owners responding
Vill have died before 1980; 19 percent, or 875, will have died before 1985. The

;flg ires may be morbid, but they are clear: one in every live Chief Executive
"Officers of wholesaling firms faces death before 1985. The statistical figures
:shown are for general mortality; we would expect data for stressed businessmen
wouldd be higher-accelerating the death rates for the respondents of the survey.

'Over the years, the problem of perpetuation has gained in prominence for the
bwner or chief executive officer of a wholesale distribution concern as he plans
for the disposition of his estate upon his death. The tax crunch resulting from
present estate taxes becomes a major concern to everyone faced with this prob-
lem. The tremendous estate tax liabilities which are certain to come due upon
the death of a principal owner of the small wholesale distribution business leave
the heirs of the estate with few options--pay up with cash on hand, or sell or
merge the business to generate the needed amount of cash.

Payment of the estate tax, regardless of which of the above methods are em-
ployed, will adversely affect the economic health of the small business com-
munity-by reducing the funds available to the smaller business for continued
growth, or by outright extinction of the mall business firm through sale or
merger.

Statistics clearly demonstrate the economic value of our nation's small busi-
ness community. Small business provides 52 percent of all private employment,
and approximately 1/3 of the Gross National Product. However, the statistics
cannot possibly measure the contribution which small business makes to the
American way of life.

We have long recognized the tremendous Impact of public policy on the preser-
vation of a viable small business community in our nation, and have repeatedly
called attention to the unique needs and problems of the small business com-
munity. This concern has been shared by the Congress, as is evidenced by the
cro'ation of the Small Business Administration, whose sole purpose was the
preservation of a viable small business Rector in the economy, the establishment
of small business committees in both the House and the Senate, and various
pieces of legislation, such as the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, which include
measures specifically designed to aid small businesses.

Despite this recognition and awareness on the part of the Federal government,
nothing can stop small business from dying a gradual death unless reform meas-
ures are enacted to equalize the impact of estate taxation on small business. We
recognize the fact that the estate tax system was never intended by the Congress
to impact in any adverse manner on the small business community. However,
the application of the law in today's economy has in fact done so---a consequence
completely at variance with the intent of the Congress.
Estate tax specifo exemptton

The burden of estate taxation has fallen increasingly on small businessmen
and other middle-income taxpayers in recent years. The basic cause for this has
been the long-term inflationary trend in our economy. No one should need to be
reminded of the tremendous erosion which has occurred in the value of the
dollar over the years. However, a few examples of price levels in 1942 (the year
in which the specific exemption of $60,000 was established) are recalled here for
purpose of illustration: in 1942, average weekly earnings of production workers
were $36.05, round steak sold for 48 cents per pound, sugar sold for 7 cents a
pound, and imported petroleum crude oil sold for 8.2 cents per gallon. Overall.
the pri(" level has increased over 250 percent over the past 34 years (measured
by the GNP Implicit Price Deflator). See Table 2.
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TABLE 2.--IMPLICIT PRICE DEFLATOR FOR GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT SELECTED YEARS, 1940-75

Annual rate of
Implicit clanc from

price deflator preced!ng
Year (198-100) penod

1940 ........................................................................... 43.87 ..........
1942 ........................................................................... 53.03 10.0
1945 ........................................................................... 59.66 6.3
1950 ........................................................................... 60.16 6.1
1955 ........................................................................... 90.86 2.5
1960 ........................................................................... 103.29 2.6
1961 ........................................................................... 104.62 1.3
1962 ........................................................................... 105.78 1.1
1963 ........................................................................... 107.17 1.3
1964 .......................................................................... 108.85 1.61965.......... ...................... 1086 1.8
196.........................................................' .'I.'2.
1967 .......... 117.59 3.2
1968 .................................. ..................... 122.30 4.0
1969 ................................. ........................ 128.20 4.8
1970 ............................ ............................ 135.23 5.5
1971 ........................... . ............................. 141.61 4.7
1972 .......................................................................... 145.88 3.0
1973 ........................................................................ ... 154.31 5.8
1974.......................................................................... 170.18 10.3
1975 ........................................................................... 186.05 9.3
Percent change:

1940-75 .................................................................. +324.1 ..............
1942-75 .................................................................... +250.8 ..............

I 3d quarter figure.
Source: "Economic Report of the Presildent," January 1973 (p. 198); "Survey of Current Business," December 1975.

It is readily apparent that the cost of living has increased at a tremendous
rate-from 1971 to 1975 alone, the Consumer Price Index has increased 33 per-
cent, using average annual figures. But too often, the fact is ignored that the
cost of dying has also increased. Changes in the income tax exemption have been
made numerous times over the years to account for the rising cost of living, but
no corresponding changes have been made in the level of the estate tax exemption
since 1942. If the estate tax exemption had been "indexed" with the GNP Im-
plicit Price Deflator, the following table indicates what would have been the
result:

TABLE 8

Estate tax exemption adjusted for change in tmpltoit price deflator since 1942
Exemption

Year: equivolent
1942 ------------------------------------------------ $60, 000
1950 ------------------------------------------------- 90,720
1960 ------------------------------------------------ 116, 880
1970 ------------------------------------------------ 153, 000
1974 ------------------------------------------------192,000
1975 ------------------------------------------------ 210, 504

We can see from the following table that, based on the decreased purchasing
power of the dollar, the exemption in 1975 would have equalled $210,504, if the
same amount of purchasing power was to be exempted from the Federal estate
tax. It should be noted that the current estate tax on the $210,000 estate is now
$35,700, but no Federal estate tax would have been due on the' same amount of
purchasing power in 1942.

Therefore, NAW recommends the specific exemption be increased to $200,000.
We fully recognize that, should the exemption figure be increased in accord-

ance with our recommendation, the impact on the revenue derived from estate
taxes would be sizeable. However, it muSt be remembered that total revenues
from estate and gift taxation represent only 1.99 percent of total federal reve-
nues. (Table 4) when considering the total economic impact of this proposal,
this fact should be kept in mind.
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TABLE 4.--REVENUE SIGNIFICANCE OF ESTATE TAX REVENUES TO FEDERAL BUDGET RECEIPTS, SELECTED YEARS

19,5-72

Share of
Federal
budget

receipts
Federal attributable tobudget Estate estate

receipts taxes taxes
Year (millions) (millions) (percent)

1944 ............................................................. $44,149 $531 1.20
1951 ............................................................. 47,568 577 1.20
1959 ............................................................. 79,249 1,186 1.50
1961 ............................................................. 94,384 1,619 1.72
1963 ............................................................ 10 560 .841 1.73
1966 ........................................................... 130. 856 2, 414 1.84-
1970 .......................................................... 193,743 3,000 1.55
1972 .......................................................... 208,649 4,153 1.99

Source: "Economic Report of the President," January 1973 and January 1976; Internal Revenue Service, "Statistics of
Income: Estate Tax Returns, 1969 and 1972."

However, If economic conditions and budget considerations should preclude
this immediate increase in the specific exemption, NAW would not be adverse
to adoptin of a "phased-in" method of increasing the exemption, as has been
proposed by the President, as well as by many members of Congress.

Overall, the effects of inflation over the years with regard to estate taxation
have been two-fold: 1) to taxestates which never would have been subject to the
estate tax in 1942 (i.e., those with less than $60,000 in assets--which today
would encompass those with less than $210,504 in assets) and 2) to tax eligible
estates, regardless of size, at a greater rate than would have resulted for the
same estate value in 1942.

An increasing number of estates have become subject to the estate tax over
the years. The effect is demonstrated in Table 5.
TABLE 5.-NUMBER OF ESTATE TAX RETURNS FILED BY CITIZENS AND RESIDENT ALIENS IN RELATION TO TOTAL

DEATHS

Ratio of-
Total Taxable Total Taxable

returns returns returns returns
Year filed filed Deaths I to deaths to deaths

1941 ................................. 15,977 13,336 1,432,000 1.1 0.9
1951 ................................. 27,958 18,941 1,468,000 1.9 1.31961 ................................. 64,538 45,439 1,708,000 3.8 2.7
1970 ................................. 133, 944 93, 424 1,926, 000 7.0 4.91973 ................................. 174,889 120,761 1,962,000 8.9 6.2

I In preceding year.
Source: "Statistics of Income: Estate Tax Returns, 1965, 1969 and 1972;" "Statistical Abstract of .the United States,

197&"

This indicates that in 1941, there were 1,432,000 deaths with 12,30 taxable
returns filed, or less than 1 percent. In 1972, there were 1,962,000 deaths, with
120,761 taxable returns filed, or 0.2 percent. Expressed in other terms, in 1941,
less than one estate out of 100 required a Federal estate tax, compared with over
6 out of every 100 estates in 1972.

As stated earlier, the estate tax is dipping down into smaller estates (as
measured by purchasing power) than it did in 1941. Had the Congress at that
time intended to tax estates at the effective rate at which comparable values
are presently taxed, the exemption would have approximated only $17,100, and
the 77 percent maximum marginal tax rate would have become effective at
roughly $3 million (see Table 8, page 20). Table 4 on page 17 indicates another
point in this regard. There has been a 682 percent increase in the revenue col-
lected from estate taxes from approximately $531 million in 1944 to $4.15 billion
in 1972.
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Rate structure
Another aspect of estate taxation which requires examination is the rate

structure of the estate tax itself. This structure is clearly a highly progressive
tax, with marginal tax rates spanning from 3 to 77 percent. However, a close
examination of the tax rates shows the sharpest rise in progressiveness occurs
li the lower rate brackets, while the upper brackets Increase only mildly. The
marginal rate rises rapidly to 28 percent on $60,000 in taxable income (see
Table 6). In contrast, the next progression of 28 percent encompasses a taxable
estate range of $2,940,000 (from $60,000 to $3 million). The final progression,
applicable to estates from $3 million $10 million, shows only a 21 percent increase
in marginal tax rates, even though the-pzogzesslon covers a $7 million range.

TABLE 6.-EQUIVALENT ESTATE TAX STRUCTURES, 1942 AND 1975

RATE TABLE FOR TAXABLE ESTATE

(A) (8) Rate of tax
Tax on amount In on excess

Taxable estate equal to Taxable estate Col. (A) over col. A
or more than- less than-

1942 1975equivalent 1942 1975equivalent 1942 1975equivalent 1942 1915

0 0 5,000 17,550 0 0 35,000 17,5o 10:000 35,100 ISO 1,30 710,000 35,100 20, 70,2 500 3,91 it Is
20,000 70,200 30,00 105,200 1,600 12,356 14 2830,000 05,000 40, 140,30 3,000 22,260 18 30
40,000 140,300 .00 175,400 4,800 32,790 22 30
50.000 175,400 60,00 2101500 7,000 43.320 25 30
60.000 210,500 100,000 350,800 9, 500 53,850 28 30
10,00) 350, 800 250,00 877,100 20,700 100,260 30 32

250.000 877,100 500,00 1,754,200 65,700 280,227 32 37
500,000 1,754,200 750,000 2,631,300 145,700 642,590 35 45
750,000 2.631,300 1,000,000 3,508 400 233,200 1, 067789 37 53

1,000,000 3,508 400 1,250,000 4,385CO 325,700 1,548,156 39 591,250,000 4.385,500 1.500,000 5,262,600 423,20 2,01,065 42 63
1.500.000 5 262,600 2,000.000 7,016, 800 528,200 2.644.142 45 67

2,000.000 7,016,800 2,500,000 8,771,00 753,200 3,850464 49 73
2,500.000 8,771,000 3,000,000 10,525,20 998200 5,154,160 53 76
3,000,000 10, 525,200 3,500D,000 12279,40 1263,200 6,492,604 56 77
3,500,000 1279,400 4,0 000 1033,600 542 7,843,338 59 77
4,0O0,000 14,033 800 5,000,000 17,542,000 1, 200 9,194,072 63 77
5,000,000 17,542,000 6,000,000 21.060,400 2,468200 11,895,540 67, 77
6,000,000 21,050,400 7,000,000 24 558,800 3,138,200 14, 597, 008 70 77
7,000, 000 24,558,800 8,000,000 28,067,200 3, 8,200 17, 298, 476 73 77
8,0 0,000 28,067, 200 10,000,000 35,084,000 4, 58 200 19,999,944 76 77

10,000,000 35,084,000 6,088,200 25,402,880 77 77

Source: A Guide to Federal Estate and Gift Taxation, Internal Revenue Service, 1972. Equivalents are derived from
Implicit price defllor.

Clearly, the impact of the estate tax on the lower brackets seems unfairly
severe. As stated in the Annual Report of the Senate Select Committee on Small
Business (February 19, 1976; page 105), this lack of true progressiveness in
the estate tax rates would "appear to constitute stilt another example of discrim-
ination, as between entrepreneurs who have managed to build up a modest amount
of wealth during their lifetimes and those who have acquired larger amounts of
wealth." A clear example of this can be seen when one examines the tax rate on
$5W.000-29.14 percent. Yet, the rate on twice that amount-$1 million-is only
32.57 percent.

Inflation has also severely distorted the rate structure, resulting in an effective
rate of taxation completely foreign to that originally enacted/Table 6 illustrates
the 1975 third-quarter equivalents (i.e., adjusted for inflation) of the tax brackets
and tax rates established in 1942. (Calculations based on application of the per-
vent increase in the GNP Implicit Price Deflator, shown in Table 2.) Thus, in
practice, the marginal tax rates found in the last column of Table 6 have also
been raised due to inflation. For example, the $20,000 to $30,000 tax bracket was
Intended to be taxed at a marginal rate of 14 percent. However, with inflation,
that dollar value bracket is now $70,200 to $105,200, and is taxed at a marginal
rate of 28 percent-a 100 percent increase in the marginal tax rate at a relatively
low estate value. The span of estate tax values included in the progressive rate
structure also has been effectively reduced-since the maximum marginal tax
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rate of 77 percent would be applied to the taxable estate in excess of $3 million,
as opposed to the $10 million estate value originally established by the Congress.

In the interest of returning parity to the estate tax structure, NAW recom-
mends the Congress revise the tax brackets to reflect present day values.

Tables 7 and 8 present an analysis of the effects of inflation on various sizes of
wholesale distribution firms passed on to the next generation.

TABLE 7.-AVERAGE WHOLESALE-DISTRIBUTION FIRM BY ASSET SIZE:
ASSETS AND NET INCOME AFTER TAX

$100,000 to $250,000 to $500G00'to $1000,000 to
Asset size $250,000 $560,000 $1, oOO, OOO o-O, 00

Number of returns .................................. 38,718 23,562 14,810 11,082
Total assets(thousands) ............................. $6, 352, 185 $8,348,339 $10,374, 151 $21,189,452
Averae asset ................................... $164,100 $354,300 $700, 500 $1,920,600
Total net income after tax (thousands) ............ 434,750 $471,491 $517,961 935,533
Average net income after tax/firm ................... $11,228 $20,010 $34,975 $84,419

Source: Internal Revenue Service, Corporation Source Book of Statistics of Income, 1971; p. 15.

The heirs of a family-owned distribution firm will naturally look to the business
to pay the estate taxes attributable to the business. In our example, we have con-
sidered the business asset as representing the entire estate (this allows for the
application of the $60,000 exemption and the lowest possible rate of estate tax-
ation. It must be noted that any additional assets in the estate would be taxed
at a significantly higher marginal rate.

Table 7 shows the average asset size and net income for wholesale distribu-
_ion-firms in the $100,000 to $250,000, $250,000 to $500,000, $50,000 to $1 million,

and $1 to $5 million asset groupings as derived from the Statistics of Income
Series, 1971, the latest year for which data is available. The comparable data for
1970 shows essentially the same figures for firm size and net income.

TABLE 8.-IMPACT OF ESTATE TAXES ON TYPICAL WHOLESALE-DISTRIBUTION FIRM BY ASSET SIZE CLASS

$100,000 $250,000 $500,000 $1,000,000
Asset size to $250,000 to $500,000 to $1,000,000 to 15,000,000

Average asset ..................................... $14,100 $354,300 $700, 500 $1,920,600
Less exemption $60................. 00 60,:000 $0 0
Taxable estate ...................................... ro300, 500 $1 8 60600
Estate tax ..................................... $21, 930 $79,876 $195,050 W1, 100
Net Income after tax ............................ $11, 228 $20,010 $34 975 $8419
Ratio of estate tax liability to asset .rnings ............ - .95 4.00 5.58 s8

Source: Derived from table 7 end applicable estate tax rates (Guide to Federal Estate and Gift Taxation).

The typical firms In the four aset classes have assets of $164,100, $354,300
$700,500 and $1,920,600 respectively. Should the Chief Executive Officer and
owner die, the heirs would be faced with estate tax burdens on these relatively
modest sized firms that ranged from roughly 2 to 8 times the annual net income
of the firm. The estate tax burden and the liability of the heirs and the executor
of the estate to pay this tax seriously threatens the continued existence of this
firm.

The typical firm in the $250,000-$500,000 asset category has $354,300 in assets
which would represent a $294,300 taxable estate with estate taxes due of $79,876--
and an earning capacity of only $20,010. In the next asset category, $500,000-
$1 million, the average firm had $700,500 in assets which represented a taxable
estate of $640,500, and an estate tax of $195,050-an amount five and one-half
times the annual earnings. Even if the estate tax was to be paid over a ten year
period, the taxes in the first year would be $33,158 (calculated on 10 percent of
principal plus 7 percent interest), while the earnings of this firm were shown to
be only $34,975. No business can survive in a climate in which estate tax pay-
ments seize 95 percent of the income.

Clearly, inflation and the rate structure of the estate tax have had a tremendous
adverse impact over the years, but most specifically, this impact has been felt to
a greater degree by the relatively small estate. In the words of Senator Gaylord
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Nelson, "tbe steep graduation in the estate tax, on top of a completely outdated
exemption, is pushing most businesses and farms into a danger zone where estate
and inheritance tax brackets make retention of the business or farm impossible." I

We have illustrated the tremendous tax liabilities which fall due upon the
death of a principal owner of s small, closely-held business. However, this prob-
lem is compounded when one considers the nature and liquidity of the assets
which comprise the estate consisting mainly of an interest in a closely-held busi-
ness. Closely-held stock Is highly Illiquld, as there is not a ready market for the
stock and such stock is not easily saleable. In addition, it is highly unlikely that
a prospective buyer of closely-held stock would be interested in obtaining only
a minority interest in the firm, thereby allowing the heirs of the estate to con-

-tinUe-control of the family interest in the business. One must also consider the
tremendous problems encountered in valuation of the closely-held stock, as there
are no truly objective standards employed in the IRS valuation of the closely.
held stock for estate tax purposes.

The preceding discussion clearly demonstrates the problem which face the
small, closely held business upon the death of a principal owner. The future of
that business can be very directly affected by the ability of the heirs to pay the
estate tax. Inability to generate a sufficient amount of cash to satisfy the estate
tax liabilities may force the heirs to sell their interest in the closely held business
for this purpose.

It must be understood that the closely held business which has lost its principal
----- owner is In a precarious position already, notwithstanding the additional burden

of estate taxes. A difficult transition period takes place, during which time. the
individuals) charged with directing the business must seek to compensate for
the loss of -valuable management skill and leadership which the principal owner
had furnished over the years. Customers and suppliers must be assured that the
business will continue to provide goods and services in an efficient manner, that
existing financial obligations will not be neglected for any reason, and that future
profitability will not be adversely hampered.

The problems and concerns of the closely held business stated above are by no
means all-inclusive. The fact remains that the closely held business will face a
period of uncertainty, and remain particularly vulnerable to a variety of situa-
tions, when faced with the death of a principal owner, who was most likely the
chief executive officer.

At the same time, however, the heirs of the business must also be concerned
with the payment of estate. taxes. When the estate consists largely of an interest
In a closely held busriess, the heirs have few options open to them with regard to
payment of the estate tax: Pay with cash on hand (usually not a viable option),
pay with cash obtained through a loan, pay on an extended basis in yearly install-
ments, or pay with cash obtained through sale or merger of the firm.

Extension-of.additiohal credit at this tikhe Is highly questionable. Indeed, the
contrary is likely to happen as the principal owner Is also the chief executive
officer, the one looked to by the bank to manage the business In such a way that
the bank will be repaid Is already outstanding loans to, the closely held business.
When the closely held business loses its CEO (usually the president), the bank
Is very likely to recall a portion of the loan or decline to extend additional credit
or renew current loans until the future of the business Is more certain.
lAberalization of time aflowe4 forp''amemtt of esatae taxes

We have repeatedly emphasized the problems which face a closely held business
upon the death of a principal owner, including the Inability of the closely beld
business to easily convert assets to cash in order to pay the estate tax due to the
Illiquidity of those assets. It must be remembered that estate planning--even the
most diligent-is difficult. Regardless of the effort spent In prior planning, the
most important determinant remains unknown-the time when death will in fact
occur. Therefore, the sooner the heirs of the estate are required to pay the estate
tax, the more pressing the problem of liquidity-or the lack of liquidity-
becomes.

Prior to 1970, the IRS allowed 15 months from the date of death for the filing
and payment of the estate tax. This period was reduced to 9 months in 1971,
largely to provide a one-shot revenue increase necessary to pump funds Into
the budget for the next year. At that time, NAW testified In opposition to this
reduction, but suggested that If the revenue needs were pressing, the establish.

1 Remarks of Senator Gaylord Nelson, Congressional Record, Dec. 18, 1975, page 822694.
-.. .- 460--746-4 pt. 4-29
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ment of a 12 month period for filing would appear to be more equitable and
realistic. To quote our earlier statement, "Treasury policy need not be tailored
to push to the wall these people who inherit ownership of smaller business enter-
prises during their time of painful transition " We would like to reiterate that
position at this time, and recommend the Committee increase the time allowed for
filing and payment of estate taxes to at least one year.

Additionally, every effort should be made by the Congress to allow-the closely-
held business the maiimum amount of time possible for full payment of the
estate tax. To do otherwise would effectively signal the demise of many of these
closely-held businesses.
Section 6166-Extension of time for payment in the case of a closely-hwld business

In the case of an estate consisting largely of an interest in closely-held business
(i.e., where such an interest comprises 85 percent of the value of the gross estate
or 50 percent of the taxable estate), the executor of the estate may elect to pay
that portion of the estate tax attriutable to the business interest in not more
than ten years, with payment on a yearly basis. The Code defines "closely-held
business" as: a) a proprietorship; b) a partnership having no more than 10
partners or one in which the business interest is at least 20 percent; or c) a
corporation having no more than 10 shareholders or one in which the decedent
held at least 20 percent of the voting stock.

This option has been Included In the tax code In an effort to provide a measure
of relief and protection to the closely-held business. In practice, such provisions
which grant an extension of time for payment of taxes are largely ineffective,
mainly because of the stringent criteria set down in the Code. NAW firmly believes
the effectiveness of Section 6166 would be greatly enhanced if the requirements
were eased-by increasing the allowable number of shareholders from the present
10 to 15 and reducing the percentage requirements for the decedent's interest
in the closely-held business from the present 85 percent of gross estate or 50 per-
cent of taxable estate to 20 percent of gross estate or 85 percent of taxable estate.

In this regard, one must also consider the impact of Employee Stock Ownership
Plans (ESOPs) on the ability of the closely-held firm to elect to pay that portion
of the decedent's estate tax attributable to the business interest In Installments.
The Congress has, on many occasions, endorsed the concept and utilization of
ESOPs. However, if the closely-held business determines that an ESOP should
be established within that firm, the resulting increase in the closely-held business'
number of shareholders (and decrease in the percent of voting stock held by the
previous shareholders) could prohibit that firm from paying the tax in in-
stallments upon the death of a principal owner. The decision to establish
an ESOP within a closely-held business may therefore be tempered by considera-
tions of the estate tax consequences.
Section 6161-Etenson of time for undiu hardship or reasonable oawe

Another section of the Code provides for an extension of time upon deter-
uination by the IRS district office of "undue hardship" or "reasonable cause".
Such determinations are, in the words of the Code, "discretionary with the
appropriate internal revenue officer and his authority will be exercised under
such conditions as he may deem advisable". Undue hardship is defined as
"more than an inconvenience to the estate". A granting of undue hardship allows
the estate to pay the tax over a specified number of years, not to exceed 10
years. If reasonable cause can be shown, the district IRS office may grant an
extension of not more than 12 mouths for payment. Reasonable cause Is gen-
erally thought to exist when assets necessary for payment of the estate tax are
not readily available or will be received in the near future. In both cases,
the executor of the estate remains personally liable for the payment of the
full amount of the tax.

* "Tax Recommendations of the President", Hearings before the Ways and Means Com-
mittee, September 170. page 285.
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Unfortunately, statistics on the number of estates requesting and receiving
any type of extension of time for payment of estate taxes are extremely lacking.
It has been estimated, however, that only 1 percent of the estate tax returns
filed In 1972 requested an undue hardship extension.8 There is no Information
available on how many of these requests were granted. Despite the lack of sta-
tistics in this area, a review of the literature and testimony available in the
estate tax area reveals that little use is made of these provisions for a variety of
reasons-mainly, the harsh requirement that the executor of the estate remain
personally liable for the full amount of the tax and the discretionary nature of
the determination of undue hardship and reasonable cause.

It has been proposed that the existing Section 6161 be liberalized to allow
broader use of this option. Senator Walter Mondale, upon Introduction of S. 2894
on September 28, 1975, stated:

Our estate and gift tax laws are intended In part to prevent excessive
concentrations of wealth. Yet In their application to small businesses and
family farms, they may be inadvertently increasing it . . . making the
Installment payment provisions easier to use could well ease the liquidity
problems faced by many family farms and businesses, and make it uneces-
sary to sell the farm or business to pay the estate tax ... the present re-
quirement of "undue hardship" can be a difficult one to meet, and permit-
ting Installment payments in any case of simple hardship would make the
Installment payment option more broadly available.4

NAW strongly recommends that the Committee adopt this type of provision,
by striking out the word "undue" from Section 6161 of the Internal Revenue
Code.

We have detailed earlier in our statement (pages 2-2-24) the impact of estate
taxes on a typical closely-held wholesale distribution firm, even with an exten-
sion of time for payment of ten years. The example concluded that serious
doubts would remain as to whether this typical closely-held wholesale distribu-
tion firm could survive in its present form. Accordingly, NAW recommends that
the present ten year maximum repayment period allowable under both Section
0161 and Section 6166 of the IRC be Increased to fifteen years. In addition,
we recommend that estates qualifying for an extension of time be allowed a
five year "grace period" before the first payment is required.

The enactment of liberalized provisions for payment of estate taxes attributable
to an Interest In a closely-held business would do much to enhance the perpetua-
tion prospects of those busitesees. Further, the revenue considerations Involved
In any liberalization of payment of these taxes would be small. Payment In full-
plus Interest-will be made; we are not advocating a forgiveness of any portion
of the tax.

Additionally, we observe that many legislative proposals dealing with estate tax
reform also would provide for an Increase In the marital deduction. While NAW
endorses an increase In the marital deduction, we would like to emphasize the
fact that it would In no way solve the long-term problem of perpetuating a family-
type, closely-held business from one generation to the next. Our support for an
Increase In the marital deduction Is therefore tempered by reallty-the harsh
reality that the increased marital deduction, while needed, In no way solves the
basic problem of continuing family-type enterprises under a highly progressive
estate tax system.
Imposition of capital gains tax on assets transferred at death

We note that some tax reform proposals before the Congress would contem-
plate an entirely different approach to tax reform-the Imposition of a capital
gains tax on assets transferred at death. Such a tax would sound the death knell
for small businesses such as those engaged In wholesale distribution.

'Remarks of Senator Walter Mondale. Congressional Record, Sept. 28, 1976 -age 816468.'Remarks of Senator Walter Mondale, Congressional Record, September , 1975, pape
810408.
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Those who favor such a tax argue that unrealized appreciation of capital assets,
regardless ot kind, is Income which currently escapes taxation when held until
death. They maintain that this unrealized capital gain should be taxed as if it had
been sold the day before death.

NAW has evaluated the impact of the imposition of a capital gains tax on the
many thousands of firms in the wholesale distribution industry ard has concluded
that such a tax would make the perpetuation of a family-owned or closely-held
business almost impossible. Indeed, the consequences are so severe that It is not
an overstatement to say that such a tax threatens to snuff out the entrepreneurial
spirit and the private enterprise system as we know it. --

An example of the impact of this proposed legislation on a typical small whole-
saler is presented in Table 9. This firm was founded 25 years ago with invested
capital of $13,000. Through diligent work the firm has been continuously profit.
able, although Its profits have never been large either in relation to its sales or
net worth. The result of the firm's management and reinvestment programs has
led to a net worth of $495,000. This reflects roughly a 15 percent annual growth
rate over 25 years, not an unusual pattern given the growth and change in our
nation since World War II.

The tax consequences for the owner, the executor of his estate, his heirs and
employees are significant. A son, who is active in the business, is the only prospec-
tive heir as the spouse of the owner predeceased him. Because the growth of the
business has absorbed all of the firm's profits, the firm is presumed to represent
virtually all of the owner's estate. In this case, the owner's home would also come
under provisions of the capital gains tax, as well as even higher marginal estate
tax rates. But, for purposes of this testimony, the estate will be considered to con-
sist entirely of the business interest.

Table 9 shows the net worth of the business at $495,000, less the specific exemp-
tion-leaving a taxable estate of $485,000, on which estate taxes of $124,900 are
due. This estate tax is over seven times the annual earnings of the last five years.
The minimum payment due, assuming a ten year extension, would be $21,238, or
over 120 percent of the firm's average net income per year in the last five preced-
ing years. In this case, the estate tax burden makes the continued independent
existence of this firm highly questionable.

TAME 9.-TAX CONSEQUEZNCIS Or OWNEaS DEATZ

A. Present estate taxes
Net worth of business -------------------------------------- $495, 000
Less specific exemption ---------------------------------------- 60000

Taxable estate -------------------------------- ------ 435,000
Estate tax ----------------------------------------------- 124, 900
Average annual net income (last 5 years) ------------------------- 17, 600
Minimum annual tax payment due ------------------------------ 21,233

Total estate taxes approximate 7 times the average annual earnings, and the
minimum annual tax payment in the first year exceeds earnings by $3,633.

B. Capital gains tax imposed upon owner's death in addition to estate taxes
Net worth of business -------------------------------------- $495, 000
Original investment ---------------------------------------- 13,000

Capital gains subject to tax ----------------------------- 482, 000
Capital gains tax (at 25 percent) ------------------------------ 120,500
Taxable estate after capital gains ----------------------------- 374, 500
Less specific exemption ....----------------------------------- 60, 000
Estate tax ----------------------------------------------- 86,340
Total tax liability ----------------------------------------- 206, 840
Minimum annual tax payment due ---------------------------- 85,182

SRnKRc: Actual case study. Interview and analysis of corporate financial records. Tax
consequences based on estate tax structure and stated assumptions of capital gains
proposals.

The second example reflects the predicament faced by the heirs and the execu-
tor of the estate if a capital gains tax is imposed on the assets upon the owner's
death. The $13,000 original capital-is subtracted from the present net worth of
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the business, leaving $482,000 In assets subject to a capital gains tax. The capital
gains tax at 25 percent will require payment of $120,500 in taxes, with the re-
maining $374,500 of the estate subject to an additional estate tax of $86,340.
The total capital gains tax and existing estate taxes total $206,840, or 41 percent
of the gross estate value and 11.7 times the recent annual average net income of
the firm. Even under a ten year deferred payment system, the first year's taxes
are twice the average annual net income.

There are very few options for heirs and executors in a situation in which the
estate tax liability equals 41 percent of the asset value and annual payments
far exceed the annual earnings stream of the asset. This example clearly dem-
onstrates the improbability of perpetuating the independent family-owned or
closely-held firm. Such a capital gains tax threatens the family-owned business
and the Jobs of the roughly 50 percent of American workers who earn their liveli-
hood in small businesses.

We are confident that this Committee will recognize the dangers of such a form
of taxation to the small, closely-held business enterprise, and urge the Committee
not to apply a capital gains tax to an imaginary gain. Taxation of a gain founded
only on the assumption that it has In fact occurred is not a realistic basis for
taxation.

Senator Brim. The concluding witness will be Mr. Thomas L. Little,
chairman of the board, First National Retirement Systems, Inc.

Senator RothI
Senator RoTi. I would like to welcome Mr. Little, who is a resident

of Delaware and a community leader. Not only is he a young business
leader, but he has also served in the State legislature, so he has a diver-
sified background and I want to welcome him.

Mr. LITrLE. Thank you, Senator Roth.
Senator BynD. Mr. Little.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS L. LITTLE, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
FIRST NATIONAL RETIREMENT SYSTEMS, INC., ACCOMPANIED
BY P. JEROME SHEA, PRESIDENT, AND RUFUS S. WATTS, TECH-
NICAL VICE PRESIDENT

Mr. Lnmrxr. I am here in the interest of the voluntary plan. I in-
corporated a summary of voluntary plans as Congress has been kind
enough to grant them, reminding you that the first voluntary deferred
compensation plan was issued in Senator Long's State in the year 1800,
granted by Mr. Washington and Mr. Jefferson, to a man named
(ilvany, chief of the Creek Indian tribe. This is the first official record
of a voluntary plan in America.

RE VIEW OF VOLUNTARY INDIVIDUAL tENSIONS

There has always existed a voluntary employee benefit plan for
every working American commonly known as a deferred compensation
account. This completely voluntary plan is simply a common law
contractual right by which an employer agrees to hold back an in-
dividual employee's future earned income until a future date. The
employer then further agrees to maintain the ownership of the account
until the employee meets certain conditions or event set forth within
the contract. The deferred assets remain in the legal ownership of
the employer until the employee meets certain conditions in the con-
tract. At that time, the employee takes the assets of the account with
the corresponding individual tax liability implied by constructive
receipt of the assets. This deferred compensation process will reduce
current employee tax liability until a future specified date.
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This commonly used technique has been used for decades by highly
paid executives, entrepreneurs, professional athletes, entertainers and
other high earners as a way of deferring current income until a more
convenient future time. This broad concept was first introduced to
large groups of salaried workers in Delaware in 1970. Under this
theory of deferred compensation, several rulings were requested from
the Internal Revenue Service concerning the application to a medium
range salaried employee earning approximately $10,000 per year. Re-
peatedly, the answers were positive and I submit to you a treatise
regarding this process authored by both F. Jerome Shea and inyself.i
This treatise details the basic construction of deferred compensation
contracts that have been used for decades and is settled law.

VOLUNTARY TAX SHELTERED ACCOUNTS

The first major statutory breakthrough in the order of events of
completely voluntary employee benefit plans occurred as an amend-
ment to the Internal Revenue Code in 1954. The amendment provides
for individual voluntary tax shelter accounts. This law covered specifi-
cally employees of nonprofit institutions which are charitable in nature
and was later broadened to include public school teachers. These tax
sheltered accounts have subsequently become well known throughout
America as tax shelter annuities in public school systems, private
school systems, university and hospital systems. These particular tax
sheltered accounts originally were limited for investments to a specific
insurance product known as an annuity. In the Pension Reform Act,
Congress properly and wisely expanded these tax sheltered accounts
to include the use of mutual funds as an additional investment vehicle
in addition to the insured annuity. However, the real significance of
the tax sheltered account is the completely voluntary nature of par-
ticipation by an individual employee regarding the stabilization of
future personal retirement plans. This voluntary salary reduction plan
was the first broad based incentive plan for the salaried employee
enabling him to voluntarily subsidize future personal retirement
benefits.

The next major statutory effort to expand voluntary retirement bene-
fits-resulted from the passage of the Keogh-Smathers legislation in
the early 1960's. This legislation is now commonly called H.R. 10 and
allows the entrepreneur, whether offering services or products, to
voluntarily reduce present income-and include certain employees-
under conditions set forth in the legislation. This remains an attractive
and convenient method for the entrepeneur to voluntarily provide for
his and his employees future retirement benefits.

INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNT8

Congress then decided after long years of study and through an
extensive statutory thrust to provide the American public with a com-
pletely voluntary personal retirement account known as the IRA or
individual retirement account. Individual retirement accounts provide
the needed buffer zone between covered employees of industrial cor-
porations and the great masses of employees not covered by company
or union sponsored plans. Essentially the individual retirement ac-

"A Treatise on Deferred Compensation,' is included at the conclusion of this statement.
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count provides an opportunity for each individual-with or without
his employer-to voluntarily save or invest funds for future retirement
not to exceed 15 percent of income or $1,500 per year. The individual
retirement account has been in effect for 1 year and seems to be rela-
tively accepted by-those who qualify and need a current tax deduction.
However, without emp loyer support through a payroll reduction, it is
not likely the IRA will have broad base use throughout the economy by
the personnel most in need of this benefit.

INDIVIDUAL PENSION ROLLOVER

Also included in the legislation is an opportunity for an individual
pension rollover from a qualified plan into an indiwdual retirement
account. This provision in the Pension Reform Act, although well in-
tentioned, fell short of its goal and this current amendment attempts
to correct the problem. However, this amendment will only correct the
obvious inadequacy in the recent Pension Reform Act by allowing for
a rollover from an existing plan without requiring that the employee
leave his current job in order to meet the rollover requirements set forth
in the act.

It is therefore my purpose today to respectfully remind the com-
mittee that it is essential that this legislation recognize the rollover
commonly takes two forms; one form is the lump sum provision; the
other is a monthly-or peridic-actuarial rollover provision. The ne-
cessity for allowing an individual employee to option for the periodic
rollover from a currently qualified plan can be explained by the follow-
in example:

An employee. voluntarily or involuntarily, leaves a corporation at
age 51; and therefore, the company p-ension plan. Under the proposed
amendment, he can rollover his lump sum vested assets to an mdivid-
ual retirement account and therefore avoid undesirable tax liability.
However, pension plans were designed to provide for periodic payouts
and do not anticipate the lump sum payout. Qualified pension plans
were certainly not designed to accommodate these lump sum payout
provisions on a widely accepted basis; and as a result, they may be
counter productive to the total pension reform concept. In turn, the
individual employee may be losing- a long-term actuarial benefit by
being forced to select only the lump sum option in lieu of the planned
periodic payout. We suggest this amendment include a provision to
merely alow an option for both lump sum rollover and periodic roll-
overs to the individual retirement account. In either case, the tax con-
sequence is the same and the Iong-term benefit for both the Govern-
ment and the public interest will be substantial by providing for both
provisions.

We have generally reviewed the recent history of voluntary retire-
ment plan from the common law-deferred compensation contractual
right to the-highly specialized statutory plans created by Congress.

LIMITED EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS

Individual retirement accounts are now available to approximately
30 million employees who are not covered by company pension bene-
fits. The proposed limited employee retirement account soon to be
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known as LERA will adjust the air and equitable position of individ-
uals who are now covered by qualified company pensions and there-
fore not entitled to participate in the individual retirement account.
This amendment will remedy a basic unfairness inadvertently caused
by the Pension Reform Act b allowing further expansion of the
voluntary plan concept. We fuly support this effort.

SUMMARY

It becomes glaringly obvious that the voluntary plan is the only
realistic approach to reducing current economic tension on Govern-
ment and corporate pension plans including the Social Security Sys-
tem. In that spirit, let me respectfully alert the committee that there is
one significant portion of the work force not yet considered for a
voluntary pension plan. These workers choose a career objective that is
the backbone of American society.

If the accumulated numbers of these specialists were expressed as
a single unit, it would certainly dwarf all employment categories yet
recorded. These workers are fundamentally general practitioners in
their trade; however, they must by the very nature of their job develop
specific skills in the following areas:

Basic accounting.
Nursing and first aid.
Care, cleaning and maintenance of children.
Preschool education.
Primary and secondary education.
Budgetary management and control.
Consumer advocacy and investigative procedures.
Real and personal property management.
Culinary arts.
Fashion design and interior decoration.Landscaping. .

General home repair and maintenance.
Psychological and physical therapeutic techniques.
Judicial review of minor dispute&
Other skills just to numerous to mention.

Of course, all of this expertise is taken for grante& in the overall
-chemo of our free enterprise system and to make matters even more
ludicrous these workers have no employer from whom to draw a
paycheck * * * nor a pension plan.

I am speaking, of course, Qf our American Homemakers who also
double as our wives and mothers. She is entrusted with the motivation
and morale of literally millions of governmental officials, service in-

lustry professionals and manufacturers of goods throughout our land.
Other adult Americans have some source of employment income or at
least some type of government subsidy. These critically important
specialists, who are the backbone of the family unit and the economy,
have no identifiable source of personal income iuless it is in the form
of a gratuitous transfer.

This is not only downright injust-it's just downright impractical I
-The real compensable worth of a homemaker has been estimate" by

economists and financial planning experts to range between $5,000 to
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$15,000 per year. No matter what the figure, no one of us would seri-
ously suggest that it would be adequate. Yet in spite of our common
agreement, no serious proposal for compensation has yet come forth
from government or the private sector.

Therefore, as a mere start and as an effective compromise, we strong-
ly sugest that the committee consider passage of Senator.William V.
Roth s amendment to the Tax Reform Act of 1975. His amendment
provides for a completely voluntary tax deferred retirement account
for the homemakers of America. We would not be so presumptuous as
to suggest the actual amount to be considered by the conUnittee--that
is for wiser men than us to determine considering the overall economic
scheme of things. It is, however, essential that tie committee consider
this amendment at this time in light of your sincere effort to round out
the whole voluntary pension system. This rounding out process should
make provisions for all homemakers now totally dependent on the one
income source earned by their spouse.

Let's face the facts, when the sole income earner is disabled or dies,
the surviving homemaker is fully expected to immediately take over
the breadwinner role. This occurs under extremely trying circum-
stances and at best during a period of extreme emotional stress when
she is usually unfamiliar or unskilled for participation in the economic
world outside the home.

We believe the same equitable principles that motivated the Con-
ges to grant voluntary plans to all earned income categories in the
work force will compel tile addition of this amendment resulting in
the Homemaker's personal retirement account.

Thank you.
Senator RonT. Thank you, Mr. Little.
I want to express my appreciation for your support of ni legis-

lation. I wonder as chairman of First National Retirement Systems
Inc. do you believe there would be fairly broad participation by the
housewives?

Mr. LrrrrL Yes, I brought along with me two gentlemen. These
associates have helped put together the system which has existed for
several years, and now accommodates the IRA program through
payroll reduction. Housewives are primarily dependent on the filing of
a joint return and this, of course, could be implemented to allow any
working American who is fortunate enough to have a homemaker to
ask for an employer deduction similar to an LERA or the IRA and
very easily implement the homemaker account.

Senator Ro. It is a fact of course, that on the average women
outlive men. It is also a fact that the Social Security System does not
really provide the relief that-or help that-was originally antici-
pated, even though it was never intended to be the sole basis of
retirement.

Do you see this pension proposal being helpful in easing the burden
on the family, on the social security program?

Mr. LrrE. Yes, sir. The issue very simply is that the earner is
removed from the scene through disability or death, and the sur-
viving spouse is not prepared for work and cannot easily fit into the
work economy, and she is extremely dependent on the "cookie jar"
mentality that has existed for generations, that she only has what
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she has been able to save from the regular family budget. This would
not only encourage spouses to accumulate money, but would encourage
the earning spouse to allow for this accumulation because of the
tax deductible advantage. I think it would allow man and wife to
legitimately accumulate capital or capital formations, for the sur-
v'iving individual, during a crisis situation such as disability or the
death of a spouse.

Senator RoTH. I also believe this bill would have a dual impact that
would increase savings for the homemaker and family, but, of course,
it would also provide additional funds that ake needed by our economy
as a whole.

Mr. LrrrLE. Yes, sir. The funds are stored up for future use, and
if we follow the same rules as in the IRA, they will be immediately
invested in the economy through insurance companies, banks, and
the investment media.

Senator ROTH. Do you see any administrative problems or obstacles
in this kind of proposal?

Mr. LrJrLE. No, sir. In fact, it would be as easy to implement as
the IRA.

Senator ROrm I want to thank you very much for coming here. It
has been most helpful, and I appreciate the assistance you have
given me.

[The attachment to Mr. Little's statement follows:]

A TREATISE ON DEFERRED COMPENSATION

(January 2, 1976)
Formerly "an exclusively private corporate-executive privilege now gone

public".
Written by: T. L. Little and F. J. Shea, board chairman and president of

First National Retirement Systems, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Little and Mr. Shea are students in the Extended Division at Delaware
Law School. They are founders and organizers of First National Retirement
Systems, Inc., sponsor of "The National Retirement Plan".

The National Retirement Plan is a national compute, recordkeeping payroll
reduction system offered exclusively through statewide and regional banking,
administrative and marketing facilities to both large and small employers for
convenient monthly payroll reduction pension systems. Each regional adminis-
tration and banking facility is serviced by a computer system through the
Wilmington, Delaware, administrative office and the Delaware Trust Company
which serves as the National Retirement Plan Custodian Bank. The Wilmington
office produces the "computer bookkeeping" and "investment traffic management"
for each individual savings, insurance end investment selection through the
national bank custodianship system.

Although the system Is defined and promoted as a "Bank Plan", clients may
select from a wide range of investment options for each employee participant
in the plan. The "Bank Plan" efficiently accomodates the wide selection of indi-
vidual investment options for pension, profit sharing, Keogh, Individual Retire-
ment Accounts and other payroll reduction employee benefit plans.

Since 1989, executive officers of First National Retirement Systems have
negotiated extensively with both Federal and State agencies and officials in
the research, development and organization of the National Retirement Plan.
Prior to the passage of the Pension Reform Act (BRISA 1974), Company
executives worked closely with Treasury Department personnel, White House
officials and were invited to testify before the U.S. Senate Sub-Committee on
Pension Reform co-chaired by Senator Harrison Williams D-N.3. and Senator
Jacob Javits R-N.Y.
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As a result of this background and experience, executives of First National
Retirement Systems, Inc., have an initimate working knowledge of the New
Pension Reform Law and the various mechanics of implementation on industrial
and governmental employee benefit plans.

DEF R RED COMPENSATION

This writing is a Tfreatise on only one particular and singular aspect of the
employee benefit industry which is not covered by the new law; and yet, as an
employee benefit, Is older than the pension industry Itself. As a result of the
Pension Reform Act, members of the legal profession have once again come
to the fore in the pension field and predictably will ultimately replace the
"actuary" in expertise and necessity In designing the mechanics of Implementing
employee benefit plans.

At the outset/it Is extremely Important for all parties to reach a common
agreement regari-lng the definition of the term "deferred compensation." In
the past, the term has been a "catch all" phrase to include all types of employee
benefit plans.

In this treatise the term "deferred compensation" will be specifically defined
as a mere contractual agreement between an employee, unfunded by the employer
and nonqualified In federal statute and containing one or more of the following
considerations:

Voluntarily reduce an employee's current salary level.
Voluntarily forgo an anticipated employee's raise In salary.
Voluntarily forgo certain anticipated future employee's proceeds not yet

earned such as commissions, bonus, director's fees, etc.;
and justified to the Internal Revenue Service for any one or more of the following
reasons:

To voluntarily stabilize an employee's future retirement benefits.
To voluntarily restrict an employee from competitive activities after

severence of employment.
To voluntarily assure the provision of an additional consulting services to

a n employer after the retirement of a career employee.
There are certainly other reasons to justify deferred compensation but most

of the standard contracts contain a combination of the above conditions. It
must be stressed that the Internal Revenue Service will strenuously object to
the use of deferred compensation for strictly tax avoidance and for that reason
it is important to include even further conditions such as:

The contract must be irrevocable by either party for specific twelve
month periods (automatically renewable at the end of each year).

The employer must maintain exclusive ownership of the assets In the
eiccount with a mere promise to pay the employee at a future date (no
employee vested rights).

,It should be contractually agreed that the assets may not pass to an
employee until he meets one of the following criteria:

1. Death (to a preselected beneficiary) ;
2, Severance of employment (voluntarily or Involuntarily); or
3. Disability (by rules of the employer).

EMPLOYEE TAXATION

At termination of employment and dlsbursement of assets, the employee Is
then liable for personal ordinary Income tax vit the current taxable year. At the
same time, and only then, the corporation Is entitled to take the corporate tax
deduction on the exact amount that changes hands between the employee and
employer. (The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants in 195 has
stated "you pay as you go" regarding deferred compensation tax treatment.)

Of course, It-Is extremely important to keep prominent in the mind that any
Institution qualifying under Section 601 of the Internal Revenue Code as a
Federal tax exempt organization has no federal tax liability on amounts with-
held for employees through deferred compensation contracts.

The above criteria are the most essential and commonly known Ingredients In
a standard deferred compensation contract It Is also Interesting to note that
the 1954 Internal Revenue Code recognized "deferred compensation" plans under
Section 404. This fact gives Treasury Department credibility to the doctrine pre-
sented in this treatise. Contractual arrangements to defer compensation of cor-
porate executives during a period of years subsequent to the completion of a
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career is deeply rooted In the corporate executive employee benefit practices of
American business. (Oates, 207 F2d 711, Weathers 22 TO Memo 314 (1953);
Veit, 8 TO 809 (1947) ; Fleming, 241 F2d 78 5th Cir. (1957).)

EMPLOYER TAXATION

It is vividly clear to even the casual researcher that there Is no corporate
federal tax deduction to the employer for any contribution in kind or in promise
to an unfunded, nonqualified corporate deferred compensation agreement on
behalf of an employee. In fact, 4he price consideration assuring the employee
the tax deferment is the employer must maintain exclusive ownership of tile
assets in the plan and the employee must forfeit all vested rights to tile assets
and defer to the business risk of the employer creditors.

More simply stated, the employer credits to the employee a specific dollar
amount of deferred compensation ... the employee becomes a general creditor
of the employer for the specific amount credited. The amount credited remains
an. asset of the employer and subject to the risk of business until the employee
receives It as earned Income. (Revenue Ruling 69-050)

GENERAL TAXATION PROCEDURES AND CAVEATS

Eventually, the employee will meet the mutually agreed upon criteria (i.e.
death, disability, severance) th6 employee then "earns out" a specific amount
each year (or lump sum) plus any growth or accumulations on the-eontribu-
tions made to the account by the employer while the employee was in active
career service.

At the exact moment the employee "receives" ... the received amount becomes
taxable to him at ordinary income rates during the current taxable year. Com-
currently the employer Is entitled to take the corporate tax deduction of tihe
exact amount "received" as a regular business expense against corporate earu-
Ings during the same current taxable year. Employee benefit professionals rfer
to this type of deduction as a corporate "deferred tax allowance". Again, a
reminder, If the institution has no federal tax liability, all the same rules al-
ply except the "corporate tax liability and deferred tax allowance." This Is be-
cause there is no corporate tax liability whatsoever to a federal tax exempt
organization for deferring compensation of employees.

NEW LOOK AT OLD IDEA

-The 1969 tax revision and the 1974 Pension Reform Law have brought about
a complete reexamination of this executive employee benefit. In 1970, It was dim-
covered that this unique tax advantage could be safely -and conveniently offered
to federally tax except 501 organizations and governmental employees as an
additional voluntary employee fringe benefit. In 1971, executives of First X'n-
tional Retirement Systems, Inc., requested Mr. Joseph H. Geoghegan Esq., of
tho Wilmington law firm of Potter, Anderson & Corroon, to apply to the Ill-
ternational Revenue Service for specific ruling for a custodian bank, an ad-
ministrator and a public employee regarding a deferred compensation plan for
the State of Delaware and City of Wilmington employees. The Internal Revenue
Service's answer to both requests confirmed the favorable tax position, the cus-
todian-administrator team idea subsequently became wide spread and IN cur-
rently being considered in more than two dozen states, hundreds of municipal-
ities, hospitals and educational Institutions throughout the country. However,
private and publidy owned corporations are currently looking very closely to
this type of voluntary payroll reduction deferred compensation benefit to re-
ward career personnel for longevity and valuable service. In this situation eer-
tain caveats should be noted:

A. Without careful construction, a nonqualifled corporte deferred com-
pensation plan that reduces current salary levels may Irrevocably adversely
affect anticipated pension or profit sharing benefits for an employee after
retirement.

B. The employee's receipt of assets from a deferred compensation account
are surely taxable after retirement and may adversely affect the tax plan-
ning of anticipated Integrated pension and social security benefits.

C. Economic Inflation may render a mere "unsecured" promise to pay fo an
inbadequate economic level after an employee reaches retirement age.
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1). Careful selection in "securing" the investment of current yearly con-
tributions in life insurance contracts, annuities or equities may overcome the
above objections, but a careful agreement should be written to be sure there
is no "vested interest", "constructive receipt" or "cash equivalent" received
by the employee when the employer has "secured" deferred compensation
contributions.

In spite of the above .caveats, current heavy tax burdens have motivated many
valuable employees who wish to maintain a consistent standard of living after
retirement, commensurate with his working years, to Increase their demand on
employers to provide deferred compensation benefits. Each deferred compensa-
tion contract must be negotiated on an individual basis by each Individual
employee. (8700.2 Institute for Business Planning, Executive Compensation)

For generations this benefit was reserved solely for Board Chairman and
chief executive types. The new reforms in employee benefits and the elimination
of capital gains treatment for pensioners in 1069 has caused many executives
to look to their corporate management for this unique tax break and individual
payroll reduction deferred pay contracts. (Annual statements an#proxy state-
ments: Coca-Cola Company, duPont Company and Corning Glass-Works)

Sensible tax planning for deferred compensation should meet the following
test3 :

A. The employee needs assurance that he will not be currently taxed
each year.

B. The corporation needs assurance it is not committing Itself to a plan
that can deprive it of Its eventual business deduction (deferred tax
allowance).

C. Future payments to the employee in retirement should be reasonably
"secured" in spite of the business risk of the corporation.

D. The funds contributed should have a guaranteed growth potential to
assure the corporation of full recovery of the deferred tax allowance and In
turn assure the employee of a potential hedge against economic inflation.

H". There should be no attempt to defer compensation already earned
and due the employee.

F. There should be no trust or annuity document in which the employee
has any nonforfeitable right.

The Internal Revenue Service steadfastly maintains that each case will be
Judged upon its own merits and the nearest to a general rule Is: "there Is no
constructive receipt where the employer has executed a mere 'secured or un-
secured' promise to pay at some future date; however, there is constructive
receipt where the taxpayer has gained vested rights to the promised funds even
though not physically In his possession." (Revenue Ruling 60-31: Revenue
Ruling 70-435; Revenue Ruling 69-650)

TUC "SECUREI)" ACCOUNT CONCEPT

Recent developments have revealed that deferred compensation contracts can
be "secured" with relative ease, safety and confidence through a bank custodian
type agreement (or trust) provided the employee's vested rights to the "secured"
assets are completely forfeitable to the business risk of the employer. (Drysdale,
177 F2d 413, Rev. 82 TC 378; Bechtold and Johnson private letter rulings,
regarding the National Retirement Plan, State of Delaware, City of Wilmington,
1972)

Of course with forfeitable rights, we are back to the nondeductibility problem
-for the employer, the employer is not entitled to an immediate deduction for
contributions to a custodian or trust plan as stated above and must wait until
the account "earns out" to the employee before being entitled to the deferred tax

.allowance.
One solution to a reasonably "secured" account Is to have the employer make

current payments to an individual custodian account on behalf of each employee,
with the custodian making subsequent payments to the employee at a future date.
Even though the employer pays the currently deferred compensation to a cus-
todian on behalf of the employee, the employer gets no current b us1.news tax deduct*
tion because the employee's rights are forfeltabl% and at the buuliem rsk of the

-corporation. (Again an Important reminder that the t 'kempt orgamz tons
have no tax ability for employee de1raits tie !ljoyee'8 rights 1wecome

monforfeitable, the employee will'.t tbt tlme be tared of"thaftll vaIuO ot interest
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received. The exact amount of value received by the employee will then be deduc-
table from the corporation; hence, the "deferred tax allowance" as a business ex-
pense, including all growth of assets in a "secured" account since the contribu-
tions were made by the corporation.

The Internal Revenue Service has never succeeded in attempts to tax employees
where the consideration received in the deferred compensation contract is a mere
"secured or unsecured" promise to pay. Revenue Rulings 60-31 and 60-65 clear
the way and promise taxpayers relative freedom from the application of construc-
tive receipt or cash equivalent theories to simple unfunded, secured or unsecured
deferred compensation agreements. Most of these type contracts are secured by
life insurance, annuities or equities and they remain assets of the corporation
and subject to corporation creditors.

However, it is possible under unusual circumstances to guarantee a deferred
compensation arrangement if there is an unusual fear by the employee that the
employers assets are not especially solvent. Medium sized and smaller corpora-
tions can have an additional signature on the contract to guarantee payment
(Wolfe, 8 TC 689 (1047) aff'd 170 F2d 73 (9th Cir. 1948)).

INFLATION SAFEGUARDS

It is possible to inflation proof a deferred pay contract and maintain flexible
investment options for secured employee contracts, one popular method utilizes
the individual bank custodian account system.

The employer agrees to contribute a regular dollar amount each year out of
future earned proceeds of the employee to an individual bank custodianship. The
employer then allows the employee the discretion of directing the future invest-
ment of the secured assets at the custodian bank into various investment options
such as:

Savings Accounts.
Mutual Funds.
Insured Annuities.
Life Insurance Contracts.
Government Bonds.
New York Stock Exchange Listed Securities.

The actual selection of the secured investment portfolio combinations is the em-
ployee's individual discretion and as long as the assets are kept at the business
risk of the employer, there is no constructive receipt or cash equivalent taxpayer
theory. The custodian then pays out the secured account assetij to the employee
at the contractual specification selected at the time of retirement, such as:

Lump sum (payout can be income averaged).
Period certain (paid out over a specific numbers of years).
Life expectancy (paid out according to the American Annuitants Table).
Life time annuity (paid out over actual lIfetIm6 by an annuity).

ECONOMIC ADVANTAGES FOR EMPLOYS

It is entirely possible for an employer to increase corporate earnings by the
liberal and consistant use of a secured deferred compensation plan:

In an Over-Simplified Example Between Employee and X.Y.Z. Corporation:
E.M.P. defers $1,000 per year into a secured custodian account for 10

years total deferred compensation by E.M.P. equals $1,000.
X.Y.Z. pays 48% federal tax on each $1,000 contribution, but carrles-the

secured asset in the corporation surplus (usually in Stockholders Equity as
a footnote). Total 10 year tax paid by X.Y.Z. equals $4,800. Total 10-year
asset carried by X.Y.Z. equals $10,000.

.M.P. requests that the $1,000 secured proceeds each year be directed to:
50 lifd insurance ($20,000 level mortality risk), and '$750 mutual fund

(equity Investment).
.M.P. diee before retirement, XY.Z. takes minimum corporate business

tax deduction of $20,000 plus all accumulated secured cash assets upon
liquidation of the account to E.M.P. beneficiary. Minimum deferred tax
allowance for XY.Z. equals $20,000.

E.M.P. lives until retirement, the equity investment with average 9o
annual growth yields $i4,250 (plus cash value of insurance If any). EMP.
receives assets and pays current ordinary income tax on $14,250 averaged
over a 5 year period after retiremenL

X.Y.Z. takes minimum deferred tax allowance of $14,250.-
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X.Y.Z. recovers previous corporate tax paid ------------------- $4, 800
XY.Z. net gain in retained earnings -------------------------- 9,450

Total ----------------------------------------------- 14, 250

SUMMARY

The secured custodian account system allows each employee to personally
select insurance and Investments to meet his personal and family goals and at
the same time insures the full recovery of the deferred tax allowance paid by the
corporation. (Again an important reminder, this is not applicable in a federally
tax exempt institution . . . there is no federal tax liability; therefore, no neces-
sity of recovery.) The special tax advantages become quite clear with a simple
example and when coupled with other investment mix possbilities both the
employee and the employer are well served if they are both willing to share the
Joint burden of nondeductibility for the corporation and the business risk for
the employee.

The prudent use of life insurance in each secured account can help the
employee meet a possible fdortality liability and at the same time relieve the
company of an extensive executive mortality risk by providing:

By Annuity Benefit--an increased standard of living during the retirement
life of the employee and dependents.

By Mortality Benefit-the corporation can reduce its mortality risk to
employee beneficiaries and dependents.

It is important at this point to stress that each individual -deferred pay con-
tract must be negotiated and stand on its own merits-No group benefits should
exist that can be construed by the Internal Revenue Service to create the im-
plication of a pension trust, a vested right or implied constructive receipt.

One final caveat should be noted: Generally, most hospitals meet the require-
ments under Internal Revenue Service Code, Section 501, federal tax exemption,
but there is an additional hurdle to overcome with a deferred compensation plan
for hispitals receiving provider reimbursement for salaries of employees of the
hospital. A special clearance must be requested through the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare for the plan should it be decided to use deferred
compensation for hospital employees; otherwise, the hospital may not be reim-
bursed for portions of salary deferred and this could become quite costly and
unexplainable to hospital directors and management. (Bureau of Health Insur-
ance Regulatin9: Costs related to patient care 12140. Deferred compensation
2140.3B Custodian)

It is increasingly likely that non-profit and profit making institutions will In-
vestigate this employee benefit opportunity in the face of-increased prospects of
rising taxes and economic inflation. The institutional legal counsel should care-
fully review all the above aspects of a deferred compensation plan and should
be fully prepared and current in order to adequately advise corporate and in-
dividual clients in the event of Internal Revenue Service opposition. If the rules
set forth above regarding construction are followed with reasonable care, there
will be no challenge of adverse taxability for the Plan.

Senator ROm. This committee will now adjourn until 10 o'clock
tomorrow morning.

[Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m. the committee recessed, to reconvene at
10 a.m., Wednesday, April 7,1976.]
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